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NATURAL HISTORY OF BIRDS.

Class IX.— AVES.
A uiKD is known by its feathers. Luk'od, so distinctive is this sentence that it

does not admit of a single e.\ce|)tion, for no bird is without featliers, and no animal is

invested with feathers except the birds. And so singularly ada])ted is this covering

to the aerial habits of most of the members of the bird class, that its structure is nearly

the same in all Hying birds, while the only aberrant types of feathers are found in the

ostriches, the kiwis, and the penguins, all of which are deprived of the power of flight.

In the two first-mentioned groups the feathers resemble hairs more or less superficially,

and the re])resentatives of the last order jjresent a i)luinage somewhat suggestive of

scales, but both the hair-like and the scale-like a])pen(higes are in every respect true

feathers. Not less remarkable as indicative of the perfection of the feather is the

fact tliat the feathers of the oldest bird known, the fossil Arclunopteryx from Solen-

hofen, were es^sentially like those of the majority of existing birds, and that nature

has not been able to imin'ove much upon that admirable combination of lightness and

firmness since the Jurassic period.

But the feather is not the only characteristic attribute of the birds, altliough it is

the only one which at once distinguishes them from all other living beings. From the

reptiles the feathered tril)es diiTcr, among other tilings, in possessing a complete double

circulation of the blood, which is warm, while the absence of milk glands separates

them widely from the mammals. Further characters which sejiarate the birds from

the mammals are the single condyle of the occiput, and the articulation of the lower

jaw with a separate bone, the os qxiadratiou, which again articulates with the skull.

The absence of a diaphragm may also be quoteil in this connection. In these and

several other particulars the birds show a near relationship to the re]itiles, so close,

indeed, that they have been included with them in a separate group, Sauropsida; at any

rate, the birds are more nearly related to the reptiles than they are to the mammals, not-

withstanding the beak of the duck-mole and the recent re-discovery of the fact that

the Echidna lays eggs, and whatever was the origin of the mammals, so much is cer-

tain, that they sprang from an ancestral stock with wliich the birds are only remotely

connected. Their position between the reptiles aiicl tlio mammals in our linear system

does not indicate any intermediate position in nature, but is simjilydue to our inal)ilily

of expressing exact relationships on a flat sheet of pai)cr.

There are other features which frequently arc attributed to the bird class as diag-

nostic, but which really are of but little account ; for instance, the modification of the

jaws into a beak sheathed with horn and destitute of teeth, for not only have the
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2 NATURAL 111STORY UF lilUDS.

turtles ami tlic <liK-k-uu)k' siiiiihir beaks, but we know imw iliat teetli were as euininon

in eertain grouiis of extinct birils as they are in rej)liles or niainnials nowadays. Nor
is the layiiij; of eggs anil their hateliing an exclusive characteristic of the feathered

tribes, fur we have birds which leave tlie hatching to be done by the heat of decaying

vegetable mutter hea]ied upon them, while the latest indications are that the old re)port

of the ilonotremes laying eggs, hitherto regardetl as a fable, is substantially true.

The so-called '])neumacity ' of the bird-skeleton, or the jieculiarity of the bones being

hollow an<l filled with air thniugh the canals in connection with the respiratory organs,

has also been regarded as belonging to the birds only, but the bones of the extinct

Pterosaurians ami some other forms were also filled with air, air-canals being jiresent

in nearly all the bones of the skeletons of the larg<'r species, while seviral recent

birils, for instance the kiwis and the j)enguins, are entirely destitute of ]ineumacity in

any part of the skeleton.

We will mention one more character which cannot be uplieM as ])ecidiar to the

birds in view of our present knowledge. It is well known that in liirds the different

bones of the skull grow together at an early age, fusing so conii>letely that tiie borders

of the individual bones are completely obliterated, while in most other vertebr.-ites

these bones remain separateil by sutm'es dining the whole lifetime of the animal.

Still there have been found remains of an extinct bird, the remarkable (iustornin, in

which the sutures were j)ermanent, while, on the other hand, all tends to show that

the ancient Pterosaurians had the different jiieees of the skidl fused together as com-

pletely and as early as any bird now living.

.Since we thus have to fall back ujioii the feathers as the most distinctive feature

of a bird, a brief comment upon their structure and origin may not be out of place.

CoHijiaring the scales of reptiles, the feathers of birds, and the hairs of mammals, the

jiojpiilar verdict would jirobably lie in favor of rcganling the hairs and the featliers as

more resembling one another than either of them do the scale's, partictdarly when we

remember tlie many hair-like ajijiendages in birds. Scientilie investigation, however,

seemed to prove the correctness of quite the ojiposite view, and the alleged identity of

scales and feathers has been frequently used as a further argument for the elo.se relation-

ship between reptiles and birds, the sc:de-like feathers along the edge of the jiengnin's

wing bein"- regarded as a structure intermediate in character between the two kinds of

integument and a j)roof of their common origin, while much stress was laid upon the

dilTerences between hair and feather. True, the latter differ radically, jiarlicularly in

their early stages, for a hair is formed in a solid ingrowth of the ejiidermis, while tlie

feather originates on the top of a large ]>apilla ; but the homology of tlie latter with the

scales of the rejitiles is not therefore a sure thing, and }ih: J. A. .Jeffries has recently

brought forward arguments which indicate a different nature of the two structures, the

strongest being that feathers may grow upon scuta. It should also be remarkeil that

the above-mentioned scale-like feathers of the jienguin are in every res].ect true feafhei-s,

and not half feather, half scale.

Young birds, when breaking the egg enclosing them, vary greatly in their develo|)-

ment, some being quite naked, as, for examjile, most Passeres, Picaria-, herons, and

cormorants, but soon .issuming a more or less fidl covering of soft down, which .igain

is replaced by (inner feathers; other kinds are not hatched before the downy clothing

is jierfeeted within the egg-shell, while the final feather jiliimage is juit on afterwards;

the former are called Gyniiiop:edes (f/>/i/iiios, naked; paiifes, children); the latter

group ; Dasypa;des (dasys, downy). All the Gymnopa'des are fed in the nest by the
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parents (Altrices), and so are many of those wliicli are born down-clad, but a great

number of the latter are able to run about ininieiliately upon leaviuLj the egg (Pne-

coees). A few birds remain so long within the egg that tlie feathers are develo])ed

before the shell bursts, this being the ease with the young talegallas, and these might

be called Pteriijia'des.

As remarked above, the feather is formed on a clcrmal iiapilla. At an early stage

such ])a])ill£e arise above tlie surface of the skin, each of which is grooved longitudi-

nally on one side. Tiiis median groove sends off laterally numerous smaller ones in

an obliquely upward direction, gradually becoming shallower. The secretion of the

]>npilla moulds in these furrows, and, when pushed ujiward by new formations below,

dries and splits into a feather, consisting of a scape and disconnected lateral barbs.

These imperfect feathers are called plumules, and, taken collectively, constitute the

down While the papilla from which these ]iluniules were formed sinks later on into

a pit or follicle of the skin, another crop of more perfect feathers starts from j)apilhe

at the bottom of pits which are situated at the intersections of numerous ridges

of the skin (the latter without sudoriferous glands and sebaceous follicles). Tliese

pa]iill;e are more deej>ly grooved, and have, moreover, very often a corresponding but

slighter furrow on the opposite side, from which originates a usually small extra feather,

known as the after-shaft (hyporaehis), and attached to the under side of the main

shaft. These stronger and more j)erfect feathers, which are called contour feathers,

consist of a central stem and a lateral 'web' on each side. The former is com])osed

of two parts; a lower, cylindrical, and hollow portion, the quill projier, enclosing the

]pa]iilla, which shrivels when the feather ceases to grow ; it merges into the terminal

part, the shaft, which is four-sided and solid, and from which sjiring two lateral sets

of barbs or radii ; these have on their margins secondary processes, barbulcs, which by

means of small hooks or barbicels interlock with the neighboring barbs, thus uniting

them into continuous and elastic ' wel)s,' termed the inner or outer web, according to

the relative position to the median line of the body.

Oidy in a few of the recent birds, as in penguins and ostriches, are the feathers dis-

tributed evenly over the whole body. In all Euornithes they are arranged in special

and regular groups or tracts (pteryhe), separated by naked or downy spaces (ajiteria),

which are concealed by the overlying feathers of the neighboring tracts, an arrangement

by which smoothness of the plumage is secured whatever movetnent the bird may under-

take. It may be regarded as a rule that the smaller the feathers in a tract the smaller

are the separating spaces, the latter sometimes becoming so narrow as to be nearly

obliterated. The different grou]iing of the tracts, their distribution and ramification,

are subject to considerable variation, and are to a certain extent valu.ablc for syste-

matic purposes, because sometimes diagnostic of imjiorlant divisions.

Two of the ptcryhe are of special interest and importance— the alar and the

caudal tracts, both including the strongest feathers of the whole body. From the

former spring the remiges, which form the essential part of the wing, ami witlmut

which no bird can fly. Those which are fi.xed to the hand are called primaries;

secondaries are those on the forearm, the three innermost of which are styled tertiaries.

The number of primaries is usually ten, often nine, very seldom eleven ; that of sec-

ondaries from six to forty. The bases of these are overlaid by several rows of hnger

and smaller contour feathers, the upper or under wing coverts, according to their posi-

tion on the U]>per or lover surface of the wing. For further detail we refer to the

accompanying cut, which will give more information at a glance than we can detail in
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a long description ; but we would like to call attention to the middle row (mc in tlie

figure), the so-called ' iiiidillc coverts,' which in many birds, jiMrlicularly anmng the

Passercs, are arranged in a manner dif-

ferent from the other feathers, as they

overlap each other with tlii'ir inner

edges, while all the other fi^athcrs have

the outer margin free, and the inner one

.covered by the overlying feathei-s. The
caudal tract embraces the tail feathers

(rectrices) and their u]>iier and under

coverts. They are in paii-s, and are

counted from the outside towards tlie

centre. Their number varies from eight

to thirty-twi), but twelve is the rule, less

FlO. I.— Feathers of a passnrine wing, seen from above; the rare exception.
a, aliilu; p, primaries; Ic, leaser euverti*; tfr, greater

t-» • i i
coverts; ;«•, priniar.v coverts; nir, miiiiUo coverts; », Besides these iiorni:)! feathers there
secondaries; «c, scapulars; /, lerliaries.

,
... . . .

are several modincations for special pur-

poses ; filoplumes, with slender axis and rudimental barbs, are often merely for ornament,

while the hair-like vibrissa-, which have no barlis at all, line the mouths of many insect-

eating birds, :uul the eyelids of m:iny birds of i>rey, toucans, and ostriches. '• Some
plumes have the barb-tips breaking off as dust (powder-down), and these may be scat-

tered (and transitory, as in the hemmergeier), or dorsal, or on each side of the sjiinal

tract (some kites) ; or post-femoral and inguinal (herons, Leptosouta, tinamous)." AVe

may also mention the so-called semii>lumes, feathers intermediate between contour

feathers and down, and occujiying the edges of the feather-tracts; in the hoatzin the

ajiteria are neai-ly filled with them, and Garrod asks why they may not be regarded as

degenerated feathers ; they are tisually concealed by the contour feathers, but long

8emi]dumes are found in some forms, as, for instance, the ornamental feathers in the

Marabou stork {Leptoptilos duhms).

Feathers, iienerally, do not, like hairs, continue to grow indefinitely. Where

they have attained tiieir full size, the vascular j)apill:i enclosed in the quill dries uj),

fonning the ' ])ith,' and from that moment no further growth, nor any renewing of

tissue, takes jilace in the feather. Therefore, as soon as the feathers are worn out, they

are thrown off, shed, and replaced Ijy an outgrowth of new ones. This j)roce.ss, which

we call molting, presents some variations and modifications in the different groui)S of

birds, but may, as a rule, be said to take place annually after the breeding season, with

its wear and tear to the feathers, is over. During this general molt, all the feathers,

including wing and tail feathers, are shed gradually, ami eiiually, on both sides of the

median line of the body; the feather of one wing is thrown off simultaneously with

the corresponding one of the other, and the same relation takes place in the molt of

the feathers in each half of the tail. It is the exception, when ducks and some otiier

birds lose all the wing feathers at once, thus being deprived of the power of flight for

a short time. While wing and tail feathcre are only molted once a year, a partial

nmlt of the smaller feathers often takes place early in spring, at which time also

most of the ornamental feathers, borne only a .short time, make their a])pearance.

This renewal of a ]i;iit of the plumage is generally very rapid, and the time between

the autinnnal total molt and the ]>artial one in s]>ring, as a rule, iierhajis, .shorter than

between the .sjiring and the autumn changes, sometimes being often a brief period of
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a few weeks;, as in the eiders (Soinateria), but wo have, on the other liand, examples

of the reverse, as in tlie jjtannit,faiis {La(/opus), souie of whicli, at least, show the

peculiarity of a jiermanent molt during the whole summer. JIany birds retain the

first plumage during the first winter of their life, while others change it a short lime

after they have put it on; and in some— for instance, in the grouse family— even the

wing-feathers are shed before the first winter sets in. Very frequently the new plu-

mage has a color quite different from the one which was thrown off, and particularly

where two molts occur, the seasonal change in the color of many birds is thus

accounted for. But there are a whole category of cases in which a radical change in

the coloration according to season is effected without the feathers being molted. In

many birds, notably among the Passeres, the feathers of the new aulunuial plumage

will be seen to be parti-colored, the centre being of a hue different from that of the

edge. Let us examine the fall plumage, for instance, of the adult common snow-

bunting {Plectro2)hanes nivalis). The general color is white, the back, however,

spotted with black, and jiarts of the plumage, especially the head, suffused with

brownish ; looking closer at the individual feathers, we find that those on the back are

really black, with broad white margins, while llie wliite feathers of the head are tipped

with brownish. These edges and borders become very brittle towards the aj)])roach

of next year's breeding season ; they fall off, leaving the black feather-centres of the

back and the pure white part of the other feathers exposed, so that the bird next sum-

mer appears white, with black back. It is a similar process which changes the ajipear-

ance of the bobolink {DoUchonyx ori/ziconm), besides that of numerous other birds,

so radically.

Changes in color may also take place l)etween the molts and inde]>endent of the

edge-she(lding. In most birds the color of the plumage changes notably towards the

en<l of the breeding season : wing-fcatliers which formerly were black become light

brownish or grayish, vivid colors become dull, and a general fading seems to take

place, caused by the wear and tear, rubbing, direct influence of the atmosphere, of

rain, and of sunshine, or, as we are accustomed to call it, by abrasion. But the colors

may also be intensified, or even radically ('hanged, by abrasion, ])rovided the super-

ficial layers which rub off are of such a natui'e as to conceal or obscure the deeper

and differently colored strata. We may mention the common red-poll {Acinthis

liiKtria) as an example. It is but fair to confess, however, that our knowledge of the

change of color in the individual feather, after having fini.shed its growth, is .still very

defective, and that we have to U)ok tow;ird future investigations for answei-s to many
a (piestion. The same remark aiii>lies to our knowledge of the pigments in feathers

which produce the colors. A coloring matter which is called zoomelanin, and

thought to be identical with coriosuljihurine, seems to ]>roduce all the black and ilark

lines in birds, while some green colors ;n-e due to an ailmixlure of a yellowish iii^mcnt

called jisittacofulvine. A really green pigment has only been fouml in the touracos,

— hence the name tunicoverdin,— and no blue or violet pigment has yet been dis-

covered, while red (zooerythrine) is quite common. Another red, turacin, causes

the magnificent red on the wings of the ^[uso]iliagida\ There is no while pigment,

but wherever that color occurs it is due to the countless number of interstices between

the molecules of the feather, the substance of the latter being colorless. Many tints—
for exiunple, blue, violet, and certain greens— are not due to the pigment, whicii is

black-brown to yellow, but tin- blue results from a j)articular surl'ace-structure of the

feathers, so that it must disajijicar if the color-producing jiarts be destroyed. Thus, if
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we liamincr caivfiilly the (leup lilue feathers of a macaw, the liliic color immediately Jis-

ai)j)eai"8, and the injured part looks gray or brownish, according to the underlying pig-

ment. Some green parrot feathers, when treated in a similar way, become yellow,

since this is the color of their ]iigment. Here we have the explanation of the ilark

appearance of the abraded jtarts of feathers of jiarrots and other brightly colored

birds.

The gloss of feathers, indejicndent «l the color itself, is the result of their sm-face

being smooth and jiolished, while the metallic lustre is due to a transparent sheath

which acts like a jirism, a fact ascertained by Mr. Gadow. The theory of the metallic

lustre being due to structure of a prismatic nature originated, however, with Professor

IJ. Ahum.
We mentioned above that the seasonal shedding of feathers or of their edges

usually causes a change in the color of the jilumage. In some birds we distinguish

summer and winter plumages, in otliei-s nuptial and ])ost-nuptial garbs, and in some

ptarmigan may be observed even four more or less distinct attires nearly corre.sjtonding

to the four seasons.

There are also some interesting relations connected with the similarity and dissimi-

larity ill color between the two sexes, and between the adults and the young. Tlinii^di

it might seem to be the original arrangement, or perhaps just, therefore, young birds

and the adults of both sexes and at .'ill seasons are comparatively seldom tpiite alike.

The Procellarida', or i)etiels, may be ipioted as an example, besides several others. If

the adults of both se.xcs, for some reason or another, have developed alike se.ason.al

colors, the first ]ilumage of the young is very often like that which the parents assume

about the same time,— that is to say, their post-nuptial or winter dress. In such a

case the young birds un<leigo a change in the spring similar to that of the old ones

;

many of the auks (Alcidie) demonstrate this rule. Whenever one of the adults, no

matter what sex, is more richly colored than its mate, the young usually resemble the

more ])laiiily colored of the jiarents; this rule is followed by a great many, perhaps

the majority of birds, but exeei)tioiis and many modifications occur. We are, bow-

ever, justified in making this generalization, tiiat species in v. liich both parents differ

materially from the iilumage of the young are still more sjieeialized as to color than

the foregoing categories; for we may without hesitation take for granted that the

plumage of the young is the more generalized, and that the amount of specialization

is in ]iroportion to the dejiarlure from the first garb. It follows that weh.ave to go to

the birds in the later plumage, or in that more like it, whenever we wish to ascertain

the relationship of different forms. It will, therefore, be necessary to arrange the

species according to the characters furnished by the young, or jdain-colored females,

and not by the secomlary, often highly specialized, structure of the males, if we aim

at a natural classification based upon affinities. It will seem as if there may be a

possibility of finding out the relation between the different classes of j)luniages, so

thatit might be deduced whether one kind of plumage in a given case— for instance,

a barred ors]iotted one— is a more specialized condition than another, say a striped or

plain dress; but no investigations, covering a suHicieiit number of species of all orders

and from all parts of the world, have been made as yet, without which all generaliza-

tions and speculMlions are jiremature and next to valueless.

Finally, Me have to consi.ler a color jiroblem which has only come forward of late,

and which still aw.iits its solution. There has been invented a name for the jihenoin-

enon, and we are accnstomed to call it dichromatism, but of its true nature and its
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sisxnificancc in the animal economy we are <niitc if;iiorant. By this ti-rm wo <U'si>^iiate

tiiu jioculiaiity in certain sjiccics of Kirds, tiiat in<ii\ iiliials jiresuiit two clil'tViviit slylfs

of coloration, or ' phases,' presumably more or less iude|)enilent of guograi)hical dis-

tribution, present or past, or, in fact, of any a])parent cause wiiatsoever. Tiie ditliculty

in finding a plausible tlieory is much increased by the circumstance that tliero are

nearly as many kinds of dichromatism as there are dichromatic species. We shall

mention a few exami>Ies. It has been known that the so-called Richardson's jajger

{Stercorarius parasiticus) appears in two different styles, one unif(jrnily sooty all

over, tlie other with tlic wliole under side white. At one time they were reganled as

different species, while some observers tliought that the difference was a se.xual one

;

but it is now demonstrated beyond doubt that the white and the dark bird are only

individual jihascs of the same si)ecies, irrespective of sex or locality. It is interesting

to remark liiat the closely allied sjiecies S. loinjicaudas has only one, the light i)hase.

The relation between the common and the spectacled murre {Uria troile and ringvia)

seems to be somewhat similar, the latter having a white ring round the eye and a post-

ocular strijie which is wanting in the former, a strong argument being the relative

paucity of the spectacled form, in connection with the fact that it does not occur in

any locality where the ]ilain-colored one is not found. A more striking and also more

puzzling exam]>le of dichromatism is exhibited by several members of the heron

family, a (piestion Mliich has been particularly studied by 'Sir. \{. Hidgway. Already

Peale's egret and Wiirdenian's heron have disappeared, as separate si)ecies, from the

lists of North American birds. It is regarded as proven that the former is only a

white phase of the reddish egret {Dichromanassa rufa, the generic name of which

has been given according to tliis view) ; for, according to Hidgway, in Floriila, where

they breed abundantly, both forms have been found in the same nest, attended by

parents either both reddish, both white, or one in each of these stages of ])lumage,

other circumstances at the same time leading to the conclusion th.at the two jiliases

are not only not sjiecifically distinct, but that they have nothing to do with either sex,

age, or season. In the little blue heron (Florida ca;rulea) the facts are still more con-

vincing; for here the white phase is seldom, if ever, i)erfectly developed in the ailults,

while intermediate specimens are much more numerous. The question is considerably

more complicated when we come to the great white and the great blue herons of this

country. We shall state the facts briefly, first giving a clue to tlie different forms,

which may be distinguished thus: —

I Ardea occuJentnlis, white all over.

Legs olive; size l.-jrger,
^ Anlea iciirdemanni, parti-colored; occiput .inJ plumes white.

,, , . „ ' r eawar t,

| pjrti-colorcd ; occipital streak and plumes black.
Legs black; size smaller, Ardea iierodia-t, )

Kn white phase of hcrodias is as yet known, which seems rather strange when wo

consider that Ardea wardi, which is almost an exact c<umter|iart of .1. /urodias,

excejit in the coloration of tin' legs ;md the size, is matched so absolutely by A. occi-

deiifalis, as far as structure is concerned, that the two could not possibly be told apart

if the colored bird be bleached so as to become pure white. The same may be said of

A. tFilrdemanni, and we might be led to suppose a kind of trichromatism, the white

occidentali.<i with two different colored phases, were it not for the fact that the type

specimen of A. irilrdcmaiini is still uuiiiue, and therefore most probably nothing more

than an individual variety, or an adolescent bird not having yet lost the last Inices of
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the young plumage. Candor com])els us to state, however, tliat tlio evidence for tlie

white and the colored birds being only |pliases is yet insufticieiit, the more so as geo-

gra))hical distribution seems to have something to do with the matter, for it is stated

that, in Florida, the white binls are eontinetl mainly to the Atlantic coast, while the

colored ones cliiefly inhabit the Gulf side. The example from the herons can be

nearly diii>licated by the status of some forms of fulmars from the northern Atlantic

and I'acilie oceans, althougii in this case the geographical distribution seems to be a

moment of still greater importance, for I think I have proved that, in both oceans, the

dark jihases are predominant to the westward. We have other examjiles of dichroma-

tism in the same group as the dark and the white form of Ottsifraf/d (lujuntea ; and

Mr. nidgw.ay's suggestion, that it will lie found more extensively all through the supir-

family of the Tubinarcs or Procellaroide:e, is well worth consideration, l^ichrom.a-

tism among the owls, or erythrochroisra, as it is here called, because of rufous being

the color ])roducing one of the ]>liases, is not uncommon, but seems to be still nmre

influenced by the geographical disti-il)ution, at least in our little screech owl (Mvijd-

scops asid), which, in the jMississippi Valley, has more rufous than gray individuals, in

the Atlantic states both ]iliases nearly e(|ually represented, while west of and includ-

ing the Ivocky Mountains, only gray l)irds occur. Want of space compels ns to jiass

in silence many more examples, for instance, the white and the blue-winged snow-

geese, the dark and light-colored phases of many hawks (J}ii(e<»ics), but we caimot dis-

miss this matter without having mentioned that most perplexing (piestion to American

ornithologists: What are the relations of the two forms of flickers (^Cohi])tcs) and

their numerous intermediate individuals? 'J"he two flickers are mainly characteri/ed

by the color of the under surface of the wing and tail feathers, these being red in the

red-sliafted {('ulaptes mexicanus), gamboge yellow in the yellow-shafted flicker (('.f/«-

ralus), in addition to which the latter has a red nuchal crescent ; besides, the males

are distinguished by having a malar stri])e, which is red in the red-sliafted species, but

black in the other; the former is cliiefly a western bird, the latter inhabits the east and

the north. Hardly two species couM look more distinct than the typical s|)ecimens of

these remarkal)le birds; but the characttTs ;ire mixed in every ]>ossible degree in the

individuals inhabiting the region intermediate between the two, to such ."m I'xtent as

to be comi>letely without ])arallel among birds. They were generally declared to be

hybrids until intermediate specimens were found in localities— for exam]>le, Florida—
where oidy one of the typical sjiecies occur, and, conse(|uently, hybridity is an iinjios-

sibility. Are they incipient species? are they local varieties? or what? As there are

no structural characters involved, the (picstion is merely one of color ; why then not

seek refuge in ' dichromatism ' or rather 'trichromatism,' affected by geographical dis-

tribution, it is true, but not in the usual way, as there are geographical sub-species of

the common kind besides. We shall not attempt a solution here, but woulil like to

jiut the question thus : Why m.ay not the birds w ith red crescent luid red moustache

(this probably being the most numerous form of the so-cnlled < /i;/l/ridiis'), be the

original stock, which, westward, became moditied into 7ii<'.r!caiiii.«, eastward into

aunitus, the isolated individuals, with mixed characters, being due to atavism, or occa-

sional outbreak of the characters of the original stock, while a great many of tin

mixed individuals from the intprmediate region might be regarded as ]iroducls ol

hybridization? In other words, why not a trichromatism on the verge of forming

three different species, or two if— as would be expected— the original (intermediate)

stock died out at last? A jioiiit which seems to strengthen such a view is the fact
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that tliere exists another yellow-shafted species with red niystacal strific and red nuchal

crescent, viz., Volnptcs c/iri/soh/vs. If this theory Ik- correct, we would ha\c a clew to

another class of dichromatic siiecies, viz., those which now are stereotyped into two
invariable forms or species, .separated geo<iraphically, but still identical in structure.

We .shall only mention an example recently brouijlit forward by ."Mr. Ritli^way, that of

the sc.-irlet and the white ibises {Gxara ntlmi and aNid), of which he very character-

istically remarks that they are now so different in color that jirobalily nobody would
deny their specific distinction, thoujih structurally so alike that a sjiecinien of the

white one dyed scarlet would be indistinguish;il)le from G. ruhra. The (piestion which
hnally impri'sses itself upon the iiuiuirer, in view of the above facts, is this: ,\re not

the two or tiirt'c 'phases' of dichromatic or trichromatic species 'inci]>ient 8j)ecie8,'

the linal fate of which will be that of the white and the scarlet ibises?

We have eidarged considerably upon this subject, because it is one of the most
])erplexing, and, consequently, most interesting questions in modern ornithology. It

shows what we know, and ])articularly what we do not know ; it shows that ornithology

nie.ans more than a mere description and naming of birds, that one of its aims is to con-

tribute to the solution of the great problem of the age: "The origin of species."

Besides feathers, we recognize in birds other e])idennal appendages, as tlie horny

sheaths of the beak, the teeth in some extinct forms, the scaly covering of the feet, spurs,

and nails. Most of these dil'ferent structures vrijl be more advantageously treated of in

other connections, and under the head of such groups in whicli they may be of si)ecial

interest, although we wish here to call attention to the fact that parts of the horny

beak and the nails of the toes may be shed in a way analogous to that of the molt

of the feathers, referring, as Ave do, to the deciduous nature of the basal jiarts of the

1)111 in sc\ci-,il members of the auk family (puffins and dwarf-auks), to the 'centre-

board' of the white jielican's bill, and to the .seasonal claw-molt iti the grouse-family,

j)articularly the jitarniigans. The most jiriniitive form of the horny covering of the

feet seems to be its division into uniform hexagonal scales, and is called reticidate ; the

next stage is when some of these scales fuse together, forming what is termed scuta,

or scutella, which particularly cover the anterior ])art of the tarsus and the upper sur-

face of the toes; still further specialization is indicated l»y the tarsal scuta fusing into

a continuous covering which, in its extreme development, embraces both the front and

the back of the tarsus, as in some of the higher group of passerine birds ; sueli a

tarsus is said to lie 'booted.'

It has already been remarked that the skin has no sudoriferous glands nor sebnceous

follicles ; but we cannot dismiss the dermal .system before having mentioned the bilobed

oil-i^lanil placed at the base of the t;iil-feathers on the 'pope's nose,' and sehlom miss-

ing, as it is in the ostriches ami some few other binls. When '])reeiiing' their

feathers, birds press the fatty substance out of liiis oil-box with their beaks, and by

pa.ssing each feather between the mandibles, anoint the whole |ilumage in order to

keep it in rejiair and protect it against g<tting wet, as |>articularly noticeable in water

birds.

Turning now to the other structural systems of the bird's body, it is not our inten-

tion to eidarge upon or even mention such gineral features as are regularly found in

the text-books, only those being deemed worth our .attention, in the present connection,

which are of ]iarticular importance for an intelligent imderst.-mding of modern orni-

thological classificati<in, or questions which .it jircsent are most occupying the lovers

of our beautiful science.
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The different bones of the head ancliylose very early, it being a distinctive char-

acter of all liviiiir birds to possess a continuous skull-case without sutures; but it must

be borne in ihIihI tliat we know of an extinct group of binls, the Gastornithes, in

whifli the sultn-es were jiernianent. Notwithstamling a

general iniiforniity in the bird cranium, certain variations

of tlie osteolugical structure, ])articularly of the palate

and the base of the skull, have of late obtained a great

]>ri>mincnce as systematic characters liy the investigations

of Professor Ilu.vlcy, and his famous classiticatiuii of tlie

birds based upon them. Although not i)repared to attach

so great an importance to these features as has been at-

tributed to them by many ornithologists, we will have

to ])ay special attention to them, as in many cases they

j)lay a role in the ornithological classification similar to

that of the teeth in mammals.

Professor Huxley distinguished four different types of

the jialate, which he has called droUKioffiuttlioim, nrhiso-

f/)i(U/tonx, (.lesiiiof/itat/ious, and n tiilhoipiolhons, and Pro-

fessor Parker lias separated a fifth type, which he styles

suitrof/mtt/iOHH. Referring for explanation to the accom-

l>aiiying cuts, which will give the desired information

much easier than the best description, we abstain from

Fio. 2.— I'ihUt vii-w c.f ihp skull ot any detailed account, only calling attention in a few

basiiifrytioiii proet-M iif the spiie- words to the most Salient features. I'lg. J represents

imlaiiiii-; /.iiij-, prninnxiihi ; jii, the drom:fo<;natlioiis structure <>l the ]ialatc. as toiind

CiiiiArhv^;^"""'
"'^'^''^

'" tl"^' emu an.l, with some m.pdilications. in the other

ostriches ami the tiiiMiiioiis. In

these, to use Huxley's own words, "the posterior ends of the

]>al:itines (jil) and the anterior ends of the pterygoids {/>() are

very imperfectly, <n- not at all, articulated with the basi-sjihe-

noldal rostrum (I!), being usually separated from it, and sii]i-

ported, by the broa.l, cleft, hinder end of the vomer" (1:0). The

rest of the birds, consequently, have the palatine and ](tcrygoiil

bones articulating with the splienoi<lal rostrum, and not l)oriie

up by the posterior ends of the vomer. The anangeinent illns-

trateil l)y Fig. 3 is the one called desinognathous, since the

maxillo-palatines (m.rj^) are united medially in the palate (</(»-

mos, a bond), the vomer, at the same time being rudimentary,

or (iiiite absent, as, for instance, in ducks, flamingos, herons, cor-

morants, )ielicans, birds of jirey, jiarrots, cuckoos, etc. Fig. 4

shows a )palate (piite ilifferent. Here is a cleft between the

maxillo-palatines (nixji), and another between thi'in anil the

vomer (i-o), hence the n:ime schi/.ognathous (sriiizo, I cleave);

but, in addition to this, the character of the vomer, being

pointed in front, is essential, since by this mark the true schi/.o-

gnathous birds,— for instance, the jpeiiguiiis, auks, gulls, snipes,

fowls, grouse, pigeons, etc.,— are sejiaratcd from another great group of birds, which

have the jfalate "a-githognatlious, or s]iarrow-like, for in these, as exemjilitied by

Fio. :\. — I'li.ltr view nf tlio

KknII of H foniMTanl (I»i'8-

inocimlhou8). Tlif letters
ns Before.
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Fig. 4. — t'lidcr view of the
skull of til"' cjipercJillie

(schizopimilionK). The
letters as before.

Fig. 5, we also fiiul tlic nin.xillo-palatiiK's (i„j-p) soparalc medially an<l from tlip vomer
(co), l)iit the latter is truiieate in front and eleft Ijeliiiid, eiiil.raeiiig the hasisiilieiioid

rostrum (/i*) l)el\M ( ii it.s forks. Finally, the saurognathous ]>al-

atc, which is |ieciiliar to the .sn])er-family Pieoidea?, is partieu-

larly remarkable for having the two lateral halves of the vomer
separate.

It may be well, however, to state that these characters are

l)y no means always very trenchant, as two types often inter-

grade insensibly, while in t)ther eases we find them sharjily ex-

pressed in nearly reLitecl forms, as an e.xample of which we
shall imly mention the closely allied genera. Meffalaitna and 7\(-

raijoniipa, besides several of the birds of j>rey.

The anterior nostrils are situated at the base of the beak

(except in some Struthious birds, for e.vainple, Apteri/.v, in

which they ojien near its ti))\ and may have a well-defined and

rounded hinder edge, a condition called holorhinal by Pro-

fessor Garrod, or be prolonged backwards as a fissure, when the

term schizorhinal is used. A peculiar feature of the bird's

be.-ik is the flexibility of its union to the frontals by the long

nasals and frontal processes of the ]ireinaxill;i'; this is carried

to an extreme in the parrots, in which the connection between

the beak and the forehead is formed by a movable joint. The
two halves of the lower jaw ancliylosc early, excci)t in some fossil forms, and the sym-

physis (and conseiiuently the goiiys) is of very varying length. None of the recent

birds have teeth in their jaws, and this negative character was a long time regarded as

distinctive of the class, as compared with the great ni.a-

jority of re])tiles and mammals, liudiinentary teeth

have lately been denionsfrated in the grooves of the

lower jaw of the cmliryonic ])eng\un. It is also claimed

that rudiments of teeth, in sockets and covereil liy den-

tine, have been found in embryos of ])arrots. Late in-

vestigations have failed to discover the dentine. Hesicles,

important groujis of fossil birds have of late been dis-

covered, which were more or less richly sup|>lied with

toetli ; as, for instance, Arch<Fopter;/.r, /Aiopteri/j; (i<is-

toritis, Arr/illornis, Ifenperoriiis, Ichthi/ornis ; the last

had teeth in sockets, while those of //i'.yiiri>nii.< were

fixed in grooves, and were shed in a similar way to those

of the reptiles.

The "saddle-shaped" vertebra is jicculiar to the bird

class, tliat is to s.ay, the vast majority of li\ ing birils liave

the antcsMciMl vertebrip saddle-sha[>ed, a form not seen

elsewhere; idit opisthocielian vcrtelira' may occasionally

even the rule ainonir the penguins, while biconcave or ampliicu-lian verte-

Fio. 5. — t'luler viiw of ilie sl<ull of a
9|i.irrow iii'cithogiiatlioiis). The
letters as before.

occur, iicni

br.T, such as we find in fishes and many batrachiaus and reptiles, iiarficularly fossil forms

are one of the most remarkable featin-es of the extinct Arc/i"oj>t<'ri/j; Jrltthi/onilH, A/ii-

lornis, and, probably, Lnopten/i: The number of cervical vertebrn? varies between nine

and twenty-five, those of the dorsal region between four and eleven, or, exceptiotiaily,
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only three; tlie latter are (iriiily anchjloscJ with the luuibo-sacral vertebiu>, except in

the peii{;;uiiis. Caudal vertebraj occur in numbers from seven to fifteen (21 V), the largest

number beiiit; found in the sulvdass Saurunv, enibracintj the Jurassic Arch(iopten/.r.

Next in number i:omv!i J/enjurorii is, from the cretaceous formation, with twelve, while

most of the living birds have from seven to ten. In Arc/iwojJteri/x they were all free,

each su])porting a pair of tail feathers ; in Ilesperornis the last ones were anchylosed, and

there is reason to believe that it had no rectrices at all ; in other binls, tiie last ones,

which are still se])arate in the embryo, become fused completely together in the adults,

so as to form a single bone, which, from its peculiar sha])e, has been called the

' jiloughshare bone,' or the pygostyle ; it 8ui)ports the oil-glands, and, indirectly, the

rectrices, which, on account of the shortening of the tail, have been forced out to the

extreme end of the vertebral column. It has been suggested that the number of

rectrices correspond with the number of caudal vertebrae, including those fonning the

pygostyle.

The breast-bone is generally iprii\ ided with a keel, wliicli, however, becomes greatly

reduced or is wanting altogether in those forms in which the fore limbs have ceased to

act as locomotive organs (wings or paddles), as, for instance the ostriches, kiwis, //I's-

jwroriiis, JS'otoniis, the doilo, Cnemioruiit, and the large ground-parrot or kakajjo

(Striijops) from New Zealand. It must be remembered that a sternal (ejiisternal) keel

is not an entirely unknown thiTig anumg the rejitiles. Sternal ribs are connecteil with

the foremost dorsal ribs liy hinge joints ; the ribs are provided with uncinate ]>rocesses

;

these are wanting in the fossil Arc/uvoj>tcri/.r and in C/uiuna among living birds, but

are, on the other hand, found in some reptiles, for examj)le, in JIaUeria and in the

crocodiles.

The shoulder girdle consists of a long, narrow, and curved sca]>ula, a form which

among the reptiles is found in the ]iteroilactyls ; while, on the other hand, the shoulder

bone is quite flattened ami l>r<)adcned behind in the penguins. The collar-bones

usually unite into a 'wish-bone,' or ' mei'rylhought ' (J'lircu/tiin). They are sej)-

ai'ale in a few forms, as in the emu and some owls, while they are altogether absent in

the ostriili, llic kiwis, a few parrots, etc. The arm-bones offer but little fur i-cniark.

We Jnay i-efcr to the arrangement of the elbow-joint, which is so constructed as to

allow movement in one plane for extension and tlexion oidy, but not for supination

and ])ronation ; the same remark applies to the carpal joint ; both joints are stiti' and

nearly immov.able in the penguins. Birds h.ave, when adults, usually two carpal

bones, one ulnar and one radial (.as have also the crocodiles), but a few deprived

of the power of flight— for instance, the cassowary and the kiwi— have oidy a single

carpal. It is interesting to note that this w.as also the condition in Archct'optcn/.); The
metacarpals are usually three in number and more or less fused together, that of the

first finger, or ])ollex, generally ln'ing indicated by a ])roi'i'ss at the |>roximal end of the

second metatarsal. Archa'opteryx differs remarkably by having all three metacarpals

free and well developed. The carpus is sometimes provided on the anterior side with

an accessory bone supi>orting a thick, horny s])ur, as in the screamer, the s])urwinged

goose, and others, wliich should not be confoim<led with the claws at the end of the

fingers, a mistake not at all uncommon.

Corresponiling to the three metacarjtals, the number of the fingers is also three, a

free pollex being absent in the ]ieiiguins and cassowaries, however. Judging from the

iHiniber of )ihalanges in the three fingers left,— the radial one usually having one, the

7niildle finger three or two, and the ulnar finger sometimes three, but oftener two or
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one,— the finrrors wbic-li arc lost are the fourth and fiftli. AVhcn two-jointed, the

pollex, or first tiiigir, usually carries a ]iointed claw, and so may also the second one,

if three-jointed. The third finger only supports a claw in Arc/ueopteri/x (three-

jointed). A reduction in the number of phalanges is noticeable as correlated with

specialization in other directions, hence being found commonly among the so-called

' liigher ' birds.

When the wings are closed, the bones are usually folded up in such a way that the

hand forms a sharp angle with and underneath the forearm, so that the tips of the

fingers ]ioiiit backward; this is not the case with the Struthionine birds, in which

the hand is directed forward. In the penguins the joints are nearly inflexible, and

the hand is directed downward nearly in the ])roIongation of the a.\is of the forearm.

Reserving the account of the different structures of the pelvis to the remarks

heading those groujis in which it is of special interest, we would here only call atten-

tion to Professor Marsh's discovery of the separate condition of the pelvic elements in

Archcioj)tert/.r, in contradistinction to other birds in which they are anchyloscd

together in the adult state, ami to the loose way in which the pelvic bones are ti.\ed

to the vertebral column in the penguins.

In all birds the thigh bone is shorter than the tibia, a rel.-ition nearly unkixjwn

among the re])tiles; the same proportion is found, however, in the very bird-like, but

still indisputably Dinosaurian reptile, Composoijnathus, from the Jurassic formation,

and in the Pterodactyls. The femoro-caudal muscle, which, for example, produces

the curious sideways movement of the duck's tail, is in .some birds inserted upon a tro-

chanter of the femur, which, according to Professor Dollo, is the homologue of the

third, or, as he proposes to call it, the fourth trochanter of the IijKanodon. The tibia

is sometimes provided with a large cnemial process in front of the knee, as in the loons

and grebes and the cxt'mri J/eKperoi-nis and C/ieinionu's ; the fibula is usually more

or less rudimentary; as a peculiarity of that part in Archtropteryx may be mentiimetl

that its distal end was jilaced in front of the tibia, as in Iguanodon, a position un-

known in other birds. The ])art following is the tarsus, but the collection of small

bones designated by that teriTi do not apjiear in the adult bird, for one of them, at least,

— viz., the astragalus,— anchyloses early to the lower end of the tibia, while the others,

in the same manner, are fused together with the metatarsals. The joint between the

leg and the foot, therefore, is no true ankle-joint, but mesotarsal (inter-tarsal) articn-

lation. This is a reptilian feature, and the recognition of the true nature of this joint

is of considerable importance. It should also be borne in mind that the bone which

in topogra])liical ornithology is termed 'tarsus' consists chiefly of the three meta-

tarsals fused together, and shouM consequently be styled metatai-sus. In the embry-

onic bird these three elements are separate, ami in the penguins they remain distinct,

as only the ends grow together. The condition of the metatarsus in Arclmopteryx

may have been similar, judging from the two dee]) grooves on the anterior surface of

it. The metatarsal of the first toe (hallux) is very small, and usually free. The toes

are in the great majority four; viz., the first, second, third, and fourth, the fifth being

always absent both in recent and in fossil binls. The first is often wanting, but in many

cases where it is not seen outside the skin it m.iy be found underneath it. The

second is rudimentary in a few genera of kingfishers, and the fourth in Cholitrnis.

Rarely the number of toes is reduced to two (the ostrich), the first and second being

atrophied. The normal number of jrtialanges are two, three, four, and five in the first,

second, third, and fourth toe respectively, and the inner plialanx is the longer one, the
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ratio of the fillicrs iliTvonsiiig gradually toward the ends. I5y progressive specializa-

tion the niiinliir of ])halangcs is often reduced, e.jr., in some swifts which have oidy

two, three, tliree, an<l three phalanges respectively, and the proj)ortion of their lenr;th

modified.

Concerning the nuisdes of birds, we should like to enlarge upon the mechanism

moving the wings, ;ind that wonderful arrangement hy which the toes of the perching

liird are automatically kept in a grasping p(jsition Ity means of the bird's own weight

alone ; but want of space i)ermits us only to mention and e.\idain a. few teclinical terms

and signs which will be found useful further on. The late Professor Garrod used tlie

letters A, B, X, and Y to represent certain muscles of tlie thighs which he consiilered

to be of particular taxonomic value, viz., respectively, the femoro-<-:milal, the accessory

femoro-caudal, the semi-temlinosus, and the accessory semi-tendinosus; thus, saying

tliat the muscular formula of the secretary bird is BXY means that the three latter

are]iresent. The formula A in the falcon nutans that none but tlie first-mentioned is

to l»e foun<l.

Besides the above, two <ither muscles belong to the femoral region of ))irds, the

account of which we sliall give as nearly as jiossible in the late Professor Forbes's words,

viz., the f/fiitciis primus ancl the (Oii/n'ius. The former is, as a rule, not small, and is only

seldom .'iliseiit, c.;/., in (he Bucenitiche and Palanudciihe : the latter, the iniibiois, lies

on the lower or inner sin-face of the thigh. As generally (levelo]ied, it is :i more or

less sleniler fusiform nmsde, which, arising from the pra'pubic j)rocess of the ]ielvis,

close in ficiiil I if till' acitabiiliini, runs along the inner side of the tliigh sujierficially, and

then, as a thin tendon, over the benil of the knee— in some cases jierforating the

patella— to the outer side of the leg, terminating thereby joining one of the tendons

of tlie suj)erticial flexor of the toes. In all ])asserine liirds, and some others, it is

always absent ; these are termed anonialogonatous birds, in contradistinction to the

more generalized types which are liomologonatous, and wc denote the presence or

absence of the aiuhkiis muscle by the signs -|- or •—

.

In all birds there are two deep fle.vor muscles of the toes, the tendons of which

run along the posterior (plantar) aspect of the metatarsus, one the deep flexor of the

iiist toe {/. loiif/iis /la/h/ri.i), the other closing the remainder of the toes, fh.ror per-

fiirans dir/ilonim, the former being always external to, or sujicrficial of, the latter

when ]iassing the metatarse. In all Passeres and a few other birds, e.r/. I'juijMr, these

tciulons are (luite inde])endent of each other, so that if tlie flexor of the iirst toe be

artiticiallv ]iiilled, no closing (flexion) of the other ones takes jilace. In all other birds,

however, till' two tendons are more or less intimately connected by a lilirous Iianil

{viiiculioii), or maj' even completely lilend.

]$y far the most interesting feature, liowever, brought out by I'rof. (iarrod's inves-

tigations into this subject is the discovery of the existence of the entirely different

types of jilantar arrangement in the so-called zygodactyle birds (witli usually two toes

in front and two turned backward), as well as the fact that the diversity of typo

exactly coinciilcs with the two grou])s of birds so marked out, beiiif; res]iectively homolo-

and anomalo-gonatous. Thus in the jiarrots, cuckoos, and ]\Iuso]iIiagida', which all

belong to the former group, the jdantar tendons are distributed in exactly the same

way as in the common fowl, the JJcrar pcrforans sup])lying second, third, and fourth

digits, and the./! IkiIIucIs the first digit alone. In all the anonialogonatous zygodac-

tyle birds (all of which lack the ninbiens and accessory femoro-caudal muscles) namely

the Pieida?, Capitonida', ami their allies, Biiccdniihe and Oalbiilida', an intirely uni(]ue
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.iiTaiiGjement is found; for in those binls the/. Iiallitcis splits u]. into three jmrts, .sti]i-

jilyins;- the second, third, ;ind fniirlli diL;its us irc/l as the lirsl one {/ni/lit.r), whilst the

/. per/urct/is is distributed to the third dij:;it alone.

Another set of interesting niuseles are those lielonging to the organ of voice, in

connection with which they will he consi<lered.

It would take us too much space, should we account for all the various modilicalions

of tlie digestive system, especially because we do not yet understand its development
nor the ta.Yonomic value of the modifications; we do not know what is essential, what
accessory, wliat original, and wliat derivative. For not only ilo we find extreme differ-

ences in the structure of the intestines between very closely allied forms in ca.ses where
the disagreement can be accounted for by the difference in the diet,— as in the sage-

cock (Ceiitrocerciis urnphdsiitiiKs), with its thin-walled stomach, in contradistinction

to the structure of the same organ in the i)ther members of tiie family, as first ]ioiiiteil

out by Mr. Ridgway,— but radical structural differences obtains often in two closely

allied species, the liabits ;uii| food of which are not known to difTer at all. A striking

example is the structure of the stomachs of the American and the .African anhingas

(Plotus anhiiuja and lei-ailltnUii), as demonstrated by Prof. Garrod. In the former,

the proventriculus, instead of forming a zone or path, is develojied into a special sac-

like diverticulum, which ])rojects from the gizzard externally in a way ipiite unlike

that of any other bird. Jloreover, the pyloric compartment develops a covering of

hairs, a peculiarity oidy found in one other bird, viz., the turkey buzzard, and Prof.

Forbes remarked that " this very e.xtraordinary stomach is certainly, as far as yet

[ISSl] known, unique amongst birds." The African species has a stomach considei'-

ably diltVrent from that descril)ed above, as the i)roventriculus forms no gland-]ioucli,

but simply two se2)arate patches. A well-developed and hair-clad pyloric comj)art-

luenl is jiresent, as in the former, but "the hairy epithelium surrounding the pyloric

orifice is iiroduced into a considerable conical, hair-covered jirocess, projecting inti> the

second stomach, and evidently acting as a valve to close the pylorus when necessary."

Similar differences occur also ann)ng the ]iigeons, of which the genus J'tifojuis h;is

the gizzard jirovided with '•\foitr crushing-pads, instead of two, as in all other birds,

including even Trero>i." Of the genus Carpophagu, two species, latruns and yolkith.,

have the epithelial lining of the gizzard developed into a number of bony conical

processes, like the si)ines of certain se.a-urchins, while no other species of the genus

are known to show .any trace of such a structure.

The l)irds are the first class of existing vertebrates with a complete double circu-

lation, a four-chambered heart, with two entirely separate halves, and a blood of a

temperature considerably higher than that of the surrounding atmosphere, ranging as

it does from 100 to 112° Fahr. We s:iy "existing vertebrates," for there .seems to be

reason to suj>pose that the Pterosaurians, the remarkable extinct grou|> of flying

reptiles, also had hot blood, and we said "considerably higher tlian that of the sur-

rouniling atmosphere," because there .are well-known examples of fishes and reptiles,

the temperature of which is higher than the medium they live in, though not to sucli

a degree as in birds and mammals. Only a single permanent aortic trunk carries the

blood from the heart, not two as in re]>tiles; but contrary to what takes jilace in mam-

mals it is the right aortic arch which remains. Of special interest is the arrangement

of the carotid.s, which carry the arterial blood to the he.nl .and neck, since their

arrangement is w idely difTerent in diflerent birds. Without going into detail we may

say that the chief difference consists in the absence or presence of the right carotid.
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The coinjiarativt'ly smaller number of birds possess the original arrangement of two

distinct carotids, one right and one left, since in all the Passeres and a number of

other groups the left only is ]>reserved, which, however, branches off Itefore reacliin<'

the head, tlms performing tiie duty of botii carotids. So radical this ditYereiice may
seem at first sight, so unreliable are the characters furnisiied by it as indicating relation-

shiji, that it is altogether out of tiie question to use it as a means of primary division.

For, while it is true that all Passeres— that is to say, all that have been examined,

and many are still to be investigated— have oidy the more specialized arrangement

indicated by the i)resence of the left carotid only, we lind in other groujis nearly

related forms, with one or two carotids, as, for instance, among tlie auks, the parrots,

and the herons. In nearly all birds the crural artery is derived from the sciatic,

and tlie chief vein of the legs, the femoral; and only in a few passerine forms, the

Pipras and the Cotingas, is the artery of the thigh formed by the femoral artery.

During inculiation the vessels of the abdominal wall dilate enormously, forming the

so-called brood-organ. The blood cor|)UScles of birds are, on the average, of a size

twice those of man, and the shape of the red ones is oblong as are those of reptiles,

while in most mammals they are round.

Very characteristic, though not absolutely peculiar to birds, as we have seen aliove,

is their pneuniacity, several of their bones being hollow, and connected by o|ienings

witii air-sacs, which again communicate witli the lungs; by this, air is distributed .all

through tli^ body, even to the interior of the bones. The enormous importance of

this feature to creatures destined to inhaldt the air will be readily uti<lerstood when

we learn that a bird with a specific gravity of 1.30 may have this reilueed to only l.Oo

by pumping itself full of air. The lungs themselves arc two rather large sacs wedged

in aniiind the vertebrae and the heads of ribs, not free, nor enclosed in a ]ileura, as in

mannuals. The voice of birds is generally thought not to be formed in the larynx, as

it is in Miannnals, but in a separate, and to the class quite peculiar, " lower larynx," the

so-called syrinx, usually situated at the lower end of the trachea, or between it and

the bronchi, though the correctness of this view concerning the formation of the

voice has liecii recently seriously questioned. The syrin.x consists of a nuxlitication of

the cartilaginous and coalescent rings, forming a tynijianie chamber, in the middle of

which occurs a vertical URMubranous fold, the free edge of which is calleil the semilunar

membrane, while on each side is attached another free-edged membrane; the voice is

formed l>y the air causing these membranes to vibrate when forced out through the

slits between the central and the lateral membranes. Intrinsic nni-scles run from the

trachea to the bronchial rings, and are supposed to serve in varying the tension of the

membrane. The jjcculiar arrangement of these muscles, and their importance to

systematic ornithology, will be more fully treated of under the introduction to the

order Passeres. The syrinx is not absent in any known bird, though somewhat rudi-

mentary in some Struthious birds, and still more so in some of the Calhartiche.

The anatomical investigations of later years have added very little to our knowledge

of the neural system of birds and of the organs of sense, having been directed mostly

to those features wliich seemed to promise greater results in the study of the athnities,

the morphological development, and the systematic arrangement, thus leaving nothing

of general interest to be added to what is contained in the ordinary text-books.

There is another (piestion which is just now occupying the studies and thoughts

of ornithologists, and which therefore cannot be passed l)y in the jiresent work, namely

the i|uestion of the migration of birds.
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Tixking it for granted that all our readers know what is understood by the migration

of birds,— the regular travel towards the nortii in si>ring, and the regular return in

fall towards the south, of eertain birds,— and also what is understood by the term a

l)crmanent resident, we will at once remark tliat there is no fundamental difference

lietween the categories, .since jierhaps the greater jiart of tlie ijernianent residents

travel about more or less extensively during the cold season, and the range of migra-

tion of many so-called migrating species is very limited, while not a few arc residents

in one country, though migrating in other localities, as for instance, the meadow lark,

the imrjile grackle, the bluebird, etc. A moment's rcHeetion will therefore convince us

that the migrating state has developed in originally sedentary birds.

The next thing to take into consideration is the fact that it is not the cold that

drives tlie migratory birds away in fall, since other birds equally e(iuij>ped stand the

climate very well, and remain in the country the migrants left ; the only reason why
the latter go is because they arc in some way or another deprived of the sjiecial food

upon which their existence depends. The fact is simply that they have the choice

either to go or to starve. It is also clear that they will generally not go farther than

is absolutely necessary. The residents, on the other hand, are able to stay, because

their principal food is to l)c had at all seasons in the region where they are born.

It is furthermore evident, from what daily experience teaches us, that no life-sustain-

ing possibility is left unoccuiiied by natme, so that when she opens a new Held where

a living can be made, there the invitation to immigrate is at once accepted. Birds

organized like those of which we said above that the approaching winter gives thenj

the choice between going away or starving, liut which only go so far as barely neces-

sary, would be the first ones to avail themselves of the abumlanee of food in their

old quarters with the returning summer. \ conjectural case will liel]) to elucidate

the above remarks. Sujipose, then, that the bluebird originally inhabited a great area

having a uniform climate enabling the individuals throughout the range of the species

to find their food all the year round, they would then be sedentary over the whole

area. Suppose the climate became gradually colder in winter at the northern border,

suspending insect life during a ]iart of the vein-. Those living in that region would

have to go or starve, and it cannot be doubted that those going in the right direction—
viz. southward— and they only, woidd survive, while the rest would be killed. The

next year the survivors will return and breed, and again only the travelers going south

will save their lives. We can now understand how a migratory habit might originate

;

and as we know that habits easily become hereditary when necessary for the i>reserva-

tion of the species, we are com])elIed to concede that the so-called " instinct of migra-

tion is nothing but a hereditary habit forced u]>on certain kinds of birds by ' natural

selection.'

"

But it will be seen that the result may be the .same if we reverse our conjectnrt',

and suppose that a bird— for example, tiic nightingale— originally inhabited a rather

restricted area, which sul>sequently became extended for a part of the year, the

summers of the adjacent territnry gradually becoming iidiabitable ; the result would

be the same.

The theory, thus far, looks acceptable; the question is now whether sufficient

evidence can be had to make it jirobable that such conditions as those supposed al«)ve

liave actually existed, in answer to which I sh.ill quote tlie following from Professor

J. A. Allen's pen: "In reference to this jwint, let us revert for a moment to the

geological liistory of North Aniericx Nothing is doubtless more thoroughly estab-

vor.. IV. —2
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li.-lii'il than that n warm-ttinpcrati' or siil>-tr<>|iical tlimatp jirivailod, down to the close

uf the tertiary e|HJcli, nearly to tlie nortiiern Jiole, ami that climate was jirevioiisly

everywhere so far equahle that the necessity of migration can hardly be supjiosed to

have existed. With the later refrijfenaiun of the northern regions, bird life must have

been crowded thence toward the tro|iics, and the strugjile for life, therefore, greatly

iutensitied. Tlie k-xs yielding forms may have become extinct ; those less sensitive to

climatic chaniic would seek to extend the boundaries of their range by a slight removal

northward during the milder intervals of summer, only, however, to be forced back

again by the recurrence of winter. Such migration must have been, at first, incijiient

and trrndual, extending and strengthening as the cold wave receded and opened uj) a

wicler area within which existence in summer became ])ossibIe. What was at first

a_/ 1^ 1 a forced migration would become
^ ^ ^ habitual, and, through the heredity

of habit, give rise to that wonder-

ful faculty we term the instinct of

migration."

While we thus feel justified in

accepting the theory as aji|)licable

to North America, similar evidence

lan be had from the OM \\'oil<l,

I'hly that the ])hcnoinen()U iiere is

somewhat different, and more con-

t'Tuiable to the second su)>position

mentioned above. It is j)robably

s:ife to say that northern and central

l!iiro]ie during the glacial ]ierio<l

vvere inhabited by few if any binls,

\\ Idle most of those which now live

I here were crowded tt)gether in the

u armer regions to the .south of the

\lps. They have consequently im-

migrated to their jiresent home from

the south, gr;i(lually, as the ice re-

iittunii iiiignuita, r.y. iiio ceded and the sunnners made the

countries inhabitable, but were
driven back every winter when the cold reduced the insect-life, and covered the fields

with snow and the waters with ice.

We are now prepared to accept the theory that the regular habit is due to
'natural Bcleetion' caused by the forced immigration or emigration accorditi" to
change of climate during earlier geological periods.

lliTc is an appropriate jil.nce to consider for a few moments a jiain.staking work,
which started a new era in this bnmch of ornithology, viz., the book "On the IHi<n-at-

iiig Houtes of Birds," by Dr. J. A. Palmen, the genial Finnish zoologist. Earlier
authors had been aware that some birds followed well-defined and rather narrow
paths while tniveling to or from their summer homes, and Professor Sundevall had
already in detail laid down the route of the common Eurojican crane (dn/s ortis);

but not before 1S74, when I'.ilmen jiublished his book, was it made evident that most
migrating birds travel along geograi)hicalIy defined routes which do not follow one

Kiu. K >la<Emin oli.iwHiK till* iiiiiiii iiiiurntiiiK routes uf tlu* lit-

toral (pxcopt rluvl<>-ltl!<irnlU»iriU In FliiroiK'. .. liiiirliM'-

•iifl ubmarliii
(JWvrm.
common eiilcr

.'/. tbi* razor-bin anil tlio
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single direction of the compass, and tlial tlie birds usually do not travel in the re"-ion

lying between these high-roads. lie furthermore demonstrated that the routes of the

water-birds chiefly follow the coast, or, where they cross the continents, along the lar-'e

inland watercourses, and adiniraijly niajijied the Old World routes of the "littoral mi-

grants," as he termed them, the preceding chart (Fig. 6.) giving an idea of the plan.

Looking at this map, two features strike us at first as difficult to understand, viz.,

the distinct routes across the oi)en ocean,— for example, the routes A, li, and A' as

also the crossing of the Mediterranean at certain points,— which, besides, are not always

the shortest distance between the two continents. We might also think it strange that

marine birds should go inland as indicated by the routes C and D.
In order to e.\j)lain this, we have again to go back to an earlier geological period,

—

in fact, to the time when the

migration originated. In re-

gard to the first kind of routes

— those across the open
ocean— we can do nothing

better than transcribe Wal-

lace's remarks, which are as

follows :
—

•

"Migrations of this type

])r<)bably date back from at

least the period when there

was continuous land along

the route passed over ; and it

is a suggestive fact that this

l.ind connection is known to

have existed in recent geo-

logical times. Britain was
connected with the continent

during, and probably before

the glacial epoch, and Gil>

raltar, as well as Sicily, and

Malta, were also recently un-

ited with Africa, as is proved

by the fossil elephants and
other large Mammalia found in their caverns, by the comparatively shallow waters still

existing in this part of the Mediterr.mean, while the remainder is of oceanic profundity,
and the large amount of identity in the species of land animals still inhabiting the
opposite shores of the Mediterranean. The submersion of tiiese two tracts of land
would be a slow process, and from year to year the change might be hardly percejv
tible. It is easy to see how the migration that had once taken place over continuous
land would be kept up, first over lagoons and marshes, then over a narrow channel,
and subsequently over a considerable sea, no one generation of birds ever perceiving
any difference in the route."

The distribution of land and water, as alluded to by Wallace, is indicated on the
accompanying sketch-ma]. (Fig. 7.) by the dotted lines which rei>resent the 100 and
500 fathom lines; a comjiarative glance upon the two maps obviates any further expla-

nations of the routes A, li, and A' The conclusion is obvious that the oceanic routes

Fig. 1.— Diagram showing the depth of the seas surroundiiiE Europe.
is the 100 fathom line; is the 50(1 fathom line. The

areas ou the present land included within the dotted line were sub-
merged at no time during the glacial period.
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iiiilicnte the ancient coast-lines along which the birds originally migrated, and furtlier-

more, that they show the WMys by which the species immigrated into the countries

where they now piuss tlie summer.

This conclusion, however, is also api)licable to the land routes C and P. The

geoiiiuical history of that |>art of the earth shows most conclusively that liie gieat

Kussian and the central Euri>iiean low-lands, during a not very distant jieriod, genlo-

gically Ri>eaking, were submerged, forming the bottom of a rather shallow sea, the

shores of which, at different times, are well indicated by the lines alluded to. Even

when crossing the continents, the migrating routes of marine bir<ls indicate ancient

coast-lines, and the immigration-road of the species inhabiting the north. We note

how doselv these results agree with those arrived at above, where theorizing .'ibout

the origin of the migrating habit.

Having thus accounted for the theory as first jiroposed by Palmen, and nearly

simultaneously by Wallace, it remains to be shown how the birds are cnaljled to find

their wav, often thousands of miles. We need not assume a miraculous or imperative

instinct, nor a sixth sense, nor the intluence of terrestrial magnetism, in order to explain

the remarkable fact that small birds travel over large continents and vast seas twice a

year to and from the very spot where they were born. Practice is the mysterious

agent, thoutrh not only the ]iractice of the individual, but the jiractice of the species,

the accumulated practice of thousands of generations, originating and strengthening

the faculty of orientation. "It is an ascertained fact "says Wallace, "that many

inilividual binls return year after year to build their nests in the same spot. This

shows a strong local atlaclnnent, and is, in fact, the faculty of feeling, on which their

very existence probably depemls. For were they to wander at ran<lom each ye.'ir,

thev would, almost certainly, not meet with places so well suited to them, and might

even net into districts where they or their young would inevitably jierish. It is also

a curious fact that in so many cases the old birds migrate fii-st, leaving the young

ones behind, who follow some short time later, but do not go so far as their parents.

This is very strongly opposed to the notion of an imperative instinct. The old birds

have been before, the yoimg have not, and it is only when the old ones have all or

nearly all yone, that the young go too, ])robably following some of the latest stragglers.

They w.ander, however, almost at random, and the majority are destroyed before the

next spring. This is jiroved by the fact that the birds which return in spring are as

a rule not more numerous than those which came the j)receding s]iring, whereas

those which went away in autumn were two or three times as numerous. Those

yountr birds that do get back, however, have learnt by experience, and the next year

they take care to go with the >)lil ones."

Taking into account the " inherited talent for gcogra])hy," as Weissmann ha]ipil\

styles it, with which every migratory bird is born, and remembering that the birds,

when traveling, flv very high, and coiise(i\iently overlook a great distance of their

route, taking a 'bird's-eye view' of the country spread out beneath tlu'in, their

performance is scarcely more wonderful than is that of the pilot who safely guides the

vessel forhimdreds and hundreds of miles along rocky shores and islands, all of which

seem identical ainl inilistiniriiishable to the inexperienci-il ]iasser-l)y ; or more admir-

able than the infallibility with which the Itnlian fiixls his way back, even if he has

passed that way but once, through an endless forest of trees, which to any of us

seem to be absolutely alike.

Leomiard Stejnegee.
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Sub-Class I.— Saururje.

Order I.— ORNITHOPAPPI.

In 18G1 IIcrmnTin von Jloyer, tlie distinguished ])ala;ontologist, described a tiird's

featluT t\)und in tlic lilliograpiiic slate of Solenhot'en, in Bavaria, belonging to the

upper Jurassic deposits. To the bird revealed by this feather, he gave the name of

Arc/ueoptert/x lit/iO(/raphica. The discovery was received with some incredulity, but

doubts were soon dispelled by Professor Owen's memoir in 18G3. Herein he described

a slab found in the same deposits, which showed with remarkable clearness the hind-

quarters of the bird, which he rechristenod Gn'phornis rnacrurus, a name he afterwards

abandoned. The pelvis, the legs, and the long tail furnished with feathers, were splen-

diiliy jireserved; but, excejit the wing feathers, which were disordered, and some loose

and dislocated bones belonging to the anterior extremities, all the rest of the skeleton

was wanting.

In 1877 another slab was found, containing a second example of Arc7irPO]7(en/x,

which in many respects sujiplemented the other, as it is nearly or quite complete, show-

ing the head, the vertebraa, ribs, and fore extremities, while the hind parts are in a less

satisfactory condition. The first specimen was bought by the British Museum in Lon-

don, while the second one was secured by the museum at Berlin, Germany; both have

been examined Avith the utmost care by men like Richard Owen, Carl Vogt, Professor

31arsh, and Dr. Ltitken, and from their descriptions the present account has been

compiled. The second sj>ecimen is shown in our plate.

This bird is of the greatest interest on account of its age and its remarkable struc-

ture ; for not only is it the oldest bird known, although the first types of this class

may be expected to have originated as early as paleozoic times, but its wonderful

state of preservation enables us to throw light upon the history of the rej)tiloid ances-

tor's development ir.to a feathered and Hying bird, since in view of late discoveries it

cannot be denied that we have here one of the " missing links " between the two

classes, though Archceopteryx may still be regarded as belonging to the ornithic side

of the boundary.

The first specimen was about as large as a crow, or a peregrine falcon ; the second

one is considerably larger, which may be due to sex ; but I should not be surprised if

they turned out to be two different species, as suggested by Professor Secley, the Berlin

specimen having relatively longer digits, forearm, and legs, with pioportionally shorter

feet.

Carl Vogt remarks that the head is small, pj-ramidal, the top nearly flat, the occi-

put obliquely truncated, and the orbits large. Both he and Professor Marsh found

teeth .actually in position, apjiarently in the premaxillary, as they are below or in front

of the nasal aperture. The form of the teeth, both crown and root, is very similar to

the teeth of Ileitperoriua, one of the toothed birds of the cretaceous formation. The
fact that some teeth are scattered about near the jaw would suggest that they were

implanted in a groove. No teeth are known from the lower jaw, liut they were

probably jiresent.

The presacral vertebra', apparently twenty-one in numljer, are all, or nearly all,

biconcave, resembling in general form those of IchtUyornis, another cret.iceous
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bird. Till- sacral vcrtcbnc are fewer in mimhor than in any known bird, those

united tc)u'«'llH'r j>rob:iblj- K'ss tban five.

Oni' of the most riiiiark:il)h' features of the Archaopterijx is the length of the tail,

which is as long as the rest of the body, consisting of twenty or twenty-one lung and

thin vertebne, exactly as in the reptiles, and widely differing from all other known

birds. It is in reference to this uni<iue structure of the tail that the snl)-class has been

named Saurura', or lizard-tailed birds.

Professor Marsh has been able to determine the ]>resence of a single broad jilate,

constituting the sternum, which he thinks probably supported a keel, as the sca|)ular

arch, with its clistiiictly avian furculuin. strongly resembles that of modern birds. The

ril)s are very Hue, thin, curved, and ])i)inted at the end like surgeon's needles, and show

no flattening nor uncinate processes, according to Vogt ; but Dr. Ltltken thinks that

lie observed a trace of these processes, though admitting tliat the ribs are remarkably

thin, and unlike those of other birds.

The arm ]»ro])er is truly avian. Only one carpal bone seems to be jiresent, but

with that exception the hand is just what may be seen in embryonic birds of to-<lay,

the three metacarpals being absolutely free, as in reptiles. When describing the first

sjiecimen. Professor Owen assigned four digits to it. 'J'he new one shows that this was

erroneous, as it has oidy three long, slender digits, armed with claws, hooked and

8liar|>-edged, on each hand; the radial digit, or the pollex, is the shortest; the other

two are nearly eijual, the second slightly the longer. The ]iii!lex is c<im])()se(l of

a short metacarpal, a pretty long phalanx, and of a terniinal claw-bearing ]ihalanx;

the other two digits have, besides the metacarpal, three normal phalanges. The jiollex

was free, like the other two digits.

One of the most interesting results of Professor JIarsh's stmly of the London

specimen is the iletermination of the 8e])arate condition of the ])elvic bones, which, in

all other known adult birds, recent and extinct, are firmly anchylosed, while in the

young binls and in the Dinosainians they are distinct.

The thigh and leg bones do not ]irescnt any peculiarity worthy of our attention in

the present connection, excejit that the distal end of the fibula stands in front of the

tibia, as in Ttjitanodon, but contrary to the condition in the birds. The feet do not

differ essentially from thos<' of living birds, though dee)i grooves between the three

elements of the metatarsus seem to indicate that the metatarsals of the second, third,

and fourth toes were distinct, or, .Jt least, only imperfectly united.

There remain the feathers, which, no doubt, air true bird's feathcr.s, with a median

shaft, having barbs ]ierfectly formed.

The remiges of the winirs are fixed to the ulnar edge of the arm, and to the IimiicI;

tliey are covered for nearlv half their length with a fine filiform down. None ot them

project beyond the others; the wing is roinided in its outline like that of a fowl. It

is jtossible that at the base of the neck there was a ruff, like that of the condor. Some
traces of it are )ierhaps visible. The tibia was clothed with feathers for the whole of

its length. The .(/•'•A^o^(/pci/.c thus wore breeches, as do oiir falcons. Each caud:d

vertebra bore a pair of lateral rcctrices, an arrangement totally different from that of

all other known birds.

All the rest ot the body— the head, neck, and trunk — were apparently naked and

unprovided with feathers, for no traces of either down or feathers are there to be

seen ; but it must be remembereil that the s]iccimen may h.avc lieen com])lotely decom-

posed before imliedded, and the small feathers or down carried away, while the larger
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ones only adhered to the skeleton. The theory of the nakedness of the body, as

advocated by Professor Vogt, is not very proliable, in view of the fact that the thighs

were feathered ; and to suppose that the rest of the body was scaly is liarcliy defen-

sible, for we may with greater right ask where the scales are than where the feathers.

Tlie eonehision we gain from the above is that the oldest bird known was a land-

liird, and arboreal in its habits. Hut in spite of its feathers it can hardly have had a

great resemblance to the forms which now inhabit the woods. Xor is it probable that

it was a very ex])crt flyer; the broad, rounded wings and the curious tail suggest a

locomotion of a somewhat similar nature to the 'flight' of the flying squirrel, tlie

tail of which in fact sti'ikingly recalls that of the Avchwopteryx.

There have been and still are authors who regard this animal as a reptile, but

ajiparently with no good foundation. If we accept the theory that the birds have

develo))ed from the reptiles, the transition must have been gradual and nearly imjier-

ce]itible, so that the line to be drawn between the two classes must be more or less

artificial. But if we do not accept a feathered an<l warm-blooded vertebrate as a binl,

where then is the criterion to distinguish it from a reptile?

The A rc/ia-opferi/x was long the only Jurassic bird known. In addilion to his

many other discoveries of fossil birds. Professor Marsh has of late added that of an

-Vmerican Jurassic bird, from the Atlantotiain-us-hcds of Wyoming, a form which in

ISSl he described as Laopten/x priscus. The most important s]iecimen is the poste-

rior portion of the skull, indicating a bird rather larger than a great blue Iieron.

Professor Marsh remarks further that in its main features the type specimen resembles

the skull of the Uatitie m<5re than that of any existing birds. In the matrix attached

to this skull a single tooth was found, which most resembles the teeth of birds, espe-

cially those of Ie/ilhi/07-nis ; and Marsh thinks it probable that it belonged to Laop-

terij.r, and that this bird also ])0ssessed biconcave vertebraj. Like Arc/iceopten/.i; it

was a land-bird.

It wouM be futile to attempt a reconstruction of the wliole bird from the few

remnants on the old Cuvierian ]ilan, since modern discoveries have proved the utter

failure of the meth<id. Xobody can tell how the tail of Laoptirijx was formed, and

when we place it with the Saurune, we do so because that jiosition is as good as any

other, and because its geological age probably corresponds to that of Arclt/^opterifr.

Leoniiaro Stk.ixeger.

Sltb-Class II.— Odoxtotorm.e.

Order I.— PTEROPAPPI.

With the exception of the Soleidiofen bird, only a few scattered remains of fossil

birds, save from the most recent <leposits, had been found |>rior to those startling dis-

coveries which afterwards were fiirured and described in Professor Marsh's f.-mious

monograph on the extinct toothed birds of Xorth America. Xot only were the re-

mains of these cretaceous birds in an unusually sjilendid state of preservation, but they

reversed in many respects both the jiopular and the scientific ideas as to the charac-

ters and the origin of birds.

As these Odontornilhes, or toothed birds, fomi one of the most interesting and

important contributions to mo(h'rn ornithological science, anil as a thorough \nider-

standins of their remarkable strucfui-e, so different from that of anv livins bird, is
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necessary in orilor to obtain an intelligent iilea of the state of that scieni-e, and of tlie

class it treats of, a full account of these ancestoi-s of the fealhered trilies has been

deemed desirable, and, as Professor Marsh's work is the only source of information,

the following statements are given as nearly in his own words as jiossible.

The geological horizon of the known Odontornithes is in the middle cretaceous,

and corres])onds to the strata named by 31arsh the ' Pteranodon beds,' situated along

the eastern slo])e of the Hocky Mountains, and especially on the adjoining jilains in

Kansas and Colorado. These beds consist mainly of a fine yellow chalk and calcare-

ous shale, both admirably ailaptedto preserve delicate s|)ecimens. The first bird fossil

discovered in this region was the lower end of the tibia of IIcKpa-ornis, found by Pro-

fessor Marsh in December, 1870, near the Smoky Hill River, in wester'n Kansas. In

June, ISTI, he made the discovery of the skeleton which forms the type of //. ref/dlis.

In the autumn, l!^7li, another skeleton of the same was found, and the type of the

genus Apatornis. The fossil birds procured in that region between 1870 and 1880, by
the different ex])lorations, include remains of more than one hundred individuals of the

toothed birds.

Jt was soon found that these toothed birds were of two different kinds, which,

although united under the common heading, Odontornithes, were more different than

almost any two living birds of the i)resent day, and which had very little in common
save the teeth. But even

K UH WB I S these were extremely dif-

ferent, being jdaced, as

they were, in a continuous

groove in one grou]>, while

in the other they were

implanteil in individual

sockets. The former were

therefore styled Odonto-

holca' (from the Greek odontoi, teeth, and holkos, a groove) while the others received

the name Odont(>torma> (oilotitoi, and toniios, a socket). The latter form the sub-

class here under consideration.

The Odontotorma?, or birds with teeth in sockets, so far as now known, were all of

small size, and ])o.ssessed powerful witigs and very small legs and feet. Some of their

characters— as, for instance, their vertebras l)iconcave or hollow both behind and in

front— separate them widely from all birds recent and e.vtinct.

The remains of this grouj) jireserved are more or less jineumatic, :nid this fact, in

connection with their small size, is perhaps the main reason Avhy .so few have been dis-

covered. As might naturally be expected, the hollow bones of flying birds, being

filled with air, enable the carcass to float upon the water much longer than it other-

wise would, and it is thus li.able to be destrovcd bv fislies or other anim.-ils. Ilence,

the chances of complete skeletons being buried entire are greatly diniinished. The
plains cast of the TJocky Mountains have yielded remains of not less than seventy-

seven different individuals of Odontotorm.T, belonging to two well-marked "genera,"

Trlillii/oniis and ApaUiriu!i,\\w former rei>resented by several species (some of which

were fonnerly referred to the geinis Gracnlavus), and the latter by only one. These

were all small birds, scarcely larger than a ]iigeon. In their ]wwerful wings and small

legs and feet, they remind one of the terns, and, according to jiresent evidence, they

were aquatic birds, of similar life and habits.

P UTJ^H^j
Fici. 8. — Quadrate bone of Ichlhijomls.
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The skull was very Inrgo in jtroportion to tlie rest of the skeleton, the dispropor-

tion being well shown in the accompanying cut, Fig. 9. Tlie cranial sutures were

nearly obliterated. The quadrate bone, as shown in Fig. 8, has onlv a single facet on

its articular head, agreeing in that respect with Jlesperornis and the Strutiiionine

birds. The brain was small, and, like that of Jltsperoniis, which it resembles more
nearly than that of any other known bird, in its main feattn-es strongly reptilian, as in

the elongated form and the prominent optic lobes. The two rami of the lower jaw
were entirely separate,

having been united in

front only by caililage,

and the tooth-bearing

jiortion is so similar to

that of some of the smal-

ler Jlosasauroid reptiles that,

without other jiortions of the skel-

eton, the two could hardly be dis-

tinguished. The teeth were im-

l)lauted in distinct sockets, thus

differing widely from what was

the case in llesperorms ; they

were all sharp, pointed, and

strongly recurved, those of the

up])er jaw apparently larger than

the lower ones. Whether the an-

terior i)ortion of the upper jaw,

the preinaxilla, contained teeth is

uncertain, but Professor 3Iarsh

thinks it ]irol)able that they were

absent, as in Hcsperornis. The
M-hole surface of the tooth above

tlie jaw was covered with smooth

enamel. The succession of the

teeth took place vertically, as in

crocodiles and Dinosaurs, and not

laterally, as in Iftsperoniis and

the Mosasaurs. The yoimg teeth

were much inclined when they

first appeared above the jaw, after

the old teeth had been expelled.

The presacral vertebne were more remarkable than those of any other known bird

e.xeept Arclueopteryx, for they were not saddle-sliaped, but biconcave as shown in Figs.

10, 11, which show clearly the cuji-shaped articulation of the centrum. However, the

third vertebra of tiu' neek, but no other, jiresents a modified form (Fig. VI), evi<lently

l>roduced by the necessity of providing for an easy vertical motion of the neck at its

iirst bend. The tail is remarkable for being of the same type ns is that of all mod-
ern birds, namely, com|>aratively short, and the last vertebra; anchylosed into a

]>ygosfyle.

The fore extremities, including the shoulder girdle, were, so far as known, cssen-

Fio. 9.— Ifcstoratioii of Irhtlii/omu.
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tially as in liviiij; Mrtls, as a|>parently was the sternum also. Of the clavicles only a

fi"it;nu'nt of the ii|i|>ei- eml lias yvt hcvu fuuntl. The win^rs dearly imlicati' very

Ktrony jiower of tlii;!it. The hiiinerus hail an enormous raiiial crest, sur|iassini; in

conijiarativc size that of any living; hinl, and was placed in a jilano nearly jiarallel with

the liini; axis of the head of the humerus, instead of considerahly indiiied, as in most

liinls, thus stronitly resemliliui;, in these two points, the humerus in the pterodactyls,

the extinct flyinjj reptiles. The carpal bones were two in number, anil the metacar-

pals united as usual ; a noticeable feature of the .second lini;er is that the thin lateral

expansion of the tii'st |>halanx ends in a |irominent flattened, hook-like jirocess beyond

the rest of the bone.

The pelvic arch exhibits some interestiuii reptilian characters. The sacrum con-

sisted of about ten vertebra? thoroujihly anchylosed, as were also the jielvic bones.

Of these the ischium w:is expamled in the middle, extended further back th:ui the

ilium, and was not united with the latter )iosteriorIy, agreeing in that res]iect with

Jlcsjjcrornis and a few modern reptilian birds. The legs an<l feet do not differ more

from those of modern birds than did the wings. The metatarsals are anchylosed

lirndy and ]ircscnt no peculiar features. The phalanges, with the exception of one,

have not yet been found.

That Lhl/ii/iiniia was j)rovided with feathers is proved beyond i|Ucstion by the

tubercles for the attachment of quills on the forearm. It will tiius be seen that Ich-

Fiu. 10. Kl<!. II.

VertebriB nf Ichthyomii.

Fm. 12.

t/ii/oniis, " the lisli-bird," as it is fitly called from its fish-like vertebra', was a remarkable

combination of very old and very modern characters, biconcave vertebra* and large head

with separate lower jaw and teeth, in connection with ani-hylosi'd metacarpals ami

metatarsals. Heferring to the accompanying cut (Fig. 0), which rejiresents ."Marsh's

restoration of one of the species, for information eoncerning the general aspect of the

bird, we may remark, however, that the missing parts .are supplied from a tern, a rather

specialized modern bird, and that conseiiuenlly many features of the restoration :n'e

unreliable, while one, at least, is manifestly incorrect. For we may safely a.ssuine that

Ic/it/ii/ornls was holorhin.al like Ilesperoniin, .and not schizorhinal like a tern, as re])re-

.sented in the figure, and it seems rather strange that the head has been restored after

the fashion of the latter, when it is admitteil that it resembles that of the former

" more nearly than that of any other known bird." We may, jierhaps, also take exce|v

tion to the restoration of the neck, as not in harnionv with the dispro])ortionate large

head.

The gap between Ic/if/ii/or/ti.s and all other birds is very great, so it would be ijuite

unsafe to advance any o|iinion as to its genesis .ind relationships. All that we can say

at present is, th.at it spnmg very early from the ancestral stock, |)reserving the jirimi-

tive char.acter of the verlebriv; and the skull long after other jiarts had reached an

advanced specialization, thus adding new evidence to the principle, " that au animal

m.ay attain great development in one set of characters, and at the same time retain

other low features of the aucestr.al type."
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Sub-Class IIT.— ODOxTOHOLCiE.

Ordek I. — DROMyEOPAPPI.

Contemporaneous with the Ic/it/ii/oniis, other toothed birds of quite different aspect

and characters inhabited the same cretaceous sea which then covered the central and

western j)arts of our continent. The former went hovering over the watei-s, dartiii,',

like the terns and gulls of the present day, upon the unfortunate fishes which came

too near the surface; while the type of the present sub-class, the Hesperornis, or 'the

western bird,' as that name literally means, followed the prey to the very bottom of

the sea, in diving power and speed surpassing any other bird, living or fossil, and even

more fitted for aquatic life than the i)enguin, as it had no wings whatsoever, and its

feet were so specially modified for propelling their large bodies through the water that

they could hardly move on land. We will further on have ()j)portunity of characterizing

the jtenguins as the seals among the birds : Jlcsjierornis and its allies rejjresent the

dolphins.

It is most fortunate for science. Professor Marsh remarks, that Ilesperornis reffulis

— with the exception of Arc/iceopteri/.v and LuojHery.i; the oldest bird known— should

now be represented by remains as complete as any fossil skeleton yet discovered, even

in the later formations, as nearly all the bones of the specimens obtained, when first

found in the matrix, were almost as perfect as in life; and the various remains belong-

ing to about fifty different individuals of HesjKrornis are now in the museum of Yale

College.

With a general superficial resemblance to that of a loon, the skull of ITesperoniis,

in its more important characters, ap]nT)aches that of the Struthious birds, being like

the latter dromaaognathous, and having, like them and Ic/tt/ii/ornis, only one facet on

the articular head of the quadrate bone. The nostrils are

holorhinnl. The brain-case is small, and its sutures entirely

fused together. As in Iclitliijornis and many recent water-

birds, well-marked glandular depressions extend along the roof

of the orbits. The ])reinaxillaries were elongated, forming a

long, pointed beak, which in front of the nostrils was a]i])arently

covered with a horny sheath, as in modern birds. There were

no teeth in these bones, as in the upper jaw they were con-

fined to the maxillary bones, which wore armed with (in If.

nrjiili.-i fourteen) teeth set in a deep, continuous groove, with

oidy faint indications of separate sockets. The lower jaw was

thickly set with teeth to the end (in rer/alis tliirty-three), and

the two halves were separate, as in Trlitlnjoriiii^, only \mited in

front by ligament. The teeth, which are so reptilian in tiieir

characters that nobody would hesitate to refer tlicm to that

class, had tliey been found alone, were gradually replaced by

successional teetli, the germ of the young tooth growing in a

pit made in the old one by absorption, thus undermining and

at last expelling the latter (Fig. 13).

In strange contrast to Tr/ii/ii/onii.-i, the present group of fossil birds had vertebra-

resembling in their more imjiortant characters the corresponding vertebrie of existing

Flii. 1.!. — T....lli .if //../"•'•-

orniji, flilnr;:''*!; c, germ of
6«cunil looth.
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birds. Thfir niimlKT was about forly-niiif, a liiyh nuinbt-r for the class; but the most

iiitereatiiig part of the vertebral column is undoubtedly the tail, which was composed

of the t;real number of twelve verlebrie. The middle and ]iosterior ones had very

long and broad transverse jiroeesses, which re.-itricted lateral motion, clearly indicating

that the tail was mainly moved uj) and down, evidently as an aid in diving, the lateral

motion being confined to the tail as a whole, and ]ierforniod between the foremost

vertebra;. The last three or four caudals were firmly fused together, forming a flat

jilate, analogous to, but (juite unlike, the jdouglishare bone of modern birds. Thus
the tail formed a sort of an oar, similar to a beaver's tail (Fig. 14).

The shoulder girdle, in its retrograde development, is particularly interesting as

showing strong resemblance in many res])ects to that of the existing droma'ognathous

birds, especially when we remember that Ifcijitroniifi itself had a palatal structure of

a similar type; for not only is the sternum devoid of a keel, but the long axes of the

adjacent parts of the scapula and

coracoid were parallel, or identical,

as shown in the accomjianying cut

(Fig. 15). The breast bone was

thin and weak, with a rounded

mesial projection in front, corre-

sponding to the manubrium; the

posterior margin was quite thin,

and had two shallow emarginations.

The ribs sliow only little dilTerence

fmm those of modern birds, and

some of them supported uncinate

processes. The clavicles were .se]>-

arate, resembling the corrcsjwnd-

ing bones in the embryos of some

modern forms. The coracoids and
the scajiida were (piite small. The wing is rejiresented by the rudimentary humerus
alone, the other bones having become atrophied.

The pelvis, though in its general form resembling that (f Coh/mhus, exhibits many
features common to that of reptiles, ami of several dronneognathou-s living birds.

Alost interesting, jierhajis, is that the condyloid euj) of the hi|)-joint is closed by bone,

except a foramen that )ierforate8 the inner wall, entirely unlike the acet.abulum of

other birds, but resembling that of the crocodiles. The three constituents of the i)el-

Fio. 15.— Scaj>ulat' iuclt ul JJt*ijH:ri*i-nU, reduced.
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vis, which arc firmly fused togcthiT, have their posterior extremities free, as in the

emu ami in 2'ina/iius.

As the legs of the ostriches have been extremely modified, in order to adapt them

for swift movements on terra tirma, so were those of Ilesjjerorms specialized f(jr a life

more completely aquatic than that of any known hird. Professor -Maisli thinks that

it might even be questioned whether it could be said to walk on lan<l, tiiough admit-

ting that some movement on shore was a necessity. Considering the jiosterior limb

as a whiile, it will be found a nearly jserfect piece of machinery for jjroj)ulsion through

the water. Provisions were made for a very powerful backward stroke, followed by a

(piick recovery, with little loss by resistance, a movement quite analogous to the strong

stroke of an oar feathered

on its return.

To a certain degree the

legs of IIes})erorni$ may be

said to resemble those of the grebes, though

the differences are both many and impor-

tant. The thigh bone is shorter and stouter

than in any known a(iuatic bird, recent or

fossil, and is very much flattened trans-

versely, being considerably broader than

thick. The fourth trochanter (Uollo) is

jilainly visible on the figure. The leg bone

is much tlie largest bone in the skeleton;

the cnemial process rises into a j)owerful

tuberosity above the articulation with the

thigh bone. The patella, or knee-pan, is a

large separate bone, perforated by a largo

hole for the tendon of the ambiens muscle.

The second, third, and fourth metatarsals

were thoroughly fused together, as in all

recent birds except the penguins, but in

most specimens traces of the sutures remain.

The fourth metatarsal so greatly exceeded

the other two in size tliat it forms by far

the greatest part of the entire tarso-meta- Fio. ic— Restoration of fle»/)m>nii»r(f<7o/ij>.

tarsal bone. The first metatarsal was only

a mere remnant, united to the lower half of the second by cartilage. The number of

toes were four, all directed forward, as in the penguins, and the nmnber of the ])ha-

langes seems to have been normal, viz., '2, .3, 4, 5, of which the penultimate one was the

longest, the phalanges on the whole being shorter and thicker than in most swimming
birds. • The fourth or outer toe was much the longest, being in fact the dominant one,

three or four times as powerful as ihe adjoining middle one, or, imleed, .as the other

three combined ; these were gradually diminishing in length to the hallux.

As to the restoration of this remai-kable l)ird, as rejiresented in V\g. IG, little is to

be said, as only a few unimportant bones are missing, so that we here liave a nearly

complete representation of the entire skeleton. Jle.yKroniis re;ytili.i was about six

feet long, ami, when standing in the jiosition rejiresented in our figure, would be rather

more than three feet in height, thus considerably surpassing the largest i)elican. It is
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not difficult, witl) sucli material, to imagine, or rather to conclude, which were the lead-

ing j)eculiarilies in the lialiit of that strange water-bird inhabiting the great — now

fossilized— sea of the far west, many, many thousand years ago. Not being able to

inijirove on Professor Marsh's account, we take great pleasure in introducing it here

h. fulh-
'-y/tf^/jeror;!!'* was a typical aquatic bird, and in habits was doubtless very similar

to the loon, although, fligiit being imi)os8ible, its life was probably psissed entirely upon

the water, except when visiting the shore for the jturpose of breeding. The nearest

land at that time was the succession of low islands which marked the ]>osition of the

present Rocky Mountains. In the shallow tropical sea, extending from this land five

hundred miles or more to the eastward, and to unknown limits north and south, there

was the irreatest abundance and variety of fishes, and these doubtless constituted the

main food of the present species. Jltuperoriiis, as we have seen, was an ailniirable

diver, while the long neck, with its capabilities of rajiid fiexure, and the long, slender

jaws armed with sharp, recurved teeth, formed together a perfect instrument for the

ca))ture and retention of the must agile fish. As the lower jaws were united in front

only by cartilage, as in serpent.*, and had on each side a joint which admitted of some

motion, the power of swallowing was doubtless equal to almost any emergency."

If, alliiwing our imagination, within logical bounds, to cover the bones of the

skeleton, figured above, with llesli, skin, and feathers, what a strange creature rises

before our eyes! A bird iinlee<l, but a kind of swimming, loon-like, raptorial ostrich,

without fore limbs, with the gajie armed with formidable rows of strong teeth like a

gigantic li/ard, and with a large, broail, and flattened tail like a beaver. And extremely

para«loxical as is its external appearance, so is also its internal structure.

Compared with Ichtliyornis, Ilesperoniis, on the whole, is the more specialized

form as is indicated by its saddle-shaped vertebra?, its atrophied keel of the breastbone,

and its rudimentary fore limbs. But several other features, on the other hand, are less

develoj)eil ; thus, for instance, the teeth implanted in grooves, and not in sej)arate

sockets, as well its the long tail,— charactere retained from their common ancestor,

which may be looked for in some older deposit than the cretaceous formation.

Most of the characters which we have mentioned as Struthionine or ostrich-like,

are really only reptile-like, having the same signification among the Struthiones, though

some features— for example, the arrangement of the shoulder girdle— .seem to indicate

a nearer relationshi]) ; that is to say, lli;it the latter birds have sprung from :in ances-

tral stock not very distant, .illicd to that strangest of all strange birds, the ancient

IleKperctruis.

The systematic position of another cretaceous bird from the Pteranodon beds of

western Kansas, the Z,egtonii.i cra.'<sipeii is |iretty well est:d)lished to be near Ifespcr-

ornis. A nejirly complete skeleton was found in 1876 by .'\Ir. G. O. Cooper. This bird

is considerably larger than Ilcsperornis, and is remarkable for a ])rotuberance on the

inner side of the metatarsus, Mhich may have served as a sup]iort for a sort of

rudimentary spur. Many other remains of cretaceous birds, j)articularly from the

upi)cr deposits, liave been found and described in this country, but they are mostly too

fragmentary to allow more thim a guess .as to their relationships, anil, as hardly more
than a few bones are preserved of Jinptornis, Laoniis, (inioifavits, etc., it will

be sufficient to mention their names. In Europe numerous remains, among which is

the so-calleil Knaliornis, have been found in the cretaceous deposits, and to these the

above remark is eipuilly a})plicable.

Leoxii.vrd Stejxegee.
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Sub-Class TV.— Eurhepidur^.

Eiirhipiclui\T, the teiiii applied by Gill to these birds in contradistinction to

Saururas means 'birds provided with a normal fan tail,' and expresses very well the

o-eneral feature of this sub-class, namely, a featlier tail, the base of which, formed bj-

the shafts, practically starts from a single 2)oint, spreading out at the end like a fan,

notwithstanding the fact that not a few Inrds of this division are deprived of this

'external' tail, as, for instance, some .Struthionine birds and the grebes, since this

absence is only due to a retrogi-ade develoimient of forms which were as 'eurhipidu-

rous ' as the rest of them. 3Iore trenchant is the corresponding internal or anatomical

arrangement of the caudal vertebraj. These arc reduced in number, shortened, and

the last ones united into a single bone, the pygostyle, the total length of the tail

proper being much less than that of the rest of the body. But while these characters

are also shared by the Ichthyornithes of a foregoing sub-class, the members of the

present one have no biconcave antesacral vertebrte, nor teeth in the jaws.

The Eurhipidura) embraces all the living birds, besides a number of extinct forms

from the more recent geological formations, consequently all birds known to constitute

the class until less than a quarter of a century ago.

SuPER-OkDER I.— DROM^OGNATHiE.

Two peculiarities in the anatomical structure of the birds of this group separate

them at once and rather widely from the rest of the Eurldpidunv^ namely, the

dromreognathous character of the i)alate, and the relations of the pubic elements,

of which the ilium and the ischiiun are not united behind, and do not enclose a sciatic

foramen as in both Inipennes and Euornithes. These characters are combined with

several others, and seem to us to be of more importance than the presence or absence

of a keel on the sternum. The absence of that element in some forms of the present

group may be due to abortion and reduction. This is the most probable ex])lanation,

though it may not be the true one. Cut in the latter case the birds with keeled

sternum must have .'<i)rung from forms not having a keel, as we can hardly assume

that KatltiC and Carinataj sprung from the ancestral reptilian stock independently of

each other. On the other hand, there is ample proof that several Euornithes have

become nearhj kecUess by reduction {iJtdus, yotornis, Habroptllxs), so there seems

not to be any reason why it should not be lost altogether. Again, the plumage and

rudiments of rectrices in several Ratitw (cassowary, Apteryx), strongly point towards

their reduction from flying ancestors, or, to use Wallace's words, " render it jiroljable

that the Struthious birds do not owe their imiierfect Avings to a direct evolution from a

reptilian type, but to a retrograde development from some low form of winged bird.

. . . We may be sure that birds accpiired wings and feathers and some power of

flight before they developed a keeled sternum, since we see that bats, with no such

keel, fly very well."

The Droma;ognath:e, which once formed the prevailing constituents of the earth's

bird-fauna, are now only few in number. !Many of their members have been extin-

guished during the present geological period, and several are soon to follow. The

present era is that of the Euornithes.

Not before the theory of evolution luid become fairly established was the imjjor-
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tance of the structural c-haractei-s jn'Ciiliar to tliis suptr-onU'r clearly umlei-stootl. A
few impotent atlempts had been niaile to give the Struthious birds a position in the

system corresponding to their peculiarities, but most ornithologists contented them-

selves by conceding them rank as a "family," or, at the most, as an "order," while

others adhered to the arrangement of the eighteenth century, in regarding them only

as separate genera, with which they associated a few forms of somewhat similar hal>-

its an<l superficial resiniljlance,— for instance, the bustards,— in a conglomerate group,

designated by the name of Cursores. To Huxley is due the honor of vindicating their

ri^lit to be regarded as primary groups, though he failed to include the Tinamous

{Cn/ptiiri), his DronucognatliOB^Jar excellence, a name we have here adopted to signify

all the dromieugnathous birds with true bird tail and without teeth.

Order I.— STRUTHIONES.

Our knowledse of the large forms constituting the first order of living birds can

hardly be said to be more than twenty-five years old. True, all the typical species

were known long ago, but a more thorough examination and understanding of

the group is of rather recent date. Then, only five or six s])ecies were known ; now

we recognize about twenty forms; their allinities, their internal and external anatomy,

and jiartly their development, have been investigated during the last quarter nt' a

eentnrv, and more accurate information concerning habits and nature of these birds

has re]ilaced the old yarns an<l fables imposetl upon credulous travelers by ignorant

savages. Ornithology is here bound to thankfully acknowledge the .liil derived from

the zoological gardens, anil what has been accomplished may be taken as a fair

jiromisc of what we have to expect in the future. For if we are going to study the

birds, we must study the whole animal, and not the stuffed skin alone ; the feathers

constitute an iin])ortant and peculiar part of the bird ; but the bird is also a vertebrate,

and should be treated as such.

Tlie members of this division are char.icterized Ijy the great development of the

hind extremities for terrestrial locomotion, hence, the legs are high and stout, and the

neck is correspondingly long and slender. The bill is broad at base, depressed, not

longer than the head, ami the nostrils, though not i)laced at the extremity of the bill,

as in A}>tcri/ijes, are situated further from the base than in most other birds; the

mouth is deeply split. Xone of the living forms have more than three toes, and some

of them— the African ostrich and its nearest allies— have only two, by suppression of

the third toe. It has been usually taught that the Struthiones have no lower larynx,

or 'syrinx,' as the rest of the birds, but Prof. Forbes's investigation shows that this

is totally erroneous, ami since the mistake is still re])eated in works of rather recent

date, it may be useful to repeat the conclusion he arrived at, as follows : ''As regards

the alleged absence of a lower larynx (or 'syrinx') in these 'Ratite' birds, it is

obviously untrue as regards the genus lihca. In the other genera, an answer is less

easy, ami its nature must depend upon what is meant by the term ' lower larynx.'

If the jiresenceof semi-rings externally, and of a tiieuibraua ti/riiiiatiif<ir>iilK internally,

forming the walls of the bronchi, and of vocal chords developed in the interior of

those tubes, be held to be sufficient to characterize a ' syrinx,' then it will be incor-

rect to say that the Ratite birds have no voice-organs. As I have shown, all these

three structures are i)rcsent, variously develojied, in the genera in question, together

with at least a rudiment of a membrana semilunaris."
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The StriilliionhKliinls arc now nearly coiiliiu'il to the southern hemisphere, and the

living forms are only the last survivors of a once numerous order, which also domi-

nated in Europe, and jirohaMy Xorlli America, since, from the strata underlaying

London, several fossil remains have been described, the so-called Mucrornis, said to lie

related to the emu, and the so-called Meyulornis emuiiuts of similar nttinitics. Also

from \ew Mexico is a fossil ostrich known, the Diatri/tmt (/!y<(>itea of Cope.

It may be interesting to ipiote as a conclusion Mr. Wallace's i<leas as to the origin

of the birds in question, and how he accounts for their present disconnected distri-

bution.

Din-ing the early ]ieriod, he conteiuls, when the great southern continents— South

America, Africa, and Australia— were equally free from the incureions of the

destructive felines of the noi'th, the Struthiones, or ostrich type of birds, was probably

developed into its exist iTig forms. It is not at all necessary to supj)ose that these three

continents were at any time united, in order to account for the distribution of these

great terrestrial birds. . . . The ancestral Struthious type may, like the marsujiial,

liave once spread over the larger portion of the globe; but as higher forms, esj)ecially

Carnivora, became developed, it woidd be exterminated everywhere but in those

regions where it was free from their attacks. In each of these it would develop into

special forms adaj>ted to surrounding conditions ; and the large size, great strength,

and excessive sjteed of the ostrich may have been a comjiaratively late develiqinient

caused by its exposure to the attacks of enemies which rendered such modification

necessary.

The ostrich— the largest, and the first to open the series of the living birds— l)elongs

to the genus Stnithio, which alone constitutes the family STnirnioxiDJE and the

super-family STIiUTIIIOIDE^E. A native of the plains and deserts of Africa, it

lias been known to civilized man since the beginning of the history of the western

nations, noted for its size, its swiftness of foot, and the beauty of its curled tail and

wing plumes, which, since time immemorial, have been used as signs of distinction

and as ornament, therefore being the object of an important trade on the dark con-

tinent. Huge fans of ostrich-plumes belong to the attributives of the African anil

Oriental rulers of to-day as they did during the time of the Egyj)tian Pharaohs; the

ladies of olden liome ])rized its unrivaled feathers as highly as any slave of the ])resent

fashion, and live ostriches were among the strange animals which, nearly two thousand

years ago, were exhibited to the gaze of the ]io]iulace in the aren:is ami amphitheatres,

while to-day that giant is indispensable to any menagerie or zoological garden of repu-

tation. Hottentots and other African savages kill him for the feathers, Arabian sheiks

and English tourists hunt him for sjiort, lions and other wihl Iteasts kill him Avhenever

they find an opport\inity ; and although the ostrich is one of the few birds deprived

of the capacity of flight, yet he is not exterminated, nor is he likely to become so in a

near future, for several reasons: his swiftness of foot, his great ]>roibicliveness, ami

his recent domestication, which ]iromises to increase the number of living ostriches

by ten for each one destroyed by the repeating rifle.

The nearest allies of the true ostriches are the South American naudus, which dilTer

from the other birds of the same order by having the wing-bones comparatively well

developed, especially Ijy a long humerus, and there being three fingers on the hand.

They have also a strong ambiens muscle, which is absent in the cassowaries and emus ; the

gall-bladder is absent. Inter se the African and the American ostriches are distinguislied

by tlie former iiaving two toes only, the third and fourth, respectively, with four and

VOL. IV. — 3
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five iihalangcs, the latter Iteiiig clawKss, thus showini; a temlency to hecome finally re-

ilui-ed, ii8 in the Solijieds aiiiuiig the inaiiiinals ; the true ostrich, furthermore, is ehar-

aoterized by an external tail ; by the niaxillo-]>alatines articulating with facets on the

siiles of the vomer; by the ]iulies uniting in a ventral symiihysis, while the ischia are

free; by having two carotiils, besides several other featui'es.

The " camel bird," the " i)ride of the desert," is represented in Africa by three

fonns or speeies, the well-known SlnUhlo caiiic/us, Iie.sides the more recently described

<S'. aiiitriili:!, from South Africa, and A', nwli/hilojiliuiics fron> Somali-land, though the

status of the two last ones is yet somewliat doubtful. An ostrich is also known to

occur in the deserts adjoining Palestine and the countries of the Euphrates valley, and

is also said to inhabit Arabia ]iro|ier. That it has always been called »V. cainclus does

not prove that it is the same K|)ecies as that of Western Africa, since the two other

forms of that continent, until a few years ago, v.'cre confounded with it under the

same name; it is rather |)robable that the Asiatic bird is sei>arable. The differences,

liowever, are slight and only visible to the ex]ierl. For our j>urpose it suffices to

describe the aj>)>earance of the ostrich in general. The head, neck, and legs are

naked, only covered by a sparse down ; the male has black feathers on the bod)', those

of the wing rmd tail being white and of the greatest value; the fi^male is plainer

colored, brownish gray, and the young birds, when two months old, are similar; the

chick is covered all over with a light-colored s))iny down, with longitudinal blackish

stripes. The full adult plumage is assmned at the third year. The adult male slan<ls

about seven feet high, and weigh;: from one humlred and fifty to two hundred ])ounds.

In habits the ilifferent foiTus may be nearly identical, and wh.it trustworthy travelers

have related of one species is ]irol)able ap])licable to the others.

The ostrich has, from ohlcn time, been regarded as an exceedingly stupid bird,

— we all remember the tale of the ostrich believing himself concealed when putting

liis head behind a stone so he could not see his enemy,— and Alfred Urelim has em-

phatically expressed the same opinion, though other observers attribute its shyness and

timidity to a certain degree of intelligence. In ca|(tivity it soon becomes tame, and is

said to be (piite gentle, but is easily frightened so as to run insanely about in its

indosure; during the breeding season the old male is usually quite savage, and attacks

even man, iiiHictiiig sometimes dangerous injuries by kicking.

Timid and of rather solit.ary tastes, the ostrich lives in small Hocks, relying ujion

their extraordinarily acute sight and their fleetness of foot for safety, often in the

neighborhood of the still more w.ary henls of wiM zebras. They feed upon the low

grass anil herb.s, when in the wild slate, an<l oc<':isionally some insects, a few re|>tiles

or the like are picked tip; but it is only in confinement that the ostrich |>rovcs liim-

self that voracious omnivorous animal that has made the ostrich stomach almost

])roverbial.

.Judging from the scanty information of travelers as to the voice of the ostrich,

we may infer that, usually, it is a rather silent bird, though occasionally making good
use of its rather imperfect syrinx, as seems evident from Livingstone's statement, tliat

it is freipiently difficult to dislinguivh its bellowing from the roarini,' of the lion.

In oriler to illustrate certain h.-ibits, and the manner in which they are hunlc<l in

North Africa, we transcribe the following from Rev. Mr. Tristram's spirited account
of his experiences in that part of the world:—

"The cajitnre of the ostrich is the greatest feat of hunting to which the Arab
sjiortsman aspires, and in richness of booty it ranks next to the plunder of a caravan.
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But such prizes are not to be obtained without cost and toil, and it is generally esti-

mated that the capture of an ostrich or two nuisl be at the sacrifice of the lives of two
horses. So wary is the bird, and so open are the vast plains over which it roams, that

Fig. 17.— Struthio camtlus, African ostrich.

no ambuscades or artifices can be employed, and the vult;ar resource of dogged perse-

verance is the only mode of pursuit. Tlie horses to be emjiloyed undergo a long and

painful training, abstinence fi-om water and a diet of diy dates being considered the

best means for strengthening their wind. The huntei-s set forth with small skins of
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water strapiicd iimler their lioi-ses' bellies, and a scanty allowance of food for four or

five days, distrilmted jiicliciuusly about tlit-ir saddles. Tlie ostrich generally lives in

conii)anies of from four to six individuals, which do not ai>j)ear to be in the habit,

under ordinary circumstances, of wandering more than twenty or thirty miles from

their head"|uartcrs. When descried, two or three of the hunters follow the herd at a

gentle galloj), endeavoring only to keep the birds in sight, without alarming them or

driving them at full sjieud, when they would soon be lost to view. The rest of the

jiursuers leisurely proceed in a direction at right angles to the course which the ostriches

have taken, knowing Ijy experience their haliil of running in a circle. Posted on the

best lookout tlicy can tiiid, they await for hours the auticijiated route of the game
calculating uj)on intersecting their j)ath. If fortunate enough to detect them, the re-

lay sets upon the now fatigiieil flock, and fre(jucntly succeeds in running one or two

down, though a horse or two generally falls exhausted in the j)ursuit. The ostrich,

when overtaken, offers no resistance beyond kicking out sideways. A skin in full

jilumage is worth on the spot from forty to one hundreil S)>anish dollars; ))ut the

Aralis are in the habit of judiciously thinning the feathers, so that the trader can

rarely obtain a sj)eciuien on wliich this tax has not been ]iaid."

The chase of wild ostriches for the sake of the feathers will soon become a thing

of the pa.st, however, since now the rational domestication of this valuable bird has

proved a grand success. The natives of some parts of Africa have, in fact, been

practising "ostrich farming" before white men visited them, and even used artificial

incubation. We are told that tribes of Sudan, the upper Senegal, and the Algerian

frontiers raise their ostriches like real jMiullry-yard liinls. 15y d:iy the birds wander

about the camj) in search of food, and come back again at night-fall to ]>ass the night

under the shelter of their master's tents. When the tribe is traveling, they follow

faithfully along without ever turning aside, ancl without e\ incing the least dcNire to

return to a wild life. Still this ostrich raising has been (|uile insignificant, and only a

small fraction of the plumes in the market was due to that source, and it was first

when the Kumjiean— ]iarticularly English— colonists in different jiartsof Africa com-

menced that remunerative business oti a grand scale, that the su]>ply of ostrich-feathers

from tame birds, bred in captivity, became consitlerable. A few figures will show

tlie inijiortance of this new branch of "stock" raising, which is hardly twenty years

old, since, in ISfi;"), the Knglish colonies owned only eighty tame ostriches. The value

of the annual yield of feathers in South Africa at the present day is estimated at

about four million dollars, while in 1805 the total export (wild and tame) from the

Cape did not reach one-tenth of that .amount.

On an "ostrich farm" the industry is ilivided into two branches, that of producing

feather;*, and of raising young birds. From a recent report on the subject we make

the following interesting extracts : An ostrieli is first plucked at the age of six to

eiiiht months, and n<j;ain six to nine months later, and every succeeding six to nine

months. The chicken feathers are of little value, say about five dollars ])er bird, but

the next and following jduckings realize from forty to one hundred and fifty dollars

per bird. The length of time between each plucking, the weight of the feathers, and

the richness of the jdumage, depend partly u]ion what care is taken not to extrat't the

feathers too early, thus causing injury to the wing, but more esjiecially upon the quality

of the pasturage. On good grazing land, one acre is required ])er bird. The best

mode of ])liickiug the feathers is not to ]>ull them out, but to cut the quill alxnit an

inch from the root, the portion left in the wing speedily "ripens," and may in a i>.-\v
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weeks be ])ullc'il nut with a pair of ])incers, after which the new feather begins to form.

Others aclvxicate a siiucially constnieteil box in which the bii'd cannot move; tliron!j;h

ojienings in the sides the wings are ac'cessil)le, anO, by a double movement of twisting

and pulling the feathers are drawn.

The ostrich is monogamic, and the hen lays an egg every alternate day in the nest

dug out in tiie sand by the male, if that hollow can be termed a nest. Ten eggs are

jirobably the average number laid in the wild state, but in captivity the laying may be

continued like that of the common fowl when the eggs are taken away as soon as de-

])Osited. On the "farm," the egg which the birds themselves cannot cover may be

hatched artificially in an incubator, the residt of which is illustrated by the following

extract from Douglas's book on " Ostrich Farming in South Africa "
: "One set of three

birds— acock and two hens— during the period from June 30, 1872, to June 30,

1873, laid 188 eggs, which produced 133 chicks; of these IS died, leaving 115 young

birds. Of these, 74 were sold at three months old at £1G each, and allowing the

remaining 41 to be \\-orth only £12 each, we have a return of £1,076 from one set of

birds. The next year the same set laid 113 eggs, ]>roducing 77 chicks; and the first

six months of the third year they laid 07 eggs, jjroducing 81 chicks, being over 80

]>er cent." The eggs vary consideralily in size, from 5^ inches to (i inches long, by 4^
-b^ inches thick, averaging about the weight of l24 eggs of our connnon fowl. They

are inculcated by both parents alternately, the male sitting during the night. In the

liottest countries they are left during part of the day, but are then usually covered up

with sand. An interesting account of the finding of the nest is rendered by Rev. 5[r.

Tristram.

" Once, and once only, had I the good fortune to take an ostrich's nest. We had

observed with our telescopes two birds standing for some time in one spot, and were

induced to ride towards them. By great good fortune we detected their track as we
crossed it; for, the stride of the ostrich often measuring, when at full s])eed, from 22

to 28 feet, and there being simply the round impression of his two toes, it is very

difficult to discover its course. We traced these steps back to the spot where we Lad

seen the birds standing, anil where the sand was well trodilen down. Two .Vrabs, at

once dismounting, begini to dig with their hands, and presently brought uj) four fine

fresh eggs, from a depth of about a foot under the warm sand."

Ostrich fanning has not only been established in the Cape Colony, but also with

great success in Algeria, and in Buenos Ayres, where the African ostrich has been

introduced. There can be no doubt but that this industry may be carried on with

equal success and profit in our southwestern states, and it is to be hojiecl that the

experiments now in progress in California may give ample returns, and encourage

others to invest in this novel branch, of " ])ractical ornithology."

That the range of the true ostriches at a former geologic.-d ])criod was considerably

larger than nowadays is proved by the rather recent discovery of fossil remains of a

species from the Siwalik Hills in India. It is named Strutliio asiaticus, and is dis-

tinguished by a stouter neck than the existing species, to which it otherwise is so

closely related that Mr. Lydekker thinks it doubtful whether the slight differences can

be regarded as of more than individual or varietal value.

Though nearer related iierhajis to the African than to the Australian Struthiones,

the nandus or .South American ostriches arc sufficiently remote from all of them to

warrant their separation as a ilistinet super-family, the RIIEOIDK-E. With the latter

the nandus share the character of having three toes, as contrasted with the two toes of
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tlic'ir African rtlatives. The marks which they have in common with them, and whicli

conscijucnlly 'lislingiiishcs both these from llie cassowai'ies anil enuis, besiiles tliose

which Bcparatu the two inter se, have been poinleil out brieHy under the head of the

foregoing sii]>er-family, with tiie exception that in llie IJheidiu the pubes are free, wliilc

the isciiia are united in a ventral symiiliysis, that tlie maxillo-palatines do not touch

the vomer, and tliat only a left carotid is present. We shall therefore here only men-

tion a feature shared by no other member of the order, viz., the jieculiar and highly

Hjiecialized lower larynx. This was first discovered by the French naturalist, Mr. Alix,

in 1^74, and afterwards fully described by the late Professor Forbes, who sums tip its

most striking characters as follows: "In the possession of a tracheal box formed by

the fusion of the few last tracheal rings, in the greater amount of speci.ilizatiKn of

the first two bronchial semi-rings of each side, in the presence of district interamular

nienil>ranc-<-overed fenestra', in the development of a well-marked cartilaginous pes-

sulus, and in the possession of a pair of true intrinsic syringeal muscles running from

the trachea to the bronchial semi-rings, Ji/uti stands out by itself .as sharply opp<is(>d to

all the remaining 'Ifatilc' birds."

Three species, all from South America, are known at present ; the old and rather

well known " Avestruz" of the Gauchos, and a nearly ally, described about fifteen years

ago bv Dr. Sdater, both referable to the restricted genus li/ieu, an<l named respectively

Ji/u'K r/iat (or Ji/i. amcrivaiia) and Ith. macrorlojiirha. The latter, the true habitat

of which still seems to be doubtful, is considerably smaller, as it stands six inches lower

than the female of the common nandu, but has a much longer bill, and is, besides,

much darker, the top of the heail and streaks at the back of the neck in ])articular

being decj) black. Both these are disliiiLruisIiiMl from lilt, ihinrlnii in having scutel-

late tarsi, which in tiie latter are retii-iihitc. It has therefore been made a separate

genus, Pteroaieinia, a further character of which, in achlition to several anatomical

d i tie ren CCS, is that the leg is plumeil below the knee for several inches. The termi-

nal white b.ind on the wing feathers is a striking color mark.

Not only is the nandu the oldest known species, but also the one having the

greatest distribution, occurring as it does, from sotithern Hrazil to Magellan's Strait.

The general color is a brownish gray, lighter, nearly whitish on the belly; the small

and narrow feathers on the crown, na)ie, and n]>per neck, are blackish in the male,

lighter in the female, which is the smaller of the two, the former measuring about six

feet in length, the latter hardly five and a lialf.

Living on the |)ampas, and feeding on gra.sses and seeds of different herbs, and also

on the red berries of the Empetrwn 'nibntm, the Rhea, like its African cousin, has

chit'fly to rely u]>on its legs and acute sight for escajiing danger, but seems to haveik'vel-

0]ieil considerably more iiitelli'^'cnce, though he has often to pay the jienalty of a too

great curiosity with his life ; an<l Darwin relates how, though fleet in its paces, and

shy in its nature, it yet falls an easy prey to the hunters, who confound it by a])]m)ach-

ing on horseback in a semicircle. lie also states that when jmrsued it gener.-dly

yirefers running against the wind, expanding its wing to the full extent. Mr. Barrows

h.'is recently in "The Auk" given some interesting information as to the manner in

which the 'Avestruz' is hunted in Lower Uruguay, as follows: " During our stay at

Puan, about two hundred Indians united in a two-days' ostrich-hunt, resulting in the

capture of about sixty birds of all sizes, from the full grown adult down to two-month

'chicks.' They begin by beating over a large tr.ict of the jilain, and then closing in

arounil the game started. Stout greyhounds are used to good pm-jiose, usually ]iuHing
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down tlie swiftest l)ir(ls within two miles at favtliest. The Indians use the 'l)olas'

with nuR-li skill, the one used for ostriches consisting of two half-iiound leaden balls,

connected by eight feet of twisted rawhide twine. Whirling; this about the head and

'letting fly' at the running bird, they often entangle his legs at a distance of thirty to

fifty yards, and I was told that it was frenuontly done at one liundrcd. Single hunters

stalk ostriches sometimes in the following way : Getting to windward of the bird, the

latter soon scents him and lies down, only sticking up his head above the grass. The
hunter may then creep directly u[) within shot, if the grass be long enough to shelter

liini, and the bird is shot through neck or head before he rises."

On two occasions, Mr. Darwin witnessed the lihea crossing the Santa Cruz river,

where its course was about four hundred yards wide, and the stream rapid. Tiiey

made but slow jirogress, their necks were extended slightly forward, init little of the

body ajijieared above water. The statement as regards the swimming capacities of

the bird in question has been corroborated by Mr. Cunningham.

The feathers are of little value compared with those of tlie African ostricli, and

are mainly used for rugs, dusters, brooms, etc. ; the yield of a llhea will average about

three pounds, and the value is from one to two dollars per pound on the spot.

The hen lays from ten to twenty-three eggs in the shallow excavation formed by tiie

male in the ground, and arranged liy him with a few leaves and grasses for a nest, but

numerous eggs are also dropped here and there over the plains. That these are des-

tined for food for the young chick is a mere myth. Mr. Darwin's experience was to

the following eftVct : At Baliia Blanca, in the months of October and Septond)er, an

extraordinary number of eggs were found all over the country. The eggs either lie

scattered about, or are collected together in a shallow excavation or nest ; in the for-

mer case they are never hatched, and are termed by the Spaniards Iluachos. Tlie

(Jauchos unanimously affirmed, and later experience with birds in captivity corrol)o-

rates it, that the male bird alone hatches the eggs, and for some time afterwards

accompanies the young. Mr. Darwin also states that the cock bird sits so closely that

he has almost ridden over one on the nest.

Before closing the present account we shall reproduce the jarn told 3Ir. Barrows

by one of the natives, who thought he had found an explanation of the many eggs

spread over the jilains. When an ostrich has built a nest and laid the full number of

eggs, he argued, she is naturally anxious to be able to tind the nest again after having

wandered away to any distance. This she manages by simply laying eggs at intervals

of half a mile or so over the adjacent country, ]dacing each egg with its smaller end

jiointing directly towards the nest ! Ben trovato I!

The " Avestruz Petise," as RJi. danoinii is called by the Gauchos, is smaller, and

is said not to expand its wings when running at full sjieed, as does the common species.

It inhabits Patagonia, from ilagellan's Strait to the Ivio Negro.

Both as regards geographical distribution and anatomical peculiarities, the

cas.sowaries and emus, the superfamily CASUAROIDE.E, hold a somewhat isolated

|)03ition in the present geological period. ^lost significant, perhaps, is the extreme re-

ilnction of the fore-extremities, which could harcUy become smaller without disa]ipear-

ing altogether externally ; the liand has, moreover, only one claw-l»earing finger. They

are furthermore distinguished from the two foregoing groups in tliat neither pubes

nor ischia unite into a ventral symi)hvsis. The ambiens muscle is absent, tliough pres-

ent in the other Dronueognallne, ami the feathers are proviiled with affershafts, con-

trary to what is the case in Strutkio and Rhea. Both carotids arc developed.
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The members of this suj>crfamily are at present confined to the Australian and

Indo-Mahiyan region, Imt fossil remains have been found in India and also in Europe,

if the so-ealled J/acroniis and Megulornis, fi-oni the London elay, really belong

here.

The first family, the DROM.viin.t:, whieh embraces only the emus, represent

in the Australian deserts and jilains the ostriches of Africa and the IJIicxs of South

America, but are smaller than the former, though larger than the latter, standing,

as they do, about five feel hiji. As their jiosition within the same siijierfamily as

the cassowaries indicates, their athnities are with the latter, from which they are

easily distinguished by the absence of the helmet on the top of the head ; neither

do tiiey have the spiny rudiuieiits of wing feathers, nor the nail of the inner toe

lengthened unusually; the nostrils are jilaeeil near the middle of the beak, and

not in the anterior half of it, as in the cassowaries. The neck and most of the head

are feathered, and the feathers less hair-like. Of anatomical characters may be nien-

tioneil that the clavicles, though reduced .ind separate, are less rudimentary than

m the binls composing the following family, and that the feinoro-caudal muscle is

•absent, while jiresent in the cas-

sowaries.

Not more than two s]iecies

are conceded by the best anthor-

ilics, — the JJronidius novo'-

/i(i//iiii(/i<i , inhabiting eastern

Australia, and JJ. irrorolus,

from the southern and western

parts of that continent, — both

of a brownish color; the latter

however, with the indivi<lu:d

feathers of the body distinctly

marked with narrow transverse bars of light grayish and brownish black.

The emu was first described and figured under the name of the Xew Holland

cassowary in Governor Phillip's "Voyage to Botany Bay." According to !Mr. Gould,

"the old Bush-man," whose account of the Australian liirds must be the chief source

anil foundation of all information concerning the ornithology of that remarkable

region, during the earlier days of the colony, the emu was universally dis]ierscd

over the whole of the Australian continent. The encroachment of the white man,
however, has now caused its almost extirpation in many jiarts; though sjood emu
coursing, which is said to be excellent, ami eijualling, if not surpassing, the same sport

with the hare in England, may still be h.id in districts where the settlers have not vet

commenced their merciless war against the native .animals. It is stated, however, tliat

dogs will selilom attack it, both on account of some peculiar odor, and because of the

dangerous injuries it inflicts by striking out with its feet; to avoid which, the well-

trained <h)gs run up abreast .and make a sudilen spring at their neck, wherebv thevare
quickly flespatched. Mr. Cunningham as.serts th.at but litlh- of the emu is fit for culi-

nary use except the hind-(|iiarters, "which are of such dimensions that the shouhleriii"-

of two hind-legs homew.ards for a mile distance once jiroved me .as tiresome a task as

I ever recollect to have encountered in the colony."

According to Gould, the only vocal sound the emu has been heard to utter is a low

booming or jumping noise. The eggs are six or seven in number, of a beautiful dark-

Fio. le. — Pelvis of emu {Itrvmaiiu nora-liolta
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green, rcseml>ling sliagreen in n])i>carance, and ineasnving five inolies ami tliroe-iniartcrs

in length. Tliey are merely jilaeed in a eavity seoojieil in the earth, generally in

a sandy soil. Emus breed readily in captivity, are easily tamed, and will staiul a tem-

j)eratc climate very well. The emu is eminently a bird of the plains, and in that

respect wholly dift'ennt from its ni-ar ally, the cassowary, which is the only type of

the order inhabiting the forests. It feeds nearly exclusively upon vegetable matter,

chietly "fruits, roots, and herbage."

The recent discovery of a fossil binl of this family in the tertiary deposits of India

is extremely interesting, since it conclusively i)roves that the emus were formerly not

confined to Australia. The remains— four ])halangeal bones— have been referred to

the genus Dromaius with a (juery, but ^Ir. Lydekker thinks there is every probability

that his D. sivalensis is the ancestral form of the recent bird.

It has been sup])Osed tliat the bird Jlip/ntkcdyo, ov ^'^ horse fowl," mentioned liy

the ancient Greek poet, yEschylos, as pictui'cd on a Persian tapct, is the same which is

now called cassowary or emeu. However, it was not before the close of the sixteenth

century that the western nations of Europe learned of the existence of this remark-

able bird. A live specimen was brought to Amsterdam in 1597 by a Dutch skipper,

and was finally ])resented to the Roman Emperor as a most valuable and unique gift.

].,inn;eus knew only one species, and it was not until recently that many additional

forms were made known, so tliat not less than about ten species are now admitted by

the latest authorities on the subject. Restricted as the geographical distribution of

the whole family, the Casuakid.e, is, that of the separate species is still more so, for

the cassowaries are confined to the Papuan or Austro-3[alayan subregion, eight species

occurring in the Paptum Islands, while one is a native of the northeastern jieninsula of

the Australian mainland, and another belongs to the island of Ceram. Of tlie eigiit

Pa])uan species, five inh.abit Xew Guinea itself, each sjiecies, however, its own district,

while of the remaining three, each one occupies an isolated small islan<l, or island

grou]), of itself, viz., Jobi, Wammer, and Kobroor, of the Am grouj), and New Britain.

Contrary to the true ostriches, the nandus, and the emus, the cassowaries are strictly

confined to the dense forests or scrubs, and not to the ojien plains or deserts. Their

organization, therefore, shows some peculiar modifications not present in the other

birds mentioned. The most obvious feature in this respect is the helmet or horny

casque on the to]) of the liead (the jjarticular use of which will be shown furtlier on)

covering a core of very light spongy bony tissue, with an external layer, no thicker

than fine paper, but nevertheless very firm. The naked parts of the head arc more

or less wrinkled and sup])lied with wattles, and arc gayly colored with blue and red,

or blue and yellow. In the rudimentary wing are four to six strong feather-shafts

without barbs, apiiarently remnants of the remigcs of their flying ancestors, l>ut now
from want of u.se reduced to mere spine-like structures. In a fresh s]>ecimen examined
by me, the wing measured four inches, the chord of the nail was two inclies, and llu'

longest shaft fourteen inches. Of the three-toed feet the inner toe is short, but armed

witli a long and .sharp claw which serves as a formidable weapon. With these external

char.acters are associated sever.d im]iortant anatomical peculiarities, so that the validity

of tiie family as such cannot well be (piestioned.

The family is only known to comprise a single genus, of which the s]H'cies fall in

two groups, according to the shape of the helmet, whether com|«resscd or not. The
species themselves are only slightly differentiated, ;md the main clLiracters are derived

from the number and form of the wattles, the color of the n.akcd jiarts, and the out-
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line of the lielinct. It is iiili'resting to remark that the two species most distant in

sjtaee, and whieh l)<)th oei'iir oiitsiile of the Papuan fauna strictly, viz., the ('(tsmirius

castuirius (or ijuleatus) from C'erani, and C. aitstralis from norliiern Australia, are

very nearly related and rather diftieult to distini^uish.

Oi the latter species we have an excellent life-history \>\ Jlr. E. P. Ramsay, from

whom the following account, which will also serve for the other species, is borrowed:

One of the eliief objects of my visit to Rockingham Bay was to become acquainted

with tlie Iiabits of this noble biril. While in Brisbane on my way up, I found that

several very young cassowaries had been obtaineil, and, for the first time, a nest atul

eggs had Ijeen found. This was great news ; and I need not relate bow I ma<le all

haste for the Herbert-River Police Camp, where I was most hospitably entertained and

welcomed by Inspector Johnstone, who was the first to rediscover and bring under

the notice of others the existence of this remarkable species.

The Australian cassowary is a denizen of the dense dark scrubs scattered over the

district of Rockingham Bay, northeastern (iueensland, and extending as far north as

the Endeavour River. It was tolerably plentiful only a few years ago even in the

neighljorhood of Card well ; but since the advent of sugar-i)lanters, &c., on the Herbert

River and a<ljacent creeks, these fine birds have been most ruthlessly shot down and

destroye<l for the sake of their skins, several of wlii<-li I saw used for hearth-rugs and

door-mats. Formerly, they were easily enough jn'ocured ; but latterly, so wary have

they become, .and their numbers so decreased, that it is only with the greatest amount
of p:itience even a stray shot can be obtained. I know of no bird so wary and timid.

During the day they remain in the must dense parts of the scrubs, wandering about

the sides of the watercourses and clicks, (living in tiiroiii;ii the bushes and vines at

the slightest noise. Towards evening and early in the morning they usually visit their

favorite feeding-trees, such as the native figs, Leichardl-tree, and various species of

Acmeixt, Jatnbosa, Daoidsonia, etc. ; they appear to be ]>articularly fond of the

astringent fruit of the Leichardt-trees, ami of a species of Muranta, which jinxluced

bunches of large seed-pods filled with juicy pul]), resembling in a))pearance the inside

of a ripe passion-fruit {Passijloru edulis). Fruit and berries of all kinds are eagerly

sought after; the tame semi-adult bird which I had became so fond of the fruit of

tiie cape-mulberry that he would allow no one to come near the tree he h.'id taken

possession of. This bird had fi-cquently devoured at a time .'is much as three ipiarts

of Moquats' (fruit of Jiriobotria Japoiiica), and several fair-sized oranges ir/iole,

besides its usual amount of bread per diem (about three 2yoitnds). In nature I found

that in the afternoons they frecpiently came out and walked along the scrubs, or along

the si<le ol the river or creek, .and swallowed large (luantities of ])ebblcs and small

rough-edged stones. In confinement, i)lantains and sweet potatoes (in large jiieces

which they can swallow whole) are a favorite food, while nothing seems to come

amiss to them— grasshop]iers, spider.s, earth-wornis, cockroaches, caterpillars of all

kinds, dough, and even raw meat. In confinement they become very tame. If disap-

jiointed or teased, they not unfrequently "show fight" by bristling up their feathers,

and kicking out siileways or in front with force sufficient to knock a strong man <lown

— a feat I have witnessed on more than one occasion. These birds are very juiwcrful,

anil dangerous to approach when wounded. On more than one occasion a wounded

bird h.as caused a natur.alist to take to a tree; the sharp nail of the inner toe is a most

dangerous we.i|)on, quite eipial to the claw of a large kangaroo, and caj)able of doing

quit:' as nuicli execution.
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I fouiul the cnssowarios to be pxcelk'iit swiinnu'i's, and frpqucntly trackoil tliciii

across a good-si/.cd creek or river. Their note, most usually emitted by the male, is a

series of harsh, guttural, prolonged croakings, ijuickly repeated, ami continued for

about three minutes; it is very loud, and may be detected across the water, at a dis-

tance of at least three miles, on a still night. I have listened to its resounding through

the scrubs at a distance of one and one Iialf miles on land, and then liiought it clos;',

and one of the most uneartlily noises I ever heard.

They breed during the months of August and September. The nest consists of a

depression among the fallen leaves and debris, always in the most dense part, and well

concealed by entangled masses of vegetation. The eggs were five in number in tlie

only two instances recorded, and, in both cases, one of the eggs in each set differed

from the other, being of a light-green color, and having a much smoother shell.

The yomig are of a dull I'usty brown. After the second season, at the age of 18

to 24 months, the bhick feathers predominate, and the helmet, which has liitherto been

unde\cli)|)ed, more like the shield of a coot, begins to show a keel or ridge in the centre,

which raj>idly increases in height. The skin round the head begins to become wrinkled

and colored, varying from bluish-green to orange on the lower part, and bright blue un the

sides of the neck, the wattles becoming carmine. The helmet still remains couijiara-

tively small and undeveloped long after the wattles and naked ])arts of the neck

become colored. I believe that the helmet does not attain its full size until the fourth

or fiftli year at least. In traversing the scrubs the head is carried low to the grounil,

and the vines and branches of trees striking the helmet slide over it on to the l)ack.

Otherwise in the dense vine-scrubs bordering the Herbert River and elsewhere, j)ri>-

gi-ess would be greatly impeded ; but as it is, the cassowaries traverse tlie scrubs with

wonderful speed, jumping over fallen trees and logs when in the way.

The Superfamily of extinct birds DIXOIJXITIIOIDE.E, which, by some authors

is regarded as having ordinal value, under the name of Immanes, iidi.abited Australia

and especially Xew Zealand during a not so very distant period, geologically speaking.

They were first introduced to the scientific world by Professor llichard Owen in 1>^39,

who designated them by the name Dinoniis, giant bird (from the Greek ikhios,

tremendous, formidable), and are now generally known as moas, tlie name used by the

Maori, tin; natives of Xew Zealand. Moa is the equivalent of the Polynesian wonl

"toa," which means the donu'stic fowl,— a significant fact, as it shows that the ]\Iaoris

found the giant birds alive when they immigrated into the islands.

The moas form one of the most interesting groups in ornithology, not only because

they help to'fill a gaj) between the other Struthious binls, particularly the Casuaroi-

dea;, and the wonderful kiwis, or Apteryges, but also because tliey are an extreme

example of the feathered, and therefore originally flying, bird-tyj>o, becoming moclified

into an animal bound ami fitted as exclusively to the ground as the horse or the elejihant.

And, elcphant-ljirds, indeed, might we call them, were it not that this name would even

better fit another group of extinct Struthious birds, the ^jiiornithes from Jlailagascar.

The moas show the extreme reduction of the wing among bird.s, their fore-lindis

being nearly as much atrophied as are the hind-lind)s of the whale. Hy long disuse,

the wings, as they became useless for the accjuisition of food, and unnecessary for

escaping danger, since no enemies existed, would become enfeebled and ultimately

reduced to mere rudiments, while "the legs, then monopolizing the functions of Inciv

motion, would attain, through the concomitant force and frequency of exercise, ]>ropor-

tional increase of power and size." (Owen.)
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The bones liavu bct-ii iiu-t witli under tlie most different conditions, some scattered

over the siirfiice, otbers buried loosely in the s:ind, others in tlie old native cotikinj;^-

places or graves, others ajjain in the alluvium of rivers, marshes, or in caves, sometimes

so numerous that they have been dug out by the ton. Tlie most remarkable find in

that line is the exhumation by Mr. Booth, at Hamilton, of three and a lialf tons of

moa-bones from a single half-dried lagoon surrounding a spring, the number of bird-

skeletons accumulated there being esti-

mated at more than four hundred. 3Ioa

skeletons are tlierefore no lonirer rarities

in the museums; fine collections are in

London, in Vienn.i, and other European
museums, not to speak of the magnificent

series which are preserved in tiie colony

itself; also museums in this country have

received valuable material, the American
Museum of Natural History in New York,

however, being in the lead witli its elegant

collection of mounted nioa .skeletfins.

Thanks to this ani])le material we know
the moas i>retty well, and about fifteen

species are now recognized. Owing to the

presence of a hind toe, as in the kiwis, a

^^^ Kji K^ ,,«ssw.
luuuber of species were first sc])arated by

f^ ^ I ' V ^.'-T^ A Owen as a distinct genus, J'(i/iij>t'7\i/.c. This

( • ^ division was carried further by Dr. Haast,
-

i who made Dinornis and I'uhipttnjx the
""

- basis of two families, incliuling two addi-
""'"'*

•*-.- tional genera. Of these ^e/c>«or«i« was

Fio.w.—Dinornis III I ,>.. >i. i. n. lu ji . Ji^ictter'srestora- made to include the siK'cies 7). castiarinus
tioii. Tbo BiimH birds aru kiwis.

, j. 7. -. • \ e 1

anil (.(Hli/oniiis, the lornier the type of

Reichenbach's genus >\)/oniii<, the latter the type of the same authoi-'s Aiioiiialopteri/x,

both established in 1852. It is quite probable that the distinction derived from the j>res-

ence or al)sence of a back toe will not hold, as it may have been jjrescnt in all the sj>ecie8,

though not found with the skeletons, for no safe conclusion can be made from the

absence of an articular surface on the metatarsal bone, as proven by tiie presence of a

hind toe in D. parvus, notwithstanding the fact that it is not indicated in' the charac-

ter of the metatarsus.

The J>iiioriiithes ai-e related to the kiwis, togethir with wliiili they inh.abited

New Ze.'iland, as kiwi bones have been found associated with those of the more or

less fossilized nioas, but in some characters they agree better with the emus ami casso-

waries of the Australian mainland ami the Papuan islands, and it is therefore a very

important discovery that remains of moas have also been found in Australia, in a jmst-

pliocene de])osit in Queensland.

The most striking jieculiarity of this group is the enormously massive structure of

the hind extremities, which reaches its maximum in J>. cfiji/i<iiit(>pns^ a name truly

suggestive of the extreme develo]>ment of the feet. Concomitant with these large

hind limbs is the very rudimentary condition of the fore extremities, which were

nearly obsolete. The front edge of the small, Hat, and keelless breast-bone has two
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small impressions for the rudimentary coracoitls, wliicli, in one of the larger species,

are only two inches Ions, while shoiildei-bhule and wiug-bOncs seem to be wholly

wanting. The head is ]iarticularly small in the larger

species; D. 2Mrvits, tlic smallest species, has rela-

tively the largest skull.

The size varied very noticealily in the diftVrcnt

species. The smallest {IHiioriiitt parrus) was not

larger than a dodo; others, for instance, J), luffcns,

reached the African ostrich in size; />. imtximus

was nine or ten feet high ; and other individuals have

]<vvn recorded having a height, when standing erect,

of thirlcin to fourteen feet. Two series of different

size have been recognized in various s]iecies, and

from the analogy of ^IpUri/.r, the larger individuals

are regarded ;is females.

The eggs, :i considerable number of which have

been found, were of a dark green color, while others

seem to have been of a paler yellowish tint. Their

volume was consideral>ly greater than that of ostrich

eggs, a recently found, nearly perfect, egg measuring

about ten inches in length by seven in breadth, or

"so large that a hat would make a good egg-cup for

it," but without equalling in capacity those of the

yEpiornis. In one of them the bones of a young

ftt'tus were found, from which could be demon-

strated that even at that early age the bones be-

longing to the hind extremities were much more

voluminous tl)an in the now existing types of Struthiones.

But not only have the bones and eggs of moas been found in great numbers, but

also single feathers and jjarts of skeletons, with muscles, shreds of skin, and feathers

adiiering, in a remarkable state of preservation.

Some of the feathers were as liright as if they had just been pulled out. They

were double,— in other words, were furnished with an ' aftersliaft,' resembling some-

what those of the Australian wingless birds. In one species they were of a reddish

brown near the base, passing into black, while the rounded tip was pure wliite.

Others have been found of a pale yellowish brown color, others again of a blackish

brown. Feathers from a cave near Queenstown were reddish brown with a terminal

dark-brown shaft streak. These large feathers (some measuring as much as six inches)

probably covered the body. A most extraordinary specimen, consisting of seven

vertcbraj from the lower end of the neck, with their muscles, skin, and feathers,

is .so interesting, that we allow ourselves to make an abstract of the best dcscrijition

accessible to us.

Upon the portion of this specimen corresponding to the fii-st dorsal vertebra', the

skin is .seen to be covered with large conical jiajjilhe which nearly touch each other,

and give the whole the ajipearance of a rasp. A certain number of these papilla?

bear double-stemmed feathers of a reddish-chestnut color, furnished with barlis. and

nearly two inches long. The papilla? diminish in size, and the feathers in length, on

arriving at the level of the vertebra- of the neck. Soon the feathers appear to be

Flo. :>v.—Dinornis ujgeus.
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rciliiceJ to nici'o liairs, and tliey disappear entirely upon aVjout half the Bpecimen.

TliiTi' the papilhe are niueh smaller and are dislitielly separated from eaeh other.

With the data furnished liy the skeletons and the other remains now in the differ-

ent museums, we are enabled to give a ])retly reliable pieture of these birds, whieh

jirobably became extinct before civilized men discovered their native land, siii'plying

the wantiii!^ details from their nearest allies amon;^ the living droma-ognathuiis birds.

They are described as re])reseutiug the general form of the cassowary, but upon a

much larger scale, particularly in regard to the hind extremities, while the anterior

ones Were still more abortive. Like the cassowary, they had the greater )iart of the

neck naked, but were destitute of the bony crest, in tiiis resjject resembling the emu.

Very i)rob.ibly the legs were nakeil, ;incl the body was covered witli silky ])lunies, in

which dai'ker or lighter ainl more or less reddish tints of lirown predomiiiateil, varie-

gated with black and white, at least in some sj)ecies.

To Mr. John White, who devoted more than thirty-five years in collecting all

j)ossii)lc information from the Maori, the natives of Xew Zciland, and to various other

gentlemen (among them Sir George Grey), the scientific world is indebted for much
valuable information concerning the habits of these birds, derived from the folk-lores,

songs, and jiroverbs of the natives. Thus the Maori have a proverb, " as inert as a moa,"

which indicates that these birds were sluggish and stujiid animals; and the following

life history has been drawn from similar sources. They were essentially sedentary, and

went about in i)airs, accompanied by their young. No doubt thej- st)metimes dis|)uted

the field on which they were seeking the same food, for the Maori still, in speaking of

a struggle between two pairs of combatants, say: "Two against two, like tlie moas."

Their nests were formed of various dried grasses and fragments of ferns, simjily

brought together in a heap. They ate various species of plants growing upon the

borders of the woods and marshes, the young shoots of certain shrubs, etc.; but their

principal food ajijiears to have been the root of a species of fern {Pteris escuknta),

which they dug up either with the be.ik or with the feet. To assist in the grinding of

the food swallowed, the moas, like many other birds, ate small ])ebblcs, which, when

rounded and polished Iiy friction in the stomach, and thus rendered unfit for further

service, they di.sgorged, just as do the ostrich and the emu. These "moa-stones" are

found in trreat numbers, often in small hea]>s near skeletons, in a ])osition indicating

the place of the gizzard, thus j)roving that the bird died on the .sjiot where the skeleton

is now found.

Being the only large indigenous warm-blooded animal, the n)oa was. of course,

eagerly hunted by the Maori, although ^Ir. White writes that they were afraid of it.

as ;i kick from the foot of one would break the bones of the most powerful br.-ive ;

hence the ])eopIe made strong spears of maire, or manuka wood, six or eight feet

long, the sharp end of which was cut so that it might break and have six or eight

inches of the s|>ear in the bird. IJefore the chase, the hunters engaged in jirayers,

invoking the assistance of those s]>ii-its to whom they altrilmted the pi>wer of sending

good oi- ill t'orluiic, Mijiplicating, for instance, the "mist of the hills where the chase

was ti> take |ilace so to act that the fat of the birds may flow like the drops of dew

which falls from the leaves of the trees at the dawn of a summer day; or the god of

silence to keep the moas free from apprehension and fright." Some of the hunters

would then conceal themselves behind the scrub on the side of the track (many of

which are still visible, being about sixteen inches wide, and of a seemingly fresh

ap])earanee), while others drove them from the Lakes towards the ambush. " Here the
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spears were tlirowii at tliciii, ami the siTul) on the s'uk's of the track Wdnlil catch the

spears ami l)r(.'ak tiic jagged cml oi'f, leaving it in the binl. As it had to pass many
men, the broken speai-points caused it to yield in power when it had gained the ojjeii

fern-country, where it was attacked in its feeble condition by the inost daring of the

tribe." The killed bird was cut up with a knife of obsidian, made for tliat exclusive

use, and which only served a single time. " What wihl, weird scenes," exclaims

Russell, " those deep valleys of the southern Alps must have witnessed, wlien, after

tlie successful hunt, the natives gathered about their camp-fires, that lit up their dark

tattooed faces, and shone on the strange vegetation around, to feast on the Hesh of moa,

or partake of its liuge eggs, roasted on the hot stones of the oven!"

It will be perceived from many of the facts related above that the extermination

of the giant-birds of New Zealand cannot have taken place at a very distant period.

Dr. Ilaast, on tiie contrary, has taken the position that the moas were extiin't before

the immigration of the ^laori race, which now inhabits tiie islands, occurred, and that

these luige birds had been exterminated by an aboriginal ]ieo])le which he calls the

"moa-hiinters." This theory has been successfully op])osed by Mantell, Dr. Hector,

Ilochstetter, and esj)ecially by iVIr. A. de Qualrefages, from whose interesting memoir

(1883) much of the above has been borrowed. We may perhaps not be pre])ared to

accept as fully trustworthy the testimony of Ilauinataugi, the old Maori, who in 1844

related tiiat during liis childhood he had seen living moa.s, a statement which would

bring the year of extinction down to about 1770 or 1780 ; still we cannot doubt that

the extinction took j)lace at a comparatively recent date, as it is otherwise imiiossible

to account for the discovery of remains of soft tissue in such a condition that tlie

muscles could still be dissected; especially if we remember that the climate of New
Zealand is mild and moist, conditions favorable to a sjieedy dissolution of the car-

casses. We may finally record the view of a man who, more than anybody else, has

a right to lie heard in this question, viz., Professor IJichard Owen. As late as 1882 he

expresses the opinion that "in the remote, well-woodetl, and sjiarsely jiopidated dis-

tricts of tlie southern division of New Zealand, a recovery of a still-existing specimen

of moa might be less unlikely than that of the Sbtoruis, also originally recognized by

fossil remains."

Order II.— /EPIOUNITIIES.

Eleven years after the discovery of Dinornis had been announced by Owen in

England, some few remains of a not less gigantic bird from Madagascar reached the

museum at Paris, and two days after, on the 27th of January, 1851, Isidore (Jeoffrey-

Saint-IIilaire read before the Parisian Academy of Sciences a paper, in which In-

described two enormous eggs and jiart of the metatarsus of a bird which he called

yEpiornis nuwimiis, meaning "the bird big as a mountain."

This brought again to mind the old story of the famous Venetian tr.iveler, Marco

Polo, who located the rue or roc, the giant bird of the Arabian tales, u|ii>ii !Madagas-

car, and related that the Great Khan of the Tartars, having heard of the bird, sent

messengers to Madaga.scar, who brought back a feather nine spans long, and two palms

in circumfi'rencc, at which Ilis Majesty expressed his unfeigneil delight. Thi.s, like so

many others of his strange tales, had been regarded as a fal)le, but now there were

enougli of believers who were satisfied that the egg of the rue hafl been found ; for

the eggs exhibited measured nearly 34 inches in circumference, and would hold

more than two gallons: in other words, had a capacity of nearly 150 hen's eggs.
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or 17 cuHsowarv's eggs, or G ostriuli eggs! Tlio leiiy^tli iiicasiiri-'il 1*2.0 iiu-lii-s, the

breaiUh S.G iiiclies, ami the shell hail a thiekness of 0.11 of an iiieli. No woiuler that

the natives eni|iloyed tliem for tlifft-rent domestic |)ur|ioses. In fact, the lirst kiiowl-

Cfige of the eggs was received wlien some Madagascar natives came to 3Iauritius to

buy rum, bringing yEjiiomis eggs with them to hold the lii|iior. This k-cl to inquiries,

and two eggs and some fragments of bones were obtained liy Mr. 3Ialavoi.s, and sent

to Paris. Since that time other remains, which have furnished the material for

Alphonse Milne Edwards's investigations, published in 18GS) and 1873, were discovered

by (irandidier and others.

It has been shown that the earlier calculations of the .size of ^'Epioruis were much
too high, and that ^E. maj-liniis in reality was not taller than a large African ostricli,

notwithstanding the enormous size of the egg, and tliat tlie smallest of the three

species known, yE. modeatits, was not much lai-ger than the great bustard. The more

astounding is the stoutness and massivencss of the hind extremities, which were still

more 'ele]ihantine ' than those of the elc|)hanl-footed inoa. The characters of the

bones at once refer the ele]ihaiit-birds of ^Madagascar to the neighborliood of the

ostriches and nioas, particularly the former; and, as they seem to have had only three

toes, Professor Uianconi's idea that they were rapacious, or rather condor-like, birds

— the rue was said to be a bird of that order— is not well founded. An additional

j)roof is that the microscoi)ic e.vamination of the egg, according to Xathusius, shows

an appro.ich to that of StriUltio, and bears no resemblance to that of the larger

ra]itores.

The oliief characters of the bones known are the remarkable widening and flatten-

ing of tlie metatarsal bone; the enormous size of the leg-bone, which is over 25 inches

long, with a circumference at its u](])er extremity of IS inches, while the lione at its most

contracted j)ortioii is only G inches round, thus sliowirig a singular enlargement of the

articular ends; it differs from the same bone in the Dinornithoideie in having no

osseous liridgc over the groove of the extensor muscle of the toes, in this rcsjiect

agreeing with the existing Struthiones. Tlie thigh-bone was of singular pro])ortions,

being of extraordinary tliiekness, while in length it does not measure one half metre

than its lower extremity ; it was pneumatic, contrary to what exists in Ap(cri/.r and

Dinorhi'.t.

The natives of Madagascar assert that a few of the giant birds are still alive in

some of the most secluded and unex|)lored parts of the island, and occasionally an

excithig report of some traveler having been in tlie neighborhood of them reaches us

through the newspajiers, but the probability is that they are totally exterminated, and

without doubt l)y the hand of man, as the famous Freiicli traveler Alfonse (4randi<iier

emphatically assures us; Ijut there are reasons to believe tliat the re])ort of some
having been still alive not more than two hundred years ago is not entirely unfounded.

The whole history of the yE|piornithes, the enormous, massive Struthious birds, con-

fined to a large i.sland in the southern seas, and extingui.shed by the action of man, is

a remarkable countcrjiart of that of the moas on New Zealand.

OiiDEH III.— APTERYGES.
The English naturalists who, about seventy years .ago, received tlie first kiwi

skin from New Zealand through Cajitain Barclay, of the ship 'Providence,' were
greatly jiorplexed as to the relationship of that singular bird, not larger than a hen, and

wliich had no wings, was covered with hair-like feathers, jtossessed a long beak with
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the nostrils placed at the tip, and had four toes. Latham called it the " apterous pen-

<ruin," since it had four toes and no wiu^s, remarking, however, that "the form of the

foot is not greatly unlike that of the dodo, and in the above specimen the toes were

not connected by an intervening membrane; yet from certain ine(iiialities on the sides

it is i)Ossible that there may have been one, and that it had been eaten away by

insects." Shaw, making it the type of the genus 4;^i!c?>i;, Miie wingless bird,' did

not remove it from the neighborhood of the penguins, pointing to tlu' fact that the bill

also was "somewhat in the form of that of the Patagoniau penguin." Teniminck

united Apteryx and JJicIus, the dodo, into a separate " order," the " Inertes," but

"could not find a more convenient place for these two genera than by associating them

in some way or another with the penguins." It was not before Yarrell in 1833

described the curious bird, that its true nature as a near ally of the Struthious birds

was generally understood and admitted. Numerous specimens of kiwis (Fig. 19),

have since been obtained, and not less than four living species are now represented in the

different museums, while a fifth one (^1. maxima, the largest one, being of the size of a

turkey) is only known from remains of a skin forming part of a ilaori-chief's dress.

Wc have now also full and excellent descrii)tions of the internal anatomy of these

birds from the master-hands of Richard Owen and Huxley, besides not less valuable

information concerning their habits and way of living, as observed by such men as

Dr. Buller and the other Xew Zealand naturalists of recent fame.

Like the other related l)irds, the kiwis are dromroognathous, but the vomer unites

with the palatines and pterygoids, contrary to what is the case in the ostrich; there

are no clavicles at all, and the arm, or wing, is rudimentary, as in the Casuaroidea;, the

hand having only one ungual phalanx, which is provided with a long external claw
;

like the latter, they have both ischium and ]>ubis free except in front. The andjiens

muscle is strong, as in Struthio and Rhea, while it is absent in Casxiarim and Dromaius.

It was long believed that the resjiiratory system was quite iieculiar, and more especially

that the kiwis possessed a kind of diai)hragm corresjionding to the membrane dividing

the cavity of the body in mammals, but quite recent investigations of Professor Hux-

ley show that the respiratory organs on the whole are like those of most other birds,

and that the diaphragm is a myth, there being not a trace of such a membrane. Only

the left carotid is present, there being two in other Struthious birds except Rhea.

The most noteworthy external features are the long snipe-like bill, with nostrils open-

ing near the end; tlie rudimentary wing, which supports a row of numerous rudimen-

tary quills, evidently degraded rectrices ; absence of separ.ate tail-feathers; ])rescnce

of a short, elevated hind toe ; finally, a covering of more or less bristly feathers with

downy bases, but without aftershafts, in this respect differing highly from the cassowa-

ries, emus, and moas; the fore ]iart of the head and sides of the face are beset with

straggling hairs, or feelers, varying in length from one to six inches.

Dr. Buller says that a full and complete history of the wingless birds which,

even to the ]>resent day, form the most distinctive feature in the avi-fauna of Xew
Zealand, would necessarily fill a volume. We shall therefore here only remark that

of the four existing well-known species, one, A. mantelli, inhabits the North Island

alone; two others,,!, australis and haasti are confined to the South Island, while

A. owetii is found on both islands. Tlie general color is a dull mottled brownish or

grayish, the latter and smaller species being ratlier gray, and tlu'rcfore usually

called the gray kiwi. ,1. haasti is the " roa-roa," of the natives, and is the larger

one. The two other species can hardly be told apart by sight alone, but are said

VOL. IV. —

4
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to be readily dislingiiisheil liy the touch; for in the South Islaml kiwi (.1. australis)

the feathers of the upper parts feel soft ami vieMiiig when stroked against the

grain, whereas in Mantell's kiwi, from the Xorlli Island, the feathers have stiffened

jioints, and arc harsh and prickly to the toneh, owing to a peculiarity in the structure

of the shaft.

The kiwis arc nocturnal birds, the different species having nearly identical habits,

and the following life history of the commonest s])eeies, A. mniilel/i, which we borrow

fnim Hidler's excellent account, will therefore also cover the other.

Of a bird ke])t in captivity, he writes. It a])peai-8 to be blinded by the strong glare

of sunlight, and although it recovers itself in the sIkkIc, it can then otdy detect objects

that are near. Night is the time of its activity, and the whole nature of the Ijird then

undergoes a change. Coming forth from its diurnal retreat full of animation, it moves

about the aviary unceasingly, tapping the walls with its long, slender bill, ami ])roViing

the ground in search of earth-worms. The feeding of this bii'd at night with the

large glow-wonn is a very interesting sight. This annelid, which often attains a

length of twelve, and sometimes twenty inches, with a jtrojiortionate thickness, emits

at night a bright i)hosplu>ric light. The mucous matter which adln'res to its body

aitpeai-s to be charged with the phosjdiorus, and on its being disturbed or irritated, the

whole surf.ncc of the worm is illumined with a bright green light, sufKciently strong to

render adj.acent objects distinctly visible. Seizing one of these large worms in its long

manilibh's, the kiwi proceeds to kill it by striking it ra]iidly on the ground, or against

some hard object. During this operation the bird may be clearly seen under the jihos-

phoric light ; and the slime which attaches itself to the bill and head rendei-s these

parts highly ]iliosi)lioresccnt, so that, even after the luminous body itself has Ijeen

swallowed, the actions of the bird arc still visible. There is no longer the slow and

half stuiml movements of the head and neck ; but the bill is darted forward with a

restless activity, and travels over the surface of the ground with a continued sniffing

sound, as if the bird were guiiled more by scent than by sight in its search for food.

Of some young birds he remarks that they arc jiarticularly savage, using their feet as

wea))ons of offence, and manifesting their anger by an audible snap])ing of the bill;

at other times they emitted a ])eculiar chuckle, l)ul only once he heard tliiin ])roduce

the loud whistling cry which is .so familiar to the ear in the wild mountain-haunts of

the kiwi. They often huddled together when at rest, laying one u])on ant)ther, like

little pigs; and wlu'U sound asleep no amount of noise would rouse them.

The kiwi. Dr. Buller continues, is in some measure compensated for the absence of

wings by its swiftness of foot. When running, it makes wide strides, and carries the

body in an oblique position, with the neck stretched to its full extent and inclined for-

wards. In the twilight it moves about cautiously, and as noiselessly as a rat, to which

indeed, at this time it bears some outward reseml)lance. In a (juiescent posture, the

body gener.nlly assumes a perfectly rotund appearance; and it sometimes, but oidy

rarely, sn|i))orts itself by resting the point of the bill on the ground. It often yawns

when disturbed in the daytime, gajiing its mandibles in a very grotesque manner.

The story of its striking the ground with its feet to bring the earthworms to the sur-

face, which appears to have gained currency among naturalists, is as fanciful as the

statement of a well-known author that it is cajiablc of "inflicting a dangerous blow,

sometimes even killing a dog."

While hunting for its food, the bird makes a continual snifling sound through the

nostrils. Whether it is guided as much by touch as by smell, I cannot safely say ; but
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it nppenrs to mo that both souses nro cnlloil into action. It is probnhlo that, in addi-

tion to a highly dovelojiod olfactory j)owcr, tliorc is a dolicato nervous sensitiveness in

the terminal enlargement of the upper mandible. It is interesting to watch the bird,

in a state of freedom, foraging for worms, which constitute its principal food; it

moves about with a slow action of the biidy, and the long, flexible bill is driven into

the soft ground, generally home to the very root, and is either immediately with(ha\vn

with a worm held at the extreme tip of the mandibles, or it is gently moved to and

fro, by an action of the head and neck, the body of the bird being perfectly steady.

On getting the worm fairly out of the ground, it llnows up its head with a jerk, and

swallows it whole.

The enormous size of the kiwi's egg h.-is often been the subject of speculation and

comment, for, until the fact was established beyond all cjuestion, it seemed almost

impossible that the very large eggs occasionally brought m by the natives were the

produce of this bird. The evidence has been furnished by eggs laid in the Zoological

Gardens, and by another taken in utero. One of the former is stated to have weighed

14^ ounces, or about one fourth of the bird's own weight. The probability is that the

male alone sits on the ejCEr. The kiwis are monomimic.^03'

Order IV.— CRYPTUEI.
Even the older authors were aware of some of the Struthious features of these

small South American ground-birds, which usually arc referred to the Gallinaceous

order. lUiger remarked as early as 1811 that " the bill is wonderfully conformable with

that of Ji/iea,'" and later on (1835) Sundevall stated that they " recall small ostriches."

Their small size, and a certain superficial resemblance to the gallinaceous birds pre-

vented the recognition of their true nature until Parker's celebrated anatomical

monogra]ih a]ipcared in 1865. The jiresence of a crest on their breast-bone, however,

seemed to Huxley to be so strong a character, that he would not admit them to the

division including the ostriches, and so he made of them a separate order, the distinc-

tive feature of which was the predominance of Struthious characters. We have

stated above, why the presence or absence of a keel to the sternum seems to us to be

a matter of only slight consequence, particularly when seeing that most of the other

characters of imjtortance are chiefly struthionine. That certain birds of other orders

for instance, Dendrortyx, Hemipodius, Sijn-liaptes, the rails, and the plovers, present

characters to a certain degi-ee also found in the Crypturi, is quite natural, as these

forms arc compar.itively generalized and therefore possess the reptilian features of

the common ancestors less obscured than their more specialized relatives of the

Euornithic series or super-order. It is therefore not quite correct to say that the

Crypturi are interinediate between the Struthious and the Gallinaceous birds, when
the fact is that the latter are intennediate between their own and the Dronueog-

nathous birds' common ancestors, on the one hand, and those of the rest of the

Euornithes on the other.

Xot only is the bill struthionine, but still more so the palatal arrangement, for the

broad coalescing vomer in front joins the end of the broad maxillo-])alatines, receiving

behind the hinder end of the palatines (which do not arlicidate with the basisphenoid),

and the anterior ends of the pterygoids. Another struthious feature is that the head

of the quadrate bone is single. Xotwithstanding the fact tliat the wings of the

tinanious, as the birds of this order arc called, are functional, the shoulder-girdle and

the sternum present enough characters to show that they have " not escaped from the
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struthious gioiii>, yet," as Parker puts it. According to this authority, the wings also

seem to be struthious rather than gallinaceous, for in the humerus the crest for the

insertion of Xhv jiecloralix ttiojor is wot turned over as in the fowl; this answers to

the extreme (struthious) thinness of that muscle in the tinamou, this bird liaving but

little power to depress his wings. He can elevate them, however. It is highly inter-

esting, he says, to see the tinamou lift his

wings, just in the same manner as the ostrich

elevates hers. The tinaniou's "organs of

flight " are still much more rudimentary

than those of the fowl, seeing that they are

constructed far more for elevation than

for depression, the latter movement being

the one so necessary to flight.

Again the ]>elvic arch j)resents the very

mark common to the birds we have hitherto

treated of, namely, that the ischium is not

united with the backward extension of the

ilium by bone, as is the case in all other

birds. To the struthious character of the

liieast-mnseles corresjionds peculiarities of

the muscles of the legs, of which the !ic-

cessory femoro-caudal has a slip arising

above the sciatic foramen, found elsewhere,

according to (iarnsd, only in the Struthiones.

Finally, Dr. Nathusius has foimd that the

minute structure of the tinamou egg-shells

is (juite ilifferent from tliose of the true (ial-

lina3, in that respect showing most resem-

blance to AjHeryx.

Among external characters may be men-

tioned that the bill is depressed, anil the

mouth split open to under the eyes; the

head is comjiaratively sm.all, the neck

rather long and narrow. The wings are

short and roumled, the tail feathers con-

cealed under the coverts, or altogether absent. The feet arc proxided with a rather

short hind foe, elev.ated from the ground. Powder-downs are present among the

feathers, and in some the fe.ithers have aftershafts.

Several genera with a number of species, about fifty, distributed in two sul>families,

are recognized from Central and South America, where they are usually known as

Perdiz, ))artridge, being in fact, as game birds, a kind of substitutes for true Gallime.

Their size ranires between that of a ruffed m-ouse and a rinsr plover. Thev are emi-

nently ground-birds, which never perch on trees or shrubs.

The largest and best known species is the Perdiz grande or 1' Ynamliu (Jihi/ncho-

ius rufescens) from Brazil southward. It is of a rusty yellow, banded crosswise

on the upper surface with blackish ; bill r.ither long, with the nostrils in the b.t.sal

part, hind toe well developed, and tail feathers short and soft. Mr. Hudson, having

the opportunity of studying the habits of several species of tinamou, has published

Fio. 21.—Crypturus inegaiiodius.
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some interesting sketches, from whicli tlie following concerning the present species is

selected :
—

This bird has no cover but the giant grasses, through which it pushes like a rail,

and wlicrevcr the country is settled it soon disappears. It is solitary in its habits, con-

l^^^
'^m

F
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call is couijtosi'J of live or six long iiotos, witli a mellow, flutc-liko souikI, ami so

imi)rcssivL'ly uttered aiul sweetly luoilulatcil, that it is, pcrhajjs, the sweetest l>iril-

musie heanl in the Panijias.

The tiiiaiuous are eonsiilered ratlier stujiiJ birds, and Darwin relates of another

species, N^othura major, which is smaller, lias a short bill, and no tail, that a man on

horseback, by riding round and round in a circle, or rather in a spiral, so as to approach

closer each time, may knock on the head almost as many as lie ])lcases. The more

common method is to catch them with a noose, or little lasso, made of the stems of an

ostrich's feather, fastened to the end of a long stick. A boy on a fj\iiet old horse will

frequently tlius catch thii'ty or forty in a day.

The smallest species is the Ynambu carap6
(
Taonisciis natuts) from Brazil and

Paraguay, it being only six inches long. It has no rectrices, but the coverts are dense

silky, and greatly elongated so as to form a kind of a train. It seems to be still more

unable to keep up a continued tlighl than the lihynchotus ; but little is known of its

habits beyond Azara's account.

The foregoing birds, together witli most of the species composing the family,

belong to the group Tinaniina'. In the martineta {Calopezus dcf/nns) we have a

representation of the Tinamolinai. 3Ir. Hudson dissected a sjiecinien, and found

a most extraordinary structure of the intestinal canal, which he describes as divided

near the stomacli into a i>air of great ducts that extend almost to the entire length of

the abdominal cavity, and arc thickly set with rows of large, meiidiranous, clam-sha])ed

protuberances. Externally, the martineta, from size and mottled plumage, somewhat

resembles tlie Wii/iic/ioliin, but is less reddish, and has a shorter bill, while its head is

ornanunted with a long, slender crest, " wJiiih, when excited, the bird carries direct for-

ward, like a horn." Mr. Hudson remarks further tliat it is found in the northwestern

])ortion of the Plata States, and south to the Rio Negro of Patagonia, frequenting the

elevated table-lands, where- patches of scattered dwarf scrul) occur among tlie close

thickets, and 8ul)sisting on seeds and berries. They go in coveys of from half a dozen

to twenty individuals, and, when disturl)ed, do not usually t.ake to flight, but start up

one after another, and run off with amazing swiftness. They are extremely fond of

dusting themselves.

Okder.— GASTORNITIIES.

In Jlarch, 1855, it was announced to the French Academy of Sciences that ^L
Gaston Plant6 had found in the conglomerate underneath the i)lastic clay at lias-

Meudon, France, a leg-bone of a gigantic bird, to which Mv. Herbert gave the name

Gastoriiix parLtie7isis, "in order t(^ indicate both tlie name of the discoverer and the

locality where it was found." Shortly after, a thigh-bone was discovered, only three

metres distant from the jilace where the leg-bone had been found. These remains,

from the lowest eocene beds, were conscientiously studieil by several savants, but the

great difference in their conclusions did not throw much light ui)on the affinities

of the l)ird. Mr. Herbert, Milne-Edwaids, and Lemoine came to the conclusion that

Gastornis— or rather its legs— showed rclationshi]i to the LameDirostres, or the duck

order. Valenciennes referred it to the neighborhood of the albatrosses, while Lartet and

Owen demonstrated some ])oints of resemblance to the waders, ]>articularly the rails.

Recently additional material was discovered by the indefatigable Dr. Lemoine,

of Reims, France, who has been enabled to describe two other species of Gastornis, G.

minor and G. c(7trardsii, the former, however, from the fragment of a leg-bone only.
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uliilc numerous bones, and fragments of bones, of the latter, have been preserved.

Both were found in lower tertiary deposits jiear Reims, and from the same geological

horizon as the ty])ical species, and in 1883 L. Dollo announced a tliigli-bone from

the same formation in the neighborhood ta"

of Mons, Eelgium. Upon these fossils is

based the restoration represented in the

aecomi)aiiying cut, in which the shaded

portions indicate the parts which have

been found. The most unique and re-

markable character of the bird is said to

be the distinctness in the adult bird of the

sutures between the different bones of the

skull, since in all other known birds these

bones are anchylosed, and the sutures ob-

literated. This feature alone justifies the

view that Gastornis is a peculiar typo of

at least ordinal rank, which accordingly has

been attributed to it here. On the other

hand, we cannot assign it a place very re-

mote from the dromoeognathous birds, with

which the ])elvic remains and the anterior

extremities seem to indicate relationshij).

It may be that here is a rejirescntativc of

the ancestral stock from which flamingos,

screamers, and ducks have sprung, or rather

a form which takes the same position to the

latter forms as do the Crypturi to the Galli-

naceous birds. The true position of this type

is inii)ossible to make out at present, how-

ever, and it has therefore been placed at the

end of the series called Dromanignatha;.

Before closing the chapter of the Dromajognathous birds we may mention a few

fossil remains which seem to belong to this group, the greater abundance of which dur-

ing former geological periods is evident.

Professor Brandt has described a girantic esjcr found in an old watercouree on tiie

steppes of southern Russia. It liad a capacity of about forty-two hens' eggs, and

showed distinct struthious characters. lie called the supposed bird StruthioUthus

chersonensis. It may have been related to Gastornis.

The IHatrtjma (/if/aiiteum, from the eocene of New 3Iexico, was described by

Professor Co))e from a tarsus-metatarsus discovered by himself. " The characters of

its proximal extremity resemble in many points those of the order Cursores (repre-

sented by the Struthionidc-e and Dinornis), while those of the distal end are, in the

middle and inner trochlea?, like those of the Gastornis of the Paris l)asin. Its size

indicates a species with feet twice the bulk of those of the ostrich." The discovery

introduces this group of birds to the known faunas of Xorth America recent .ind

extinct, and demonstrates that this continent has not been destitute of the gigantic

forms of birds heretofore chiefly found in the faunas of the southern hcmispheri'.

Leonii.vku Stf-jxegeu.

Fig. 24.— Gastornis cdwanlsii, as restored by L. Dollo.
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Super-Order 1 1 .
— I .M I'EN N ES.

This croup, whicli, i<>r reasons given furtlier on, we here propose to treat as a
euperonlerequivaknt to the Dronineognathne (ostrielics, etc.) and Euornithes (inchuling

the rest of the living Ijinls), has suffered a curious fate under the hands of ornitholo-

gists. Although one of tlie most distinct and jieculiar divisions witiiin tlie lioino-

geneous bird-chiss, its position among tlie other groups has, until lately, been a verv

subordinate one.

Linna,'us did not even recognize the penguins as a separate genus. lie ])laced one of

these (in-winged species together with the swift-Hying sun-birds, or trojiic-birds, wliile

another was ranked with the albatross. Brisson, the great contemporaneous ornithol-

ogist, however, niaiK' both those species types of separate genera, the latter of the

genus Sj>/i€Nisct<s, the former he called Catcirractex. They were sliortlv after com-
bined, liy Forster and Gineiin, with other sjiecies into the genus Aptcmxli/tes.

The efforts of Cuvier an<l the ornithologists of his age resulted in the cutting up of

Liniueus's 'families,'— as his 'ordines' were styled at that time, — into several

orders, the Natatores, among which the jiengunis had been ]ilaced, lieing divided in

Pinnipedes (Steganopodes), Macropteres (Longipennes), Serrirostres (Lamellirostres)

and Brachypteres (Pygopodes), and among the latter were jilaeed the divers, auks,

and penguins as genera of equal rank. A decided jirogress was made by Illiger in

1811, who divided the 'order' Natatores in six families, the last being the Impennes,

which only included the genus Aj^feiiodi/tes. But when Vigors in 18'i5 established the

families ending in idcp, the penguins were again included among the 'Alcidie.'

Bonaparte, soon after (1831), made them the ty|)es of the family Spheniscidif, a jiosi-

tion they held for nearly forty years without any serious challenge, as even Huxley
failed to recognize their true ))Osition, assigning them, as he did, a place as a

'family 'of eq\ial ta.xonomic value with the jilovers, cranes, gulls, etc. G.B.Gray
had placed the penguins Ijctween the auks and the guillemots, consequently between

two groups the typical species of which (the razor-billed auk, and the common guil-

lemot), by many ])romineiit ornithologists of the present day, are regarded as not

even generically distinct; but it was not before he (in 1S71) re]ieated this master-

piece of systematical perversity, that it became evident to all that the true relation-

shi]> of these I'emarkable birds had been grossly misunderstood. Nevertheless, the

rank of 'order' was all that could be afforded at the time, and it is not until very

recently that it has been set clearly forth that the penguins, notwithstanding the keel

on their breast-bone, are as remote from the other Carinatiu (birds with keek'<l sternum')

as these are from the ostriches, if not more so.

We have discussed this point at some length because of the interesting jiarallelism

it jn-esents with the fate of the Struthious birds, which at times also have been treated

as a genus merely under different families, or orders even (Cui'sores; Otididas), until

the truth of their distinctness was recently acknowleilged. The assertion of Profes-

sor Ilu.vley, that the extinct great auk {Plaittus iiiipeimis) "shows itself to be an

almost intermediate form " between the penguins and the auks, for a short while pre-

vented the full recognition of the broad gap between the former and tlie rest of tlie

living birds, but recent investigations show «piite an op]iosite result.

In 1883 Professor Watson, in the seventh volume of the Report on the Residts of

the Challenger E.xpeditiou, presented an excellent " Report on the Anatomy of the
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Fig. 2.".. — Pelvis of
Catarractfs tlemer-
sits, dorsal view.

Splienisciila?," from which, on ;iccoiiiit of tho importance of (k'termiiiin;^ tho rchi-

tioiisliij) of tlio higher group of birds, we sliall quote freely in the following.

The vertebral column is characterized by the o])isthoc(elous character of the dor-

sal vertebrae, a character which, judging from the frequency of its occurrence in the

two grou])S, is more truly reiitiliaii than avian, and by the mobility of

the dorsal vertebrie upon one another, and the absence, even in the

adult, of that complete anchylosis between the dorsal and luml)o-

sacral vertebnu on the one hand, and of the latter with the jielvic

bones on the other, which obtains in the majority of birds. The

opisthocoelous character of the vertebraj shows itself for the fii-st time

in the third dorsal ; the cervical and the two first dorsal vertobne being

saddle-shaped. The succeeding dor.sals differ in having the ante-

rior surfaces rounded and globular, while their posterior surfaces are

deeply concave. The luml)0-sacral portion of the vertebral column

never becomes anchylosed with the pelvic bones, not even in the

adult (Fig. 25). The pubis does not coalesce with the ischium, ex-

cept where it enters the acetabulum.

The uncinate processes of the ribs are exceptionally large, and

are only connected with the ribs by articulations, never becoming

anchylosed with them as in the majority of birds.

The shoulder-blade (Fig. 26) is remarkable for its enormous size and its great

width jiosteriorly, ami thecoracoid bone for its great strength. The most characteris-

tic feature of the wing, as a whole, is perhaps the great amount of coinpivssion exhili-

ited by all its bones, offering, when the wing-paddle is

carried forward while swimming, the minimum resist-

ance to the surrounding water. Furthermore, the

movements permissible between the different bones are

much more limited than in other birds— so much so

that flexion and extensit.n in the joints beyond the Fic.-JC.-Scapui.iof G./,,r™w«.

shoulder can scarcely be said to be possible. These articulations, however, .''dinit of a

very considerable amount of rotation, converting the wing into a screw-like blade. The

wings are never used as oars, but are brought into use alternately. The metacarp.al

consists of a single bone, which shows, however, the three elements of which it is

composed. The first or radial metacarpal is destitute of any phalanx, and the jiollex

is consequently absent; the second finger h.as two phalanges, and the third only one.

The legs are less modified than the wings, but the tarso-metatarsus ]iri'scnts fea-

tures which serve at once to distinguish that bone from the corresjtonding skeletal

element of any other grou]) of birds, being altogether .shorter ami

broader than in these, with the single exception of the genus Vvegatn.

From l-^rc'jiidi, however, as from all other birds, the ]ienguin is dis-

tinguished by the clearly-defined separation of the metatai-sal elements,

the shafts of which are diffi-]-enti;ited from one another, while in other

birds these bones are indistinguishalily fused togellu'r. Of the ullicr

bones, only the patella is remarkable, it being very large aixl wedge-

shaped, with a greatly develo]>ed groove for the tendon of the ami ieiis

nuiscle. Four toes are .always present, the liallux being directed forward.

It lias been suggested to me. Professor Watson further says, that the large devel-

opment of the cutaneous muscles in these birds is jirobably a mean-; ulunliy water

iiieuiarBiu of
t'ittiimuUt,
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iiiMj- 1h' i-fiulily cxjx'IKmI fnnii \]w interstices of the ]iluin:igc' so soon as the bird ijiiits

the water. Wi-ie it otherwise, in the low temperature of the Antarctic region, wliich

the majority of tliese hirds inliahit, the ]>lumagc wouM soon he frozen into an icy

mass, the liigli ten)j)erature of tlie l»iril heing of itself insurticienl to ohx iate this,

although assisted by the great {levelopment of the subcutaneous fatly layer, which far

exceeds in thickness that of the corresponding structure in the member of any other

group of birds, and recalls to mind the fatty dejjosit or ' blubber' of the seals and

cetaceans.

The cutaneous system is thoroughly characteristic of the group, and differs from
IliMt of every other order of binls, in resj)ect of the uniform distribution of the

feathers over every part of the integument, and in the conseipient absence of the bare

tracts or ajiteria met with in other birds. The feathers, which are narrow and rigid,

each j)ossess an aftershaft. The remiges are not distinguishable from the surrounding

feathers, but the rectrices are clearly differentiated.

Order V. — PTILOPTERI.
The sujierorder Impennes only eomi>riscs one order, the Ptilopteri, and the order

again only one family, the Spiiexiscid.e, the remnant of a gi'oup of birds, which, at an

earlier date of the earth's history probably jilayed a more important role than nowa-

days, when tlicy are rejjresented Ijy only a few genera with hardly more than twenty

sjiecies and subspecies.

Being adai)ted in the highest degree to the life in the water, the penguins represent

among the birds the seals among the mammals, and curious indeed are the many fea-

tures in wliich the two grou|)s show ))arallcl developments both in structure and habits,

and particularly striking is the analogy with the eared seals, which chiefly inhabit the

southern hemisphere, like the penguins, tlie distribution of which is exclusively con-

fined to that ])art of the globe. It is a significant fact that the jienguins are totally

absent from all seas washing the siiores of continents or continent-like islands, wliere

no members of the Struthious superorder are now living, or have existed during the

present geological jieriod.

T.ike the fur-seal ;md its allies, the penguins pass the greater time of their lives on
(111 can, heedless of storm and waves; down into the dce|) they go in jnirsuit of

their fund, :incl down tlicy go into the ijuiet regions never stiiird up by any hurricane,

if the surface is getting too turbulent, though it must be hai'd weather indeeil when a

jjenguiu goes in search of shelter, for he enjoys the wildest sinf and loves the roaring

gale. Tlie swimming of the penguins is (piite peculiar, and differs widely from the same
movement as performed by all other swimming and diving birds. It lias already been

remarked that the jiaildle-shajjed wings are brought in motion alternately, thus acting

like a screw, but while in other birds the legs also come into play at least as accessary

l)ro]iulsive organs when the bird is diving, these organs in the j)engr.ins only act as a

rudder, exeejit when swimming on the surface of the water.

Neither are the legs very well ailaj)tcd for ra])id locomotion upon land, for the

leg pro])er is almost wholly included within the skin of the body, and the foot is broad

and clumsy, and the nietatarso-phalangeal articulations so stiff that the whole tarsus

is ap](lied to the ground when the bird is walking, a condition unknown among other

birds. The penguins are i>lantigraile, and their ])eculiar upright i>osition when on

land is due to that unique arrangement. It is mainly for the ])urpo.se of j)ro]iagation

that their legions go asliorc a short season every year, eidivening the desolate rocks
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and islands of an ocean seldom visited by other men than the scaler, and whaler, and

the few fortunate naturalists who are permitted to see for themselves that peculiar

animal life of that distant region, while we will have to content ourselves with what
we can learn from the hest of their accounts.

We recognize three different types of penguins, represented by the king jienguin, the

jackass penguin, and the rock-hojiper, tliree well-defined groups of generic, or perhaps,

rather, super-generic rank, which we shall call Aptenodytes, Spheiiiscus, and Catarractes.

The largest and one of the oldest and best known forms is the king penguin, the type of

Aptenodi/tc'g, a genus easily distinguished by the size, and the length and slenderness of

the bill, which is slightly arched, with which are associated a great number of anatom-

ical characters; for instance, the persistence throughout life of the intermaxillary

suture, the absence of a complete coraeoid foramen for the transmission of the nerve

to the middle pectoral muscle, the absence of any differentiation of syringeal from

the adjoining tracheal rings, the presence of a tracheal septum, etc. With the Apten-

odi/tes proper are here associated the members of the grouj) usually called PygosceUs,

wliich liave the bill stouter and more feathered, and the tail longer.

Best known is A. lonr/irostris, the king penguin of the Falkland Islands, Kergnclen

Islauil, and some other rocks and islands in the Antarctic Ocean. The color of the

back is a mixture of slate-color and black, the under parts of the body white, head ancl

throat black, a stripe from behind the eyes, down the sides of the neck, yellow, as is

also the anterior j)art of the latter. The nearly related A. patachonica is larger, the

base of the lower mandible and the tarsus more feathered. The accompanying plate

rejiresents A. lonyirostri's, in regard to which Professor Moseley's criticism of another

drawing is equally aj)iilicable. He says: "In the figure the birds' heads are drawn as

if held horizontally. This is unnatural. The head and neck should be stretched out

vertically, ([uite straight, with the tips of the beak pointed directly upwards." The
same gentleman says that the king jienguin stands as high as a man's middle, and when

disturbed, made a loud sound like ' nrr-urr-urr.^ At Marion Island he obtaineil an egg

which was of a uniform chalky white, jiyriform in shape, and measurhig 4.4 by 3.0

inches.

Dr. J. II. Kiilder had good facilities of observing A. jMpiia at their In-eeding-places

on Kerguclen Island, and has given a very interesting account of his experience (Hull.

U. S. Nat. Mus. Xo. 2), from which we take pleasure in copying the following :
" Xo

living thing that I ever saw expresses so graphically a state of hum/ as a penguin,

when trying to escaj)e. Its neck is stretched out, flijipers whirring like the sails of a

windmill, and body wagging from side to side, as its short legs make stumbling and

frantic efforts to get over the gromnl. There is such an expression of anxiety written

all over the bird ; it picks itself up from every fall, and stumbles again with such an air

of having an armful of bundles, that it escapes ca]>ture quite as often by the laughter of

the ))ursuer as by its own really consider.able speed."

The jackass jienguins (Sp/ietii'sais ) have received their name from their voice, which

is said to be very like the braying of donkeys. Their V)ills are straight and moderately

short, but very stout and deep; the ti]) of the upjier mandible is hooked, and that of

the lower one truncate. Of anatomical characters the great development of the trans-

verse tempor.al crest, the relatively slight curvature of the zygomatic arch, and the

relative great length of the metatarsus, are among the more noteworthy features.

Several species are known, of which the Australian .S^. minor, with white throat and

without any dark collar, probably requires recognition as a separate genus, Bonajjarte'ij
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Ei(di/ptiila, on .•ici'ount, of several important anatomical cliaraeters, among which Is

tilt' absence of a tracheal septiini.

The South African s|iecies, .s'. (kinersits, is one of the ohlest known members of the

order. It is slate-colored above, white underneath ; a face-mask, offset from the rest of

head by a broad white band, is blackish, an<l so is a narrow collar which continues

down along the sides of the body, a d;irk strijio separated from the dark color of the

back by a continuation of the white band of the heatl.

Professor Moseley, of the 'Challenger' exjiedition, gives the following account of a

visit to a rookery of this bird at Seal Island, Cape of Good Hope. "It is a more shel-

ving rock, on which it is only possible to land on very favorable occasions. The birds

here nested on the o])en rock, which was fully exposed to the burning sun and occa-

sional rain. There was not a blade of gra.ss on the rock, but it was covered with

guano, with little pools of filthy green water. The birds nested under big stones

wherever there was place for them. Host of the nests were, however, (luite in the

oj)en. The nests were formed of small .'^tones and shells of a liaktnits, oi which there

wore heaps washed up by the surf, and of old bits of wood, nails, and bits of rope,

picked up about the ruins of a hut which were rotting on the island, together with an

old sail, some boat's spars, and bags of guano, evidently left Ijchind by guano-seekers.

The object of thus making the nest is no doubt to some extent to secure drainage in

case of rain, and to keep the eggs out of water washing over the rocks; but the birds

evidently have a sort of m.igpie-like delight in curiosities. Sjifieiiiscus nuKjcllnnicus,

at the Falkland Islands, similarly collects variously colored pebbles at the mouth of its

burrow. Two ])airs of the birds had built inside the ruins of the hut.

"All the birds fought furiously, ;md were very hanl to kill. They make a noise

very like the braying of donkeys, — hence their name ; they do not hop, but run or wad-

dle. They do not lea]) out of the water like the crested penguin, when swimming, but

merely come to the surface and sit there like ducks for a while, and dive again."

A nearly allied but (|uite distinct s])ecies, Sj-ilteiiiscHS mcu/elhtiiiciis, easily recog-

nized by the double black band across the breast, is found at the southern end of

South America, and is ))articularly well known from the Falkland Islands and South

Georgia. .\n extremely interesting account of this s]>ecies, which also is known as the

jackass penguin, and its habits at the latter locality, was iiublished last year by Dr. Will,

who, during a year's sojourn at the German polar station there, 188'J-'83, enjoyed un-

usual f)pportunities for the study of these birds. We translate his acc(unit in full, as

it jirobably is the most complete description of the habits of birds the home of which

is so remote from regularly inhabited localities.

" Much more droll than the fi-rocious looking ' rock-hop]ier' and the solemn king

penguin, is the jackass penguin, which in size (about 70 cm.) agrees with the former.

" The area covered liy our excursions embraced six colonies, one of which was occu-

jiied by thousand of ]ienguins; these, together with the frequent occurrence of these

animals on the beach at the station, afforded good opportunity for studying thoroughly

these (pu'cr birds, so singularly ada])ted for aipiatii- life.

" At the beginning of ()ctol)er the penguins were almost exclusively seen on the

beach, crowded together and taking it easy after the copious meal, some of them in a

staniling ])osition, others laying ibiwn with the hea<l under one of the wings. Before

long, however, they became more lively, and, tottering over the snowy slo])es in long

rows, went in scai-cli of ilie higher parts of the valleys opening into the b.ay, apparently

most pUaseil with grass-clad and (lat ground.
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"A colony of jJiiigiiiiis presents nnniy iiitorostiiij; foaUircs ilurini; tlic iiostiii".

The hicidiiii;- Ljioinuls are mostly r()in|ilctfly razed, the grass iiavini^ been torn off for

nest iny |iuiliosc's, so that overywlierc till' soil is bare between tiu' irregularly strewn

nests, anil converted by rain and the drojipings of tlie animals into a malodorous

j)uddle. The nests are very rudely built, some by taking advantage of an already

existing Immmoek after biting off the grass; others consisted only of a shallow cavity

trampled into the ground, and surrounded with small ])ei)bles, and jiarticularly with

grass-roots and moss which the bird jmlls out with the bill.

"The building of the nests does not occur without furious fights. Every oj)j)ortu-

nity to steal grass and moss from unwatched nests (usually one of the mates is sitting

in the nest wiiile the other carries the building materials to the spot) for use in their

own nest is seized upon, and then the depredators, who do not limit their pillaging to

their own colony, are pursued with blows and jiecks of wings and bills.

"We found the first eggs about the end of October, and usually only two are laid

;

if taken away, however, or stolen by the skuas {Stevcorarlux ((nl<(rcficus) two other

eggs may again be laid, but these are then always smaller. They vary considerably in

size, the longer diameter being from seven to nine centimetres. The white has a

bluish gloss, the yolk is orange, the shell very thick. The eggs are of considerable

practical importance, as a great number may be collected in a short time without dilli-

culty, although the taste is rather coarse.

"The breeding reijuires on an average si.x weeks, and is ]ierformed alternately by

both ])arents. They sit on the eggs like other birds, and can only be removed from

the nest by force, in which case their conduct is extremely ludicrous, as they defend

themselves, blowing like geese, with the bill wide open, and, arising slightly, jjcck at the

hand which dares encroach upon them. Pushed off the nest, the bird runs away as

fast as possible, returns very soon, however, and jumping, both feet at a time, into

the nest, looks foolish and bewildered at finding it empty ; after searching all around

within and outside the nest, until finally it dawns ni)on its mind that it has been

robbed, the penguin lifts its head, giving vent to its grief by a doleful and discoi-dant

scream. When hearing the .screeching of the plundered birds one may imagine being

removed to a goose-pasture.

"The young ones are guarded and fed with the utmost care; the broa<l ]iaths are

alive with a never-ceasing swarm of going and coming birds engaged in bringing food.

The old ones feed out of the croj) ; the young take the food from the bill of the old

ones.

"Toward the end of the breeding season, at the beginning of March, the old

penguins are very lean, presenting, on the whole, an unusually miser.nble appearance

during the molt which occurs shortly after the young ones have exchanged their

gray down for the first plumage. They generally leave the colony at that time, retir-

ing with the young ones to some sheltered place, if possible in the vicinity of a rivulet,

where they await the molt.

" On shore the penguins move only slowly and clumsily if not attacked ; they remain

unmove<l if approached (juietly, gazing with curiosity at the intiuder, and may be

driven for hours like a flock of geese. When attacked, liowever, they defend them-

selves by striking violently with the wings, but finally try to escaiie by lying down

on the belly, rushing away by means of both feet and wings, moving the latter as

when they arc swimming. Their speed is so great that the jiursucr oidy with clitliculty

can overtake them, jiarticularly on snow-fields. I have rejieatedly measureil the dis-
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tance between the impressions made by tlio wing in tlu' snow, and fonnd it to be, on

an average, twenty-seven inches.

"The water is their i)roijer element, to which the wliule structure of the body and

the smooth scale-like plumage is adai>ted. Standing on shore they plunge into the

rising wave, and dart tlirougli the water like a shot, by means of the wings only. The
speed and im])etus may easily be tested by fixing a long line to the bird, and then

Fig. 28.— CaCarractta demersua, rock-liopper.

letting it off into tlie water. The shock felt when it has run the line out is quite con-

siderable. The bird reai>]ie;ns :it some distance from land to breathe, when it immedi-

ately again dives, continuing its flight under water.

"The greater part of the day is spent at sea, the fauna of which yields the

voracious birds an abundant supjily of food. They return to the shore before dark.

Shoals of penguins may often be seen, when on their way towards the shore, alternately

jumping clear out of the water and then diving again. If the attention of such a flock

be attracted by any foreign object, for instance, a boat, the whole comjiany will stop

and lie quiet on the water for a moment, stretching their necks far out, but continue
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iiiimediatel}', as if oi'dert'il, jumping and diving in a different direction. Such excur-

sions of larger parties seem not to be the rule, however; they return usually simulta-

neously to their station singly or in small nuniliers."

It is interesting to observe that the haliits of the same species on the Falkland

Islands liave been modified considerably on account of the permanent residence of

man in the vicinity of the breeding grounds, for Captain Abbott remarks that, in the

iieglil)()rhood of the settlement of Stanley, the burrows run in to a considerable distance,

"on account, I conclude, of their being so often robbed of their eggs, which are taken

out by means of a jnece of iron hoop fastened to the end of a pole."

The accompanying cut gives a good idea of the remaining members of the order,

the rock-lioppers, Catarractes, also known as Ufuh/ptes, easily recognized by their ele-

gant yellow superciliary crests and the short bill, with the u])per jaw of a character-

istic oval form. Two species are generally admitted, C. demersus {catarractes and

chrijsocome) and C. c/iri/solophiis, the latter l)eing the ' macaroni ' of the sealers ; but it

seems as if the birds referred to the former, the true rock-hojjpers, may be separated ac-

cording to the different localities, Falkland Islands, Kerguelen Island, New Zealand, and

Tristan d'Acunha, in several forms of at least sub-specific value. A few short extracts

from Professor Moseley's excellent account may be found acceptable to complete the

picture of this singular order of birds : " It is impossible to conceive the discomfort of

making one's way through a big rookerv. You ])hinge into one of the lanes in the tall

grass, which at once shuts the surroundings from your view. You tread on a slimy,

black, damp soil composed of the bird's dung. The stench is overpowering, the yell-

ing of the birds perfectly terrifying. The nests are placed so thickly that you cannot

help treading on eggs and yo\ing l)irds at almost every step. A j)arent bird sits on

each nest, with its sharp beak erect and open, ready to bite, yelling savagely, 'caa,

caa, urr, urr,' its red eye gleaming, and its plumes at half-cock, and quivering with

rage, No sooner are your legs within reach than they are furiously bitten, often by

two or three birds at once— that is, if you have not got on strong leather gaiters, as

on the first occasion of visiting a rookery, you probably have not. At first you try to

avoid the nests, but soon find that impossible; then, maddened almost by the pain,

stench, and noise, you have recourse to brutality, and the path behind you is strewed

with tlie dead and dying and bleeding. But you make miserably slow progress, and,

worried to death, at last resort to the exjiedient of stampeding as far as your breath

will carry you. I always adopted the stampede method in rookeries. Tliese penguins

make a nest which is simjily a sliallow depression in tlie black dirt, scantily lined with

a few bits of grass, or not lined at all. Tiiey lay two greenish-white eggs about as big

as duck eggs, and both male and fem.ale incubate. This penguin is called 'rock-

hopper ' from its curious mode of progression. Tlie birds hop from rock to rock with

both feet placed together, scarcely ever missing their footing."

Little is known as yet as to the geological history of the penguins, except that it

dates back to the upper eocene at least, since fossil bones (humerus, cor.acoids, and

metatarsus) of a gigantic form, Palcpcitdyptes imtarcticus have been fmind in strata

of that age on New Zealand. This form stood from six to seven feet high, or higher

than an average man ! We have here a distinct evidence of the great age of the

group, as miglit also be inferred from their remoteness from all other known birds.

Tlieir rci.ations seem to be witii the other schizognathous Xatatores, rather than with

any other, but the exact affinities are very obscure, for, as Professor Xewton remarks,

there is perhaps scarcely a feather or a bone which is not diagnostic.

Leoxiiakd Stejnegke.
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Sri'r.i:-()i:i)i:i: 111.— KlOIiM IHES.

Witli the above name I have designated tlie rest of the existing liirds. Tiiis super-

order, therefore, embraces all living birds exce])t tlie Dromajognathio and the ])enguins.

After these two gri)u])s are removed, tiiere remains a vast nmnl)er of very differently

organized forms wliieh, however, by intermediate links and connections on all sides,

show greater relationshi]>s inter se than with any of those treated of on the foregoing

pages.

Tlie characters of tliis assemblage, as a whole, are rather of negative nature, though

tliis statement may be little more than a play of words, since the absence of a certain

feature is just as 'positive' a character in one grou]) as is its presence in anotlier. The
j)hrase only means tliat, while we are familiar with the general characters of the bird-

class, and while, from the i)revious accoinit, we have learned the chief characters of

the grou]is removed, we consequently now should know the peculiarities of the last

groujj without any further characterization. A brief summary may nevertheless be

useful.

The Euornithes are not dromajognathous, and, I need not say, their jaws are not

possessed of teeth ; the two mandibular halves are firmly united in a racilian sym-

j)hysis ; the head of the ipiadrate bone has two facets; the sutures of tlie skull disa])-

pear entirely in the adult ; the dorsal vertebrie are sa<ldle-sha])ed, and more or less

firmly united ; the sacral vertebrie are anchylosed with the pelvic bones, of which the

ilia anil isdiia are ancliylosed behind, thus forming ati ilio-sciatic foranien ; the tail is

short, and the last vertebra; fused iiitt) a pygostyle; the wings, when in rest, are folded

u]), the bones lying more or less parallel to the main axis of the body; the scapula

forms an angle with the coracoid, and not an arch; the hand has a free ]Pollex; three

metatarsal elements are never separately distinguisiiable ; the feathers are distrii)uted

over certain pterylfc with interlying apteria.

The exact relationship of the jtrescnt superorder to the two foregoing ones is by no

means obvious, since it may well be disputed whether the so-called seliizognathous

"Natatores," on the one hand, arc nearer related to the ])enguins than are the gallina-

ceous birds to the ostriches, on the other. All the evidence tends to show, however,

that the three grou)>s separated very early, but our present materi.al is too defective to

.allow any trustworthy s])eculations as to the ])robable process. Fossil Euornithes are

by no means rare, however ; but they are mostly from more recent strata, and nearly

all belong to still existing types, in some instances of more generalized features, but

the 'connecting links' are still missing. The search for fo.ssil birds has, especially in

France, iinearthed mrniy interesting facts concerning the geological history of the

Euornithes and tlnir I'oniur distribution, and the discovery, in deposits near Paris, of

several tropical .'ukI jiarticuhirly African forms, for instance, Trof/oii iwul J^eptosoiiiiis,

are extremely interesting as coni])ared with the later arctic and sub-arctic faunas of

the same latitudes during the glacial periods. But though the Euornithic forms origi-

nated during an earlier geological ejioch, the present day is era]ihatically the era of

the Euornithes.

Okder VI. — CECOMORPITvE.

It is particularly among the 'swimmers' and 'waders,' the Natatores and Gral-

latores of the old systems, that the modern investigations into the structure and the

attinities of birds have made a sad havoc, entirely revolutionizing our ideas as to the
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mutual rchUioiiships of the watur birds. Their position and sequence has consequently

been completely changed, and the aspect of that part of the system is quite upset.

Ornithologists of the old school will have some difliculty in lofatin^ themselves.

Instead of the two old orders, Xatatores and (irallatores, or three with the addition

of the Ilerodiones, the modern researches have revealed four eentres of relationship,

which may be styled Phivialiformes, Anseriformes, Cironiift)rmes, and Peleeani-

formes,— the three latter forming the desmognathous, the first-mentioned group the

schizognathous series. The latter series more especially comprises the birds which

usually constitute the orders Pygopodes, Longi]K'mies and Limicola;, the twri first men-

tioned being here merged into Cecomor]>ha', according to Professor Huxley's view.

The arrangement may not be regarded as final, however, for there are reasons to sus-

pect that it will be necessary, ere long, to divide the schizognathous swimmers into

three orders, Eretinopodes for the first

two superf.-nnilics of the present arrange-

ment, Tubinares for the superfaniily

Procellaroidese, and Pluviales for the

rest of the memljcrs of the two orders.

The fact is, that not only are the

gulls very nearly allied to tlie auks, but

their affinities with the Gralla?, through

the plovers, are unniistid'Cable. On the

otlier liand, the grebes seem to be only

distantly rel:ited to the other ' Pygo-

podes,' and tiie ]iuttins and albatrosses

similarly so to the ' Longipennes ' or

gulls. But there is one feature of more

novel systems which we are not willing

to adopt, viz., the j>osition of the plovei's

at the base of the series as the most

generalized forms. That in these birds

some anatomical features of quite a gen-

eralized character remain during the

whole lifetime, while in the gulls they

are oidy ])resent in the embryonic state,

is no argument in favor of the view of

the latter being only a degraded branch

of the former, since wc find ample j)roof

all through the class that one or more
characters of the ancestral stock may
survive in a highly specialized group, while they may be lost comparatively early in

another, which, on the whole, has dejiarted only slightly from the common ancestor.

Our knowledge of these birds is as yet ])articularly deficient concerning the degree of

attinity between the dilt"erent forms, and it will therefore be found that in the follow-

ing we have given the generally adopted se(|uencc the benefit of the doubt.

As stated above, the members of this order are strictly schizognathous; another

cranial feature is that they are schizorhinal. Their j)almate feet will serve to distin-

guish them externally, a feature which, among the Grallaa, is only found in the avocets,

which are not easily confounded with the birds here in question on account of their

VOL. IV. —5
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long legs and feet, features wliich none of them share. The grel)es have only lobate

feet, like the phalaroj)es and the gallinules, whleh, however, have welUleveloped rec-

trices, not ])0ssessed by the grebes.

The grebes already in their e.xternal appearance manifest aberrant characters,

which secure for them a separate position as COLYMHOIDE.1E (with e.\clusioa of the

loons, the Urinatoridie, which, though having some general resemljlance to the former,

differ in many very essential points). Tlie grebes have no sujjraorbital depression for

the nasal glands; the number of cervical vertebraj (15 to 19) is unusually large; the

sternum is quite different, the .\ij)hoid process being shorter than the biteral ones, and

notched Ijchind ; the jielvis is also singularly long and narrow, and the <liverging pubic

bones rather peculiar; the ambiens muscle is absent, and the formula of the leg

muscles is BX, while in the loons the ambiens is present and the formula is ABX
;

only one carotid is i)resent; the primaries are eleven, a very unusual number; true

rectrices are absent ; the toes are lobate. In all these and several other features do

they differ from the loons, with which they share the long cnemial process of the

tibia in front of the knee. The head is, in a good many species, most singularly

adorned during the breeding season by bright-colored ruffs and crests, which give

the birds a very odd appearance, still further increased by the broad, flattened

toes, and the total absence of an external tail. The grebes look extremely old-

fashioned; that is, they im])rcss us as if their grotesipie figures were only survivors

from by-gone periods, which we are used to imagine pojndated by all sorts of fanciful

creatures.

Only one family, Colymhid-e, also known as Podicipida", with about thirty species

referable to a few genera, comi)oses at present this superfamiiy. As a grouj) they are

nearly cosmopolitan, though mainly confined to the temperate regions of both hemi-

spheres. Their habits present many strange features quite in keeping with their curi-

ous aspect. They are among the most exjiert divers, but, in contradistinction to the

penguins, never use the wing in diving, the large, curiously-shaped feet ])erfornung

the ]>ropulsion alone. The extreme compression of the tarsus, to use INIacgiUivray's

words, and the arrangement of the toes, enable the feet to be brought forward with-

out receiving almost any o])position from the water, and in giving the propelling

stroke, the blade, thus folded up, is expanded into a broad, lobate paddle. Among
flying birds none are so com])letely water birds as are the grebes. They very seldom

leave the water, and must be jtressed very hanl before they take to the wing; nothing

but the direst necessity will force them on land, for not only do they feed entirely on

the products of, and in, the water, but they sleep and even breed on the surface of

that element. Their nests are floating masses of wet vegetable material, which the

parents secure by diving; this swimming abode, which they anchor to some reed or

grass, is sometimes constructed over deep water, and the eggs are often hatclud whcii

partly lying in the water. When out of the shell, the young has not far to walk ; he

looks a few moments over the edge of his water-drenched cradle, and down he goes

with the expertness of an old diver. The grebes have a peculiar faculty of regulating

their floating in the water; usually they lie quite high, but if alarmed, and fearing

danger, they can press themselves down under the surface, so that only the long, thin

neck and the back of their flat body is visible above. They feed chiefly upon fishes,

and may, therefore, in some localities, become injurious. Their skin, with the i)ecidiar

silky feathers, is in great ilemand for trimmings, ladies' hats, muffs, etc.

The grebes are migratory in the colder parts of their range, and speud the breed-
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ing season exclusively on fresh water. Only during the migrations and winter-time

are they to be found at sea.

The crested grebe (Coli/mbus cristatits), the species represented in the cut, is one

of the largest of the genus. It has formerly been considered an inhiibitant of this

continent, but, as it seems, quite erroneously, it being confined to the temperate parts

"^-.^ta !^»-^.'

Fio. 30. — Coli/mbus criitaitu, crested grebe.

of the Old World, including Europe. The western grebe (yEchmophorits occideiitah's)

inhabits the western and southwestern portion of the Nearctic region. It is charac-

terized by its e.\tremely elongated neck, long and slender bill, and by the absence of

parti-colored ruffs or crests. Podkcps doniiiiiaiiiits, from South and Central America,

rejiresents in the Xew World the well-known European dal)-oliick (I', jlui-ititilis), holh

very small species, destitute of crests or ruffs, tiie latter rejiresented all over the Old
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World by sovcral uoograpliieal variations. The AiiuTii-an jj;ciiiis, Podilymhus, is par-

ticulailv cliarai-terized liy its liigli ami stout bill, ami \i\ tlii> bristly fi-athers of the

forehead. The American dab-chick, P. podiceps, is common in eastern North America.

AVe have here to consider a small ijroup of binls, consisting of perliaps not wore

than four s])ecies, and constituting a separate suiierfamily wliicii we have called IIELI-

ORNrniOIDEJ2, though by no means convinced that this is the best ])lace that could

be assigned to them. They are more usually referred to the neighborhood of the rails,

but as this ]iositi-n does not satisfy us better, the view of the late Professor W. A.

Forbes has hero been followed in ])lacing them nearer to tlie grebes.

With the latter, the tin-foots, or sun-grebes, as they liave also been called, agree in

the form of the bill, an<l like them they have lobated toes, whicli, among other things,

however, differ in liaving the middle toe decidedly longer than the outer one. Their

plumage is not dense and glossy like that of the grebes, from which the tin-foots differ

most essentially in having not less than eighteen well-developed tail-feathers. Another

])oint characteristic of the ]iterylosis of these remarkable birds is that the featliers

are without an aftershaft. The head is small, and the neck very thin and narrow.

The fin-foots are still a great puzzle to ornithologists, for not only is their structure

imperfectly known, but information concerning their habits is extremely .scanty.

Their geograj)liieal distribution is not less peri)lexing; for one genus, with one species,

JleUomis fulica, inhabits .South America, two species of the genus Podlca are peculiar

to Africa, while a third one is at home in eastern Asia, a distribution which offers cer-

tain ))oints of analogy to that of the darters.

The South American tin-foot inhabits rivers of the Brazilian empire and other

eastern states on the Xeotrojiical continent. It is about the size of the European dab-

chick, of a brownish olive color above, with head and upper neck black ; it is buffy

white underne.Tth ; neck, throat, and a jiost ocular stripe )nire white. Very characteris-

tic are the broad and distinct black bands which cross the joints of the yellow feet.

The 'picapare,' as it is called by the inhabitants, prefere shadowy Mini (|uiet rivei-s,

even those of the deep virgin forests, feeding upon fishes, water insects, and seeds. It

is said to sit for hours on a branch overhanging the water and half submerged, but

diving is only resorted to in danger or when wounded. Two naked young ones are

hatched in Decendter. Heard from a distance, the voice is said to resemble the bark-

ing of a small dog.

Tlie following superfamily, the ALCOIDEyE, is of a very varied appearance, and is

in many respects of great im|iortance, not only on account of the great number of differ-

ing forms of which it is coin])Osed, and the zoological interest connected with them,

but also because the enormous number of individuals of several s]K'ci;s make them a

notable object in the economy of many a tribe of mankind inhabiting the inhospitaljle

regions surrounding the north pole. In fact, the members of this supcrfnmily are dis-

tinctive of the northern circumpolar fauna, and not a single one is found on the

southern hemisphere, nor does a single species inlial)it any part of the tropical zone.

As a consequence of the circumpolar distribution, all the genera and nearly all the

species occur in America.

We distinguish two very well defined families, the Urinatoridaj an<l the Alcidae.

Externally they differ especially by the former having four, the latter only three toes.

A very striking anatomical difference is the presence in the former of a very powerful

cnemial process of the tibia in front of the knee-pan, anotlier being that the former

have au ambiens muscle whi;_ the latter lack.
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The Urinatouid.e, or loons, are usually by systematists associated more or less in-

timately with the grebes, though, it apjiears, with no good foundation, being, however,

on the whole, the most generalized forms of the present superfamily, and therefore

nearest related to the ancestral stock from which both grebes and auks have started.

Even in coloration the loons are less specialized than the other members of the super-

family, since in the latter the young ones at once assume the j)lumage of the adult

birds, while the young loons first have to jjass a more or less speckled stage.

Only a single genus, Urinator, with five distinct species, of which the red-throatcil

diver {U. lunnnc) is the most common and best-known form, constitutes the family.

They inhabit high latitudes and propagate always on fresh water, in the ncighborh<)<j<l

of which they deposit their dark olive-colored eggs in a rude depression in the ground,

but they retire to the sea as soon as the breeding is over. They are solitary birds, and

seldom more than one pair occuj)y a lake. Their voice is loud and harsh ; heard during

a dark and stormy night, it sounds like cries of people in danger or distress ; during the

daytime their A'rt, kakara which they repeat when flying, is a fitting song to the ac-

comjjaniment of the roaring surf, and has procured for the red-throated species the

distinction of being styled by humorous Norsemen " tlie nightingale of Lofoten."

There, as elsewhere, where the divers are at home, they have given rise to many popular

tales and superstitions. Thus it is said about the loon ( U. imber) that it was first

made without legs, but that Nature, becoming sensible of her mistake, got into a pet,

and flung a pair of legs after the bird, which fully accoimts for their singularly pos-

terior situation. Even the old naturalists were full of these fables, and Pontoppidan,

the celebrated Norwegian bislio]> and author of the last century, relates how " the

immer is never seen to come ashore, excepting in the week before Christmas, where-

fore the fourth Sunday in Advent is called by the people Immer Sunday." He also

tells that the bird has two holes under its wings, wherein it de])osits its eggs, which it

carries about with it, hatching them with as much facility on the water as other birds

do on dry land.

The auk family (Alcid-e) consists of a number of birds of varied appearance, nearly

all of which are of a somewhat clumsy build, with rather large heads, the legs placed far

back, and only three toes, the hind one being invariably absent. The sexes are

colored alike, and the young ones differ only slightly. They have a double molt,

and the breeding ])lumage is usually somewhat different from that worn during the

rest of the year, but the change is mainly confined to tlie face and the anterior parts

of the lower surface.

The family, as a whole, is circumpolar, although several of the forms have quite a

restricted <listribution, especially those peculiar to the North Pacific Ocean. It is

noteworthy that, at present, only two genera are peculiar to the Atlantic .and adjoining

parts of the Arctic Ocean, viz. Alca and Alle, while not less than seven genera are eon-

fined to the Pacific side. Three genera are circum]H)lar.

Though closely resembling the l)laek-and-wliite auks and guillemots proper, as far

a.s coloration is concerned, the Httle sea-dove {Alk alle), 'rotge,' as it is commonly

called by all the sailors visiting its breeding places in the Atlanto-Arctic Ocean, or

king-auk, as it is styled liy the Norsemen, seem to be of a somewhat different structural

type. We shall here only mention the peculiar shape of the bill, which is entirely unique

even in this family of birds, which excels in curiously shaped bills of the most different

pattern. These can be traced back to a few types, however ; but the bill of the bird in
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question represents quite a tj-pe of its own, being nearly gallinaceous in form, and ro-

niarkalile for an exceedingly short gonys. That this form is said to have only one

carotid, while the other Alcida? have two, is perhaps of less moment, though we must

remember that the grebes were similarly specialized.

The sea-dove is truly hyperborean in its breeding liabits, being found in incrediblo

numbers along the island shores of the western Arctic Ocean. Nordenskjold gives a

very graphic descri])tion, from wliieh we e.vtract the following. The rotge occurs only

sparingly off the southern part of Novaja Zemlja, and does not, so far as I know,

breed there. The situation of the land is too southerly, the accumulations of stones

.'li^ij'y'; ;"'!'!;,

Fio. 31.— Una ringvia, spectacled guillemot.

along the sides of the mountains too inconsiderable, for the thriving of this little bird.

But on Spitzbergen it occurs in incredible numbers, and breeds in the talus a hundred

to two hundred metres high, which frost and weathering have formed at several places

on the steep slopes of the coast mountain sides. These stone heaps form the palace of

the king-auk, richer in rooms and halls than any other in the wiile round world. If

one climbs up among the stones, he sees at intervals actual clouds of fowl s\i(ldenly

emerge from the ground, either to swarm round in the air or else to fly out to sea, and

at the same time, those that remain make their presence underground known by an
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increasing cackling and din. Tlie hirds, circling in the air, soon settle again on the

stones of the mountain slopes, where, squabbling and fighting, tliey pack themselves so

close together that from fifteen to thirty of them may be killed by a single shot.

Their food, which they secure by diving, consists of crustaceans and worms. The
single bluish-white egg is laid on the bare ground without a nest, so deep down among
the stones that it is only with difficulty that it can be got at.

Flo. 32. — PlautHS impcnnis, (»roat nuk.

The three genera, Uria, Alca, and Phtutus, like the foregoing, black with white

bre.ast and belly, and white fore-neck during the winter, constitute another group

characterized by their more or less comj^ressed bills, upon which the feathering of the

head protrudes quite a considerable distance. Tiie Hrst-named genus contains the two

different species of guillejnots, niurres, or lomvias ( U. troile and IT. lomvia) repre-

sented in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans by separate varieties, particularly remark-
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able for their enormous number on tlic noitlicrn liinl-rookerius, anil ior the variability

in color of the single large and pear-shaped egg, which may be found from nearly uni-

form white to deep sen-green, heavily spotted and singularly streaked with Mack and

brown. The aoconipanying out represents a puz/.ling variety, the so-called s](ectacled

guillemot {U. rinffvia), which is identical with the common species except in possess-

ing a white ring round the eyes, and a white streak hehind them running backwanl

above the ear-coverts. While rather scarce, ami not occurring in all jilaces where the

eomniDii guillemot breeds, it, on the other hand, is never found except where the latter

occurs. The status of the variety is therefore not settleil, though most ornithologists,

perhaps, at present regard it as a more individual variation. In regard to the cut, it

may lie remarked that the sliouMcr feathers ought to be more uniform black.

Ne.\t in order come the true auks, both characterized by the transverse grooves on

the bill, and both confined to the Xorth Atlantic Ocean. The first is the razor-bill,

(Alca tordu), the other the great auk (Pkailiis iinpeiiiiis), with its many nanu-s, the

gejr or gare-fowl of the Ieelandcr.s, the northern penguin, the celebrated ' wing-

less bird,' which formerly inhabited both shores of the Atlantic, in its northern tcm-

))erate ]>arts, but, contrary to the jiopular noiinn, not the Arctic Occni. This famous

bird, famous because of its tragic fate, bred numerously on Xcwfoinnlland and on the

Funk Islands during the last century; in 1844 the last survivora of the last colony in

Iceland were killed. Now its skin and bones ancl eg^s are regarded as the most

precious treasures of the museums; and long monographieal accounts are |>ulilislu'(l,

showing the exact number of these relics, the museums in which they are found, and

the history of each single S))ecinien as far as it can be traced. The last list (1S84) is

by Professor W. Biasius, who enumerates 7G authenticated skins or mounted birds, 08

eggs, 9 more or less conijilete skeletons, besides numerous skulls and detached bones.

Half the skins and most of the bones are jirobably of American origin, but not more

than five skins are in American museums; among these is the one which Mr. Robert

L. Stuart recently bought for ?i625, and presented to the museum in New York. The

gare-fowl is of s])ecial interest, since it is the only one of the order which is known to

have been dejirived of the jwwer of flight, and which therefore became extermi-

nated by till' agency of man. It was a kind of representative, in northern waters, of

the flightless Antarctic i)engnins, by which name it was jii-incipally known on the

American side of the Atlantic during the last century, jienguin being jirobably only a

corrujit derivative of piii-iriiu/, though usually derived from the Latin piiKjiii.'i, fat.

We need not here rejieat the differences of the true penguins, but will only call atten-

tion to the fact that the great auk was jirovided with normal remiges, .iinl that it

was only the smalliu'ss of the wings which made them imfit for flight.

The black guillemots (Cepp/iiis) form a small group of Arctic liirds which in their

history exhibit too little to detain us further. Through a nmnber of rather obscurely

known forms (Ih-acJn/rampJius, etc..) ])ecidiar to the Pacific Ocean, we are led to the

curiously ornamented pigmy auks of the .same ocean, coiis|)icuous among other charac-

ters for their white-colored eyes; and to the nuich larger sea-|)arrots or iiuflins. Of the

former m.ay be mentioned the least auk {Siinorhijnchus pusUlus), a beautiful little

sea-bird, not so large as a robin, and with a jieculiar knob on top of the bill near its

ba.se, which is shed anmially when the breeding sea.son is over. Two other species

of the same genus {S. pi/ip/icriis and crislatel/iis) are somewhat larger, but look

very odd from the red or orange bill, the many white crests and moustaches, and

the peculiar tuft of feathers on the forehead, bent forward in exactly the same man-
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ner as the feather crest of tlie California (|uail. All tliese inha))it ]>riiifi]iallv the

rocky shores of the Aleutian Ishuuls, breeding in deep holes of the rocks and he-

tween the stoties. Then we liavc the rhinoceros auk {Cerorhbta monoceratu) with

its peculiar deciduous horn on top of the hill. AVc may also mention the ]>arrot auk
(Ci/clor/ii/iichus jisittaculi/g), because of its most extraordinary bill, of which Cassin

says that " it seems to obtain a maximum of oddity amongst the queer bills of this fam-

ily of birds, the whole affair looking as if it might bo a nose of wax, badly ])inchcd and
jerked to the disadvantage of the under mandible," but especially because we wish

to warn against the often-repeated theory, that the knife-shaped or falcate under
mandible, together with the compressed upper bill, are thus adapted for prying open

bivalve molluscs ; nobody has seen them open shells in that way, and, in fact, the food

of these birds consists only offish-fry, crustaceans, cej^halopods, and small molluscs which

they can swallow whole, as I have verified by numerous dissections.

Nearly related to the foregoing is another small group of auks consisting of only

two genera and three well-defined species, viz., the pufKns, or, as the German ornitholo-

gists sometimes call them, the masked divers, a name deriving its a]>plication from

the white face ' mask,' quite a distinctive feature in these birds ; and not at all alludinf

to the grotesque, high, extremely compressed, transversely grooved, and gavlv col-

ored bill, much less to the deci<luous nature of the basal parts of the bill, a jieeuliar-

ity which was not known until the French naturalist, L. Hureau, made the discovery

in 1876. By examining the bill of breeding birds we will find that it consists of two

differently colored parts,— a terminal one, with several transverse grooves, and a basal,

purplish, yellow, or green ]iart sejiarated from the former by a fui'row, and again sub-

divided by other furrows into several distinct pieces ; nearest to the feathering of the

forehead is a somewhat swollen orlet, with numerous fine pits, like the top of a thimble
;

all these parts are hard like the tip of the bill, but the corner of the mouth is sur-

rounded by a soft wattle, the 'rosette;' and in the genus Fratercuht, soft wattles are

also found under and above the eyes, the latter being the so-called ' horns.' Towards

the end of the breeding season the furrows between these basal plates become deeper,

until finally they are entirely detached, when they fall off, giving ]place to a Iirownish

soft membrane or 'cere.' Upon closer examination we now find tliat the outline of

the bill has changed considerably, it is much lower where it joins the feathering, and

the latter occujnes now the jilace of the orlet with the numerous pits. Shortly after

midwinter these basal parts commence to swell and harden, becoming brighter colored

when the breeding season draws near; the feathers on the orlet ilrop off, the ]iits indi-

cating where they were origiuallv inserted. Simultaneously with this shedding of the

bill, the double molt of the plumage takes ]ilace, but the only difference between the

breeding attire and that of the rest of the year is that the mask is white, against

gray or black, and tliat in the genus Lunda at that time an elegant tuft of long, pend-

ant straw-yellow plumes is develo]ie(l behind the eyes. Both sexes are absolutely

similar, and the shedding of bill and ))lumes identical in both.

The North Atlantic Ocean is inh.ai)iteil by the common jiuftin {Fniterctila firctica)

and its different geo;fraphical varieties. Its Pacific representative is the horned puttin

(/\, co>V(/e»(/((^f) with the base of the bill canary-yi'llow. More ]ieculiar to the latter

ocean is the tufted \niffii\(Lunda cirrhaUt) which occurs from the Farrali«nes,outsiilo

of San Francisco Bay, all along the northwestern coast and across the Aleutian Islands

to Kamtschatka. The ]iresent writer has had good o]>]iortunity of observin'.r the

latter species while jirosecuting ornithological researches on the Kamtschaikan
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Islands two years ago, and takes, therefore, the liberty to introduce a sketch of his

experience willi this little known hut very interesting species, extracted from an ad-

vanced slu'C't of his rc])ort. "With the heginning of May the ' to])orok ' (jilnr.

Hopork-t") as it is called by the Russians, makes its apjiearance at the islands, an

event to which the natives, heartily tired of their winter food, the salted seal-meat,

look forwanl with great imjiatience. On a bright afternoon we therefore starteil, a

"ay i>icnic jiarty, consisting mostly of Aleuts and their wives or lady friends, for the

small islet Toporkoff, about three miles off. During our jiassage out only a few birds

were seen, as it was no ' land-day,' but I was assured by the natives who had watched

them that they would be in on the following morning. The to]>orki and their allies

show during this season, previous to the breeding, the peculiarity of a]>peariiig regu-

larly— as it seems— in great abundance near shore on one day, while next <lay they

all disai)pear, staying away on the high sea for two days, when again they take a

' land-d.iy.' Tojiorkoff Island, which has received its name from the fact that it is

one of the greatest rookeries of these birds, consists of a horizontal jilateau about thirty

feet above the level of the sea, rising abruptly from a beach fifty to two hundred feet

broacl. The jilateaii is covered with a thick hummocky sod, wliich in every direction

is i)erforated by the numberless nest holes dug out by tlie toporki. When evening

set in, the picnic party went home, leaving us men to pass the night on the island.

The ornithological spectacle at daybreak the following morning was unique and

f'rand. Hundreds and thousands of Lunda cirrhata cros^^vd ami recrossed the island,

coming from ;ill directions, .and disappearing on the o])posite side, in order to return

again and again. A wonderful sight ! The black Itirds with their conspicuous white

face-mask, the long, floating, yellow ear-tufts, bent like the liorns of a ram, with Large

red-and-grcen-eolorcd beaks and red legs, looked like fantastical creatures of the

trojiics rather than inhabitants of the less extravagant north. Like black sjjccks they

rose from the horizon, heailing for the island ; the nearer they came, the larger they

grew, until they passed over us, disappearing as specks again on the other side, and

when once started, nothing seemed to be able to bring them out of their straight

course. These clumsy looking, puffy birds possess, nevertheless, a very rapid flight,

so that, at the first aci|uaintancc, one is rather apt to shoot behind them ; but they ao

not tly very high. The naliycs take advantage of this diflicuity of making a .sudden

tuin, and liirow a net, fastened to a long pole, in the way of tlie flying bird, which

thus falls to the gromid and is ca])tured. When I turned out, the Aleuts were already

in their jilaces, \vaitiiig for the rush. Dy the dawning day we discern a small (lock of

to]iorki surrounding each of them, stretching their necks and poinung their bills

heayenward in quite an unaccountable manner. A closer inspection reveals that these

are only decoys: cnqity skins held in i)osition by a stick thrust into the ground. It is

'land-day' indeed, and we only wonder that the innunu'rablc birds <h> lujt suffer

collision din-ing their airy sailing, for they are thick as May-tlies round an electric

light. Siuhlenly the nearest Aleut raises his net ; a bird, unable to turn aside, runs

uito it with a dash, falls to the ground, and in a twinkling is added to the heap of

other unfortunates with broken necks."

Though in their external ap]>earance extremely tiulike the Alcoidesp, the birds con-

stituting the sujierfaniily LAROIDE.E, or the gulls, are intimately related to them.

Their ^yings are long; the feet are i)laced more under the middle of the body, which

therefore is carried nearly horizontal, instead nf upright, they have usually four toes,

tlie three anterior ones palmate. But the ch.iracters of the jilumage agree pretty
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closely, Jiiid so docs the anatomicnl striu'turc too. Without going further into detail,

we only mention that, in contradistinction to the foregoing groujis, the members of

the present one have the part of the frontals occupying the space between the depres-

sions for the nasal glands widened to a flat surface instead of being a sharj) ridge. As
to the palatal characters, may be noticed the presence of basiptcrygoid ])rocesse8.

The superfamily is equal to the former order, Longipennes, minus the Tubinares,

which here constitute the su]ierfamily Procellaroidca?, a separation to be closer dis-

cussed under the latter.

Two, three, or four families are recognized in this group, according to the value

assigned to distinguishing characters by the different authors, viz., two when skimmers

and terns, on the one hand, are placed against ja>gers and gulls on the other; three

when the two latter are deemed suthciently distinct to form scpar.ate families ; four

when the two former are also allowed family rank. Notwithstanding the common

usage, the present writer is unable to detect even a sub-family distinction between the

gulls and the terns, while lie is willing to regard the skimmers as constituting such a

division. The j;vgers he will treat as a distinct family, however.

This family, called the Stercorariidje, consists only of a few species— about half

a dozen— which exhibit a series of characters not shared by the rest of the members of

the su])crfamily, being in many respects a remarkable and highly interesting group

of birds. One of the most obvious features is the so-called ' cere,' covering the basal

part of tlie beak above the nostrils ; this cere is by some authors said to be soft, others

again say that it is only a hard thin lamella, while the fact seems to be that both are

correct, but that it is soft or hard according to the season. In my o])inion this cere is

the homologue of the ' nasal cuirass ' of the puffins, and is shed in precisely the same

manner, as I have a specimen from Kamtschatka which seems to be in the process

of shedding, a discovery here announced for the first time. The pterylosis deviates

somewhat from that of the Larida;, the feather tracts being considerably broader,

and the arrangement of the inferior tract different. Of anatomical features wc will

only mention that the Stercorariida' have only one notch on each side of the poste-

rior margin of the breast bone, while the Larida; have two, and that in the former the

cffica are very much longer.

We distinguish two genera, 'the members of which disagree not only in cxtern.al

appearance, but also in their habits. The first one consists of the great skuas (Mef/u-

lestris) strong, large, dusky brown-colored birds, with the bearing of a Jarge gull. The

bill is strong, and the tail is nearly even. One sjiecies inhabits the North Atlantic

(Jf. skua) while two representative forms are found in the antarctic seas. Dr. J. IT.

Kidder had the opportunity of observing the habits of one of the latter (M. antitrcti-

cus) while connected with theU. S. Transit-of-Venus Expedition to Kerguelen Island
;

and as his interesting sketch of its habits illustrates the peculiarities of the genus, we

introduce an extract as follows : " It was at first taken for a hawk by all of us
;

its

maimer of flight, watchfulness of the ground over which it tlew, and habit of perch-

ing on spots commanding a wide view, all suggesting this impression. It was, indeed,

difficult to believe the evidence of my own senses when I found a wel>-footed bird

avoiding the water, and preying solely, so far as my observation extende.l, upon other

birds. When any of the party went out shooting, he was pretty sure to be followed

by one or two ' sea-hens,' as the sealers call them, and had often to be very prompt to

secure his game before it should be carried off in his very i)resence. November 21,

in order to settle the question whether they attack and kill their owu game when it is
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unhurt, Mr. Stanley and I dug u\>, by the aid of the dog, a well-grown and nearly-

fledged voung bird (supposed to be of ^Idjaqiicus inquiitoctialis), as large as an

ordinary ilomestic fowl. A pair of skuas being near at hand, watching our proceed-

ings, I threw the young bii-d up into the air, so that it flew some distance and alighted

perhaj)s two hundred yards away from us. One of the skuas immediately flew up to

it, and killed it by re)ieated blows upon the head with its beak ; the other remaining

at some distance, on guard, as I at first thought, but, as afterward apjjeared, afraid of

its mate, for, while we stood watching the fii-st skua eating its capture (nearly as large

as itself), the other approached by degrees, uttering short, ]>laintive ehiri)s, but not

darin"- to share in the meal. When, after a few minutes, we drove them off, the

abdomen of the petrel had been torn open and its entrails partly devoured. As a

general rule, its habits are terrestrial, and on the few occasions when, prob.ably after

poor success in hunting, I have seen it alight in the water, it has held its wings up

perpendicularly, like a butterfly, as if afraid of wetting them. At the pairing season,

this trick of holding up the wings becomes quite a prominent characteristic. Two
will alight upon a knoll, quite near together, holding their wings jierpendicularly in

the air, and set up a vociferous cackling. The note is louil, harsh, and hoarse, sugges-

tive of the cry of the gull. The nest is a shallow cavity in the long grass (7* t«<«c«),

lined sparingly with grass stems, and always in a dry spot. The old birds make it very

lively for the egg-hunter, attacking him on ojiposite sides with great vigor and deter-

mination, and keeping up an outcry that is really aj)palling. Seeing a skua fly by

the house one day, apparently going somewhere in a great hurry, I snatched up a re-

volver (no gun being at liand) ami followed him. lie was going to join the female on

her nest, as 1 suspected, and when I apj)roached both attacked me as usual. I suc-

ceeded in killing the male, but emptied the revolver at the female without success,

and was ke])t standing for certainly twenty minutes, pelting tiie enraged bird with

stones as she swooped down at my head, with the two eggs in plain sight, but not dar-

ing to jnck them up."

The members of the genus Stercorarius are arctic and sub-arctic, being of smaller

size than the foregoing, ami characterized by having the middle pair of tail feathei-s

protruding considerably beyoiul the others. The Pomarine jieger {S. pomarimis) is

of a somewhat rare occurrence, but is easily distinguished by the middle tail feathers,

which are obtuse at the end, having the portion beyond the others twisted so that the

webs stand nearly vertical instead of lying flat. The long-tailed jieger {S. longi-

caudus) is another northern species, characterized by its enormously elongated and

pointed central tail feathers, and its blue tarsus. It is more an inland bird, often in-

liabiting moors and swam])s in the mountains, and to a great extent feeding upon

field-mice and Icnunings. The Ix'st-known si)ecies is the so-called Richardson's jieger,

known among fishermen and sailors as the ' boatswain,' 'teaser,' ' dung-hunter,' etc.,

the first name referring to the pointed central tail feather.s as ' marling-s])ikes,' tlic office

emblem, so to speak, of the boatswain ; the third one alluding to the belief, which at

one time even was shared by the men of science, that these birds feed on the dung of

gulls and terns, while the second name fitly illustrates one of the remarkable habits

of these birds, to be mentioned below, and which has secured for it its scientific name

aS'. parasiticus. Though written more than fifty years ago, William Macgillivr.ay's

sjnrited account of the habits of this bird is still unsurjiassed, so we may be e.\cused for

reprinting it here : " The sea-birds are on wing, wheeling and hovering all around,

vociferous ia their enjoyment, their screams mingling into one harsh noise, not less
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pleasing for a time than the song of tlie lark or blackhird (Mfruht). Every now and
tlicn a tern dips into the water, and emerges with a little lisli in its Ijill, wliieli it swal-

lows without alighting. In the midst of all this bustle and merriment, there comes
gliding from afar, with swift and steady motion, a dark and resolute-looking Itird,

which, as it cleaves a i>atii for itself among the white terns, seems a messenger of

death. But a few minutes ago he was hut a dim speck on the horizon, or at least

some miles away, and now, tmthought of, he is in the very midst of them. Nay, he

has singled out his victim, and is pursuing it. The latter, light and agile, attempts to

evade the aggressor. It mounts, descends, sweeps aside, glides off in a curve, turns,

doubles, and shoots away, screaming incessantly the while. The sea-hawk follows

the frightened bird in all its motions, which its superior agility enables it to do

witli a]iparent ease. At length the tern, finding escape hopeless, and perlia]is terrificil

by the imminence of its danger, tlisgorges part of the contents of its gullet, probably

with the view of lightening itself. The pursuer, with all his seeming ferocity, had no
designs ujion the life of the poor tern ; and now his object is evident, for he j»lunges

after the falling fish, catches it in his descent, and presently flies oft" to attack another

bird. In this way the marauder makes his rounds, exacting tribute from all whom
he thinks capable of paying it, and not sturdy enough to resist o|>pression. The
teaser never fishes for himself on such occasions, although his organization seems to

fit him for aquatic rapine, even more than that of the tern or gull. The pirate can

neither dive nor plunge, but it swims with ease, and sits lightly on the water, like a

gull. The instinct that enables it to select a bird that has .something to spare for its

wants is truly surjirising. I have never seen it give chase to a gull or tern, without

accomplishing its purpose. It is not a singular case that an animal should be destined

to live by the labors of others of different species ; but in the class to which the pirate

belongs there are very few instances of such an arrangement. It cannot, however, be

said to live without labor, for the trouble of conijielling its unwilling v.assals to dis-

gorge is apparently greater than what would abimdantly supply it with honestly

obtained food."

Before closing the history of this bird, we may remark that it breeds almost exxlu-

sively near fresh water, though, of course, not so very far from the sea, unless in the

neighborhood of a colony of terns or gulls, likewise breeding at an inland lake. We
have already, in the introduction, mentioned the remarkable dichiumatism of this

species, which has no connection with age, season, or sex, but which seems to be some-

what influenced by the geographical distribution, since the dark phase is the most

numerous form in the southern part of the range, while in the highest north the bird

with the whitish under side is the predominating, and jiossibly the only occurring.

In the next family, the Larid.e, the horny covering of the bill is continuous, there

being no cere or separate piece overhanging the nostrils. The hind border of the

sternum is provided with two notches on each side, and the ca'ca are short. The di-

vision in two sul)-families has already been mentioned. The first one of these com-

prises the gulls and terns, which we, at present, can see no reason for separating,

except as subordinate groups. The latter are usually of a slon<lcrer build, and tlie

nostrils are mostly i>laeed in the basal half of the bill, while in the gulls they open

near the middle, and furthermore, their bill is not hooked at the end, as usually in the

gulls, but these differences are only those of degree, antl they run nearly imperceptibly

into each other. The po])ular notion as to the characters scjiarating these two grouj's

is that the gulls liave an even tail, the terns a forked one ; but while this mark holds
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good in most of the forms, it is by no means reliable, since we liavc pulls with deejily

forked tails, and both uuUs and terns in wliich the tail is wedi,'e-shaj>ed or p-aduated.

The predominating color of the adult nienil)ers of this sul>-faiiiil_v is white with a

gray mantle, varying in shade from the most delicate pearl gray to dark blackish slate,

or nearly black, and the head is often more or less marked with black in summer.

The seasonal change is not great, and affects chiefly tlie color of the head, wliich, in

species with black hoods, turn white in winter, while the white-headed gulls usually get

tliat part streaked with <lusky during the same season. There are, however, several

forms, both among gulls and terns, which are more or less dusky. The bills and feet

are usually brightly colored, yellow or red, and the se.\es are alike in color. The

young ones, however, are very different from the adult, being mostly of a brownish-

<rray, s|)otted or streaked with dusky, and with dusky wings and tail, the bill also

being dark.

The gulls inhabit the oceanic shores and inland lakes .ilike, tliough most species

are truly marine, or nearly so, and as they are distributed :dl over the world, their

Fig. 33.— Hi/drocolaui ritlUiuiuliu, black-lieailcil tjull.

graceful form is familiar to everybody, whether he dwells near the coast or far in the

interior. Our own shores of the two oceans are thickly populated by their noisy crowd.s,

and on our large inland waters numerous colonies rear their black-sjieckled brood.

We therefore need only refer to the accom]ianying full-page cut, to recall to our

readers the fascinating view of a gull rookery with its ceaseless uproar, caused by the

screaming and quarrelling birds, overnoising even the thunder of the surf. The black-

liooded gulls, of which the cut illustrates a characteristic and well-known Old World

representative {Ili/drocoheus ridibimdiis), are still more clamorous, and their voice

more penetrating, than that of their larger relatives {Lams), resembling, in fact, that
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of the terns, wliich they approaeh bofli in general coloration, strueture, movements,

anil habits. A not distantly rvlatetl species, without hlaciv on tlie liead, however, is

the mackerel-gull of New Zealand (// scopulinus), the 'tarapunga' of the Maori,

which seems to be somewhat similar in liabit to Richardson's jffiger, just mentioned

on a j)revious ]>age, judging from Dr. W. L. Butler's accoimt, which is to the follow-

ing effect : "This pretty little gull is one of our commonest birds, freijuenting every

part of the coast [of New Zealand], and being equally plentiful at all seasons of the

year. It is a bird of very lively habits, and its presence goes far to relieve the mono-

tony of a i"ide over such dreary stretches of sand as tlie Ninety-mile Beach, and tlie

coast-line between Wanganui and Wellington. At one time you will meet with a flock

of fifty or more in council assembled, fluttering their wings, cliattering and screaming

in a state of high excitement ; at anotlier you will observe them silently winnowing

the air, turning, and passing up and down at regular intervals, as they eagerly

scan the surface of the water. Here you find them ranged apart along the smooth

beach, like scouts on a cricket-ground ; there you see a flock of them packed togetlier

on a narrow sand-pit, standing I'loser than a regiment of soldiers— heads drawn in,

one foot up, ' standing at ease.' Then, again, if you observe them closely, you may
see them following and plundering the oyster-catcher {Ilwmatojnts) in a very sys-

tematic manner. Nature has furnislied the last-named bird with a long bill, with which

it is able to forage in the soft sand for blue ci"abs and other small crustaceans. The

mackerel-gull is aware of this, and cultivates the society of his long-billed neighbor to

some advantage, he dogs his steps very perseveringly, walking and flying after him,

and then quietly standing by till something is cai)tured, when lie raises his wings and

makes a dash at it. The oyster-catcher may succeed in flying olf with his prey ; but

the i)lunderer, being swifter on the wing, pursues, overtakes, and compels a surrender.

Tlie gentleman of the long bill looks gravely on while his crab is being devoured, and,

having seen the last of it, he gives a stifled whistle, and trots off in search of anotlier,

his eager attendant followiiig suit."

From the Antipodes we turn our attention towards the icy shores surrounding the

North Pole, where one of the most beautiful si>ecies of the wiiole family of gulls lias

taken up his summer residence, and whence — even in winter— he only very seldom

makes a visit to countries inhabited by civilized man. We refer to Ross's gull {Rho-

dostethia rosea), or the wedge-tailed gull, as it is also called, on account of the form

of its tail. It is a rather small species, white, with a light pearl-gray mantle, and a

very characteristic black collar round the middle of the neck; the white being suf-

fused with a delicate ]ieaeh-blossom red in the fresh bird, which gradually fades aw.iy

after death. Tlie bill is black, the feet are red. The history of this liinl deserves to

be given in detail, since it is also the history of how slowly our knowledge of the birds

inhabiting the locality where it lives has advanced, and the efforts which have been

made by heroic explorers to elucidate the mystery as to the true locality of tlie species.

The first two specimens were obtained at Alagnak, Melville Peninsula, 09'^ 3lt' north

latitude, by Sir James C. Ross, during the latter part of June, 1823, on Parry's second

voyage. Since then a few birds were seen liy some of the following expeditions. Ac-

cidental stragglers to southern countries were obtained in Kamtschalk.i, England,

Faroes, Heligoland, and si.x specimens found their way to European collections from

Greenland. During the Austro-Hungarian 'Tegethoff ' exjK'dition, one was obtained

off Franz-Josef Land, but was lost when the vessel was crushed in the ice, and Profes-

sor Nordenskjold was fortunate enough to secure at the ' Vega's ' winter quarters a bird
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in snnimi'i- ])liiinage, on July 1, 1879. None had been obtaineil by Americans, or had

found their way to any American collection, though all onrearlier expeditions had been

on a sliarj) lookout for the rare and beautiful binl, until Mr. E. W . Nelson, the col-

lector of the U. S. National Museum, brouglit home from Alaska a young one

obtained at St. Michaels, Oct. 10, 1879. Three days earlier, in north latitude 71° 50'

north of Siberia, on the ill-fated 'Jeannette,' 3Ir. R. L. Newcomb shot two in au-

tumnal jiluniage, and, during the drift of the vessel in the ice the following year, he

secured sjiccimens in the latter part of June ; altogether he obtained eight birds.

But when he had to leave the doomed ship, " when it was a question of saving their

bare lives, and the necessaries of existence which each one of the shij)wrecked crew

could carry had to be weighed literally by the ounce, Mr. Newcomb gallantly stuck to

three of these birds, and brought them in safety across Asia and Europe to the Sniith-

Fio. 34. — Rhodoitelhia rosea, Ross's guU.

sonian Institution." In the records of collecting, we can call to mind no similar

instance of bull-dog tenacity, remark the editors of " The Ibis," when commenting

upon the heroic deed. Finally, Mr. J. Munlock, naturalist of the Point Barrow expe-

dition, collected a great number of adults and young during the latter part of

September and the beginning of October, 1882, when flocks, evidently migrating,

passed the Point, coming along the coast from the southwest. lie sent home to the

National Museinu a greater number of specimens than had ever been observed before.

For all that, nobody has yet found the breeding place, and no one has collected its

eggs or its downy young, or observed its habits ; nor have we any information con-

cerning where it spends the winter. But the mystery is not so great as it was

;

Ross's gull has been found all round the North Pole, and it is safe to predict that it
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breeds on the islands of that yet untrodden region, inhabited by several other species

of birds, the breeding grounds of whicli have not been reached by the ex|>!orer and

collector. In winter it j)robably follows the edge of the ice, thus avoiding tlie shores

and the vicinity of man.

The gulls having already occupied more sp.ace than was originnlly allotted them,

wc will have only to mention the kittiwakes {Jiissa triductyla and brcoiroatris) popu-

lating the Arctic bird-rookeries, the dazzling white ivory-gull {Gaoia alba) from the

icy circumpolar regions, and the fork-tailed gulls, constituting the genus JCeiiia, one

of which, A' sctbiiiii, inhabits the high north, while the otlier. A"! furcata, a bird ex-

tremely rare in collections, is a resident of a probably very restricted area in the

trojiics, possibly of the Galapagos Islands alone.

Of those just mentioned, the kittiwake is perhaps most interesting, because of

the immense number of birds composing their breeding colonies, an account of which

will be of great interest, and we therefore take pleasure in introducing the following

sketch, by Henry Seebohm, of one of those rookeries.

"The largest colony of birds which I have ever seen is that at Svserholt, not far

from the North Cape, in Norway, on the cliffs which form the promontory between

the Porsanger .and the Lakse Fjords. It is a stupendous, range of cliffs, nearly a thou-

sand feet high, and so crowded with nests that it might easily be supposed that all the

kittiwakes in the world had assembled tliere to breed. The number of birds has,

however, been grossly exaggerated. If we estimate the surface of the cliff covered

by the nests at aliout (UO,(IOO square feet, and allow for each nest a foot in width and

two feet and a half in height, we obtain a total of (say) a quarter of a million breed-

ing birds. Supposing the non-breeding birds to be ten to one, surely a very liigh esti-

mate, we only reach five and a half million birds. When a recent writer says that

' the number of individuals must amount to milliards,' or thousands of millions, he is

simply talking unmitigated nonsense, and obviously has no conception of what a mil-

liard is. One milliard kittiwakes laid in a row, and touching one another, would reach

twenty times round the world. But in spite of all this tall talk, the number is in-

credible. It is the custom to fire off a cannon opposite the colony
;
peal after peal

echoes and re-echoes from the cliffs, every ledge appears to pour forth an endless

stream of birds, and long before the last echo h.as died away, it is overpowered by the

cries of the birds, whilst the air in every direction exactly resembles a snowstorm, but

a snowstorm in a whirlwind. Tlie birds fly in cohorts ; those nearest the ship are all

flying in one direction, beyond them other cohorts are flying in a different direction,

and so on, until the extreme <listance is a confused mass of siiowHakes. It looks as if

the fjord was a large chaldron of air, in which the birds were floating, and as if the

floating mass was being stirred by an invisible rod. The seething mass of birds made

an indelible impression on my memory; it photographed itself on my mind's eye,

as such scenes often do."

The chief characteristic of the terns, as distinguished from the gulls, have already

been given on a previous page. In their haluts they resemble the gulls, especially the

sm.aller s|)ecics, but in the same way as their appearance and structure is, so to

speak, a kind of intensification of the gull type; so are also their habits and peculi-

arities, like those of the gulls, in a maximized and intensified degree. Let us, for

instance, mention only their curiosity. Tims writes J. F. Naumann, the famous

German ornithologist, of Sterna jxiradisiea, the arctic tern : "When something new

happens, such a bird soon arrives, inspects it closely, and, fluttering over it, gives out a

VOL. IV. —0
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cry that in a moment brings together quite a gathering, \\ liieli, after having satisfied

their curiosity, disperses by and by. If a new mound of earth be thrown up, or a

handkerchief or a j>iece of paper be lost, or if tliey see a reeeiitly killed bird lying, or

a captured one flaiijiing its wings, immediately are tliey at hand, flutter and vacillate,

screaming over the object of their admiration, and, when through gaping and tired of

crying, fly off in different directions."

Did s|i:icc permit, long and interesting accounts could be given of the terns, but

we arc compelled to dismiss them with but few words.

\*Y.W_'^*"*^p-

FiQ. 35.— S/enia Itchcgrava, Casplau torn.

The terns exhibit in their flight some remote resemblance to the swallows, which,

in connection with the usually deeply forked tail, has given rise to the name of sea-

swallows, as they are called in many languages ; while the elegance of their motions

when on the wing has caused many an enlluisiastie outburst both of ))oets and

naturalists. " I^ight as a sylph," says Audubon, " the arctic tern dances through the

air above and around you. The Graces, one might imagine, had taught it to perform

those beautiful gambols which you see it dis])lay the moment you approach the spot

it has chosen for its nest." The terns only seize their prey, whieh usually consists of

small fishes, by darting headlong upon them from a considerable height, and the force

of their s\idden and dashing plunges is really astonishing. "The descent of a tern,"
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to quote from 3Ii-. ^Villi;uu Brewster's exccllont pajier on the tci-ns of the New Eng-

land foast, "ujwn its ^•ictim is performed with iniiuitablc ease and grace. The bird

frequently disappears entirely beneath the surface, and occasionally even swims a

short distance under water before reappearing." Ilis description of the scene when a

flock of terns have discovered a school of blue-fish is so animateil and picturesque,

that I feel justificcl in ipioting once nioi'c: "Dozens dash down at once, cleaving the

water like darts, and, rising again into the air, shake the salt spray from their feathers

by a single energetic movement, and make ready for a fresh plunge. Every bird

among them is screaming his shrillest, and the excitement waxes fast and furious.

Beneath, the blue-fish are making the water l)oil by their savage rushes, and there is

fun and ]>rofit for all save the unfortunate prey."

Though a group of considerable homogeneity, the SterneaB comprise a few somewhat
outlying genera, as the noddies (Anotcs), dusky of color, and the white terns ( Gijyis)

pure white all over, both forms with gi-aduated or wedgc-shajied tails. Both are trop-

ical, the latter especially inh.abiting the islands of tiie South Atlantic and the Indian

Ocean, Polynesia, and Australia, while numbers of the former genus also occur in the

Xcw World, a single species (^4. stolidus) even belonging to the fauna of the United

States. The genus (or rather su])er-geTius) Sterna, includes about fifty species,

among them our common terns, but is divisible into several more or less well-defined

groups. Thus the bird rei)resented in our cut (Sterna tsc/tegrava or caspia), the

largest .species, is the tyjie of T/udasscus, while the smallest s])ecies— for instance, our

.y. antillanan and the Eurojiean S, minitta— form the group Sttrmiht.

We now come to a small group of Laroid birds, remarkable for their curious bill,

tlie lower mandible of which has been compared with a " shoi-t-handled pitchffirk,"

and for their long wings, viz., the skinnners, the Khynchopina?, not less remarkalile for

their peculiar h.abits and their geographical distribution, parts of America, Asia, ami

Africa being inhabited by one species each. The American species (JUnjiichops nir/ni),

the black skimmer, or shearwater, as it is also called, which occurs on our east

coast up to New Jersey, lias found many excellent biographci-s and <k'scribcrs, from

whom we only make two selections. Our inunortal Wilson thus describes this singular

bird : "The shearwater is formed for skimming, while on wing, the surface of the sci

for its food, which consists of small fish, shrimi>s, yonng fry, etc., whose usual

haunts are near the shore and towards the surface. That the lower mandible, when

dipped into and cleaving the water, might not retard the bird's way, it is thinned and

sharjiened like the blade of a knife; the ujiper mandible, being at such times elevated

above water, is curtailed in its length, as being less necessary, but tapering gradually

to a ])oint, that, on shutting, it may offer less opposition. To prevent inconvenience

from the rushing of the water, the mouth is confined to the mere opening of the gul-

let, which indeed prevents mastication taking place there ; but the stomach, or gizz;ird,

to which this business is solely allotted, is of uncommon hanlness, strength, and mus-

cidarity ; far surpassing, in these resjwcts, any other water bird with which I am

ac(piainted. To all these is a<lded a vast expansion of wing, to enable the

bird to Kiil with sufficient celerity while dipping in the water. The general

proportion of the length of our swiftest hawks and swallows to their breadth is a.t

one to two ; but in the present case, as there is not only the resistance of the air, but

.also that of the water, to overcome, a still greater volume of wing is given, tlie shear-

water measuring nineteen inches in length, and upwarils of forty-four in extent. In

short, whoever Las attentively exauiiueJ this curious ai)paratus, and observed the pos-
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scssor, with his ntnplc wings, long bemling ncrk, and lower inan<liblo, occ:isionally

dipjwil into, and j>loughiiig, llio surfaL-e, and the facility with which ho j.roeures his

food, cannot but consider it a juere playful amusement, when compared with the dash-

ing immersions of the torn, the gull, or the fish-hawk, who, to the superficial observer,

api>ear so superiorly accommodated."

Darwin observed the skimmer in South America. That excellent observer gives

us tlic following account of its habits: "Xcar Maldonado (in ]May), on the borders

of a lake which had been nearly ilrained, and which iu couscciucnco swarmed with

small fiy, I watched many of these birds Hying backwards and forwards for houm

together, dose to lis surface. They kept their bills wide open, and with the lower

mandible half buried in the water. Thus skim-

^^ ming the surface, generally in small flocks, they

^S—-^^^S^l^ ploughed it iu their coui-se ; the water was quite
'^^"'"^ -^*lJ^ smooth, and it formed a most curious spectacle to

behold a flock, each bird leaving its narrow wake

on the mirror-like surface. In their flight they

often twisted about with extreme rapidity, and

so dexterously managed, that they ])Iouglii'd up

small fish with their jnojecting lower matnlibles,

and secured them with the upper half of their

scissor-like bills. This fact I repeatedly witnessed,

as, like swallows, they continued to fly l)ack wards

and forwards, close before lue. Occasionally,

when leaving the surface of the water, their flight

was wild, irregular, and r.ajtid ; they then also

uttered loud, harsh cries. When these birds were

seen fishing, it was obvious that the length of

the ])riraary feathere was quite necessary iu order

to keej) their wings dry. AVhen thus enipli\vcd,

their forms resembled the symbol by which numy

artists represent marine birds. The tail is much

used in steering tlioir inrgular course."

It has already been hinted at, on a previous

l)age, that the super-family PROCELLAROI-
DE.J5 miglit perhaps better constitute a sepa-

rate order, Tiil)iiiares. Their differences from

all the foregoing birds are many and important,

an<l their aflinities seem to be more with the Steganopodes and Herodiones than with

the gulls or the auks, to some of which many of the j)etrels show a remarkal)le external

and superficial resemblance. We Avill give their essential charactere, as contrasted with

those of the Laroidea', in order to show this. The petrels are holorhinal, the gulls

schizorhinal ; the former have tubular nostrils, the latter nOrnud ones ; whenever a

hind toe is present, it consists in the jietrels, of one phalanx only, while, iu the gulls,

the normal number of two j)halanges is always ])rescnl, however rudimentary the toe ;

in the jjctrels, the great pectoral muscle is disposed in two quite se])aratc layers, an

arrangement unknown in the gulls, and {he j>tctaruli.i tertius of the former is entirely

unrepresented in the latter ; the muscular formula of the legs iu petrels is, as a rule,

ABXY, a combination, so far as we know, never found in the gulls; the form

I'Ki. 30. — .SUcluluu ol giuiil luliuar.
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of the stom.acli nnd tho characters of the cieca are entirely different in the two
gr()ii])s, and so are the characters of the jjhiniages of tlio young (a<lult of botli sexes,

and young, excejit tiie All)atrosses, being alike); the number and color of eggs, etc.,

all jioints of special importance in settling the question of affinity.- Some of the

]ieculiarities are quite unique among existing birds; for instance, the tubular nostrils,

the structure of the hind toe, and the form of the stomach,— features which should

secure a distinct position for the grou]), it being, as mentioned above, rather jirobable

that the Tuhinares should be placed in the neighborhood of tlie Steganopodes and
llcrcidii, notwithstanding the dc^smogiiatliism of the latter, since the jialate in the

albatrosses, though yet schizognathous, shows a decided tendency towards becomhig
dcsmognathous, being, in fact, intermediate between these two categories of palatal

structure. At all events, Professor Huxley's remark, that " the gulls grade insensibly

into the Procollariidic," has been shown, by the researches of Garrod and Forbes, to

be entirely erroneous, since, from their investigations, it is evident, that the Procel-

laroideie rej)resent the rather specialized offshoot (in some features) of a verv ^eneral-

ized .incestor, being certainly a group of considerable isolation, great antiquity, and

consequently highly interesting to the systematic ornithologist.

We shall here adhere to the commonly acce]ited division of this groujt, in three

families, Diomedidie, Procellariidte, and Pelecanoididie ; the first one characterized by
the lateral and sejiarate position of the nasal tubes, while the last is remarkable for

the shortness of its wings and the total absence of a hind toe. The albatrosses have

usually been regarded as three-toed, but, while one genus really has a minute external

liind toe, the ossicles, or rudimentary bones of a fourth toe, have been found under-

neath the skin in the others; the toe j)ropcr, in all cases, consisting of one phalanx only.

We cannot pass by in silence, however, the arrangement proposed by Garrod and

Forbes, distributing tho Tuhinares in two j)rimary groujis, according to the presence

(Oceanitid;e) or absence (Procellariidiv) of the leg-rauscle Y (accessory semiten-

dinosus), .and the corresponding absence and presence of colic cceca, together with a

number of other characters : but we are not pre])ared to reganl these features as so

important as those which constitute the characteristic marks of the three families

mentioned above, though, with Robert Ridgway, we are willing to admit the Oeeani-

tina; as a snlvfamily under tl>e Procellariida;.

The first family, then, consists of the albatrosses (Diomedid^), those long-winged

ocean-birds, which, for hundreds and hundreds of miles, follow the vessels over the

tro]neal and southern seas, circling about them monotonously day after day, picking

u]) the offal, arousing the tired sailor's admiration by the power and endurance of

their scarcely moving wings, which seem never to know or need a rest. One of the

most important characters of the fatnily has already been mentioned, viz., that the

tul>es by wliich the nostrils o]ien outwardly are situated one on each side of the bill,

.•md not more or less closely united on top of the culmeu, as in the other families.

Whether this feature is an old and generalized one, indicating the way by which,

finally, the curious and unique ' double-barrel ' on top of the bill was formed, or

whether it represents an arrested develo|iment during embryonic life, cannot be dis-

cussed here. It i-an oidy be noted that the albatrosses, so far as color of plumage is

concerned, seem to be more generalized than the rest, the young ones being deci<U'Jly

different from the adults. On the other hand, they have reached a high degree of

specialization in some respects; for instance, the |>roportionate gre.at length i>f the

upper arm-bone, the consequent enormous length and peculiar shape of the wing, aiul
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the great number of secondaries. Formerly, two other distinctive marks were attri-

buted to the albatrosses, viz., want of aftershafts, and lack of hind toe, but rudiments

both of the former and of the latter have recently lieen proved to c.\ist.

The longe.sUand ]ierli;ii>.s best known species is llie wandering albatross (Diomedea

exnkins), the one represented by the accompanying cut, the largest water-bird in exis-

tence, and the bird with the greatest stretch of wing, some specimens bi'ing said to

l-°iu. ;J7. — Diomeilea txulans, wauderiug albatross.

measure fourteen feet between the tips of the wings. The color is white, more or less

waved, and veniiioiilatt'd with blackish, the hanil-fcatluTS being black ; the eye is

brown, the naked ring round it light greeni.sh, the bill j)inkish wliito, and the legs of

a light flesh color. Like all the members of the family, they are inter-trojjical and

sulwmtarctic in their distributian, and it is a significant fact which shoulil not be lost

sight of, when discussing the affinities and genesis of the Tubinares, that the group

reaches its gi-eatest development and number of forms south of the ecpiator.

Xo traveler has witnessed the albatross in the state of nature without expressing
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his enthusinsin wlicii desoriliinL!; its sailing flight. Snys Dv. BpiiucU: "It is iiloasiiig

to observe this sujieil) bird sailing in the air, in graceful and elegant movements, seem-

ingly excited by some invisil>lo ]i<i\ver; for there is scarcely any movement of the

wings seen after the first and frecjucnt impulses arc given, when the creature elevates

itself in the air, rising and falling as if some concealed ]H)wer guided its various

motions, without any muscular exertion of its own." J. Gould is still more enthu-

siastic :
" The powers of flight of the wandering albatross are much greater than

those of any other bird that has conu; under my observation. Although during calm

or moderate weather it sometimes rests on the surface of the water, it is almost con-

stantly on the wing— and is equally at ease while i)assing over the glas.sy surface,

during the stillest calm, or flying with meteor-like swiftness before the most furious

gale ; and the manner in which it just tops tlie raging billows, and sweeps before the

gulfy waves, has, a hundred times, called forth my wonder and admiration. Although

a vessel running before tlu^ winil frequently sails more than two hundred miles in the

twentv-fmir hours, and that for days together, still the albatross has not the slightest

difKculty in keeping up with the ship, but also performs circles of many miles ni

extent, returning again to hunt up the wake of the vessel for any substances thrown

overboard." It is generally asserted that the all)atrosses and jx'trels which follow the

vessels are al)le to continue their flight without any rest, to si)eak of, for days and

weeks, thus showing an almost incredible power of flight, and many interesting exi)eri-

mcnts with captured and marked birds arc cited.

Of another species, the black-eyebrowed albatros-s (7). iiichniiiphri/s) ^Ir. Gould,

for instance, says ; " It is very easily captured with a hook and line, aiul, as this opera-

tion gives not the least pain to the bird, the i)oint of the hook niei-ely talking hold in

the hornv and insensible tip of the bill, I frequently annised myself by cajituring

sjiecimens in this way, and setting them at liberty again, after having marked many,

in order to ascertain whether the individuals which were flying round the ship at

night-fall were the same that weie similarly engaged at daylight in the morning, after

a night's run of 120 miles; and this, in many instances, j)roved to be the case." Capt.

F. W. Hutton, however, who has made the flight of these birds a special study, came

to different conclusions and asserts that the cases where a sin<]flc individual Ls found

to follow a ship for any length of time are exceptions, and that the habits of the alba-

trosses are quite diurnal. " It is, I believe," he says, "the generally received ojiinion

of naturalists that these birds, when seen for .several days together, have never slept

during the whole period, but have followed the .ship night and day. To me, however,

it ajtjiears incredible that any animal should be able to undergo so much exertion for

so long a time without taking rest ; and 1 hope to show that it is not neces.sary to

sujipose that it does do so. Mr. Gould says that birds caught and marked aiv generally

seen next day; but .such is not my experience. I have sometimes niarked ten or

twelve Cape-])igeous {JJaptio7i capciise, one of the Procellariid:e) in a day, and seMom

seen one again. Mr. Gould, however, is quite right when he says that sometimes a

marked bird turns iqi .after being absent for two or three .lays; and how can this be

accounted for exce|)t by the theory of the birds (onstautly following the ship? A few

certainly can be often seen flying under the stern at night. Still they arc never numer-

ous ; and where there were fifty or a hundred birds in the daytime there are only one

or two at nitrht. I therefore iKlicve th.ii, although a few may follow a ship for a night,

most of them sleep in the sea, and in the morning, knowing very well that .-i ship i.s

the most likely place to obtain food, they fly high with the iuleutiou of looking for
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one. Some find the ship tliat they were willi tlio <l:iy liefore, some another one. \n

the latter ease, if the seconil slii|( is troiiig in an <i|i|i(psite direetion to tlie lirst, tliey

are never seen liy the first again; if, however, tiie course of the two slii|is is the same,

tlie bird nii«;ht, very likely, lose the second ship, and rejoin the first, after a lapse of

two or three days. A heijiht of 1000 feet would enable a bird to see a shij) "iOO feet

liigh more than fifty miles off, and often, although unable to see a ship itself, it would

see another liinl which hail evidently discovered one, and would follow it in the s.ame

way that vultures are known to follow one another. This opinion is much strength-

ened by the fact that at sunrise very few birds are round the ship, but soon .afterwards

tliey begin to arrive in large numbers." The same author enlarges on the general

history, especially the breeding habits of the albatross, a condensed account of which

will l>e found very interesting. The wandering albatrosses are very common south of

latitude W° S. an<l monojiolize nearly the whole of the Prince Edward's Islanils and

the southeast portion, or lee-side, as the sealers call it, of Kerguelen Island, to which

j)laces they retire to breed in Octol)er. The nest, which is always jilaced on high

table lands, is in the shape of the frustrum of a cone, with a slightly-hollowed top, .•mil

is made of grass and mud, which the Ijirds obtain l)y digging a circular ditch, almut

two yards in diameter, and pushing the earth towards the centre, until it is about

eiirlitcen inches high. In this nest the female bird lays one white eg":, which is not

hatched until .January. It is asserted, ni>oii the authority of Mr. Richard Il.arris,

engineer of the Royal Navy, that the old birds leave their young and go to sea, and

do not return vmtil the ne.xt October. "Each jiair goes at once to its old nest, and

after a little fondling of the young one, which has remained in or near the nest the

whole time, they turn it out, and repair the nest for the next brood." Hutton thiiik>^

that the old ones go to sea when the j'oung are about three months old, and that tiic

latter are nocturnal in their habits, and go <lown to the sea at night to feed, returning

to their nests in the morning, though Plarris's testimony is to the effect that the young

during that ])criod are unable to fly. Mr. C. J. Anderson has suggested that the

young birds "live on their own fat" while the parents are absent, and asks: "If

other animals can live for several consecutive months on their own fat, why not

birds ?"

The PKOCELLARiiDyE IS the group richest in species, comprising, as it does, :ibout

seventy different forms, in size varying from that of a sparrow, as the stormy petrels

(P)-()C('//(in'(i, and Occaiwdrorna), to that of oiw of the smaller species of all)atrosses,

as the giant fulmar ( Ossi/rcif/a glf/aiitcd). The most essential external characters are

the tubular nostrils on top of the culmen, combined with long wings, and the presence

of a small hind toe. Inter se the members of this family group tlu'mselves aroimd

several somewhat diverging centres, forming more or less separate grou])s; most inter-

esting, as far as anatomical peculiarities are concerned, being the so-called sub-family

Ocear.itina-, which <'oin|>rises four genera of small stormy-])etrel-like birds, the most

striking feature of which are the small number of secondaries (ten only), the booteil

or transversely scutellate, but never reticulate tarsus, the flat and depressed claws,

the length of the tarsus, absence of colic ececn, presence of an accexsor;/ semilemli-

»^os(^'! muscle, etc. Ty]iical is Wilson's jietrel (Oceaiiitcs oceaiiict/), Wkty a '^Mother

Carey's chicken,' but with long, booted tarsus, and the wel)s between the toes yellow,

:md also belonging to the North American fauna, though its centre of distribution

.seems to be in the southern se;is. It breeds, among other ]ilaces, also on Kergut-len's

Island, to which the following sketch of its breeding-places by Rev. A. K. Eaton
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applies: " Onrcfiilly wnloliin<x tlic I.ivds flying to ;in(l fro nliout the rocks, wc obsorved

tluit they oi-easit)iially disapjjcared into ercvices amongst piles of loose stone.s, and

ere]it under loose masses of rock. rTaving meanwhile ascertained their call, we were

able, by listening attentively, to detect the exact positions of several of these hidden

liirds. They were easily caught when the stones were rolled aside ; but they were in

couples, merely prejiaring for laying, and therefore wo did not find any eggs." It

mnv be remarked that the petrels usually are found in pairs in the holes before tlie

breeding commences. Later, only one of tlie parents occupies the nest, while the other

one brings food to the breeding mate during the night; after the cluck is hatched,

both ]iaronts stay away during the day, only visiting and feeding it after dark. "The
egg," Mr. Eaton continues, "is laid upon the bare grounil, within the recess selected

by the birds, either in a chance depression formed by contiguous stones, or in a shallow,

circular hollow excavated in the earth by the parent. Having found numbers of tluir

nestinij-places I will describe my method of se.Trching for them. AYhenever tliere was

a calm night, I used to walk witli a darkened bull's-eye lantern towards some rocky

hillside, such as the petrols wonlil be likely to frequent. It was best to shut off the

light and keep it concealed, using it only in dangerous places where falls would be

attended with injury, and progress in the dai-k was hardly possible, lest the birds, see-

ing it, should bo silenced. On arriving at the ground selected, it was probable that

storm ]>etrels would be heard in various directions, some on the wing, others on their

nests, sounding their call at intervals of from two to five minutes. Those on nests

could be distinguished from others flying, by their cries ]iroceeding from fixed ]iosi-

tions. Having settled which of the birds should be searched after, a cautious advance

had to 1)0 made in her direction, two or three steps at a time, when she was in full

cry. As soon as she ceased, an abrupt halt was im]ierative, an<l a ])ause of some min-

utes might ensue before she recommenced her cry and jiermitted another slight

advance to be effected. In the course of this gradual a]iproach, the position of the

bird miijht be ascertained a|i]iroximately ; but it had to bo determined precisely, and

to learn exactly where she was, she had to lie slalked in the dark noiselessly. Xo gleam

could be permitted to escape from the lantern. Loose stones, and falls over rocks,

—

to avoid them it was sometimes necessary to dispense with slip])ei-s, an<l feel one's way

in stockings only, for should the petrel be alarmed once with the noise or the light,

she would probable remain silent a considerable time. Now and then it would ha]ppcn

that, upon the boulder bonc.ith which she w.as sitting being almost attained, the bird

would cease calling. 'When this occurred, and many minutes elapsed without her cry

being resumed, it was advisable to make a detour, and approach the rock from the

o])posite side, as her silence might be attributed to her seeing a i)erson advancing

towards her, and she would probably recommence her call as soon as he was out of

sight. If she did not, a small jK'blple thrown amongst the rocks would usually elicit

some sounds from her, as .she would most likely conclude that the noise was JHing

made by her mate returning to the nest. When the stone beneatli which the bird

was domiciled was gained at last, redoul)led care had to be exercised. I>y

stooping down, and listening very attentively, her jwsition could be accurat«-ly

ascertained. Then the lantern was suddeidy turned upon her before she had time to

creep out of sight, and her egg could bo secured with the hand, or with a spoon ii< d

on to a stick."

Amoim the Prooellariina? sever.il gi-oups may also be distinguished: firef, the

small stormy petrels, 'Mother Carey's chickens,' as they mo usually called.
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Another group is rcpresentcil l)y the i.'«?n"^ Prion, very rpniarkalilo for its very

peculiar and In-oail bill, which is provided with a fringe of lamella,', somewhat similar

to those of tlie clucks.

The well-known 'Cape pigeon' {Daption capense) also shows nuliments of

lamelhe, Imt is rather referable to the next irrouj), including the fulmars. The liinl

rejjresented in the cut is the /'''uloiarKx f/lacin/is, already mentioiieil in the Intrixluc-

tion for its remarkable dichromatism. Tm this grouj) also belong the giant fulmar

{Ossifrnt/ii iihiiiiited), from tlie southern seas, nearly as large as the smaller albatrosses,

and dichromatic, like its northern relative. The last grou]> comprises several genera

Fio. 38. — Futmarus glacialis, arctic fulmar.

of shearwaters (which are characterized by a four-nntche<l sternum), including the very

remarkable genus JhiJii-eria, which has a wedge-shaped tail, and the highly specializol

muscular f<irniula AX.
The third and last family of the Tubinares are the Pelecaxoidid.e. In their

e.\ternal appearance they present a striking resemblance to several of the smaller a\iks,

being adajjted to tlie same mode of life, and this adajitation has not only affected

their external characters, the length of wings, etc., but also some of their anatomical

features; for instance, the compressed form of the wing bones, the elongated sternum,

and the very long and oblicjuely placed ribs, have been modified in the same direction,

so as to resemble the corresponding ]>arts of auks and guillemots, though these analo-

gies do not indicate any nearer relationship; of course, the opposite view being only

founded ii])on a comiilele iuisconce]>tion <«f their whole structure. Compared with

other Tubinares, we note that the end of the nasal tubes, on top of the bill, is cut off
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obliiiiifly, so thai the nostrils open uinvaiils, :i feature evidently in-oiluceil by the (liv-

ing habit, in ortler to prevent water from being foreed into the ' nose,' as liiis tube,

witli great pro]iriety, may be called. The total absence even of a rudiiMent of a hind

toe is notable, and so is the absence of an ambieii.i muscle, and of the ucccssonj femora-

caudal, and accessor)/ semilendinosus. It is, in short, a group quite generaliy.ed, as is

evident from many of its anatoniical features, though highly s]>eciali/.ed in all that is

affected by its diving habits. The group is very restricted in forms, and its geograph-

ical distril)ution is tropical ami antarctic. Kev. A. E. Eaton, from whom wc have

quoted above in anotlier connection, writes of I'elccaiioides iiriiiiitri.i; the common
diving ])etrel, which he observed at Kerguelen Island, as foUow.s :

" Tins bird, as

Professor Wyville Thomson well observes, has a close general likeness to Allc alle.

IJotii of thcni have a hurried flight ; both of them, while flying, dive into the sea with-

out any interru]>tion in the action of their wings, and also emerge from beneath the

surface flying, and they botli of them swim with the tail rather deep in the water.

But this resenibl.anee does not extend to other particulars of their habits. The rotche,

when breeding, usually flies and fishes in sm.all flocks of six or a dozen birds, and builds

in communities of consideraV)le size, which are excessively noisy. Diving jictrels, on

the other liand, are more domestic in their mode of living, fishing ami flying for the

most jiart in ])airs or alone, and building sporadically.— They liad begini to pair

when wc reached Kerguelen Island. The first egg was found on the 31st of October.

Their burmws are about as small in diameter as the holes of liank martins (Clivicola

ripariit) or kingtishcrs (Alcedo I'gpidt). They .arc made in dry banks and slopes,

where the ground is easily ]ienetrable, and terminate in an cnlargeil chamber on whose

floor the egg is deposited. Some of the- burrows are branclu'd, l)ut the branches are

without terminal enlargements, and do not appear to be put to any use by the birds.

15ef(n-c the egg is laid, both of the ])arents may be found in the nest-clianiber, and may
often be lu'ard moaning in the daytime: but when tlie females begin to sit, their call

is seldom heard, excepting at night, when the male in his flight to and from the hole,

and his mate on her nest, make a considerable noi.se. There seems to be a difference

of a semi-tone between the moans of the two sexes. The call resembles the syllabic

'oo' pronounced with the mouth closed, while a slurred chromatic ascent is being

made from E to C in the tenor."

Order VII. — GRALL.E.

The order Grallae, as here defined, is still a rather heterogeneous assemblage,

though formerly in a much worse condition, for the Gralhv of olden times com])riseil,

besides those here admitted, the whole order Hcrodii, and the sui>er-families, Aidiim-

oideai and Pluenicoptroidea;. It would, perhaps, be an improvement to remove the

first two supei-families of the ])resent order, viz., Chionoidcai and Scolopacoidea?, to

the foregoing order, retaining the name Gralla; for the remaining forms only, and we

may expect to see the ste]) taken some day.

As it is, the members of the ]>resent order may, in general, be distinguishetl from

those of the foregoing one by the absence of full webs between tlie anterior toes.

True, we have a few ' waders,' with entirely palmate feet, viz., the avocets, but the

enonuous length of their legs, and the long and thin bill, make them separable from

aiTj- and all of the Cecomori)ha? at first sight. They are all schizognatlious, most of
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them with llii.' vomer ]iointe<l in front, have two carolnls and altersliaft ; they all pos-

sess the ambiens muscle, as also the semitendinosus, and the accessory sliji of the

latter.

(ienerally, the ' wailers' may be said to be littoral in their habits, only few of tlicm

being exclusively terrestrial, avoiding the water as carefully as most of them do the

oj)cn ocean; the sliores of the sea and the lakes, the banks of the rivers, and the

swaui]is anil marshes are inhabited by some form of this ]iolymor|phic yrouji, the mem-
bers of which are distributed all over the globe, from the ii-y neighborhood of the

poles to the hottest regions under the equatorial sun.

One of the most interesting of all the many interesting and )iuzzling forms of this

order are the birds which compose the super-family CIIIO\()II)EiE. The early

sysfematists realized the isolated position of the sheath-bills, and gave the grouji

set aside for them various names, as Vaginati, Coleoramphi, etc., the curiously con-

structed bill being the most obvious character. But in regard to the relative taxo-

nomic rank of the group, opinions have differed widely, as it has been referred to

every ])0ssible grade from a mere genus to an order. Equally variable have been the

o]iinions of ornithologists as to their relationshijt, since some have refen-ed them to

the CJallinaceous birds, others to the I-ongipenncs near the gulls, others again to the

Gralla). The former based their conclusions chiefly upon the most external characters

and the alleged gallinaceous habits of the birds, the latter took chiefly the internal

.anatomy into consideration. And, indeed, it seems as if both those advocating their

place near the gulls, and those urging their affinity to the plovers and oyster-catchers,

arc right, for the sheatli-bills arc so intermediate between them that it is difficult to

say where they should rather go, though the -present writer is inclined to ]ilace them

with the latter. In fact they are hanlly well ]>laced before both Laroidere and Chara-

drioidea' are united with the Chionoidea? in the same order.

Notwithstanding the external difference between the incmliers

of the two families com])osing this super-family, their nnitual rela-

tionship lias been understood for a considerable length of time,

chiefly, we think, on the authority of Jionapartc, who as early .as

183"2 miited them in one family. Of characters which both

Chionidie and Tliinocorida' have in common, it may be mentioned

that they are schizorhinal, that they lack occipital foramina and

basipterygoid processes, but have su]ira-t)ibital impressions, that the

ambiens muscle, as Avell as the femoro-ca\idai, with the acces-

sory, and the semitendinosus, with its accessory sli|) are jiresent

(ABXY-f), that they have two carotids, etc. The most remark-

able internal feature is, ]perliaps, the shape of the vomer, which

is broad and rounded in front, while in other allied forms, Ceco-

morphons and Charadriomorjihous, that bone is jiointed or bifid

anteriorly. The palate, indeed, in this and some other resjiects,

shows some resemblance to that of the Passerine birds, this being

especially the case with the Thinocorine jialate. in which the vomer

is connected with the nasal cartilages in a manner recalling that

of the yEgitliognatha'.

Like many, not to say most, of those perplexing forms which ie]iresenl the earlier

offshoots, or remain as the last survivors of groups once numerous but long since

decimated, the Ciiionid.k, only twt> species, inhabit islands in the vast oceans of t^ie

Fio. 30.

fnco of HkuU of At-
lat/is t/raifi.
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Fio. 40. — Uuad of Chicmis alba, white shcatb-btU.

southern hemispberc, tlicy being cliieflj' found on tlic islands adjacent to tiio southern

extremity of South Anieriea,— Kergueleu's Island and the t'ro7,els.

The most reinarkablc and quite uiruiue structure of these birds is thesaddle-sliaj)e(l

horny sheath, overlying the base of the eulmen and partly concealing the nostrils,

—

hence the name sheath-bill. This sheath is continued backward into a kind of hood

covering the face, being naked and caruiiculated on the lores and ocular region, liut

densely feathered on the forehead, as represented in the accompanying cut. The bill

and the naked skin are yellowish in CVtiom's «^6a, black in C7(. miHor, the latter also dif-

fering considerably in the shape of the sheath. On the carpus is a knob-shaped ])romi-

nenee which sujiports a wing spur. The plumage of both s]iecies is dazzlingly white all

over. The feet :ive covered with a reticulate skin, both in front and behind ; four

toes are ])resent, having the normal

number of phalanges, which diminish in

size from the basal to the ti'rmiiial one,

only very small webs connecting the an-

terior toes at the base.

The hal)its of Ch. minor, which in-

habits Kerguelen's Island and the Cro-

zets,— unless the bird of the latter, which

seems to have darker legs, is a sejiarable \''\n'

form,— have been only very recently in-

vestigated, and specimens are still very

rare in collections. The recent Ameri-

can, English, and German Transit-of-Venus expeditions to that desolate shore have

furnished us with excellent descriptions of the manners and peculiarities of that

species. All observers agree as to their resemblance in a])jiearance, manner of

caressing one another, gait and flight, to ])igcons or ptarmigans. Dr. Kidder saw

them eat only soft, green seaweed when in the wild state, but Mr. Eaton, of tlie

English party, asserts that they also feed on mussels and isopod Crustacea, and that

they greedily devour shags' and penguins' eggs. The former observer enlarges u])i)n

their great tameness and curiosity. They nest in holes between or behind rocks, laying

one to three eggs, which somewhat resemble those of the oyster-catcher, toward the

end of December and the beginning of January. The chicks are covered with a uni-

form slate-gray down. Males and females are alike, but the loral caruncle is smaller

in the latter, which also has the carpal spine smaller and flesh-colored, and not black

as has the male. The young birds are like the adults, but have i)ink tii)s to their

wings.

The TiiiKOCOKiD.E, a faiuily consisting of two genera, Thiiioconis and Attai/is, with

together a little more than half a dozen species, inhabit South America down tu

Magelliaen's Strait and the Falkland Islands; in the tropical ])ortions they occur, iiow-

ever, oidy in the elevated regions. Externally they resemble, in size and color, ipiails

or partridges, the analogy being carried so far as to also embrace the shortness of the

legs, but tlie long and pointed wings, with the long secondaries, at once suggest their

affinity with the Scolopacoid birds. At first they were regarded as tJalliuaccoiis binls,

while some authors referred them to the ])igeons or sand-grouse ; but the Liniicoliiie

pterylosis and the many obvious structural charactei-s soon secured place for tlicin

among the Grallai. Finally, Professor Garrod, in 1874, settled the question beyond

dispute, by giving an account of all their anatomical characteristics. From his iuves-
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ligations it is clear that tlit-y liave strong affinities to Ghireola and otlior Charailroid

Gralhu. In fact, tla-y incline toward the latter as does C/iionis towanl the gulls.

The most noteworthy j)eciiliarity of their structure is the formation of the jialate,

wliich is of a "spuriously icgithognathous nature," on account of the broad, anteriorly

rtumded vomer, and the manner in which the nasal cartilages are there connected, as

originally shown by Professor Parker.

The habits of the Thinocoridie are very little known, and what we know consists

chiefly of what Darwin and— nearly forty years after— Mr. Durnford have ascer-

tained an<l jiublished concerning the 'gachita,' as Thiiiocurus rin/iicirorits is called in

Uueiios Ayres, according to !Mr. Hudson. 'J'iie former says: "This very singular

bird, which in its h.abits and appearance partakes of the character both of a wader

and one of the Gallinaceous order, is found wherever there are sterile i)lains, or o))en,

dry jiasture land, in soutliern South America. Ujion being apjiroacluil they lie close,

and tiien are very difficidt to be distinguished from the ground. When feeding they

walk rather slowly, with their legs wide apart. They dust themselves in roads and

sandy places." He goes on, showing that in all tliese res])ects of habit and external

apjiearance the bird resembles a quail. "But," he continues, "ilirectly tlie bird is

seen flying, one's opinion is changed ; the long, pointed wings, so different fi'ora those

in the gallinaceous order, the high, irregular flight, and ]>laintive cry uttered at the

moment of rising, recall the idea of a snipe. The sportsmen of the ' Beagle ' unani-

mously called it the 'short-billed snipe.'" Mr. Durnford ascertained that they breed

in Patagonia and visit Buenos Ayres in winter [May to September], sometimes in

large flocks. He l.nys especial stress upon this similarity in habits to the quails antl

sand-pipers. "When disturbed," he says, "they fly round, uttering a low whistle,

and in\ ariably aliglit head to wind. They remind me of flocks of Ca/idrig ureiitinu

(the s.'inderling) as they stand motiotiless on the grounil." During his join-ney in

central Patagonia (lfS77-78), he was able to discover its breeding liabits, of which he

gives tiie following account: "I took eggs at the end of Oetolier; and the young

were running in the middle of November: but this sjiecies ])robably has two or more

broods in the season ; fori found chicks in March. The nest is a slight depression

in the ground, sometimes lined with a few blades of grass ; and before leaving it

the old bird covers up the eggs with little pieces of stick. The eggs are pale stone

ground-color, very thickly speckled with liglit and dark chocolate markings. The

chick is finely mottled all over with light and dark brown."

As far as species and individuals arc concerned, the suipcr-family now following, the

SCOLOPACOIDE^E, makes uj) the bulk of the present order. The group is a rather

well circninscribed <ine, though a few forms are still in dis])ute, since some authors,

following Huxley and Forbes, are inclined to exclude the bustards and thick-knees as

being holorhinal. The question is one of the many in systematic ornithology which

cannot be settled at jiresent, ami the most judicious course is, probably, ti> establish a

separate super-family for the bustards, equivalent to those of the snipes and the cranes.

As the arrangement now is, the characters defining the grou]is are hardly absolutely

treui-liant, but may be said in general to be the ]iresence of narrow an<l jirominent basi-

pterygoid jirocesses and tlie slender and abruptly recurved jirocess of the angle of the

mandible in the Scolopacoideae. They are all schizorhinal, except the Otidida- and

CEdicnemidne. The myological formula of the schizorhinal forms is ABXY or AXY

;

that of the holorhinal men'.bers, ABXY or BXY. The bill is elongated and conqjara-

tively slender. The ratio of the phalanges of the toes is normal, that is, they diminish
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in length from the Imsal phalange to the penultimate one. The ptcrylosis has no
characteristic features. This super-family is equivalent to the ' order ' Litnicola?, as

usu.ally adopted, and the 'group' Charadriomorphas of Ilu.vley.

The first family to meet us is that of the pr;itincoles or Gi.-^keolid.e, a small

group of Old World birds of very peculiar appearance. They have long jiointed

wings and a r.ather long, deeply forked tail, a feature quite unique among Limicoline

birds. To this is added a rather compressed bill and deeply split mouth, besides com-

paratively short feet. On the whole they have a very great resemblance to some of

the smaller terns both in flight and habits. Nothing is more certain, however, than

Fig. 41. — Gtareota praiincola, common pratincole.

that these birds are closely allied to the plovers, as also to members of the foregoing

super-family, especially the Chionis, with which they agree in lacking occipital

foramina and basi]itcrygoid processes. Tliat Liniianis placed the common pratin-

cole ( Glareoki pratincola) in his genus Jlirundo, on account of its forked tail and

deeply split mouth, is perha])S not so strange. But that Sundevall, as late as 1874,

denied the Cliaradriine at^nities entirely, giving it place in the 'family' Caprimul-

ginic as an aberrant group of goat-suckers, referriiicr. :is he did, to the large size of the

eyes, the form of the bill, the pectination of the long middle claw, ar.d the somewhat

sideways position of the hind toe, shows how unsafe it is to rely uj)on external char-

acters alone in cases of intricate relationship. The sj>ecies represented in the accom-
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panylng cut, Fig. 41, is tbe common pratincole, wliicli is a regular summer visitor to tlie

McditcMranean su1)-region and the valley of tlie lower Danube, sometimes straggling

northwards as far as Denmark an<l the British Islands. The color above is a fine

mouse-gr.ay, the breast is similarly only somewhat lighter colored, shading backward

into buff and white ; chin and throat of a rusty yellowish buff circunisciibed by a

narrow velvety black band, which is set off by a white border; the under wing-coverta

Fio. 42. — Eudromias morinellm, dotterel, and Charadriiuapricariut, golden-ploTer,

and axillaries are beautiful chestnut; the bill is blaik, brilliant vermilion at base;

feet reddish black. Size that of a small tern. The pratincole, says Mr. Secbohm,

•who made the acijuaintance of this bird in the valley of Danube, in Greece, and Asia

Minor, is an inhal^itant of sandy j>lains, large marshes, and bare elevated country,

spending a considerable portion of its time in the air, hawking for insects like a

gigantic swallow, skimming along with graceful motion, wheeling and darting .about,

chasing its prey in all directions. Upon the ground it is eijually at its ease, and runs
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to and fro with surprising swiftness, in spite of its sliort legs. The flight is described

as swallow-like, or rather like that of the terns. The note, according to Seebolini, is

a peculiar rattle, imjiossible to express on paper, though the jirincij)al sound may be

represented by kr rapidly repeated. Nauniann mentions a peculiar movement of

this bird, which he says is exactly like the dipping of the body and jerking of the

tail of the wheat-ear {Saxicola cetumthe). The food of the pratincole consists exclu-

sively of insects, and an allied species {G. melon ojytera), differing in having black

under wing-coverts, which occurs from southeastern Kussia southwards as far as the

Cape Colony, is highly estimated as a valuable destroyer of the grasshoppers, accord-

ing to the interesting account given by the Austrian traveler, Mr. Ilolub.

FlO. 43. — Arenaria interpreB, tunistono.

Asm.all family, Dromadid.e, with a single living representative (Dramas ardeofa),

may find a proper resting place here after having been knocked around between the

herons and the terns. The aspect is that of a plover, or rather a thick-knee with a

somewhat large and peculiar bill, and Temminck guessed prett\ near the truth when

he referred it to the nei<Jiborhood of the latter, for the Dutch zoologist, J. van dcr

Hoeven, has shown that the skeleton is very mucii like that of the oyster-catcher, next

to which we j)l.ace it with the remark that it differs from the true Charadiidao in liav-

ing no occipital foramina and no basiptcrygoid processes, in these respects .igrecmg

with the foregoing families. The 'crab-plover' inhabits shores from India, westward
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to Africa, and southward to the Seychelles and Madagascar. Its habits remind us

both of the ]ilovc'r aiul the terns, and so do the unusually large eggs.

The family CuAUADRiiuji, conij)rising the Plovei's, forms a central and important

group of the present order, pretty well circumscribed and homogeneous, though a

number of outlying genera present rather trenchant characters, thereby tempting

the systematist to establish groups of family rank for their reception. - I refer to the

coursers, the turnstones and the oyster-catchers, of which only the latter group has

caused me some doubt. The turnstones (^Arenaria) are somewhat peculiar, having a

bill of a type different from the common jjlover bill, and present in the muscular

formula of the leg, an uiiusii;il s]iecialization, it being AXY against ABXY in the

;jcr

~
t HlNl'^

^(t^?^* >-v

Pio. 44.— Hamatopiia ostralegut, oy8ter<atcher.

rest. But the disappearance of the accessory femoro-caudal muscle cannot set off the

fact that the genus Aphriza, the affinities of which in both directions are manifest,

links the turnstones close to the plovers proper. The oyster-catchers (I/amatojms)

are more isolated, having a peculiarly wedge-shaped bill and large supr.a-orbit.al de-

pressions for the glands, but can hardly claim family rank, related as they are to the

turnstones. The latter form a genus consisting of only two s]iccies, the blaokheaded

one (Arenaria melanocephalus), blackish and white, and exclusively Pacific, besides the

common species {A. interjyres), which is nearly cosmopolitan in its distribution, and dis-

tinffuished from the former by having rusty-brown margins to the feathers of the back

and wings; the feet are a beautiful vermilion red, and the bird is well represented in
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the accompanying cut. Togetliev with Plinucniellt/s sociahilis, from Magelhaen's

Strait, and the surf-bird (Aj>/iriza virffata), found on our western coast up to Alaska,

they constitute the sub-family Arenariinaj. The Hajmatopodinaj consists of a single,

genus, the different forms of wliich are distributed over nearly all the shores of the

globe, except the very Arctic regions. There are two styles of them,— one bl.ack

and white, like the European oyster-catcher on the foregoing page, and another

wholly black, both with intensely red beaks and reddish flesh-colored feet. They are

Flo. V). — yaiulliu vanelliu, peewit, lapvrlng.

very noisy and shy, and make themselves disagreeably conspicuous to the shore-hunter,
warning all other birds with their penetrating cry.

n.e Cliaradrun;u jiroper are cosmopolitan in their <listribution, embracing the dif-

ferent kinds of plovers, being the most numerous group of the family, and are partic-
ularly characterized l)y the form of tlie bill, wliich is somewhat like that of a piireon,
convex anteriorly and restricted at base. Deing well-known birds we shall save sjiace
for more unusual forms by only referring to the drawing.s (Fig. 42), and by quoting
the following, from Seebohm, conccrnins the peewit or lajiwing (Vanellit.t vnneUiis,
Fig. 45), which is a strictly Pahearctic bird, sometimes straggling to Greenland and
Ala.ska. " The flight of this bird is very erratic and peculiar. Its wings arc very
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long and broad, and it flajis them in a regular, sedate manner. Now it soars upwards

for a few yards, seemingly witliout effort, then flajipiiig its broad and rounded wings

it wheels round and round ; then it darts ra)>idiy down as if hurling itself to the

ground, and tlien, mounting the air again, with easy grace flies in everchanging course,

darting, wheeling, trembling, and reeling, as though beating time with its pinions to

its wailing and exjiressive cries. Tlie lapwing becomes particularly clamorous at

nifrlit, and obtains much of its food in the dusk of the evening. At all hours its wild

expressive call may be hecrd, as it floats on ever-moving pinions above its favorite

haunts. Its common note resembles the syllables /Jte-ifce^, or wcet-a-weet, />e«-jre«<-irw/,

from which is derived one of its best known names. The eggs of the lapwing are

highly prized as articles of food, and a regular and extensive trade is done in them.

Thousands find their way to the London markets in the season, and fetch from four to

p...

Fio. K. — Hoploptena tpinotus, spur-winged plover.

ten shillings a dozen." Tliis bird is one of the few waders that show metallic colors

in their pTumage, the gener.al color of the ui-per parts being a greenish to coppery

bronze.

Remarkable for the strong and sharp spur at the bend of the wing is the so-called

Rl>ur-winired plover (IToploptencs spinosus), hairbrown, black and white, a native of

Africa, -where it is one of the commonest birds of the Nile valley, but it occurs also

in soiitlieastern Europe and the intermediate countries of western Asia. It claims

the distinction of being the 'leech-eater' or 'trochilos' of Herodotus, whose de-

scription, which is as follows, may rather belong to the blaek-he.aded plover, or, as it

is frequently called, 'the crocodile bird' (Pliiri'aiiiis a^f/i/ptius), .also a n.ative of

Egypt. "As the crocodile lives chiefly on the river, it h.as the inside of its mouth

constantly covered with leeches ; hence it happens that, while all other birds and
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boasts avoid it, with tlie trochilos it lives at peace, since it owes much to that bird, for

the crocodile, when he leaves the water, and comes out upon the land, is in the habit of

lyino- with his mouth wide open, facing the western breeze; and such times the trochi-

los tToes into his mouth and devoms the leeches. This benefits the crocodile, who is

pleased and takes care not to hurt the iroc/u'/ox.'''' There is, however, some trutii in

the old fable, for Alfred E. Brehm, who, during his travels in northeastern Africa,

studied the habits of these birds, asserts that he several times saw this plover without

hesitation runnin"- up and down the back of the crocodile, as if it were a green lawn,

in search of bugs and leeches, even daring to pick the teeth of its tremendous friend,

that is, literally to snatch away food particles which stuck between the teeth, or para-

sitic animals which had altachod themselves to the mandibles and the gums.

Related to the last-mentioned bird, but on longer legs with shorter toes, a bill

somewhat resembling that of the pratincole, an<l of an Isabel color corresponding to

the sand of the desert it inhabits, is the vrnAm-colovcd com-^cv (Ciirsorius curgoi-),

found throughout the southern portion of the Mediterranean province, but known as

a not uncommon straggler to the British Islands during the autumnal season. It

lives on the arid sand-])lains or on the bare elevated i)latcaus, where scarcely a tuft of

scanty herbage or a bush is to be found. It loves to frequent the bases of sand-iiills,

and is sometimes seen in the miserable desert pastures or amongst the

sand-dunes on the outskirts of the oasis. In these dismal uninteresting

regions the courser trips about in ])airs, or less frequQntly in little parties."

Completely unique in the shajie of the bill, and probably forming a

small group of its own, is the so-called wry-billed, or crook-billed plover

{Anarhynchns frontalis), since the end of the bill is not bent down, nor

recurved, but turned horizontally to the right, as shown in the accom-

panying cut. It was discovered in New Zeal.ind by the French natura-

lists, Quoy and Gaimard, who, in 1833, published the first description of

this curious bird. The type in the Paris museum remained unique until pio. 47. — Bill

18G9, and the AnarJujnchus became so a])ocryphal and dubious that G. biue.^iliover,

l{. Gray finally declared the alleged crook-bill to be an individual de-
J;™J,.,.i'^ue*'

formity, an o])inion shared 1)y many ornithologists of that day. Never-

tiieless, the strange crookedne.'is proved to be the normal shape of the bill, the deflex-

ion being obvious even in the chick in the egg. The singular beak is thus described

by Mr. Potts from a fresh specimen :
—

•• Mill longer than the hea.l, iiointed, curved to the right or off side, curled slightly

on itself in a leaf-like manner, a long groove on each side of the upi>cr mandible
;
the

nostrils long, pierced not far from the base of the bill, fitted with a membranous jiro-

CC8S, which, apparently furnished with a system of nerves, extends some distance

along the mandible ; interior of both upper and lower mandibles concave or sulcate,

which form is maintained to the point ; thus the inside of the bill, when the man-

dibles are closed, becomes a curved pipe, with a very slight twist. The tongue, when

.at rest, lies well within the lower mandible; it is partly sulcate in form, tapers to a

fine point, is much shorter than the beak, leaving a vacant space of six lines from its

e-xtremity to the end of the lower mandible; the base is furnished on either si.le with

a few spines (three or four), i>lanted in the same direction as those in the roof of

the upper mandible ; the thick ]>ortiou of the tongue is indented with four or five verj-

slight longitudinal furrows, terminating in the channel into which the t-mgue now

resolves itself, till it ends at the very acute point ; this sulcate foi-m is attained by the
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edges being raised. From this peculiar form of tongue it may be observed that no

hindrance is presented by tliat organ to the sucking up of water; tlie spines would

prevent the cscaj)e of the most slipjjery or minute jirey, whicli couM be cruslied by

the closing of the beak and the pressure of the tongue against the u])j)er mandible,

tlic water finding ready egress."

The same gentleman, after having remarked that this bird is of frequent occur-

rence near the streams or back waters of almost any of the rivers, which in tlieir

course disclose sandy spots and wide areas of shingle, continues thus :
" A conside-

ration of the natural features of its favorite haunts permits us to indulge in surmises

as to the convenience and adaptation of its remarkable form of be;ik for obtaining its

food. Where we have seen tliis bird it has never been far from water ; and if, as I

presume, the species is peculiar to this country (Xew Zealand), I can point to our

larger river-beds as affording it desirable feeding grounds. Tliese rajiid sliallow

streams are perpetually wandering and shifting in their course, cutting new channels

after every freshet, whether occasioned by heavy rainfalls or by the melting of snow

from the alj)ine crests of tlie 'back country.' Any one acquainted with our ' ])lains

'

must liave observed, here and there, how certain j)arts (^termeil by the geologists

' fans') are thickly covered with stones, as, for instance, some miles below the gorges

of the Rakaia and Rangilata. However uii]iromising or useless they may apjiear to

the inexj)erieneed, the practical grazier is aware tliat these .stones assist in kei.']>ing the

ground cool, and in retaining beneath them a certain amount of moisture, which dur-

in'j; the drier ))ortion of the year (when the parching northwest winds ])revail) thus

invigorates the thirsty rootlets of many valuable grasses, and the result is the m;iin-

tenance of a fair number of sheep on this rather barren-looking stretch of country.

When any of these stones are disturbed from their bed, who can have failed to notice

the commotion jtroduced amongst the insect community thus suddenly diseloseil to

view? Wiiat scuttling ensues to gain fresh concealment from tlie garisli light of d;iy!

In a somewhat similar manner, after a stream lias deserted its temporary bed, numer-

ous forms of aquatic insect life, attracted, in all probaljility, by the moisture, are to be

found in tlie sand in wliicli tlie sliingle lies half embedded. The horny ])oint of the

bill of this bird, from its jieculiar form, is sufficiently strong to be used for tjirusting

between and under stones and pebbles. The flexibility of the u]ii)er mandible, derived

from the long grooves and n:ittciie<l form (extending to nearly half its length)^ tends

materially to assist the bird in fitting its curved bill close to a stone, and thus aids in

searching or fossicking around or beneath the shingle for its food, while at the same

time the closed mandibles would form a tube through which water and insects could

be drawn u]), .as water is sucke<l u]) by a syringe. As the flexure of the bill is lateral,

the bird is enabled to follow up retreating insects, by making the circuit of a water-

worn stone, with far greater ease than if it had Ijcen furnished with the straight beak

of the ]>lover, or the long flexil)le seooj) of the avocet. The ins])ection of these spe-

cimens must clear .away any little cloud of doubt that might remain on the minds of

persons unfamiliar with the bird, and convince them that this singular form of bill, so

far from being an accidental deformity, is a beautiful i)rovision of nature, which con-

fers on a j)lover-like bird the advantage of Ijeing able to secure a share of its fooci

from sources whence it would be otherwise unattainable." Concomitant with the

later.ally deflected beak, is a curious asymmetry in the coloration of the jdumage, which

has been jiointed out bv Dr. Bnllcr in the following interesting account:— "As
already exjjlained, the curvature in the bill is congenital, being eipially present in the
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emliryo cliiok, altliough not so fully (lcvoloi)i>il, and this fact furnishes a beautiful illus-

tration of the law of ailaptation and design that i>revails throughout the whole ani-

mal kingdom. A bird endowed with a straight bill, or with an u])curved or dccurved

one, would be less fitted for the peculiar mode of hunting by which the Anarhynchus

obtains its living, as must bo at once apparent to any one who lias watche<l this bird

runninn- rapidly round the boulders that lie on the surface of the ground, and insei-t-

ing its scoop sidewise at every step, in order to collect the insects and their larvaj that

find concealment there. But there is another feature in the natural history of this

K])ecies that is deserving of sjiecial notice. As already described, the fully adult bird

is adorned with a black pectoral band, which, in the male, measures .75 of an inch

in its widest part. Now it is a very curious circumstance that this band is far more

conspicuous on the right-hand side, where, owing to the bird's jieculiar habit of feed-

ing, there is less necessity for concealment by means of jirotective coloring. This

character is constant in all the specimens that I have examined, although in a vari-

able degree ; the black band being generally about one third narrower, and of a less

decided color on the left side of the breast, from which we may, 1 think, reasonably

infer that the law of natural selection has operated to lessen the coloring on the side

of the bird more e.Yjmsed to hawks and other enemies whilst the Anarliyiichiis is

hunting for its daily food. There can be no doubt that a jjrotective advantage of

this sort, however slight in itself, would have an apjn-eciable effect on the survival of

the fittest, and that, allowing sufficient time for this modification of character to

develojt itself, the specii's would at length, under certain conditions of existence, lose

the l)lack band altogether on the left-hand side."

It is now generally conceded that K. Blyth was right when .asserting that the

Jacanid^ are closely allied to the plovers, and that they consequently do not belong

to the Hallida>, or rails, as has been nearly universally thought until recently. In their

general aspect, the long toes, and the nearly incumbent hind toe, the jajanas present

great analogy to the rails, but the internal anatomy, the knowledge of which is mainly

due to Garrod and Forbes, conclusively ])roves that they belong to the present super-

family. Forbes remarks that, ])crliajis, no very definite conclusion as to their affinities

could be drawn from a consideration of the pterylographic, visceral, and niyological

features only, l)ut that their osteological characters leave no doubt as to their real

]>osilion. All the skulls of Jacanidie examined by him are strongly schizorhinal,

therein differing completely from those of the rails, and resembling the plovei-s and

their allies. There are well-developed basipterygoid processes, which are always

absent in the rails, though occurring in all the Charadriid;e and Scolopacida^ which

he examined. The vomer is emarginate ajiically, while in the Kallida- it is sharji at

the point. From the Scolopacidro and Charadriidtc the skull diffei-s chiefly in lacking

occipital foramina and supra-orbital im])ressions. The sternum is quite unlike that of

the l{allida?. In the latter grou]) the stennnn is always jieculiar, in that the xiphoid

processes e.vceed in length the body of the sternum, which tapers to a ])oint posteri-

orly, and from which tliey are separated by very long and well-marked triangular

not<'hes. Tlie keel is also less well-developed, and the clavicles are weaker and

straighter, being less convex forward, than in the Jacanida-. The ]ielvis of the latter

is also essentially plover-like, the ilia being wider and more expanded anteriorly, the

jMistacetabidar ridge having hardly .any median ]>rojection, and the pelvis being widest

dorsally, just behind the antetrociianters ; in these and other jioints dilTering from the

rails. The toes are enonnously elongated and so are the claws. .iVuother external
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cliaraotcr distiniiuishinfr the jafanas from the j)lover8 and snipes is the iiuniher of

reclrice.s, said to he ten in the former, against twelve or more in the latter.

All the fonns belonging to this very distinet family liave a metacarpal 's])ur,'

which in the genera Jacana and IlydropJiasianua is large and sharp, while in the

others it is small and hlunt. Of this spur Professor Forbes remarks, that it has no

relation whatever to the claw or nail of the pollex, which is also ])resent, though

small. The spur in Jacana spinosa at least "consists of an external, translucent,

yellow epidermic layer, which invests a central core of compact fibrous tissue, this in

turn being suj)ported by a bony jirojection developed at the radial side of the first

metacar])al." This s]iiir is a formidable wea]'on, but it seems that the forms in wliich

it is small and blunt have received a coniiiensMtioii fur the absence of a real spur in

an extraonlinarv develojiment of the radius. Iti bii-ds, as a rule, this bone is slenderer

than the ulna, but in the mend)ers of the genus JAtojjidiits, and jirobably also in

Jli/ilralector cristatus, the radius is dilated and flattened into a sub-triangnlar lamellar-

like expansion for its distal half, as shown in tlie accompanying cut. The margin of

the bone, where it is suiierficial, is slightly roughened; and no doubt, as Forbes

remai'ks, the jjeculiar form of radius is asso-

ciated with tlie quarrelsome habits of these

birds, this dilated and somewhat seimetar-

sha])ed bone being pi-obably capable of inflict-

ing a very severe downward blow.

Fio. 48. — Cubitus of .Veto/iiiiiiis ; ii, humeru? ; r, TJie bicanas form a small family of tropi-
riulius ; u, ulna. ** ^ • *

cal birds, one genus, Jacana (or Parra, as

it erroneously has been called I'v most ornithologists), of about four sj)ecies, being

tropical American, with one representative, J. gymnostoma, a native of Central

America and Mexico, just entering the United States on the border of Texas; while

the one figured is the commonest South American species; another genus, Mttopidius,

is Indo-African in its distribution, and Ilydralector is Malayan, while Ihjdrophasiamis

chiriir(ii(s, hails from India and the countries to the east, including the Philij)pine

Islands and Formosa. The latter, which is the pheasant-tailed jayana of writers, is a

remarkably striking bird. It is devoid of the naked lobes on the head, so character-

istic of the true jacanas, but is esi)ecially noticeable for the four enormously elongated

tail-feathers, which are gracefully arched like those of a iiheasant. The length of the

bird is about eighteen inches, the tail alone measuring ten inches. On the authority

of Blyth we introduce the following notice of their habits: "These birds breed during

tlie rains, in flooded spots, where the lotus is jilentiful, the pair forming a rude, flat

nest of grass and weeds, interwoven beneath with the long shoots of some growing,

aquatic plant, which retain it buoyant on the surface. Herein are laid six or seven

olive-brown, jiear-shaped eggs, of an inch and a quarter in length. Their slender

bodies and widely extending toes enable ja(;anas to run with facility, apjiarently

on the water, but in reality, wherever any floating leaves or green herbage meets their

light tread. The food consists of the green, tender paddy, or other vegetable growth,

dependent <in inundation for its ]>roduction, and the mnnerous s])ecies of insects that

abound in such spots. The cry is like that of a kitten in distress, whence their native

name of meeimh. In flight, the legs are trailed behind like those of the lierons. The

flesh is excellent." Blyth adds that he has sometimes seen it to all api)earance walk-

ing on the water, the supports on which its long toes really rested being slight an<l

little visible. Legge says that in Ceylon it is wonderfully numerous on the northeni
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tanks in t lie "Wanny" district, their niusicil notes rosoumlin!:;; nil <lay and all nii;lit

long through the )>iclun's<iue forests on their borders. These sounds are essentially

typical of the wild regions in the northern forests of this island, ami must always
associate themsclyes in the mind of the naturalist with his wanderings in Ceylon.

The snii)es, sandpijiers, curlews, etc., form another and still larger family than t"he

ployers, being known as the Scolopacid.e, a group of considerable homogeneity, an<l

chiefly characterized by the long, thin, and flexible bill, which is coyered l>y a soft

skin, at the end richly 2"'ovided with neryes that make the bill a yery sensitiye probe

Fui. 49.— Jacana spinoso, ja^nna,

fit to detect in the soft mud and extricate the worms and animalcules upon which

they feed. Otherwise they agree pretty much with the Charadriida>, having a similar

pterylosis, and similar muscular and intestinal arrangements. Like those they also

possess occipital foramina, basipterygoid processes and supra-orbital impressions.

Distributed all over the world, from the icy regions of the north jjole to the equa-

tor, the snijie tribe i>o|(ulates the sea-shores, the river-banks, the s\yamps and marshes,

while a few only— as, for instance, the woodcock— prefer the drier woodlands t«^

moister localities near the water.
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Wc mcntionpcl aliovo tliat tlio prcsi'iit family ri'scniMes the Charailriidae as to the

muscuhir arraugoinent, Imt wc should havi- iiiialificd tlie statonieiit in regard to the

muscles of the legs by saying that the myologit-al formula is reversed in the two fami-

lies, that is to say, that while in the plovers ABXY is the rule, and AXV the exeej)-

tion, so is among the sni]>es the latter comltination the usual one, wiiile only few have

all four muscles. Noticeable among the snipes liaving this more generalized muscular

arrangement are the curlews, a small grou]), the external characters of which are

alone sufficient to warrant us in assigning them a somewhat separate j)osition ; for the

NumeniinnB are characterized by a very long and strongly decurved bill, and by

having the tarsus entirely reticulate, or scutellate only for the lower half of the front.

_.rrT. i\ <\^

y I illMjs:^-

Flo. 50.— Xiimfttiits arqiiatiis, curlew.

As an additional character may be (|U(itcd their conijiaratively short tongue. The

tarsus is totally reticulate in the Asiatic genus, Thiihirhii>irJ,<i, in which, besides, the

hind toe is absent, thus to a certain degree jtislifyiiig the saying that it is a sni]x> with

the bill of an ibis and the feet of a plover. Of this very remarkable form only

one s]iecies, the red-billed curlew (/! stnithnrsii), is known. It w.as originally obtained

in the Iliinmalehs, but recent explorations in central Asia have shown that it inhabits

sandy river banks from Pekin in the east to Turkestan, or ))erhapsthe Kirghis stepi>es

in the west. Its coloration is entirely different from that of the curlews of the genus

Nwnorhts, which are of a more or less rusty gray with dusky spots all over, while in

Ihidorhi/ncha the back is olive coloietl, the under side pure white, with t)ie top of
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head, face, and throat hlack, as is also a band across the breast; V)i]I and feet vivid

red. Tiie airtogasan genus (Xamoiitis), consists of four-toed curlews, the miirratory

habits, extreme shyness, and culinary excellency of which are well known to the

s])ortsnian. They range in size from thai of tlie domestic fowl to that of the wood-

cock. Five species arc enumerated as belonging to North Aniei'ica, among tliese the

curious JV. tahitcnsis, in which the shafts of the thigh-feathers are ])rolonged into thin

and long, glossy bristles. It inhabits esi)ceially tlie Pacific islands, and lias been takiii

twice in Alaska as an accidental straggler.

In the following sub-family, the Kecurvirostrina', tlio length of bill and feet, espe-

cially that of the latter, is carried to an extreme, but, unlike the curlews, the bill is

either straight or bent upwards, and in both cases very much pointed. Those with

straight bills are called stilts; those with the beak recurved, avocets. The tarsus is

covered in front by reticulate scales. They are tropical or subtropical in their distri-

bution. The species are not numerous and are referable to tliree genera, the distin-

truishinLr characters of which Mr. Seebohm has tabulated in the followintt ingenuous

and laconic way

:

Feet webbed .... 5 «;'-«'-">os«,-a,

Himantopus, } .... Hind toe absent.

He might as well have said •• Dill not recurved " instead of " Hind toe absent," how-

ever.

This table confronts us with one of the ])eculiarities of some of the forms, their

fully ]ialmate feet being unique among limicoline birds. ('hiJorliynclins is contineil

to Australia, the two oX\\ir genera occur both in the Old and the New World, and in

the latter l)oth in North and in South Amei'ica.

A still smaller sub-family comprises the three species of PhaIaroi)es, small, rather

short-billed, an<l short-legged birds, with the ti]) of the bill jjointed and tlie toes fur-

nished with a lateral membrane, which is more or less lobate. The Phalaro]>odinaj

are more oceanic during their migrations than most birds of this sub-family, and swim

with grace and ease. They are arctic and circumpolar in their distribution, wander-

ing far southward in winter.

The central group of the Scolopaeida; is formed by an assemblage of l)irds, of

mostly jilain grayish or brownish plumage, sj)otted with dusky, and more or less white

underneath, among which are the sanderlings, the godwits, tattlers, sandpipers, the

knot, the dotterel, and many otjier familiar birds. We call this assemblage Tringin:e,

assigning to them as characters the absence of those features which have been

pointed out as peculiar to the foregoing groups, adding that they ditTer from the fol-

lowing snl>family— the true sni|)es— in having the eyes placed nt)rnially. On the

whole, the structure of the members is very normal, excessive developments and spe-

cializations in any direction being unusual. In this respect the curious sjioon-billed

sandpij)er (I^uri/nor/ii/iw/ui.^ jv/f/DKrua) is a noteworthy exception. The end of its bill

is greatly depressed and flattened out, so as to form a broad spade much more dispro-

j«)rtionat<' than the similar formation of the spoon-bill or the shoveller. Tliis bird,

which is .about the size of the dunlin, and normally samlpiper-colored, is very limited

in its distribution and correspondingly rare in collections. It seems to breed some-

where in the neighborhood of Bering Strait, whence most of tlie specimens have been

obtaineil, traveling south in fall, and wintering on the shores of the Indian Ocean.

The habits of the sandpipers are, on the whole, not greatly diversified, although, of
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course, each species has peculiarities of its own. They need, however, not detain us

lierc, with tlie exception of one feature whicii does not seem to he generally known,

viz., that some of the species during the breeding season are ca])aljle of jiro<lueing a

real song, which is consider.ablj' superior to that of many a " song-bird " proper. Says

^Ir. Secbohni, for instance, oi Actodromus temtuiiickii: "I first made the acquaint-

ance of Teniminck's stint at Troniscr, on the west coast of Finniark, whei'e it was very

common. These charming little birds were in full song in the middle of June. It

was a most interesting sight to watch them flying up into the air, wheeling round and

round, singing almost as vigorously and nearly as melodiously as a sky-lark. Some-

times they were to be seen perched on a rail or a post, or even on the slender branch

of a willow, vibrating their little wings like a wood-wren, and trilling with all their

might; and often the song was uttered on the ground as they ran along the short

grass with wings elevated over the back. The song of this bird is not unlike that of

the grasshopper warbler, but is louder and shriller." Of I'otanus glareola, tlie wood-

sandjiijier of the Old World, the same author says: "The note wliich the male utters

during the jiairing season is much more of a song than that of the grassliojiper war-

bler, which it somewhat resembles; it is a monotomous til-il-il, begun soinewhat low

and slow, as the bird is descending in the air with fluttering ui)raised wings, becom-

ing louder and more rapid, and reaching its climax as the bird alights on the ground

or on a rail, or sometimes on the bare branch of a willow, the points of its trembling

wings almost meeting over its head when its feet find support. Tliis song is a by no

means unmusical trill, and has an almost metallic ring about it."

Concerning another s])ecies, the pectoral sandpijier (^Actodromus ritacuhitiis), Mr.

E. W. Nelson made some very interesting notes during his explorations in ^Vlaska, to

the effect that the male, during the breeding season, can fill its ccsophagus with air to

such an extent that the breast and throat are inflated to twice or more the natural

size, the great air-sac thus formed giving a pecidiar resonant quality to the note which

he describes as deep and hollow, but at the same time liquid and rnu>i(Ml. The skin

of the throat and breast becomes very flabby and loose, so as to hang ilowu " in a i)en-

dulous ilai> or foM, exactly like a dewlais about .an inch and a halt' wide," even when

not inflated. " The male m.ay frequently be seen running .along the ground close to

the female, its enormous sac inflated, and its head drawn back, and the liill ]iointing

directly forwards; or, filled with spring-time vigor, the l)ird flits with slow but ener-

getic wing-strokes close along the ground, its head raised high over the shoulders, and

the tail hanging almost directly down. As it thus flies, it utters a succession of the

booming notes adverted to above, which have a strange ventriloquial quality. At times

the m.ale rises twenty or thirty yards in the air, and, inflating its throat, glides down

to the ground with its sac hanging below ; .again he crosses back and forth in front of

the female, putting out liis breast, and bowing from side to side, running h'ere and there

as if intoxicated with jiassion. Whenever he ]iursues his love-making, his rather low

but far-reaching note swells and dies in musierd cadence, and forms a striking jiart of

the great bird chorus at that season in the north."

When speaking .abovi. i.f the nniformity in .structure and habits of the birds com-

l>osing this suli-faiuily, a mental reservation was made in regard to the rulT {Pavon-

cellapugnat). The male, during the breeding season, has the face covered with naked

yellowish tubercles, and an enormous ruff of erectile feathers appears simultaneously

on the neck. Tlie colors of this ruff esiiecially, as well as of the body, are so diver-

sified that hardly two individuals can be found precisely alike, though it is s.aid that
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these infinite variations may be roduccd to tliirty-threc typical ones, the rcmainilcr

being to all appearance intermediate forms or crosses. The accomiianying cut gives

only an inadequate idea of its peculiar aspect at this season, but will serve as an illus-

tration for the following accinint, the excellency of which may be an excuse for again

introducing Mr. Seebohni :
" There are two points of special interest altadiing to

the history of the ruff, which are probably intimately connected with each other.

One of them is the extraordinary variety of the plumage of the males in the l)reeding

season, and the other is the fact that the ruff is polygamous. It is said tliat the

females largely outnumber the males. Naumann estimates the proportion as three to

one, and this discrepancy is confirmed by African collectors. Tlie males contend in

Fio. 61.— PavonceUapugnax, ruff.

single combat for the right of being • cock of the walk,' .and for this p>n-])0sc battle-

fields are chosen, like the ' laking-places ' of tlie capcrcaillie and the blackcock.

These are sometimes on a slight elevation, but usually arc nothing more thaii a spot

of open ground in the marsli, where a patch of level short grass is to be found, four

or five feet across, and so situated tliat it may be exposed to tlie view of the admiring

females. Tlie same jiioce of ground is chosen year after year, and Xaiimann mentions

an instance of one wliich liad been thus u.scd for half a century. Frequently two or

three duels are going on at once on the ground, but they sc^ldom last long. After

wliat looks like furious sparring, the weaker cock retires from the ' hill,' seldom any

worse for the fray, an<l the conqueror awaits another foe. Tliese cock-fights are not

commenced until the ruff or collar is fully grown, which is seldom before the middle
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of Jlay, and are iliscoutiuued as soon as the fcathei-s on the neck l)cgin to fall out,

which ha|)j>ens about six weeks later. Soon after sunrise is the best time to observe

them, but I have watched them in Russia and in Holland as late as eleven in the fore-

noon. The excitement of the birds is intense ; they stoop with their heads low, and

their ruffs expanded, and fly at each other like game-cocks, but, unlike those birds,

they tight with the bill and not with the foot. The warts on the side of the face of

the ruff only remain <luring the spring, and, doubtless, serve as a jjrotection a<'ainst

the sword-thrusts of their adversaries."

The Seolopacinre are birds of the twilight, and, like all birds of similar li.abits, are

structurally adapted to tlieir peculiar manners of life. Tlius, the plumage is soft, and

the coloration has that curiously mottled character which we will find in the owls and

goat-suckers. The eyes are large .and full, but in order to give them ])lace in the little

snijie-liead without diminishing the ears, which also are of great im])ortance to noc-

turnal birds, the eyes have been i>ushed so far behind in the skull as to be situated

just above the ear-openings. The bill is very long, flexible, and covered with a soft

skin, richly supjilied with nerves. The tarsus, like that of the Tringina?, is scutellate

both in front and bohiml. The snipes ])roper, including the so-called woodcocks, are

cosmopolitan in their distribution, and of migratory habits in cold climates, the many
different species being of a bewildering similarity. A curious feature of tliesc birds

is, that a number of species present strangely modified tail-feathers, tl>e number of

which is often enormously increased over the normal, for instance, GdlUnago stenura,

from eastern Asia. This abnormality of the tail-feathers in many forms has been taken

as an argumetit in favor of the tlicory that the bleating sound of the common sni]ie

{GoUiiHtffo ffallinaffo), is produced by aid of the rectrices. Others have contended

tl)at the wing-feathers are the instrument by which it imitates so closely the goat,

and bitter discussions h.ave l)een carried on between eminent ornithologists for more

than twenty years. Together witli several distinguished observers, I hold that the

sound usu.ally emanates from the thro.at, but that its bleating quality is i)roduced by

the vibration of tlie wings when the bird descends from its lieight. We quote the

following from our own ex])erience:—
"Very often the snipe would rise so high in the air as to become almost invisible to

the unaided eye, but still tlie strange sound rang vigorously down to the observer.

Not only this jiower of the sound, but even more so the nature of the tune itself, con-

vinced me that it originates from the throat, and not in any w:iy either from the tail

or the wing feathers, as suggested by many European writers. It is true that the

wings are in a state of very rapid vibration during the oblique descent when the note is

uttered, but this circumstance does not testify only in favor of tlie theory of the sound

being ])rodueed by the wing, as tlie vibration most conclusively accounts for the (piiv-

ering throat-sound. Anybody stretching his arms out as if flying, and moving them

rapiilly iil> and down, and simultaneously uttering any sound, is boun<l to 'bleat.'"

This group includes a small, strongly-defined genus which we designate by its oldest

name as Hostratiila, more commonly known as Ji/ii/ttc/iaa. The geograjihical distri-

bution is somewhat remark.able, a rej^resentative species being found in each of the

following provinces: Africa and Mailagasoar, India and south-eastem -Asia, Australia

and southern South America. It will be observed that this peculiar distribution is

similar to that of many isolated forms; for instance, the Jac.anidae, Ileliornithidte,

Trogonida;, Dendroojgna, Plotus, etc., affording a valuable hint as to the origin and

past distribution of these more or less 'aberrant' forms. Rostratula has other peculi-
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arities, however, not the least interesting being ^.he fact that the Becondary sexual char-

acters are coniplptely reversecl, the female being considerably larger and more brilliantly

colored than the male. In addition to this the females "deputize the duty of incuba-

tion to the other sex, and reserve the business o£ courting to themselves." Still more

remarkable is that, in the female of II. benf/alensis, the windpipe is more or less tortu-

ous, forming a distinct loop lying between the integument and the inter-clavicular

membrane on the left side," while in the male it is straight and simple ; for, as Darwin

says, whenever " the trachea differs in structure in tlie two sexes it is more developed

and complex in the male than in the female." The arrangement is even more extra-

ordinary in the female of the Australian species (72. aiistralis), in which, according to

FiO. 62.— Soitratula capmsis, painted-snipe.

Gould, the trachea passes down between the skin and the muscles of the breast for the

whole length of the body, making four distinct convolutions before entering the lungs.

The painted-snipe, as the species is called, is well represented in the accompanying

cut. The predominating color is olivaceous, with buff and black markings, underneath

olivaceous, brown, and white. Blyth states that the Asiatic species, wlien surprised,

has the habit of spreading out its wings and tail, and so fonning a sort of radiated

disk which shows off its spotted markings, menacing the while with a hissing sound

and contracted neck, and then suddenly darting off.

While all the foregoing families of the Charadroid types are schizorhinal, the two

following ones are distinguished as bcins holorhinal. On account of this arrangement

of the nostrils they have by some systematists been removed from this superfanuly
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and placed near the rails, but the totpl sum of characters seems to demand that the

bustards and thick-knees be left with the Limicol«, as a kind of connecting link

between these and the rails and cranes.

The Q^DiCNEMiD^— in English called thick-knees, stone-curlews, or, better, stone-

plovers— have the general aspect of large plovers, with a rather long bill, the gonydeal

angle of which is strongly pronounced. The wings are jjoiiited, the tarsi are reticu-

lated, and the hind toe absent. The number of forms composing this family is small.

Their distribution is inter-tropical on both hcmispliercs, and no sj)ecies belongs to the

fauna of North America, while a single species, CEdicncmiis cediciiemus, extends its

range into southern and central Europe, including England. Like its congeners it

i|#SS:^

<.,..^

Fio. 63. — (Edicnemus adienemiu, stone-plover, Uiick-kuoc.

frequents the lowland heaths and bare lands where it has an unobstructed view all

round. Its li.abits are to a great extent nocturnal, and it is particularly at nightfall

and on moonlight nights that its clamorous voice is heard when out hi search for food,

which consists of insects, snails, etc.

Mr. C. C. Nuttintr, who collected in Nicar.agua, gives the following account of the

Centr.il American species, CE. bistiratus : " This curinus bird is gregarious, and lives

in the jiastures surrounding the hacienda, where it makes itself useful by eating the

various insects that annoy and injure the cattle. On this account it is jirotected by

the inhabitants of the country, and it was only as a particul.ar favor that I could per-

suade 'Don Alej.andro' to allow me to shoot a couple of specimens. The bird is

exactly like a gigantic plover in appearance and motions, and is frequently seen in a
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state of domestication in the little flower-gardens which occupy the inner courts of the

houses of the aristocracy, and here it works for its living by keejiing the garden clear

of insects, womis, reptiles, etc."

The Indian and Australian genus, J-Jsaais, is characterized by its much larger bill.

Its coloring is gray above, whitish beneath, with no spots. In size it is considerably

larger than the stoue-plovers, and equal to that of the smaller bustards.

The Otii)ID-E, or bustards, coin]>ose the second holorhinal family, forming a well-

circumscribed group, externally characterized by the short, somewhat vaulted l)ill

without prominent chin angle, the long and stout legs finely reticulated anteriorly

and behind. The toes are very short and stout, their number oidy three, and Forbes

failed in discovering even a trace of the hind toe underneath the skin. In their gen-

eral aspect these birds closely resemble the gallinaceous type, which in their habits

they also recall to a certain extent. ' Some of the species are very large, the size

ranging from that of a turkey to that of a willow-ptarmigan, being generally very

stoutly built. Notwithstanding this ajiparent clumsiness the bustards fly well, and

run with amazing swiftness, which once caused them to be included with the Ostriches

in an "order" called Cursores. They are, consequently, especially adapted to the

open country, and are, in fact, "the birds of the step])es ^ja/- ejxeHeiice." Their food

is chiefly vegetable, thus differing widely from most of the members of the present

order. It is strange that, notwithstanding the fact of some of the species occuring

and breeding in central Euro])e, the question whether these birds are polygamous, as

has been asserted, or not, cannot be said to be tinally settled yet, though the nega-

tive evidence seems to be the stronger. The family belongs e.xclusively to the Old

World, no form being found in America. The centre of distribution of its about

thirty-five species may be said to be Africa, but many species occur in central and

southern Asi.a, and two are regular inhabitants of the temperate lowlands of Euro])e.

Also Australia has its representation, but it is a significant fact that bustards are

absent in Madagascar and the Malay Islands. Of structural peculiarities in this group

may be mentioned that several species have a gular pouch with an opening under-

neath the tongue. This pouch is capable of being inflated. It is especially well

developed in the great bustard of Europe {Otis tarda), and much speculation as to

its use has been indulged in. Some thought it a w.iter-reservoir, while others, from

the fact that sometimes a few seeds or some trifling (juantity of gr.ass have been found

in it, believed that it was used as a receptacle for food. There is no doubt any longer,

however, that the presence of this sac during the breeding season is sim|)ly a secondary

sexual character, and that it is only a temporary air-chaiuber, to be inflated and dis-

tended during the " showing off." Not less interesting is the fact that the pouch is

absent in many species, and that a simple distension of the oeso])hagus in some results

in the neck swelling and depending in a siinilar manner. Another anatomical j>eculi-

arity is that members of the genus Enpodotis have only one carotid artery,— the

right one,— while in other birds with only one carotid it is the left that is jircscnt.

Many of the species are adorned with strutting bristles, ruffs, or feather-tufts. One
of the smallest species is the one figured, the little bustard (0. tetras), of common
occurrence in southern Europe, and not larger than a grouse. Another species which

also occurs in Europe, though only as an accidental straggler, is the western Asiatic

houbara {[Fouhara mivqueenii). How this bird, which is intennediate in size

between the great and the little Inistards, is chased by the aid of the camel, may be

of interest to the sportsman, and the following is therefore borrowed from Hume's
VOL. IV. — 8
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"Game Birds of India." "It is weary work trudf;in2 on foot, under an Indian sun,

after birds that run as these can and will, and in the districts where they arc plentiful,

people always cither hawk them or shoot them from camels. Taking the camel at

a lonff, easy, si.\ miles an hour trot across one of those vast wildernesses they affect,

you will not be long before— raised high up as you are on camel-back— you catch sight

of one or more houbara feeding amongst the bushes. To them camels have no evil

import ; everybody uses them ; none but the veriest pauper walks, every one rides,

Fio. W. — Olis tetrax, little bustard.

and rides camels. When, therefore, the houbara see you coming along on a camel,

they only move a little aside, so as to be out of your line of march, and you at once

bcsin to describe a large spiral round them, so that, while ai)].earing always to be

])a8sing away from them, yon are re.iUy always closing in on them. Sometimes, if the

time be early or late, or if the day be cold or cloudy, long before you arc within shot,

they start off running, and, if ymi press them further, ultimately take wing, flying

heavily, and soon re-alighting and running on, never, so far as I have seen, taking the
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long fliglits that the great bustard does, and never fluttering and skylarking in the air

as do the little ones, (lenerally, liowever, if tlie time be between ten and four,

and tlie day bright and wariii, as your spiral diminishes, the birds disapjiear suddenly.

They have squatted. Still you go on round and round, closing in, in each la|i, and

straining your eyes, usually in vain, to discover their whereabouts; suddenly, perhaj)s

from under the very feet of the camel, up flutters one of the birds, and, after a few

strides, rises, to fall dead a few yards further on, as they are easy to hit and easy to

kill. At the first shot all the houbara that are at all close usually rise ; but after

shooting a brace right and left, and having them picked u[) and slung, I have known a

third to blunder up from within a few yards. The way they will squat at times on an

.absolutely bare patch of sand is astonishing; their jilum.age harmonizes perfectly with

the soil, and you will have a bird rise suddenly, apjiarently out of the earth, within

five yards of you, from a spot -where there is not a blade of cover, and on which your

eyes have perhaps been fixed for some seconds. This is especially the case about

nrnl-day, when the sun is nearly vertical, and no shadow is thrown by the squatting

bird. Sometimes they try another plan : they get behind a single bush, and as you

circle round they do the same, always keeping the bush between themselves and

the s]iortsman. Here, unless the sun be quite vertical, their shadow projected on the

ground, ajiart from that of the bush, is sure, .it certain positions in the circle, to betray

them, and a shot through the bush brings them to b.ag."

Like most of the erratic and isolated types of birds, the members constituting the

sui>er-faiuily EUKYPYGOIDE^^ liave been hunted round the ornithological system

from order to order, until, of kite, aniitomical researches have proved their mutual

relationsiiip and their remoteness from the forms with which they were inoi'c or less

commonly associated. As long as external characters alone were relied upon, the snn-

bitterns were considered rails by some, herons by others; while the curious J/vsites

w.as in turn one of the Passeres and a Gallinaceous bird. When the anatomists finally

decided their relationship and united with them the kagu, placing them all near the

Scolopacoid birds, more neiu'ly related into- se than to any other group, the verdict

had to be, and to a great extent has been, accepted by ornithologists at large.

In the first place these birds are schizorhinal, and furthermore they lack occipital

foramina, basij)terygoid processes, and supraorbital impi-essions. To these important

characters of the skull, besides imjiortant ones from other parts of the body,— for

instance, the comparatively low insertion of the hind toe,— m.ay be .added the presence

of powder-do\vn patches among the feathers, a feature elsewhere only met with in the

herons, some parrots, goatsuckers, hawks, and a few othere.

Three families compose the super-family, each of which are represented by a single

genus only, the genera again being nearly moiiotypical. The sun-bitterns are Soutii

American, li/ii/noc/ttlos is from tlie island of New Caledonia in the Polynesian Archi-

pelago, and Mesites is jieculiar to Madagascar. This distribution is considerably

disconnected, and seems at first glance to opjiose the view of the relationship of these

birds, but we need only refer to what has been said on a i)revious pa-'e, under
Jiostratula, in order to show that the ]ieculiar geographical distribution of these forms,

the antiquity of which cannot be doubted, is rather in favor of the present arrange-

ment, and they can only be regarded as the last survivors of a group wliich, simulta-

neously with others of similarly old-fashioned asi)ect, once poi>id.iled continents now
sunk, or inhabited by forms of a more modern tyj)e. Just how the ancestors of the

recent Limicolse, on one hand, and the cranes and rails, on the other, branched off
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from that common stock of which we here see the more or less direct descendants,

will not be ascertained before the embryology of all these forms shall be known, and

perhaps not even then. Nor may we expect much from future pakeontological

discoveries ; here and there a find may throw some light upon affinities and the history

of development, but the gaps are great and many. We will therefore, for the present

at least, have to content ourselves with such reasonable probabilities as can be derived

from the comparative anatomy and the geographical distribution.

The sun-bitterns, family Eubypygid^, genus Etirypyga, as already indicated, are

South American birds of a rather peculiar appearance, something between a rail and

Fig. S5.— Burypyga luluu, sun-bird, 8un-bittem.

a heron, though the long tail, the ample, broad wings, and the peculiar coloration at

first glance distinguishes them from both. Referring to the cut for further details

of external structure and for the general aspect, we need only mention in regard to col-

oration that the sun-bird, as it is also called, is beautifully variegated with white, brown,

and black bands and mottlings, the head being black with white marks. The eye is

red, bill and feet yellow. The feathers are soft, and the shafts of those on the back

and rump are extremely fine and delicate in the centre, which causes the tips of each

feather to turn the reverse w.ay directly the bird is dead. Another remarkable fea-

ture is the extremely thin neck. The sun-bitterns inhabit the banks of the great
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rivers and are said to be very shy. Nevertheless, they arc easily tamed, and travelers

assert that they are often kept in captivity by the natives inhabiting the valleys of the

Amazon and Orinoco. Thi-y are therefore often found in the zoological gardens,

where they thrive very well. They bred first in the London Zoological Garden, and

from the account by the superintendent, Mr. A. D. Bartlett, we select the following

concerning this event :
" Early in the month of May, 1865, they began to show signs

of breeding, by carrying bits of sticks, roots of grass, and other materi.ils about; they

were constantly walking round the pond, evidently in search of materials to compose

a nest, and appeared to try and mix wet dirt with bits of moss, etc. This suggested

the idea of su]iplying them with wet clay and mud, which they at once commenced to

use. After a short time they sitlled to make a nest on the to]) of a pole or tree about

ten feet from the ground, on which was fixed an old straw nest. One egg was laid,

but broken, but early in June another was found, resembling that of a woodcock r.'ither

than any other bird. The two birds were very attentive, and took turns at incubation,

and in twenty-seven days the young bird was hatched. It is certainly one of the

prettiest young birds I ever saw. It is thickly covered with fine short tufts of down,

and much resembles the young of the plovers and the sni]ies, with the addition that

the head and body was thickly covered with rather longer hairs than are to be seen in

the former-mentioned birds. The young bird remained in the nest .and was fed regu-

larly by both parents, the food consisting princi]).ally of small live fish, a few insects,

etc. The mode of taking its food was somewhat jieculiar: it did not gajie and call or

utter any cry like most nestlings ; bnt :is soon as the old birds flew upon the nest with

the food in their bills, the young one snapped or pecked it from them and swallowed

it at once. The young bird remained in the nest twenty-one days, by which time its

wings were sufficiently grown to enable it to fly to the ground. It was then fed as

before, and never afterward returned to the nest ; it grew quickly, and at the end of

two months was indistinguishable from the old birds. Early in August the old birds

began to rejiair the nest, and added a fresh lining of mud and clay, and at the end of

August laid another egg. In remarking upon these interesting facts, I may observe

that the egg differs considerably from the eggs of any true Ardeine bird with which

I am acquainted, in its s])ottc'd and blotched markings, and in this character bears a

strong resemblance to those of the plovers and snijtes; nor are these the only resem-

blances, its downy covering, color, and markings leading one to regard it as allied to

these forms."

Ka/ju is the native name of a remark.able bird, which is only known from the

island of New Caleilonia, forming a separate genus, liliynochetos, the ty]ie of an en-

tire ' family,' Rhynochetid^b. Bartlett had already, from external cliaracters, insisted

ujion tlie relationshij) of this form with the sun-bittern, when Professor Parker, from

an osteologieal ])oint of view, assertccl that Ji. jiihatiis and the sun-bittern arc very

closely allied, and that these are allied again to the cranes, rails, herons, and plovers,

though more generalized than any of these, regarding them, in fact, witli Psophia, of

which more later on under the cranes, as indicating the way by which these different

types have developed. We shall not go into details here concerning the anatoniical

features of the kagu, referring as we do to the accomp.anying cut representing the

skeleton, but we wish to call attention to the weakness of the sternal girdle, the bre:ist-

bone corresponding nearly to the embryonic stage of that bone in the crane, and to

the great height and steepness of the iliac crests of the jielvi.s, and the j)eculiar bend

downwards at the hinder part of the sacrum. A noteworthy difference between the
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intestinal arrangement of the kau:u and that of tlic sun-bitterns is that in the latter the

csDca are nearly rmlinientary, while well developed in the former. As to external

characters it will suffice to mention the long pending nape crest, and the peculiar

scroll-like membrane overhanging the openings of the nostrils, the use of which, ac-

cording to ])r. Muric, seems to be to close the openings when the bird, as is its habit,

digs into the soft soil for its food, thus preventing foreign matters from entering the

nostrils. The manner of clos-

ing these lids he describes as

follows : " As the nostril ap-

proaches the ground and is

toui'hed, its anterior part,

having a jilough-share for-

mation or scroll-like contour,

sends the earth upwards over

it. The s])ringy, scmi-elnstic

lid, from in front to behind,

is pressed down and inwards,

finally completely closing the

aj)erturo as the beak is thrust

deep into the earth in search

of its living jirey." I may
add that the nostrils of -Ei*-

rypuga are simple, without

any closing membrane.

During their stay on New
Caledonia, Messre. Layards,

father and son, made inter-

esting studies into the his-

tory of this singular bird, the

color of whicli is gray, lighter

beneath, and with cross marks

of brown, black, and gray on

the wing- an<l tail-feathers,

recalling a similar style of col-

oration in Eury2)ij(ja, while the iris is orange, and feet an<l bill orange-scarlet. From
their account we make the following extract :

—
"In former times it seems to have been generally distributed all over the island,

but it has now nearly disappeared from the neighborhood of the more settled and

inhabited parts. It is usually caught by the natives with dogs, among rocks and

stones in precipitous r.avines in the mountains. In habit it is strictly nocturnal, lying

concealed and asleep during the day in its rocky retreats; but as soon as night comes,

and especially in wet weather or during heavy dews, the ' kagon,' as it is called by the

natives, sallies forth in search of worms, slugs, snails, and such like, on which it feeds.

It runs with great rapidity, but lias the habit of remaining during the day in one

position for a considerable length of time, like the heron.s. Swainson would have

undoubtedly made this bird a link between them and the rails.

"All our endeavors to procure the eggs of this bird or reliable infonnation on its

nidificatiou have proved futile or contradictory. The majority of the natives have

Flo. EG. —Skeleton of Rhynochetoa jubalus.
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never even seen an efjfj^ whicli some say is blue, others lirown and speckled; and none

can answer the question as to wlietlier the young birds are, or arc not, able to run

from the moment of their being excluded. We have kept these birds for some time

in confinement, feeding them on the large BuUmi (which can be jiurchased in the

market, whither they arc brought as an article of diet for our French colons), raw

meat, etc. They are noisy at night, uttering a guttural rattling note, and their antics

of an evening have sometimes reminded us of the African Scopus umhretta."

The kagu has been kept in captivity. The superintendent of the London Zoologi-

cal Garden thus describes some of its peculiarities: "With its crest erect and wings

spread out, the kagu runs or skips about, sometimes pursuing and driving before him

all the birds that are confined with him in the same aviary, and evidently enjoying the

fun of seeing them friglitened. At other times he will seize the end of his wing or

tail, and run round, holding it in his bill. From a ])iece of paper or dry leaf lie de-

rives much amusement, by tossing it about and running after it. During his frolic he

will thrust his bill into the ground and spread out his wings, kick his legs into the air,

and then tumVile about as if in a fit."

From Madagascar, the wonder-land where once the Epiornis roamed abont, hails

the third member of this puzzling group, not the least puzzle of the three types com-

posing it. In addition to its strange structure, the rarity of the alleged tw'o species

in the museums, the types being unicjue for many years, made it the more ditticult for

ornithologists to find out the truth about it. Jfesites, the only constituent of the

family Mesitid.e, was therefore by some referred to the Gallinaceous birds, by others

to the pigeons, and still in 1^72 Snnilevall insisted upon the bird being oscininc, only

with the larger wing-coverts abnormal, and the tibiie naked at the lower end, " like

the waders." The anatomical investigations of A. Milne-Edwards finally enabled the

systematists to settle the question as to its relationships. He himself referred it to

the rails, but Garrod and Forbes have pointed out the schizorhinal character of J/i:;<i(es

as compared with the holorhinal rails, and the position with Eurypyga and lihynoche-

tos was confirmed when Mr. E. Bartlctt, son of the gentleman mentioned above, dis-

covered that it has powder-down ])atclK's. He first found two very distinct ])atches on

the back of the neck. This naturally led him to search for others, which he also

found, viz., one on e.ach side of the lower part of the rum]), close to the tail, one on

each side of the upper part of the pectoral muscles, a third pair, one on each side,

running across the ribs, on to the pectoral muscle, and a fourth pair, one on each side

of the abdominal region, running jiarallel with the vent, making in all five jiairs. He
also found that the feathers of the back and wings show the same peculiarity as those

of Kiinjii;/yn described above. To complete the characterization of Mesiti'.i, we may

aild that the bill is long and slender, like that of the sun-bittern, the nostrils are long

and linear, overhung by an elongated cutaneous operculum. The tibiai are naked

below, and the tarsus scutellated in front and behind, like the cotresponding parts in

the other two families. A noteworthy character is also the blue nakeil space round

the eye. The general coloration is cinnamon brown, head and under side more or

less marked with black in ^^. varicfjata. The whole external aspect is a<lmitted by

Bartlett to be " very thrush-like."

The su])er-family CAKI.V.MOIDE/E we sh.all introduce with a remark of Profcs-

sor Newton, to the effect that he " is inclined to think that those who have urged ita

affinity to the Accipitres, and among them taxonomers starting from bases so oppo-

site ns Sundevall and Professor Parker have more nearly hit the mark, and accord-
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ingly would now relegate it to that order. It is doubtless an extremely generalized

form, the survival of a very ancient type, whence several groups may have sprung;

and whenever tlie secret it lias to tell shall be revealed, a considerable stej) in the phy-

logeny of birds can scarcely fail to follow." Nevertheless, the seriema is also evi-

dently allied to the cranes, and until the question concerning its relationship to the

African secretary-bird be finally settled, we may provisionally keep it where it has

been placed liy most authors ; though we confess the belief that it has passed the

dividing line, and should properly be placed with its African cousin among the ' birds

^i',P^^k^

Fifi. 07. — Oiriomo eriilata, serlemn.

of prey,' both forming distinct families of a super-family named as .above. The vis-

ceral anatomy is shown by :Martin and Gadow to be essentially crane-like, correspond-

ing closely with the arrangement found in Psophia, the gizzard having one radiating

tendinous jiatch on each side, and the intestines give off two long casca, charactei-s

not shared by the Raptorial birds. The ]>tcrylosis, according to Nitzsch, has much

that is pecnli.ar about it, but it most closely approaches that of Psophia and Gms.

The oil gland is entirely naked, even on the marailla. But the osteology, on the other

hand, tends toward the Raptores. Not only the sternal apparatus shows an approach

in that direction, but especially the palate, which even Huxley himself admits is not
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schizorhinal, although not quite ty|iioally dosniognnthous cither. He says that in Vari-

ama the internasal sejitum is ossilieil to a very slight extent, and the niaxillu-palatinc

j)rocesses may meet in the niiiUlle line, in both of which respects it ajijjroaohes the

birds of prey; but the ossified part of the nasal septum does not unite below witii

the maxillo-palatiues, in this respect being unlike the Kaptorial birds.

Two genera, each consisting of one species, are known, viz., Vhuiuja biirmeisteri,

from the Argentine liejiubiic, and Cariama cristata, the sjiecies figured, from IJrazil.

All interesting difference between the two closely allied genera is the variation

in the myological formula of the legs, the latter being expressed by ]3XY, while 1>

is .absent in Chu/if/a. We may adil that EXY is the normal formula of the

cranes and bustards. Both have a curious crest of frontal plumes, that of tlie

figured species being the longest. The color.ation of this species is of a sandy brown
above, sandy buff beneath, finely vermiculated with fulvous and blackish, and with

a white terminal band on the tail. The orbits are bare and liiiu', eye yellow, bill

cinnabar-red.

The seriema is a large bird, about the size of the great blue heron, and of a very

striking appearance, not the least so on account of the curious frontal crest. In some
of the Brazilian campos it is common, and its penetrating, though not unpleasant

voice, may be heard close to the inhabited places several hours even before sunrise.

It is ]>rotected by the law, and a fine is imposed u])on anybody killing the bird, which

is thought to destroy a good many snakes. Prof. Ivciiilianlt, liowt^ver, denies this,

and says that he only found insects and st'cds in the stoinacli. The chunga, as the

other s]>ecies is called by the Spanish iiilKil)itaiits of the Argentine Ilejuiblic, is

smaller and more ash-colored, with lilack bill, and the lores are densely feathered.

Dr. Hartlaub, when describing it, gave the following accounts of its b.ibits, from the

notes furnished by its discoverer, Prof. Burineister, after whom it was named:—
"It is found in the wooded districts of the province of Tucuman and Catamarca;

it nests on the ground. Its eggs are white, slightly spotted with rufous. It feeds

upon insects, and more especially upon locusts. The j'oung have a, rufous dres.s

thickly undulated with bl.ack ; they verj- soon begin to take care of themselves.

The chunga is easily domesticated, and seems, even after a few days of captivity, at-

tached to its m.'ister. In its w'ild state it is very difficult to kill, therefore it is pref-

erable to search for the nest, and bring up the young bii'ds by hand. The cry of the

bird is heard very frequently in the district where it is found, and sounds like the

bark of a young dog, but not quite so loud."

The ajjparcnt broad gap between the cranes and rails, which had led many to re-

gard them as separate 'sul>-orders,' broke down when it was shown that ^Imiiii/.i, the

limpkin, according to its anatomical characters, belongs to the cranes and not to the

rails, where it before had been universally placed. We therefore do not hesitate to

unite them in the super-family GUUIOIDE/E, notwithstanding the holorhinal char-

acter of the rails. In this case the latter char.acter does not seem to me to be of a

fundamental nature, since if the Ocydromina', which unquestionably are rails, really

are holorhinal, as Garrod assert.s, they come as near being schizorhinal as any holo-

rhinal bird can, judging from photographs of the skeleton, of which a reproiluction

may be found further on (Kig. 00, p. 128). This sujier-family correspomls with the

usually so-called ' order ' Alcctoridcs, a most unfortunate name, however, since its

original inventor made it to include the pratincole, the cereopsis, the seriema, the

screamers, and the trumpeter, the la.st being the only genus belonging to it as it is now
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usually (Icfinccl, wliik' thp typical forms were scattered about among "IlcroJii, Macro-

dactyli, ami Lobijjedcs." A better name for the group if regarded as an order is

therefore PaludicoUe. It also correspond ])retty nearly to Huxley's ' family ' Gerano-

morj)ha', which he characterized as having a relatively strong bill, the angle of the

mandible truncated, and not produced into a slender and abruptly recurved process;

as lacking b:isii)torygoid processes, with only one known exception, and as having a

comparatively narrow sternum. To this we may add that the breast-bone is either

truncated behind without notches, or it has one pair of notches and the lateral pro-

"M^k 11
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Fia. 58.— Psophia crepitant, trumpeter.

cesses rcacning beyond the body of the sternum ; the area of the origin of the obtu-

rator internus muscle is triangular, and not oval; two well-developed cieca are always

present. The i)terylosis is not characteristic, and jiowder-downs arc never present.

Although some of the members of the super-family extend their breeding range oven

within the ^Vretic region, still the great majority are strictly tropical.

Evidently related to the kagu and the seriema, and likewise in their structure

exhibiting characters to a certain degree uniting rails and cranes, the South American

trunii)eter birds, rsopiiiinji, form llio first family. The legs are rather high, and the

toes short, the bind one small and elevated. The bill is short and vaulted, almost
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Gallinaceous in sliapc, giving the whole head quite a pheasant-like apjiearance. The
plumage of the liead and neck is short and velvet-like, this peculiar texture bein"

caused by an upward curvature of the shaft with which is combined a very soft and

almost downy structiu'c of the barbs and barbules. The general arrangement of the

pterylosis, however, agrees perfectly with that of the cranes proper, and, like the

latter, the trumpeters have the oil-gland furnished with a circlet of feathers at the tip.

One of the most remarkable osteological features is, according to Parker, that the

lacrymal (preorbital) bone is followed by a chain of five to seven free suborbitals, like

those of the tinamus. " This cropping-up again of what the tinamus has adopted

from the reptile is very interesting, and is not the only character by which these two
birds may be connected." The sternum is unnotched, and truncated behind.

Only one genus, Psophia, consisting of half a dozen species, is known, among
which is P. crepitans, the trumpeter. The name trumpeter refers to the loud and very

curious ventriloquous sound which these birds pro<^luce by closed mouth. Agami or

yakainik is the name by which thoy are known to the Indians. The species mentioned

is confined to the countries north of the Amazon, where it was met with by Richard

Schomburgh, who gives the following account of its habits : " It is found in the forests

all over British Guiana, and may often be seen in flocks of a hundred to two liundred

individuals. They do not seem to leave the fori'Sts at all. Being unusually easy to

tame, they are also found in the settlements of the Indians, ruling with undisputed

sovereignty the other poultry as also the tame quadru])eds; even the big hoecos have

to submit to their sway. Their power of flight is so weak that, when the flocks fly

across a river of any consequence, several of the birds usually fall into the stream

before reaching the opposite bank, in which case they save themselves by swimming.

They seem to prefer the moist forests near the coast to those of the interior. Their

meat is palatable. They nest on the ground."

The cranes, Gruid-S, have a longer, more compressed bill, and a harder plumage,

with the tertials usually elongated and drooping, or very broad with open and decom-

posed vanes, in the latter case capable of being raised at will to form a very striking

ornament. Several cranes have a smaller or greater part of the head bare and cov-

ered with papilla;. As already remarked, they are schizorhinal, and the hind border

of the bre.ast-bone is truncated. The formula of the thigh muscles is ABXY, BXY,
or XY. Some— or rather most— of the cranes have a very loud and resounding,

trumpeting or whooping voice, the depth and resonance of which is produced by the

peculiar convolutions of the windpipe within the hollow keel of the breast-bone. The
twistings of the trachea, which enters the keel below, at the junction of the merry-

thought, passes along the edge, then turns forwards, and comes to the front underneath

the body of the breast-bone, then turns back again, being differently bent and curved

in the different species before it finally leaves the hollow and proceeds into the inte-

rior of the thora.\, act in a similar way as the convolutions of the Frencli hunting-horn.

The most extreme development is found in the whooping-cranc ( Grns amcricana) of

this continent, which "has a windpipe between four and five feet long, of which no

less than twenty-eight inches are coiled tip in the keel of the breast-bone." The length

and dcvelo])ment of the convolutions increase with the age, and in the young Xhvy

are altogether absent. With regard to these we quote the following from Mr. T. I.

Roberts: "In the embryo crane just about to break the shell, the trachea does not

enter the sternum at all, and is ])erfectly simple. But the anterior jmrt of the keel,

which is entirely cartilaginous and diminutive, is much more thickened, and a cross
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section of it shows it to consist of two thin walls, separated by a marrow-like substance.

In this feature of the sternum we see the only iu.licutiou in the embryo of the singular

structure to be developed later in life. The degree of complexity of the trachea is

thus shown to be dependent upon age, and the variations are no doubt fully accounted

for by this fact."

The cranes are gregarious, and those inhabiting the northern hemisphere are emi-

nently mi-'ratory. Durintr their migrations the flocks travel in V-like array, like those

of wild geese. They are mainly vegetable-feeders, and some species are even exceed-

indy destructive to the grain crop.
^
The -roup is one of considerable anti-iuity, and w.as formerly richer m forms than

nowaday, like the next foregoing and following f.amilies. A gigantic species, Grua

^
Fio. 59. — Brcaat-bono and lower part of windpipe of the whoo^iing crane, Grtts amfrictttn. The entire left side of

the keel has been cut away to sliow the interior. About one-balf natural size.

primigenia, inliabited France during the ' reindeer period,' and remains of cranes have

been traced back to the miocene of Europe and the pliocene of North America. At
present the species are few, and their geographical distribution somewhat ])eculiar.

They occur now, during one or another season of the year, everywhere except in

South America and the Malayan and Polynesian archipelagoes. One species is

peculiar to Australia, two are North American, four arc exclusively African, while

the rest arc chiefly Asiatic; the headquarters of the restricted genus Grt(s being the

tem])erate parts of eastern Asia.

Altogether there are only .about seventeen welklefined species, referable to three

or four genera. On the full-page plate the three chief forms are represented. In the

background are seen a flock of the common European crane ( Grus </rus), yelling at
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the approach of the V-slmpcil fli;j;ht above. The four Mnls in the foreground, liaving

the jjcculiar crest or crown on top of the liead, much like that of a peacock, are tlie

northwest African crowned-crane {Balearica pavoitina) ; the soutliern species, Ji.

chri/sopdarffus, having a large, pendulous, naked throat-lapi)et. In this genus the

windpipe is simple and does not enter the keel. The light-colored bird to the left, in

front of the others, is a 'dcmoisoUc' or < Nuini(li:in ' crane (Tttrapterix, or Antro-

poides Virgo), of which a better representation will be found on the full-page cut of

the Halaniceps rex, in the upjier right-hand comer (facing p. 172). Like the other

cranes, the demoiselle, which occurs from Mongolia in the cast to northern Africa in

the west, is fond of dancing, as described in the following grajihic account of the

Russian naturalist. Prof, von Nordmann :
" They arrive in the south of Russia about

the begii'-.mg of March, in flocks of between two and three hundred individuals.

Arri»-.d at the end of their journey, the flocks keep together for some time, and even

wnen they have dispersed in couples, they re-assemble every morning and evening,

jireferring in calm weather to e.xercise themselves together, and amuse themselves by

dancing. For this purpose they choose a convenient place, generally the flat shore of

a stream. There they place themselves in a line, or in many rows, and begin their

games and extraordinary dances, which are not a little surprising to the spectator, and

of which the account would be considered fabulous were it not attested by men worthy

of belief. They dance and jump around each other, bowing in a bnrlcsquo manner,

advancing their necks, raising the feathers of the neck-tufts, and half unfolding the

wings. In the meantime another set are disputing, in a race, the prize for swiftness.

Arrived at the winning-post they turn back, and walk slowly and with gravity ;
all the

rest of the company saluting them with reiterated cries, inclinations of the head, and

other demonstrations, which are reciprocated. After having done this for some time,

they all rise in the air, where, slowly sailing, they describe circles, like the sw.an and

other cranes. After some weeks these assemblies cease, and from that time they are

seen constantly walking in loving pairs together."

It would not do to leave the cranes without having given tlic readers a taste of J.

Wolley's account of the breeding of the crane in Lai)land, which Professor Newton

has styled " one of the most pleasing contributions to natural history ever written,"

and I only regret that want of space prohibits the reproduction of it unabridged.

Wolley, in 1853, went to Swedish L.apl.and in order to find out, among other things,

whether the young crane, on first leaving the egg, is helpless like a young heron, or

able to run about like the young of most waders and Gallinaceous birds, and to observe

the breeding habits for himself. He came after the birds were hatched, but he s.atis-

fied himself that the young cranes, after leaving the eggs, could run about. He had to

wait a year to get the eggs. Here are his words: "The following year, 1S,")4, on the

20th of May, I went with only Ludwig — my servant-lad — to look for the crane's

nest in ' Iso noma ' [the great swamp]. We saw no birds, and the s])0t where the

nest had been the preceding year wa.s not easy to find in so extensive a marsh. So

we quartered our ground, walking carefully up one strip of harder bog and down the

next. After some hours of heavy walking, I saw the eggs— joyfid sight— on an ad-

jacent slip, in a perfectly open place. The two eggs lay with their long diameters

parallel to one another, and there w.as just room for a third egg to be ])laccd between

them. The nest, about two feet across, w.is nearly flat, and chiefly of light-colored

grass or hay loosely matted together, scarcely more than two inches in depth, and

raised only two or three inches from the general level of the swamp. There were
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higher sites close by, and iiiany of tliem would have seemed more eligible. It was

just at the lowest edge of the strijt, but so much exposed that I thought I should be

able to see even the eggs tliemselves from a spot at a considerable distance, to which

I j)roposed to go. There was a common story amongst the people of the country,

that the crane, if its nest were disturbed, would carry off its eggs under its wings to

another place, so I purposely handled one of the eggs, and hung up a bit of birch-

bark on a birch-tree beyond the nest, as a mark by which to direct my telescope.

Then I went with Ludwig to a clump of spruce growing on some dry sandy land,

which rose out of the midst of the marsh. Here I made a good ambuscade of

spruce boughs, crept into it, got Ludwig to cover me so that even the crane's eye

could not distinguish me, and sent him to make a fire to sleep by on the far side of

the wood, with strict orders on no account to come near my hiding-place. I kept my
glass in the direction of the nest, but it was long before I saw anything stir. In the

meantime the marsh was by no means quiet; ruffs were holding something between a

European ball and an East Indian nautch. Several times ' pcct root, j)eet root,' to

use the words by which the Finns express the sound, told where the snipes were. A
cock ]iiiit;ul d.ished into a bit of water, calling loud for its mate. The full, melan-

choly wailing of tiic black-throated diver came from the river ; watch-dogs were bark-

ing in the distance ; I heard the subdued hacking of wood and the crackling of Lud-

wig's fire. It was already about midnight ; fieldfares were chasing each other through

the wood ; one came pecking about my feet, and another, settling on the branches

that covered my back, almost made my ears ache with the loudness of its cries. I

often heard the waft of known wings, but three times there sounded overhead the

sweeping wave of groat wings, to which my ears were unaccustomed. I could scarcely

doubt it was the cranes, but I dare not turn u]) my eye ; I even once or twice heard a

slight chuckle that must have been from them. At length, as I had my glass in the

direction of the nest, which was three or four hundre<l yards off, I saw a tall gray

figure emerging from amongst the birch-trees, just beyond where I knew the nest

must be, and there stood the crane in all the beauty of nature, in the full side light of

an Arctic summer night. She came on with her graceful walk, her head up, and she

raised it a little higher, and turned her beak sideways and u])wards as she passed

round the tree on whose trunk I had hung the little roll of bark. I had not antici-

pated that she would observe so ordinary an object. She probably saw that her eggs

were safe, and then she took a beat of twenty i>r thirty yards in the swamp, pecking,

and apjiarently feeding. At the end of this Ijeat she stood still for a quarter of an

hour, sometimes pecking and sometimes motionless, but showing no symptoms of sus-

jiicion of my whereabouts, and indeed no manifest sign of fear. At length she

turned back and i)assed her nest a few paces in the opj)osite direction, but soon came

in to it ; she arranged with her beak the materials of the nest, or the eggs, or both
;

she dropped her breast gently forward, and, as soon as it touched, she let the rest of

her body sink gr.idually down. And so she sits, with her neck up and her body full in

my sight, sometimes preening her feathers, csjK'cially of the neck, sometimes lazily

pecking .about, and for a long time she sits with her neck curved like a swan's, though

principally .at its upper part. Now she turns her head backwards, i)uts her beak under

the wing, apparently just in the middle of the ridge of the back, and so she seems

fairly to go to sleeji. I was now sure the crane would not carry oft" her eggs. After

enjoying for a short time longer this sight— and no epithet is yet in use which ex-

presses the nature of the feelings created by such scenes in the minds of those who
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fully enjoy them— I found tlint the air was freezing. I quickly got up, and on reach-

ing the lire made myself comfortable."

Aramus was still in 1870, by Gray, associated witli the typical rails within the

same genus. Here, as in so many other cases, Garrod's investigations of the anatomy

exploded an arrangement solely based upon e.\ternal characters. He, in 1870, demon-

strated that the limpkin is schizorhinal, that it has supra-occipital foramina, that the

)ialate, the sternum, and, in fact, the whole skeleton, is com])letely Griiiue. He pointed

out that the pterylosis exactly agrees with that of Fsophia and Grus, according to

Nitzsch, who says that it would have to be jtlaced with these " if in its bill and its

lon<i toes it did not so distinctly resemble Jiallus. The form of the wings and the

texture of the plumage are, however, exactly as in lialhts. The myological formula

is BXY. The cjeca are well developed, and peculiar in being situated laterally and

close together, instead of opposite one another. Altogether the ARAMiD-ii are com-

jiletely iiiternic(liate between cranes and rails, making their separation into different

sulvorders indefensible.

The family of the limjikins or courlans is a very small one, consisting only of one

genus of two species, and is strictly Neogajan, or rather tropico-American, in its dis-

tribution. One species, A. pktus, is restricted to Central America, the Wt-st Indies,

and southern Florida. The other, A. scolopaceiis, inhabits eastern South America.

Mr. E. Gibson has recently contributed the following notes concerning the habits of

the latter, or the 'vidua loca,' as the Si)aniards call it :
—

"The Spanish name— the literal translation of which is 'mad widow'— is given to

this bird by the natives from its sombre plumage, solitary habits, and peculiar cry. It

is generally distributed through the swamjis, frequenting the dce])cr ones by jirefer-

ence, and, though usually found singly, may be met with in fours and fives, or even as

many as twenty. Mr. Durnford correctly describes its ' heavy, laborious flight, per-

fomicd by slow beats of the wings, which it sometimes raises so high as nearly to

meet over its back,' but might also have added that the legs hang down at an angle

of forty-five degrees, giving the bird a particularly ungainly appearance, and that its

flight is never prolonged. The cry, more indulged in at night than through the day,

is a loud, long, melancholy wail, and, heard towards the small hours, produces an

uncomfortable eerie feeling on the hearer. It might be some lost spirit of the swamps,

or Nickar the soulless himself, shrieking and crying."

Since the last family, the Rallid^, or rails, have already been characterized by

comjiarison with grou|>s previously treated of, it is therefore suflicicnt to mention

that they are holorhinal, have no basi])terygoid jjrocesses, nor supm-occipital foramina,

they have all the five classificatory thigh-muscles, long cajca, and tufted oil-glands.

The bill is rather short and hard, the toes very long. The affinities of the family

have also been mentioned, though it should be added that prominent anatomists have

recognized relations towards the Gallinaceous birds. The characters pointing in that

direction indicate, perhaps, the generalized nature of the rail type and its antiipiity

rather than direct affinity.

The rails are j)articularly interesting, not only for their structure ami h.abits, but

also for the fact that the family contains numermis forms which by disuse of their

wings have been deprived of the power of flight, and in which, therefore, the structure

of the parts constituting and su])pi>rting the organs of flight have become greatly modi-

fied. The fact that several of these forms have become extinct iluring historical times

directly or indirectly by the action of man adds considerably to the interest.
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We divide tlic family into several grou]is of lower rank, as true rails, wood-hens,

purple galliuules, true gallinules, and coots, the latter being distinguished by their

lobated toes, like grebes, the gallinules by the horny shield which covere the fore-

head.

The true rails are distributed all over the world, being, however, chiefly tropical

and especially numerous in America. They

are usually more or less sombre-colored birds

of very retired, partly ere]iuscular habits,

p()])ulating swamps and marshes, and very

little known— except by their often loud

and harsh voice— to others than those who
as s]iortsnien or naturalists make them a

specialty. The Virginia rail {liallus virgui-

ianus) and the Sora rail {Porzana Caro-

lina) are familiar exani]iles from this conti-

nent, while the common European corn-

crake ( Crex crex) is only a casual visitor to

our eastern coast.

Closely related to the rails proper, but

singularly specialized in many respects, are

the wood-liens, as they are called by the

English colonists in the South Sea. Several

species of the genus Ocydromus are inhabit-

ants of New Zealand, and have, like many
other bird tyjies of the region, lost their

]iower of flight by disuse. They are rather

large birds, about the size of the domestic

^•^ fowl, with stout feet, small and weak wings,

and correspondingly feeble development of

the shoulder girdle and the breast-bone, the

keel being very low, as shown in the ac-

comi)anying cut of the skeleton. The anal-

ogy of the retrograde develo])ment of the

fore limbs and the parts su])porting them

in these birds, with the state of the struc-

ture in the struthious Ijirds inhabiting the

same region, is very instructive as indicat-

ing the probable origin of the latter by a

similar jirocessof reduction caused by disuse.

In this connection there is a point of con-

siderable importance, viz., that in Oci/dro-

mtts the angle between the scapula ami the coracoids is less acute than in flying Cari-

natcs, thus a))proacIiing the arrangement in the Struthionine bird, and in the equally

flightless extinct //<°s/;tTo?viis. A further hint in the same direction is the fact that the

angle mentioned is equally obtuse in the skeleton of the dodo. Some anatomists go even

so far as to suggest a comparatively close relationship between Ori/dromus and tin-

kiwis, as, for instance. Prof. Garrod, who says "so many features have they in common,

that it would be difficult to bring convincing argument against the statement that Ocy-

FlO. CO.— Skeleton of Ocydromut futcua.
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dromtis is oiio of the nearest allies of the Apteryx. This similarity may be the simple

result of similar intlueiiccs acting on ilit'ferent natures, the (liniinislnni necessity for

the use of the anterior limbs allowing them to dwindle in both. But, with the facts

of geogra]ihieal distribution to back it, the opinion may be fairly maintained that

Aptcryx and Ocydromus had the same ancestor not far back in time. It may be said

that the pelvis is very different ; but the same remark partly applies to Tinamus, an

undoubted ally, and .1 bird also most probably of the same stock, though residing so

far off." ^Vitll regard to the geographical distribution, we once more refer to our

remark under liostnitula (p. 110), with the addition that Ocydromine birds can also

be traced to the islands of the Mascarene fauna. When the earliest explorers came
to these islands, they found the dodo and other large and strange birds which were

dej)rived of the power of flight. These helpless creatures very soon became extinct,

by the direct action of man or by the mammals which the first navigators turned

loose, or the first settlers brought with them. Only some old pictures, scanty descrip-

tions, and a heap of bones collected by Prof. Newton, are the remains from which we
have to construct our knowledge of these remarkable forms. A few of them were

brought alive to Europe, where they were figured. Among these are some paintings

on vellum of a curious-looking bird, with a long, sni])e-like beak and no wings,

altogether very much like a kiwi. It is evidently the "poule rouge au bee de Becasse,"

from 3Iauritius, which is said by a Dutch preacher, J. C. Hoffmann, who lived there

in 1673-1075, to have been caught in the following manner:—
"A rod is taken in the right hand, and the left is wrapped in a piece of red stuff,

which is thus shown to the birds, commonly assembled in numerous flocks. Whether
the red color terrifies these stupid birds, or whether it attracts them, they ap]iroach

the fowler almost without fear ; and he, when they are at a convenient distance,

strikes and seizes one. The cries which the captive uttei-s attract its companions,

who seek to deliver it, and thus all become the prey of the fowler." With this

'poule rouge,' Alphonse Milne-Edwards has identified a number of bones collected

in Mauritius by Edward Xewton, the examination of which resulted in the following

conclusion concerning the aflinities of Apliamtpteryx broeckii, as this bird has been

styled :
" It evidently was one of the family Rallida>, and there is much less differ-

ence between it and Ocydrovnin than between this last and the [true] rails."

Another bird of the same family is the white 'g(iant,' figured and described by
the French colonist, Leguat, who lived on Rodriguez during the last decade of

the seventeenth century. Zeyiiatia giyantea, which measured six feet in height,

with a body as large as a goose, may possibly be a water-hen or gallinule, with frontal

shield.

The common wood-hen ( 0. australh), or tlie weka, as it is called by the Maoris, is

as sure one day to become extinct as was Leguat's 'g^ant.' We read in Buller's

History of the Birds of New Zealand that "the weka is loo often killed only for mere
wantonness, or the pleasure of taking life. The Maoris of Arowhcnua make expedi-

tions in the winter for obtaining a supply of these birds, which they preserve in their

own fat. On one run, near Burke's Pass, 1 have been told that over two thousand
wekas were secured by a party of natives at one of these hunts. Numbers arc also

killed by the settlers for their oil, which is much esteemed for dressing saddle-straps

and for a variety of purj>ose8."

Of an allied species, O. syloestri», which inhabits Lord Howe's Island, between
New Zealand and Australia, we have the following account by Mr. R. D. Fitzgerald

:

vol- IV. —9
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" When ascending the mountain, the guide stopped suddenly, as a note like the rasps

of a saw was heard at some distance among the loose stones and ferns, and exclaimed,

'That is a wooil-hon.' He then imitated tin- note of the bird, ami the wood-hen

rciilied. lie again tried the imitation, but tlu- bird was silent. Anotht-r guide accom-

panjing us then struck the back of the tomahawk against a tree; again the bird

answered ; further strokes of the tomahawk were useless, no reply could be obtained.

Then a dog was made to bark, and with effect ; the call of the bird was again heard.

Fig. G1. — Porphyria porphyria, purple-galUnuIe.

and again and again as often as the sounds were made and varied. At each time it

was a|>]iareiit that the binl w.as ajiproaching nearer and nearer to our position, until

the bird ran out, a])parently quite confused and bewihUred, close to our feet. The

dog seized the bird and killed it, otherwise it might have been captured alive. It

appears th.at the noise made to attract the bird must be constantly varied, one con-

tinuous sound having no effect. No wonder that tiicy arc becoming scarce, and will,

no doubt, be soon extinct."
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The ixirple-gallinules, as typified by the European species (Porp/iyno porphyrio)

ami tlie American Joiioniis inarfiitica, arc stoutly built birds with a high and

strong bill, front:d shield, long toes without lateral membrane, and a beautiful plu-

mage mostly of a brilliant blue color. Tlie long toes enable them to walk readily

over tlie water plants, and "the large foot is frequently cmjiloyed to hold the food,

very mucli in the maimer of a parrot, while the bird is eating."

Precisely the same relation as liave the wekas to the true rails is held by Nbloniis

and Aptoniis, the latter entirely extiiut, the former only j)artially so, to the purple

gallinules. On account of the peculiarities caused by the reduction of the wings they

niinht be regarded as rather distinct, but recent discoveries and examination of ami)le

material has shown them to be quite Italline, though Ap(onu.i, in its sternal modifi-

cations (the breadth of the breast-bone being greatly reduced and the place of the

keel only " indic.ited by a mere low obtuse ridge), has departed further from the exist-

ing forms." JTotoniis is entirely extinct on the northern island of New Zealand,

but on the southern island three living specimens of the 'moho,' or 'pukeko,'

(JVi mantelli) have been taken within this century up to a very recent date. The last

survivors of this doomed bird liavc been taken in localities nearly a hundred miles

apart, and at intervals of twenty-two, and twelve years, so that possibly a few more

may still be alive in some secluded si>ot. The first specimen was taken by seal-fishere

in 1847, the third one by a rabbit-hunter in 1881.

A gentle transition to the true gallinules is formed by the so-called UnhroplUa

xeaUacii from the Moluccan island Gilolo, a form with a remarkable lax plumage, and

so short and weak wings, that it must be unable to fly, meeting in this respect a true

gallinule from the Samoan Islands, which Ilartlaub and Fiiisch have called Pareudi-

astis pacificus. The large eyes indicate nocturnal habits, and ^Ir. S. J. Whitmee

tells that the natives positively assured him that the ' punahe ' burrows in the ground

and nests in the burrow. It was formerly more common, and is, like all birds deprived

of flight, and confined to a restricted locality, doomed to an early extinction. The

gallinules jiroj)er, as rejiresented by our so-called Florida gallinule (Ga/li'ntila ffol-

eata) and the Euroj)ean moor-hen (C cidoropus) form a small group scattered all over

the warmer and temperate regions of the globe. A near relative of the last-mentioned

species, which lives on the lonely island Tristan d'Acunha in the South Atl.antic, and

h.a9 been described by Dr. Sclater as G. nesiolis is worth mentioning, since it most

conclusively illustrates the effect of isolation by reducing the sternal apparatus and the

power of flight, concomitant with increasing the size ami the strength of the hind ex-

tremities. In the external ajppearance and coloration the 'island-hen' dilTei-s only

little from the moor-hen, wliich may be regarded as the parent stock, but the form is

shorter and thicker, and the legs stouter, though the toes are not longer. The wing,

however, is shorter, and the feathers remarkably soft ami inferior in size. Still more

striking are the differences in the skeleton, for in G. cfdoropus the ]iroportion between

the size of the bre.ist-bone to that of the pelvis is as 4i to 4, while in G. uaiotis it is .as

3} to 5 ; in other words, in the former the breast-bone is larger than the pelvis, in the

latter the pelvis is larger than the breast-bone. It is thprrforo easy to understand

that the specimen which was brought alive to London could only " flutter a little, but

obviously uses its logs and not its wings as a mode of escape from its enemies."

The Last .and most speci.ilized groups of the R.allid.-e consist of the coots, exempli-

fied by our American species, Fidica amen'ca, to which is closely related the Euro-

pean coot, J^. atra. The character which at once distinguishes them from the other
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rails is the brond lobes of their toes, giving their feet a strong resemblance to the

corresponiling organ of the grebes. In consequence they are good swinnuers and j)as8

the greater pai-t of their life on the water, breeding near lakes, pools, or quiet rivers,

and only during the migrations may they be found at salt water. The group is not

more numerous than that of the galliiiule.s, and the different members deviate very

little from the typical species, which are of a slaty black, usually with some white

marks in the region of the tail, the most remarkable species being, ])crhaps, the rare

South American Licornis—with some curious caruncles on the forehead. Like the

other members of the family, coots once jilaycd a more important role than now. Also

among the coots we find species, probably deprived of the power of flight, which in-

habited the Mascarene Islands, and became extinct through the action of the early

colonists. Such a one was the large FuUca neictonii.

Order VIII.— CHENOMORPHyE.

It has been necessary to adopt this outlandisli name for the ducks and their allies

composing the present order, in ]>lace of the well-known Anseres or Lamellirostres,

since we make it to include two forms which fall outside of the group designated by

the two latter names. Following the view of Parker and Iluxley in associating the

screamers with the ducks, the propriety of which shall be treated of further on, we

also adopt the name which Hu.xley invented.

This order 0])ens the series of desmognathous birds which are characterized by

having the palatal bones united across the middle lino, either directly or by the inter-

mediation of ossifications in the nasal septum. "The desmognathous skull," to use

Huxley's own words, " appears under its simplest form in Palamedea {^Anhima] and

the Lamellirostres. In these birds each maxillo-imlatine is a broad, flat, and thin bony

])late, which unites with its fellow in the middle line of the palate. The septum may

be more or less ossified. The basipterygoid processes are represented by oval facets,

sessile u]i<)n the rostrum, and ])laood so far forward that the surfaces which articulate

with them are situated close to the anterior extremities of the pterygoid bones." In

the flamingoes the basipterygoid processes are rudimentary, and the maxillo-j)alatines

are enlarged and spongy, filling the base of the beak. All the members of this order

have the angle of the mandible strongly produced and upcurved.

Tlie Chenomorphae, as here defined, are divisible into three sections, suborders or

superfamilies, as we may choose to call them, each well defined and presenting

characters of its own. At the ])resent time the gaps between them are rather consid-

erable, and their position relative to other orders is also one of isolation, but the dis-

covery that different though evidently nearly related forms of the Ciienomori)hai at

present most isolated have been numerous during earlier geological jieriods indicates

that the gaps may eventually be bridged.

The most isolated, and, on the whole, most generalized group is that of the so-

called screamers, the sujierfamily of the ANIIIMOIDE.iE. The most different views

have been held as to their position in the system, though usually they were referred

to the neighborhood of the rails or the ' Alectorides.' Great was, therefore, the

amazement when Parker and Huxley first announced the view that the screamers come

nearer to the ducks, basing their ojiinion u])on the anatomical structure. Garrod and

Forbes, however, not less prominent as ornithotomists, held that Anhima and Chauna

were sufficiently remote from all other orders to form one by themselves alone. We
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liavo liore accepted the former view, since it seems to us that the osteology points strong-

ly towards tho Laiiu'llirostrcs, while the chiiractcrs in which thoy disagree are mostly

of a geiu-ralizcd or ' reiitiliaii ' character. The extraordinary interest of this group re-

quires that we shall go a little into details. " All the skull and face, except at its two

ends, conforms to the lamellirostral type," says Prof. Parker, " ])oint by point, ]iroces8

by jirocess, lamina for lamina, all else is truly and distinctly that which belongs to the

sifter, and to no other bird." It has been remonstrated that the lacrymal i-egion is

not long in the screamers, though this peculiarity is very pronounced in the Anseres

and flamingos, but the Lamellirostral Cereopsis is intermediate in this respect. In the

desmognathous character of the jialate, in the situation of the articular surfaces for

the jugal arches considerably behind the level of tlieir mandibular articulations, and in

the configuration of the latter, besides in the prolonged and upcurved angle of the

mandible, the screamers arc distinctly anserine. As to the breast-bone we ag.ain quote

Parker: "The sternum of this bird differs from that of the goose or swan by just so

much as the sternum of the short-w inged rails, especially Brachypteryx [= Oci/dromus'],

differs from that of the ordinary types. It is narrower behind, and the episternum

is gone from the front : yet it is thoroughly anserine in character, for the keel does

not reach the end." The pelvis of the spur-winged goose (Plectropterus), the same

author says, is " exactly intermediate between that of a typical goose and that of a

Palamedea" and he also j)oints at the fact that the Plectropterus has the logs longer,

more grallatorial, and better under them than the typical forms. It is also probably

more than a coincidence that the screamers have spurs on their wings—not only

claws to the fingers—like the goose mentioned. The toes of the screamers are not

palmate, but there are true Anseres in which the toes are sjilit nearly as much. Their

most extraordinary osteological feature, however, is the absence of uncinate processes

to the ribs, unique among living birds, and only shared, so far as we know, by the

Archcropteryx. The res]iiratory organs are truly anserine. Garrod himself admits

that "in that the lower end of the trachea is of a smaller diameter than is the tube higher

up, in that in the same part the constituent rings are in close contact without scarcely

any intervening membrane, in that there are two pairs of tracheal muscles running to

the thoracic parietes, and in that the intrinsic lateral tracheal muscles eml before

they reach the bifurcation of the bronchi, the syrinx of the screamers approachcsthat of

some of the Anseres," but adds, " in that there is no special modification of the organ in

the male " they arc not Anserine. This may be so in C/iauna, but Cuvier, in speaking

of Auhima coniuta, says (according to Dr. Crisi>) that " it has a bony box in the miil-

dle of the trachea, like that of the velvet pochard (OA/ewia/iMca)," a most conclusive

Anserine character. The alimentary canal presents features of great interest. In the

great length of the large intestine, already pointed out by Dr. E. Cris[), it agrees only

with that of Struthio and Ulnii, an.l, like these two types only, the c:eca are situated a

considerable distance from the cloaca. Moreover, the caeca agree with those of the

Struthiones mentioned in being sacculated, but they are uni(|ue in having a well-

devclopeil special sphincter muscle guarding the opening into a special cavity common

to both cwca, which again is separated off from the colon proper by a very constrict-

ing sphincter. As to the primary myological features it may be remarked that the

thigh-fonnula is AI5XY-I-, while in none of the Anseres proper is the Y present. The

latter muscle, however, is of little .account to short-logged birds, and scorns to lie very

easily lost, by swimmers especially. We will see, further on, that the flamingo has

retained the Y, but lost the A. The jilerylosis of the screamers is peculiar, since the
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feathers and downs are evenly dispersed over the body, with only an apterium in each

axillary cavity. This is an extri'nioly generalized character, but as the Ansercs jirol>-

ablv have developed out of an ancestor in wliicii the j)luinage was ecpially uninter-

rupted, it bears only little upon the relationships of the grou]i in question. A pecu-

liarity of the screamers is the extreme ])neuniacity, not only of the bones, nearly every

one of which is j)ernieated by air, but also of the cutaneous system. As this feature

merits attention, we quote Garrod's description nearly in full :
" The most striking

point observed in the plucked bird is the extreme whiteness of the surface, which de-

pends on the fact that the skin is almost univereally emphysematous to the depth of

nearly a quarter of an inch. On ])ressing with the finger, the characteristic crackling

of a tissue tilled with air is most marked. ... In the gannet and the pelican the skin

is likewise emphysematous, but not exactly in the same way. In them the superficial

surface of the cutis forms a plane surface, and the dee]> layer another, with the air-cells

intervening lietween them, and the feather-quills traversing them. In ( 'hauna, however,

these two cutaneous layers are not definable, the whole presenting the appearance as

if a non-cm])hysen)atous skin had been forcibly blown n]>, so as to cause its surface to

be irregular and Inibbled, more like an artiticially distended mammalian lung tlian any-

thing else. The featiiers and the semi-jilumes do not perforate the air-cells, but cause

the skin to be indented where they are situated. The disproportionately massive

aj>i)earance of the legs is also caused by the ])resence of air beneatli the tessellated

skin, which extends almost to the ungual ]>lialanges of the toes."

In the bill the Axiiimid.e differ considerably from the ducks and flamingos.

It is short vaulted, and, on the whole, somewhat Gallinaceous in its form, being

neither lamclloso-deiitatc nor covered with a soft skin. Other external characters of

importance are the long and dispro))ortionately thick legs, the long toes, the low hind

toe, and the long and straight claws.

The habitat of these birds is tropical and tetnperatc South America. The family

is a very small one, consisting of only three species belonging to two genera. Aiihima

cornuta (or Palamedea cornuta), the species figured, is a most curious and unicpie

looking bird, being a true avian 'unicorn.' From the forehead rises a thin, forward-

curved horn, five to six inches long, and, as in the s])ecies of the genus Vhaiam,

which have no horns, but naked lores and a long, occipital feather-crest, each wing is

armed with two strong s])incs, the larger one at the bend, the other further down on

the hand. The horned-screamer does not .seem to deserve its name as much as the other

two species, for the sound emitted by it is said to be a loud and su<ldcn hoot, very

different from the scream of the ehahas. They are all said to be tamed and employed

by the natives as herders and protectors to the poultry which they defend against birds

of prey and other enemies. Mr. E. Gibson has recently given the following account of

the habits of the crested-screamer :
—

" C. chavaria is, as may well be imagined, a most striking bird, both in size and

ap])earanee ; and when such is the case with one individual, the impression j)roduced

by seeing a hundreil pairs together is not likely to be less. There is a large island

among a network of swamps a mile from here [Cape San Antonio, Buenos Ajn-es], on

which, at certain seasons of the year, I have fre(iuently seen that number, not collected

into a flock, but in ]iairs. The swainps and ijrackish lagoons constitute its haunts and

feeding-grounds. On one or two occasions I have seen a bird alight in the deejier

water and swim with only a very small portion of its body immei-sed ; but it ])refers to

wade where the marsh is shallower. But what most excited my astonishment was

I
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to see a chaha perched on the top of a tree twenty feet from the ground. A week
after this occurrence I saw three birds in a simihir position, in a small wood on the

edge of one of our larger lagoons. During a long residence here, and thorough

acquaintance with this species (seeing it every day, in fact), I have never witnessed

more than these two cases of such a feat on the part of t'. chavaria, and should have

been utterly sceptical of the testimony of everybody else to the fact. In the

suramer-tinie it is much addicted to soaring, and scores m.iy be seen at a time,

/''^^^.y^.

Fifl. 02. — Auhima coniula, hornt'-l-sor.'anier.

ri.sing in great spiral circles till they become mere specks in the sky, and actually

disappear at last. Even at this elevation the cry is distinctly amlible, and has often

drawn my attention to the bird as having really vanished into the blue ether. The
cry, which in.iy be ofii-n heard at night, is frequently indulgcl in, and consists of the

syllables c/ia-/ni, ultereil by the male, while the female invariably res]>onds to it, or

rather follows it up with chtt-ha-U, placing the accent on the last syllable. Preparatory

to producing it, if on the ground, the bird draws b.ack its head and neck slightly ; and
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at that moment, if one is suflicicntly near, tlie inlialatiun of air into tlie chest may be

faintly heard. The note is of great strength and vohinie, and is still distinguishable a

couple of miles away, if the day should be calm. The food, as far as I have been able

to ascertain, is gathered from the floating duck-weed and other vegetable matter of the

swamjis. One has to be on one's guard against the formidable wing-spurs on laying

hold of a wounded chaha. On cue such occasion, a stroke aimed at my face as I

stooped to ]>ick the bird up w.is very nearly successful ; the sjnir caught in my coat-

collar, and I was almost pulled out of the saddle by the bird's weight. I have seen a

young bird, as yet unable to fly, beat off and follow up a dog, striking quickly and

heavily, the half-folded wings being used alternately. Well might ilr. Durnford

express surjn-ise at the breeding-habits of this species. At the end of June (midwinter)

he took nests with eggs. But Se])tenil)er and October constitute the real breeding

season, when the bulk of the birds lay. The nest is a shallow, light construction,

built of dry ruslies, with a hollow on the top for the eggs. The foundation is in the

water. Four is the largest number of yoinig I have seen in one brood; but the clutch

of eggs reaches as many as six. These are of a white color, occasionally tinged with

light buff, oval-shaped and smooth-shelled. The young, when hatched, is covered

with an abundance of beautiful, soft down, of a yellow-brown color. In a very few

days they leave the nest and follow the j)arent birds, generally remaining in the swamps
or close to them."

It is needless here to enlarge upon the characters peculiar to the AXATOIDE.^,
the ' duck tribe,' in its widest sense, since few groujis arc better known to the general

reader. It is one of the best circumscribed super-families of recent birds, and its dis-

tinguishing characters so well marked e.\ternally, that nobody fails to recognize any

member at an instant, be it a swan, a goose, a duck, or a merganser, and most of the

systematic names invented for the group, as Lamellirostres, Lamelloso-dentali, Serrati,

Dermorhynchi, etc.—have been derived from the .soft-skinned bill with the curious

lamellar teeth. Most of the species take their food under water, and, when the head

is raised, tlie water runs out between the lamella^ which act like a sieve in retaining

the food, which led to the invention of the English word 'sifters,' as an equivalent

of Lamellirostres. In some forms the lamella} are shortened and thickened so as to

enable them to act as teeth in iii]iping off grass, as, for instance, in the geese, while in

the mergansers they are moditied into retror.se hooks, which serve to prevent the slimy

fish from slipjiing away. Some of the more important anatomical characters have

been mentioned under the foregoing sujier-family, .-md others will be mentioned when

we describe the peculiarities of the flamingos.

Ducks, and their allies, are found all over the globe. Man has found them where-

ever he went, and he has seen them flying northwards at the northernmost point he

has readied.

The first form to meet us of the 'duck tribe,' in its widest sense, is one of those

remarkable extinct birds which formerly inhabited the islands of New Zealand, and

which lost their power of flight through disuse of that faculty, and consequent degen-

eration of the jiarts. Though originally described in connection with the Moa re-

mains, and found together with them, the Cncmiornis, as it was called by Owen, has

nothing to do with TXnornis, or the Struthious birds at all ; its ilia and ischia are united

behind, the sternum has trace of a keel, and the ])alate is desmognathous. It differs,

however, sufficiently from the tyjiical Anseres to require the separate position of a

very marked family which we will call Cnemiokxituid^.
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The ffrentcr pnrt of a wcll-proscrved skeleton, from which Dr. Hector demon-
strated the attiiiilies of CnemiuDtis to tlie Aiiatoidea', was found in tlie same cave

whicli furnislied tlie very interesting specimen of a moa's neck with muscles, skin, and
feathers, referred to on a previous \<n^c. It differs in several imjiortant resi)octs from

that described by Owen as (\ athitrans, the jjrincipal discrepancy being the greater

proportional size and somewhat different structure of the humerus, and may be speci-

fically distinct. The skull proves the relationship to the Anatoidea;, but is remark-

ably robust and short, the palatines are firmly united posteriorly with the vomer, the

up]ier surface of which has a

slight groove to receive the

prsBsphenoid ; the basisjihenoid

lias large oval basi])terygi>id

facets; anterior nostrils large,

holorhinal ; a soft cere has

probably covered the basal part

of the mandibles, while only

the j)art in front was horny,

as in Cereopsis ; the character

of the tympanic cavity is quite

peculiar, being bridged across

by a bony jirocess between the

mastoid jirocess and the basi-

occi])ital. The breast-bone is

large, deej), nearly square, and

without indentations or pro-

cesses behind ; it has a trace

of a low keel in the anterior

part, which rises less than one

fourth of an inch above the

convex surface. The meta-

carpal elements are completely

fu-sed at both extremities, the

length being about two fifths

of the length of the humerus.
The first six ribs had well-

develoj)cd uncinate processes.

The pelvis is very robust ; the ilium and ischium unite posteriorly, closing the ilio-

sciatic foramen behind. In the hind limbs we note the jjcculiarity of the preseni'c

of a liigh epicnemial process, as in Colijmbus, in front of the knee-joint, and hence

the n.ame.

Dr. Hector estimates the height of the bird's back above the ground to have ex-

ceeded two feet, and the total length to have been at least three feet.

That the nearest living relative of Ciumiornis hails from Australia, and is quite

peculiar internally and externally, cannot but strike us as natural in view of our exjie-

rience with other groujis. A glance at the admirable full-page cut representing

Cereopsis novai-liottandi<f, the only si)ecies of the family CKitEorsiD.K, shows us at

once a bird in general ns^iect resembling a goose, but provide<l with a quite unique

bill, a heavy and short frame, very stout feet, and deeply indented palmalion of the

Fio. 63.— Skeleton of < 'crropsm.
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Fin. G4. — Foot of Auseranas.

toes. Tlie bill is short, very thick at base, its upper outline stroncly convex ; nearly

the whole beak to a little behind the large nail is covered with a tumid cere of a

lightly greenish yellow color, in the anterior ]iart of which the roundish nostrils o]ien.

In regard to the peculiarities of the skull itself we only speak of the j)roj)orlionately

short lachrymal region, a part which in typical Anseres is very much elongated. The

keel of the sternum is very deej), its inferior edge very curved, and the anterior angle

pointing comparatively far forwards.

The color of the Cereopsis, or Cape Barren goose, as it is -called by the colonists, is

of a bea\itiful brownish ash, lighter on the top of the head, and with romidisli black

8]>ots on the wing-coverts. Tiic eye is vermilion red, the tarsus orange, and the toes

and webs bl.ickish. Anomalous as is the structure ol' this bird, its habits are not less

so, it being a 'swimmer' which carefully and entirely avoids the water. It iidiabits the

interior dry plains, iis diet being, of course, exclusively vegetable. It is a '.swimmer'

and 'sifter' modified into a 'grazer.' Needless to say that its dark flesh is delicious

eating, and, conseiiuently, these shy birds have been ]iersec\ited mercilessly both by

the natives and by tlie white settlers, the result being that the Cereopsis had become

so scarce, as early as Gould's travels in Australia, that 'the old bushman' only met it

twice in a wild state. It breeds, how-

ever, in confinement, and is easily tamed,

but as it is very pugnacious and impe-

rious it is not a desirable addition to the

))oultry-yard, and the rather extensive

domestication of this bird, whii-li s]>rang

u]p (luring the early d.ays of the colony, has gradu.-dly subsided.

Australia is the habitat of another not less remarkable goose-like

bird, the ])eeuli;iiities of which seem to us too great to allow it to lie

kept in the other families, and hence we would make it the tyi)e of

the AxsERANATiD.t:. It has usually been referred to the following

group, to which it, perhajis, m.ay also be nearest allied, but who

ould recognize the foot re](resciited in the cut as that of a goose?

he long front toes, only united at base by a small mendirane, and anned

ith long and sharp claws, and es])ecially the remarkably lengthened and

rong hind toe, which is inserted nearly at the same level as the othei-s,

are characters so unitpie among Anseres that ase]iarate position can hardly

be denied the owner, and the feet, indee<l, strongly suggest those of the screamers.

The bill is also very peculiar, a warty skin covering the beak from the nail and the

face to behind the eyes. The convolutions and ])osition of the windpipe are most

extraordinary and deserve to be mentioned. Yarrell, who made this ]iart of the bird's

anatomy a special study, describes tlie windpipe tlnis : "The trachea is situated on

tlie outside of the left pectoral muscle, under the skin, ."iufliciently raised under the

wing that respiration would not be imi)eded when the bird rested with its breast

on the ground, the parallel tubes being firmly attached both to the muscle and the

skin by cellular ti.ssue. The clavicle of the right side of the bird is of the usual

character, but that on the left is both shorter ami wider, having an ajicrture about

the middle, the sides diverging with a projecting point on the inner side, to which

the tube of the trachea is firmly attached, about two inches .above the bone of divari-

cation. The tr.achea lying on the left side of the bird, the lower jiortion of the tube,

in its pass.age to the lung, crosses the left branch of the fureula at a right angle,
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but, becoming attached to this projection of the clavicle, receives from the point

described its centrical direction into the body. The wliole length of the windpipe is

four feet eight inches."

The serai-p;ilninti'd goose (Anscranaft semipahnitta) is a large, Ktriking-l()okinf»

bird, glossy, greenish black, with the shoulders, runiji, breast, and abdomen pure

white. Its voice is said to be a loud whistling.

Dr. G. Beniu'tt, in a letter to Mr. Gould, sjieaks of it in the following manner:

"The senii-palmated goose I have seen domesticated in Sydney in a poultrv-yanl,

Fio. C5.— rUctropterus rUppelii, spur-wiiigcU gooso.

having been hatched by a common hen. This bird in its anatomy evidently ap-

proaches the cranes, and in h.ibits also. Especially when you see it running about the

poultry-yard, it resembles one of the Gruidie more tlian a goose." And .again he
says: "The black and white ])luni.nge imparts to tlif bird a very handsome ap|icarance

as it walks with a stately tread (not witli the waddling gait of the goose) about tlic

yard of my house, like one of the waders." lie further states that they are easily

tamed, are very amicable to the other jmullry, but reijuiro company in order to thrive.

The flesh, however, is said to be coarse am) not well-tlavored. This spciies iidiabited

southern, southeastern, and northern Australia, but seems to have beon driven aw.ay

from the southern parts by the progress of cultivation. At Dr. Leichardt's time they
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were so numerous, and the flocks so dense in the north, that the natives were enabled

to jjrocure numbers by spearing them when flying.

Nearly related to the above species are the African Plectropteeid^, or spur-

wiiT'ed <'eese. As the name indicates, the bend of tlie wing is j)roviil>-d with a strong

spur, and the legs are rather high, and placed well under the middle of the body.

There are three or four species of the genus, Plectropterus, one of which, P. rilppellii,

from eastern Africa, with the high frontal knob, is here figured.

Mr. T. Avres gives the following account of the habits of the knobless but nearly

related P. r/ambensis, from the western and southern parts, as he observed them in the

Transvaal: "This is the commonest of our wild geese, and is by no means capital

Fio. 06.— Alopochtn tegypliaca, Egyptian goose.

eating, as the flesh is coarse and tasteless, and the young birds have scarcely any meat

on them. Sometimes they are very shy, and at others almost absuidly tame ; as a

rule, it requires heavy .shot to kill them. They come out early in the morning from

the swanii>8 and reeds to feed on gr.ass-secds, and are often seen on the farmer's corn-

lands: if st.alked in the long grass, they will almost inv.ari.ably creep away, instea.l of

taking wing; and, unless the hunter has a dog, it is no easy matter for him to find

them, as they run at a good pace, and by the time he is on the spot expecting them

to rise, he sometimes sees the head of one a couple of hundred yards off, examining

the situation ; if the shooter squats when the birds are flying, they will often come

and have a look at him, and this curiosity frequently costs them their lives. As a
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rule they are gregarious, but are sometimes seen singly, and at others in pairs ; they
breed away from the water in thick, grassy, or rushy si)ots, and lay a number of white
eggs with thick, glossy shells."

Another African form of the same family is tlie woU-known Egyptian or Nile goose
(Alopochen wgi/ptiaca). It is often found figured on the Egy])tian monuments, and
was known to the ancient Greeks, who called it 'cheiialopex,' or fox-^oose either

because it l)reeds in burrows, or on account of its color, which is more or less rusty

especially round the eyes, neck, tertials, and a spot on the breast. The smaller win"-
coverts are white ; a green speculum marks the large coverts ; bill and feet are brilliant

red ; a small frontal knob black. As the name intlicates, it is an inhabitant of eastern

Africa, but is often shot in England and other countries of temperate Europe, though

Fia. 67.— Aiiser aitstr, gray-lug goose.

probably many si)ecimens have been birds which have escaped confinement, for this
stately bird, in size equalling the common goose, is often kept for ornament in i>arks

and gardens, also in this country ; and the one which was shot on Long Island in

1872 evidently came from this source. The Egyptian goose has no close ally in the
Old World, and it is a somewhat extraordinary fact that the Orinoco goose {Alopochen
jtidata), brown, with green wings and white wing speculum, head, and neck, and with a
slight nuch.il crest or ' mane,' which inhabits northeastern South America, seems to be
congeneric with it.

Having now disposed of the most outlying forms, there remains the great bulk of tlic

ducks, which we unite in the family Axatid.k, comjirising the geese, swans, tree-ducks,

ducks proper, and mergansers, groups which may be regarded as sub-families. The geese

proper form a well-circumscribed group, characterized by a bill rather high at base, com-
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paratively short and strong ; the lamellae hardly deserve tliat name, being short, broad at

base, tooth-Iikc, and altogether adapted to the grazing habits of these birds. The body
is stout, and the logs jilaced near the equilibrium, sons to make the movements on land

less awkward than in most ducks. The jilumagc of the neck is rather jicculiar, the

feathers being narrow and arranged in oblique series into more or less cons])icuou9 ridges

and grooves. The two cuts represent two of the most important genera, the gray-lag

being the type of Anser proper, the land-geese, while the common brant (liranta her-

nicla) shows the chief characters of the sea-geese, which feed particularly on the sea-

grass. The gray-lag goose (which, by the way, is the wild stock of the domesticated

goose) and its allies are restricted to the boreal regions, while the bernicle geese are

equally well represented in the soutlu'ni hemisphere, particularly in antarctic South

Fig. 68. — Branta bermcla, comiiiou brant.

America, where several handsome species, peculiar by the metallic reflections of the

wing speculum, have tlieir home.

One of these, CIthepliaga melanoptera, inhabits the high Andes of Peru and Boli-

via, as high up as 14,000 feet above the sea-level, and lias not been met with south of 35°

south latitude. It descends in winter to the plains, but retires in sunmier to the high

Cordillera, to the verge of the line of ])erpetual snow. Another beautiful species is

the emperor-goose {Flnlacte canagica), from islands in Bering's Sea and Alaska. Be-

sides these tlicre arc numerous other kinds, of which we can only mention the names,

the red-breasted brant {liitfibreiita ruficollis), from eastern Siberia, the barred-headed

goose {Eiddbeiu iixlicci), from India, the swan-goose ( Ci/f/nopnis ci/r/nouks), from

China, the Ilawkcsbury bernicle ( Chlamydochen jubata), from Australia, etc. We
will have to stop a moment, however, to consider a genus, containing only a few

diminutive species of geese, the so-called goslets {Nettepics), of which representatives
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arc found in Soutli Africn, ;\[a(lagascar, India, and Australia. Notwitlistanding their

size, wliith is not greater than tliat of a teal, they are true geese with a tyjiical herniele hill.

They are excellent swimmers, however, and j)ass the greater part of their life on the

water, thus differing from most other geese. The Indian species (Nl coromatidelicus),

is described as having a peculiar shufHing gait when on land, as " after walking a few

steps they always squat." Jerdon thinks it iirobahle that in the wild state they never

alight on the land.

The swans are distinguished lij' the extraordinary elongation of the neck, which is

affected 1)\' the great luinihcr of cervical vertcbi-a', and not by their Ix'ing unusually

lengthened, as is the case with most other loiig-neckcd birds. There are tio occipital

foramina as in most other ducks, and the pelvis is considerably lengthened and rather

narrowed in the postacctabular region. The feet are placed far back, indicating that

the swans are more at homo on the water than ou the laiul, as is also eviilent from the

shortness of the tarsus. The base of the bill, which is anatine in its form, and the

loral region are naked in the adults. The swans are highly ornamental on ponds and

lakes, and several of the species are kept in senu-domestication for that purpose,

especially those with a gracefully cuiwed neck. They inhabit the temperate regions

both north and south of the equator, one genus with one species being jieculiar to

Australia, one to South America ; one genus is circumpolar, and the fourth is Palaaarc-

tic ; Africa alone has no swans at the present day, This group is ajiparently nearer

related to the ducks j)roper than to the geese, but from the caverns of Malta is known

a gigantic fossil form, Palceocijgnus falconeri, which, on account of its high, stout, and

short-tt)ed feet, seems to take an intermediate position between geese and swans.

The discovery of Australia altered many an Old World notion in regard to ani-

mals and i>lants, and the saying " white as a swan " had to be modified when the Aus-

tr.alian black swan {C/ienopis atrata) was discovered towards the end of the last

century. It is a most beautiful species; the neck is very long and thin, its curvature

very graceful, and the inner wing-feathers are curled and raised; the color is entirely

didl black, with white on the wing; the eye is red, and the bill vivid carmine,

adorned with a white cross-band. It is entirely acclimatized in the northern hemi-

sphere. The white swans of the genus Olor, of which two sjjecies arc i)eculiar to the

Pala;arctic region and two to this continent, do not carry their neck in an S-like carve

as do the other forms, but straight, more after the fashion of the geese. They have a

loud and sonorous voice, the resonant quality of which is due to the convolutions of the

windpipe within the breast-bone, similar to the arrangement already described in some

cranes. The trumpeters or whistling-swans breed chiefly in the Arctic regions, mi-

grating southwards in winter. Somewhat similar in ai)]icarance, on account of the

dazzlingly white i)lumagc, but differing in having a most elegantly S-likc neck, a high

frontal knob, wedge-shaped tail, and simple windjiipe, is the European so-called tame

or mute-swan (Cij;/)ihs ffibbits), the habitat of which seems to be the western temper-

ate portion of the I'ahcarctic region. When tliis snow-white bird with the scarlet bill

is leisurely swimming, the wing-feathers half raised like sails, and the neck doubly

curved, it certainly is one of the most majestic and beautiful members of the feathercil

tribes. Among water birds it h.as no rival on the northern half of the globe, and it

is very doubtful it it does not even excel the South American black-necked swan

{Sthcnelides melancori/pha), the exquisite grace of which is beyond description. The

Jilumagc of the last-mentioned species is of the purest white, except on the head and

neck, which are of a velvety seal-brown of the darkest shade, in the most striking con-
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trast. The bill, which bears a double frontal knob at base, is light plumbeous ; the

knob, intense rose-color, the nail whitish ; the legs are flesh-colored. This species,

the smallest of the swans, inhabits South America, from Chili, across the continent,

and southward to Tierra del Fuego and the Falklaixl Islands. Mr. Gibson gives some

notes on its occurrence and habits in Buenos Ayres, from which we select the follow-

ing: "As there are a great many swamps and fens here, it is but natural that all the

water-fowl should be reijresented in extraordinary numbers; and accordingly even

v.;

Fio. 69.— Chennpis atraUi, .Vustralian black swan.

swans are nearly as abundant with us as ducks are in other districts. I have counted

about two hundred on one small lagoon in a swamp; and tlie latter is but one in a

whole network of swamjis and w.itcrcourses. Another great fen, bordering our land, is

known as the C.niiada de Cisncros, or Swam]) of the Swanneries, an eminently suggestive

name for the oologist, one which its character well bears out. About the beginning

of the century, the first Christians (so-called in contradistinction to the Indians) who

reached this district were Gauchos, who, in pursuit of swans for the sake of their skins.
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made occasional excursions from inside the frontiers. Their weapon was the ' bolea-

dores,' or bulls, of the same nature as tliose used for catching cattle and horses, and

whicli are now sufficiently well known for me to dispense with a description of them.

Tiiese 'swan-balls ' differed only in being made of wood, so that they should float on

the water if tlie Gauclu) missed his aim. The swans were tamer and easier to aj)-

proacli then, and the rider took care always to come down the wind, getting within

forty or fifty yards before they took the alarm. Then a desperate ])ush, if the water

was not too deej), would gain another ten yards, as the swans are taken at the disad-

vantage of being comi)elled to rise dotcn the wind. The balls are whirled, tliroun,

and, twisting round the wings and neck of the bird selected, render it quite helpless.

Nowadays it is difficult to get witiiin gunshot-range without regular stalkin;'. It

nests very early, July and Se])tember, liowcver, being the favorite months. The posi-

tion chosen is always in one of the largest and deepest swamps, the nest being placed

among the thickest rushes, at some distance from one of the lagoons, but connected

with it by a lane of clear water; for the birds always leave the nest by swimming.

It is built from the bottom of the swamp, sometimes through four or five feet of

water, above the surface of which it rises a foot or a foot and a half. The diameter

at the top is about two feet. The general clutch of eggs is either three or four. Thev
are of a smooth, glossy cream-color."

The AnatinoB comprise the group of sub-family rank, which, with a general term, we
call 'ducks,' including within it tree-ducks, river-ducks, sea-ducks, and a few minor sec-

tions, which at present we cannot satisfactorily place elsewhere. The common char-

acter is the shape of the bill which is constructed upon the plan of th;it of the tame

duck, rather broad, more or less depressed, with thin and flat lamelhe and mostly nar-

row nail, but modified in many ways to conform to the requirements of the different

habits and the different food of the members. The sub-family is rather numerous in

species, and somewhat polymori)hic, for some of the forms show strong affinities

towards the swans, others to the spur-winged geese, others again to the mergansers.

It will here be necessary to go a little into details in describing the peculiar bulbous

enlargement of the windpipe so characteristic of most ducks, since in most works of

a general character this feature is usually dismissed by simple mention that such an

enlargement occurs. In the females the windjjipe descends regularly to the lower

larynx, where it becomes more or less contracted. The rings coalesce into a small

pyramid with bony walls, from which the two bronchi depart. In no species known
has the female an enlargement like that of the male, with the exception of the Aus-

tralian Vintf/o castanea, the female of which has an arrangement similar to that of

the male, but smaller, as shown by Prof. Newton. The peculiar structure of the male

windpijie consists in a round, bony, bladdery ajipcndage, situated on the left side, just

above the bronchiiil tubes, forming the so-called labyrinth, or hicl/a ossea. This aj)-

pendage is only absent in a few sea-ducks. In the fresh-water ducks it is of a pretty

uniform structure, as ty]>ified by the labyrinth of the mallard. Nevertheless every spe-

cies presents minor differences which are constant and ]ieculiar to it. The sheldrake

(Tadonui) has a double labyrinth, with the enlargement on the right-hand side. In

most of the sea-ducks, the labyrinth is of a somewhat different .structure, it being

not uniformly osseous all round, but more or less angular, pierced through by numer-

ous openings, the so-calIe<l fenestra*, which are covered by membrane. This difference

lias been regarded as of systematic importance in separating river-ducks ami sea-ilucks

;

but the fact that the presence or absence of a lobe to the hind toe is not co-cxtensive

VOL. IV. — 10
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witJi a fenestrated or closed labyrinth renders the character useless as such. As ex-

aiii|ilc'S may be (juoted the common cider, which has a labyrinth much like that of the

mallard, while it is fenestrated in Surhidiornis and lihodimtssa. Some sjiccics have,

in addition to the labyrinth, or alone, a bulbous cx|iansion hiirhcr uji on the trachea,

as in the rosv-billcd duck {^Metopiana pejwsaca) from South America, without lobe to

the hind-toe, and in the vclvet-scolor ((.Hdetnia fused), one of our common sea-ducks.

"We shall now briefly review the minor i^roujis into which this sub-family is divis-

ible, commencing with the trcc-tlucks, which seem t<> be somewhat isolated, and,

j)erhajis, mii^ht have been made to form a separate sulvfamily in connection with the

Muscifvy duck and the gcnns Surkidiomiit. The tree-ducks (J)eii<7rori/f/iHi) are

remarkable for th<'ir lonp thin neck, the lonj; hind-toe, their arboreal habits, and their

curious geograjihical distribution. The genus consists of about a dozen forms, which

inhabit the tropical regions of the earth, chiefly America and the Malayan archipelago,

but also India, Madagascar, Africa, and Australia. This general distribution is not

80 strange, since wc have numerous parallels, as repeatedly observed on previous pages.

But in this case we arc confronted with the fact that one species, D. vidiiata, occurs

both in Africa and in South America. Dr. Sdater, however, thinks it jtrobable that

it has been introduced to the latter country by negro slaves, but we are not aware that

this is more than a mere guess. The Muscovy duck {('airina niosc/uita), originally

neotropical, but now domesticated nearly all over the earth, is too well known to

detain us further, and the 'black-backe<l geese' {Sarkidiortiis) need only be men-

tioned for the carious, compresseil, high wattle, that surmounts the culmen for nearly

the whole of its length. The three species, one of which is found in South America,

one in South Africa and Madagascar, and one in India, are exceeilingly alike, ami

were once thought to be only one species, making one more instance of the kind of

geograj)hical distribution alluded to above.

Xot very distantly related to the foregoing genera arc the true sheldrakes, Tadorna,

of which the typical species ( T. tadorna) is well worth mentioning. Considering its

striking coloration, the head and neck being greenish l)lack ; anterior part of back,

sides, and breast rusty brown, shouldci-s and middle of under j)arts black ; wing-

speculum green, rusty brown behind; bill and frontal knob bright carmine, legs flesh-

color, it will be (perceived that it is one of the most striking-looking ducks. The size

is that of a mallard, but it stands higher on the logs, and looks much statelier and
walks better, on account of the more central ]>osition of the feet. The sheldrake

inhabits the coast of temperate Europe, and is also found in corres]H>ndinii: latitu<les on
the eastern shores of the I'ahearctic continent. It is .sedentary, and, in spite of its

unlobed hind toe, is strictly confined to salt water. The jilum.age is only molted once
a year ; there are no seasonal changes, and both sexes are nearly alike in coloration.

Its breeding history is most interesting, for it nests in bm-rows made in the .sand-dunes

of the coast, either made by themselves or other burrowing animals, as rabbits or foxes.

The inhabitants on several of the small sandy islands off the western coast of .Tutland

not.ably the island of Sylt— have made the whole colony of sheldrakes breeding there a

source of consiilerable income, by juiliciously taxing the birds for Ci^gs and down,
su])plying them, in return, with burrows of easy .access, and i)rolecting them against all

kin<ls of injury. The construction of such a duck-burrow is described by Johami
Friedrich Naumann, who says that all the digiriiig, with tlie exception of the entrance-

tunnel, is made from mIiovc. On top of a small, rounded hill covered with grass, the

breeding chambers .are first dug out to a uniform depth of two to three feet. These
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are then connected by horizontal tunnels, and finally with the common entrance. Each
breeding chamber is closed above with a tightly-fitting jiiece of sod, which can be

lifted up like a lid, when the nest is to be examined and plundered. Such a complex

burrow may contain from ten to twenty nest-chambers, but in the latter case there

are usually two entrances. The birds, which, on account of the protection cvtended to

them through ages, are quite tame, take very eagerly to the burrows. As soon as the

female has laid six eggs the egging commences, and every one above that number is

taken away, a single bird often laying twenty or thirty eggs in a season. The birds

are so tame, that, when the lid is opened, the female still sits on the nest, not walking

off into the next room until touched by the egg-gatherer's hand. When no more
fresh eggs are found in the nest, tlie down composing tlie latter is also collected, being

in quality nearly equal to eider down.

/Vh ~~~-
4ii*^ rn ^V'U^ •

Fio. 70. — Tadonia Indoma, slieldrake.

The coscoroba duck {Voscoroba coscoroba), is a South American form which, on

account of its large size, graceful neck, and white color is usually referred to the swans.

It is a true duck, however, as proven both by external and internal characters.

Tiie true and typical ducks (Anatina'), the central and most ninnerous group of

the family, are conventionally divided into two smaller divisions, according to the

presence or absence of .1 membranaceous lobe to the hind toe, but while there gener-

ally is an easily ap]ireciable difference between a river-duck and a sea-duck, several

forms are so completely intcnnediate that it is nearly impossible to decide to which

category they should be referred. As far as we know, there is no character, external

or internal, that will naturally divide the sub-family in two. As to the value of the

formation of tlu' traclica and its labryinth, we have already sjioken above. The sub-

family is a tolerably homogeneous one, and only few outlying forms belong to it.
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Sorao species have one or tlie other organ extremely tleveloped or nhnornially devel-

opci], as tlie comnioii shuvelers (Sjuidiln) and tlie lolje-hilled shovelein (Malacorltyn-

t/i««), wliich liave the Mil extremely exjiandiil towards the extremity, and the lamelhe

very long and thin, like a horny fringe aroun<l the tomin; the latter, an Australian

s])eeies of peculiar coloration, light hrowtiish gray witii dark liinules, giving the plu-

mage a scaly a])i)earance, and a small, glossy, pinkish spot behind the eye, has besides,

a soft membranaceous flap attached to each side of the anterior part of the bill. The
male mallanl {Anas boschax) has some of the upj>er tail-coverts recurved in a peculiar

manner; the mandarin-duck {Dcndronessa galerliiihUu),irwn Eastern Asia, has a ruff

on the side of thi' ni<k, and the inner tertial niodilit'd into an erect fan or sail-like

ornament ; tht' ]iiM-tail ( Dafihi itciita) and the ' old scjnaw '

(
( 'laiiffula hyetnalis) have

h !< u :i it

'I

i I. rJ illi'h'! III!/

/.

Flo. Tl.— SptUuta clypeator, ahoTeler-duck.

the midille tail-feathers i-xtremely lengthen(<l .111. 1 pointed; the scoters and surf-ducks
(OiVw/j/fj) have a variously formed knob or tmiior at base of the bill; many forms
have shoulder-ftathers and tertials greatly li>ngtlii'ned and ])endant, etc. ; but all are

closely connected otherwise. The geographical distribution offers no peculiarities of
a general nature, except that the sea-ducks are more numerous in the boreal regions
than elsewhere.

Some of the most tastefully and delicately colored birds are found among the
ducks, and some of the rarest coloi-s in the class are here met with. We have already
mentioned the j)ink spot behind the eye of the lobe-billed slioveler. An Indian
sjx'cies, lihodoneKmi oin/op/ii/lhicoi, riin.irk;ible as a fivsh-water-duck with the wind-
j>ipe of a sea-duck, is still more extraordinarily colored, both sexes having the head
and the back of the neck of a beautiful, pale, rosy pink, with a small tuft of still

J
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brighter rosy on the top of the head in the breeding-season. Mr. F. B. Simson, in

'The Ibis' for 1884, gives some interesting notes about this lovely duck, and tells

how, during a sliooting-jiarty at I'urneah, he secured a couple of specimens for Dr.

Jerdon as follows: "Whilst going on I marked a small jiarty of pink-headed ducks

into one of the pools, and immediately told Jerdon that if he would leave the party

and come with me I thought I could get a nice shot at his long-coveted birds. So

we took four elephants and started. Of course with noisy, splashing animals any

approach to ducks was impossible ; on the other hand, the pool was full of huge

crocodiles. We could see them with our glasses. However, I agreed to go on foot,

the elephants to come to me the moment the shots were fired. I j)assed through the

tall l)Mmbo()-grass in water decjiening till it was nearly up to my waist as I came to the

edge, and found myself about twenty yards fmm ten or a dozen of the ducks. They

were not sitting close together, so I shot the iinest with one barrel, and another as they

rose, and I made off to the elepliants as hard as I could. Once safe on Behemoth, I

surveyed with Jerdon the sight, f.amiliar to every Indian ornithologist, but always

enjoyable and never to be forgotten, of the wonderful variety of bird-life to be seen

in a spot like this. After having discussed all the species we saw, we examined the

two pink-headed ducks we h.ad picked up with the aid of the elephants. Jerdon was

delighted with tliem, and said that the pink of the head was far more beautiful than

in dried specimens." -j\Ir. Simson states that this species is far from uncommon in a

restricted area of Bengal, its home being the southern part of the district of Purneah,

and in the country bordering the left bank of the Ganges, between the Coosy River,

which separates Purneah from Bhangalpore, an<l in the Maldah district. For various

reasons it is little known, however, to the Bengal sportsman and ornithologist, and is

considered rare, 'the chief reasons being that it is jxxir on the table, and that it is

never very numerous, nor goes in flocks, nor associates with other ducks. It is resident

.all the year round, ]iairing and nesting in short grass on dry land at some distance

from the i)ools.

At the southern extremity of South America lives a singular sea-duck, witli loliod

hind toe, which, on the other Iiand, seems to have the trachea of a fresh-water duck.

The early tra\elers, on account of its curious habits, bestowed uiwn it the cognomen

of the 'race-horse duck,' but those of the present century prefer to call it the

'steamer duck' or 'side-wheel duck,' "on account of its movements when swimming

presenting a strong resemblance to those of a paddle-wheel steamer." Others call it

the 'logger-head duck,' and its 'systematic name is Tac/n/eres cincreus. At one time

it was thought that there were two species, one incapable of flight, the other possessed

of volant jiowers, but Mr. R. O. Cunninghan\ seems to li.ave established the fact that

the 'flying logger-head' is only the young bird, and that the ))ower of flight depai-ts

from it as it grows old, or, to use Cunningham's own words, "that, as the bird

increases in size and weight, owing to the deposition of an increased amount of

miiu'ral matter in tlie bones and various other causes, it gradually abandons the haT)it

of flight, finding that tlie si)eeil with which it can progress through the water by

means of the rapid movements of its wings, together with its diving-powers, are

sufficient to ]>reserve it from tiireatened danger."

The eiders form a jiarticularly striking group among the sea-ducks, also peculiar

in some structural characters, having an unfenestrated Labyrinth like the foregoing

species. Also, in the great diff'erence in the coloration of the sexes, and in the males

assuming the plumage of the female for a short season following the breeding, they
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appronch tlip rivcr-<lucks. Tlioy iiiliubit the Iwroal regions, anil in countries wliere

till'}' arc nuiiicnnis ami jirott-ctiMJ, ilii-v arc of ronsidcrabio i-conomical iiiiportani'i-, the

down of which tliey build tiic nest being Iiighij- valued. Each nest yields about an

ounce and a third. From Circcnland and Iceland alone .si.\ tliousand jiounds, or the

contents of seventy-two thousand nests, are yearly exported. This gives an idea of

P..^f.'. S

^'^r
Flo. 72.— Somaleriu mollit$ima, cidcr-dack.

the nunilier of these birds in the hii,'h nortli. All along the coast of Norway, wlicre

the bird is ]>rLitccted by law throiigliout the year, the common eider {Somateria mollis-

aiviu), is now exceedingly common and very tame. The iidiabitants take "rcat care
of the breeding binls, which often enter their houses to find suitable nesting-])laces,

and cases are authenti<"ited in which the poor fisherman vacated his bed in order Jiot

to disturb the female cider, which liad selected it as a quiet corner wherein to raise
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her young. In another instance the cooking of a family had to be done in a tem-

porary kitclicn, as a fanciful bird had taken uj) her abode on the fireplace.

Nearly related to the eiders is one of our North American sea-ilucks, the history

of which is extremely interesting. We refer to the Labrador duck {Camf)tolaimiis

labr<uIorius), which, to all apjaearance, is now extinct, or at least very nearly so, since

no cajiture of a si)ecimen has been reported since December, 1878, while during tlic

preceding ten years scarcely more than half a dozen birds were obtained. Altogether

only three dozen specimens are preserved in collections, of which eleven are in Europe,

the remainder in North America. The Labrador duck, conse<]uently, is twice as rare

in museums as the great-auk. As it was a good flyer, the circumstances which led to

its destruction must have been quite <lifferent from those extinguishing the auk.

Within historical times its distribution seems to have been very limited (the north-

eastern Atlantic coast, presumably breeding in Labrador and migrating southwards in

winter as far as the Chesapeake), but it has always been comparatively rare, even at

the time of Wilson. It is difficult to say what ultimately brought on their extermina-

tion, and the suggestion of an epizooty may be as good as any, but I would submit

another possibility. It seems to be a fact that when a migratory sjjecies has reached

a certain low number of individuals, the rapidity with which it goes towards extinction

is considerably increased. Two circumstances may tend towards this result. Wo
know that when birds on their migrations get astray, having lost their route and com-

rades, they are nearly always doomed to destruction, that fate not only overtaking

single individuals, but also lai-ge flocks to the last member. If the safety of the wan-

derers, therefore, greatly depemls upon their keeping their correct route, then safety

decreases disproportionately the scarcer the sj)ecies becomes, since, if the route is

})oorly frequented, the younger and inexperienced travelers have less chance of fol-

lowing the right track, and more chance of getting lost, and eonsecjuently destroyed.

Tlie fewer the individuals, the more disconnected become the breeding localities, the

more difficult tor tiie birds to find each other and form flocks in the fall. Finally,

the number will l)e reduced to a few colonies, and the s]iecies, conseipiently, in danger

of extinction, since a casualty which under ordinary circumstances only would affect

a fraction of the members, now may easily prove fatal to all the remainders of the

species. We need only suppose that during one imfortunate year nearly all the

broods were destroyed by inundations, fires, or frost, to perceive what difficult}- the

few birds left in the autumn would have in winding their way without getting astray.

We know that the proportion of birds returning in spring is comparatively small, and

the flocks are considerably thinned down. Under the circumstances ))resunied,

there will hanlly be birds left to form flocks. But birds used to migrate in flocks do

not like to or cannot travel alone ; hence they are forced to follow flocks of allied

species, which may take them to localities far from their home. In that way a few

scattered ]iairs may sin-vive, and breed here ami there, a nund)er of years after the

rest are destroyed, and such survivors are probably those few Labrador ducks which

have been cajitured occasionally during the last twenty years or more. There is a

possibility that a few such pairs may still l)e in existence, but, however hardy, their

fate is sealed, and perha])s not a single one will get into the hands of a naturalist.

Well may the Erismaturina- be called quasi-cosmopolitan. The grou]), which is

related to the sea-ducks, in reality belongs to the same category as Rostratula, Sarki-

(lioniig, etc., having t>ne or a few ' aberrant ' representatives in South America, Austr.a-

lia, and South .^yrica, in this case somewhat modified, as no species is found in Indiii,
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wliilo one invades tlie Pala>arctic region, ami one, our nuldy duek {Erismatura ru-

biila), is jiceiiliar to North America. The birds of this family are especially cliarao

teri7.ed by the narrow and ri^id tail-feathers, which are only scantily protected with

coverts at the base. The strangest bird of tlie group is tlic Australian musk-duck

(Biziura loliata), the male of which has .1 large, compressed wattle nnderneath the

chin, very niucli like that which ,SiirIt-i(/iorni.<t has on the toj) of the bill. It very

seldom takes to the wing, even when hard ])ressed, but it dives with great ease and

can remain under water for an incredible space of time. Its chief mode of progi'es-

sion is by swinmiing with the head and part of the neck alone above the surface.

The male is nearly twice as big as the female, and the color of both sexes is a blackish

brown. During the pairing and breeding season the male emits a strong odor of

'^"H^^,

Fig. 73. — jUtT(/«»Mfr m-njnufrr, Kuroin-nn gooaaiuler.

musk, which may be smelt long before the bird is seen, and hence the n.ime. The
eggs, which usually are only two in number, are comjiaratively large, and of a pale

olive color; the shell is rough and very strong. The peculiar voice of the musk-duck
is said to resemble "the sound caused bv a large drop of water fallin" into a dee]>

well."

The last snl»-family consists of the mergansers, which are directly and closely

related to several of our sea-ducks, but adapted to a diet of living fish instead of the

molluscs wliich serve the sea-ducks for food. In coiLsecjuence the bill has been greatly

modified. The great width, being unnecessary, has been reduceil, the lameTla-, no
longer serving .as a sieve, liave been changed into .strong teeth which will i)rcvent the
escajie of the unfortunate victims, and the nail has assumed the character of a strong
hook. The result is that these birds are among the greatest destroyers of fish life.
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The true mergansers— ]>orhaps not more than seven species— are all adorned

with a more or less coiisiiii'iums crest on the head, our North American hooded-

merganser {Lojyhodijtes cucidlatus ) being in that respect tlie most noteworthy, as it

is also altogether the prettiest species of the group.

A small genus of South American ducks are doubtfully referred to this sub-familj-,

and may probably constitute a sejiarate group, viz., the so-called 'torrent-ducks' (.)f(r-

ganetta). The bill is more like that of the ordinary ducks, but their plumage recalls

that of the mergansers, while a sharp and large spur at the bend of the wing is en-

tirely ]io<'uliar. They inhabit oidy the highest Andes from Columbia to Ciiili, and

the rapidity with which they swim and dive against the mountain-torrents is dcsciilicd

as truly astonishing.

Among all the curious modifications of the tyjiical bird-beak, none is more strange

and aberrant tlian that of the flamingos (PIKENICOPTEUOlDE.E). The lower

mandible forms a deep and broad box, into which the ui)per one, which is much lower

and narrower, fits like a lid ; the sides are provided with quite duck-like lamellas ; and,

to complete the oddness of the structure, both mandibles at the middle are bent

abruptly downwards. This makes the flamingo a ' sifter,' indeed, and the bill is used

to great advantage in sifting out the various minute crustaceans, molluscs, and vegeta-

ble matter which they gather from the soft mud of the salt-water lagoons frequented

by them. In feeding, the head is bent forwards until the anterior deflected part of

the bill is jiarallel with the ground. The gullet is remarkably narrow, and allows only

the miinitest particles to pass into the stomach. In this jiarticular, and also in the

lanK'Hre and the narrowness of the upjjcr mandible, the flamingos present a most

striking and interesting analogy to the bala?nid whales, the 'whale-bone' of which has

the same function as the lamellte of the Anatid:e and the flamiiigos.

On account of the extreme elongation of the neck (which, by the way, is not

caused by a particularly great number of vertebrje, there being only eighteen, but liy

a prolongation of the individual vertebrsE, especially in the middle portion), and also

on account of the equally lengthened legs, the flamingos were associated with the

waders by the early authors. Some recent ornithologists who still adhere to this view

have strengthened it by adducing several anatomical features in support of the affinity

to the Ilerodii, es]iecially to the ibises. According to them the characters of the

breast-bone, and still more the j)elvis, the number of ribs, the pterylography, and the

visceral arrangement point directly toward the latter order. Huxley, on the other

hand, thinks that the flamingo is "so com]iletely intermediate between the Anserine

birds on the one side, and the storks and herons on the other, that it can be ranged

with neither of these groups, but must stand as the type of a division by itself." This

position, however, seems to us indefensible, since the flamingos show no such peculiar

characters that warrant their inde]>endent position. Comljining characters of both, it

must belong to one or the other of the two groups, and it does not seem to us that the

characters are so nicely balanced as to leave us in doubt in regard to the jilace of the

flamingos, following, as we do, those authors who associate them with the Anseres. It

will sufticeto mention the following characters: The lacrhymo-nasal region is elongated;

the frontalia are narrow, not covering the orl its above: grooves for tlie orbital glands

are present; so are also b.asi-pterygoid processes, thi ugh rudimentary; all charactei-s

which are duck-like and not at .all herodinine, and the furculum and the slioulder-blades

are distinctly anserine too. The muscular fiu-nnila, UXY, )K)ints neither way, nor does

the pterylosis strike us as so extremely distinct from that of the Anseres. The partly
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stork-like arrangement of tlie viscera, on the otlur baud, is completely counterbalanced

by the strongly and unmistakably anserine nature of the tongue, and by the presence

of wcll-ilevelojied o:pca. We <lo not lay much stress upon the external characters,

though (he lamella- of the beak, the ]ialmati<>n of the toes, ami the number of tail-

feathers— tliere being fourteen in the tiamingo, but only twelve or ten in all Ilcrodiones

— ]ioiiit in the same direction. A peculiar character is the number of primaries, the

tlainingo having eleven, or one more than most binls. The arrangement of the carotids

is also worth mentioning. It is usually asserted tliat PJufnicopterus has only one carotid,

the riglit— a very unusu.al arrangement, since nearly all birds which possess only one

have retained the left one. Professor Garrod, however, lias shown that this is a mis-

take, and that tiie flamingo ha.s two carotids, though the left one is very small, an<l

unites with the right one at the point where, in allied birds,

the two arteries meet in order to follow alongside of each

other, — a unique modification, as illustrated by the accom-

panying diagram.

The characters which seem to connect the flamingo with

the ibises and storks we regard jiartly as ancestral, and partly

as the result of ailaptafion to a similar mode of life. On the

other hand, placing them, as we do, next to the latter group,

we, of course, do not deny their mutual relationship.

The grouj) is now a very small one, only about eight

species being recognized at present. Otherwise during earlier

geological periods, .as there are more fossil Pha'iiicoptcroid

Fro 74 — carotiiis In phantenn- birds known from the deposits in France alone than are now

^TZirl^^ri'^XVi'^tiToMT'i" «listributed all over the troj.ical an<l sul)-tro])ical world. The
left iniinmiimic artery; /»,ii-ft ty.,g jg therefore a rather antiiiue one, and at one time num-
roll.!

;
ri. riEht imiouiinutv

; i.,-ou8 ppccies and gcncra inhabited the shore of the lakes
r.«, rigbl subcliivlan. ' °

anil estuaries imder latitudes considerably north of the ])res-

cnt limit of the family. In the eocene beds of France have been found remains of ap-

parently flamingo-like birds, upon which have been based the genera Affnopterua and

J^loniiK. From the miocene de])ositM there are described a jPhcenicopteriis croizeti,

and not less than five sju-cics of the genus PahioIodHS. As will be seen from the

accompanying sketch of the restored skeleton of one of these, they were essentially

like the flamingos of the (vrcsent day in regard to the length of the legs and neck, but

the bill w;w straight and altogether more normal than in the latter, the uiidevelo]ied

young of which likewise has a straight bill. They very ])roperly constitute the family

Pai-.eoi-odontid.k.

The recent PinKXiroPTERiD^ embrace only two genera, Phwnicoparra and Phoe-

nivi>i items. The former, which is characterized by its thick, short, and otherwise

aberrant beak and the a))sence of a hind toe, is peculiar to the Andes of Chili and

Peru, and consists only of one imperfectly known species, P. aitilimis.

Of the true flaniing"s the sjiecies belonging to the fauna of the United States,

P. ruber, has been known under this name since the time of Limianis, but lie anil his

successors during the last century believed it to be conK])ecific with the Mediterranean

specii'S. Bonnaterre, in 17!iO, and Temminck thirty years later, expressed a belief of

their ))eiiig separable ; but ]>rehiu in \'><'l'^ seems to haxe been the first author to take

their distinctness for granted, adojiting without hesitation the name P. antiquorutn,

which Temminck had only jiropo-ied liyi>othetically.
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The flamingos are often kept in captivity, and tlicii- manners and liabits, so far as

they could be observeil in a zoological garden, are well known. In tlie wild slate,

however, they are extremely shy birds, and of their breeding history nearly nothing

was known, the old fable of their riding astride on toji of high pyramids being copied

from age to age in words and picl\ues, notwithstanding that Xaumann, as early

as 1838, demonstrated the anatomical and

physiological impossibility of the alleged

position of the breeding bird, and in spite

of Dr. Cresson's assertions to the contrary.

The story originated with the famous trav-

eler Dampicr, but from his narrative it is

clear that he was only speaking upon liear-

say evidence; for when, in 1683, he visited

the Cape Verde Islands, lie found only nests

and young ones, but no eggs ; and the ac-

count of the breeding is therefore evidently

based u])on the tales of the natives. It runs

as follows :
—

" When incubating they stand with their

legs in the water, resting themselves against

the Hillock, and covering the fiollow Nest

upon it with their Kuinps ; for their Legs

are very long ; and building thus as they

do upon the Ground they could neither

draw their Legs conveniently into their

Nests, nor sit down u])on them otherwise

than by resting their whole Bodies there, to

the Prejudice of their Eggs or their Young,

were it not for this admirable Contrivance

which they have by natural Instinct."

His statement has, however, been generally, if not universally, accepted, for want

of a better, inasmuch as no competent observer had succeeded until 1881 in watching

the m.anner in which the flamingo performed the ta.sk of incubation. Eggs have,

indeed, been obtained by the bushel, but the wariness of the birds jtrecluded any trust-

worthy account until the visit of II. II. Jonston, in 1881, to a small colony in the Lake
of Tunis, and of Mr. Abel Chajiman, in 1883, to a large one near the mouth of the

river Guadalquivir in Spain. The former says : " I took up my o]iei-a-glass and saw

on two mounds, some foot and a half high, two flamingos sitting irit/i tJtvir lei/s u/iJer

them. Of this I am certain : I could see the tarsi protruding beyond the loose plmnes

of the wings." The latter gentleman's account is fuller, so we give the following

extract from his narrative:—
"The islands were about six miles distant from the low shores of the 'marisma,'

and at tliat distance no land whatever was in sight. The only relief from the monot-

ony of endless wastes of water were the birds ; a shrieking, clamoring crowd hung
overhead, while only a few yards off the surface was dotted with troops of stilts,

sedately stalking about, knee-deep. Beyond these the strange forms of hundreds of

flamingos met one's eye in every direction,— some in groujis or in dense masses;

others, with rigidly outstretched neck and legs, flying in short strings or larger flights.

Fig. 75. — Restoration of the skeleton of Palaolodu^
ambiguum.
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'glintitig ' in tlic siinlight like a pink cloiul. Many pairs of oM rcil liirils wore obsi-ncd

to 1)0 ac'i'oinp:inic-d \>y a single wliito (iniiuatuie) one. On examining narrowly the

different herds, there was an obvious dissimilarity in the appearance of certain gioiiiis:

one or two in |)articnlar seemed so nuicli denser than the others; the narrow white

line apjieared at least three times as thick, and in tiie centre it looked as if the birds

were literally ])ileil u]ion eadi other. Felij)C suggested that these l)irds must be at

their ' pajareni,' or breeding-place ; and after a long ride through rather deep water

we foinid that tliis was so. On our approach, the cause of tlie i)eculiar a|)pearance of

the herd from a distance

became clearly discerni-

ble. Many of the birds

were sitting down on a

low mud island ; some

were standing on it, and

others, again, were in the

water. Thus the ditYer-

cnt elevations of their

bodies formed what had

ai)pearedatripleorquad-

rui)le line. On reaching

the spot we found a per-

fect mass of nests; the

low mud ])lateau was

crowded with them as

thickly as the space jk r-

mitted. These nests had

little or no height: some

were raised two or three

.^' -^-^
t! H -xfflHtSaiBRST' inches, a few might be

^3f^ "

^iP" ~ |l 1-5-^- ^^i^^^^^^s' five or six inches; but

the majority were mere-

ly circular bulwarks of

mud, with the impression

of the birds' legs dis-

tinctly marked on it.

The general aspect of the

j)lateau was luit unlike a large table covered with jilates. In the centre wasadeephole

full of muddy water, which, from the gouged apjiearance of its sides, apjieared to be

used as a reservoir for nest-making materials. Scattered all round this main colony were

numerous single nests rising out of the water, and evidently built up from the bottom.

Here and there two or three or more of these were joined together, — 'semi-detached,'

80 to speak ; these separate nests rose some six or eight inches above the water-level,

and were about fifteen inches across. The water was about twelve or fifteen inches deep.

None of these nests as yet contained eggs, and tho\igh I returned to the 'pajarera' on the

latest day I was in the neighborhood (May 11), they still remained empty. On both

occasions many hundreds of tlamingos were sitting on their nests, and on the 11th

we had a good view of them at close quartere. Linked arm and arm with Felipe, and

croucliing low on the water, to look as little human as possible, we ap]iroacliO(1 within

t'lu. 'C. — I'hoenicopUrut aiUu/iujrum, Uaiuliigo.
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some seventy yards before their sentries sliowed signs of alarm, and at that distance

with the ghiss observed the sitting birds as distinctly as one need wisii. Their long

red legs doubled under their bodies, the knees [heels !]
projecting as far as or beyond

the tail, and their graceful necks neatly curled away among their back-feathers, like a

sitting swan, with their heads resting on their breasts, — all these points were unmis-

takable. Indeed it is hardly necessary to point out that in the great majority of cases

(the nests being hardly raised above the level of the flat mud), no other position w;ls

possiijle. Still none of the crowded nests coiitainetl a single egg! How strange it is

that the Hamingo, a bird which never seems happy unless up to its knees in water,

should so long delay the period of incubation ! for, before eggs could be hatched in

the nests, and young reared, the water would have entirely disappeared, and the

flamingos would be left stranded in the midst of a scorching plain of sun baked mud.

Being unable to return to the marisma, I sent Felipe back there on "JOth May, when

he found eggs."

So much for the bi'eeding habits, of which the accompanying cut gives a most

excellent illustration. To complete the picture of these interesting birds we add the

following, also from Mr. Chajjinan's pen :
—

" In herds of three hundred to five hundred, several of which are often in sight at

once, they stand feeding in the open water, all their heads under, greedily tearing u])

the grasses and water-plants from the bottom. On approaching them, which can only

be done by extreme caution, their silence is first broken by the sentries, who com-

mence walking away with low croaks ; then the hundreds of necks rise at once to the full

extent, every bird gaggling its loudest, as they walk obliquely away, looking back over

their shoulders as though to take stock of the extent of the dansxer. Pushin" a few

yards forward, up they all rise, and a more beautiful sight cannot be imagined than

the simultaneous spreading of their crimson wings, flashing against the sky like a

gleam of rosy light. In many respects these birds bear a strong resemblance to

geese. Like them, flamingos feed by day; and great quantities of gras.s, etc., are

always floating about the muddy water where a herd has been feeding. Their cry is

alnio.st undistinguishable from the gaggling of geese, and they fly in the same catena-

rian formations."

Okdeu IX. — IIERODII.

The limitation of the jirescnt order, as it is adopted here, dates back only to

1867, when Huxley founded the 'family' Pelargomorj)h;e for all the desmognathous
'waders' except the flamingos. His action was then cordially welcomed as a relief

from the different attempts of separating the larger and hard-billed waders and the

Scoloi)acoid birds, attempts which had failed, siiu'e the separation was based ujwn the

length and position of the hind toe, or the condition of the feathering of the face, or

tlic situation of the nostrils, or the nature of the bill, or the condition of the young when
leaving the egg, or some other trifling character. Broadly speaking, the group ])io-

posed by Huxley consists of three tyi)es,— ibises, storks, and herons, which, in addi-

tion to the desmognathous character of the palate, agree in having no trace of basi-

jiterygoid ])rocesses, therein differing from the members of the foregoing order, and in

having long 'wading' legs with no full webs between the toes, therein different both

from the foregoing order and from that following, the Steganopodes. At first the group

was generally regarded as a very natural and rather homogeneous one. The only dis-
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scut came from tliosc authors who i-xpcotcil to add to the iiatiirahioss and hoinogc-

iieity l)y iiH liidiiin the llamiii^os, thoui,'h Profussor Parker, it must be admitted, all the

time tried to show that llie distance of the Pelargi)mori>li!e from some of the schizo-

gnathous wadeix was not so great as most authors were ready to concede since Hux-

ley's scheme of classification had commenced to overthrow the old notions. As to

the mutual re!ationshi|> of the forms included, the views were a little divided, some

authors holding that the ibises and storks were more closely allied than the storks and

herons, others defending the op])osite opinion. Tlie latter are now generally conceded

to be right, but so far li.ave some modern anatomical systematists gone as to assert that

the ibises are so diff»'rent from the storks antl herons, and so much like tlie siliizo-

gnathous waders, that they are better classified with the latter than with the former,

Forbes being foremost among the authors recommending this coui-se. Forcible argu-

ments are |irodu<-eil on bdtli sides, I)Ut a final decisimi is extremely ditlicult, since it

seems to depend upon the question whether tlie desmognathism is so important a

character that it counterbalances the many diameters in which herons and storks dis-

agree with the ibises, atid which the latter have in common with the Gralhe. For

obvious reasons we shall not try to solve the question here, but will retain the ibises

in this order, though regarding them as a group of equal taxonomic value to the

storks and herons combined.

We therefore propose to treat them as a sujier-family under the name of IBIDOI-

DE.E, and shall at once jirocecd to i)0int out the chief chanictei-s by which they differ

from the Ardeoidcm. The former, wliich embrace ibises and spoonbills, are schizo-

rliinal ; the posterior angle cf their mandible is recurved ; occi])iUil foramina are pres-

ent i
the edge of the cranium .above the orbits is truncate, iii<licaiiiig the position of

the nasal glands; the bi-e.ast-bone is four-notche«l behind, like that of the curlews;

the accessory femoro-cau<lal is present. They also differ from the storks and herons

in the form of the furculiim and its relation to tlic brejist-bone, the number of ribs,

anil several other charactere of more or less imporUmce. Externally the two su])er-

families arc easily distinguished by the bill, the Ibidoideaj having it weak and fur-

rowed by a long groove for nearly its whole length.

As indicated .above, the present super-family embraces the ibises and the si)Oon-

bills, but while the members of these two grou])S look extremely dissimilar on account

of the apjiarently enormous difference in the .shape of their bills, they are otherwise

so closely allied as to be hardly allowed more than sul>family rank; hence we recog-

nize only one family, the Iiiidid.e. The bill of the ibises is more or less cylindrical,

and evenly arched from the b.ase, much after the f.ashiou of a curlew's bill. The

spoonbills have the beak greatly flattened ami broadened, anteriorly widened into a

s])0on-like or spade-like exjiansion. The Ibididie inhabit the warmer portions of the

globe, but are not very numerous, some thirty living species being known. Several

fossil forms have been described, however; for instance. Ibis payana and Ibidoijodia

palumtris, from the miocene deposits of Fi-ance, which are said to show even greater

affinities to the curlews than the recent species.

First in the line comes, of coui-se. Ibis at/iiopica, the .s.acred ibis of the ancient

Egyptians (and of the British Ornithologists' Union). In exjilanation of the accom-

I'anying cut, it may be stated that the head and neck are entirely naked, and the skin

black ; the feathers of the body are white ; the lengthened and disconnected barbs of

the tertiaries are beautifully blackish purple.

According to the lie v. E. C. Taylor, the buff-backed heron "does duty on the
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Nile as tlie ibis, being generally pointed out to travelers by dragomans, etc., as the

real Ibis reliffiosa." This is due to the fact that the " sacred ibis," to quote Mr. D.

G. Elliot's words, " is no longer met with u])on the NHe north of Khartum, and I do not

know of any authentic account of its having been seen in Egypt in modern times;" and

Dr. A. L. Adams finds " no reason for considering the sacred ibis to have been a

native at any time of either Egypt or Nubia." A few straggling individuals to

lower Egyi)t have, however, been recently reported. The latter author continues as

follows: " No doubt it was imported by the ancient Egyptians; and judging from

the numbei's which are constantly turning up in the tombs and pits of Sakkara and

FlO. T7, — Ibis ctthiopica, sacred ibis.

elsewhere in Egyjit, and the accounts of Herodotus, Diodorus, Strabo, etc., the ibis

must have been very numerous, and, like the brahmin bull in India, 'did as it choosed.'

The last-named writer says, ' every street in Ale.vandria is full of them. In certain

resjjects they are useful, in others troublesome. Tiicy are useful because they jiick

up all sorts of small animals, .in<l the offal thrown out of the butchers' and cooks'

shops. They are troublesome because they devour everything, are ilirty, and with

difficulty prevented from polluting in every way what is clean, and wh;it is not given

to them.' The late Mr. Khind informed me that he found several jars of white eggs,

as large as a mallard's, along with many embalmed bodies of ibises, at Thebe.s.

Mummied ibises are usually found alone, but sometimes with the sacred animals ; and
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altli«iu!»li Ilc-rraopolis was the patron city of tlie binl, as Bute of tlie kestrel and other

liawks, we tiii.l it also anion;; the tombs of Tliebes and Mein]iliis. No doubt the

wliitc ibis was imported into Italy and kcja about the temples of Isis. It was the

emblem of Thoth, tiie scribe or secretary of Osiris, whose duty it is to write down

and recount the deeds of the deceased ; in consequence the bird is constantly seen on

the ancient monuments under various forms.''

The sacred ibis inhabits tropical Africa down to the Transvaal ; a very near ally,

/. hernieri, is jieeuliar to iladagascar, while another, also very closely related form, /.

atrictipe/inis, inhabits Australia and several of the Molnccan islands.

In regard lo the habits of this famous bird, the " well-known portrait of which

greets us — ever welcome— every quarter," we make the following abstracts from

the account of Dr. R. Vierthaler, who had rich ojiiwrluiiities for studying these birds

in their native haunts. "In the beginning of .September the^- build, in the neighbor-

liood of Khartum, their nests on the mimosas which stand in the middle of the inun-

dated marshes, twenty to thirty on a single tree. The nest is more or less skilfully

made, of the size of that of the rook, and woven together of coarse twigs, with an

inner layer of fine grass and a few feathers. The eggs, which are of a greenish white,

are generally three— rarely four— in number, and the size that of the mallard. It only

breeds once a year, but docs not confine itself strictly to one quite fixed time, as I

found young ones in November of the same size as those taken in the latter jiart of

Sjeptember, and it is not probable that this was caused by any disturbance during the

breeding, since the nests are nearly inaccessible, small boats being entirely wanting.

In freedom the ibis .shows a considerable cunning, and is so shy that the hunter can-

not creep uji to it, and almost always follows it in vain. It does not show any fear at

all for the natives, and I saw it often among the cattle, quite regardless of the shep-

herd or any other black man who happened to be <|uite near. Tiu; flesh of the young

as Well as the old binls is savory and tender, and when well pre])ared it is a great

dainty. The old Egyptians do not apj»ear to have been acquainted with this fact, or

they would not jirolwbly have emb.almed them."

The extent of the feathermg on the head and neck is very variable in the ibises,

and numerous generic ajipellations have been created in consequence. In other

resjiects the group is rather liomogeneous, and few striking abnormalities can be

recorded. A curious modification of the feathei-s is found in the straw-throated ibis

(C<irji/ii/)is Kjiiiiicollis) from Australia, wliioli has tin- feathers of the front of the neck

ami breast changed into stiff and blunt spines, which in appearance and color are

8uri)risingly like short bits of straw hanging down over the breast in front. Both
males and females are said to possess this ornament, and, in fact, the sexes are similar

in all these birds.

We have already, in the introduction (p. 0), alluded to the fact that the two alleged

8j)ecies of the gt'Uus Giiarn, the white and the scarlet ibi.ses, are structurally identical,

only differing in t'oloration as indicated by the names. The scarlet species is a native

of northeastern South America, and has only been reported as seen, but not obtained,

within onr fauna. On account of the brilliancy and jiureness of its red color, it is one

of the most beautiful water-birds, and as it bears the cajitivity ipiile well, it is often

kei)t in the zoological gardens. Here, however, the scarlet coloration soon gives way
to a regular rosy tint.

Only one species, namely the glossy ibis {Plegadis mitunuuiUs), is distributed over

.•\11 tiie warmer regions of the globe. Like its congeners it has nearly the whole head
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fcathcrecl, except a stripe between the eye and the base of the bill. In that respect

they represent the ojiposite extreme to llie saereil ibis.

The name of the spoonbills explains itself, and it is hardly necessary to refer to

the accompnnyinij: illu.stration, for no one who ever saw any of these large and beauti-

fnl birds with the singular beak mistook it for anything else. The Old World species

f<|Ui-'

Fio. 78. — Plalatea leucorodia, spoon-bilL

(Pfatalea) are all nearly ])in-e white, while the American spoonbill (AJaJa ajaja) is

light rose-colored, with brilliant carmine wing-coverts. In their general habits, as in

their structure, the spoonbills nre only modified ibises. Like these they also fly with

outstrctclied necks, perch on trees, and also gener.ally breed in trees. Messrs. Sclater

and Forbes have demonstrated that, in certain localities at least, the spoonbill of

Europe, P. leucorodia, breeds on the ground among the reed-beds. In 1877 they vis-

VOL. IV. —11
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iled a breeding colony near Anistenlam, in Holland, from ilic iritcrcsting account of

wliicli we select the following :
—

"Ilaviii!; ins|iccted the cormorants' breed inj;-] place, we jiroceeded about fifty yards

further tiirough the reed-beds, over a still more treacherous swanij>, to the breeding-

place of the spoonbills. The nests of these birds were not situated so near together

as those of the cormorants, but scattered about two or three yards from each other,

with thin j)atches of reeds growing between them. There was, however, a clear open

space in the neighborhood, formed of broken-down reeds, in which the birds were said

to congregate. The simonbill's nest, in the Iloi-ster Meer at least, is a mere flattened

surface of broken reed, not elevated more than two or three inches above the general

level of theswam|i; and no other substance but reed appears to be used in its con-

struction. What the proper comi)lement of eggs would be if the birds were left

undisturbed we cannot say, for, as in the case of the cormorant.s, the nests are robbed

systematically twice a week, until the period when it is known by cx])crieii<-(' that they

c.-uniot jiroduce any more eggs. Then at last the birds are allowed to sit uuilisturbed.

At the time of our visit the season for collecting eggs was just past ; but we helped

oui-selves to eight fresh eggs, from different nests, laid since the last collection had

been made. During all the time that we were in the reed-bc<ls, the cormorants and

spoonbills were floating about over our heads, fully aware that there was an enemy
in the cam))."

The characters of the super-family ARDEOIDK.K having already been stated to

be the reverse of those given for the Ibidoidea.-, we may at once proceed to treat of

the 8e])arale families.

Through the wood-ibises, which, indeed, imtil very recently, in the systems were

associated and more or less confouiuled witli the true ibises, we are led into the

CicoNiiD.E, tiie storks. With a general resemblance to the herons, the storks combine

quite important external and internal characters of their own. Of the former it is

suflicicnt to mention the connection of all the anterior toes at the base, the sciitcUa-

tion of the tarsus, the evident, though slight, elevation of the himl toe, ami the broad-

ness of the feather-tr.icts. The internal peculiarities are still more im]>ortant. The
pectoral muscle, which in all members of the 8U]>er-faniily is more or less separable

into two layers, is completely double in the storks; the ambiens is rarely absent

;

flexor hallucis sends a special slip to the second toe ; an expansor secundariorum is

present ; in regard to the resjtiratory organs it is to be remarked that the syrinx has

no intrinsic muscles, and that the storks consecpiently are ileprive<l oi voice, and the

only sound they i)rodiice is a loud clatter, by beating their huge mandibles together;

the rings of the bronchi are com]dete. Hudiments of two cieca are visible.

The storks are diurn.al birds, usually of solitary haliits, though some of lluiii nest

in colonies, as, for instance, the wouil-ibises. Their ])eculiar clattering of the bill in

defect of the voice is alreaily mentioned. Their flight is easy, jjowerful, and quiet.

A flying stork may always be told from a heron on the wing, as it keeps the neck

direete(l straight forward, like the il>ises, while tiie heron flies with the neck bent and

the head withdrawn so far back as to rest ;ibove tlie slioulders.

The family comprises about two do7A>n species of a somewhat peculiar geogra])hieal

distribution. While occurring all over the trojiical and temperate resiions of the

world, they are nearly wanting in North Anu'riea ; for although both the wood-ibis and

the jabiru are enumerated in our faunal lists, only the former occurs and breeds regu-

larly in the southern i)arts of the country, the latter being only an occasional visitor.
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Australia also has only one species. Tlio different foiTOS, with the exception of the

true storks, are so distributed that it would souiu as if a species inhabiting one part of

the world is nearer related to those inhabiting distant regions than to those which live

on the same continent. The South American niaguari stork, for instance, is more
nearly allied to the Old World forms than it is to either the jabiru or the wood-ibis,

wliich arc both American. The true storks are strictly Palasogaian, while the curious

open-bills are Indo-African.

Fici. 79. — Tantalus loailator, wood-lbls.

The stork family has been traced as far back as the mioccnc formation, from the
beds of which, in France, A. Milne-Edwards has described a species, Pelargopappus
tnagnus.

The wood-ibises form a somewhat isolated group of apparent affinities to the true

ibises, with which they were formerly associated by most systematists, and one species,

PaewlotnnUdus rhodinoptents, w.as, indeed, rcgardeil as the il)is,— that is, tlie sacred

ibis of the Egyptians,— until the beginning of this century. The resemblance is

quite obvious in the sub-cylindrical and gently curved Mil as represented in the accom-
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j)aiiyiiig cut ; but tliu bill is yellow, ami the naked face ami the feet are red. The
])luiaage is wJiite, tinged with rosy on the wing coverts. It is common throughout

the Ethiojii.'iii region, but is scarce in Egy])t.

The American wooil-ibis
(
TaiUithis loculator) is especially at home in South

America, but its range includes also our southern states. It breeds abundantly in

Florida.

Ait

^'

F:o. 80. — Lrptoplilot entmeni/er, marabou, adjutant.

The genus Zeptoptilos, as typified by the African raaral)ou-stork (i. crumeni/er),

wliitc, with a greenish slate-colored niantle, offers some interesting features. Ana-

tomically, the absence of the femoro-caiulal with its .accessory slip is noteworthy as

unique among the .storks. A striking feature is tlie long ])endaiit pouch underneath

the flesh-colored and l)lack-spotted naked neck, which gives the birds a peculiar,

unattractive, not to say ugly, a]>pearance, as well jiicturcd in our cut. The exact use

of the pouch is not yet ascertained ; so much is sure, however, that it connects with
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the respiratory system, not with the a'sophagus, as is the popular notion ; Blyth

regarded it as a reservoir of air for supply during protracted acts of deglutition in the

species which feed upon carrion. They also present another unique feature, as the

senii-j)lumcs of the anal region are lengthened so as to protrude beyond and conceal

the true feathers, thus forming a downy ornament of a most interesting character.

These under tail-coverts are the so-called marabou feathers, which— especially formerly

— were used extensively on ladies' hats. Jerdon informs us of the habits of the

large Indian species, i. dubius, as follows :
—

<f^.

FlO. 81. — Amulomiu lamelligcrut, open-bill.

"In Calcutta and some other large towns, the adjutant is a familiar bird, unscared
by the near approach of man or dog, and protected in some cases by law. It is an
efficient scavenger, attending the neighborhood of slaugliter-houses, and esjjeeially the
burning-grounds of tin- Hindus, where the often half-burnt carcasses are thrown into
the rivers. In the Deccan it soars at an immense heiglit in the air, along with vul-

tures, ready to descend on any carcass that may be discovered. After it has satisfied

the cravings of its ai.i)etite, tlie adjutant reposes during the heat of the day, somo-
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times on the tops of lioiiscs, now and then on trees, anil frequently on the ground,

resting often on the wliole leg (tarsus). The adjutant occasionally may seize a crow

or a inyna, or even, as related, a small cat; but these are rare bits for it, and indeed

it lias not the o]i|iortunity, in general, of indulging its taste for living birds, notwith-

standing Cuvicr's statement that its large l)eak enables it to eajiture birds on the

wing."

Flo. 82. — EphippiorhyitchiU ttnegatenBia, soddlo-bUled stork.

The name of o]>en-l>ill is suggested by a glance at tlie bird illustrati'd in the accom-

panying cut. Towards the end of the beak the lateral maigiiis of the mandibles are

sejiarated by a more or less oj>en space, as if tiiey were worn away, so as to assume

ihe shape of a ]«:iir of ]«inehers. The gap between the maniliVdes is said to exist even

in the yo\uig individuals, thus not being the result of attrition, as is generally su]>-

posed, and the curious shape is believed to be "a i)rovision of nature to enable them

to open the shells of the Unio, on which they feed." Their principal food being
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molluscs, they have also been called 'shell-ibises.' Jerdon tells how he saw a blinded

open-bill extracting the whole animal of an Ampullaria without bi'eaking the shell,

the bird first securing it by its feet and cutting off the operculum. Two species com-

pose the genus Anaslonuts, one from India and Indo-China, the other from the Ethio-

pian region. The latter, which is the species figured, differs chiefly in having the

>-=r-',:iA

Flo. S3. — Sphenorhiinchus abdimii, whlte-belUed stork,

feathers of the neck and lower ])arts ending in a horny lamella, hence the specific

name, .1. lainelligerKX. The general color is blackish, shining green, and purple.

Tiic American jabiru (jri/cferia americana) differs from its Indian and Australian

relatives in having the wiiole head and neck naked, ami black, with a flesh-colored

ring round the lower end of the neck. In having the end of the bill slightly turned
up, the saddle-billed stork (Bj)/iippior/ii/nr/iiis senegaletisis) agrees with the jabirus,

but it has a jieculiar, soft membrnnaceous shield on top at base of the bill, therein

agreeing with the following species {Sphenorhijnchtis abdimii), of which a figure is
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also given. These two, furthermore, agree in being the only two storks in which the

ambiens muscle is wanting. Both are natives of Africa. The former w.-js met with

by Dr. J. Kirk in the Zambe.«i region. He states that it feeds on snakes, frogs, and

fish, which latter it w.is seen catching in the shallow water of the river Hovuma, by

running forward ra])idly, so as to make the fish rush past it, when it caught them,

kee|iiiig its bill all the while in the water. He assert.s that they are commonly found

ill i>airs,— never in large flocks. Mr. Ayres says that occasionally, when the paii-s .are

feeding together, they suddenly stop and skip or dance round an<l round in a small

circle, then, stojiping to bow to each other, again resume their quaint dance. The

bird is white, with the head and neck black, glos.-jcd with bronze-green ; scajiulars and

wing and tail featlu-rs black. The bill is descrilxd as bright ciimson with a black

's.addle,' as .seen in the figure; the frontal shield bright yellow; shanks and tarsi

black, heels and feet brick-dust red. The female is said to have the iris yellow, while

it is brown in the male.

The wliite-l>cllicd stork {S. abdimii) is characterized by its short legs. Above, it

is greenish jiurjile, the neck brown with jiurplish gloss. The bill is greenish with

orange-red ti]). I)iv Alfred E. Breliin writes thus of it in his journal :
—

"This bird, especially seeking the ju-esence of men, confidingly jn'rches on the

tops of those j)eculiar, round, wedge-shaped straw huts of the interior of Africa,

adorned with eggs of the ostrich, and here called 'tokalil;' the dweller in the hut

rejoices in these ' birds of blessing,' as he calls them, and protects them from foreign

disturbance; in fact, he offers the same perfect hospitality to every bird which csttilv

lishes its nest near his dwelling. In the storks' nests the chattering host of house-

spaiTows build their nests; on the lower bushes, at hardly man's height, are seen

many old nests of turtle-doves. I sent my servant .\ali, in spite of his o])position, up

the trees to fetdi me down eggs of the storks. He bniught me many, three or four

from e.ach ne.st. The Arabs raised a cry of murder, that we disturbed their holy birds,

' simbere, ' and invoked the curse and ]>unishmeiil of heaven upon Aali and myself,

which brought him (piite to rage and des|iair."

The following account by Sir Samuel Baker is said to rel.ate to the present species.

The eopper-colored ' fly-catelier,' mentioned therein, is thought to be a Lampro-

tomis :—
"During the march over a portion of the country which had been cleared by burn-

ing, we met a remarkably curious hiinting-])arty. A number of the common black and

white storks were hunting for grasshoppers and other insects, but mounted on the

back of each stork was a large copiier-eolored fly-catcher, which, ])crclicd like a rider

on his horse, kept a bright lookout for insects, which, from its elevated j)osition, it

could easily discover upon the ground. I watched them for some time. Whenever

the storks perceived a irrassliop]ier or other winged insect, they chased tlicin on foot;

but if thev missed their game the fly-catchers darted from their backs, and then return-

ing to their steeds to look out for another opportunity."

The ibises and storks have generally been regarded as sacred birds by the people

among which thev occur, ami as the Arabs in Africa and Asia are averse to killing or

disturbing them, so the European fanner protects the white, red-billed, and red-legged

Btork (Ciconia cirouia) which has built its large nest on top of his house; and those

who are not so fortunate as to ]iosses8 a stork-nest on the roof, fix an old cart-wheel

on the riilge, in order to induce a stork family to construct their bulky nest on the

foundation thus offered. Year after year the same jiair return to the same house, after
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having passed the winter in the south, and the farmer and his children greet them joy.

fully, as if they were mernhers of the family. The stoi-ks, wlien migrating, travel in

large flocks. Canon Tristram thus describes his experience in Palestine, in 1881, with

the migrating storks : " The stork kept its appointed time, and stalked solemnly over

the plains from the 10th April. I never saw one after the 22d Api-il. Up to that

date there was a con.';tant succession of arrivals from the south and departures for the

north. The most wonderful flight of storks was one which passed over us in the plain

of the upper Jordan on 19th April, steering due noi-th, in the long V-like wedges with

which we are so familiar in the flight of wild geese. Party after jiarty ])assed, per-

petually changing their leader, and the hindmost of the longest limb frequently cross-

ing over to take the rear of the other linili ; but never, countless though their uutu-

bei"s were, did they fly in a mass, or in any other order than that of the wedge."

There remains still to be mentioned two genera of storks in which the structure of

the tail is curiously modified. The genus Dissoura, with the plumage of the head

and neck downy, size small, and with metallic reflections above, inhabits India and

Africa, while l-Jiixemira is South American. The latter is as large as the European

stork, and similarly colored, but with the bill black. Both agree, however, in having

the tail proi)er strongly bifurcated, the outer tail-feathers being much larger than the

middle ])air. This character alone would make these birds unique within their order,

but the tail is still more strangely constructed, for the lower i-;il-coverts are stiff and

longer than the tail-feathers themselves ! To a superficial observer it appears as if

the tail is white, slightly rounded, and protected at the base by some stiffened black

vjiper coverts, arranged in an abnormal manner, while the fact is that the tail is black,

and bifurcate, with white long under tail-coverts! Thus a well-known author in 1877,

while monographing the order, in the species diagnosis, speaks of the upper tail-covei-ts

being bifurcate and raven-black ! The mistake is easily discovered by a close inspec-

tion, for the black feathers have the groove on the under side of the shaft, while the

white ones are grooved on the side turned up. Jlr. Uobert Ridgway, in establishing

the genus liliixenura, seems to have been the first to understand, and clearly describe,

the true nature of these feathers in the American species.

The maguari stork {Euxenura maguari), tlie only known species, is confined to

South America. Mr. Gibson says that it is very common in Buenos Ayres, and not

entirely confined to the swamps, but is also found on the plains, " at offal, or stalkiu'j;

about in search of snakes, frogs, lizards, rats and mice, locusts, and birds' eggs,— any-

thing and everything, in short." Of a tame maguari, which was called 'Byles, the

lawyer,' he relates that it seized snakes by the nape of the neck, and passed them
transversely through its bill by a succession of rapid and powerful nips, repeating tlie

o]ieration two or three times before being satisfied that life was totally e.\tinct.

" Byles inspired a wholesome respect in all the dogs and cats, but was very peacealile

as a rule. One of our men ha<l played some trick on him, however; and the I'csult

was that Byles incontinently ' went for him ' on every possible occasion, his long legs

covering the ground like those of an ostrich, while he jiroduced a demoniacal row with

his bill. It was amusing to see his victim dodging him all over the place, or some-

times, m desperation, turning on him with a stick; but Byles evaded every blow by

jumping eight feet into the air, coming down on the other side of his enemy, and

there repeating his war-dance; while he alw.ays threatened (though these threats were

never fulfilled) to make personal and ])ointed remarks with his formidable bill."

In order that the reader may be enabled to distinctly understand the intermediate
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position, ainl, on the wholf, the relntionsliip of the perplexing ami curious species

whicli alone constitutes tlie family Scoi'ID.e, wo sliall here intniiluce a slight nioditica-

tion of the synoptical table whicii Prof. V. E. Beildard laid litfon- the Zoological

Society of London, in November, 1884 :
—

Storks. Seoput. Heron*.

Pectoral muticle. Completely double. Not completely double.

Amhienn iiiiiscle. Barely absent. Always absent.

Fluor liallueiH, With a special slip to the second toe. With no slip to the

second toe.

Expansor secundar,

Oriijin of obtur. int.

Sj/rius,

Anterior rings of

bronchi,

Ccecu,

PotcJer-doions,

Neck, durin'j flight,

carried,

Present.

Without intrinsic mus-

cles.

Complete.

Absent (except in Cochleariux and Eyretta.)

Oval. Triangular.

With intrinsic muscles.

Incomplete, closed by membrane.

Two.
Absent.

Straight.

One.

Present.

Cur^-ed backwards.

In view of this table one must .igree with Prof. Beddard th.at Scopus is in many
resi)ects an intermediate ty]ie between the CiconiiiUe, on the one hand, and the

Ardeidie on the other. As >'<coj)us also has many peculiarities of its own, esjjecially

in the skeleton, we also follow him in separating it as an cqnivalent family.

The umbrettc (.S'. imihrettii), as the name imlieates and the acconi]»anyin!i; cut

illustrates, is a sombre-looking bird, <lull brownish dusky all <jver, with a long occi]ii-

tal crest. The l)ill is rather peculiar : the culmen is elevated at the base, keeled, and

curved at the ti]i, which is hooked; the siiles are nuich com])ressed, and grooved near

the culmen from the base to the tip; the goiiys is long and curved upwards, and the

nostrils are partly closed by a membranous scale. All three anterior toes are con-

nected with a membrane at ba.se, as in the storks, but the nail of the middle toe is

pectinated, as in the herons, and the tarsus is reticulate.

The habits of the Ijird, especially in nesting and breeding, are nearly as remarkable

as its internal structure, and (juite as interesting. We first introduce a general

account by Dr. Anton Reichcnow, who m.ade its acquaintance in western Africa.

"The mnber binl is stx'iable only in a slight degrie. It is usually fomid single

except at the nest, in wooded districts, watching for tislies with its neck drawn in, or

walking with measured steps in search of frogs which, besides worms, snails, and

insects, constitute its food. Its flight resembles that of the ibises, neck and feet

being carried straight out, the former, however, as I had the opportunity to observe,

slightly curved. Its voice is a harsh quack, similar to that of the spoon-bill. It

roosts in trees or jtasses the night in its nest, which is a very peculiar structure, com-

pletely over-vaulted, and -shiqu'il like an oven, with an entrance from the side. The
interior is said to usually contain several divisions. The diameter of such a nest,

which is built of branches .and twigs, is live or si.\ feet. The eggs, three to five in

number, are white, and resemble those of the storks. It seems to be a slationarv

resident throughout its range."

Dr. Kirk says that the Africans look on this binl as unfit for food, and al-so as

sacred, or as possessing the jwwer of witchcraft; and to injure it is everywhere

regarded as inilucky. lie asserts that the colossal nest serves for many years, and

Mr. E. L. l.ayard describes a j)lace where lie counted si.\ or eight within fifty yards,
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all cxliiliiting tlie same fovm and structuiT, and some of thorn containing at least a large

cartload of sticks. The latter author also informs us that the nests are so solid that

they will bear the weight of a large, heavy man on the domed roof without collapsing.

Such an enormous structure is hnilt Ijy a single jiair, and the bird itself is not larger

than our night-herons.

Remarks similar to those which preceded the foregoing family might equally well

apply to the present one, the BAL.ENiriprriD.E. This too is African, and com])rises a

single species, which in a somewhat similar way is intermediate between storks and

't'f^^^

Fkj. &4. — Sropua umhntln. umbrelte.

herons. Consider.able diversity of o])inion e.\ists as to its real .affinities. Some autliors

make it unconditionally a lieron ; others regard it as separate ; others again unite it

with tlie umbrctte. The anatomy of its soft parts are as yet unknown, so our con-

clusions have to be based upon the skeleton and the external characters. It

appears to us that the shoe-bill (Balfeniceps) is intermediate between storks and
herons, but as the umbrette inclines towards the storks, so does tlie shoe-bill to the

herons. The two bir<ls themselves are also rather closely related, jicrhaps more .so

ittler se than with either storks or herons pniper. There seems, however, to lie
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iiumoroiis ]H"Culiarit"u'S lu'siilcs, which warrant iis in n-gariliny it as the type of a

8ej)aratc family.

The first feature to attract our attention in tliis singular hinl, of wliioJi an excellent

illustration faces this jiajje, is the enormous hill, bmail and swollen, justifyinj,' the

ex])ression of Prof. Parker that i\\c Ihdiritkeps has "in its strange eountenanee an

artistic, if not a family likeness to the crocodile." Most interesting is the groove

along the culmen, ami the liooked nail at the end, showing a near approach to similar

features in the unilirctle. The tarsi are reticulate, the anterior toes are entirely

deprived of basal nu'nihraues, and the middle claw is not jiectinate. In the jtterylosis it

agrees with tlie herinis in possessing powder-do«n tracts, of whidi, however, it

only has one |)air. The skull has hccn considcraVily modifieil in consefjuetice of

the exaggerated development of the hill. Otherwise the shoe-liill, in its skeleton,

shows many near affinities to the herons, hut the sternal ajiparatus is rather stork-like,

with some very reiriarkalile peculiarities of its own, as shown hy the following, which

is selected frotn Prof. Parker's moncgrapli: In Ji<ihniir(j>g \\v encounter a host of

difficulties, both in the breast-bone and also in the furculum, although its gener.-d

shape and jiroportions agree well with that of the gigantic storks. The costal jiro-

cesses are ex.actly like those of the adjut:int, bnt the episternal ]irocess, which is dis-

tinct in the adjut.-uit and long in the typical herons, is not differentiated in liiilifiti-

ceps. In parrots, woodpeckeis, and horn-bills, that emargination is absent which

separates the episternum in nio.st birds from the tip of the sternal keel. The same

thing occurs in the ISiiln uiaps ; so that in this wader, as well as in those arboreal

birds, the keel of the sternum jtrojects some distance in front of the coracoid grooves.

In most of the larger herons and in the storks, the end of the furculum has a gliding,

synovial joint with the tip of the keel of the breast-bone; and this appears to be

persistent even in very old birds. The same thing occurs in gannets and in cormo-

rants. In .several other birds the joint becomes obliterated in full age; for instance,

in the cranes. Rut in the young JlaliFiiireps not only is all trace of a joint gone, but

the amount of ossification and the actu:il strength of this part are very strong;

indeed, it is a seven-tinies-strengthened anchylosis. In some of the storks there are

very small rmliments of a pair of sub-nu'sial emarginations besides the l;n-ge lateral

ones. In Bnln uici'ps, however, these notches are nearly half an inch broad, while the

outer notch is nine lines across.

In 1800 Mr. J. Petherick, then English consid for the Sudan, brought to the Zoo-

logical Gardens in London two shoe-bills, at which occasion he gave the following

account of these birds, which at the time caused an intense interest in ornithological

circles :—
"The liirds here are seen in clusters of from a jiair to perha]js one hundred

together, mostly in the w.'iter, and, when disturbed, will tly low over its sm-face, and

settle at no great distance ; but if frigiitetieil or tired at, they rise in a flock high in the

air, and, after hovering and wheeling around, will settle on the highest trees, and as

long as their disturbers are near will not return to the water. Their food j>rincipally

is fish and water-snakes, which they have been seen by my men to catch and devour.

They will also feed on the intestines of dea«l animals, the carcases of wliich they easily

rip open with the strong hook of the u])per bill. The breeding-time of the liahi-

niceps is the rainy season, during the months of July and August, and the spot chosen

is in the reeds or high grass immediately on the water's edge, or on some small ele-

vated and dry spots entirely surrouiulcil by water." He continues to tell how he
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failcil in rearing young hirds taken from tlie nest, but that ho finally succeeded in

liatcliing some eggs luuler hens. The veracity of 3Ir. Petherick has been doubted in

regard to an alleged statement by him that tlie young shoe-bill " runs about in search

of food immediately after it is hatched,"— a feature which, if true, wcjuid be "one

of the most extraordinary facts I have yet met with," as Mr. A. 1). Bartlett puts it.

I can find no such statement in Mr. Petherick's paper, however ; and he only

says that the young ones " ran about the premises of my camp," but nothing seems to

indicate that they did so immediately after leaving the eggs. On the contrary, lie

says a little before that his men had robbed the nest " of botii eggs and young," there-

by indicating that the young ones remain in the nest for some time at least.

Finally it may be mentioned that observers fail to state whether it has a voice, only

ssaying that they clatter the bills like storks, "i'lio flight is said to 1)0 like that of the

marabou, but whether that means that it flies with outstretched neck I do not know.

The eggs are covered with a chalky layer, as are those of the adjutants.

To complete the ])icturo of "the father of the shoe," as it is named by the Arabs,

we give the following description of the coloration : Bill yellow, blotched with dark

brown ; legs blackish ; orbits pale yellow
;
general color dusky gray, with lighter edg-

ing ; head, neck, and breast slaty,— the feathers of the latter with a dark stripes along

the centre; rest of under surface much paler gray. As already slated, there is only

one species known {B. rex), from the region of the White Nile, in eastern Africa.

Enough has been said UTider the head of the foregoing families as to the characters

of the AuDKH)-E, so that, in this place, it will only be necessary to mention that the

family is the most numerous in species of those constituting tlie order. Herons arc

found all over the world, except in the coldest regions, each one of the primary zoo-

geogra])hica! divisions having a fair share, though North America is poorest and South

America richest in that respect. We recognize three sul)-families,— the bitterns,

which have two pairs of powder-down patches only ; the true herons, which have

three ; and the boat-bills, with four pairs. The powder-downs, though present also in

some few birds belonging to other orders, are very characteristic of the herons, and

many are the s]H'culations which have been indulged in to find out their use to the

birils. Some have thought that these patches of dense, clammy, yellowish down may
be the cause of the herons being so singularly free of lice and vermin. It has also

been hinted at that the old tale of a mysterious light emanating from the heron's

bosom when fishing in the dark might Iiave some foundation of fact, and that the

powder-down might be the seat of such a light-emitting ])ower.

We shall, in the following, give some extracts of a most excellent account by Mr.

W. II. Hudson of the habits of some South American herons; the more since, as he

correctly remarks, there is such a sameness in the way of life of these birds that most

of what can be said about one species will equally well apply to others.

"Two interesting traits of the heron (and they have a necessary connection) are its

tireless watchfulness and its insatiable voracity ; for these characters have not, I think,

been exaggerated even by the most sensational of ornithologists. In birds of other

genera, repletion is invariably followed by a ])eriod of listless inactivity, during which

no food is taken or required. But the heron digests his food so rapidly that, however

much he devours, he is always ready to gorge again ; consequently he is not benefited

by what ho eats, and ajipears in the same state of semi-starvation when food is abun-

dant as in times of scarcity. An old naturalist has suggested as a reason for this that

the heron, from its peculiar manner of taking its prey, requires fair weather to fish

;
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that during spells of bad weather, wluii it is com]>elled to suffer the pangs of famine

inac-tive, it contracts a meagre consumptive habit of body which subsequent plenty

cannot remove. A jiretly theory ; but it will not liold water: for in this region s]pells

of bad weather are brief and infreijuent ; moreover, all other species that feed at the

same table with the licron, from the little flitting Cerijle to the towering flamingo,

become excessively fat at certain seasons, and are at all times so healthy and vigorous

that, compared with them, the heron is but the ghost of a bird. In no extraneous cir-

cumstances, but in the organiz;ition of the bird itself, must be sought the cause of its

anomalous con<lition. It does not ap|>ear to jiossess the fat-elaborating power; conse-

(juenlly no provision is made for a rainy day, and the misery of the bird consists in its

jierjielual, never-satisfied craving for food.

"The heron has but one attitude,— motionless watchfulness; so that, when not

actually on the wing or taking the few desultory steps it occasionally ventures on, and

in whatever situation it may be ]il;iced, the level ground, the summit of a tree, or in

continement, it is seen drawn u[i, motionless, and ajiparently ap:itlietic. liut when we

remember that this is the bird's attitude during many hours of the night and day,

when it stands still as a reed in the water; that in such a ]POsture it sees every shy

and swift creature that glances by it, and darts its wea]ion with unerring aim and

lightning rapidity, and with sucli force that I have seen one drive its beak quite

through the body of a fisli very much too large for the bird to swallow, and cased in

bony armor, it is inij)ossible not to think that it is observant and keenly sensible of

everything going on about it."

The herons are remarkable for their habits of perching and nesting on trees, not-

withstanding their long neck and legs, and their 'gressorial' feet. But the length

an<l the low ]iositii)n of the hind toe en.ibles them to live an arboreal life, which seems

so incongruous with the ix'st of their structure. We quote again from ilr. Hudson : " In

the variegated heron (Ardetta i7ivolncns) [a bittern inhabiting southern South Amer-

ica], the least of the tribe, the jicrching faculty ]>robably attains its greatest jierfection,

and is combined with locomotion in a unicpie and wonderful manner. This little

heron frequents beds of reeds growing in rather deep water. Very seldom, and jirob-

ably only accidentally, does it visit the land; and only when distm-bed does it rise

above the reeds, for its flight, unlike that of its congeners, is of the feeblest; but it

lives exclusively amongst the reeds, that, smooth as a ])olished pipe-stem, rise verti-

cally from water too dee|> for the l)ird to wade in. Yet the heron goes up to the

summit or down t<> the sin-face, and moves freely and briskly about amongst them,

and runs in a straight line tliniugh them almost as rapidly as a ]ilover runs over the

bare level ground.

"When driven from its haunt, the bird flies eighty or a himdred yards off, and

drops again amongst the rushes; it is ditlicidt to flush it a second time, but a third

impossible. And a very curious circumstance is that it also seems quite impossible to

find the bird in the spot where it finally settles. This 1 attributed to the slender

figure it makes, and to the color of the jilumage so closely resendding that of the

withering yellow and spotted reeds always to be found amongst the green (mes; but

I did not know for many years that the bird possessed a marvellous instinct that made
its peculiar conformation and imitative color far mure advantageous than they could

be of themselves.

"One day in November, 1)^70, when out shooting, I noticed a little heron stealing

off quickly through a bed of rushes, thirty or forty yards from me; he was a foot or
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SO above the groiiml, and wt-iit so i-;ii>i(lly that he appeared to glide through the

rushes without touehiut;- tluin. I fired, hut afterwards ascertained that in my hurry I

missed my aim. Tlie bird, however, disappeared at the report; and thinking I had

killed him, I went to the spot. It was a small isolated bed of rushes 1 liad seen hiwi

in; the mud below and for some distanee round was quite bare and hard, so that it

would have been im])ossible for the bird to escape without being perceived ; and yet,

dead or alive, he was not to be found. After vainly seareliing and re-searching

through the rushes for a quarter of an hour, I gave over the quest in great disgust

and bewilderment, and, after reloading, was just turning to go, when, behold I there

stood inv heron as a reed, not more than eight indies from, and on a level with, my
knees. He was perched, the body erect and the point of the tail touching the reed

grasped by its feet ; the long, slender, tapering neck was held stiff, straight, and verti-

cally ; and the head and beak, instead of being carried obliquely, were also pointing

up. There was not, from the feet to the tip of the beak, a perceptible curve or

inequality, but the whole was the figure (the exact counterpart) of a straight tapering

rush ; the loose plmnage arranged to fill inequalities, the wings pressed into the

hollow sides, made it imjiossiblc to see where the body ended and the neck began, or

to distinguisli head from neck or beak from head. This was, of course, a front view;

and the entire under surface of the bird was thus displayed, all of a uniform dull

yellow like th.at of a faded rush. I regarded the bird wonderingly for some time ; but

not the least motion did it make. I thought it was wounded or paralyzed with fear,

and, i)lacing my hand on the point of its beak, forced the head down till it touched

the back ; when I withdrew my hand, up flew the head, like a steel spring, to its first

position. I repeated the experiment many times with the same result, the very eyes

of the bird ajipearing all the time rigid and unwinking like those of a creature in a fit.

"What wonder that it is so diiKcult — almost impossible— to discover the bird in such an

attitude! But how happened it that while re])eatedly walking rouml the bird tlirough

the rushes I liad not caught sight of the stri]>eil back and the broad dark-colored

sides? I asked myself this question, and stejiped round to get a side \ iew, when,

niirabile dicli/, I could still see nothing lint the rush-like froTit of tlie bird ! His

motions on tlie perch as he turned slowly or quickly round, still keeping the edge of

the blade-like body before me, corresponded so exactly with my own that I almost

doubted that I had not moved at all. No sooner had I seen the finisliing ))art of this

marvellous instinct of self-]>reservation (this last act making the whole entire), than

such a degree of delight and admiration jiossessed me as I have never before expe-

rienced during my researches, much as I have conversed with wild animals in the

wildennent, and many and i)erfect as are the instances of adaptation I have wit-

nessed."

The uncouth 'booming' of the bittern is a mysterious sound of which most

authors only speak with reservation and at second hand. Mudie's account of the

" savage laughter that sounds as if the voices of a bull ami a horse were combined " is

often quoted, but he deseril)es it as being produced by the flying bird. This "is evi-

dently the ofTspring of his fine imagination," as Macgillvr.ay coriectly remarks,

adding: "What a jileasant thing it is to be able to write copiously and with ease on a

subject about which one knows nothing!" But we have better evidence that the

English names of the European Hotauriis stellaris, such aa 'mire-drum,' 'bitter-bump,'

'bog-bum])er,' only faintly express the roaring ability of this nocturnal jierformer. J.

F. Kaumann— a keener and trustworthier observer than whom was never born— asserts
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thiU lie has hcanl tlii.' bellowing and rumbling of the male bittern innumerable times,

often throughout the whole night. He describes the sound as '' U prumb" the latter

syllabk- iiiucli louder than the former, rejieated several times. He sometimes heard,

when he sueceeded in getting close enough, a low sound jirecede the bellow, as if the

surface of the water was beaten with a reed. The roar sounds, close by, nearly as

strong as the bellow of an ox and m.iy be heard, during a still night, at a distance of

from tiiree to four miles, according to circumstances. Naumaun himself was never so

Fio. 85. — Ardtomeya goiuith, Airicaa glaut-heron.

fortunate as to see the bird during the jierformance. Count Wodzicki, however
also known as an excellent observer,— was more successful, and describes it in the fol-

lowing manner: "The artist was standing on both legs, with the body horizontal, and
the bill in the water, and then a rumbling began, tiic water siiouting about all the time.

After a few sounds I heard tlie 'U' described by Naumann ; the bird lifted the
head, threw it backwards, ))ut it again rapidly into the water, producing a roar that
startled me." The souud of the American bittern {B. lentir/iiwaus) is described .-is
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somewhat difforont. Dr. Bachman, in a letter to Audubon, said that " their hoarse
croakings, as if tlieir throats were filled with water, were heard on every side."

Others compare it with the sound produced by driving a stake in boggy soil, hence
the name ' stakc-drivei-.' Mr. Samuels render.s this love-soii'g of the male witli cktoik-On

lunk-chunk, qmink chunk-a-lunk-chunk, " almost e.\actly resembling the stroke of a
mallet on a stake."

^ v.!./.•>
••'

Fig. 8*i. — lierodiai alba, egret.

The cuts representing species of this family have been selected with the view of

illustrating the chief forms under which the heron ty])e appears. The first <inc is a

characteristic reproduction of tiie African giant heron (Ardeotuega goliath), the

largest species of the tribe, witli the back asliy, head and under side chestnut, and the

ornamental plumes, except the crest of the head, whitish. It is nearly related to the

true and ty]iical herons, the interesting dichromatism of which we have mentioned in

VOL. IV. — 12
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the iiiliiHlucliuii (p. 7). The sccoiiil cut shows very well the graceful plumes of the

egrets {IIerodias),A group fharacteri/.eil, besides, by slender but elegant |iroportions

and till' dazzling whitiMuss of the plumage. The species here figiire<l is //. alba, of

nearly e<isnii)]i()lilan range, and re])resenteil on our continent by a slight race, //. allta

et/retla. Siniil:u-ly while, but with the ornamental feathers of the head, breast, and

back of a rusty Isabella color, is the buff-backed cattle-egret (Diihidcus ibis), which

has already been incnlioned ns tlie bird usually shown to the travelers in Egy]it as

Flo. ft7. — i'lfchirttitus cucliUanug^ UiHl-bili.

the sacred ibis of the ancients. In its rather stout builil, short neck, short and strong

bill, it a])j»roaehes tlic night-herons {^Ti/cficorax), wUk-h, besides, are easily recognized

by the extremely lengthened linear and compact webbed ]iluines on the occii)ut.

Two authors, each holding a leading ])osition as ornitliologist in their respective

countries, in 1H77 monograpiied the herons. One of them made the boat-bill {Cochlea-

rius, or Cancroma) a sub-genus under the genus Ni/cticoricx, the other regarded it as

constituting a separate family, equal in rank to the Ardeida'. It will be seen that the
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curious original of the aceompanyiiig woocl-cut, the South American boat-bill (C.

cocMeariun) is the object of considerable diversity of ojjinion. To all external

a])pearance, with the exception of tlie remarkal)lo bill, whieli is gi'eatly dej)ressed and

dilated laterally, the lateral outline much bowed, the boat-bill is a night-heron, that is,

its general projiortions, size, ornamental feathers, and coloration are those which char-

acterize the night-herons. But while it resembles a night-heron, and originally may
have sjirung from the same stock, it is modified and siieeialize<l in so many ways and

so inij)ortant features, besides the bill and the conseijuent alteration of the skull, that

we necessarily must regard Mr. Robert Ridgway's view as the most justifiable of the

two mentioned above. As sjiecializations additional to the strange conformation of

the beak may be mentioned that the boat-bill has lost both the femoro-caudal muscle

and the feather tufts on tiie oil gland, and that it has acquired a fourth pair of

powder-down jiatches. Grading our groups on a somewhat different ]irinciple, how-

ever, we include the two sjiecies of boat-bills (a new sj)ecies from Central America

having been desci-ibed this year by the last-named gentleman as Cochlearius zelecloni)

in the sub-family Cochleariinre.

At first sight the Cochlearius seems to represent a j)igmy Balseniceps, between tlic

legs of which it can stand upright witliout bending its neck, and the view of their

being closely related has also been urged by different authorities ; but we cannot help

thinking that Professor Reinhardt was right when he ojiposed Professor W. K. Par-

ker's opinion to that effect, for, as Reinhardt remarks, even the outward likeness

between the two bills is, on nearer inspection, by no means so great as would appear

at first sight. Tlie bill of Cochlearius is remarkably flattened, and not so much calcu-

lated for great streuLTth as for great roominess; and this is still more increased by the

naked <lilat:ible skin between the branches of the lower jaw, which can be distended

into a complete pouch or bag hanging down as far as the throat.

Order X.— STEGANOPODES.

Notwithstanding the shortness of the legs and the ' Steganopodous ' character of the

toes,— that is, the connection of all four toes by membranes,— the birds of the present

order are unquestionably nearly related to the Ilerodii. Like these, they are desmo-

gnathous, and lack basipterygoid processes; "but the inner edges of the palatine bones

unite for a much greater distance behind the ]>osterior nas.al aperture, and a median
ridge is sent down from the line of junction of the palatines." Authors have been

equally unanimous in asserting the great homogeneity of the group, until Professor

St. G. Mivart, in 1877, in his valuable memoir, "On the Axial Skeleton of the Pele-

canida>," raised doubts as to the propriety of referring the tropic-birds and friu^ate-

birds to the Stcganojjodes, though it is not quite correct to say that, " according to hiiTi,

the tro])ic-birds are wrongly placed with this order." Here are his own words;

"Besides \_Pelecanus, Sula, Phalacrocorax, and Ploti(s],i\»i two genera Frefjata and

Phaethon are usually classed with them to contribute to the group of the 8teganopo<les.

But, from the point of view here adopted (that of the postcr.anial part of the axial

skeleton only), I have found it impossible to detect ch.aracters which seem to me good
and sufticient to unite such Steganopodal groups together, and at the same time divide

them off from other forms." It ajjpears, however, that in the above-mentioned struc-

ture of the palate and the feet, which Mivart, together with the rest of the cranium
and the extremities, intentionally excluded from his comparison, there are characters
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"good and sufficient to unite tlio Stcganopodal group together, and at the same time

mark it off from all other groups of birds."

Another tiling is, that Mivart has shown that the four supergenera, included in

brackets al)ove, arc more intimately related inter xe than to the two other ones.

These two, on the other hand, chiefly agree to differ from the former four in negative

]i<)ints, and hence their exclusion from these does not indicate any |)articular mutual

intimacy. On the contrary, the tropic-birds and the frigate-birds are as different

between themselves as each of them is from the rest. We therefore i)roi)ose to dis-

member the order in three su])erfamilics, IVlecanoidea", Fregatoidea', and Phaethon-

toidea-, an arrangement which is essentially the same as that ]>r()i)osed by Professor

IJrandt forty years ago.

This arrangement needs a short explanation. There will be found, later on, a few

more details concerning the jieculiar arrangement of the neck vertebraj of the firet-

mentioned sujierfamily. In the last two the neck is normal, and, consequently, they

have not develo|)ed as off-shots from the stem of the Pelccan<)i<lcic. The extreme

specialization of Fref/nla in regard to the thigh muscles, A+, can, tiierefore, not be

derived fnmi the Pelecanoiiloas notwithstanding that the niyological formula of the

latter, AXH-, otherwise would allow of such an iiUcrpretalion. On the other hand, it

is even more jdain that the myological formula, AXY +, of the tropic-bird cannot

directly or indirectly be derived from the j)elicans or the frigate bird, nor, indeed,

the latter two from the former. We are, consequently, compelled to assume a

common ancestor with normal arrangement of the cervical vertebne and a myological

formula consisting of, at least, AXY+.
We have occasionally had oj)portuiiity to hear people ridicule the stress laid u]ion

the presence or absence of such a trifling thing as a small muscle of the leg seems to

be. In some instances the presence or absence, considered alone, throws no light upon

the maimer in which two forms have developed, and in other cases it seems to the

sni).erficial observer to have no systematic importance,— for instance, when a s])ecies has

a certain muscle which is wanting in a closely allied form of the same genus; but

even then it is of considerable interest, since it shows that the latter has devolo))ed

out of the former, and not vice versa. The above exainj)le, however, derived from

the present order, should convince even the most superficial observer that there are

cases in which these tiny muscular slips play a most im])ortaiit role.

We have discussed the distinctness of the three groups here projiosed only on the

basis of a few characters, since want of space j)rcvents us from going further into

details; but in order to show that the iliffercnces are r.ather deep-rooted, it will be suf-

ficient to remind one of the fact that they are apparently n(»t due to direct telcoloijical

causes. In all three groujis there are excellent flyers, with long wings; but one of

them also comprises rather short-winged divers. Similarity in habits and manner
of life may account for the external and sujterfici.al resemblance between a gannet and
a tropic-bird, but we know of no difference in their habits sufficient to explain the

anatomical diversities alluded to above.

In additiitn to the diaracters common to all the members of the grou]), as "-iven

at the beginning of this chapter, the double condition of the pectoral muscle is here

described in Professor Garrod's words : —
''The great ])cctoral muscle is composed of two independent Layers,— a superficial

large one, arising from the inferior border of the sternum, its carina, and from the

oiiter border of the furcula; and a deep one from the ujiper two thirds of the deeper
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part of the carina, su]icrficial to the 2^ec/fl)-alis secundus, and from the symphysial

half of the outer border of tlie furcula. The sii|)erfici:il layer is inserted by a broad

linear attachment to the pectoral ridge of the humerus, whilst the deeper layer ends

in a roun<led tendon." According to Garrod, this arrangement is exactly alike in

Plotus, J'/ia'e(/io/i, I'decanus, tSuhi, and also in J'/ialacrocora.c, though not so easily

recognized in the latter. The birds of other orders which show a similar condition,

are the American vultures, the storks, and the ]ietrels.

Professor Huxley, in enumerating the characters of the 'Dysporomorphae,' as he

styled this order, indicates that the i:)halanges of the anterior toes decrease in length

from the basal to the pen\iltimate. A re-examination of the group has convinced me
that this is not correct. It will be seen from the figure, further on, of the bones of

the foot of Fregata, that the ratio of the j)lialanges is quite different,— the basal ones

of the second and third toes being shorter than the next ones. A similar ratio is

also found in the gannets, especially the smaller species, ami likewise in the darters.

In common with the frigate-birds, the PHAETHONTOIDE/E have a compara-

tively large head, mounted on a short and thick neck, consisting of fewer and nor-

mally articulated vertebraj. The wings are long and pointed, the tail cuneate, with

the two middle feathers extremely lengthened. The feet are rather small, but the

webs are ample; they are totipalmate, like all the members of the order,— that is,

even the first toe is connected with the next one by a membrane; and in this particu-

lar group it is short, and turned nearly forwards. Another peculiarity of the hind

toe is that it articulates with the metatarsus considerably above the level of the other

toes, herein differing from the other members of the order. The claw of the third

toe is not pectinated. In having an undivided sheath, without any groove or detached

pieces, the bill resembles that of a tern, but the edges are serrated. Like the

terns, the tropic-birds have pervious nostrils, therein differing considerably from

the other members of the order, in some of which the external openings of the narcs

are absolutely closed in the adult birds; but in contradistinction to the terns and gulls,

the troiiic-birds are strongly holorhinal. Achlitional osteological characters will be

mentioned under the descriptions of the other groups, though we may remark here

that the hind border of the breast-bone has two notches, and, consequently, two lateral

processes on each side, somewhat similar to the condition in the gulls.

The myological peculiarities are described thus by Garrod : ''Phaethon possesses

the femoro-caudal (small), the semitendinosus (strong), and the accessory semitendi-

nosus; the ainbiens, the accessory femoro-caudal, and the postacetabular jiortion of the

tensor fascia; are absent. In this bird the biceps cruris is inserted into the fibula-head

directly, without passing through a loop."

I'tcrylographically there is only little difference between the present su)ier-family

and the Pclecanoidea", but the structure of the feathers is different, they being more
elastic and more curveil, rather resembling, according to Xitzsch, those of the geese.

The skin is pneumatic, similar to that of the gannets, and each oil-gland has three

openings.

The tropic-birds— an appropriate name for these intertrojncal birds— are also

called ' boatswains,' for the same reason as the jaegers, namely the extremely elongated

middle tail-feathers. In their general aspect, the white color of the body, and the

red or yellow bills, size, etc., they closely imitate the gulls or terns; and many travel-

ers have described their habits .as similar to the latter, but the resemblance seems to

be very slight and very superficial. The tropic-birds are very oceanic, and arc often
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met with many liunJreds of miles from any shore. Their flight is describoi] l)y Pro-

fessor Newton as not resembling that of any sea-bird with whieh he is acquainted, its

cliief j)ecii]i:irity consisting in the regular and rather rapid strokes of the wing, with-

out any intermission, as far as he could see ; and Mr. C. B. Cory expressly saj-s that it

" does not at all resemble the long, easy movement.s of the gulls, but is hurried and

rapiil, more resembling that of a duck." They usually breed in cracks of the cliffs,

on tlie ledges of rocks, or imder overhanging boulders, but build no nest. The single

egg, rather large and of a reddish-brown color, with fine markings, is said to be good

eating, and in some localities large quantities are gathered for food ; hence the name

Flo. 88. — Phatlhnn itlhensiu, rcii-liilKii ii.i.i. •.mi.

* egg-bird ' in the Bahamas. Also the long and stiff central tail-feathers are collected,

especially those of Phaethon rithricaiufa, in which they arc red, in beautiful contrast

to the rest of the jiluinagc Mr. Kdwanl Xcwton describes the visit to a breeding-

place of this 8]i<'cies on Kound Island, a sni;ill islet close by JIauritius, as follows :

" Here the red-tailed tropic-bird breeds in very large numbers. They are the tamest

birds I ever saw, and do not know what fear is. They never attempt to leave their

single egg or nestling at one's ap])roacli, but merely stick out their feathers and scream,

pecking at one's legs with their beaks. It is the fashion on the island for visitors to

remove the old binl from its egg by a slight shove, and then ])lacing the foot gently
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on its lioad, to draw out the long tail-foatlu'is. It resents this insult by screaming and

sna))|iing, but never tries to escape by flying or shuffling along the ground ; in fact,

like all birds which have their legs placed so far behind, they cannot rise off a flat

surface, but re()uire a drop of a few feet to give them an imjjetus." Where rocks are

wanting, however, the trojjic-bird breeds in trees. The same gentleman, during a

mountain ascent on one of the Seychelles, observed a yellow-billed trojjic-bird (T'.

JlaiJi'rostris) enter a Iiole in the stump of a dead tree. " On returning," he says, " I

made for it. After a scramble over dead wood and granite boulders, I got to it. The

hole was about fifteen feet from the ground, and my man soon ascended, not, however,

without fears on my part that the rotten old stem would come down with liis weight.

Unfortunatelj- there was only a young bird inside it. Tiiis I took home and endeav-

ored to rear, but it only lived four days." Tlie young is cov-

ered with ]>ure white down, and consequently is very unlike the

downy youngs of the LaridiB. The chick, like that of all the

members of the order, is reared in the nest, or rather on the spot

where the egg was hatched, until able to fly.

Only three species are known,— the two above mentioned,

and the red-billed, white-tailed P. cethereus, which is the species

represented in our wood-cut.

In Fig. 89 is shown one of the more ob\ious characters of the

FREGATOIDE.E, namely, the remarkably short tarsus, the sliort-

ness and breadth of which is absolutely uuicpie amongst the Euor-

nithes. It is only equalled by the corresponding bone of the pen-

guins, in which, however, the three component metatars.ils are

nearly se]iarated, and equally well developed. On the whole, the

foot of the frigate-bird is short, and abnormally developed, for

the "webs" are so deeply excised that they hardly deserve their

name, and the tarsus is feathered to the legs and feathered to the

toes,— a very extraordinary feature in a " water-bird," it lu-ing, in

fact, the only one among all the birds so designated that exhibits

this cliaracter. The abnormal ratio of the phalanges of the middle

toe has already been mentioned.

The wings are hardly less remarkable, since the culiitus is

longer than tlie upper arm bone by one third of its length ; and

as the humerus itself is very long, the stretch of the wings becomes quite excessive in

j)ro]iortion to the size of the body. In n'gard to the breast-bone we remark that the

hind border is described as truncate, without any notehes or lateral ]irocesses. Peculiar

to Fref/uta is also the fact tliat there is no interval between the lumbar and caudal ver-

tebne, as the transverse processes are continuously developed throughout these verte-

bra. As to the j)elvis, it may be remarked that the ilia do not meet together medianly in

front of the acetabula at all, as they do in both the other super-families. The caudal

vertcbriB have very strong transverse processes, and the external tail is long and very

forked. In many other external characters tlie frigate-birds show affinities to the

cormorants; for instance, in the shape of the bill, which is composed of several pieces

separated by grooves, ending in a strongly-hooked nail, in tlie naked gular pouch, and
also in tlie pectination of tlie claw of llie third toe. The jtterylosis ap]>roaclies that of

the cormorants, but is peculiar on account of the remarkable sparse arrangement of the

contour fcathcre.

Fio. 89. — Leg bonoB of
Frtfiata aqnllit, from
the' knee, tb, tibia ;

mt^, turso-metatarsus.
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On the whole, the cormorants seem to be the nearest allies, but, as already noted,

the (lifTerences are many and important. In regard to alleged relationshij) to mem-
bers of other orders, it may suffice to mention that there are jK-culiarities in the skele-

ton and the myology which have been iMter]irele(l as indicating allinity to the petrels,

— theories which only future investigations will be able to decide ujwii.

Only one family, Kregatid.k, and one genus, Fn-gata, consisting of two species,

comjiose the super-family, which, like the foregoing one, is peculiar to the inter-

tropical seas.

The description of the extreme length of the wings of the ' man-of-war hawk,' as

they are often called, indicates the enormous power of flight of the 'hurricane bird,'

another name by which they are known to the sailors, and Audubon's graphical

account is only one of the many enthusiastic descri]>tions :
—

" The frigate-pelican is possessed of a power of flight which I conceive superior

to that of ]ierhaps any other bird. However swiftly the Cayenne tern, the smaller

gulls, or the jaeger move on wing, it seems a matter of mere sjiorl to it to overtake

any of them. The goshawk, the peregrine, and the gyrfalcon, which I conceive to

be the swiftest of our hawks, are obliged to pursue their victim, should it be a green-

winged teal or ])assengcr-pigeon, at times for half a mile, at the highest j>itch of their

speed, before they can secure them. The bird of which I sj/eak comes from on high

with the velocity of a meteor, and on nearing the object of its j)ursuit, which its keen

eye has spied while fishing at a distance, darts on either side to cut off all retreat, and

with open bill forces it to drop or disgorge the fish which it has just caught. See him

now ! Yonder, over the waves, leaps the brilliant dolphin, as he pursues the flyinic-

fishcs, which he e.ic])ccts to seize the moment they drop into the water. The frigate-

bird, who has marked them, closes his wings, dives towards them, ami, now ascendintj,

holds one of the tiny things across his bill. Already fifty yards above the sea, he

8|)ic8 a porpoise in full chase, launches towards the spot, and in passing seizes the

mullet that has esca])ed from its dreade<l foe. I observed a frigate-])elican that had

forced a Cayenne tern, yet in sight, to drop a fish which the broad-winged warrior

had seized as it fell. This fish was rather large for the tein, and might jirobably be

about eight inches in length. The frigate-pelican mounted with it across his bill

about a h\indrcd yards, and then, to.-siiig it wy, I'aught it as it fell, but not in the

proper manner. He therefore dro]>ped it, but before it had fallen many yards caught

it again. Still it was not in a good position, the weight of the head, it seemed,

having prevented the bird from seizing it by that part. A second time the fish was
thrown ujjward, and now, at last, was received in a convenient jioiition (tliat is, with

its head downw:nds), and immediately swallowed."

Dr. Bryant visited several brceding-])l.aces of F. aqvila, in the Bahamas. In one

place the nests wore on the bare rock, aii<l closely grfiupcd together; in another, they

were built u])on the mangroves, while on the Seal Islaml they were [ilaccd on the tops

of jirickly-jiear. Mr. G. C. Taylor describes Iiis visit to a rookery on a small islet on

the Pacific coast of Honduras as follows:—
"At a distance the most conspicuous object was a numerous flight of frigate-birds

Bearing over the island. As we a[>|iroached, large white ))atches, caused by the dro|>

pings of the birds, became visible. The whole island was appro])riatcd bv the frig.ate-

birds. Nearly every tree and bush, both high and low, was covered with biids and

their nests. The latter were mostly composed of a few sticks laid crossways, hardly

as much in i|uantity as in the nest of the ring-dove {Cohtmba jxtlxinhus). Each nest
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contained a single egg, about the size of a lien's-cgg, and of a chalky whiteness.

Altliougli the nests were ujjon low bushes, still they were placed just too high for one

to reach the eggs without climbing. The difficulty was to get the birds off their

nests. Shoutiiiii' had little or no effect; and even the report of a gun would only

rouse a few, who would frerpuMitly settle again on the bushes. I threw some stones

among them, without producing nuuh result, and oven tried to poke them off their

seats with my gun; but they nurely snajiped their beaks at me in retaliation."

According Xo Professor Mivart, the PELECAXOIDE.E differ from the two fore-

going su))er-families in possessing a greater number of cervical and cervico-dorsal

vertebra^, viz., seventeen to twenty, against fifteen only in the latter. But the most

marked feature is, ]ierliai>s, the peculiarity in the eighth or ninth cervical vertebra, by

which it is angularly articulated with the vertebra in front and behiml. By this

arrangement is caused the characteristic kink in the nock of those birds, which may be

seen ]jlaiidy in the wood-cuts representing the darter and the cormorant. Indeed, it

is literally imj)Ossible for these birds to carry their neck straight. This angular condi-

tion of the neck is most developed in the darters; in a less marked degree in the

cormorants, and still less so in the ganncts and pelicans, though observable in all.

Other distinctive characters of the skeleton as compared with the trojiic-birds and

frigate-birds are the presence of one to three distinct sacral vertebra;, the moderate

size of the lateral acetabular fossa, and the presence of fully or nearly comjdetod

luemal arches to some of the vertebnc ; "but in Fregata and Phaethon, not only are

there none, but no tendenc_v to form liiomal arches is exliiljitod." The hind margin

of the breast-bone has only one lateral ]>rocess on each side.

Wo recognize; four grou])S of equal rank, since it seems "difficult to imite together

any two of them to the exclusion of the others." Of these four families Professor

Mivart thinks that the darters, as the most exceptional and differentiated type, should,

form one end of the series, to be begun with the pelicans, which in some points, at

least, appears the least differentiated and most generalized form.

Accordingly we commence with the Pelecaxidje, the pelicans proper, the ajipear-

ance of which, with the enormo\is jiouch suspended between the branches of the lower

j.aw, is so familiar to everybody that we feel at liberty to dispense with a general

description,— the more so, as the accom])aiiying cut will revive in the imagination of

our reader the picture of this grotesque bird if some details should have faded out of

the memory.

In one anatomical feature, at least, the pelicans stand quite isolated, and Huxley
considered it to be so important that ujwn it he based a subdivision of the order

into two groups, one to contain the pelicans, the other embracing all the other ' Dys-

poromoripjiic.' Here is his description of the ])eciiliarity : "In the Pelccanida; the

inferior edge of the ossified intorurbital septum rises rajiidly forward, so as to leave a

space at the base of the skull, which is filled by a triangular crest formed by the union

of the greatly developed ascending jirocesses of the palatines."

One external character only shall here be mentioned ; viz., that the tail consists of

twenty-four rather soft rectrices, a feature well worth noting, since in all the other

families are the tail feathers very stiff, and their maximum number sixteen.

Pelicans are found in the New World as well as in the eastern hemisphere, but

they are confined to the tropics, and the warmer portions of the temperate regions,

though a single species or two may breed in more northern localities where the sum-

mers are warm.
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SucJi a sjiccics is our North American white julican {Felecanus erythrorhynchos),

formerly confoun<lctl with the species tiginvd. A very distinctive and reinarkahle

feature, Imwever, is the irreirular protuljerance on the culmeii, which is equally devel-

opcil in lioth sexes. Mr. liohcrt IJiilgway, who, in ISOS, ilnrint; a visit to the island

in Pyramid Lake, Nevada, discovered the regular shedding of this horn, or ' centre-

f ill »

mM}^^.
,. I ;i
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Fio. 90.— Pelecanus onocrotaliu, European \rhite-pelican.

board,' as it was aii|iro]inaluly called by the inhabitants of the neighborhood, describes

it as follows: "The maxillary excrescence varies creatly both in size and shai)e.

Fre(jm'nlly it consists of a single ]«iece, iiearly as hi<;h as lonir, its vertical outlines

almost jiMrallel, and the upper outline quite regularly convex, the largest sjiecinien seen
being about three inches liigh by as many in length. ^lore frequently, however, it is

very irregular in shajie, usually less elevated, and not infrequently with ra2<red ante-
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lior, or even postorior, continuations. Tliis excrescencp, wliie}i is nsstimod gradually

in the sjiring, readies its perffct (levelojuncnt in the jiairing season, and is dn)p]ied

before or soon after the young are hatched ; simultaneously with tlic shedding of this

appendage, the nuchal crest falls off, and in its place a patch of short brownish-gray

feathers a]ij)ears; this disapjiears with the fall moult, when the occijiut is entirely

unadorned, there being neither crest nor colored patch."

Mr. Ridgway first made a visit to the island in July, 1SG7. Thousands of pelicans,

slumbering on the beach, were startled, when he landed with his j)arty in the even-

ing, " and as they rose into the air the noise caused by their confusion was so great

that we could scarcely hear one another's voices. Our blankets were spread upon the

higher ground some distance from the boat, in order to avoid the offensive smell of

tlie roosting-ground. In the morning, when we awoke, the whole beach about fifty

yards from us was covered with a dense crowd of these gigantic snow-white creatures,

who scarcely heeded us as we arose ; as we approached them, however, they pushed

one another awkwardly into the water, or rose heavily and confusedly from the

ground, and, flying some distance out ujion the lake, alighted on the water. The

majority of the flock remained upon tlie water only a short time, when they arose and

flew— divided into battalions— ])assing over us, eacli turning its liead and looking

down upon us as it went l)y." At that time none of the many thousands possessed

the appendage. Mr. Kidgway repaired to the lake again in May of the following

year, when he found the pelicans in ])airs, and provided with the "conspicuous promi-

nence on the toj) of the ujiper mandible, known among the white peojile of the neigh-

borhood as the ' centre-board,' so called from the fancied resemblance to the centre-

board of a sail-boat. This ornament was observable on quite a large proportion of

the birds, and was conspicuous at a considerable distance. At this season both sexes

were highly colored, the naked soft skin of the face and the feet being fiery orange

red, or almost blood-red, instead of pale ashy straw yellow, as in all, both old and

young, in August.
" In viewing the northern shore from an eminence, it was noticed that the narrow

point, which extended some liundred yards or more beyond the main beach, was liter-

ally covered with a dense body of pelicans, a])parently merely resting, as many of

them were standing; however, upon jiroceeding to the spot, it was found that the

ground was covered with nests, upon which the females had been sitting, each one

attended by her mate, who stood by her siile. The nests occupied fully one half the

surface, and consisted of mere heaps of gravel and sand raked into a jiile about six or

eight inches high, and ])rol)al>ly twenty wide on the to]), which was only slightly hol-

lowed. In each nest we found one egg, and never more.

" Soon the number of birds distinguished by the ' centre-board ' daily decreased,

while, to account for this ])henomenou, a corresponding number of cast-off ones was

found upon the ground. Some of these loosened ornaments had been but recently

drojtped, as was plainly shown by their freshness, while others, which liad been cast

for some time, were dry and warped by the sun. Towards the last of the month no

birds possessing this excrescence were to l)e seen, but the apjiendages themselves

were scattered so numerously over the ground that a bushel could have been gathered

in a short time, though upon our first arrival on the island not one was to be seen."

Mr. D. G. Elliot describes them in their winter haunts as follows: "On the south-

ern coast of the United States they are very abumlant. and I have witnessed them in

winter on the sea-beach of Florida, standing close together in long rows of many hun-
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(Ircds 111" individuals, cnjoviiig a siesta after fishing. Tliis species docs not plunge

into tlic water after its prey, as is the custom of its relative, the P.fitscus, but swims

along, lieating the surface of the water with its wings, and scoojiing up great nunihers

of fish at once. When raising the bill from the water, the |ioint is held downwards

until all the water has been allowed to run out from the sac, and then the small fish

contained in the skinny bag are devoured at leisure. Sometimes so many fish, or such

large ones, .are obtained that the sac hangs down nearly to the ground, it is so very

elastic; while at other times, when empty, it is drawn up between the crura of the

lower mandible. When on the wing, the head is drawn in close to the shoulders, the

webbed feet e.\tended behind. I have never heard them utter any sound as they thus

proceeded."

About a dozen s])ecics or forms of pelicans are known. All of them have the

region between the eye and the bill bare of feathei-s, excejtt the Australian species, the

speckled ])elican (P. conspicilhitiis), which has oidy a naked ring round the eyes, like

spectacles (voiispicilla),— hence the names.

Ne.\t come the gannets or boobies, the Si:lid.b, the typical species of which is

beautifully figured in the accompanying cut. We remark at once that the bill termi-

nates rather j)ointedly, the ' nail ' only being slightly bent, and not hooked over the

tij) of the lower mandible, as in both pelicans and cormorants. We have already

mentioneil the abnormal ratio of the ph.alanges of the toes. The wings are long and

strong, and the birds are conseciuently excellent flyers, which secure their ])rey, consist-

ing of fishes, by plunging headlong into the water, with a velocity that makes the

spray rise several feet. In order to offer the minimum of opposition in the bird's

diving progress, the sternal apparatus has been peculiarly modified. The breast-bone

itself is uinisually long for a bird of this order, being nearly twice as long as it is

broad, and the coracoids, as pointed out by John Flower, are articulated in a direction

nearly parallel with the axis of the breast-bone, and not, as in most birds, at nearly

right .'uigles to it, an arrangement differing widely from that in the cormorants. Like

the other great flyers of the order, the gannets possess a "system of subcutaneous air-

cells which pervade almost the whole surface of the body, and are ca]iable of volun-

tary inflation or exliaustion," alre.idy referred to while descriiiing a similar peculiarity

in the screamers.

' Sula ' is an old Norse word, meaning a swallow, and the gannet is, in the Scandina-

vian languages, known as the ' hav-sula,' or se.i-swallow, prol)ably because of its pow-
erful flight. One of the i>opular English names of the bird,— the 'solan goose,'—
is evidently related, and probably directly derived from the Norse wonl, and would

consequently mean 'swallow-goose.' Other names bestowed u])on these birds are

' gentleman,' or ' Jan van Gent.' Macgillivr.ay describes its flight thus: "In launch-

ing from the cliffs, they fre(juently utter a single plaintive cry, jK'rform a curve having

its concavity upwards, then shake the tail, frecpieiitly the whole i)lumage, draw the

feet backwards, placing them close under the tail on each side, and cover them with

the feathers. In flying, the body, fail, neck, and bill are nearly in a straic;ht line
;

the wings extended, and never brought close to the body, and they move bj- regular

flapi>ings, alternating with regular sailings." It is interesting to remark that they fly

with outstretched necks, as do the cormorants, thus ])resenting a similar difference

from the pelicans, as do the storks and ibises from the herons.

The food of the gainiet consists chiefly of herrings, and having, like the pelicans,

a very dilatable a-sophagus, it is ca]>.able of swallowing fish of considerable size.
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Being without a g»l;ir ]ioiicli, it feeds its young hy disgorging, and Macgillivray

assures us that it never carries tisli to the rock where it breeds, in its bill.

The solan goose breeds in large colonies on small islands and rocks in the North

Atlantic Ocean ; for instance, on the Bass Koek in Scotland, hence the specific name.

This rookery has been described and depicted so often and elaborately by everybody

who ever wrote of the natural history of this bird, that it would be trivial to repeat

Fig. 91. — Stila baasatia, gannet.

it here. Suffice it to say that Macgillivray, in 1831, cstimnted their number on that

celebrated rock to be about twenty thousand, and that Dr. Cunningham, thirty-one

years afterwards, found no decrease. Much larger is the colony on (i.-innet Rock, in

the Gulf of Saint Lawrence ; for Dr. Bryant, in describing a visit to that island, says :

"Their number on the summit could be very easily and accurately determined by

measuring the surface occu]>ied by tliem ; by a rough computation I made it to be

about fifty thousand pairs, and probably half as many more breed on the remaining
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portion of the rook, and on tlie Little Binl." The nest is usually built of grass or

sea-weeds, which the birds tear off with their sharp beaks, aud a single egg of a chalky

whileiicss, but usually stained and soiled, is deposited, from which is hatched a naked

slaty-blue chick, soon to be covered with snow-white down. The adults arc white,

head and neck above washed with buff, bill bluish-gray, feet slate-color with light

green stri]H'S, indicating the course of tlie tendons; eye yelUtw. The immature birds

are dusky, speckled all over with white sjiots.

A few allied species inhabit the tropical se:is of the eastern hemisjihcre, and a

grou]) of smaller, more or less dusky-colored gannets are entirely inter-lropical. In

general habits tluy differ but little from the typical species, and altogether there are

at present hardly ten different forms. The fact that fossil Sulida' have been found in

France in miocene fresh-water deposits indicates, however, that this family formerly

•was wider distributed and richer in forms. A miocene iSida is also known from North

Carolina.

The two following families are |)robably more closely related inter se than they are

to any of the foregoing. The following are a few characters which the cormorants

and the darters have in oonunon, and in which ihey differ from pelicans and gannets:

They have twenty vertebne in the neck, against seventeen to eighteen ; the ninth

vertebra is the first one pressed back prea.\ially, and not the eighth; the twentieth to

twenty-fourth vertebrae in the cormorants, and the twenty-second to twenty-fifth

vertebraj in the darters, are opisthoca?lous, while none liave that character in the

pelicans and gannets; the latter ])ossess a s])iiial feallier-sjiace, which the former have

not, but these have an occipital style unknown in the others. This occipital style is a

triangular, elongated bone, articulating with the tubercle on the middle of the upper

edge of the occipital bone. The object of this process is to afford surface for the

insertion of "the sujierticial temporal muscles meeting behind the skull along the

median raphe, which becomes ossified to form the above-mentioned style in the adult

bird." A myological feature, which is not shared by the two foresioin^ families, is

that the biceps muscle of the arm sends a fleshy slip to the middle of the pat.agial

tendon of the tensor jxitagii longns. Finally may be mentioned the very backward
position of the hind limbs, wliich force the cormorants and darters to carry their body
more erect than the other members of the order.

The cormorants, I'iiai,ackocoracid-«, are readily distinguished from other Stegan-

opods by the combination of a strongly hookol bill, in shajie and structure like that

of the frigate-bird,— long neck, short wings, aiul rather long, rounded tail. The
head is often crested, and head and neck frequently adorned with thin filamentous

jjlumes, which are assumed towards the jiairing season, and disajipear after the

breeding.

We reg.-nd this family as the central one of the order, hence the negative nature

of the characters including the anatomical features, the status of which is best found
by consulting the diagnoses of the other families. Here shall only be mentioned the

peculiarity of the ambiens muscle in passing through tlie substance of the large tri-

angular ]>alella in a liony canal.

The cormorants form a very homogeneous group of nearly forty existing forms,

and even the tertiary cormorants seem to be very closely allied to the typical species

of the jiresent day, indicating that the group has assumed its jieculiarities at quite a

distant ])eriod.

On account of this uniformity, nobody who ever saw a cormorant will be in
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doubt of the true position of any of the members he miglit come across, and conse-

quently the accompanyinif figure, alliiough rejiresenting a now jirobably extinct

species, will serve as well for illustrating the structure of the existing birds. These,

which are distributed all over the globe, except the very Arctic regions, are generally

of a blackish color, with more or less bronzy reflections, and the naked face usually

brightly colored, but some species, especially from the Australian seas, have tlic whole

under surface white. New Zealand is esi)ecially rich in shags, as these birds are also

called, having not less than thirteen species, amongst these the curiously colored

spotted shag {Fhalucrocorax punctatus) peculiar to that colony; it is beautifully

brownish ash above, each feather with a velvety black spot at the end ; the under side

is leaden gray ; head and neck l^lackish, with a broad white band along the sides ; the

legs are flesh-coloreil ; the eyes, like those of most cormorants, green.

The cormorants are very sociable, and are usually found in great flocks all the year

round. Another feature of their character is their iiujuisitiveness. I well remember
that afternoon when we left Copper Island, steering for the island where the celebrated

navigator, Bering, died after having been shipwrecked. I stood with Captain Sand-

maiiti on the deck when wc were doubling the northwest cape of the former island.

Flock after flock of violet-green shags (/•'. pelayieus) came up to the steamer, veered

round, then pa.ssed over the vessel behind the smokestack, bending and stretching

their long necks in the utmost curiosity, and, as if they had not seen all they wanted,

some of them would return a second time. This lasted as long as we could see the

cape. As I expressed my surprise at the enormous number, the captain replied that

the sight now was nothing against what it used to be. The ^hags were, until a few

years previous, so abundant at this point that they served as a cons])icuous landmark,

which could be relied upon even in the thickest fog. But one winter the majority of

them died by an epidemic disease. The dead corpses covered the beaches all around

the islands, and the natives were much agitated by the prospect of these bii-ds becom-

ing entirely extinct, since they form their main source of fresh meat during the long

winter. A few survived, however, and their number increased yearly.

This incident recalls the fate that has befallen the spectacled, or Pallas's, conno-

rant {P. persjiiciUutus), which, not more than thirty years ago, inhabited the neigh-

boring Bering Island, while now not a single locality is known where this large and

consjiicuous shag may still survive; in fact there are no authentic records of it having

ever been found outside of the island nanu'd. Two of the sjiecimens in museums are

said to have come from Sitka, but they were not collected there, and are probably

from Bering Island. When, in 1882-'83, I visited th.at locality, I made all possible

efforts to obtain specimens, but all I could learn of it was that the last one was killed

.about a generation ago. We have therefore taken pains to secure a most excellent

illustration of one of the rarest birds in collections. For, while we know of more than

seventy specimens of the great auk, and thirty of the Labrador duck, hardly more

than three si)ectacled cormorants exist in European museums, and none in this coun-

try. It would be well worth the while to make a thorough search all over the unin-

habited rocky islets of the Aleutian chain, as a few specimens, should they still e.xist

in some out-of-the-way place, would anijily repay the trouble and expense.

That the Chinese fishermen trained cormorants to catch fish for them was known
long ago. Subsequently the stories were more or less discredited. We shall there-

fore transcribe tlie fullowing authentic account from thc'Speci.al Catalogue of the

Ningjio Collection in the International Fishery-Exhibition at Berlin:'—
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"iMany aretlic ways usi-.l in this province for catching fish of all kinds in the
rivoi-8, lal<os, an.l canals; but none of then are more curious than tiie cormorant-
fishin-, whuh .nay be seen everywhere about Xingpo. Certain ,,laees are noted for
the excellence of the birds which are bred and trained there ; amongst these we may
name I-eiighan and Sliaohsin^.

"The most celebrated place, however, is a small town called Tan.-hsiehen fifty li
northwest of Hangchow, the people of which are currentlv believed to'possess 'a secret
in corinorant-rcann!,' which gives them special success.

"The cormorant's book name is L„ Uu, and the common name is i'u yiug ('fish-

hawk'), or YU ija ('fish-crow'j.

" The females lay early from
three to nine eggs, in the first

and eighth moons. The color

of the eggs is green, but it is

much covered with white
chalk; their size is that of

ducks' eggs. The white inside

is slightly green, ami the eggs
arc never eaten on account of

their strong flavor.

" 'J'he eggs of the first sea-

son (first moon) are the only
ones retained for hatching.

Towards the beginning of the

second moon they are given
to the hens to hatch, as the

female cormorant is a careless

mother. The young break
their shell after a month's
incubation. When new-born
they cannot stand on their

legs, and are very sensitive to
cold. They are therefore taken
away from the hen, ]>laccd in

baskets filled with cottonwool,
and ke])t in a warm place.

The eggs of the second season

, , ,

•"L' not used, the weather be-
ing too cold

; they are given away to children and be-r.r.irs

"The young bir.ls are at first fed with a mixture,^ln equal parts, of beancurd and
raw eel s flesh cut fine. If eels are not procurable, the flesh of the Ilei yii (Ophio-
cepladu. n,j,cr) ,s used instead, in the form of s.nall pills. At the end ^f .-; n'onth
the down begins to be covered by the larger feathe.-s, and the quantity of fish-flesh
g.ve„ to them ,s mcrensed, while that of beancurd is reduced. A second month
elapses, and the young lurds, having grown to double their original size, are fit for themarket; a male fetches «:1 or *2, and a female half as much.

"The birds are now fe.l with young fish thrown to them. When they have
attamed their full size, a siring is tied to one leg, the other end of it bein- fastened to

Fio. ic. _ l-halacrocoroj: pcrapicMalM, I'alla*' cormorant.
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tlio bank of a pond or canal. Thoy are tlu-n made to go into the water, the trainer

wiiistling a peculiar call and using a bamboo to force them. Small tish are thrown to

them, upon which they pounce greedily, as they have been kept on short allowance

of food. They are now called back by a different whistle-call, and forced to obey by
moans of the string; as they reach the shore more lish is given them. This teacliin;'

having been gone through daily for a inonih, another four ur five weeks are s])ent in

training the birds from a boat ; at the end of this period the string is generally dis-

pensed with. When old and well-trained cormorants are made to accompany the

young ones, the time required in training is reduced to one half. Birds not properly

trained after all the trouble thus taken are pronounced stupid and not fit for use.

"The teaching being comj)leted, the cormorants are fed sparingly every morning

with lish. A small ring of hem]) is tied around their necks to prevent them swallow-

ing large fish; and they are taken on board tlie small ])unt called 'cormorant-boat,' to

the number of ten or twelve. They are now as docile as dogs, and sit perched on the

side of the boat until they arc sent into the water by a mere whistle from their

master. They dive after fish, and bring their prizes to the boat, firmly held in their

hooked beaks. When a lish is too large for one bird, three or more join their forces

and capture it together. Sometimes the fisherman signals them to dive by striking

the water with a long bamboo. If any cormorant is inclined to be disobedient, his

legs are connected by a short piece of string; this forms a loop, by which the bird

may at any moment be brought on Ijoanl, iiolenx vo/cns, with a long bandjoo hook.

"After fishing two or three hours the birds are allowed to come on board and rest.

At the end of the day the hempen ring is loosened or removed altogether, and they are

either allowed to fish for themselves, or are fed by the hand of their master. Seizing

the birds one after another by the up]ier mandible, the fisherman thrusts into their

throats a handful of small fish and a ball of beancurd as large as his fist, the ingiu'gi-

tation of which he helps with the other hand by stroking the neck of the bird, who
seems to enjoy it, as he promptly returns for a second sui)ply. The entire scene is

most ludicrous. At night the birds are brought home and caged. A cormorant

holds out for five years, at the end of which time these birds lose their feathers and

soon after die. The females, being weaker than the males, only catch small fish,

hence their lower value. Very good birds reach a value of Fls. 10 a pair, a well-

trained male being worth §G or $7. The females lay when one year old."

No one who is familiar with the look of the cormorant can fail to appreciate the gen-

eral resemblance of the darter as this bird is depicted in the acconijianying cut, not onlv

in the way it sits up, but also in several features of form and structui'c. On the whole it

makes the impi'cssion of an exaggerated cormorant. The small head is still smaller, the

neck still longer and narrower, the 'kink' still more angular, the tail still more elon-

gated. The bill is more after tiie fashion of a heron than a cormorant, being stiaight,

compressed, pointed, without nail, lateral groove, but serrated along the cutting edges.

However, were it not for the many important anatomical features, the ANMix<iiD.E would

liave to be merged into the family of the coi-inoranls. Having several times alluded to

the osteological characters of the darters, the only thing to be mentioned here is, that

the occipital style in Anhinga (or Plotuit) rnihinrja is consider.ably smaller than in the

cormorants, while in .1. levttilhntti the medium raphe separating the temporal muscles

back of the skull is oidy fil)rous, and not ossified, even in adult s])ecimens, thus clearly

indicating the nature and origin of that bone. The muscular arrangement in the neck

is very peculiar on account of the excessive development of the long neck-muscles in

VOL. IV. — 13 •
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their lower almost inter-thoracic portion, and their sudden concentration into the long

and thin tcmlons wliicli run up \.\w lU'ck. The kink of the neck makes necessary a

special arrangement to prevent tlie lendiin wiiieh runs along the posterior surface of

the neck from breaking away from the verteliral column when the muscle with which

it is associated contracts, and therefore a sling-hand is found attached to the ninth

vertebra, through which the tendon ]iasses, acting exactly in tiie same way as the

well-known sling-band in the knee region.

Fio. 93. — Anhinga levaillanli, African dart«r.

The alimentary canal of the darters is extremely peculiar, and has partly been
described in the introduction to this volume (p. 1ft). We may here add that the
African species has two small ca'ca, while the American has only one. In both the
tongue is obsolete as an independent organ. It is very small in all Stegaiiojiods, but
in the others it is free at its anterior extremity, which is not the case in the darters,
the tongue of which is only indicated by a longitudinal groove and a slight transverse
ridge behind.
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Tho darters have only one carotid, though tills cliaractcr is not peculiar; for while

nearly all the other Steganojjods have two, there is only one in two species of pelican

and one gannet.

The j)terylosis of the darter is very jieculiar, and Nitzsch compares it with that of

the penguins, uiasniuch as the contour-feathers, which are small and soft, cover the

body nearly uniformly, all spaces being wanting except the lateral spaces of the trunk

and a narrow inferior space.

Four very distinct species, although of very similar appearance, are known, all

from the tropics or warmer temperate regions. One is American, one from India and
southeastern Asia, one from Australia, and one from Africa, a distribution of the same
category as that of the Ileliornilhida', Jacanida>, liostratula, etc.

In the following notes on the habits of the American species, by Dr. Brewer, are

fotmd the exjilanations of the two connnon names by which the bird is known,
namely, 'darter,' and 'snake-bird,' the South American 'Anlibuja^ of Portuguese

origin, having the same meaning as the latter. Dr. Brewer says : "It lives principally

u]ion fish, which it seizes by rapidly darting upion them with its sharply-pointed and

slightly-toothed beak. In this movement its neck, which is very long, is thrust for-

ward with the force of a spring, aided by the muscles that are large and well devel-

ojicd in the lower and anterior jjortion of the neck. This is said to be the very first

among fresh-water divers, disappearing beneath the surface with the quickness of

thought, leaving scarcely a rijiple on the sjiot, and rea])pearing, |)erhaps, with its head

only above the water for a moment, at a jilace several hundred yards distant. If hit,

and oidy wounded, this iiinl readily baffles all the endeavors of the sportsman to

secure it. When swimming, and unmolested, it is buoyant, and moves with its whole

body above the water ; but when in danger it siid<s its body, leaving only the head

and neck out of the water, presenting the appearance of a portion of a large snake."

Dr. Jerdon's account of the Indian species (-1. melanoffustcr) indicates a cormo-

rant-like feature in the habits of the darter well worth mentioning. He says that they

hunt singly in general, or in scattered parties, but often roost in company, both at

night and in the middle of the day, when numbers may be seen perched on the trees

overhanging some tank or river. After feeding for some time, they perch on the

boughs of a tree, or on a pole or stone, and spread their wings out to dry, as the

cormorants do.

The darters, like the cormorants, lay four eggs,— light blue, with a white chalky

covering; in fact, typical cormorant eggs, and greatly different from the single egg of

the tropic-bird, which seems to resemble the eggs of the petrels.

Leoniiard Stejnegeb.
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OuDEK XI.— OPISTHOCOMI.

The oxlraordiuary binl, Opisthocomus cristatus, wliich is the sole species of the

family OrisxiiocoMiD^, has been for a long time a complete puzzle to naturalists, as

it soenietl to coiiil)iiie witliiii itself characters of so many groups, that it was almost

impossible to .leci.le where it should be referred, an.l tlierefore l)y various writei-s it

has been assigned from one family to another, until there appeared to be no resting-

place for it anywhere. Of late years, liowever, several entire specimens iiaving been

obtained preserved in sjiirits, its myological and osteological structures have been

thoroughly studied by several fully competent naturalists, and the general verdict is,

that, wiiiie allied to several, it belongs to none of the other groui)S of birds, but consti-

tutes a distinct order and family, of whicli it is the only known representative. Out-

wardly it is not an ungraceful looking bird ; having the ujiper i)art of the body dark

brown, with a white streak upon the feathers of the hiii<l jiart of the neck; head cov-

ered witli a long loose crest, and a bare skin around the eye. Two white bars cross

the win;.', formed of the tips of the wing coverts. Throat and l)rc:ist dee]) fawn, belly

and crissum rufous. Tail long and colored like the back, the feathers tijiped with

brownish white. Its pterylosis, or feather-tracts, presents, among othere, some of the

following characteristics : There are no lateral neck-spaces. Tiie inferior tract

beginning at the bottom of the neck runs in two broad bands to the keel of the ster-

num, where they narrow, and pass on — growing gradually narrower — to the anus,

terminating in oidy two feathers in width. The dorsal tract divides between the

shoulders into two limbs, and becomes broader from the caudal pit onwards, enclosing

the oil gland, which has a circlet of feathers at the tip. The skeleton lias many pecu-

liarities, among which the following may be mentioned: The antepenultimate dorsal

vertel)ra is free ; the six or seven hindermost cervical vertebra; only have very weak

median inferior crests, and the inferior faces of the centra of the dorsal vertebra? are

flattened and without crests. The sternum is unique, the lateral edges are nearly

parallel for two thirds its length, then diverge so that it is wider posteriorly than an-

teriorly. The posterior edge has two notches on either side, the outer pair possilily

foramina, the inner jiair deeper, but not extending a sixth of the sternum's length.

The keel is very small and cut away in front, and has a prominent tubercle at its

distal extremity {cttrina sterni), with a somewhat flattened surface, and separating the

fibres of the i)ectoral muscles at this point. This expansion of the sternum is covered

by the bare skin, and can be readily seen when the bird is picked. The sternal ribs

are attached to the anterior half of the lateral margin. The coracoids are anchyloseil

with the clavicles; the furcula is very short, and it is so completely anchylosed with

the coracoids as to leave no trace of their distinctness ; and inferiorly the straight

hy])Ocleidium is completely anchylosed with the manubrium. The pelvis is without

any ilio-pectineal process, and the ilio-sacral fossas are completely roofed by bone.

The skidl has no basijtterygoid processes ; the vomer is sleniler and compressed, and

the maxillo-palatines are ill-develo|)ed. The transverse hinge of the rostrum lies

behind the lachrymals, which are coalesced with the nasals and form i)art of the

rostrum. The crop is enormous, occu|)ying all the u|i])er ])art of the chest, and by its

"reat size, distorts the furcula and sternum, and entirely conceals the superior and

anterior halves of the j)ectoral muscles, and, when it is removed, the u])i)cr halves of

the pectorals are seen to f(jrni a dee]) cavity in which the crop is placed. The above
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somewhat technical clescription is rendered necessary from the very peculiar jiosition

this species assumes among Ijirds, and although it may be deemed ' dry reading ' it may
be permitted in view of the explanation needed why the hoatzin, as it is called,

should constitute an order by itself. Not much is known of the economy and habits

of this species. It is a native of Guiana and the country watered by the Amazon. It

abounds on the low shores of that river, and about the lakes, goes in small flocks of

from ten to twenty individuals, and feeds on the leaves of the Arum arboreum, which

give to it a very disagreeable odor. Its flight is slow and heavy, and it is not seen on

the ground nor on high trees, but remains upon the bi-anches of the arum. The
nest is comjioscd of sticks loosely laid together, and placed on low bushes near water.

On April 14, 18.S4, Mr. E. A. Brigham, in a paper read before the Chicago Academy
of Sciences, gave an account of a remarkable discovery made by him regarding this

curious bird, which would seem to show that, for a period after issuing from the egg,

it might be considered as almost belonging to the (juadrupeds. The following ex-

tract contains the pith of his announcement. " While making embryological studies in

the interior of the great island of Marajo, on the small river Anabiju, I discovered

the quadruped bird. After examining many specimens of various ages, I found that

from what corresponds to about the embr^yonic state of development of the common
fowl at the tenth day of incubation, the fore feet showed their characters unmistak-

ably throughout their egg-development, and to a period of several days after hatching

the fore feet, toes, and claws held their characters as such, as unmistakably as those

parts of the posterior memljcrs. Later a progressive modification manifested itself by

reducing the digits, exfoliating the claws, and developing these anterior members into

those characteristic of a bird. There is, among the higher vertebrate animals so far

as I know, no other example of post-natal metamorphosis in such fundamental oi'gans

to anything like this extent. The law enunciated by Von Baer— that the phyloge-

netic development is represented in the ontogenetic— has a wide exjiression here.

An important ancestral feature is persistent beyond the egg or p.arental development.

The animal, progressing in its eml)ryonic course, passes into its reptilian ancestral type,

and before its evolution has carried it through this, its reptilian phase, it emerges

from the egg. Thus from an egg laid by a two-footed, two-winged bird hatches a

quadruped .animal. For several days after hatching it retains its quadruped charac-

acter, then, in the open air and sunlight, one pair of legs evolves into wings. Front

legs are purposeless in a bird." A contirraation of these statements is greatly to be

desired.

Order XII.— GALLINiE.

This great division of the class Aves, sometimes designated as Rasores, from the

habit indulged in by its members of scratching the earth when searching for food, is

composed of two sub-orders and four families, viz., Tetraonid:i?, Phasianidae, Megapodi-

da', and Cracida>, containing among them between three and four hundred species.

The 8ul>-orders are called respectively the Alectoropodous Gallime, those having feet

like a fowl, containing the first two families, and the Peristeropodous Gallinne, or

those with feet like a pigeon, which includes the last two families. The two sub-

orders comiiosc the grou]) known to naturalists as Alectoromor]ih;p.

The order Gallina,' contains within it those species of birds which are most imj)or-

tant and valu.iblc to mankind, affording food to multitudes of people, and which are
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the source of all the aomcsticatcd poultry throughout the world. Aa a general rule,

they are birds with stout legs and feet, rather small heads with curved bills, the nostrils

jilaied in a ineinbrane covered by a scale, moderately long nicks, and heavy bodies

with short rounded wings. The tarsi of the males are freijuently armed with one or

more spurs, and in some species this weapon is present on the legs of the female also.

In the ])igeon-footcd families the hind toe, or hallux, is on the same i)lane as the three

others, which are directed forwards ; but the fowl-fooled have the hallux usually very

small and raised, sometimes b.arely touching the ground. The sternum has a double

bifurcation on each side, the fissures w ide and dee]*, and jjrovides but little space for

the attachment of the i)ecloral muscles. These last are, however, well developed,

giving the j>lump a])pearance characteristic of these birds. The tail is frcipiently

short, of various shapes, but in the Phasianida> it is sometimes lengdiencd to an extra-

ordinary degree. The flight is labored, but ra]>id, and not often extended to any con-

siderable distance. The trso])h.agus is dilated and forms what is called the crop,

which receives and moistens the food. The gizzard is very strong, having a thick and

hard interior wall, and, in order to assist in grinding the food, the birds are accustomed

to swallow small stones, etc. The cwca are frequently highly developed. The spe-

cies of this order lay numerous eggs, and the young are at first covered with down,

and are able to run and feed from the moment of birth.

Sub-Obder I. — Gallinje Alectokopodes.

The family Tetkaonid-e is composed of the quails, partridges, and grouse, and is

represented in almost every ])art of the worlil. It lias been diviiled l)y naturalists

into various sul)-families, but three would seem to be suflicient for all the species.

These are Perdicinu', Odonto]>llorina^ and Tetraoninse. They differ very considerably

from each other. The lirst is a very extensive grou]i, <'oni]prisiiig among its species

the smallest met with among the Gallina\ It is exclusively .-ui Old 'World group, no

representative having been obtained in the western hemisj)here. The Odonto])horina;,

on the other hand, arc only found in the New WorM, ami are kni>wn as the American

partridges, differing from those of the eastern heinisphere, among other characters, by

having the mandible notched on either side. The members of the third sub-family,

Tetraoniiia>, are inhabitants of both hemis|ilieres, one s|iecies being found through the

Arctic regions of the world. They are large binls, distinguished from the rest of

the family by having the legs and feet densely feathered ; in one genus, however,

(^Bonasa) the feathers extend only to the knee. They have heavy, ])luni]) bodies, with

short tails, ami geiu'rally a plumage of contrasting colors suitable for concealing them

among the herbage in which they dwell.

Of the Perdicina?, the genus Coturinx has representatives in most of the countries

of the Old World, the familiar ('. communis, or migratory-quail, being its best known

BjH'cies. This little bird travels in great l)odies, mainly at night, from its winter

homes, generally in the southern ])ortions of its habitats, to the localities selected for

its brecding-])laces, returning again, as the seasons revolve, to warmer climes. It feeds

mainly on grass, seeds, grain, and insects of various kinds, and is rarely seen save

when flushed byman or dog. During its migrations, great bodies of water, like the

Mediterranean, are crossed, and sometimes, after such long flights, the birds become

so exhausted as to permit themselves to be jiicked u]) by the hand on first reaching
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tlio land. Tho female lays from eight to twelve eggs. About six species are goner-

ally included by ornitliologists in this genus; one, C. dde(jor<juei, from Africa;

C. coromandelica, from India, known as the rain-quail ; C. liectoralis, from Australia;

C. novce-zelandiw, as its name implies, from New Zealand ; (.^ caineana, from China,

and C. communis. They are all similar in size and appearance, and a description of

the habits of one species would practically answer for all.

Australia jjossesses a genus of quails peculiar to itself,— Synoicus,— containing

four species. They vary in length from six and one half to eight and one half inches;

of a dark-brown color on the back, transversely barred with gray, l)lack, and chestnut;

the under surface grayish-buff or gray, with black zig-zag markings. These, like the

species of quail generally, migrate but slightly, if at all, and keep in coveys, flying but

a short distance after being flushed.

Fig. 94.— Hollulns iimiruul, reJ-crested woini-quiiiis.

The bush-quails are contained in the genera Perdicula, Ophrysia, and Microperdix,

represented by .about six species. They are distributed throughoiit various portions

of India in the thick jungles and bushy tracts, kcejiing in coveys usually of from six

to ten individuals, lie very close, and fly but a short distance when disturbed, and live

from the level of the sea to eight thousand feet of elev.ation. One species, Perdicida

raidtenii, apjiears to be restricted to the island of Timor.

The i>aiuted-quails are a group of very small birds (one species, .£*. minima, from

Celebes, being the smallest game-bird known), and have been gathered together into

a, separate genus,— Excidfactorin. They .are very pretty birds, the sexes being quite

dissimilar in plumaiie, and are residents of various parts of India, Malay Peninsula,

Ceylon, Chin.a, Celebes, Philijipines, Australia, New Guinea, the Duke of York Islands,

and west Africa. Tlie best known, E. chine?isis, the blue-brcasted quail, is an
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extremely pretty species, tlio inrile being olive-brown above, barred witli black ; forcv

heail, lores, cheeks, ear-coverts, anil breast dark pur|ple-j;ray ; cliin and throat black,

enclosing from the base of the mandilile a white triangular patch; lower part of throat

white edged with black; mitldic of alMlomen, vent, and under tail-coverts deep chest-

nut; bill black, legs bright yellow, length about five inches. The female has a

whitish chin with a rufous throat, the upper jilumage generally dark brown and black

with buff stripes on each feather, lower parts buff, with black cross-bars on the flanks,

lliiinc says in India they are ffmnd singly or in pairs, and not in coveys, except just

after the brceiling season, when the old birds ancl their young are together. Swampy
gra.ss lands or meadows are their chief haunts ; they fly swiftly and straight for :)bout

seventy yards, and not more than a foot above the tops of the grass. They feed on

grass seecls, lay about si.Y olive brown eggs speckled with reddish brown, and probably

breed twice a year.

The genus lioUuhis contains but two species, inhabiting ^lalacca, Sumatra, and

Borneo, one, li. roulroul, penetrating into southern Tenasserim. Some ornithologists

divide the species into distinct genera, placing R. lu't/cr in the genus ^lelaiwperdix.

The red-crested wood-<piail, as the li. rviilroul is calleil, is a very beautiful species

with a rich green plumage, and a long, red, hairy crest upon the back part of the he.-id

It is a forest-loving bird, ranging from the sea-level to a height of about four thousaml

feet, goes in small (locks of seven or eight individuals, lives on seeds, berries, insects,

etc., ami rarely comes into the ojien country. It is quick in its movements, and has a

soft, mellow whistle. The female has a lighter colored plumage, and is without the

red crest. This species is noted for h:iving the himl claw almost obsolete. A very

beautiful bird allied to the last and called Ilwmatortijx sauf/itiniceps, is also a native

of Borneo. The general color is dark brown, with the to]) of the head, crest, and face

crim.son, throat, neck, and breast deej) chestnut, under tail-coverts black, lengthened

ones crimson.

With the genus Perdlx commences the true partridges, of which P. cinerca, the

gray-partridge of Europe, is the most familiarly known. Five species may be included

in Penfix, viz., the one mentioned, P. Ixir/xilu of eastern Asia, P. rolfiinia, Altai

mountains, P. hodysoniw, Thibet (sometimes i)laced in the genus Sacfa), and /*. mada-
gascariensis, of Madagascar, by some placed in the genus Magaroperdix. These are

all fine large birds, affi)riling sjxirt and food to many ]ico].le. The sexes are very
much alike in j)]uniagc. The gray-i>artridge would be a valuable addition to the game
birds of any land. The female lays from eight to twenty-four eggs, the flesh is plump
and well flavored, and the bird is not of a jiiuticularly delicate constitution. Some-
times, when food is scarce, this species will leave a distriit it has been frequentin<j, and
pack in flocks of a htmdred or more, as the pinnated grouse are in the h.abit of doins,
and then the birds are very wild an<l ditticult of ai)pro.ach. The flight of the gray
partridge is swift and sometimes jjrotr.'icted, and it rises with a loud whirrin"- sound.
The Thibetan partridge, P. hodf/sonia, aiiparently is accustomed to live at great eleva-

tions (it having been met with at a height varying from sixteen to eighteen thousand
feet), on desolate ground having no grass nor bushes, but only patches of mossy herlv

age. Yet at this great luiudit a nest and egijs were discovered ; the nest a mere
indentation in the grouinl, the eggs i)ale drab in color, tinged with reddish brown at

the ends, and ten to fifteen in number. Two very jiretty species of a general rich
buff-brown color, with gray crowns and cheeks; forehead and line over the eve black
and breasts vinous fawn, have been placed in the genus Aininopcrdix. They frequent
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rocky 'jrrouiul and ravines, arc very gentle, and feed on seeds and such herbage as

grows in the localities they inhabit. One species, A. honluuni, is found in India,

Afghanistan, Persia, and Beluchistan, while the other, A. keyi, is a native of western

Arabia, the Sinaitic Peninsula, Egypt, Nubia, and Palestine. A partridge from west

Africa, of a general earthen-brown plumage, closely allied to the birds of the genera

Perdix and Amtnoperdix, has been separated by Swainson as a sub-genus, and called

Ptilopachus vcntralis. Tiie two lateral toes are nearly equal in length ; the tail is

much developed, and the nostrils occujiy almost one half tlie length of the mandible.

The shafts of the feathers on the back and rump are thickened as in the pigeons.

The single species is the only representative of the genus.

\yi

'"'

Fio. S6.— Vaccabis rubra, rcd-legged partridge.

Tliirteen or fourteen species are included in the genus Ahorophihi, or hill-par-

tridges, the greater portion (nine) being found in India and Iiurmah and the Malay

Peninsula, two are found in Java, one in Sumatra, one in the island of Formosa, iind

one in the Pliilippines. They are forest-loving birds, live in mountainous districts in

the densest thickets, go in covevs, and have a whistling call. The se.ves differ slightly

in plumage. The Formosan bird has been separated under the generic title, Oreo-

perdii, and li.as a bare, brigiit-red throat in the breeding season.

The red-legged partridges, together with the species of AiiimojKrdix, have been con-

.•iidered by some writers as worthy of constituting a sul>-family of the Perdicida?, but

while perhaps not quite entitled to that distinction, they do nevertheless form a well-

marked group. The species have a wide range and are spread over temperate Europe,
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western ami central Asia, Madeira, the Canary Islands, and A9orcs. The genus Cac-

cabia contains about six species, with an uninottled jihiinage, with briglit-colored

hands on the flanks, ami a general ashy and huff c<)h)ring, admirably adaj)ted to con-

ceal the birds in the I'oc-ky grounds they frequent. As a ruk' lliiy are not very good

eating, being dry and not very tender, altliough tl)e young, wlion kej)t for a time and

properly cooked, are said to be very good. They are extremely pugnacious, and it is

stated tliat in former ages they were kept tame for lighting, as ganic-cocks were, and

that the Emp<Tor Alexamler Severus was very fond of this sjiort. They are hardy

bird.s, braving extremes of heat and cold, and in I'ersia are found in the Ell)urz moun-

tain.s, at 10,000 feet elevation. They do not lie well to the dog, but run swiftly, and

take fli'^ht when out of range of the gun, and consetiuently are not favorites witli sports-

men. In fact, as g:ime-birds, they have little to recommend them beside their liand-

sonie .-ijipearance. The nest is merely a hole scratched in the ground, and the number

of eggs varies from nine to as many as twenty-four. The red-legs are noisy birds,

calling mostly in the morning and evening; and when a covey is scattereil, each indi-

vidual, says Ilunic, proclaims liis own and inquires his fellows' whereabouts. The

tone varies. First he says, " I 'm here," then he asks " Who 's dead?" and when he

is informe<l of the decease of some favorite relative, or jicrhaps his eldest son, he re-

8])ond.s, "Oh lor! oh lor!" in quite a mournful tone. The various species feed on

grain, seeds, insects, caterpillar-s, etc., and also on tender shoots.

The splendid birds known by the trivial name of snow-cocks or snow-pheasants,

are dwellers, as their name implies, of high elevations on the gigantic mountains of the

llimmalehs, and of the Altai, also in the C.iueasus range. They are met with in Asia

.Miimr, Armenia, Kurdistan, and Persia, while one species, the S. thibetanus, is found

not oidy in Tliibc^t proper, but .'ilso in the moimtains of western China. They range

at from to IS,0(10 feet in elevation, descending to the lower heights in winter after

heavy snow. Tliey are large l)irds and extremely shy, go in packs occasionally of

twenty to thirty individuals, though five to ten is the more usual number. In summer
generally but a ])air ai-e found together. When feeding, a sentinel is always j>osti"d

on some commanding spot to give notice of any danger, and as they resort to the

rocks .and never enter forest or long grass, it is exceedingly difficult to apjiroach them

or take them iniaware.s. They breed early in the s]u-ing, and the young are very skil-

ful in hiding among the stones. The numlier of eggs laid is from six to nine, of ])alc

olive color, with light or dark red spots. The nests are hollows scra))ed in the earth,

and lined with grass and a few feathers or green fir-needles. The sexes differ slightly

in )iliim.age, mainly .about the head and Ijreast. In size they vary from a length of

nineteen to twenty-nine inches, and in weight from three to six and a half pounds.

The genus Lenta contains only one species, the L. nivicohi, known as the snow-

partridge, which rang<'S for a tliousand miles along the llimmalehs, and into Thiliel

.and western China. In winter it descends to an elevatimi of 7,000 feet, its summer
abodes being at from 10,000 to 14.000. In habits ami haunts this bird much resembles

the snow-cocks, but it ])rcfers a mossy vegetation to that of a grassy character. It is

generally very tame and will jiermit one to ajiproach quite near, when it utters a

harsh whistle, but it is exceedingly difficult to distinguish the bird from its surround-

ings if it remains motionless. It breeds near the snow-line, and the eg<;s are stated to

bo large, dull white and freckled -all over with reildish brown. It is a handsome bird,

the whole plumage being minutely barred with black or buffy white, and tinged with

chestnut on the side of the neck. The chin is grayish, tln-oat, breast, and u]ij)er jiart
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of abrlonipn iloop ohestnut rcfl, with rlaslios of buff on tlic flanks. Tail dusky, with

bars si)cekie(l with gray and rufous. The male has short spurs, and weighs from six-

teen to twenty-two ounces.

The banil)oo-i)artridges, so-called from their h.abit of haunting dense grass or

bamboo j;iiigle, are four in number, and com))ose the genus Jliniibiisicola. They

differ from all the other species of this family which have thus far preceded them,

save L. ttiricola, by the presence of sharp spurs on the tarsi of the males. They are

rather large birds, of a reddish-brown jilumage. Two species are found in China, one

in Burma and one in Borneo. Allied to these is Caloperdix ocitlens, a very handsome

gamey-looking partridge, the male not infrequently having double spurs. It is a rare

species, and but little is known of its habits, for its chosen abode is the dense and

primeval forests of the Malay Peninsula, through which wild ele]ihants and iiuffaloes

make the only paths. The head, neck, and under parts are bright rufous, flanks barred

with black. Mantle black, feathers edged with white, back and upper tail-coverts

black, with V-shajicd marks of bright rufous. Wings reddish-brown or grayish,

each feather with a black spot near the tij). Its length is about eleven inches, its

weight half a pound.

The francolins constitute a very e.vtensive group, having rather lengthened liills and

tails, and generally a rich plumage of contrasted colors. The rather restricted genus

FrancoUnus (of which F. vulgaris is the most familiar species) is Asiatic, and con-

tains but three species. At one time an inhabitant of Europe, the common francolin

is now quite extinct on that continent, but is still found on the island of Cyprus; but

in Asia Minor, Palestine, and throughout northern India, Armenia, Persia, and lldu-

chistan it is quite ])lentiful. The male is a bird of very handsome jilumagc, with

the sides ofliead, cheeks, throat, and lower parts deep black; crown biown with

black spots ; a broad chestnut collar round the neck. Breast and flanks spotted with

white, and the abdomen, which is rufous, is barred with the same. A line of white

under the eye. Back and wing-coverts blackish-brown ; rump and upper tail-coverts

lilack barred with white; under tail-coverts chestnut tipped with white; tail black

and broadly barred with white; legs reddish orange, and have a short blunt spur.

This is a favorite game-bird with sportsmen, is strong on the wing, flying very steadily,

lies very closely to a dog, perhaps too closely, and its flesh is very fair food. It fre-

quents meadows, cultivated fields, patches of herbage, and jungle. When flushed, it

springs perpendicularly into the air to the height of perhajis three feet, before taking

its line of flight. They do not go in coveys, but kecj) in pairs, although many ])airs

may be in close proximity to each other, ami arc monogamous. At earliest dawn,

wherever these birds are present, their clear call rings out on the morning air with

a "Be quick, pay your debts," sort of a exclamation, and this h.abit frequently leads to

the discovery of their place of refuge, and to their ultimate destruction. The usual

number of eggs to a nest is from six to ten, of a dull greenish-white oolor, and the

nest is generally a depression in the ground at the foot of some grassy tuft, and j)ar-

tially lined with roots and grasses. The common francolin varies greatly in size

among individuals, those from Asia Minor being generally the largest. Like many
other species of game-birds, old or barren hens sometimes assume the male plumage,

and albinos are not uncommon. The other species of this genus arc F. pictiis oi

central and southern India, and F. chiiicnsis of Pegu, India, and southern China.

The remaining ])ortion of the group of francolins are African, and about thirty In

number. They have been divided into four genera or 8ul)-genera— Clamator, Sclerop-
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(era, Pternistes, and Chcefopus. They are large birJs, sometimes called pheasants, and

are very abundant in different portions of the ' Dark Continent.' In habits they resemble

the fomnion francolin, prefer running to flying, ami feed during the morning and

evening on grain, insects, and bulbs, which last they dig u]i with their powerful bills.

The males and old females arc armed with s]>urs on the tai-si, and, when dis^uriicd, the

species will frecpiently take refuge in trees, where they also roost. They appear at

times to be migratory, caused ])ossibly by the abundance or scarcity of food or water

in certain localities. They are very noisy birds, and in one s)iecies, <S'. adspcrsii, the

voice can be heard at a great distance, the notes uttered resembling a succession of

liysterical laughs.

A genus of gray partridges, styled Ort'/'jornis, containing but two species, is found

in India and Ceylon. They are birds of the lowlands, one of the .species, O. ijularis,

liaving been met with as high as four thousand feet, and O. 2>ondicerianus at live

thousand feet, which in that land of gigantic ])eaks is but the summit of a hill. The
individual of the last-named species was deemed, however, but a straggler, and was
evidently above his range. The flesh is said to be hard, dry, and insipid, hardly worth

eating, cook it as you m.ay. These species are extremely jjugnacious, and are kept by

the natives for fighting, as partridge combats are one of their chief amusements. The
O. guhiris, whose trivial name is the swam])-]iartridge, affects, as its name imj)lies,

marshy lands and l)anks of rivers, jungle, thickets, and reed-bed.s, but always near water.

When flushed, it rises with a loud w hirr, and a shrill cackle, but does not fly far, and
if not bagged can only with great ditticulty be forced to take wing again. Tliey arc

wary and ditticult of ajiproacli, one of their number being generally posted as a sentinel

on the top of a bush, and they keej) together in small parties or in pairs. The males are

heavily sjjurred, sonietimcs having two spurs on each leg, and it is stated that everv
one examined will be marked with sears from woumls obtained in fighting. The nest

is placed on the ground, and the eggs number about five. The 0. pondiceriamts
breeds twice a year, laying seven to nine white eggs tinged more or less in depth with
a light coffee-color. These birds weigh from nine to twelve ounces and are from
eleven to fifteen inches in length.

A rather curious i)artridge with a very long bill is found in Malacca, Sum.atra, and
Borneo, and is known to naturalists as Jihizotlient luuf/irostris. It is about a foot in

length, and the bill is as jtowerfiil as that of a peacock. It has the throat, sides of
the head, upper part of neck, belly, and flanks rufous yellow ; to]> of head and back
chestnut brown with large black spots; lower part of neck anil breast leaden gray;
rump and u])])or tail-coverts are rufous, crossed with fine zigzag lines of a darker hue,
and in the centre and near the end of each feather is a spot of yellowish ochre. A
bare nil skin encircles the eye. The primaries are rufous, barred with brown. The
tarsi are arnic.l with short heavy spurs. The female resembles the male, excei)t that
her breast is ferruginous instead of gray, and she li.-is no spurs.

The last genus of the Perdicina9 is 6'a//()/jerrf/.r, consisting of three species; two,
G. spndiceiis and G. lemiddtiis, being peculiar to India, and thethinl, G. sei/Ionensis,

only found in Ceylon. They are rather ])eculiar birds, resembling in some of their
characters the true jungle-fowl of the genus Gtdliis, having nude skin around the
eyes, but without comb or wattles. The sexes are dissimilar, and both are armed with
spurs, the male sometimes having as many .as three on one leg, occasionally two on
one leg and one on the other, the female also at times possessing the same number of

weajjons. They dwell entirely in woods, and in localities affording dense cover, such
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as junglc'-clad and rocky liills, straying rarely to the alluvial plains, and never re-

maining in open districts. They ascend the sides of wooded liilLs as high as five

thousand to seven thousand feet, are always extremely shy and wary, most difficult to

flush, preferring to effect their escape by running, as they are very swift of foot. E.y-

cept during the breeding season they go in small Hocks of from five to ten, are exceed-

ingly pugnacious in disposition, and fight with head depressed like common fowls,

The hen lays from four to ten coffee-colored eggs, and breeds more than once each

year. This species has a kind of cackling cry, most often heard when a covey has

te-.^i.^

FlO. M.— Lophortyx cali/omicus, California quail.

been broken up and its members are desirous of getting together again. They have a

very handsome {)lumage, but their flesh is considered dry and rather insipid, unless

perhaps when the bird is very young.

The American partridges are kept distinct from those of the Old World in the

sul)-family Odonto]ihorina\ chiefly from having a bidentation at the end of the man-

dible, although in some of the species this is hardly apparent. The group consists of

nine genera with about forty-five species, some of which are very graceful birds witli

a beautiful j)lum.age.

Two gener.a, Dendrorlijx and Otloiitophorus, contain species of large size, distributed

throughout Central and South America. They are forest-loving birds, and go in

flocks of six or eight. Some species frequent the ravines of volcanoes in Central
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America, near their t<i))s, in tiie sunny spots made by fallen trees, and when fright-

ened run swiftly, only taking flight when ajiinoached quite suddenly. In Brazil,

OdoiUupkorus dintulus is said to resemble the hazel-grouse of Euroj)e in its mode of

life, never n|i|)earing in the open country, but always remaining in the thick woods,

and feeds on fruits, berries, insects, etc. In the niDrning and evening it is accustomed

to perch on a branch, several indiviiliials in a line, and the male utters a loud cry

which reverberates to a great distance. It nests on the ground and lays from ten to

fifteen pure white eggs. When flushed, the birds fly to the trees, where, amid the

dense foliage, it is very diflicult to pen'eive them. The flesh is ]>alatable, and the

sexes, like all the species of the genus, differ but little in the color of their plumage.

Two beautiful species constitute the genus Lopltorti/jr, /,. califoniiciis and 1.. gunu

belli. They bear some resemblance to each other, both having black throats, and

sides of the head marked with white, blue breasts, and a black crest composed of from

five to ten feathei-s springing from one spf)t. These are eidargeil at the to]) and curl

over forwards. The webs bend l>ackwar«l, and fold over the feather succeeiling, and all

form one bunch, usually drooping forwanl, but freely movable. The hen's crest is

shorter, and brownish in hue. The species differ greatly in the coloring of the lower

])arts. The L.gamhdii lias the up])er part of the abdomen buff, lower jiart black, while

the L. ciilij'oriiira has the up]ier jiart golden Virown, rest chestnut, each feather

edged witli black. This latter species is found in Washington Territory anil Cali-

fornia, while the X. gambelii is a native of Arizona, New Me.\ico, and northern

Mexico.

The mountain-quail, or jdiimed-partriclge, as the Oreortyx picttts is usually called,

is a large ancl very handsome binl. Its habitat is limited, being exclusively the

mountain ranges of California and Oiegon. The head is ornamented by two long

slender feathers arching towards the occiput, the throat is chestnut, neck and breast

dark gray, sides and abdomen deep chestnut ; the feathers of the former edged with

white, those of the latter banded alternately with black and white. It utters a faint

chirp when alarmed, associates in flocks of fifteen or twenty, lives on seeds and insects,

and the flesh is excellent. CallipcjJd sqiaunata, the blue-iiuail of Arizona and Mex-
ico, has a soft, full crest of short feathers, and differs from all the group of so-called

(|uails in America by presenting little or no variation in the ])Iumage of the sexes. It

is especially a terrestrial binl, rarely taking refuge in trees or bushes iniless very hard

j)ressed, but runs over even iliflieuil ground with much swiftness. Like all quail, the

lien lays a large number of eggs, and their color in this species is buffy white, thickly

dotted with light-brown specks. JCiipxi/c/iorti/x is the last genus containing the

])Iumed or crested-jjartriilges. The sjiecies are natives of Mexico, Guatemala and

northern South America, and are all provided with short, soft crests, and are very

abundant in the localities they frequent. Three very ))eculiarly ajipearing species are

contained in the genus (\i/rto/n/.i; their heads being striped with black and white after

the manner of a clown in the circus. They dwell in Mexico, one species only, C mas-

seiKi, extending its range north into Arizona. They are stated to be very gentle in

their habits, exhibiting but little fear of man, go in small coveys, and live chiefly amid
wilil, roi'ky and liarren tracts.

Oiii/j: vii-f/iiiiaititg, our familiar "Bol) AVIiile," with his relatives, O.floridamis

of Florida and 0. texamis of Texas, is most widely and generally known. It is the

<|uail of the northern an<l the ]iartridge of the southern I'^nited States, and is widely

disseminated over the eastern states and jiortions of Canada. It is so well known, both
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as to its appearance and haliits, that it will lio umit'cessary to devote any space to it

here. Cuba jiossesses a species very similar in plumage, 0. cubensis, differing mainly

in the greater extent of black upon the liead and upiier part of breast. A beautiful

species, O. niyrof/ularis, is a native of Honduras and Yucatan, having a black throat,

and a white breast and abdomen, the feathers of these being bordered with black.

Tlie remaining sjiecies of tlie genus, three or four in number, are found in Mexico, one

only 0. ki/landi, being a native of Honduras and Costa Kica.

FTG. 37.— Lagopus albuSt ptarmigan, in summer plumage.

The grouse comprise the sub-family Tetraonin:e of the Perdicidie, and are distin-

guished from the (piails and partriilges by having the nostrils, legs, am,! feet more or

less completely feathered, by a bare skin over the eye, a pectination on the sides of

the toes, and in some species by a bare distensible skin on the side of the neck. They
are confined gener.iUy to the northern districts of both heniis])hcres, but are most

numerous in Xorth America. They are usually contained in eight genera, with one

or two sub-genera, and consist of about twenty-three or twenty-four si>ecies.

The ptarmigan, comprising tlie genus L<if/opus, differ fi'om the ty]>ical grouse by
having the toes as heavily feathered as are the tarsi, and also, with one exception, by
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changing tlicir summer |iliiniagc at llie n|i|iroacli of winti-r, to one of a pure white.

They dwell aitioitu' the snow-clad hills and peaks, are inono:;anious, hoth sexes devoting

themselves to the care of the vouni;; and Imt one brood is raised, as a rule, in a season.

The eggs are about a dozen in number, varying in color from buff to a bright rufous,

thickly spotted and blntehcd with black. Wliile the lien is incubating, the male re-

mains in the vicinity and keeps a bright look-out for enemies of every kind. One
8]>ecies is restricted to the New World, L. hncurus ; three to the Old World, L.sco-

ticiis, of Great Brit.-iin and Irelaml, A. /i('////A »/<•»//•//.<, duiibtfiilly distinct from L. rupes.

Fio. 98.— Lftyopus athitg, planiiiguii, in winter pluiiiago.

tris, from Spitzbergen, and L. miUns ; while L. ulhn.t and L. riijtentn'.i are inhabitants

of both hemis]p|ieres. They go in flocks, are not wild when not much hunted, and

their flesh is tolerably good for food. An exception may be m.ade for the Scotch

grouse, whose flesh is excellent, but this species, from causes perha]is incident to its insu-

l:ir existence, has lost .some of the jttarmigan trails, and adopted others pertaming more
to those of the true grouse. .Vlihou^h apparently nearest allied to the L. albns, of

which it may be considered an island form, it does not turn white in winter, and is

chiefly a bird of the moors, ascending at times, however, to the base of the higher

])eaks. It varies in the colors of its plumage according to the localities it frequents,

those individuals iidiabiting rocky ground being usually lightest iu hue.
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iMgopus lexicurus, tlio wliite-tailcil ptarmigan, inliabits llic Rocky Mountains

from tlio Arctic Ocean to latitude 37°; L. rupestris is founil in Ici'laml, Greenland

and Arctic America, and L. imttus, the common ]itarnii^aM, is met \villi in the liiglier

portion of the mountains of Scotland and northern Europe, and on the elevated

ranges of southern Europe.

The genera Pediacetes ami Ciipidonia comprise those grouse generally known as

sharjvtails, prairie-hens, or prairie-chickens. The first contains one species composed
of two geographical races, which, while differing considendjly in api)earance in indi-

viduals most widely separated in their habits, blend together when the two styles

meet at the border of their respective ranges. The northern form, whose markings

are mainly black, has a white throat spotted with black, and is known as P.phas'imi^

dlus. It ranges in the interior of British America west to Fort Yukon, ancl south

nearly to the United States boundary, where it meets the well-known sharivtail grouse,

or white-breasted jirairic-chickon, which inhabits the northwestern portions of the

United States, and southwards to Colorado.

The Cupidotna ciqndo, or common ])rairie-chicken, which at one time inhabited all

of the north-eastern ]iart of the United States, is now only found from Illinois westward

to the eastern foot-hills of tlie Rocky Mountains, and south to eastern Texas. A few

still linger in certain localities in the eastern states, notably on Martha's Vineyard, off

the coast of Massachusetts. In western Texas a small form, called C. ixdlidicinctus

takes the ]ilace of C. aipido. The habits of all these birds are very similar, and too

well known to need recapitulation here. They all possess gular sacs (the member
of Pedicfcetes in a rather restricted degree), and by their inflation and contraction

cause the booming tones that resound over the prairies in the early s])ring. The sacs

in the members of the genus Cxpklonia are covered by lengthened feathers, which are

raised when the bird is excited. From the continued persecution which the species

iidiabiting the United States are subjected to by hunters and trappers, and the utter

disregard shown for the laws passed to protect them at certain seasons, they are yearly

becoming scarcer, and the time cannot be far distant when these fine birds will no

longer exist within our borders.

The sage-cock, or cock-of-the-plains, Cetitrocercus umphasianiis, is the largest grouse

found in America, and nearly rivals in size the European cock-oi'-the-woods, but it

weighs much less, the heaviest male not often exceeding six pounds. The female, as

usual, is much smaller. It is disi)ersed over the western jilains, in the almost desert

region where the Artemesia or wild sage grows, which jilant affonls the bird its prin-

ci])al food, and consequently, from its bitter character, the flesh of this grouse is very

nn]ialatable. The sage-cock is chiefly remarkable for its lengthened tail of twetity

narrow, stiff feathers, which terminate in points, and also for the enormous air-sacs of

yellow skin, on either side of the neck, bordered by stiffened, scale-like feathers.

These s.-ics in the spring are inflated, and as the air is being exhausted a sound is

produced of a deep, hollow tone, like that arising from blowing into a large reed.

The ii]i])er parts are brown, varied with gray, black, and buff, and the under parts below

the breast are black, less noticeable in the female. Dittering from other gallinaceous

birds, the sage-cock has no gizzard ; the stomach, instead of being hard and muscular,

is soft and mendiranous, as in tin' birds of prey.

The generic term Titrao was formerly emjiloyed for nearly all gi'ouse exce])t the

jitJirmigan, but even in its restricted sense as used by later writers, some of its members

have been again separated either generically or at least sub-generically. Thus the
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North American bluo-grousc liavt- boi-n j)I:k-c'i1 apart iiiuler tlic term Dcndragapua,

coiitiiinint; the dusky, blue, or i)iiK'-grouse, JJ. obscut-us, of tlio easlorii foot-hills of the

Rocky Mountains, south into Mexico, anil its barely separable ally, Kichardson's

grouse, J), ricluinhuni, of the central liocky Mountains from South Pass north to

Hudson Bay Territory, with its jet black, square tail, dilYering in this point from the

rounded black tail, with its terminal gray bar, of JJ. obscurus. \ third variety is

I). fitU'jiiiosus from Oregon to Sitka. These birds inhabit exclusively the evergreen

forests at elevations of about G,OUO feet, but in winter, in the Sierra Nevada, they

descend to 2,000 feet. In the s|)ring the males emit a prolonged sound, like the whir

of a rattan cane, caused by the inflation ami contraction of two sacs, one on each side

of the throat, covereil by an orange-colorecl skin, but which arc usually concealed, when

eolla])sed, by the feathere. They are large birds, and their flesh is while and delicate.

The genus Canace has three sj)ecies, the spruce-grouse, distributed throughout the

eastern ITiiited States to the Rocky ^lountains, an<l northward to the Arctic regions;

Franklin's grouse, abundant in the Rocky, Bitter Root, and Cascade Mountains,

Washington Territory; and Ilartlaub's grouse, C. {Falcipeiiiiis) hartlaubi, from

Siberia, diiTcring from the othei-s, beside the coloring of its ])lumage, by liaving tlie

primaries falcate or sickk'-stia])e. They are forest and sw.'uii]i-loving birds, very tame

and unsuspicious, and their flesh is dark and generally bitter. The black-cock, T. fetrij-

(sometimes placed in the genus Lyrurus), has a glossy black plumage with blue

reflections, and the under tail-coverts j)ure white. It is abundant in Great Britain and

on the continent of Euroi>e, e.\tending eastward as far as China. In the mountains of

the Caucasus a second species is found, T. mlokosieiciczi, differing fi-oiii the bl.ack-cock

by its black under tail-coverts, and by having the tail bent downward and slightly

outwanl at the ti|i, the feathers trough-sliajied at the ends. The black-cock is accus-

tomed, during the breeding season, to come together in large companies, called in

Sweden the 'orrlek' or ' lek.' The locality is an open place surrounded by forest

trees, where the males ap])ear before dawn and begin to strut not unlike a turkey-cock.

When two or more meet during the performance, a desperate conflict ensues, not

unfrequently ending in a regular rough-and-tumble fight. Unlike the capercaili, the

black-cock, while 'drumming,' is wide-awake to all that is going on about bim, e.Ycept

when engaged in battle. After the males have been occupied with their manceuvres

for a short period, frequently uttering their call-notes, the females ajipear ujK)n the

scene, and the pairing takes place. The female, or gray-hen as she is called, dc]iosits

her eggs, eight or nine in number, under some bushes or in the heather, and the chick.s,

when tirsl hatched, are fed on ants' eggs or insects. Unlike the cock-of-the-woods,

although the species under consideration frequents the forests, it prefers the moors

and plains, and is very shy and diflicult of ap])roach.

The magnificent capercaili, T. iirot/a/ln.i, with its relative, the Siberian wood-

grouse, T. uroffalloides, are tlie chief sjiecies of the genus Tetrao, and are the largest

of all known grouse. The first named is .still met with in Scotlan<1, having been

introduced into that country after having become e.vtinct, and is found tln-oughout

northern Europe, and in Asia, but is replaced in eastern Siberia by the .smaller species,

T. urof/aUoidc.'i. All of these birds are denizens of the forests, delighting in the thick

pines and firs, upon the leaves of which the capercaili feeds. Space forbids a detailed

account of the habits of this noble bird, and will permit of but a brief notice of the

manner in whicii the male is accustomed to call the hens into his presence. The
species is polygamous, and the breeding season commences towards the end of March.
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The locality to which tho cock resorts at such times is cither on a level rock in some
opening of the forest, or on the upper branches of a pine. Here he begins his i)er-

formanccs hy first uttering a note something like pellep repeated once or twice at

intervals, and he is then on the watch for any enemy, as is also the case when he

sounds his second note kliskop^ resembling a gulp in the throat. But while emitting

the third and last sound hede! hede! hede ! the head is thrown backwards, the neck

waves to and fro, the tail is raised at right angles to the body, the wings quiver, and

the excited bird either pirouettes upon his perch, or slides sideways along the branch.

At this moment, it is asserted, he is both deaf and blind, and knows nothing of what
is going on about liim, of which fiict the hunter takes advantage to ajijiroach near for

a successful shot. This play, or 'spel ' as it is called, is frequently repeated, and the

hens, on hearing the call, assemble from all points, and alight near him, often on the

same tree. A little before sunrise the performer descends to some open spot, where

the hens collect about him, and between the intervals of the 'sjicl,' which is still con-

tinued, he pairs with each member of his harem. Young cocks are not permitted to

*spel ' in the presence of the old males, but are speedily driven away should any ven-

ture to ajiproacli. The cocks fight with great fierceness during the breeding season,

springing high in the air and striking with their wings and claws, and endeavoring to

seize each other with their bills, and, when successful in this effort, the weaker is held

down to the ground and severely ])unislied. The female scrapes a hole beneath some

tree or bush, and lays from five to fifteen eggs, of a yellowish color sjiolted with light

brown, and incubation lasts, it is said, for one month. The young remain with the

mother until the next winter. The male ca]iercaili greatly exceeds the female in size

and weight, individuals simietimes turning the scale at twelve and thirteen ))ounds.

The upper parts are blackish-brown, each feather mottled with grayish ; the feathers

of the throat are elongated and black; breast black with green reflections; flanks

brownish-gray sprinkled with black; under tail-coverts black, tipped with white ; the

tail black. The female is reddish-brown, barred and blotched with black ; sides of the

neck, throat, and breast rich orange, barred with black on the neck ; lower parts pale

orange, feathers tijiped with white; tail reddish-brown, l)arred with blackish-brown.

The ruffeil-grouse, so called from its possessing tufts of numerous Avide soft

feathers on each side of the neck, which the bird is cajiable of elevating, with its allies

of both hemispheres, is distinguished from all other grouse by having the lower part of

the legs bare of feathers, and constitute the genus Bonasa. The American species

consist of the B. niitheUus and its two sul)-species or varieties, which are distributed

throughout the northern United States and Vancouver Island. The Rocky Mountain
form has been designated B.tajibelloide.1, and is a small gray bird with rather different

markings from the tyjiical style, and a small ruff, while the variety of the west coast,

known as B. sabinei, is a large binl of a general dai-k orange-chestnut color. All the

forms delight in woods and dense thickets, are extremely shy, rise with a great

whirring noise, fly straight and swiftly. They roost in trees, and, when disturbed, take

refuge among the thickest foliage and remain perfectly motionless. The nest is

placed upon the ground, composed of leaves an<l plants, and the eggs, ten or more in

number, are yellowish or cream color, spotted with dull red. The male has a singular

haliit calle<l ' drumming,' which is indulged in at various seasons of the year. He
stands ujpon a trunk of some fallen tree, and, stretching himself into a horizontal posi-

tion, beats stiffly downwards with his wings, slowly at first, increasing the strokes

until they become so rapid that the wings are invisible. This produces a loud rolling
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sound that may be heard at a great distance, but ])artakc8 somewhat of the cliaracter

of vc-ntriloquisni, as it is difficult to locate the jiosition of the ])erformer. In the

breeding season tiiis may be executed to attract the females, but as the same perform-

ance is also gone through with in the autumn, it cannot always be for this jiurpose.

Some writers state that the winu's strike the flanks, othci-s that they strike each other

above the back, while others again, that they strike nothing,— the fact being that the

movement is so rapid that it defies the closest observer to determine exactly what

does take ]ilace.

Flo. 99.— Bonasa 6c/u/iiia. huzel-grouse.

The allies of the ruffed-grouse in Euro]ic and Asia, the J}, bitidina, has, with two
other lately described Kj)ecies, li. scmirzoiH, and U. f/riseiventris, been separated by
some writers into a distinct genus, Tetrastes. The hazel-grouse is not found in Great
Britain, but is distriinited generally throughout Euro))e and Asia from France to

northern China. It has also been met with in .lapan. This species is not ])ossessed

of the ruff, and is smaller than the American bird, neither does it indulge in the habit

of drumming. It is monog.imous, the males leaving the young to the care of the
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females. Tlic eggs, from eight to fourteen in number, are buff spotted witli lirown.

It is a rather handsome -bird, witli a bhick throat, back ashy-gray varied with bhick,

and the under surface of tiie body white mottled with brown. The female is without

the black throat, but has this jjart fulvous white varied with blackish spots.

The great family Piiasiaxiu.e is the most important of the GalllniE, Avhether we
consider the number, variety, and beauty of the species of which it is composed, or

their great value as food-producers for the human race. It contains between, eighty

Fig. 100.— A*umi</a(Ti«r«/o,crc'sic<l ijuiiieii-fuwl, aud X.pitc/uram, huliutjlud Giuuoa-fowl.

and ninety species, some of which rank witli the most gorgeously plumaged creatures

to be found in the el.ass of birds. Although many have been the arrangements pro-

posed for the members of this family, as to the number both of the sub-families and

genera, some writers consitlering that certain species should constitute separate fami-

lies, yet following the latest work devoted to these birds, the Phasianidas may be

diviiled into eight suli-fainilics and alxuit ciiihteen genera.

The sub-family, Numidina-, contains the Guinea-fowls, consisting of those with crests,
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those witli bare hoails ami bony helmets, or those with an OL-cijiital feathery patch. There

are five or six s|)ecies of the first division, about four of the secotnl, and one of the

last. The first lias been se]>arated by some authors under the generic term, (riittera,

and are much more graceful birds than tho.se of which the common Guiiiea-bcn,

Ninnida vteleagris, is the type. They have a jet-black plumage <lotted over with

small bluish-white or light-green spots; the bare skin of the neck is blue or purplish,

some having these ])arts iliversitied with Ijright red. Tiie top of the head is covereil

with a long, full, black crest, and the primaries are buff. Several sjiecies also have the

u]>per part of the breast black, of a more or less e.xtensive .area, sometimes tinted with

chestnut. The skin of the neck is full, and forms a pleat or fold beliiml and on the

rY"^

/^^.^i^,:

Fui. 101. — Arryllium rii/ruriniim.

sides. The helmeted Guinea-fowls have the ujipcr ]iart of ilu- head bare, with a bony

crest in the centre, varying in size according to the species, and with wattles of differ-

ent sha])e and coloi-s jtendant from the angles of the mouth. These birds also have a

general black plumage covered with white spots, JV. meleaf/ris also having the upper

part of the lireast and back bi-o\vn with a lilac lustre. Two species, ^V^ milrata and

Acri/lliiim ridliirhn/m, nrv found in Mailagascar ; the one last-named, and all the other

members of the sub-family, are found in various portions of the African continent.

They go in large flocks, are very noi.sy, extremely swift of foot, wild and wary. The

A- mdturimim is a peculiar as well as a very beautiful bird, with the lower part of

the neck, and uj)per portion of the back and breast covered with very long lanceolate
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feathers, having white centres, succeeded by ;i line of black and fringed with blue,

the blaclv jjortion niinutuly dotted with wiiite. Tiic mantle is black, spotted with
white; the centre of breast beautiful light liliic; Hanks lich ]mr|]le, spotted with
white, the spots encircled with black; tail like the mantle, the central rectrices long
and pointed ; the head and neck naked, with the excei)tion of a patch of short chest-

nut feathers on the occiput.

Two curious west African birds, Agdastes meleagrides, and Phasidiis iiiger, com-
pose the sub-family Agelastinas. They seem to be a kind of link between tiie jungle-

fowl, Galhis, and the (Tuinea-hens, having bare heads and necks, and the tarsi armed
with spurs. Not very much is known about them, very few sj)eciniens havin" been
obtained. The first has a flesh-colored head and neck, all the upper part of breast

and back p\ire white, an<l the rest of plumage black venniculatcd with white. The
/••. niger is black, the feathers obscurely mottled with brown. Head and neck flesh-

color, and a line of black feathers, very short, from the base of the bill to the occiput.

This last was discovered by Du Chaillu near Cape Lopez. He states that the species

is not gregarious, a male and one or two females at most being found too-ether, and is

extremely wild and wary.

The jungle-fowl compose the sub-family Gallinaj. There are four well-established

species, and a possibly doubtful fifth, Gallns stramineicollis, from Sulu. From these

gallant game-birds spring all the different species of the common fowl. Two species

are island forms, G. varius from Java, Lombok, Sumbawa, and Flores, and G. lafay-

etti from Ceylon. The first is remarkable for having the neck hackles square at the

tips, and but a single me<lian wattle, in place of one on each side of the face, as is

usual with other jungle-fowls. This wattle, and the comb, which is not serrated, are

of brilliant hues, the last being green along the head, succeeded by a narrow yellow

line, then reddish shading off into dark purple, while the wattle has two thirds of the

upper parts deep rose, then yellow, and the bottom deej) green. The sides of the

head are flesh-color, and the throat yellow, both bare of feathers. The Ceylon bird has

also a curiously colored com!), which is serrated on the upi)er edge, of a bright red

with a central yellow patch that graduates into the surrounding color. The other

species are G. sonnerati, of southern India; and G. ferrugineus, of north India, Assam,
Burmah, and the Malay countries; also doubtfully from Turkestan and the islands of

Sumatra, Lombok, and Timor; probably inij)()rted into the last two named. As
their trivial name implies, these birds are native of jungle tracts and deep forests,

though they will come out into the open cultivated ground near their retreats to glean

among the stubble. In such places, when approached, tlu'y take wing readily, flying

steadily with rapid beats and alternate sailings, alighting at the edge of. the covert,

and run swiftly into some place of concealment. The cocks crow and the hens cackle

the same as barn-yard fowls, but in somewhat sharper tones. The cocks usually carry

the tail drooping, erecting it only when challenging a rival or Jiaying court to tiie

hens. The males fight desperately among themselves, and death often follows the

stroke of the terrible s])ur. In their wild state these birds are said to be monogamous,
.although some observers doubt if this is always the case. The above remarks ai)ply

more particularly to the G. ferrugineus. Sonnerat's jungle-fowl is not gregarious, but

goes only in small coveys or singly or in pairs. They like the thin bamboo jungle

and evergreen forests, and only congregate in numbers where food is exceptionally

plenty. This species retains its wildness in ca])tivity and cannot easily be induced to

breed. The flesh is not very good, being dry and hard, and the species is considered
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by sportsmen lianlly worth shooting. Altliough armed with very powerful spurs,

they are said by some observers to be not <iiiarrelsoiue, and several males and females

will live very quietly together. All these sjjecies are omnivorous, eating grain, grass,

leaves, see<ls, fruits, insects, etc. The end of the hackles of G. sonnentti are very

peculiar, being formed of a singularly brittle substance like a fine shaving in texture.

The sul>-faniily Phasianinie contains five genera, Itkdijiiiis, Euplocamtig, Lobio-

phasis, Thuunndea, and I'ltasianus, comj)rising over forty species, some of which are

the most beautiful of the Pliasianiihe. The nicmljcrs of the genus first mentioned,

known as the blood-pheasants, are by .some classed with the jiartridges, but it would

seem that they should more properly bo placed with the birds of this family. They

are al]iine s]iecies, the /. criiciitig, inhabiting the Iliniinalchs at a height of ten thou-

sand til fourteen thousand feet. The tarsi are arnu'il with numerous spurs, as many

as five on one leg and four on the other having been observed on the males. Thn-c

8])ecies are known, the one mentioned, which is found in Nepal and Sikkim, the /. [/eqf-

fi'oiji, from Moujiin in north China and Thibet, and the /. shiohsis from Chcusi.

Very little is known of the habits of the two last, but the longer-known species has

been met with in its native wilds by several com])etent naturalists. The T. criieiUia

goes in llocks of twenty or thirty individuals, always in the immediate vicinity of the

snow, but near the forests. In winter it burrows under the snow for protection

against storm and the severity of the tem])er.ature at the great elev.ations at which it

lives. Its princi|)al food consists of the tops of the pine and juniper, berries and

moss. Its flesh has a strong flavor, and is not very tender. The flight is of very

short duration, and it quickly runs to shelter.

Euplocamtis contains numerous species, some fourteen or more, and has by differ-

ent writers been divided into several sulvgenera, but these h.ave not been geiu'rallv

adopted. The species may be classed in three divisions,— the Hreb.aeks, the silver aiul

the kalij ])heasants. The firet of these is represented by six or eight species ; the

second by about four, and the third by three or four. The firebacks are of two styles,

those with short, s(juare, hen-like tails observed in both sexes, and those with broad,

rather lengthened tails. They are birds of very rich plumage, the lower portion of

the back being bright, fiery, metallic red, the face is covered with bare skin extending

above the eyes, in some s])ecies almost like horns, deep blue or bright red in color,

and certain ones also are adorned with full ujiright crests. Tliey are natives of Siam,

the Malay ]>eninsu1a, Sumatra, Borneo, and Formosa. The sjiecies of the last-named

island, K. swinhoi, may not strictly be included among the true firebacks, as it has

none of the fiery c(dor on the back, this part being black, the feathers margined with

brilliant blue, but the entire scapulars are a deep chestnut red. The rufous-tailed

firebacks are the smallest species of the group, liave no crests, and the females are also

armed with shar]i spin's. Hut little is known of the habits of these s]>lendid birds,

save that they frecjuent thick forests, go iu small bands of live or six individuals, feed

on berries, leaves, insects, and various grubs, are difficult to flush, but when on the

wing fly rapidly and for a considerable distaiu'e, and are very jiugnacious. Nothing

is known of the nidification, but an egg obtained from a captured female of ^'. rUilloti,

was large, smooth, and of a pale cafe ate lait color. The Siamese fireback, II. proelattis,

is a particularly graceful and beautiful bird. It has a long blue uprinht crest, the

shafts bare of webs at the base; neck, l)reast, and back bluish-ash color, mottled with

black ; middle of back golden ; runi]) and n|iper tail-coverts bl.ack, with blue and green

reflections; the feathers margined with deep velvety crimson. The flanks and under
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parts arc l)lack, glossed with deep blue ; tlie tail and long coverts black, with blue and

green rt'flfctions. Tlie bare skin of th(' face is crimson; the legs and feet red. The
silver-pheasants, of which the well-known U. nycthemerus of China is typical, are

large birds with the entire upper parts and tail white, and all the feathers are more or

less minutely mottled with black. The Chinese species exhibits more white than any

of the others, and the two central tail-feathers are nearly pure white, the breast and

under parts bluish black. Besides China, these birds are natives of Burmah and

IG. 102.— Euplocamus nyctliemenu, sUver-pbeasant.

]>arts of India. They are forest-loving birds,

ng as high as three thousand to four thousand

3n the mountains, apparentlj- omnivorous, feed-

in insects, grain, seeds, etc., not gregarious,

uyriv ^. ,/ /, - > .uKi Hiicn disturbed utter a peculiar clicking sound.
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'" They are ]>ugnacious, and the males are continually

fighting. The E. lineatus breeds in March, the hen

laying seven or eight ]i;ile-ycll<)wish egss, minutely

pitted all over, in a slight hollow in the ground, thinly lined with leaves and a few

feathers. The third division contains tlie kalij or kaleege jdieasants, as the term is vari-

ously spelled. Thev inhabit parts of India, Xepal, Bliotan, Sikkiin, Assam, Arakan, etc.,

are four .species— j)ossibly more— in numln-r, with long pendant ci'osts, ui)per )iarts<if

a generally glossy black plumage in some s)U'cies, with the rump feathers margined with

white ; breast and flanks covered with buffy-white lanceolate feathers. One species, K.

hor/ifiildi, has the under ]parts bluish-black, like the back. The tails arc generally of .1

bluisb-black color. These birds range from the foot of the liills to eight thousand
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feet of elevation, are not gregarious in the sense of going in flocks, but throe or four

are often foiiml togetiier. The males are extremely jiugnacious, and Wilson states

that, having shot one, and while it was fluttering on the ground in ils death-throes,

another male rushed out of the jungle and attai-ked it with the greatest fury. Like

many of this genus, the male kaleege makes a singular drumming sound with its

wind's, either for the purpose of attracting the females, or in defiance of its rivals,

and a favorite method of capturing these hirds is to fasten a live male in some open

place, and imitate the drumming sound, when other males rush out to fight him, and

are easily shot or caught in the snares set for the purpose. The general habits and

,:^^ -^ ^^.

Fig. 103.— Kuptocamiu metaiutttu.

nidification of the kaleege pheasant are very similar to the silver pheasants and othera

of the same genus.

The genus Lohiophasis contains but one known species, L. hulweri (the bird de-

scribed afterwards as T,. caManei-cintdatns, bcin'4 '" immature jilumage), and was

created for the elegant j)heasant obtained by Jlr. Ussher on the Lawns River in Borneo.

This bird in many ])articulars is peculiar, if not, indeed, unique. There arc two erect

horns of nude skin behind the ears, and two smaller ones at the base of the nostrils,

while two lobes liaiig from the angle of the bill. The ))Iumage is metallic of various

hues, and the tail is pure white, tlie feathers, thirty in number, are rather stiff, and the

shafts bare of webs towards their extremities. The tarsi .are sinirred. The female is

brownish chestnut, all tlu' feathers finely virmiculated with dark brown. The tail is
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moderately long, and possesses the unusual number of twenty-eight rectrices. The
bare skin of the face is bright blue, with one small wattle at the occiput, and one at

the chin. The tarsi bear indications of spurs.

The golden pheasant, noted for its brilliant coloi-s and magnificent ruff, is the type

of the genus Thaumalea. Three species arc known, 7\ picta, T. obscuru, and T.

amherstia. They are all Asiatic so far as known, being natives of Thibet and China.

It is difficult to conceive more gorgeously attired creatures tlinn these birds, and it is

FlO. 104*— Thaumnha amherstia, I>aily .Vioherst phuasuiil.

not easy to decide which should bear tlie palm for beauty, the golden, with its amber-

colored crest, green metallic mantle, oraiige-reil ruff tipped with dee]> blue, scarlet

under-parts, golden yellow rump, and lengthened tail, or the Lady Andicrst, with its

crimson, white-tipped crest, pure white ruff margined with deejt green, golden yellow

rump margined with dark green, metallic green breast, and pure white under-jiarts,

and the greatly lengthened tail with the median feathers light gray with bars of green

and black mottlings. Not nuuh has been recordc«l of the lial>its of these jiheasants.
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in spite of the fact that thb T. picta has been so long known, and of their nidification

nothing has been related. They dwell in thick woods on tlie mountains of moderate

elevation, and are hardy birds, tiie Lady Amherst ]>heasant being indifferent to both

cold and snow, ami is umnivoruus, like the domestic fowl. It is an extremely jealous

species, and will not permit the golden plieasant, its only rival, to approach the bounds

of its liabitation. Tlie two species .are not met with either in the same valleys or on

the same mountains. The T. obscura resembles the T. j>ivt<i, but is a darker bird in

all stages of its existence, and is stated to inhabit Japan, although it cannot be said that

this country has undoubtedly been established as its haliitat.

Tlie genus Phasianus includes the tyjiical |>heasants, some sixteen in number.

It has I)een divideil into several gener.a, whieh have been ad()]ited by some writers

either wholly or in j)art, while other authors jirefer to consider them as sub-generic

distinctions. Thus C<//t>/>/irt«i« was proposed for V.ellioti, Grajihophasianus iot P.SKtn-

tticri/i;/ii, ^Si/nua(icits for J', ret'ccs//, ami Calreits for P. tniUiclii!. The first of these,

C cl/ioti, is a most lovely bird. It is a native of the mountains near Xingpo, prov-

ince of Che-Kiang, China, and has the sides and back of neck bluish-gray, graduating

into white ; chin and throat black ; back and breast metallic golden ; lower breast

and al)donien pure white, Hanks ii ivgiilarly barred with black, white, and cliestnut

;

under tail-coverts deep chestnut and black ; upper scapulars black margined with

white, forming a bar on the shoulder; lesser wiiig-covcrts maroon chestnut, reflecting

a fii'ry metallic tint, greater coverts dee]) chestnut with a black bar followed by a

broad white tiji, making a white band across the wing; lower back and rump steel-

black barred with white, u]>])er tail-coverts gray mottled with black; t.ail long and

barred alternately with stone-gray and chestnut, the latter narrowly bordered basally

with black; legs bluish-gray, armeil with well-develo])ed spurs; skin of face scarlet.

The hen is very like a grouse in her coloring; with a black throat, this hue extending

onto the bre.ist, under-parts white ; side of head reddish cream-color; upper parts

yellowish and reddish brown, li:incd and mottled with black. An ally to this brilliant

bird was discovered by Mr. II iiiiK' in Munipur. It has some of the m;n-kings of C.

ellioti, but differs in the throat and upper breast, which is metallic blue-black, and in

the under-j>arts, which are maroon chestnut with metallic crimson fringes to the

feathers. The female has the neck, throat, and breast a dull jiale sienna-brown, abdo-

men dingy pale ochraceous, upi)er ]>arts and tail similar to the hen of the other species.

It is not so handsome a bird as the C. ellioti, but nevertheless is remarkable for its

peculiar coloration. They dwell in the dense forests and are very shy and dithcult to

shoot, but not much is known of their economy and habits. Ja])an produces a beauti-

tiful species, the P. stemiiieriiii/ii, and a variety of it called P. scintil/ans, a most

•attractive species with a very long tail and a jiluinage generally of a metallic copjier.

Very little is known about these birds in their wild state, but in captivity they are

pugnaciou.>--, the male frequently killing the female when confined in the same enclo-

sure. Another gorgeous pheasant is the P. reevesii from northern China. This has a

general golden yellow ]ilum.age, each featherbarred with black ; tlanks white, the chestnut

margin separated from the white by a black bar, the abdomen V>lack. The tail is ex-

cessively long, the central feathers sometimes reaching five and si.v feet in length.

They are grayish-white, margined with deep buff, ami l)arred with black and chestnut.

These feathers are sometimes worn by the mandarins iu their hats. Reeves' pheas.ant

is a large bird, and its flesh is white and very delicate. It is numerous in the Tung-

ling or eastern burial-])laces of the Chinese erai)erors, situated northeast of Pekin, and
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•y^^\

rhasiauus reeveaii, Keeves' pheasant.

ill other parts of northern China. The

cheer or Wallicli's jilieasaiit, J', (cati-eits)

irdUidiii, is a native of tlie western Ilim-

nialehs to the borders of Nepal. It is a

large bird, weigliing from two pounds ten

iiuiiees to tlireu jiovinds seven ounces. It

has a lengthened dark-brown crest, iijiper

parts yellowish-brown bound with black, a

rufous rump, ashy breast, and rufous flanks

barred with black. The tail is long and

broad. The cheer is a local species, dwell-

ing at from four thousand to eight thousand

'\ feet of elevation, and haunting grassy hills

covered with o.ak and pine. During the

day the birds remain hidden, coming out to

feed at inorniiig and evening. They run

fast and lie close, and are difficult to flush.

Both sexes crow, and may be heard, when

engaged in this amusement, for a great dis-

tance. This pheasant feeds on roots, grubs,

seeds, berries, etc., and roosts on the ground,

all the members of a flock, numbering from

si.v to a dozen individuals, huddled close

together. It nests from April to June, the
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eggs are siiinll, of a palp stone color, willi brownish spooks towards the ends. A small

group of gruun-ltrciistoj pheasants may be here noticed, consisting of three sj)ecies
;

P. versicolor from Japan, 1'. elegaiis from Sze-chuen, Cliina, and P. decoUatns from Sze-

chiien and Moupin. Tliey are all species of beantiful ]pliiniage, the green hues with

nielallic relleclions covering the entire under-]>arts of /'. nrntcolor, cowWwvA to a liroad

band from throat to vent in the second named, the flanks being a rich chestnut ; while

the tliird, P. decoUtttus, has the green color restricted to the region of the abdomen,

with the thinks golden yellow. In habits, so far as known, they resemble other mem-
bers of this genus. The white-winged ])heasants, of which the superb /-'. iiisignis and

its iianlly less beautiful relative, P. >/io>ir/olicits, may be considered as ty])ical, form

another small group, distinguished by the presence of a more or less broad white ring

around the lower jiartof the neck, beneath the rich metallic hues of the head and neck.

They are natives of various ])arts of Asia, China, and the island of Formosa. They are

met with in flocks of considerable size in the localities they fi'cquent, and are one of the

chief attractions for the table to the ]icople inhabiting the coimtries in which they dwell.

The remaining species of the genus P/iusidiitis are those without rings aroun<l the

neck, the metallic hues of blue or green coming to the breast. This group embraces

the well-known /-'. coMiicim, or common English ))heasant so-called, and tlio superb

P. K/i(iiri from eastern Turkestan. The English jiiieasant was naturalized in Great

JJrilain before the Norman Conquest, the earliest record being in the year 1059,

when it was mentioned in a bill of f.nre now ]ircscrved in the IJritisli ^Museum. It was
]irobabiy introduced by the Uoinan conquerors, who also brought the fallow-deer to

liritain. Like all of this genus, these ]dicasants are lovers of thickets and forests,

shy, and, when hard ])ressed, taking refuge in trees. They liave a kind of one-syllable

crow, by which, in the spring, the male summons the female into his presence. They
aie omnivorous, and the male does not trouble himself with nest-lniilding or the care

of the young.

The sub-family Meleagrinte comprises the turkeys. Some writere place these with

the G\iinea fowls in a se|>nrate family, Mklkaguid-K, but it seems that tliey should more
pro]ieily be included as a sub-family of the Phasianida^ to the sjiecies of which they

;ne allied by various char.acteristics. But three species are known, the North
American i)ird, ^f. <j(iUo]H(v<i, the Mexican J/. niexlvniKi, and the Central American ^f.

ocellata. The habits of the common species are so well known that it is uiniecessary

to devote any s]>ace to them here. The Ciiitral American species is a bird of wonder-
ful ))luniage, excelling the others — brilliantly nii'tallic as theirs may bo— by the

extiaordinaiy variety and splendid hue of its scintillating coloring. The bare liead

and neck is dco]) blue, covered with bright red warts ; the wattle between the eyes is

also dec]) blue ending in yellow; the upper part of the back feathers metallic^ green,

succeeded Ijy a line of black, ami terminating with yellow; l)ack and rump feathers

blue, followed by black and ti]>]ied with red; greater wing-coverts deep red ; flanks

and lower parts black tipped with brilliant red ; uiii)er tail-coverts and tail-feathers light

brown mottled with black, followed by a broad spot of deep blue margined on both

sides with black, then a line of yellow and tip]) d with deep red; bill, legs, and feet

red. All these bright colors are metallic, and as brilliant as those of the humming-bird.
This species goes in small flocks, is never found in the dense forests, preferring dis-

tricts where forests and open country ])revail. The birds roost in trees, and the male
struts in the same manner as the common species, and in other of its habits greatly

resembles the M. gallopuvo.
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The sub-family Lophophokin.*; contains tliree genera, J^ticrasia, Ceriornis, and
Lophophorus. The species are iiiliabitants of India and Asia, and number al)Out a

dozen in all. The ])neras or koklass jiheasants, Ijy which trivial name the members of

Pucrasia are known, are found in India and China. They are chiefly remarkable for

their long crests, the central one springing from the toji of the liead, and the narrow
occipital ones, on either side, and, at times, these are elevated above the other. They
liave a general brown and gray plumage, marked in various ways with black, dark
brown, chestnut, and white, with the breast and lower parts more or less covered with

Fig. lOG— MtUagris ocellala^ Central AiiuTicuii turkey.

deep chestnut. They have broad cuneate tails, in one species at least {P. darwini)

elegantly marked and stri])cd in gray, black, and chestnut. The habits of P. macro-

lopha have been thoroughly described by Indian naturalists, and those of the other

sjiecies, so far as known, closely resemble them. It is a forest bird, ranging from 4,0(10

feet to the extreme limits of forest on the Ilimmalehs, is of rather a solitary dis])Osi-

tion, generally found singly or in pairs, except when the members of a brood are

together. Wlien the cover is slight, it flushes at once or runs quickly, but otherwise

lies close. The flight is extremely rapid, and the bird shoots down a declivity like
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liglitiiiiig. The males crow at daybreak, or at any siulden noise, like thunder or the

report of a gun. The 8])ecies feeds on leaves, huds, roots, grubs, acorns, seeds, ber-

ries, moss, or flowers, and grain, and roosts in trees or on low bushes. It nests at

elevations of from 0,(100 to 9,000 feet, the breeding-time lasting from April to the

middle of June. The nest is a slight dejiression in the ground, and the eggs, seven

to nine in number, are a rich pale buff 8j)otted with deep brownish red. The species

is believed to be monogamous.

The lragopan.s—by which name the memliei-sof the genus fenomij* are known—are

five in number, and are found in India and China. They are birds of extreme beauty

of plumage, presenting hues of the most brilliant reds, browns, buffs, and lustrous

Ki<i. 107. — Cfriornis satyra, crimsou tragopau.

blacks. The backs and liri'asts are usually covered with round white sjwts, like those

seen in the Guinea fowl, or else with buff spots of various sizes surrounded with

black. A fleshy horn, capable of being erected, and of various colors according to

the s])ecies, exists on eitlu'r side of the head ; and on the lower \>avt of the throat is

an extensible wattle of brilli:mt colors, in some species deep blue barred with bright

red, or yellow and shining green. When excited the males extend these gular aprons
over the breast, ])roducing for a moment a most beautiful effect. The best known of

these birds are the Indian crimson tragopan, ('. sati/ni, or the black-headed tragopan,

C. mcla/ioceji/iala. They are dwellers of the higher ranges, and are found in summer
at heights varying from 8,000 to 11,000 feet, arc essentially forest birds, very diflicult
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to perceive in tlio thickets, in spite of their rich jihnn;ige, ami, when disturbed, run

swiftly to another cover. When roused by dogs, they fly into trees and call vocifer-

ously, but on man's ajiproach they take flight, and do not alight again until a long

distance has been traversed. In early spring— April— the males begin to call, inviting

the females to some chosen spot. The nest is roughly formed of grass, small sticks

and feathers, and the eggs are large and vary from a pale ca/e an luit color, to a dull

reddisli-bul'f minutely sj)eckled with a darker shade. One of the most characteristic

points of these birds is the modes of 'showing off' adoj)ted by the male. After

walking about in an e.vcited manner he places himself before the female, with the

body crouching, and the tail bent down ; the head is then jerked downward, and the

horns and wattle become conspicuous. The wings have a fl:ij)])iiig movement, and

the neck ajipears to swell and the horns vibrate. Suddeidy the bird draws himself to

his full height, the wings are expanded and quivering, the horns are erected, and the

wattles fully displayed. At other times he simjily erects his feathers ami elevates one

shoulder, presenting a greater surface to view, but does not exhiliit the wattles, and a

third method is to stand on a perch, and, by shaking the head, exhibiting for a moment
the horns and wattle. The other known species of Ceriornis are <'. hhjthii from

upper Assam, ('. ctihoti of soutiiwostern China, and C. temminckii of central China.

A very curious bird was procured by Abbe David in Moni)in, Thibet, and consti-

tutes the sole known sjiecies of the genius 7htraop/u(.iiii, and is called T. odscurim.

Possessing the powerful bill of the members of IjOphop/ionis, it has none of the bril-

liant colors of those birds, but is clothed in a plumage more like that of the snow-

partridges ( Tctraoffcdliis), and would seem to be a connecting link with those species

and the Phasianidte. The sexes are alike, their dress being a combination of dark brown

and graj-, with a yellowish-white abdomen. It is rather a large bird of about twenty

inches in length, and is common in the mountain ranges of eastern Kakonoor, goes in

small flocks in the depths of the forests, and feeds upon roots wliich it digs uj) witii

its powerful bill.

The gorgeously plumaged species of the genus Lophophorus arc three or four in num-

ber, L. sclateri, L. Vhmjsii, and L. impeyanus. It is difficult by means of a written de-

scription to give any idea of the magnificent appearance of these brilliant birds to any

one who has not seen them. Their metallic hues of liery red, green, purjile, and gold vie

in beauty and in their iridescent quality with the brightest of those seen among the

humming-birds, and if one could imagine one of these small flying gems increased to

the size of a fowl, something of the appearance of these monals might be conveyed

to the mind. Sclater's monal from Assam, and L'liuysii's from Thibet, are very little

known, save that they inhabit the the high ranges of mountains. The latter sjiecies,

at about 14,000 feet of elevation, goes in small flocks and feeds on roots. The im-

peyan pheasant, which ranges throughout the Himmalchs, is well known, and its econ-

omy and habits are thoroughly familiar through the observations of many competent

naturalists. In summer they ascend to great elevations, having been met with at a

height of 16,000 feet, but in winter, when the snows are heavy, they descend some-

times as low as 4,500 feet, the females generally coming farther down than the old

males. Occasionally they are found in considerable numbers scattered through the

forest, the sexes generally by themselves, and if they i>air, which is doubtful, the

males leave the females and pay no attention to her while sitting, nor to the young

when hatched. The call is a plaintive whi.stle, sometimes heard at all hours of the

day. As a rule they are not wild save when much hunted, or in the spring, and when
VOL. IV.— 15
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in the forest will at once take wincr, l>"t in the open field usually walk or run to

cover. They utter, when flushed, .-i succession of shrill whistles, and, on alighting,

commcnee their plaintive call. They alight often in trees, and remain niotioidess,

Bomctimes jicnnitting a sufficiently near aj)i)roach to be killed with a shot-gun. They

feed oTi grubs or maggots, which they find under leaves, etc., and pass a great part of

their time digging in the ground with their powerful bills. The flesh is delicate, simi-

lar to the turkey's, being e8j)eeially well flavored in autumn and winter. Great num-

bers are killed for their skins, and in some places they have been almost c.\terminatcd

in order to satisfy this pernicious demand of fashion in civilized lands. They breed

at high elevations (7,000 to lii,000 feet), make little or no nest, and the eggs, four to

Fio. \W.— Cro$soptilon manrcAurimm, earcd-phcnsant.

six in nutiilM 1-, are a dull white, speckled with reddish-brown. The sexes are entirely

unlike in plumage, the female having none of the brilliant colors so characteristic of

the male. The cocks weigh from four pounds six ounces to five pounds and a h.alf

;

the females a little less. The crests of all the species of Lophophorus are different,

that of the im|)eyan having the shafts bare of webs at the base, with metallic green

spatides at the tips. L. r/iui/sii has a full, lengthened crest, metallic green with

purple reflections ; but Z. sclateri has the top of the head covered with short, curly,

recurved, green feathers. All of the species have the back of the neek brilliant me-
tallic red, extending on to the back on the two last named, but changing in L. inipei/-

anus in certain lights to a golden yellow.

The eared-pheasants of the genus Crossoptilon are four in number, and the females

only differ from the males by wanting spurs. They receive their trivial name from
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the presence of a banfl of white feathers which extends from the throat on botli sides

of the neck, and projects above and beyond tlie occiput like ears. Tliey are large,

graceful, and imposing-looking birds, very gentle and confiding in disposition, dwelling

in the forests of the high mountain ranges of Thibet and China. The Chinese species

are C. mantcharicuiu and C auriluni ; the first has the back and breast jiurplish

black; rump atid upper tail-coverts grayish white; flanks and under tail-coverts leaden

gray; tail-feathers grayish white at the base, jiurplish blue at the ends. The other

species has a general uniform ashy blue })luniage; the middle tail-feathers are black,

with green and violet reflections, the lateral ones white or nearly so, the end colored

like the median ones. The Thibetan species arc C. thibetamim, and <J. drouynii,

and have a general ]iure white plumage, with the crown of head velvety black. They

differ from each other in the wings and tail,— the first having the secondaries dark

lead-color, and the primaries dark rufous brown ; while the tail is black, glossed with

green, and with a white stripe on the outer webs of the lateral feathers. On the

other hand the C, drouynii has wings grayish white, and the tail is dark gray, with

the ends steel-blue, the central portions of the feathers having violet and coj)pery

green reflections. The median rcctrices of all the sjiecics have their webs very

loose and long, and they fall over the other feathers on either side. The tail is carried

in a drooping jiosture. There is also a nude crimson skin around the eyes of the four

species.

J'or a long time a species of the genus Argus was supposed to exist, on account of

some feathers in the Paris Mfiseum, which resembled somewhat the long tail-featheis

of the known species. Latterly, however, an entire specimen of the bird has been

obtained from the interior of Tonquin, which shows that the species belong to a dif-

ferent genus, and the term lihcinardius has been jiroposed for it. The M. ocellatus

does not possess the long secondaries, nor the lengthened median rectrices of Aryus,

but the tail is composed of twelve large, graduated feathers, and the head is not bare.

The rectrices are dark, ash-gray, covered with large reddish sjiots with black centres,

oblong in form, but lengthened into lines toward the margin of the webs. The feathers

arc very broad, graduate to a sharj) point, and about four and a half feet long.

The true argus pheasants are so well known that a desci-iption of their plumage would

be quite unnecessary. There are but two species, the common Aryus yiyanteus of upper

India, the Malay Peninsula, and Sumatra, and the A. yruyi of IJorneo. Nothing is

known of the habits of the latter, but several competent observers have related some

facts regarding the commoner s])ecies. Botn sexes live quite alone, each male having

a clear s])ot in the jungle, which he keej)S scrupulously clean. These j)laces are

probably used for exhibition grounds, for the males at certain seasons strut after the

manner of the jieacock ; but instead of the train, which the argus does not possess,

the long wing-feathers arc elevated, and the secondaries, with their numerous eyes or

spots, are arranged in a semicircle, the spread tail filling the space between the wings

completing the circle, and producing a very beautiful effect. They rarely fly, but esca])e

by running and hiding, no difficult matter in the dense jungles they fre(|uent. The
females have no especial ])lace of resort, but roam about the forest, visiting occasionally

the male in his abode. The food consists of fruit and insects of various kinds. The
female builds a rude nest, lays seven or eight eggs, said to be cream-color speckled

with brown. The Bornean species is smaller, has a red breast, a black tail, and is

differently marked on the wings and back.

The genus Polyplectron is so called on account of its members having several spurs
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upon the tarsi. They are very beautiful birds, the feathers of the wings and tail being

covered with ocelli of brilliant metallic colors, of blue, green, or juniile, sometimes with

red reflections. There are several species known, inhabiting Burinah, India, and

the Malay countries, also in Cochin China and the islands of Sumatra, Borneo, and the

Philipi)ines. One species also is a native of Thiljut. They are very .shy and timid

birds, frequenting dense jungles, through which they run rajiidly, and hide and skulk

80 closely as to make it almost an imjjossibility to discover them. Some species are

'rim:

i^>>

•» -t-

'^^-^ll'.-^ji^^r

Via. 10%— Poli/pUelron biealcaralum, pcacock-pheagant.

found on the mountains at elevations of 5,000 feet above the sea, but as a rule they

are met with at more moderate heights. Not much is known of the nidification of

these splendid creatures, the nest of only one sj)ecies having been procured in the

countries they inhabit, viz., that of /*. thihetanwn, which was found in Cachar, and

wa.s ])l:iced at the foot of a large bush standing aniong.st grass and cane jungle. It

was alxml nine inches in diameter and three inches in de]>th, made of twigs and leaves

roughly put together, with a slight lining of the bird's own feathers. The eggs were

a cafe au lait color. Two are generally the coini)lcment of a nest. The young are
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covered with down, and follow the mother closely in search of food. She is accus-

tomed to sjiread her fan-like tail, and the young kecj) beneath it and are tlnis protected

from showers and cnenues of the air, as they only apjiear when called to pick up some

food the hen has found. The species known, beside the one already named, are,

P. bicalcaratum, P. germanii, P. helence, P. schleiermachi, P. chalcumm, and P.
napoleotiis.

The genus Pavo contains the peacocks, of which there are two distinct species,

and one which is very doubtfully distinct. The common si)ecies, P. cristatus, is

known to everyone, and this gorgeous bird, so little appreciated because it is so famil-

iar, is very plentiful in the forests and jungles, as well as in open places in India and

Ceylon. It delights in hilly and mountainous districts, and it appears to be a curious

fact that whenever peafowl are met with in the jungle, it is a pretty sure sign that

tigers are in the vicinity. Whether the tigers rely upon the bird's ability to detect

the approach of enemies, for they are very wary and always on the lookout, or whether

the agile cat watches them in order to secure one or more for a meal, is unknown, but

probably both of these su]ipositions influence the beast to seek the bird's resorts.

The peafowl go in flocks, sometimes in very large numbers, and it is a beautiful sight

when they take wing, their long trains glistening in the sun. The hens lay from

April to October according to the locality, and the eggs, eight or ten in number, of a

dull brownish white color, are placed on the bare ground in the most secluded i)art of

the jungle. The young males retain a plumage like that of the hen for a year or

eighteen months, and the train, which is composed of the upper tail-coverts, not the tail-

feathers, is not perfected until the third year. Peafowl are omnivorous, and they eat

insects, worms, reptiles, flesh, tish, grain, etc. The Javan peafowl (P. mteticug) is, as

its trivial name implies, a native of Java, but is not restricted to that island, being

found also in the Burmese and Malay countries, Ceylon, and possibly Sumatra. It is

a handsomer bird tiian the common ])eaeock, having the crest, head, and neck rich

green, and the breast bluish-green margined with gold. Its back is bright copiser-

color barred with green and light brown, and the upper tail-coverts are a rich green

with gold and cojiper-color reflections. The train is similar to that of P. c7-!status,

but more bronzy in color. The two species resemble each other in their habits. A
third supposed species, P. nigripennis, in appearance like P. cristatus, with black

shoulders to the wings, is probably but a melanitic variety of the common bird.

Sub-Order II.— Gallin.^b-Peristeropodes.

The Peristeropodous Gallinse comprises two families, the Megapodida; and the Cra-

cidae, containing those gallinaceous birds with feet like pigeons, or all four toes

placed upon the same j)Iane, the hallux not being raised, as is the case with the species

of the other families included in this order.

Two sub-families are generally acknowledged in the family JIkcapodiDjE, viz.,

Megapodinw, containing two genera and between twenty-five and thirty species, and

Talegallinae also with three genera and si.x species. The extraordinary method of

nidification adoi)ted by tliese Ijirds is unparalleled in the whole range of Ornithology,

and they are the first feathered inventors of an artificial incubator to take the place of

tlic mother, and provide the warmth necessary to develop the embryo contained in

the egg into the perfect chick, which is ordinarily sujiplicd by the parent's body.

The Megaj)ode3 are usually rather small birds, but with enormous feet, and dwell in
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the thick brush near the sea-shore. Some species go in large flocks, tlie Megapodi%u

nicolHiriensis having been met with in coveys of from thirty to fifty, but the majority

of this genus arc more usually met with in i>airs ami in <juitc small jiarties. They arc

natives of Australi:i, New Guinea, tlie islands of tlic eastern archipelago, anil of the

Pacific Ocean. As their habits and economy arc generally alike, a description of

those of M. (iimuhts from Australia will answer for all the species of the genus.

The Australian mcgnpode is accustdnied to seize with his foot a mass of soil, dead

leaves, and other kinds of vegetable matter, and with a ])o\verful kick backwards

throw it to a common centre. The males assist the females in the operation of buil<l-

iiig the mound. By the constant accumulation of soil, and vcget.able refuse, a conical

mound is built, and this is added to year after year by the original builders, or others,

perliajis their descendants, until they grow to a siz-e that is almost incredible. One,

the largest that seems to be on record, was situated on the island of Nogo in

Endeavour Straits, and measured no less than 150 feet in circumference; and to form

this huge accumulation of materials the ground had been scraped bare in the vicinity,

even some shallow excavations having been made. The larger end was elevated 14

feet above the grountl, and the slope measured in different directions 18, 2H, and

24 feet. Usually these mounds are formed of a light vegetable soil, but occasionally

they consist of sifted gravel intermixed with portions of soil and decayed wood, and

are generally conical in form ; but one specimen was described as resembling a bank

from twenty-five to thirty feet in length, with an average height of live feet. Some

of these mounds are doubtless very ancient, and trees a foot in diameter have been

found growing from the centre of the mass. After a mound has been constructed, or

an old one reliuilt and arr.anged to suit them, the eggs are laid at a depth of five

to 8i.K feet from the surface, the hen scratching a hole in the vegetable matter for

the ]>urpose. It is then covered and left. The eggs are always deposited at night,

and the holes in which they are placed generally run in an oblique direction so that

thcv are nearer the side of the mound than they are to the summit. The exact num-

ber laid by a hen is not known, but four have been taken at one time. After the hen

has laid her comi)lement of eggs, they are left to be hatched by the heat of the decom-

posing mass, and the chick appears fidly feathered and able to tly. How the yoinig

make their way to the surface is :\ mystery, but once out they can take care of them-

selves verv well. At first they remain about the mound, but in a few days they may

be fonnil a long distance from it, and if disturbed they run off, or fly into some tree

for refu'^e. These mounds are always constructed in some dense thicket, never in the

open field, and it can generally be known when a binl has visited any one of them by

the tracks left u])on its sides. The mega])ode never goes far inland, keeping about

the beach or along the banks of creeks. It feeds on roots, which it scratches u]) with

its ])owcrful claws, seeds, berries, and insects. It is very shy and rarely seen. The

flight is heavy and not continued, and generally, when disturbed, the bird takes refuge

in a tree. At night they keep up a noisy cackling, and utter a hoarse note during the

day. The eggs are white, but after being ileposited, a crust, colored sonu'what .acv

cording to the soil in which it is placed, forms u]>oii the shell, which, however, readily

chips off. They vary in size, but are about 3\ by 2^ inches, and both ends are

equal. The Australian mega|)ode is about the size of a conunon fowl. They jiossess

a complete, thick, ami nmscular gizzard. The Nicobar mcga])ode, Jf. iiicobariensis,

seems to differ slightly in certain of its habits from the Australian species, for the

natives slate that a pair and all its ])rogcny use and add to a mound year .after year,
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and that out of one of these, about five feet high and sixteen or eighteen feet in diam-

eter, as many as twenty eggs had been taiven in one month.

I^cijwa ocellata, tlic otlier generic form of this sub-family, also jiossesses this curious

habit of mound-building, but the eggs are de])ositeil in a very different manner from

that related of the Australian mcgapode. Instead of being placed in holes in differ-

ent parts of the mound, they are lai<l in the centre, all at the same dej)th and arranged

in a circle about three inches apart, with the small end downwards, and eight eggs

are about the largest number in one nest. The mounds of this bird are also con-

structed somewhat differently. A hole is first scratched in the soil, and this filled

with dead leaves, grass, and similar materials, and then a huge mass of a similar sub-

stance is raised about it. Over this a quantity of sand mixed with dried grass is

thrown until the whole assumes the conical form. When an egg is laid, a recei)tacle

having been made for it at the edge of the hole in the centre, it is at once covered up.

A second is laid on the same |)lane, but on the opposite side ;' the third is placed at the

third corner, and the fourth opposite to it, and then the succeeding ones in the inter-

stices left, so that the coniiilement forms a circle. The young are said to dig them-

selves out, and the mother, who is always near, takes entire charge of the brood, the

young remaining with her until half grown. The Leii)oa is a slender and rather

gracefully formed bird, with short legs and is about twenty-four inches in length.

The sul)-family Telegallinic has three genera, J\Ieffacephulon, Talerjalliis, and yEpy-

podiiis, the first with one species, the second with four, and the last with two. The

interesting bird known as Meffacephalon maleo is a native of Celebes, and is confined

to the littoral jiarts of the island. It abounds in the forests, and feeds on fruits, de-

scending to the sea-beach in the months of August and September to deposit its eggs.

This bird does not raise a mound as the megapodes do, as its feet are not formed for

gras])ing, and the claws are short and straight, but it excavates holes in the sand four

or five feet in diameter, and in these, at a depth of one or two feet, the eggs are de-

posited. There are sometimes as many as eight eggs in one hole, each laid by a sep-

arate bird. The eggs, for the size of the species, are enormous, being 4.3 inches long

and 2.4 inches wide, and of a pale brownish red. The egg quite fills the lower cavity

of the bird's body, and about thirteen days elapse between the laying of each egg.

After they are all deposited, the hen jtays no further attention to them, and the

young, on emerging from the shell, dig themselves out, and run off into the adjoining

forest. The maleo is a handsome bird, the upper parts and tail being glossy l)lack, and

the under jjarts rosy white. The head and neck are bare, and on the head is a kind

of helmet formed by the backward prolongation of the cranium into a cellular mass.

The four species of Tak(jallus are the well-known T. hithami oi Australia, and the

2'. cuvieri, 2\jobietisis and 2\ fuscirostris of New Guinea and some of the other

islands of the eastern archii>elago. They construct mounds similar to those of the

mega])odes, but several females deposit their egg's together, and it is said that nearly

half a bushel of eggs have been procured in the same mound. The natives state that

the mound is always opened by the male when the hens desire to lay, and the eggs

are i)laced in a circle with the thin end downwards. When stalking about the woods

the talegallus utters a loud cluekmg noise and runs rapitlly through the brush when

disturbed, or takes refuge in a tree. It is nearly as large as a female turkey, and has

the upper surface, wings, and tail blackish-brown ; under surface blackish-brown, the

feathers silvcr-gr.ay at the tip ; skin of the hi'ad an<l neck deep jiiidv red, sprinkled

with short, blackish-browu feathers ; wattle, bright yellow. The female resembles the
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male, but is Braaller. Tlio tliird genus, JRpypodiua, has two species from New Guinea

and Waigu ; but little is known of tlirni.

The second family of this sub-order is the CKArin.K, divided into three sul>families,

with between fifty and sixty species. They are inhabitatits of the tropical jiortions of

the New Worlil, anil although there is no important difference in their osteological

Btrueture and that of the Megapodidtp, they are entirely different in their economy

4v>.

Kki. 110.— TaUgaUm lathaini, brusli-tiirkcy.

and habits. While the megapodes .-ire terrestrial birds, ]iassing the greater portion of
their existence ujxm the ground, the Cracidic are essentially arboreal, build nests in

the trees, and incubate their eggs like true birds.

The first suV(-f;imily, Oreophasiiia-, with its single sjiecies, Oreophasis derhi/aiuis, is

a native of Guatemala and the woods of the Volcan dc Fuego to a hei<'ht of 10,0U0
feet. It is apparently rare even in the localities it frequents, and not miich is known of
its h.ibits, beyond the fact that it frequents the u])per branches of the forest trees,
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searching for fruit, which it eats wlicthor ripe or unriiio, and, as the day advances,
descends to the under-wood, where it remains scratching among tlie leaves. It is a vei-y

handsome sj)ecies, having the ujiiier parts blacii, with blue reflections; a broad white
band across the middle of the tail; breast white, striped with black ; throat, abdomen,
and thighs black; the bill yellow; a vertical, moderatelj'-high helmet, composed of

bony tissues, upon the to]) of the head, is red, as are also the legs and feet. The female
is like the male, but smaller.

Pendopince contains seven genera, Ortalis, Chammpetes, Aburria, Pipile, Pendo-
2nna, Penehpe, and St<'<jiiolama. This sub-family contains among its species tlie

smallest of the Cracida-, and they range in total length from sixteen inches to twenty,
six inches, those of the least size belonging to the genus Ortalis. They arc found
from southern Texas through IVfcxico, Central America, and South America to Para-
guay. They are graceful birds, with long tails and variegated jiluniage, with bare
skin on the throat or aiound the eyes, or both, and the heads decorated in certain

species with various kinds of crest. Like all of the Cracidaj they are forest birds,

dwelling much upon the trees, and descending to the ground in search of food. Ortalis

vetula has been procured in Texas, and has been remarked for its loud and peculiar

cry, which in harshness and compass is fully equal to that of the Guinea fowl. At
sunrise the male, on descending from the tree where he has jiassed the night, mounts
upon some old log and commences his clear cry, which is taken up by the female, and
so one pair after another join in the chorus, until the whole woods ring with their

voices. After this morning song of praise has terminated, the birds separate to seek

their early meal. If surprised when thus occujjiecl, tlicy fly into the trees and salute

the intruder with many croaks. The seven or eight white eggs are dejjosited in a nest

on the ground at the root of a tree or side of a log, where a hole has been scratched

several inches deej). This is lined with leaves, and the eggs are always carefully cov-

ered when the hen goes away for the purpose of obtaining food. The 0. leucoyastra

is abundant in jiarts of Central America, and m.akes its nest of twigs, in a low bush

;

the young run as soon as freed from the shell, and, clinging to the branches of the

underwood, are very nimble and difficult to caj)ture.

The species of Chamcepetes have the throat feathered, the circlet of the eye and the

lores are, however, naked. It is said that C. imicolor, when flying in a downward direc-

tion, produces a loud rushing noise similar to the drumming sound of the snijic, when,

after rising to a great height, it descends towards the ground with great velocity on

stiffened wings. The single species of the genus Aburria is a dark-green bird, with

cop])er reflections on its ]ilumage, and is remarkable for the pendant wattle at the lower

part of the throat. It is a native of New Granada. The members of the four other

genera arc rather large birds, the throat of most of the species being destitute of

feathers, and the skin dilatable ; the iilumage is bright, or of a quasi-metallic col-

oring, and tails are long and ample.

The last sub-family, Cracina>, contains the curassows, large, handsome birds,

dwellers in the thick forests, where they rest and roost u])on the liighest limbs of the

trees. There are four genera, Pai'.ris, Mitna, Xnlhocra.r, and Cra.r, the various sec-

tions distinguished by certain characteristics, such as a bony helmet, swelling at the

highest point into a club shape, and rising over the base of the bill and forehead, but

no crest, seen in the first-named i;enus: a swelling of the base of the culmen, and a

short, featherj-crest, witnessed in MItuit ; a bare lor.-il s])ace and sfr.aggling, thin crest,

extending from the forehead down the b;ick of the neck, of the single species of Xotho-
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crcLc, and 'he full-foathcred rcciirvcfl ercst, swolloii ciilmcn, and fli-sliy wattles pendant
from tlie liasp of tlic ni:nidllilc- of t\w K|ii'cio8 of Craje. The j)liiinajj;e is mostly black

and whitf ; the fonialcs, wliuii tla-y do difTt-r from the males, wliii-h is but seldom, being

generally rufous on the underparts, with the back and wings mottled with light brown
or white. The eurassows inhabit Central and Soutli Ameriea, only one sjieeies, Crax
globiceru, being found north of Panama, ranging into western Mexico. Xothocrax
uritmiitum is said to have one habit which causes it to differ from all other members

Kn;. 111. — Crax attcUtr^ crcHtcd curni^sow.

of the sub-family, and one which ni:ikts tlio bird extremely diflieult to capture, and
tliis is, its custom of living in iiunows or holes in the ground. The natives state that

it remains in its place of concealment during the day, coming out at night and ascend-

ing to the top branches of the loftiest trees in search of food. The Indians take up
tlieir jiositions in the forest where they first hear the birds, remaining all iiiixht, and
shoot them just before sunrise as they descend to return to tlieir uiidergrouml abodes.

-Ml the curassows have very gentle and confiding dispositions, are easily tamed, breed
well in cai)tivity, and in their native countries are fie<]iiently kept by the inhabitants
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and allowed to run with barnyard fowls. Tiicy go in considerable flocks ; their nests

are large and rather clinnsy affairs, built of sticks, leaves, and grass; the eggs are white

and rather large ; and the birds themselves are much sought after for the table, as

their flesh is delicate and j)alatable, similar to that of the turkey. With this group

the list of the species properly considered as belonging to the order GaJlinaj ends.

The species, as will have been observed, are vo-y numerous and of great varietv, and

form one of the most— if not, indeed, the most— important group of birds in the

entire range of ornithology.

ORDER XIII.— PTEROCLETES.

The sand-gronse, which form this order, have usually been included by naturalists

in the order Gallina?, but the obvious imjiropriety of this has at length been eoiieeded,

and they are now elevated to a distinct order, lying between the Alectoromorjilia; on

the one hand and the Peristeromorphaj on the other. Tbej' resemble the first of these

great grouj)S in their skull, palatines, maxillo-palatines, and bill ; and the second in

their pterygoid and basipterygoid ])rocesscs, sternum, furcula, coracoid, and fore-

limbs. The feet, with its short hallux, entirely wanting in Sjjrrhaptes, and the short

tarso-metatarsus, are very unlike a jiigeon's. The vocal organs are pigeon-like; the

trachea is cartilaginous, with a ]iair of laryngeal muscles at its bifurcation; but the

crop, gizzard, gall-bladder, ami small intestines arc like those of Gallinaceous birds.

The cceca coli are voluminous, ami have twelve continuous longitudinal folds in their

mucous membrane. The pterylosis differs somewhat from that of the jiigeon. The
lateral neck-spaces reach only to the beginning of the neck ; the su]ierior wiug-si)ace

is absent; the lumbar tracts coalesce with the posterior part of the dorsal tract, and

the latter joins the plumage of the tibia. The sand-grouse jiossess an after-shaft on

the contour feathers, thus differing from the i)igeons, and, unlike the Gallinaceous

birds, have a naked oil-gland. In some characters these birds are plover-like, but they

drink like a pigeon, thrusting the bill uj) to the nostril into the water, and retaining it

there until the thirst is satisfied.

The family Pteroclid-k is composed of two gener.a, Pterocles and Si/rrhiiptes, the

species of which resemble each other in their general shajie, having a rather he.avy

body, long, pointed wings, and extremely short legs and toes. They are awkward

birds upon the ground, l>ut move rapi<lly and gracefidly on the wing. Pterocles has

the tarsi feathered in front, and in !Si/rfhaptes both tarsi and toes are completely

covered with feathers. In the osteology of these genera considerable differences are

observable. The skull oi Si/vrhdptes is more ]iigeon-like th.m Pferocks ; the upper

frontal region is narrower between the eyes, and the ahv of the ethmoid are less

swollen between the crura of the nasal. In Pterocles the bones of the face are strong

like a j)igcon's; the lower jaw bends farther back; the jiostorbital and squamosal

processes and the malar arch are also stronger. The scapula is grouse-like, and there

is one more caudal vertebra than in iSi/rrhaptes, and tlie styliform and sacral ribs

have no appendage, but both genera h.avc a rmliment attached to the last ha;niapo-

physis. The sternum of Pterocles has the ej)isternum and hyosternal ))roccsses as in

S)jrrhaptes ; but the external hyposternal |>rocesses are shorter. The species of sand-

gi'ouse are inhabitants of Asia, India, and Africa, especially of the last continent,

where twelve of the sixteen or eighteen recognized s])ecies arc found. J'Icrocles

comprises the great majority of known forms, Syrrhaptcs having only two sj)ecie8.
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They liave a very beautiful plumage, the back generally mottled with brown, black,

yellow, white, or rufous ; the breast sonielinies barreil with black, white, rej, or rich

biifr, and the lower jiarts deep buff, chestnut, black, or barred with black and white.

tSi/rr/iojJtes differs in the feathered tarsi and toes, as already mentioned, in tiie extremely

lengthened pointed wings, the first primaries of one species, S. paradoxus, being

attenuated, and tlie median rectrices of both species are lengthened and filamentous.

They are both Asiatic birds, but in 18G3 great numbers of S. paradoxus s\\([d<!\\\\,

from some cause never exjilained, invadeil Kurope and ])roceeded as far as Ireland in

the west, the Faroes in the north, and Perpignan in Krance t>n the south. In and
about Pekin and Tientsin they go in flocks of many hundred individuals, flying swiftly

FUi. 112. — Pttrocttt nichntn, ttund-grouso.

like plover, and, although shy when on the ground, yet on the wing will pass within a few
yards of :in observer. When flying, the species utters a note resembling " truck turucA;"
and, like all of the family, are accustomed to visit certain drinking-places every morn-
ing and evening. They feed chiefly on seeds, and dei>osit their eggs in the sand.
The female does not sit very closely, and leaves her eggs exposed to the weather
when she goes to drink, for these birds cannot exist long without water. The other
sjiecies, .S. thibctamtm, resembles its relative in its habits, is a native of Thibet, as its

name implies, and, when flying, utters a cry like "c<f</« <M(ja."

The si>ecies of Pterocks resembles also very much, in their economy and habits,

those of the sjiecies of the genus Si/rr/uiptcs, fre(pienting sandy tracts, sometimes in
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bush or tiec'-junglo, and in Africa, the great desert of Saliara or other similar regions.

Some exliibit considerable pugnacity, the males continually skirmishing amoiH' them-

selves. The flesh is not very mucli csteemecl, being generally dry and of little or no
flavor. When ai)proaching their drinking-places, they are very cautious, and circle

about the water several times before alighting, and remain only a few moments. On
such occasion, they sometimes congregate in many thousands, but disperse, after allay-

ing their thirst, to seek for food. The eggs are usually cream-color, spotted with

brownish, and three to ten in number. The young run from the period they emerge
from the shell.

ORDER XIV.— COLUMBtE.

The well-known birds, pigeons and doves, which constitute this order have such a char-

acteristic ])hysiognoiny that any one, whether a naturalist or not, can at once accord them
their proper designation. They ai-e possessed of a moderate size, straight or slightly

curved bill, the basal portion covered with a soft, fleshy membi-ane (this being frequently

tumid or bulged into a prominence) in which the nostrils are situated. The apical

portion varies much in shape among the diffei'ent species, being slender or stout,

slightly or greatly curved. The gape is wide. The wings are long and pointed in

most si)ccies, only the ground-])igeons having short or rounded wings, and some have

the first primary falcate or sickle-shaped ; others .again have this feather notched, as in

the Falconidae. The tail is even, rounded, or wedge-shaped, usually long, and contains

from twelve to twenty feathers. The coloring of these rectrices is frequently of

striking contrasts, and they contribute greatly to the beauty of outline and general

aj)pearance of the birds. The eyes are large, set well back from the bill, and often of

bright colors. The tarsi are short and stout, feathered in a few s])ecies, bare in the

rest, and covered in front with small scales. The feet are rather large, the toes

divided to the base, except in some arboreal species which liave the outer toe slightly

joined to the middle one ; the soles are rather broad and flat. Pigeons also possess

certain peculiarities in their internal anatomy to separ.ate them from other orders,

such as the narrow sternum, with two notches on each side, the outer one deep, the

inner often reduced to a foramen, and they have a deep keel for the attachment of the

large pectoral muscles. The furculura is flat and without appendages ; the gizzard

vcrv muscular; intestines long and slender, with minute ca!ca. Tlic criiji is large and

double, becomes glandular in the breeding season, secreting a milky fluid which

moistens the food upon which tlie young are nourished. There is in some species no

gall-bladder, but others ])ossess it. The feathers, unlike those of the membei-s of

Rasores, do not possess the supplementary plume.

Pigeons are monogamous, both sexes occupying themselves with nest-building,

incubation, and rearing the young. The nests are loosely constructed, and never more

than two eggs are laid, always pure white in hue. The young are born naked, blind

and helpless, and are assiduously cared for by their parents, who feed them with the

moistened food from their crops. Pigeons eat fruit, seeds, and grain ; and drink by a

continuous draught, immersing the bill to the nostrils in the water. In this habit

they differ from all other known birds. The lower larynx is furnished with two pairs

of muscles, and the voice is soft and jtlaintive, either a kind of coo or a rolling whistle.

The birds of this order are found all over the world, most numerous in the eastern

hemisphere, especially in the islands of the archipelagoes and in Australia. About
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three liunclred species are recognized, divided by some writers into many genera, all

having agreeably colored |>luinagc, and many arc clothed in feathers of most brilliant

and opposite hues, varied in ininierotis instances with bright metallic coloration.

The general foiTn of the pigeon is rounded and heavy for the size of the birds, the

flesh plump and tender, affording excellent food for man. The order Columbie may
properly be divideil into live families, — Carpophagid;e, Colunibida,', Gourid;e, Didun-

culidie, and Didiidie. The last diffei-s in so many respects, however, that it might

with some ])ropriety l)e advanced to a sulj-order. The Didiidae is first to be consid-

ered in reversing the arrangement given above, as in an ascending scale they occupy

the lowest rank.

There are two authenticated species of the family Diihid.e, representing, however,

very distinct genera, viz., the familiar dodo, Didus inep(us, of the islands of Uodriguez,

Bourbon, and Mauritius; and

the. solitaire, I'czopluips soU-

tariu, also of Rodriguez and

Mauritius. Both of these

curious and gigantic birds

.are now e.xtinct. A second

species of dodo was described

as I>. mazarciiug, from a met-

atarsal bone, but it is now
considered, at least by some

naturalists, doubtful if this

remnant, although much lar-

ger than similar bones of

IJ. iiicptus, really does rejire-

sent a distinct species. The
dodo was a huge ungainly

bird, ineap.able of flight, .and

weighing between forty and

fifty ])ounds. It was quite

abundant in Mauritius in the

commencement of the 17th

century, and great numbers

were killed by sailors for

food. The testimony given

as to the <pudity of its fle.sh

varies somewhat, but the ver-

dict wouhl a|ipear to be that it was not very palatable. A live bird was in London in

1638, and its portrait was taken by several artists, the pictures being ])reserved to-day

in different museums in England and on the continent. In 1G44 the Dutch introduced

dogs and hogs into the island, and these, by destroying the young of the dodo, prob-

ably contributed greatly towards its e.\termination, and in 1693 or thereabout these

curious binls became extinct. But few remains of the dodo are preserved, only one

or two nearly perfect skeletons and a numl)er of different bones, the majority of

which were discovered in a small swamp in the island of ^lauritius, called la Mare aitx

iSo)if/es.

From a careful study and comi>arison of these remains it is proved that this

V
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KlU. U3.— JJuius iufptuii, iXwUt.
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species was most nearly allied to tiic ijigcons of all known birds. Its general appear-

ance is described by several of the early voyagers in their quaint manner, and Bontius

W'rites of it as follows: "The Dronle or Dodaors is for bigness of mean size between
an ostrich and a tiirkej-, from which it partly differs in shape ami j)artlv agrees with

them, especially with the .Vfrican Ostriches if yon consider the rump quills and
feathers ; so that it was like a i>igmy among them if yon regard the shortness of its

legs. It hath a great ill-favoured head, covered with a kind of membrane resendjling

a hood; great black eyes; a bending prominent fat neck, an extraordinary lon<',

strong, bluish-white bill, only the ends of each mandible are of a different colour, that

of the upper black, that of the nether yellowish, both sharp-pointed and crooked. Its

gape, huge wide, as being naturally very voracious. Its body is fat and round, cov-

ered with soft gray feathers after the manner of an ostrich ; in each side, instead of

hard wing-feathers or quills, it is furnished with small soft-feathered win^s of a

yellowish-ash colour; and behind the rump instead of a tail, is adorned with five small

curled feathers of the same colour. It hath yellow legs, thick, but very short ; four

toes in each foot ; solid, long, as it were scaly, armed with strong black claws. It is

a slow-paced and stupid bird, and which easily becomes a prey to the fowlers. The
flesh, especially of the breast, is fat, esculent, and so copious that three or four dodos
will sometimes suffice to fill one hundred seamen's bellies. If they be old, or not well

boiled, they are of difficult concoction, and are salted and stored \\\> for provision of

victual. There are found in their stomachs stones of an ash colour, of divers figures

and magnitudes, yet not bred there, as the common people and seamen fancv, but

swallowed by the bird ; as though by this mark also nature would manifest that these

fowls are of the ostrich kind, in that they swallow any hard things though they do not

digest them."

The dodo laid but one large egg and the nest was oidy a heap of fallen leaves

loosely gathered together. Sir T. Herbert, who saw this bird in 1625, was not in any
way favorably impressed with it, as he says, " her body is round and fat, which occa-

sions the slow pace, or that her corpulence, and so great as few of them weigh less

than fifty pounds ; meat it is with some, but better to the ej-e than stomach, such as

only a strong appetite can vanish."

The 'solitaire' or 'solitary,' Pezophaps soUtarkt, was also of large size, somewhat
taller than a turkey, and said to weigh forty-five pounds. Leguat, in his voyage to the

East Indies, j)ublished in 1708, gives the following description of the bird. "The
feathers of the male are of a brown-gray colour; the feet and beak are like a Turkey's,

but a little more crooked. They have scarce any tail, but their hind part covered

with feathers is roundish. Their neck is straight and a little longer in ])ro])ortion

than a Turkey's when it lifts u]) its head. Its eye is black and lively, and its head

without comb or cop. They never fly, their wings are too little to supj)ort the weight

of their bodies ; they serve only to beat themselves, and flutter when they call one

another. Tlicy will whirl about twenty <>r thirty times together on the same side dur-

ing the sj)acc of four or five minutes. The motion of their wings makes then a noise

very like that of a rattle, and one may hear it two hundred paces off. The bone of

the wing grows greater towards the extremity, and forms a little round mass under

the feathers as big as a musket ball. That and its beak are the chief defence of the

bird. It is very hard to catch it in the woods, but easier in oj>en ])laces, because we
run faster than they and sometimes we approach them without much trouble. From
March to September they arc extremely fat and taste admirably well, especially whih-
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tlicy arc youiit;. The female lias a sort of peak, like a widow's, upon the breast

(lego beaks), whicli is of a ihin eolor. No one feather is 8tra;_'gliiii:j from tlic other all

over their bodies, they being very careful to adjust themselves and make them all even

with their beaks. The feathers on their thighs are I'ound like shells at the end, and

being there very thick have an agreeable effect." Another writer states that there is

also a frontal band re.senil)ling black velvet. It laid one egg once a year, and lived oti

seeds and leaves of trees. Its fle.sh was good. In 1805 Mr. George Jenncr procured

a large number of bones of this species, eighty-one in all, in the eaves on the island of

Mauritius. They were apjiarently the remains of no less than sixteen or seventeen

Fio. 114. — Diduncului $trig%rtMlns, tooth-billed pigeon.

individuals and, from the disj)nrity in size, were sui)posed to represent opposite se.\es.

They all appeared to belong to birds tlial had been eaten by men or quadrn])eds.

The family DiinNciLin.*: possesses but one S])ecies, the curious bird known as
JJidunculas .i!ri</ii-(>stn'.s, or tooth-billed j.igcon. It is a native of the Samoan or Nav-
igator's Islands, where alone it is found, and is known to the iiilialiitants as tiianu-mea,
or red-l)ir(l, from the chief color of its ])liimage, which is chocolate-red. It fee.ls on
plantains and the fruit of a species of JJiuscoren or yan>, and is very shy and timid.
It is a ground-dweller, roosting on stumps and bushes, and building its nests in such
situations. Both .sc.xes assist in the duty of incubation, and are so intent in this

occupation that they suffer themselves at times to be cajitured by hand from the nest.
The DuhinciilKs is possessed of considerable jiower of wing, and flies through the air

with a loud noise, which, as stated by one observer, is so great, when the bird rises,
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lliat at a (listfinco it inirjlit bo niistnkon for distant tluindor. Tliis species was sup-

jiosud to be raj>i<lly bucomiiig extinct, as its terrestrial lialiits made it an easy prey to

predatory animals, such as cats and rats introduccil into the islands from Euro])can

vessels; but late accounts state that it lias chanjicd its habits, feedinj; and roostinn^

exclusively upon high trees, and is increasing in numbers. It is in this way, through

the struggle for existence, that habits which have been transmitted from parent to

offspring through unknown series of generations, are suddenly aljandoned, and entirely

FUf. 115.— Goura ftctorio:, ciowiiod pigcnn.

opposite ones adopted, that give the needed protection to life and continued prosperity,

which the inherited methods no longer are able to secure.

The peculiar bill of this species, having almost the characters of a rapacious bird, is

composed of a powerful curved maxilla; and a mandible provided near the tij) with

two or three deep indentations, causing the j)arts between to ajipcar like teeth.

Although generally stated by most writers to be a gentle, timid creature, hi<]ing

whenever possible in the darkest portion of its cage, yet one in the i)osse.ssion of the

VOL. IV. — 1(5
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Kcv. S. .1. W'liiiiiH-o, a mall', was very savage, niffli-il its fc'athei"s, aiul tried to bite any

one aiiproac-liiiiL; it. He stated that lie knew from exjieriencc that if it got hold of the

finger it gave a severe grip. It was jihieed in a large aviary with other liirds, and

lorded it over the other inmates, only |>erniitling them to feed when it had finished,

di-iving them about in a very savage manner. Some later writers have considered

tliat the proper jiosition for this bird should be ne.xt to Treron, but as the rea.sons given

do not seem to be thoroughly eonelusive, it is best to leave it ne.vt to the dodo anil its

kindred, where the majority of ornithologists have, up to the jjresent time, considered

it should be jilaced.

The GouuiD^ eom))rises the great gi-ound-pigeons, the largest and finest of existing

species. There are about six belonging to the genus Gotini, known by the trivial

name of crowned-])igeons, and remarkable for their great size and the high, open

crest with which the head is ornamented. They pass most of their time upon the

ground, walking in a majestic kind of way along the foi-e.st jiaths, flying, when disturbed,

to the lowest branches of the nearest trees, in whicii situations they jiass the night.

They are natives of the Papuan Archijielago, where the absence of predatory aninials

an<l scarcity of large reptiles ]iermit them to lead a comjiaratively secure life and breed

unmolested in tiie localities they freijucnt. They fee<l on fruits, and lay two eggs;

the nest is stated to be jilaced on the branches of trees. Some of the species have, at

different times, been inmates of the aviaries in various zoological gardens, where they

always attracted attention and admiration from their size, stately bearing, and the

harmonious coloring of their ])lumage. Tiie earliest known species is the G. coronata.

Another even more beautiful is G. ulljertisii, from Xew Guinea, and G. victoria from

Jobi and Misori.

The Coi.irMniD.E, containing those ])igeons whose long tarsi fit them more for a

terrestrial than an arboreal existence, and also the doves, comi)rises a great number

of species scattered all over the world, divided by different authors into many genera,

a large tuimber of which r:\n at the most onlj' be considered of sub-generic value, and

many as entirely unnecessary, being of no value at all. Thirty-nine may be considered

as sufli(!iently established to require notice, and in this article a brief review of the

species they contain will be given.

The first is Ol i\/iji/i(ij)s, :i gvnns crcixtcd for the beautiful birds front Xew Guinea

and other of the Papuan Islands. Their exact position is nut yet fully established,

some authors having jdaced them, with an exjiressed doubt, however, in the family

Didunculidx, others in the Gouridie. Of the two the latter is certainly more nearly

correct, but it would seem that the great crowned-pigeons arc sufficiently characteristic

to stand in a family by themselves, :md then Otidipluips would occupy the position

here assigned it at the foot of the present family. Three species of this genus are

known, binls of considerable beauty of plumiigo and symmetry of form. They have
been so lately discovered that very little has been recorded about them, only two or

three Euro])e:ms ever having seen them alive. They are said to live in woods, feed

u|)on fruits, and (me {O. tiofn'fis) is said to have a strong voice like a megaiiode. The
flesh is white, tender, and most excellent for food. They are about eighteen inches in

length, with a pluinnge of green and blue, metallic about the neck, and chestnut on the
back. The tail contains the unusual number of twentv feathers.

The genus Tii/tn/f/on has but a single species ( E. tern'.i(riii), a native of Pa])ua. It

is a haridsome bird with a rather strong bill, and a ]ilnmage of a general dark le.aden

gray. There is a white sjiot on the sides of the head; the back, rump, wings, and
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tail, are sliiiiing grayish olive, sides and under tail-coverts rufous. It is a rare species

in museums, Inil not uneommoii in the localities it frequents.

Stanicenas, the next genus, contains also but a single species, iS. ci/anocephalus, the

bUie-headed pigeon of Cuba, said sometimes to visit the Florida Keys. It is a liand-

some bird, of a general rich, chocolate hue, the top of the hea<l bright blue, and tlic

throat, blackish, bordei'c<l with white. It lives upon the ground. Another "-enus

with a single species now follows, viz. : C'alceiias.

The C. nicobarica, which by some authors has been considered as representing a

separate family (called CALcENATiDJi), is remarkable for the long plumes, like hackles,

which cover the neck and fall over the breast and back. It is widely distributed over

the eastern archii)elago, feeds ui)on the ground, and, although it Hies heavily, yet is

.^;:^* ''\r-

Fig. U6.— Stamcmaa cyanocephalus, blue-beaded pigeon.

capable of making very extended journeys, it liaving been eajitured at sea a hun-

dred miles from Xew Guinea. Scattered generally throughout the Papuan Islands, it

is nowhere very abundant, remaining mostly on outlying islets, where it would be

free from the attacks of animals. This pigeon has bred in tlie aviary of the Zoologi-

cal Society of London, a pair having taken jiossession of an artificial nest and laid one

wbite egg, which, after having been incniiatcd for twenty-eight days, produced a young

bird, black and naked. On the feathers ap])caring, those of the tail were black and

remained so, although these in the adults were ])ure white. This form was described

as distinct by Gray as C. gotdcUi.

Six or seven species are included in the next genus, Phl(eg<xnas ; very attractive

birds from the Pajiuan and Samoan Islands, among the most beautiful of which P.
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Johanna and P. Hairii, from thu Duke of York nn.l .S:mioan Islan.ls resi)ectivcly,

may be named. All the species possess fourteen tail-feathers.

The members of the i;enus Phaps are eonfined to Australia, where they are known

as the bronze-winged pigeons. They are distributed generally all over that continent,

are fine plump birds, weighing about a j)Ound apiece, and afford excellent food. They

bree.l sometiiiu's on the ground, sometimes in the fork of a tree, are exceedingly

lift in flight, and are capable of traversing great extent of country, during the sea-

n of dro\ight, in search of water, in a vOry brief i)eriod of time. The species, of

which there are three, possess a very attractive j.lumage, and derive their trivial name

from the lustrous coi)pery bronze spots upon the coverts of the wing. The tail con-

sists of sixteen feathers.
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Km. 117. — Callaiuu nicobarica, Nicobnr pigeon.

ItOphophaps and Oeoj)haps .ire also also Australian genera, the fii-st containing

three, and the last two species. The members of Lopltnphitps arc lovely birds, having,

as their generic name im))lies, a long crest rising from the centre of the head, the

back and wings being crossed with rusty-red and brown bands, and met.iUic bronzy-

purple mark on the secondaries. They are small birds about eight inches long, con-

gregate on the ground, and rise, when disturbed, like (piails, plunging immediately in

the long gr.ass for concealment. The sjiecies of the other genus are larger birds, with

j)eculiar black and white markings on the face and throat in one
( G. scripUi), .•md

orange bl.ick and white in the other G. sntithii. They are strictly terrestrial in their

habits, and in their carriage and action similar to a jiartridge. They go .at times in

pairs, but frequently in coveys, and, when approachoil, run and hide in the grass.

Tliey rise with a loud noise .and fly with great rapidity, t.akiug refuge in the nearest

tree. The eggs are laid on the gi'ound, but no nest is made.
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The genus Le^icosarcia, also eonfined to Aiistr;ilia, eontains but one species, a large

haudsoniL" binl known as X. p'cata, remarkable for the delieaey of its flesh. It

inhabits the brush which stretches along the line of coast of New South Wales, or

that covering the hillsides of the interior. It jiasses its time on the ground, rising

with the sudden burst and noise of a (ialllnaceous bird, but does not remain long upon

the wing. It has a very pleasing plumage of slate-gray and white. The tail has

fourteen feathers.

J/eiiicoji/uips, with its single species, JSl albifrons, is a genus restricted to the

Papuan Islands, but of a more extended distribution than some which are found in

that archipelago. It is a rather dull-looking bird, with a strong plover-like bill ; the

.six-/./:
*

, . .
V\."iNV.t,"\vi__;;'

Km. Il«. — Ocyjihapt tophotei, cresteil-jiigeon, and Phaps cltalcoplera, broiizti-wiug pigeon.

plumage fuscous rufous black, tinged with glossy green, the wing-coverts glossed

with a golden-copjier hue, forehead white. Very little is known of the bird. It was

first procured by Wallace in Waigu, where it feeds from low trees and shrubs, but

does not appear to be altogether terrestrial.

Chalcoplitips is a genus of brush pigeons, containing about a dozen species, which

feed upon the ground on seeds and berries. It is jiretty widely disjiersed, the sijiccics

being natives of India, Ceylon, Java, Borneo, Australia, Pajiuan and riiilipiiinc Islands,

and Formosa. They have a rich, glossy, mostly green i)lumage, and a very swift flight.

The best-known species is probably the C. indica, found all over India where forests

exist, and all countries to the east of the Bay of Bengal, also throughout the islands
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of the eastern ari'liipehigo. The back anil wings arc oinerald green glossed with

golil ; two ilusky and two grayish bars cross tiic liack and runiji, and a white bar on

shoulder of tlie wing. Beneath the body is vinaceous red-brown, with ashy under

tail-coverts. This beautiful species feeds u])on tlic ground, walks with a rapid gait,

and is seen usually alone. Another very beautiful sj)ocies of this genus is the C.

stephani from Celebes and the Pajiuan Islands.

Tlie genus I'etropkussu contains a singular species, 7'. albipennis, an inhabitant

of the rugged and desolate portions of the coast of nortliwest Australia, where it is

common among the sandstone clilTs. It is a brown binl with black lores, and the

basal half of the |)rimaries pure white. Another genus with a single species is

Ocijphaps, 0. lophotes, also confined to Australia. It is a binl of much elegance

of form, with a long slender black crest flowing from the occiput. Its dress is gray

and olive-brown, with sliining lironzy-green wing-coverts. Tail of fourteen feathers,

the two centre ones brown, remainder brown, glossed with green and tipped with

white. It dwells on the plains of the interior, assembles in very large flocks, and flies

with a raj)idity uneijualled by any memljcr of the group to which it belongs.

South Africa presents us with another genus Ti/mpaitistria, having but one

species, the 7'. bicolor. This is a very ]>retty bird with fuscous-brown b.iek and wings

anil white under parts. It is confined chiefly to the forest districts, and appears to

have certain ])Owers of ventriloquism, throwing its voice to a distance so as to deceive

the hunter who may be standing under the very tree uj)on which the bird is perched.

Another African genus is Chalcopdia with three species, the best known of which is

probably C. afra. They are ])retty little birds, the sj)ecies just named being of a

beautiful vinaceous color on the breast and lower j)arts, and with some large brilliant

purple and green spots on the wings. It is common on the Okovango River, where it

constructs a nest of a few sticks placed in a bush or low tree, and so loosely put to-

gether that the two white eggs may bo seen through the structure by any one looking

\x\t from below.

ILiphyjyelia was established for three or four s])ecies, two from Africa, and one

from St. Thomas and Prince's Islatid respectively. The African l)irds II. luuata and

If. broiizina are beautiful species with considerable metallic gloss of green and copper

upon the j)lumage. They aiii)arently prefer to keep in forests, feeding on berries, and

are not uncommon. The bird from St. Thomas (//. si)iij>lex), as its name im|ilies,

h.as not so highly colored a ])luniage as its relatives. By .some authors these birds

are included in the genus I'eristera.

We now come to a well-marked Central and South American genus with a few
offshoots aniong the islands of the West Indies, viz., (ieotn/f/on, with a little over a

dozen species. Tiiey have a very stout form with a short rounded wing, the third

quill longest, the others abruptly sinuated on the outer edge; the first quill sickle-

shaped but not .attenuated. These birds are from nine to twelve inches in lens^fh, of

a very attractive and harmonious jilumage, and excellent as food. In the island of

Jamaica there are two sjiecies, known as ' mountain witch,' and ' partridge-dove.' They
are essentially ground birds, feeding on seeds and occasionally on slugs. They fre-

quent wooded ]iarts of the country, and are wary and ditticult to approach. In cer-

tain districts they are abundant, and the nest is a rude affair of a few dry leaves and
twigs gathered together. Two beautiful species of this genus are G. veragxiensis and
G. lawrencei from Central America.

Leptoptila is another genus of about a dozen species, whose members have nearly
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the same distribution as those of Geotri/r/tm. They arc hinls of about the same sizx-

as those of the last-named genus, and of very attractive appearance. The single

species from Jamaica, L.jamaicoisis, is a very lovely bird, with a white forehead and

blue crown, neck reddish-brown, changing to amethyst, the lower feathers brilliant

green and purple. Under jiarts pure white, and a blue-gray tail ti])ped with white.

It lives on the ground, has a plaintive voice (the negroes interpreting its cooing tones

by the sounds " rain-comc-wet-nie-through"), and lives ui)on nuts and the seeds of the

orange, mango, etc. It is very gentle, and, when flushed, only flies for a short dis-

tance, generally to the branches of some low tree. It builds its nest generally in a

modcr.ately high situation, and is known by the trivial name of "white belly."

Chamcepch'ti, with some half-dozen sjjecies, contains the ground-doves, little crea-

tures which pass their time on the ground almost exclusively. The bust known among
them is C. jyasserina, ivom southei-n North America, Mexico, Central America, and

Brazil. It goes in small grou]is of seldom more than a dozen, and prefers rather open

jilacos, runs with great facility, keeping the tail elevated. It is an extremely gentle

bird, and readily becomes domesticated. It feeds on seeds of various grasses and

berries. The nest is placed in low bushes, and is composed of twigs and lined with

grasses. The flesh is excellent. The plumage is light, purplish-red on the neck,

breast, and flanks, with a brownish gray back ; the tail is gray at the base, bluish

black towards the end, tipped with white. The female is similar to the male, but

paler in tint. The C. eri/throthorux, from Bolivia and Peru, has been placed in a

distinct genus, Gi/mnopelia, on account of its nude orbits.

Cohimhula contains two species, according to some authors, confined to South

America, resembling the ordinary dove in form, and are of a brown jilumage, with

lengthened tail. One {C. campestris), from the interior of Brazil, is a very graceful

bird, with a vinaceous breast, olive-brown back, and the lateral tail-feathers black

lipped with white.

Scardafella lias also but two species scattered over Mexico, Guatemala, and Brazil.

They are known as the scaly-doves, from the distinct markings of the edge of their

feathers, and are diminutive representatives of the wild-pigeon {Ectojnstes migratoria),

but do not possess the beautiful changeable hues that adorn the neck of that species.

Melopelia and Mctriopelia, both j)ossessing two sjiecies, arc Xew Woi-ld genera, their

species extending from Mexico southward, on tlie west coast of South America, to

Chili. They are plainly clad but gracefully shaped birds, Jfelopelia hucoplera being

characterized by a large jiatch of white upon the wing, from which it derives its

name, while its relative, M. meloda, is dai'k blue around the eye. Metropelia melanop-

tera has tlie wing blackish, with a white shoulder.

Ze/iaida, with some half-dozen species, is confined chiefly to the West Indies and

South America, with one member from the Galapagos Islands. The most familiar

species of this genus is probably the Z. amnbllis, from the West Indies, occasionally

seen upon some of the Flori la keys. In .Tamaica, where it is not uncommon, it haunts

the oi>on pastures, where any intruder can easily be discovered. It is wary and diffi-

cult of approach, a?id flies with great rapidity, making the peculiar whistling with the

wings so characteristic of so many doves. It subsists on various fruits and seeds,

and its flesh is w hite and much esteemed. The plumage is pleasing, though of sober

colors.

Peristera, as restricted by some writers, is also an American genus, of some four

species, found in Mexico and Brazil. The species have the usual coloring peculiar to
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doves, P. cinerea lieinj; grayisli Miic on tlie lii-ad, nock, an<l back, and ashy white

bolow. Thi' tail is sliirhtly roiindid, with thu latir.il fiatlii-rs black. It is found ia

Cayenne, Brazil, and IVni, also in C'lntial Ainurica.

Turtur, to which wc now come, is a rather extensive genus, containing something

like twenty-five or thirty species. They are scattered pretty generally over the Old
World, but the genus is not rcjircsented in the western heniis]ihere. The familiar

Fio. 119.— Turtur vtUgam, turlle-dovc.

turtle-ilove, 7'. ru/t/,in'», is a representative species of this genus. Inhabiting Europe
generally, it extends eastward into western Asia and southward into Africa. Timid
and retiring in disposition, it is universally aceeiitcd as the emblem of peace, and lives

in amity with all others of its race. While accustomed to frecpient trees, it is also

at home upon the ground, where it walks with ease. It flies with great swiftness, and
turns and twists in its course with marvellous celerity, and pilots its way amid the

forest, even when at full speeil, willi extraordinary skdl. Wiien mated, the i)air evince
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great affection for each other, and shouUl one die, the survivor exhibits his sorrow by
mournful cooing, and searches diligently for his companion. Like others of this

gvouji, the turtle-dove feeds on seeds of various kinds, and grain, and iidial>its districts

where fresh water is obtainalile ; always, when desirous of quenching its tliirst, alight-

ing near the water in some (>]ien s])ot, and tiien walking down to the edge of the

stream or jiond. The nest, a slight jilatform of twigs, is jilaced iijion some convenient

branch, on which the two white eggs arc de])osited.

A very iiretty s])ecies of Turtur is the 2'. semitorqtiatus (separated by some authors

in a genus, Strejitopclia), from Senegal and the Gambia. The crow-n is bluish-ash, a

black semi-collar on Ijack of neck; under plumage vinaceous ; belly and vent white-

back, wings, and tail grayish-brown ; a broad black bar crosses the tail, whicji is broad

and rounded, with the basal half black. A close ally to this last is the T. albiventris,

from South Africa, very similar in plumage, but with the outside tail-feathers white.

This is a vtry abundant species, and lired, at least at one time, w itliiu the precincts of

Cape Town.

Witiiout any very technical distinctions the doves are a well-marked group, the

chief character being the form of the tail. Their colors, though pleasing and harmo-

nious, lack the brilliant and often Ijright hues of the pigeons. They have a graceful

shape and small heads; the tail lengthened, rounded, or graduated.

3ritcriipyr/!(i^ containing al)out two dozen species, is confined to India, the Ma-
layan islands, an<l those of the eastern archipelago, and Australia. The l)irds are dis-

tinguished by their long, broad tails, are fruit-eaters to a certain extent, but also feed

on the groinid, and in their color and general M])pearance more resemble doves

than jiigeons. The geims has been suVidivided by various authors into several

genera or sub-genera, such as Cocci/ziini, luracama, Jieimcardtoena, and Strepto-

pelia, but for the ]iresent any consideration of these is unnecessarj'. The Jf. rein-

tcanftui, from the Moluccan and Pai)UMn islands, is one of the finest of this group. It

has the forehead and sides of the head, neck, and middle of the breast pure white,

all the rest of head and body ashy white ; back, scapidars, and two middle tail-

feathers reddi.sh-chestnut
;

primaries black ; other tail-feathers are ash-color, with

black bases, and a black bar near the tii>. There is also a nude skin around the eye.

Feet red. Total length about twenty inches. The general apjtearance of this bird is

very handsome, and the long graduated tail gives a very graceful shape to the body.

It is foimd in several of the Papuan and ]\[oluecan islands.

Another, Jf. modesta, from Timor, is also a striking species of verj- different ap-

pearance from the one just described. It is, as its name irajilies, dressed in subdued

colors, but there are, over the general leailen hue of its plumage, metallic reflections of

green and purple. A lemon-yellow skin surrounds the eye, and the iris itself is red.

M. leptoijrammica^ from Java, is very different again from both the species given,

having the top of head and back or mantle metallic green « ith puri)le reflections;

similar but lirighter reflections are seen ti]ion the throat and breast. The back, wing-

covcrts, rump, and thj six large featliers of the tail are ferruginous, banded trans-

versely w ith black. The other tail-feathers are ashy at their base, then black, and

tipped with grayish blue; the tail is long and graduated; the throat and lielly are

pale lihac, and under tail-coverts red. The total length is fifteen inches. This species

lives on the summit of high rocky elevations in wooded districts, and feeds on peppers

and grain an<l various aromatic seeds, which communicate to the flesh a very agree-

able taste, causing it to be highly esteemed for food.
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Tlio only incinber of this {jcniis found in Australia is M. phasianella, which has a

ricli, iii-it_v-l>ri>\\ II ]iliiiii:im', with thv siilos ami liack of tlio iicrk ulossi-il with Iironzy-pur-

j>k' ; till' hilonil tail-fi-athiTs crossfd noar tlic tiji h\ a lu-oail lilack liaixl ; tbc iris, blui',

with an outer circle of scarlet ; the feut, pinkisii-red. The ]ihcasant-tailed pigeon, as it

is ealle<l, resorts entirely to the Iirush from Illaxvarra to Moreton Bay, wliere it is

connnoM. It spends much of its lime on the gronml, searching for seeds, usually four

or five birds being in company. When on the wing, witli its broad, lengthened tail

spread to the fullest extent, it appears to the greatest advantage. It is of about the

sai7ie size as the preceding sjtecies.

GcopeUa, our next genus, is coni])oscd of about six species, four being natives of

Australia, some of which, together with the remaining inendjers of the genus, being

found in different Moluccan and Papuan islands. In Australia thej' inhabit the hills

and extensive plains of tlie interior, passing much of their time upon the ground.

They arc .small birds, with a modest i)luniage destitute of metallic coloring. The tails

are long and graduated, and they have rather lengthened legs, to fit them for their

terrestrial life. The (i. liiimeriilis is one of the most elegant of these graceful crea-

tures, and is extremely abundant at Port Essington, iidiabiting swampy grounds and

banks of running streams. Its food is seeds of various grasses and berries, and it is

very gentle, tlitting from one branch to another when disturbed. The head, sides of

neck, anil lircast are delicate gray ; i)ack, wing-coverts, runij), and ujtjier tail-covert.s,

brown; feathers of back of neck rufous banded with black on the ends; two middle

tail-feathers, dark-gray, rest reddisii-brown at base, and largely ti]ipcd with white.

This is the largest species of the genus. G. cuneata, also from Australia, is a beautiful

little species, which makes a frail but pretty nest from the stalks of flowering gnisses,

crossed and woven together. One was composed of a small species of Composita,

and placed on the overhanging gra.sses of Xniitliorrheit. This i)ird is called by the

natives men-na-brunku, from a traditionary idea that it introduced the meti-na, a gum
which exudes from an Acacia, a favorite article of food of the aborigines. Another
8i)ecies, G. maiigei, is found in the iMoluccan and Paj)uan islands ; it differs from the

rest in h:iving the entire under parts wliitish, liarred with iilack.

.Soutli Africa in-esents us with a distinct genus, ^Ena, containing a .single beauti-

ful species, uK cujiensis. The forehead, cheeks, chin, throat, and chest are glossy

black; ui>per ])arts, ash-color ; second.iries, bluish with a purple s]iot ; wing-feathers,

deep-red, edged with brown; a white bar extends across the rump, succeeded l)y a

narrow black one; the tail is long and graduated. These birds are very abundant,
and arc chiefly terrestrial in their habits. In the Karroos they breed in the mimosa
bushes. They generally go in ]iairs, feed on seeds, and the eggs have a rosy tint from
the thinness of the shells. The young at first are mottled.

Zenaidiira is well reiiresented by its f.uniliar sjiecies, the Carolina dove of Xorth
and Central America, the Z. carolincuKis of authors. This bird is distributed through-

out the United States, from the Atlantic to the P:icilic, but does not pass further north

on the eastern sea-board than southern New Engl.uid. In its habits it does not differ

from other dove-like species, save that its method of nesting de])ends somewhat u])on

cinuMistimces; it deposits its eggs on the ground in many sections of the countrv,

but in districts where many venomous reptiles abound, the nest is ])laced on cacti and
thorny bushes, which afford such protection, by their numerous spines, that even
snakes can hardly climb them. This gentle bird is a gleaner of the fields, iVnwx Httle

or no damage, but picking uj. such seeds and grain as may be on the ground. It
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flies with groat rapidity ami power, and willi a whislliiip; sound of the wings, twisting

frequently in its ilight, and threading its way among tlie branehes, whenever it enters

the woods, with unerring certainly. It possesses a graceful forn; and a soft voice,

and although no brilliant colors are seen on its ])luniagc, its modest, quakcr-Iikc garb

is very pleasant to look u])on. Two or tliree other species of the genus have been

described, some of doubtful value.

Next to this grou]> comes A'ctop isles, with its single species, the wcll-kn(nvn

JS". tnigratoria, the wild or passenger-pigeon. .Vt one time tliis bird was extremely

common in North
America, passing over

vast portions of the

country in flocks of

such incredible num-

bers that they would

obscure the .sky, and

take a long time, some-

times days, to fly by

any particular place,

notwithstanding the
enormous sj)eed with

which they j)ursued

their course. This ra-

pidity of flight has

been estimated to

reach between seven-

ty and a hundred miles

an hour, and is an es-

seutial cjualiflcation

for this s])eeies, for

their numbers being

so great, they arecom-

pellcil to pursue a con-

stant migration, as it

were, in search of food,

and it therefore is of

prime necessity that

they sliould be able to

pass over a large ex-

tent of country in a

short )ieriod of time.

Their form is most admirably ada])ted for aerial progression, being an elongated oval

propelled by long, well-proj)ortioned wings, moved by large and ])owerful muscles, and

steered by a long, graduated, fully-equipped tail. The limits of this article do not per-

mit .any extended account of this biril, and therefore oidy a few words can be written of

its roostiiig-]>laees. These are generally in forests where the trees are large, and but

little undergrowth occurs. These roosts have been known to extend for a distance of

forty miles in length and several miles in breadth. The trees in this tract would be

loaded down with nests, crowded closely together, so that large branches have been

Fio. 120. — Ectopistes mifjrtUoi-ttui, [uisscnger-pigeon.
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known to break ami fall from the woij^lit <>f tlie birds gatiicred on tliem. The flocks

(Icjiart at sunrise and return at nijjht, for they must go great distances to find food

sufficient to su|i|il_v their needs. The arrival of the great host is an impressive sight.

Long before tlieir crowded ranks apjiear, their approach is heralded bj- a sound

resembling the rising of a gale of wind, increasing in loudness until the l>irds hurl

themselves into their chosen nightly aiiode, when the din caused by the flap])ing of

myriads of wings, the struggles for a place upon the trees, the constant change

of j)osition, and the crashing of overluaclecl brandies, is so completely overjiowering

that not only the human voice cannot be heard, i.ut even the discharge of a gun

would pa.ss nnnoticeil. At one time these roosts were not uncommon, but they are

grailually dis;ippearing, for the wild-jiigeon, like all other game, from lack of wise

and reipiisitc jirotcction in the I'nited States, is being broiiglit slowly but surely to

its final e.vtermin.'ition. Such is a brief and cursory review of one of the most

extraordinary customs of this lieautiful sj]ccies. Lack of space compels us to pass on

to the next genus of the family.

This is /«/(Mr»=«rt<, containing eight or ten species; birds of rich and handsome

plumage, having cnnsiilerable metallic lustre. Tliey are inhabitants of the Moluccan,

Papuan, and Polynesian islamls. One sjiecies, /. iuiithiiai, fouml in Japan, is not unlike

in ]plumage a species (/ iiictuUicu) from Timor. This last is remarkable for the metallic

hues of its ]plMmage, which are lustrous greenish-purple, with various brilliant reflections.

Another species from tlie Fijis— T. cUknsis— h.is the entire jilumage bluish ash

color, with a nietallic purple lustre, changing to briglit green on hi'ad and neck; the

back, rum]), and breast also metallic green, with the wing an<l upper tail-coverts edged
and tipped witli the same. The throat is white. This beautiful bird is not uncommon
in the Fiji Islands, when' it is seen in parties of three or four. It is about fourteen

inches in length.

.\ s])ecies from sever.al of tlie Papuan Islands has been jilaced in a distinct genus,
ancl called Gipnitupftfips idlHrtinii, on acco\int of a b;ire space around the eve, larire

feet like Carj>li(>i>Ii(i<i(t, and some otiier characters. In some ]iarts of New Guinea this

species is rather rare, but small ]>arties of eight or ten were seen on the Fly River. It

is oidy lately that this bird has been brought to the notice of naturalists.

. The last genus of the family Colundiiilie is Cohnnha, ft>rmeil liv Liunanis, and con-
taining a large number of species foinid throughout certain i)ortions of the Old and
the New World. It is diaracteri/.ed chiefly I)y a moderate bill, with the basal half of

the maxill.a covered with a soft cartilaginous substance; the apical Iialf hard, arched,

and hooked at the tiji. The nostrils are placed towards the middle of the bill, and the
skin is swollen above them. The wings are moderate and jiointed, the tail ratlier

short, even, or rounded, the toes moderate and free at the base. The <;enus has been
sui>-divide<l by authors into many sections, but it is not lU'cessary to notice these in

this article. Tlie birds of this genus go in flocks of various magnitude, sometimes
))erforming migrations of more or less extent, according to the diversity of climate.
Tliey frequent woods and feed on acorns, beech-nuts, or seek grain in the cultivated
fields. Some species again dwell among rocks, making tlieir nests in holes or fissures

in the sides of jirecipitons clifTs. There are many large and stately species comprised
in the genus, and some of very beautiful ami attractive plumage. Onlv a few can be
noticed here. One of the best known is probably the <\ anus, or stot-k-])igeon of
Europe. It is about thirteen inches in length, of a general bluish gray plinna"-e, with
the sides of head and neck glossed with metallic green. Breast vinous red. It is a
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graceful bird, walks on the ground with ease, and rises on the wing without much loiicl

tlaiijiiiig. It will raise two or three broods in a season, ])lacing its nest in the IhiUdw

of a tree, sometimes in rabl)it-bnrri)\vs or other convenient holes in the ground.

Both sexes incubate and assist iu rearing their young. It feeds on various grains and

seeds, and when numerous is very troublesome to farmers.

-V remarkably colored pigeon of this genus is C. Icuconota from the noilhwest

Ilimnialehs. The back, neck, and rump arc white; the top of head and ear-coverts

h :oj« f*

Fio. 121.— Cotumba tenas^ etock-pigeou, and C, palumOus, riiig-Uove.

ashy black, wings brownish gr.ay, crossed with three or four dusky bars. Tail ashy

black, crossed by a broad grayish wliitc bar. This is the snow-]>igeon and inijterial

rock-jiigeon of sportsmen. It frequents rocky heights and sequestered valleys from an

altitude of 10,0(10 feet to the snow level. It feeds in the fields, returning to the rocks

to roost, and is sliy and wary. C f/uhici ami C. arguatrix (sometimes jilaced in a

genus called StictTuas), are African species of al)oiit twelve inches in length, the

fonner with a cinereous or plumbeous |pluniage, with the neck, bn'rtst, back, shoulders

and wing-coverts vinaceous, the latter spoiled with white ; the tail is black. It is a
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roek-tlwcUer, placing its nest in inaccessible jilaces in caves and in the holes of cliffs.

The other species has the foreheail, chin, neck, and breast dark vinaceous, mottled

with black; above dark ashy with a reddish tinge on back and shoulders, and a

greenish hue on the tail. This bird congregates in great flocks, and feeds upon wild

olives and berries according to the season. It breeds on trees in mountain ravines.

The white-crowned i)igeon, ('. leiicocep/iala, from the West Indies and Florida, is

a handsome bird, remarkable for the pure white of the upper part of the head. The

general color is dusky blue, the top of neck behind chocolate brown, lower jiart green

with gold rertections. They are shy birds, and breed on the Florida Keys among the

mangroves, and occasionally descend to the ground. C fasciata of western North

America, extending southward into Central America, is a very fine s])ecies and common

in California and otlier of the Pacific states. It is a forest-loving bird, congregates

in immense flocks, .some of which have been estimated to consist of a thousand individ-

uals. It feeds on berries, .acorns, etc., and, where the country is settled, on grain

which they procure by visiting the stubble-fields. The band-tailed ))igeon, .as this

bird is called, has the head, neck, and breast purplish-red, with a narrow white ring on

hind neck. The ujijier parts are grayish-blue, as is also the tail with a black band

near the ti]i. This bird is about sixteen inches long. Central and South America

contain several s](ecies of this genus, of which C plmnbca, and C. araucand, may be

mentioned. The latter is a very handsome bird from Chili, having the head, mantle,

and under parts reddish-purple shaded with a.sh-gray ; the back, rump, and upper t.ail-

coverts lead-color. A white bar crosses the hind neck below the occi])ut, beneath

which is a j)atch of scaly metallic feathers reflecting golden and purjile hues. The
tail is brown, with a broad bhick band near the tip. The length of bird is fourteen

inches.

The next and last family is that one here called CarpophagiDjE. This is the

same in the main as TreronidiC of many authors, and contains the fruit-i)igeons. They
are birds varying much in size, many of most beautiful plumage, consisting of stronijly

contrasted culors. The bill varies from stout to slender; the win<;s are long; the tail

moderate, with fourteen feathers (one or two exceptions to this) ; the tarsi short, more
or less feathered, with bare part reticulated ; and the inner toe is slightlv united to

the base of middle one. The s]iecies of this family are found in India, Malavan
Peninsula, Chin.a, Moluccan, Papuan, and Polynesian islands, Australia, and Mada-
gascar.

The first genus claiming attention is Alectrcenas, containing four species, one of

which, A. )iili(fiKKi>iius, is a bird of very jieculiar and striking appearance. It is a

native of the Isle of France, and has the head and neck covered with long, loose

white feathers that fall o^•cr the breast and back. At base of bill and around the eyes

is a bare red skin. Body dark violet blue. Tail and rump briijjht red. It is a very
rare bird in collections, and but few Euro]ieans have met with it in its wild state.

Some young birds that were in captivity, never went on the ground unless obliged to

do so, but showed a wonderful capability in stretching to a great distance from their

perch, sometimes with their heads per])endicularly downward so as to ])ick a fruit

from off the floor of their cage. Another beautiful species is A. madar/ascurietisis,

from Madagascar and the island of Nossilifi. It is of a general indiLro-blue color

glossed with violet; the tail, which is rounded, is red; the eyes are encircled with a

naked red skin ; the feet .are red. This bird dwells in the forest, frequentini; the

topmost boughs of the tallest trees. Its flesh is said to be inferior to that of other
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pigeons. Tbe first primary of tiic hinis nf this gonus is distinguislied by possessing a

deep notcli in llie inner web.

We now come to Trcron^ iiielmling tbe green-pigeons. This is a well-marked

division, containing a goodly number of species, of plnni]) form, clothed in a green

plumage varied with ash and maroon, with considerable yellow on the wings, and
orange hues on lower part of body. The genus h;is been divided into many genera

PlO. 122.— AlecUiiiui^ /.«„ U, niina.

or snb-genera, but it will be quite sufficient to consider sucli species as sh.all be noticed

under the geinis above given. These birds go in flocks, and are stated to be contin-

ually climbing about the branches, wdien searching for fruits, like squirrels, and the

strong muscles of the legs enable them to hang over and seize a fruit and then recover

their jiosition Avithout difficulty. They arc good for food, but Inive a tough skin

They are found in India and Malasi.a, Africa, .Japan, Madagascar, China, etc. We
h.avc only sjiace to notice one or two. 7\ phunicojitcrus yilaced sometimes in a genus

Crocopus), is found over all Bengal and upper India, eastward into Assam. It breeds
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in the will! juiink's ami thick, damp forests, fuutls on fruits, and will readily eat

plantains in confinement. The top of the head and side of the neck are ash-gray; the

neck and lireasi liritjlit yellow trreen ; abdomen bright yellow in the middle; there is

a jiale yellow bar across the wing, the ii))per parts are green; the tail ash-gray above,

tinged with green, iinder-coverts maroon with white tips. T. sphenurus has a wedge-

shaped elongated tail, with the usual green plumage, but the breast is brightly tini;ed

with orange buff. The male has a very agreeable note, prolonged antl musical, having

some resemblance to the hinn:iii voice in singing. It is a native of the Himmalehs.

T.faloicollis fi-om Ma-
lacca and IJorneo, dif-

fers from the other

species by having the

head and neck chestnut.

The genus Drepa-

noptihis, with one sjie-

cies, D. holosericeus,

from Xew Caledonia,

is remarkable chiefly

for the peculiar shape

of tlie tijis of the wing

feathers, which have

the outerwebs notched,

andgraduatedtoa point

beyond the shaft and

se])arate from the inner

webs. The j)lumage of

the species calls to mind

that of the members of

the genus Ptiloptts in

which this bird has been

fre(|uently included.
The general color is

green, throat white,

five silver-gray bars

cross the wing, one

reaching the back : a

similar bar crosses the

tail ; a yellow band and

a black one traverse the breast. Middle of breast and abdomen greenish yellow; rest

of under jiarts bright yellow. A peculiar character of this bird is found in the u|iper

tail-coverts, which are very numerous and long, ami regularly jilaced one over the

other, causing this part to be unusually (hick.

We now reach the great genus Ptilopiis, containing between seventy and eighty

species, or over one fourth of .all known ])igeoiis. The genus, like manv others in the

order C'olumba', has been divided into many genera u|)on various |>retexts, more or

less j)lausii)le, Imt none are of sufficient importance to make their retention necessary.

The birds of this genus are dispersed throughout the islands of Java, Sumatra, Borneo,

Philipi)iues, Moluccas, Papuan, and the various archi])elagos and islands of the Pacific

riG. l--t. — iitron (raoVii, grceD-plgeuu.
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Ocean as far to tlie eastwards as tlie ^Marquesas. Many islands have but one species,

some contain a number, and the distribution of the different forms is often ])uzzling,

sometimes almost inexplicable. But this is not the place to discuss the geographical

distribution of any ornithological group, and wc pass on to consider the plumage of

these birds. This is most varied and attractive, the colors being so biilliant and con-

trasting in their different hues as to challenge admiration, and frequently to cause

their possessors to appear among the loveliest of feathered creatures. The membei'S

of the gemis have been divided into two great groups, distinguished by having the

breast-feathers bifurcate and non-liifurcale. The first of them contains from twenty-

five to thirty si>ecies, the second about tifty. Where all are so beautiful it is difficult

to make selections to present as examples of the genus.

Among those separated as having the front ami top of head ]Hirplc or deep rose,

margined with yellow or pale green, may be mentioned J', roseicapillus, from the

Ladrone or Mariana Islands. It has the upper ]>art of the breast grayish green, feathers

tipped with ])early white ; the lower part crossed by a green band, with a large, dee]) |)ur])le

sjiot in the centre; abdomen orange, centre yellowish green ; under tail-coverls bright

yellow, rich orange at their tijjs. Tail pale green, tipped broadly with yellowish

white. Another more beautiful is P. pirousei, from the Samoan, Fiji, and Frien<lly

isles. The forehead and crown and a broad l)and across the back are dark, purjilish-

red ; head, neck, and throat, abdomen, flanks, and crissum yellowish white ; feathers

of breast split, rose-red at their base, rest yellowish white. Beneath these is a band of

reildish orange ; the under tail-coverts are dark, purplish red. The wings are pale gray
;

the tail grayish white. Bill and feet black. It is difficult to conceive a more beauti-

fully arrayed creature than is this bird. It is about eight and a half inches in length.

It dwells in the mountain defiles of the islands it inhabits, but is not abundant. The
native name for it among the Fijis is rnami^nta, shame or modest-bird. The young

are so differently colored that they might easily be mistaken for a distinct species.

Both of the above have the breast-feathers bifurcate. '

Of the next group with non-bifurcate feathers, which has nearly double the num-

ber of members, the P. insolltus is remarkable for having the forehead and base of

culmen covered by a large, bony jirotuberance, rounded in shape and red in color.

The general plumage is a bright, bronzy green, with the alxlomen <leep orange-crimson,

and the under tail-coverts bright yellow. This curious species is a native of New
Ireland and Duke of York Island of the Louisiade archijielago. A very pretty

species— the smallest of the genus— is P. nanus, with a general bronzj-green [jlumage,

a gray ban<l on each side of the breast, a purple sp-ot in the centre of the abdomen,

and all the wing-coverts tipjicd with yellow. It is from New Guinea and ^fysol.

P.jambu, from Malacca, Sumatra, Borneo, and Luzon, has the forehead, crown, and

sides of face scarlet; the top of the head with an amethyst tint; the upj)er part of

throat and chin black ; the rest of under parts of body are white, washed with rose

on the breast ; the under tail-coverts deep chestnut ; upper parts and wings <lark

green, as is also the tail, but with a gray band at the tip. Length, ten inches. This

species is common in certain of the localities it frequents, and feeds on fruits, es)iecially

of the different species of Ficus. Another most lovely bird is P. icullacei, from the

Aru and Kei islands ; but probably the most brilliant of all, so far as color may be

considered, is the P. cicfor, from the Fiji Islands. This feathered gem has the he.ad

and throat dull olive-gi-een, and the entire rest of plumage bright orange-carmine

;

the tail is brownish orange, graduating into pure orange at the tip. This dove is said
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to bo the glory of tlie Fijian forests. It br.ids in XoVLinber and Duccnibcr, making

a rude jilatform of small twigs for a nest, about ten feet from the ground, and lays

two ]>ure white eggs. It feeds on many kinds of berries and fruits.

One might go on indefinitely making selections from these lovely birds, but our

limits forbid. It only remains to notice the bird which leads, through a chain of

other species of I'tilnpits that have not been mentioned, towards the genus t'urpit-

phwja. Tills sjiecies is ('. maijniJicuK, from Australia. It has two races representing

it in certain of the Papuan Islands, and also in Australia at Cape York and llocking-

liani I5ay. These dilYi'r from the s]iecies named mainly in size, the color of the

plumage not being appreciably different. It has the head and neck greenisli-gray,

becoming light green on side of breast ; the centre of throat and neck, breast and

abdonu'ii, deep ])urple ; the lower ](art of abdomen orange-yellow; under tail-coverts

yellowish-green ; wings, back, an<l tail green, and a yellow bar acro.ss the wing. The
total lengtii varies from thirteen to nineteen inches. This fine bird dwells in the

brush in various portions of Australia, is very shy and retired in its habits. It feeds

upon the wild tig and the fruit of the |)alms, and jiossesses a loud, hoai-so, monotonous

note (frecpiently uttered by tlie male in the breeding-season), wliich is entirely uidike

that of any other binl. The sexes resemble each other in plumage.

Another Australian genus is Lopholaiimis, having but a single species, L. anlarc-

ticug. This is a very fine, large bird, remarkable for the thick double crest with

which its head is adorned. In its habits it is strictly arboreal and gregarious, going

in flocks of many hundred individuals, and descending upon the trees which bear its

favorite fruit in such multitudes as often to break the branches by their weight. Its

flesli is rather coarse and dry.

The last genus which calls for notice is Carpophaga, containing thirty or forty

species of large size, some of which are among the finest of this family, having many
rich and metallic colors on the upper jiart »if their plumage. The feathers <>f the

forehead advance on the soft portion of the bill, and the tarsus is short, and the feet

broad, enabling them to gras]) firmly the branches. Some species, separated by certain

authors as Globicera, have a fleshy knob on the base of the bill, which is most largely

dcvel(>]pe<l during the breeding season in the male se.x. Their distribution is very

similar to that of the members of J'tilopiis, being found on many of the i-slands of the

various eastern archipelagoes. A very large species with a jwwerful bill, from the

Marquesas, was described as Serrexius f/aleutits. A group charaetorized b_v a iilack

and white plumage have been united by some writers under the term Jfip-indvirnni,

but with the exception of having a rather short tail, they differ from other mendiei-s

of Carj)op/i<tf/a mainly in the coloring of their plumage, hardly a generic quality.

Others again have been distinguished by the various terms of Pluenorliina, Ducuht,

Zoncenas, etc., but these, like the various divisions of the other genera already no-

ticed, can at most only be considered as indicating sulvgencric sections of Carpop/iaga,

useful, possibly, in <;roui>ing the s|)ecies together, but not possessing characters of

Buflicient importance to cause them to stand apart by themselves.

A fine Indian species is C. .ii/lvaticu, with the head, neck, and under parts jiearl-

gray, tinged on the crown with vinaceous, the entire upjier jiaits and tail shining co])-

pery green ; under tail-coverts deeji chestnut; chin and orbital fe.athei-s white ; bill

red at base, bluish white at ti]i, irides and bare skin around the eyes crimson ; legs

lake-rod. It is about nineteen inches in length. This fine bird is foiuid in forests at

low elevations, associates in small parties in search of fruits, and visits the salt swamps
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on the Malabar coasts in search of the buds of Aricennia and similar trees. Its call

is a dce]> moan, likened by one writer to the croaking of a bull-frog, but said to be

somewhat ventrilocjuial. Its flesh is excellent. C. bicolor, from Australia, various

Papuan, Moluecan, and Malayan islands, one of the white and black plumaged birds, is

met with in great numbers in Australia wherever the wild nutmeg is found. It flies

rapidly, and usually at such a height as to be beyond the i-each of a gun. It is said

to lay only one egg. C. pacifica, from various islands of the Pa]iuan and Polynesian

archipelagoes, is a fine species, with the head and back of neck ash-color ; chin white •

throat and lower parts of body vinaceous ; ui)per parts shining green with golden

reflections ; under tail-coverts chestnut ; bill with a round elevated knob at the base

black. This bird is very common in the Samoan Islands, wherever fruit or berries

are found, ilany are caught alive and tamed Ijy the natives, who esteem them
highly as pets, and carry them about in their canoes tied to long cords. The birds

very seldom attemj)t to fly away, but are generally on most familiar terms with their

owners. The average size of this pigeon is between si.xteen and seventeen inches.

The foregoing is a very brief review of one of the largest and most imjiortant

grou}>s known to ornithologists. Of great value to man from the edible quality of the

flesh, they supply to the native denizens of many extensive districts of the globe one

of their principal means of subsistence. One curious fact regarding pigeons is, that

these birds are generally absent from localities where monkeys are found ; for these

nimble quadrupeds, being tree-dwellers and very destructive, would rob the open, easily

accessible nests of the birds of both eggs and young, and soon cause the extermina-

tion of the species. For this cause, with others, pigeons are most numerous in islands

of the sea, and in countries usually destitute of predatory animals and reiHiles.

D. G. Elliot.
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Ordeu XV. — ACCIPITUES.

Among birds, as among mammals, we find certain forms specially fitted for the par-

suit, ca])ture, and use as food of many otlier animals. Among those which are pre-

eminent in the destruction of the higher forms of life are the groups of eagles and

owls. These are tyjtieal birds of ]irey, and if we add to tliein the vultures, which at

first thought we might be slow to do, and a single and singular long-legged and long-

named bird of South Africa,— the serpent-e.ater or secretary bird — we shall have

before us rej)resentatives of the four groups which go to make up the order Aeeipitres,

otherwise known as Kajjtores or Ra]itatores.

Living entirely on animal sulistances, which they are frequently j>ut to their wits'

ends to obtain, we should e.xpect that many features of their organization would bear

directly on the manner of detecting, securing, and ap))ro]iriating their food. And in

fact all the members of the order are at once recognizable by a glance at the structure

of the bill and feet, various though the modifications of these parts may be. The
strongly hooked bill, ]irovided with a cere, only occurs elsewhere among the ])arrots,

and there the feet are totally different, two toes ))ointing forward and two backward,

as in cuckoos and woodpeckers.

The cere (Latin cera, wax) is a membrane sheathing the base of the u]ipcr jaw,

commonly soft and smooth, l>ut frequently horny and wrinkled, in, or at the edge of

which the nostrils open. The bill itself, very strongly built, is short and stout, with

cutting edges and arched tip, forming an admirable instrument for tearing flesh or

skin, and even breaking bones. This character is shown in all the members of the

group, however much they may differ in other resi)ects, and the adaptation to flesh-

eating habits is so marked that it is hardly possil)le for anyone to mistake an accipi-

trine bird for anything else. The feet are always strong and four toed, three in front

and one behind ; but the owls and the fish-hawk (Pandian) have the outer toe versatile

— turning either way indifferently. As the feet are the most active instruments in

securing ]>rey, we should expect them to vary much with the character of the food

and the habits of the species, and such is in fact the case. Among those which feed

maiidy on dead animals or refuse of any kind, the toes are clumsy and not fitted for

grasping, and the claws arc usually blunt, weak, and little curved; while amongst
those which attack living i)irds or other animals,— often larger than themselves,

—

the toes aie verj- flexible as well as strong, and the claws, or talons, are very long,

much curved, and extremely acute.

Doubtless the eye of a falcon or eagle is the most pci-fcct organ of sight in exis-

tence, far sur])assing that of any other animal, including man himself. Not only are

they able clearly to distinguish minute objects at a distance, but in darting down from

a height they must have the power to adjust the eye to distance with a rapidity and
nicety simjjly marvellous. What must the eye of an os]>rey be, that he 7nay be able,

from a height of even a hundred feet, to distinguish beneath the wind-roughened water

a fish so small that yuu might cover it with your hand, and not only see, l)Ut know
whether it be only a few inches or a few feet below the surface? And what kind of

sight is that which enables the barn-owl to follow and clutch in the darkness the bat

which you can scarcely follow with your eye in the early twilight?

All the birds of prey are not quick flyers, but their powers of endurance are unex-

I
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celled and perhaps only equalled among such sea-birds as the petrels. Many of them
walk well, but slowly, when on the ground, while a few are able even to run ; but

these are exce])tions, the great majority being only able to progress with much diffi-

culty on the' ground, and these always by hopping instead of walking. There is little

evidence that any of them possess unusual keenness of scent, the general impression

to the contrary notwithstanding. But we shall recur to this again.

In eating thej' often swallow much which is indigestible, such as bones, scales, hair,

feathers, etc., and these substances are afterwards ejected from the mouth in large

balls or rolls, technically known as castings. Their nesting habits vary much in

the different grou]is, but the birds are always monogamous and are believed frequently

to remain paired for life. The eggs are commonly few, rarely exceeding six, often

only one. The period of incubation is longer than in most other aerial birds, and

the young at first are covered with down, are quite helpless, and for an unusually long

time entirely dejK'ndent on the parents.

In size the Aecipitres vary from the tiny finch-falcon (3Iicro/iierax) of the East

Indies, less than six inches in length and ^veiglling only a few ounces, to the Lammer-
geyer and griffon-vulture of the Alps and Pyrenees, with an expanse of ten feet or

moi'e and a weight of eighteen or twenty i)Ounds.

It may not be out of place at this point to call attention to the fact that it is

among the largest birds of the order that we find the most remarkable power of flight,

that is, the longest sustained and that which is apparently accomplished witii the least

effort. The fact that a crane, an albatross, a vulture, or an eagle can rise from the sur-

face after a slight impetus is obtained, and then ascend in 'circles' without any

perceptible motion of the wings, until actually lost to sight in the clear skj-, is so well

known as hardly to need mention, but the "way of an eagle in the air," the real

manner in which this is accomjjlished, is often spoken of as an unsolved mystery.

That it is not so, any person with fair opportunities of observing the phenomena, and

a moderate amount of patience and common sense, may easily satisfy himself. The

points he will notice, though probably not in the particular order here mentioned, will

be about as follows :
—

First, the bird must in some manner get a fair start, either by running a short

distance, by flaiiping the wings, by spreading them against the breeze, or, if the

ground be uneven, by gliding slightly downward from an elevation. Then it will be

noticed that if there is actually no breeze at all (which will rarely happen unless in a

small an<l closely hill-girt valley) the circling bird will be utterly unable to rise with-

out flajiping ; each complete turn will bring him back to a point close to his starting-

place, or at least not higher.

Wlien the bird is able to rise without flaii])ing, it will be found that, while gaining

in height at every turn, he is also drifting off before the wind, so that the successive

rings of his sjiiral are never vertically over each other. Should the observer ever be

fortunate enough to stand on a mountain side and see an eagle rise past him in this

way from tiie valley below to the open air above, he will not only be convinced of

this, but of much more ; for he will see that, throughout one half or more of each coil of

the spiral, the bird not only does not rise, but actually sacrifices some elev.ation for the

sake of gaining s]iecd, and this is in that part of the circuit during which he is gliding

with the wind and across it; the instant he once more turns to meet it he begins to

rise, soon converting most of his momentum into elevation, or, in other words, gaining

height at the expense of speed. When his headway is almost gone, he slowly turns
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away from tlic wiml, sweeps with increasing velocity around another incomplete

circle, ami towanls its dose rises aiiotliL'r step on iiis airy staircase.

Sometimes, impatient a])parenlly of tiie slight gain at each turn, a circle will be

finished with a vigorous flaji or two in the face of the wind, and then the steady

circling motion be resumed again.

Of course the lower currents of air may often have a different ilirection or velocity

from the up])er ones, and this doubtless often enables the soaring bird to retrieve much

of his loss due to lateral drift, or even sometimes to pass readily in what seems to be

the very wind's eye. Undoubtedly, if the binl were willing and able to keep its

wings inclined at the proper angle to the breeze without circling, it could rise in much

the same manner as a paper kite, drifting, however, rapidly to leeward, but it would not

be an economical use of either time or strength. The rajiid wheeling in wide curves

gives a bird coni|ilete control of its wings and enables it to j)reserve its balance per-

fectly without a thought, and so take advantage of every breath that blows. One
need only reflect for a moment how much easier it is to roll a plate or wheel in a

straight line on its edge than to balance it there when at rest, in order to realize the

advantage gained through the continuous and rapid motion.

It is obvious also that in two birds of different weights, but with relatively the

same wing-surface, the heavier bird will have the advantage over the lighter, through

the greater steadiness which the greater weight insures. I ilo not mean to say that

only the large birds of jirey rise in this way. The pigeon-hawk, Falco columharius,

and many other small falcons, avail themselves of this power, but it is certainly seen

on a grander scale, if not in higher jierfection, among the eagles, vultm-es, and largest

falcons. This is not the place to enlarge on such a subject, but it is introduced be-

cause so many of the birds of prey are experts in this kind of flight, which is less

commonly understood, perhaps, than the more usual mode of progression by vigorous

wing-beats.

It only remains to say that probably our utmost stretch of imagination does not

enable us projicrly to conceive how slight is the loss resulting from friction of the air,

and at tlie same time how great the lifting jiower of an almost impercej)til)le breeze

on a bird moving raj)idly against it.

In general, the food of all members of the order consists of the flesh of vertebrates,

the exceptions being comparatively few, and mostly in the direction of insect-feeding.

Of the forms which subsist on living i)rey, the great majority probably feed on other

birds, to which diet is added a liberal j)ro])ortion of mammals. A much smaller frac-

tion of the whole draws the bulk of its supplies from the reptiles, while fewer members
still feed largely on fish. This latter fact is rather surprising, considering the abun-

dance and accessibility of such food.

The influence which the Accipitres exert among birds and other vertebrates is an

extremely salutary one, though we lack the data for determining to what extent they

aid in lioldiiig noxious forms in check, it being very certain that many of them are

indiscriminate feeders, capturing beneficial as often as harmful species. It is ex-

treinely improbable, however, that they have ever been instrumental in the entire

extinction of si>ecies, and in most cases it may well be questioned whether the judi-

cious weeding out of weakly forms is not one of their mo.st important benefactions.

In the taking and killing of jirey it is interesting to note that the feet are invari-

ably the cflicient weapons, the beak being rarely used until after the victim is dead.

Even the insect-eating kites and falcons clutch their minute prey with their feet, after-
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wards transferring it to the 1)111. In a similar manner all materials for the nest and

food for the young are earrieil in the claws; and in eoinhat witli each other, or in the

repulse of intruders from their nests, the same members— aided it may be by the

wings— arc de])eiided upon. Anyone who has attempted to ajiproach a woun<led e.agle

or hawk will remember the characteristic attitude assumed by the bird, which, tlirow-

ing itself on its back, awaits the attack with wide-spread threatening talons.

In their relations to man, the Accipitres are at present .serviceable in several ways,

among which their destruction of vermin and their work as scavengers are the most

important. Although their flesh is eaten by many tribes of savage or half-civilized

men, there are strong reasons why it would never be universally j)opular, even if easily

obtainable, and we suspect that the simile " tough as a boiled owl " is as truthful as it

is trite. ]\I:iny members of the Falconidie, however, have been made eminently ser-

viceable to man, in j>roviding him with game at a time when sporting-arms were too

primitive to yield very satisfactory results in the way of bird-flesh ; while falconry as

a pastime has been, in the past, one of the most universal and exciting field-sports

which the world has ever known. This, however, will be noticed when we come

to consider the true falcons.

As to the numlier of distinct species included under the head of Accipitres, there

is, for various reasons, the widest divergence of o](inion, but we sliall probably not be

far out of the way if wc say that there are from four hundred to four hundred and fifty

good species in all, of which about two thirds are diurnal birds and the remainder owls.

As already stated, wc shall consider the order as consisting of four primary groups,

which may be artificially distinguished as follows : The first family, the Gypogeran-

ida;, or serpent-eaters, have the head feathered, the eyes looking laterally, the nostrils

sejiarated by a bony, imjierforate partition, the legs verij long, the hind toe on a level

with the rest, the outer too not versatile, the claws blunt and but slightly curved. It

embraces but a single diurnal species from South Africa.

The American vultures form the second family, the Cathartida;. These have the

head naked, tlie eyes looking laterally, the nostrils not separated Inj an imperfonite

bony partition, but communicating with each other, the legs of moderate length, the

hind toe somewhat above the rest, the outer toe not versatile, and the claws varying

with the species. Only si.x or eight species are known, all diurnal, and confined to

America.

The third family, the Falconida>, embraces some three hundred diurnal species of

eagles, hawks, falcons, the Old World vultures, etc. These may have the liead

featliered or naked ; they have the eyes looking laterally, the nostrils separated by a

bony, imperforate partition, legs of moderate size, the hind toe on the same level with

the rest, the outer toe not versatile, e.\cc])t in a single species (the osprey), the claws

variable.

The owls, or Strigida>, have the egcs looking directly forward, the nostrils as in the

List family, the legs moderate, the hind toe on the same level with the rest, the outer

toe always versatile, the claws always sharp and much curved. About one hundred

and fifty species are known, nocturnal, and inhabiting all parts of the world.

In qualification of this diagnosis we may adil tiiat a few of the Falconida; are

somewhat crepuscular in habit, while at least one member of the Strigida; is diurnal.

The singular South African secretary, Gypogeraniis serpentarius, although unques-

tionably belonging among the birds of prey, is so entirely unlike the rest of them

that it must of necessity stand as the type and only meniber of a peculiar family, the
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GypogerantduE. Some of the characteristics of this family have already been noticed,

and to these we may add that the bill is shorter than the head, the upper mandible

arched from the vci-y Icisc, ;in(l nearly half covered by the cere. The neck and wings

t"KJ. IJ-l.— I
>
i/jfoyi nxuHn strprntarius, secretary-bird.

are loniTr the first five primaries of aboiit equal leiiLrth, and emaririnate on the inner

webs. The tail is unusually lonjr, the two middle fi'atliers very much lentjtliened ; the

legs, and especially the tarsi, remarkably long, the hind toe only about half as long as

the outer one. The skeleton also is peculiar in several respects.
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The name secretary comes from the loiiijj ami beautiful black or gray i>luiiu's

which .sjiring from tiie back of the head, and inigiit suggest, to a person of consid-

erable imagination, a buncli of quills stuck over a clerk's ear. The secretarv is

remarkable not less for the rei)tilivorous propensities which have given it the other

name of serjient-eater than for its singular jiersonal apjiearance.

Its length from bill to tij) of tail is over four feet, but just about half of this is tail,

while the neck is longer in proportion than in any other bird of the entire order, thus

leaving but a small fraction of the whole length for the body. This is itself quite

slender and mounted on strong legs longer than those of a sand-hill crane, the tarsus

alone being at least thirteen inches in length. The general color of the adult is a

clear, light gray, the sides of head and throat with some white streaks. The wings,

lower back, thighs, and abdomen are black, while the breast and tail-coverts are white.

Finally, the cere and bare skin about the eye are yellow, and the legs and feet are of a

dull flesh-color.

Although a well-known bird throughout nearly the whole of South Africa, it seems

to be nowhere very abundant, travelers of late years stating that it is unusual to see

moi-e than two or three pairs in the course of a day's riding in any part of the country,

and they are usually so shy as to bo approached only with great difficulty. Altho\igh

the wings are very long and strong, it is rare to see the birds flying, and under ordinary

circumstances they are seen stalking about in pairs with a most deliberate gait.

If jiursued, they first endca\-or to escape by running, which thej- do easily and with

surprising swiftness, only taking wing when pushed very hard.

The farmers of the Cape frequently domesticate secretaries, and they are said

readily to become tame and familiar. In most of the settled parts of the country they

are closely protected by law, and heavy fines are imposed for killing them. Their

favorite food is said to be frogs and toads, but they seem to be always hungry, and so

never very notional about their food, if it only be tvbundaut. Lc \'aillant records that

the stomach of one which he examined contained eleven ratlii-r large lizards, eleven

small tortoises, a great number of insects, mostly entire, and three snakes as thick as a

man's arm.

In attacking a snake it would seem that they never pounce upon it from a height,

in the manner of hawks and eagles, but first alight at a little distance and then stride

up to the attack. Tliese combats must be. extremely interesting if we can believe the

accounts of eye-witnesses.

When the snake strikes, the bird either evades the blow by skipping to one side or

the other, jumping backward, or springing into the air, or else, as frequently happens,

he simply receives the venomous thrust of his antagonist on the broad, stiff feathers

of the outer half of the long wing, with which he knocks the reptile down, following

up tlie fall with a vigorous kick. His e.vtreme agility enables him in a very short time

to baffle and overcome a snake of four or five feet in length, whcren]»'n he linally

seizes him near the head with his bill, and, holding the body ilown with one foot

proceeds to swallow him. In case a snake proves unusually hard to manage on

the ground, tlic dauntless bird watches his opportunity, seizes his .ailversary

close to the head, and, flying aloft to a considerable height, lets him drop on the

hard ground, which is usually sufficient ti> ]>rip:irc him for the final ceremony of

swallowing.

The nest, which is quite bulkj-, is always placed on the top of a lofty tree when

one is to be fouml, but in scantily wooded regions a bush usually serves the same
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purpose. The eggs, generally Iml two, are dull white, dotted with liglit brown at the

obtuse ends.

The American vultures, eoiistitiiling the family C.VTiiAUTin.K, are ])eeuliar in having

the hind toe inserteil above the level of the rest, and the nostrils jierforated, that is,

opening into eaeli other through the bill, owing to the absence of the bony partition

which separates them in all other members of the order. There are many other points

of interest in their structure, such as the e.\treme shortness of the hind toe, and the

slight flexibility of the others; the comparatively short, blunt, and slightly curved

claws; the decidedly long tarsus; the somewhat lengthened ami obtusely pointed,

slightly hooked bill ; the nakedness of the head, etc. The cranial structure is also

peculiar, and it was Iliixli-y's demonstratinn of these osteological pccidiarities which

v
...0\

Fig. V^, — f Vt/A/ir/ej rt/ro/«j. carrion-crow, black vuUure.

has led to tlie sejiaration of the American birds from the Old World vultures, with

which, until recently, they have always been .associated.

As their name implies, these birds arc cleansers or scavengers, living mainly on
carriuii and other refuse, but frei|U(ntly attacking small, weak, or sickly animals when
other sii|i|ilics fail.

The smallest bird of the group, at least in extent of wing, is the carrion-crow or

black vulture, Catfiartes atratiis, so .abundant in the Gulf states, extending as far north

as North Carolina, and ranging over almost the whole of Central and South .\merica.

It is exceedingly useful as a scavenger, and in many states is very justly jtrotected

by law, and has become as abun<lant and unsuspicious about the city streets as the

pigeons themselves. Wilson, describing the scene about the freshly skinned carcass

of a horse, says: "The ground for a hundred yards around it was black with carrion-
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crows: many sat on the tops of slicds, fi'iiccs, and Louses within sight; sixty or eighty
on the oi)posite side of a small river. I counted at one time two liundred and tliirty-

seveu, and I believe there were more, besides several in the air over my head and at

a distance. I remarked the vultures frequently attack each other, fighting with their

claws or heels, striking like a cock with open wings, and fixing their claws into each
other's heads. On observing that they did not heed me, I stole so close that my feet

were within one yard of the horse's legs and again sat down."
This species is nearly black, about two feet long, and has an extent of win^s of

about five feet. The head and much of the neck are bare of fcatliers, but tlie plu-

i%.^'^f?^-'fB
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Flu. lati.— Catlutilis iiiirii tiirkfv-liuz/atil.

mage runs up on tlie back of the neck to a considerable distance. The only bird

which could be mistaken for the carrion-crow is the turkey-buzzanl, Cathartes aura,

but if tlie tw<i birds have once V)een seen side by side they can liardly be confoundeil.

The latter bird is of a more brownish color, the neck is bare all around, the tail is

rounded instead of square, and the manner of flight is quite different, the present

bird sailing habitually by the hour, while the former f1a])s the wings vigorously every

few moments. The turkej-buzzar.l is found all over the United States except in the

northeastern part, but is most abundant toward our southern border. It occurs also

in the West Indies and in South America. Both this and the preceding species breed
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on tbe ground or in a lioUow log or 8tiini]i, inakini: no nest, but laying a pair of

spotted I'ggs on tlie rotting wood or dccayi'd k-avis.

Among the largest liirds of the Continent nuist be reckoned the Californian vul-

ture, Cathartes cdlifoniktniiti, which attains sometimes the size of average specimens

of the condor. It is found from the Hocky Mountains to the Pacific, and in flight,

food, and breeding habits, so far as known, it resembles quite closely the turkey-

buzzard.

--::'

Fio. lli".— S'lrci^Tbttmjihns papa^ king-vulluro.

Beyond question the bird of this group whose appearance is most striking is the

king-vulture, .Sarcor/iamp/ni.i jxipii, a native of trojiical America, most ab\ni<1anf in

Brazil, but found as far soutii as Paragu.-iy, and as far north as Mexico, and ]irol)ably

Arizona. Most of the )iluni.age is pure or creamy white, rather more buffy tinted on
breast and belly, while the large wing and tail feathers arc deep black. The skin of head

and neck is naked, or only hairv, and most brilliantly colored. Waterton gives the

following descrii)tion of these parts. "The throat and back of the neck are of a fine
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lemon color; hotli sides of the neck, from the enrs downwarils, of a rich scarlet;

behind the corrugated ])art there is a white s]iot. The crown of the head is scarlet,

betwixt the lower niandihle and the eye, and close by the ear there is a jiart which

has a fine silvery-blue aj)iiearance. Just above the white spot a portion of tlio skin is

blue and the rest scarlet; the skin which juts out behind the neck, aiicl a]i|>ears like

an oblong caruncle, is blue in part and in part orange. The bill is oraTige and black,

the caruncles on the forehead orange, and the cere orange, the orbits scarlet, and tlie

irides white."

Unlike its near relative, the condor, it is strictly a bird of the forest, not often met
with among the mountains, but preferring the wooded l)anks of rivei-s, the depths of

impenetrable swamps, and the margins of broad savannas or stagnant marshes. It

gets its common name of 'king' from the belief of the Indians that the other vultures

stand in awe of it, and will not venture to eat until after the royal appetite is satisfied

;

and there a]ipears to be considerable ground for this belief, although its size is less

than that of the turkey-buzzard, and it seems to be even more sluggish.

The condor, Sarcorhamphus gryphics, has usually been consideied the largest of

the birds of ]irey, and the most al)surd stories have been told of its strength and dar-

ing. In point of fact there are several Old World species fully as large, and some of

them probably a little larger, while the Californian vulture frequently reaches the

same size. Probably the condor never exceeds twelve feet in ex])anse of wing, and

even tliis size can be attained but rarely, the average being jirobably within a few

inches of nine feet. In an article by Professor Orton on "The Condors of the Equa-

torial Andes," we are told that " Humboldt never found one to measure over nine

feet ; and the largest specimen seen by Darwin was eight and a half feet from tip

to ti]). An old male in the Zoological Gardens of London measures eleven feet.

Von Tschudi says he found one with a spread of fourteen feet ten inches, but he in-

validates his testimony by the subsequent statement that the full-grown condor meas-

ures from twelve to thirteen feet."

Yet up to the time when Humboldt visited the Andes and actually measured the

freshly killed birds, the wildest statements were made with regard to the size and

strength of the condor, from thirty to forty feet being set down as a fair figure for the

ex]ianse of wing. Humboldt himself was at first deceived, and was astonished to

find that birds which, while perched on the lofty summits of the volcanic crags, aj)-

peared truly gigantic, were in reality always less than four feet in length, an<l with at)

expanse of wing never over nine feet. Perhaps the illusion may be in part accounted

for by the lack, in such situations, of all objects for comjiarison, but, as Darwin has

thoughtfully suggested, it may be "fully as much owing to the transparency of the air

confounding objects at different distances, and likewise jiartly to the novelty of an

unusual degree of fatigue arising from a little exertion, habit being thus opposed to

the evidence of the senses."

The strength of the condor has also been much exaggerated, and the stories of its

carrying off sheep, and even children, in its claws are at once shown to be imaginary,

not only by the failure to establish a single authentic case of the kind, but by the

structure of the foot itself, which is not well adapted for grasping, the hind toe being

very small and above the level of the rest, while the claws on all the toes are l>Iunt

and little curved, so that it may well be <loubled, not that the condor could kill a sheep

or a child, but that, having done so, it could then grasp it ami carry it away. This

same structure of the foot makes it difficult for the condor to perch oti a tree, esj'C-
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cially on a small limb, and so, although they do sometimes roost on trees, they much
prefer to rest and sleep on hare roeks and the ledures of slieer ]irecii>ice8.

They are said to he siieli sound sleejiers that they are easily caught with a noose

while roosting at night. Although fre<juently descending to the plains at the foot of

the mountains for food, tiieir favorite haunts are among the peaks of the higher

Andes, not rarely above the line of ])eri>etual snow, and they rise easily above the

yupi^^'si .. -'J^i

Fig. 128. — Sarcorhamphiui f/rupfnut, ctmilor.

highest peaks, sweeping in graceful circles far above the sno\v-caj)ped volcanoes, or

gliding thence in a few seconds almost to the sea level and the torrid heat of the

plains.

Although they feed mostly on carrion, they are e(|ually fond of fresh meat, and
often kill lamlis, goats, and the young of cattle and deer. Probably the guaiiaco and
vicuna furnish a goodly share of their food. They watch from an immense height

the movements of the jiuma, and, .as soon as he withdraws satisfied from his dead

game, descend and sjieedily linish what remains.
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As the condor is confined to the conipiu-itivcly narrow chain of the Andes, but

ranges from the Strait of Magelhacn to eight or ten degrees nortli of the equator, its

nesting-time would be expected to vary willi the latitude, and probably the eggs are

laid between Xovember and March. The spot selected for this purjiose is commonly

an inaccessible ledge or shelf on some j)reoii)iee in the heart of the Cordilleras. Two
white, unspotted eggs, three and one half to four inches long, are laid on the bare

rock, and i)erlia])S a few sticks gathered loosely about them. It is at least seven

weeks before they hatch, and the young birds are not able to tly until more than .

a year old, and even then they hunt and roost with the parent birds for a year or

two longer. Thus their development is slower than that of any other known species

of bird.

"When first hatched, the young condor is covered with rather scanty, whitish

down, which soon deepens in color and increases in length and thickness, but is not

replaced by the true feathers until the bird is nearly as large as its parents. The
adult male is glossy black, with a broad white bar across each wing, and a collar or

ruff of snow-white down about tlie neck, above which the neck is unfeathered and

covered with wrinkled, dull red skin. The forehead has a fleshy or cartilaginous

comb or caruncle, the thi'oat is wattled, and there is a large, jiendulous wattle on

the upper part of the breast. Tlie terminal jiart of the bill is ivory white, the rest

dark. The adult female lacks the comb, the wattles are sm.aller or wanting, there

is less white on the wings, and the dark colors are duller than in the male.

Before reaching this condition the young birds wear, for one or more years, a

pretty uniformly brown dress, and in this stage are called by the natives of tiie Peru-

vian Andes ' condor pardo,' or brown condor. The comb of the male usually makes

its a])pearance before the downy collar, which latter is not develojied before the

second year, and is not at firet white.

Whatever may be the case under mitural conditions, in confinement this species

does not acquire its full jjlumage for several years, as shown by a s])ecimen received

at the London Zoological Gardens in 1877, which " was in nearly the same uniform

brown ]ilumage " six years later, and was therefore considered by Mr. Sharjjc to be an

undescribed species, which he named Sarcorhampfms cequatoricdis. A s|iecimen in

the Central Park menagerie at Xew York, however, which at the age of six years was

precisely like this 'new' species, 6-«fofj«e/(;/y acquired the full plumage of the true

condor, of which therefore jirobably but one species should be recognized. Humboldt

says that the name condor is from a word in the language of the Incas, signifying to

smell, and adds: "There is nothing more astonishing than the almost inconceivable

sagacity with which the condor distinguishes the odor of flesh from an immense

distance." This belief in the extraordinary power of smell possessed by carrion-

vultures is largely an inherited or traditional one, and was long ago shown to be

without foundation. That they have some power of smell is well known, and Owen

has even shown that in the turkey-buzzard the olfactory nerves are highly develojicd.

Recognizing this fact in the anatomy of the bird, there is yet very little evidence that

the power is over used in the detection of food.

Audubon's careful experiments on the black-vulture, Cut/iurtts atratiis, make it

certain that, in th.at species, sight, principally, if not solely, giiidi's the bird to its prey.

The perfectly dry, stuffed skin of a common deer, ]ilaced in the attitude of death,

attracted a vulture within a few moments, though tlierc was nothing eatable about it;

after satisfying itself of which, by walking over and tugging at it, the bLd circled
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al)out over tlic fu-lil until it espieil a small snake, not tliickcr than a man's finger,

u]>un which it at once i»ounccil. Moreover, a large an<l jditrid carcass of a hog care-

fully covered by canes and brush so as to be invisible, remained undiscovered by

the vultures in sjiite of the intolerable stench it sent out, though they frequently

passed by accident quite near it, and tlie d<>gs at once discovered it. Yet a small,

freshly-killed j>ig hidden near the same place was at once traced out by the vultures,

bv the blood which was allowed to run from it as it was carried to its hiding-

jilace.

Bachman subsequently repeated some of these tests at Charleston, S. C, and

added some new anil perfectly convincing ones. The rough jjainting of a sheej),

skiinied antl cut ojien, soon brought vultures to examine and tug at it, and though the

experiment w.xs repeated scores of times it never failed, on each fresh exposure, to

attract the hungry birds. A wheclbarrow-load of tempting carrion was next covered

by a single slieet of thin canvas, above which bits of fresh meat was strewn. The

fresh meat was soon eaten, but although the vultures must frequently have had their

bills witliin an eighth of an inch of the carrion beneath, they did not discover it.

While at Valjiaraiso in 1S34, Darwin exjierimented on twenty or thirty condors

wliicli were ke])t in a garden at that j)lac('. They were tied in a long row at the foot

of a wall, each bird by a single rt)pe, ami Darwin walked backward and forward before

them, at a distance of about ten feet, with a piece of fresh meat in his hand, wrapped

securely in a ](iece of white ]iaper. No notice whatever was taken of it by the l)ird8.

lie then threw it on the ground within a yard of an old male condor, who looked at

it carefully for a moment and paid no further attention. With a stick it w.as pushed

closer and closer, luitil lie touched it at last with his beak, when instantly the |)ai)er

was torn otf, while every bird in the long row began struggling and flajiiiing its wings.

Tiie evidence on the other side of the question is very meagre. Darwin tells us

that a "gentleman mentioned at a meeting of the London Zoological Society that he

had twice seen the carrion-liawks in the West Indies collect on the roof of a house

when a corj)se had become offensive from not having been buried ;" and a case is cited

by Mr. Gosse in his " Birds of Jamaica," where the stench from the ])utrid contents

of a soup-pot in a liouse caused one vulture after another, as he passed over, to

descend toward the house and sometimes take several turns about it before reluctantly

resinning his course. There is nothing however, in either of these cases that would

justify us in ascribing any ninistial power of smell to the vultures even if we admit

that tlu'ir actions were consequent on the odors they ])crceived, for the same odors

were ))erfectly ])erce])tible to men in the neighborhood at fully as great a distance as

that at which the vultures are supposetl to have discovered them.

On the whole, when we remember the disgusting character of much of the v\iUure's

food, as well as the similar odor which of necessity the bird usually bears about with

it, we can hardly sec how it would be possible for it to detect at a distance the

odor even of carrion,— much less that of jicrfectly fresh meat or of living animals.

The obvious Mnd simple explanation of ninety-nine one-huiidredths of these remarkable

discoveries was lirsi pointed out by Audubon and has been almost universally

accepted since.

Probably in most regions where vidtures of any species are fairly abundant, every

nook and corner of the surface is carefully scrutinized many times a dav, and by many
])airs of hungry eyes. Wheeling in graceful curves at varying heights, some scarcely

higher than the house-tops, othera only visible to the hiunau eye as mere moving
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specks in the blue sky— eacli bird is kci'iiiiig silent watch not only of all that tran-

spires below him, but of every movement of his more or less distant companions.

Thus it is sufiicient if but one bird discover anything eatable; liis change of move-
ment at once signals his discovery to his nearest companion, who hastens to share the

feast. His eagerness betrays his secret to other watchful eyes, and so by an almost

faultless, yet unintended, system, the news is noiselessly sjiread for miles almost before

the original discoverer has reached his prize. If the find be small, such, for example,

as a dead rat or small snake, the lucky finder disposes of it without assistance and soon

resumes his regular and well-understood motions, thus checking the arriving guests

almost as soon as they have received their invitations.

If, on the other hand, the supply of food in prospect is large, the invitation may be

spread indefinitely, and if the meat be fresh, and covered by a hide too tough to be at

once torn, there is nothing to do but to wait until decomposition shall have softened

it, or some carnivorous (]uadru])ed shall make an opening, thus giving time for some of

the birds to come from great distances, often, perhaps, a hundred miles or more.

The great bulk of the diurnal birds of prey are included in the family Falconid.£,

to which we now turn our attention. Here we find the largest as well as the smallest

of the Accipitres, and the one similar jilan on which all are constructed is expressed

in so many different ways, and with such endless variations of detail, that at first one

is sorely jjuzzled to know which should be considered the higher and which the lower

forms. It would be impossible, however, to arrange the species in any linear series

•which should show with even tolerable accuracy their true relations, and we shall

hence simply assume that the vultures are the lowest, and the falcons the highest, and

arrange the intervening groups as best we may, merely remarking that while we here

recognize eight sub-families, as being more in conformity with general usage, half as

many woidd, ])erha])s, answer equally well, and there is much to be said in favor of

Mr. Ridgway's proposition to make but two, namely, the Buteoninic and Falconin:e.

The purely osteological characters, however, on which these are founded are hardly

so suitable for the ]>rescnt purpose as the more superficial ones by which the more
numerous divisions which we here adopt are usually defined.

These sub-families are: The Vulturiiue, or Old WorM vultures; the Aquilina;, in-

cluding the eagles and buzzards; Pandionime, with its single species, the osprey

;

Circinse, the harriers; Milvinae, the kites; Polyborinae, the carrion-buzzards; Accipi-

trinae, the true hawks ; and Falconina", the falcons.

Collectively, the Falconid;e may be defined as those diurnal Raptores with imper-

forate nostrils, in which the legs are either short or of only moderate length, the tarsus

never exceeding six inches. If, for the moment, we leave out of consideration the

Vulturina?, whose structure will be noticed shortly, we may adil that the head is al-

ways largely feathered, the bill strongly hooked, and the claws curved and shai-j).

The minor modifications, as well as the habits, of the birds comprised in this populous

family will be most conveniently noted under the sub-families to which they belong.

The Vulturinae, or Old World vidtures, form a group of carrion-feeding Ra])tores,

which maybe recognized by the following characters: Head and neck more or less

destitute of feathers, either bare or else bristly or downy, no true feathers on the top

of the head. Feet robust and strong, but not very flexible; hind toe inserted .it the

same level as the rest. Size large, length from bill to tij) of tail two to four feet.

Young fed at first by regurgitation, later probably by food carried to them in the

claws by the oM birds.

VOL. IV. — 18
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There is now no doubt that the so-called true vultures, i. e.. Old World vultures,

arc siinjily iiKidilicd liii//:irds or eagles, adapted for an almost exclusive diet of carrion.

Much as they have been modified, they still retain all the essential characters of the

Falconida?. The partial nakedness of the head and neck, together with the weakness

of the feet and bluntncss of the claws, are the principal external differences from

the other nienil)ers of the family, while the internal anatomy is very similar in both.

Like the otlier F'alcoiii<la', they commonly construct bulky nests, or use such nests al-

ready constructed by other binls, and this fact, together with the bringing of food to

their young, shows a jialpable difference in the prehensile jiowor of the foot between

these and the American vultures ; for few birds are able to fly with any considerable

weight in tlie bill, and the Accipitres habitually use the feet for this purpose when it

becomes necessary to transport food or building-niatcrials.

In tlie countries bordering the Mediterranean no less than six species of vulture are

of regular if not common occurrence, and four of these occur in southern Europe;

the remaining two, Gijps rilppeUi and Gups africaniis, arc African species, only reach-

ing the Mediterranean at the northern limit of their range. Three of the four which

occur in Europe arc among the largest of living birds of prey, having a length of

almost four feet, and an extent of wings of nine or ten feet. They are the crested

black-vulture, Vidttir tnonachiis (otherwise known as the Arabian or cinereous-vulture),

the griffin or fulvous-vulture, Gi/psfuhnis, and the Nubian or eared-vulture, Otogups

auricitki)-iii, sometimes improperly called the sociable vulture. The other species, the

Egy|)tian vulture, Neophroti percnopterus, is much smaller, measuring only twenty-

five inches in length, thus corresponding in size quite closely with tlie black-vulture,

Vutluirtes atralxs, of America.

The crested black-vulture, the type and only species of the genus Vultur, is found

throughout southern Europe and northern Africa, extending eastward through Asia

to Cliina. Its ])lum.age, wlien adult, is dull, sooty black, with brownish reflections in

certain lights, and only relieved by the livid flesh color of the bare skin about the neck,

the base of the bill, and the feet. The head and throat are completely covered with

short, soft, downy, black feathers, which run ilown to a point on the throat. The neck,

which with this exception is bare, is encircled by a ruff of pointed, downy feathers,

longest at the back. Imm.iture birds are much browner. The nostrils .ire very sm.all

and almost circular, thus differing from those of all other members of the sub-family.

In Europe it seems to be most abundant along the southern Danube and in Sjiaiii.

Its nest, which is of immense size, is almost invariably placed on a tree, sometimes

high up, sometimes not far from the ground, but commonly on the steeper slopes of

mountains, or near their summits. The single egg usually laid in each nest is from

three and a quarter to four inches in length, and about two and a half to two and

two-thirds inches in breadth, and richly spotted and blotched with red. Several nests

are frequently found within a few hundred yards of each other. This species is ordi-

narily slow and heavy in its action, but 8])euils many hours each day sailing at great

heights watching for food. In Sardinia, where it is quite common but, as elsewhere,

rather shy and suspicious, Mr. A. B. Brooke found its nest, containing a single young
one, on the first of June. The nest " was built high up in the mountains, on the very

top of an old stunted ilex, forming a large shallow platform about five feet long by

four bro.'id." Of this bird's voracity the same observer gives the following instance:

" On one occasion I had placed the skinned carcass of a moderate-sized sheep in an

ojien vineyard surround e<l by thick cover, in hope of attracting some birds of prey.
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I Imd sat by it for several hours without ainthiuij hnvinp^ perceived it, niul, getting

tired of waitiiit;, moved away two hundred or threi' hundred yards. I liad scarcely

done so when a common kite {Milvus ictinus), flying by, caught sight of the meat, and

after soaring round once or twice, lit; he was liardly down when a cinereous vulture

apjicarcd at a great height, ra]>idly ilescending in circles, wliicli became smaller and

smaller as lie reached tlie ground; he was followed in quick succession by two ravens,

another kite, another cinereous vulture, and an eagle (Aqtiila botielli, I think), wiiich

latter, however, did not light, but kept soaring round and round.

'• In the mean time I stalked to the spot as quickly as possible, and managed to

kill a vulture, and then to my surprise, on looking at the sheep, found literally nothing

left but the clean-picked ribs, backbone, and liead. I feel quite sure that I am over

the mark when I say six or seven minutes was the outside limit of the time tlie vul-

tures were on the ground, and one bird not more than half that time. The one I shot

was a fine old female, weighing sixteen and a quart rr pounds; the weiglit of a male

I afterwards shot was only fifteen pounds.

'The length of the female in the flesh was forty-one inches; from carpal joint to

end of wing thirty inches. Vultures do not appear to begin to hunt very early in the

morning, l>ut wait until the sun is well up; and few are to be seen during the extreme

heat of the day, which seems to show that they rest at th.at time. Their power of

going without food must be very great, as it is improbable that a comparatively small

island like Sardinia supplies enough dead carcasses to give each bird a meal every day.

These birds hunt over an enormous extent of country ; the pace with which they soar

through the air, when going from one point to another, can only be realized from the

inconceivable rapidity with which they pass out of sight on a clear day when flying at

gre.at heights." There seems to be no evidence that this species commonly attacks

living animals of any kind.

The griffon-vulture, Gyps /ulviis, may be taken as the type of a genus containing

three or four good species and as many more doubtful ones, or perhaps more correctly

geograjvhical races which are candidates for specific distinction. The griffon is in size

and habits very nearly like the preceding species, but differs nnich from it in color,

the large wing and tail feathers alone being black, all otiier parts quite light-colored,

or mottled with light and dark. The nest also is usually placed on cliffs or among

rocks, and contains a single large white egg, without spots. Gi/ps rU])peUi, iiidicus,

and bengahnsis are similar birds, the first from Africa and the two othera from India

and the Malay peninsula.

Mr. R. C. Beavan, writing of the vultures of India, says the Bengal vulture

"breeds in IVIaunbhoom in February, choosing for the purpose almost invariably a

large seniul or cotton tree, which at that time of the year loses its leaves and puts

forth its fine scarlet flowers; hence the nest, which is generally placed at the junction

of two large limbs, or at the diverging point of several branches from the trunk,

is ]jlainly visible, but not easy to get at ; for the vulture chooses the largest trees it

can find, and most of them are smooth, large in girth, and devoid of branches near the

ground. The nest is circular, com])actly b\ult of fresh twigs with tlie leaves on.

Eggs two, dirty white, fre(piently blotched with red, which, however, is either blood

or dirt, for it is removable by brushing with soap and water. On my way down

to the plains from Simla in October, ISGG, I came across several of this species, which

I have found abundantly distributed in every ])art of the plains of India hitherto vis-

ited by me. On the occasion alluded to, numbers of cattle had been used for the
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purpose of carrying down baggage from Simla to the j)lains, and, as a matter of course,

several lia<l died on tlic way.
" One which I found on the roadside was surrounded by crowds of these vultures.

On going up to examine it, I disturbed about forty of them, most of which flew up

into the neighboring trees. On going near the carcass, I was sur] prised to liear a rum-

bling noise proceeding from its inside. There was a good-sized hole dug out by the

bills of these birds in the neck of the carcass, and also another near its anus, while the

Kio. aa. — Cypt nlp/Klli, Uli|i|)i:irs vuUure.

stomach was swollen out and distended as if with air. On hittini; this with my stick
it aj)i)eared to be iilled out by something inside, and in a few minutes, to my great
astonishment, I found that there were more vultures, .ill alive, inside the carcass!
Two following each other in cpiick succession shortly afterwards walked out through
the hole in the neck of the bullock, and the first immediately flew ofif to a neighboring
tree, whilst the other was so gorged he could not do more than waddle o£f to a rock
close by, on which he sat, whilst I left hira and concluded my journey."

I
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The genus Otogijps is distinguished by its bare head, with fleshy fokls arising

beneath tlie ears and falling down the sides of tlie neelv, forming the so-culled ear-

lappets. The Xubian vulture, Otogijps auricularis, is found only in Africa, and the

most typical specimens only in the southern part. The Pondicherry vulture, O. calous,

occurs in India, and thence eastAvard to Siam. It is mucli smaller and darker than

the preceding, has a small ruff of black feathers about the neck, and the inner face of

FlO. 130. — Ologyps calvua, Poiuliclierry Tulture.

the thigh is bare. It is rather a solitary bird, rarely more than two or three being

Been together, nests usually in trees, and lays white eggs.

The genus Xeopliron i>rob.ably comprises but two &\wc\cs, percnopterus and pilea-

tus, the latter confined to Africa, the former liaving a much wider distribution. In

India, a smaller race of percnopterus is found, sometimes considered a distinct species

under the name ginginianiis, while in tropical Africa a similar race of the more

southern joi7e(/<(w exists.

The typical Egyptian vulture, X. percnopterus, is sometimes found m nortiiem

Europe, and has once or twice occurred in England. It is abundant in all the coun-
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tries 8uiTounflin<i the Mediterranean and Ked seas, as well as througlioiit Africa and

in northuestuni Iiuli;!. Owing to its very light color it is fre(iuently called the white-

vulture; in Africa the Dutch colonists call it the white-crow, an<l, as it frequently

figures in the hieroglyphs of Egypt, it is also known as 'Pharaoh's chicken.' Wher-

ever it is abundant its usefulness as a scavenger is recognized, and it is carefully pro-

tected by law as well as freijucntly by superstition, so that in nearly all the cities and

towns of southeastern Europe, and in fact wherever it is found in tolerable abundance,

it is one of the most familiar objects in the streets, and a group of them may often be

seen wrantrlinr; for some scrap of offal among the very feet of the horses and camels

of a market-place. With the giffons and several other species, it is a never-failing

attendant on the deserted battle-field, and, with the help of the jackal and hyena,

desecrates many a lonely cemetery. According to Mr. F. G. C. Taylor, in and about

Constantinople it is very abundant, sitting on the roofs of the houses, and breeding on

the ruined walls and towers of Stamboul. The eggs, three or lour in number, and

unlike those of other Old World vultures (e.\ce|)t TT moiiac/iiis), are strongly blotched

with brown and reil, the m.irkings often completely obscuring the ground color. The

young birds are of a blackish brown color, after the first year becoming more yellowish,

but not assuming the final plumage of the adult— mostly white, with the large

feathers of the wing black— until the third year. It is stated that the bill of the

male, -which is ordinarily yellow, deepens in color to a clear orange during the breeding

season.

The transition from the vultures to the eagles and buzzards is a natural and not

very .abrupt one, when we consider that at least two of the genera which we now
take up have been .sometimes included in one group and sometimes in the other,

according to the fancy or conviction of the author handling the subject.

Under the bead of Afjuilinse, we )iroj)ose to consider those forms which are com-

monly j)laced in two se])arate grou])s, the Aquilinte or eagles, and the Buteoninte or

buzzards. Our reason for this is simjWy that the two groups are not fairly separable;

that while markeil difTerences aside from size undoubtedly exist between a golden-

e.agle (Aquila), and a 'hen-hawk' {Jiulei)), and even between small groups of which

these two are typical members, yet in the iiresence of the vast number of forms which

are admitted to be very closely related, but which cannot come into either group so

long as the groups themselves are separated, we cannot do less than merge the two in

one and include all the most nearly related forms. The trouble is, however, that

having done this, having opened our doors to these homeless robbers, we are in a fair

way to be looked upon as an asylum for discontents, or rather for those semi-orphans

whose ))arentage we may inilecd know, but wliose ancestry is as yet involved in

obscurity. Thus the harriei-s will be wanting to come in ne.\t, then some of the kites, and

perhaps all of the hawks. Under these circumstances, the only thing to do would be

to give each ajiplicant a rigid examination and admit him if jiossible. But at le.ist let

us quarantine the carrion-buzzards (Polyborintc) as long as possible, and especially

let us be careful not to add insult to injury in the ca.se of the osprcy by forcing him
into any closer relations with a grou]) the very name of which must always call u])

painful recollections.

But to return to facts: the Aquiline group which we have introduced may be in
'

general negatively characterized as follows. Bill not toothed as in the falcons, the

cutting edge of upjier mandible even or sinuate; face without the imperfect disk of

the harriers; the bony shield over the eye usually ])roniinent; legs and feet heavier

J
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and shorter than those of the hawks ; tarsus evidently shorter than tlic tibia, usually

seulellate in front and behind, or else feathered ; claws always long, much curveil and

sharp ; wings various, but usually rather short, broad, and ronncled. In tlie ])rogres8

from youth to maturity tiie changes in plumage are generally several, and frequently

the successive stages are very unlike each other. In other cases, although the y<}unf

phimage is very unlike that of the adult, the latter is assumed very gradually and

almost imperceptibly. In very many cases marked changes of general color resulting

from the change in color of the feathers themselves without the loss of any old, or the

gain of any new ones. The time required to oljtain the adult dress is also very different

in different species, and probably varies considerably in individuals of the same species.

In not a few the young birds molt at once into the mature dress, in others this is

not obtaineil for at least five or six years, and there seems to be no doubt that occa-

sionally there are individuals whith never assume it, though they may live to old age.

Moreover the various stages peculiar to any given species are not necessarily passed

through by every individual, and even if they are, all do not assume them in the s.ame

order. Finally, melanism is of frequent occurrence, not only black individuals occa-

sionally a])])earing in almost every species, but black races are not infrequent, in which

case the melanism may be (?) only tenij)orary, or, as seems more often to be the case,

the abnormal coloration is permanent. Much of what has been said here with regard

to variation of phmiage is ajiplicable equally to other sub-families, but as it is particu-

larly noticeable among the buzzards and eagles I have dwelt on it here.

In the light of all these facts it will readily be seen how difficult is the discriminar

tion of s]K'cies, and how perplexing the literatui-e of the subject through the descrip-

tion as valid species of all the different forms which a single one may show. As an

extreme illustration of the ease with which species are manufactured we may men-

tion that in 1875 a European ornithologist of some prominence described as "new" a

species, the only example of which was then living in the Zoological Gardens at Ant-

werp. This, according to his own description, was extremely similar to a well-known

and variable species, and moreover he had actually never seen the bird he described

as new. We can therefore hardly be surprised when he mentions as one of the char-

acteristics of his new species that it is "silent in confinement."

Too much reliance has often been placed on the change or permanency of plumage

in ca])tive birds ; and while such sjiecimens are frequently invaluable, and we are in-

debted to them for much of our true knowledge of change in jilumagc, yet we should

never lose sight of the fact that birds living under abnormal conditions are very liable

to become abnormal themselves.

The age which birds of prey attain is very uncertain, and the data on this point

very meagre. The general statement has always been that " eagles j)r()bably live to

be at least one hundred years old." Many cases, indeed, are on record where eagles

are believed to have lived more than one hundred years, but we know of no instance

where this was absolutely known to be true. At least one authentic instance has been

recorded, however, of a white-tailed eagle, Halia-tus albicil/a, which lived in confine-

ment until upwards of eighty years old.

The eagle-vulture, Gypohierax anffolcnsis, of West Africa, combines, as its name

suggests, some characters of both the eagles ami vultures. Its size and general bear-

ing would jdace it with the former, but its carrion-eating habits, coupled with the bare

skin of the sides of the head, suggest the vultures. It is a beautiful bird in its appear-

ance, especially when seen seated solitary, as its custom is, on the bare top of some
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cominauding tree, jjiving a w'ulc outlook over river and forest. Its plumage is mainly

snowy white, tlie wings and tail alone being mostly black, the latter with •» broad ter-

minal white band. The legs and feet are pink, and the bare skin about the head

flesh-colored. Thougli it ordinarily lives on carrion it has been known to stoop at

living prey, Mr. II. T. Ussher having shot one in the act of striking a kid tethered in

the woods as a bait for a leojiard.

The beai'ded-vulture or Lammergeyer, Cii/jMi'itiis bitrbtitus, is one of the most noted

of all the birds of prey, holding much the same place with regard to the Pyrenees, Alps,

and Hiinnialolis that the condor holds in the Andes.

A bird of magnificent j)roportions and savage as|iect, it is nevertheless much less

harmful than many of the smaller eagles, though tradition accuses it of the most

daring att.icks on chamois, mountain goats, and even mountaineers themselves. The

mode of attack commonly ascribed to it as follows: Watching stealthily for an

imguarded moment, when its victim is near the edge of a precipice, it sweeps down

with tremendous velocity, and, by the force of its rush, followed up perhaps by blows

of the wings, forces its half-stunned and bewildered quarry over the brink, afterwards

descending itself to feast at leisure on the lifeless body.

Dresser, in his " IJirds of Europe," says of this habit :
" Many of these accounts

are greatly exaggerated. It ]iartakes far more of the vulture in its habits than of the

eagle, feeds on carrion and such refuse as it can pick up, sometimes doubtless attack-

ing weakly lambs or catching mountain hares. There are, however, authentic records

of its having attacked children when im])elled by hunger."

Mr. Salvin, who found several ])airs breeding in the Atlas range in northern

Africa, says that their food there consisted principally of land-tortoises, Testitdo

maurilanica, which they carried to some height in the air, letting them fall on a stone

to break the shell.

Another observer, writing of its habits in Greece, says :
" The Liimmergeycr may

be observed floating slowly at a uniform level close to the cliffs of some deep ravine,

where his shadow is ])erhaps projected on the wall-like rocks. If the ravine has

salient and re-entering angles, he does not cut across from point to jjoint, but j)re-

serves the same distance from the cliff, and when he disappears at any lateral fissure,

you feel sure of the very sjiot where he will emerge on turning the corner of the

preci])ice. Marrow-bones are the dainties he loves the best, and when the other

vultures have picked the flesh off any animal be comes in at the end of the feast and
swallows the bones, or breaks them and swallows the ])ieces if he cannot get the

marrow out otherwise. The bones he cracks by taking them to a great height and
letting them full upon a stone. This is probably the bird that dropped a tortoise on
the bald head of poor old yEschylus."

In color the adult male Lammergeyer shows strong contrasts, most of the under
parts and the neck being rich, light rusty yellow; the wings, b.ack, and tail blackish

brown with white shaft-streaks; the forehead and crown creamy white, the sides of

the head and a bunch of long black bristles on the chin jet black. The iris is pale
orange, l>ut the sclerotic membrane is blood red, giving the bird an almost diabolical

look when excited. Full grown individuals range from three to four feet in length,

and have an extent of wings of nine or ten feet.

The bulky nest is usually placed in some inaccessible cleft or cavern in the face of

a cliff, and the single egg (rarely one more) is .lull yellow, clouded or washed with
rusty. The birds are much sought after on account of their feathers, and their nests
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are likewise robbed whenever they are found in accessible places ; the eggs, from their

rarity in collections, always bringing a good i)rice. Hence the Liimraergeyer is fast

disajipoaring from Europe, being now very rarely seen in Switzerland, where it was
once coinnioii, though still found in some numbers in Spain, where it has been less

persecuted.

A second species of Gi/paetus, G. meridiotialis, is credited to northeastern Africa,

and is said to be easily distinguished by having the lower part of the tarsus bare. It

also differs somewhat in head markings, but all the differences are so slight, and the

chai-acters themselves so variable in the true Lammergeyer, that probably it will prove

to be merely a geographical race of this liird.

We give the following anecdote of this species on the authority of Rev. J. G.

Wood, who says: "Bruce gives a graphic and amusing narrative of the cool audacity

that was displayed by one of these birds. The author, with a number of his attend-

ants, were seated on the summit of a mountain, engaged in cooking their dinner,

when a Lammergeyer came slowly sailing over the ground, and boldly alighted

close to the dish of boiled meat around wiiich the men were sitting. Undismayed
by their shouts of distress, he quietly proceeded to reconnoitre the spot, while the

men were running for their spears and shields, and, going up to the pot in which

some goat's flesh was boiling, he inserted his foot for the purpose of abstracting

the meat. Kot being prepared for the sudden scalding which ensued, he hastily

withdrew his foot and fastened on a leg and shoulder of goat's flesh wliich were

lying on the dish, carrying them away before he could be intercepted. The attend-

ants were quite afraid of the bird, and assured Mr. Bruce that it would return in

a short time for more meat. Accordingly, in a verj' few minutes, back came the

Lammergeyer, but was evidently rather suspicious at the look of Mr. Bruce, who
had taken u]) his rifle and was sitting close to the pan of meat. In spite of the shouts

of the .attendants, the bird, which evidently held in the greatest contempt the warlike

capabilities of the natives, and was not prepared for Euro])ean weapons and hands,

settled on the ground about ten yards from the meat, and the next instant was lying

dead on the earth with a rifle-ball through its body. When brought to the scales the

dead bird was found to weigh twenty-two pounds, and the expanse of its wings was

eight feet four inches, although it was undergoing its moult at the time."

Most of the typical eagles are included under the genera Aquila and ITalia'dtus, each

of which comprises from five to twenty species distributed through all countries, but

perhajis most poorly represented in Xorth America, where we have only one species

of each genus, viz., the golden-eagle, Aquila ckrysaetus, common to Europe, Asia,

and North America, and the bald-headed eagle, HaKa'etus leucocephaliis, peculiar to

North America. The Old World white-tailed sea-eagle, // albicilhi, which very

closely resembles a large and poorly colored bald-eagle, is found in Greenland, but not

elsewhere in North America, though abundant in Europe and Asia and even in Kams-

chatka and tlie Aleutian Islands.

In Aquila the tarsus is feathered to the toes; in IMiaetus only about half way

from heel to toes. The members of the genus .4 f^KiVw are often spoken of as 'true

eagles' as distinguished from the equally large but less regal Haliaeti, "Khich are

certainly more addicted to fishing, and perhaps oftencr feed on carrion, but in this

latter particular there is little choice. Otlier writers call both these genera 'true'

eagles, relegating to the ' so-called eagles ' the related genera Ilaliastur, J/elotarsus,

Nisaitus, and almost any hawk or buzzard of large size.
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Wc may take as our type o." the eagles the golden-eagle just referred to, one of

the largest of its genus, ami unfortunately far from common in America. It ranges

from Mexico northward, being most abundant in mountainous regions, where it

usual!)- nests on inaccessible cliffs, and lays two or three eggs, which are commonly

brown-s]>ottccl, though occasionally white like those of the bald-eagle.

On tlK' other side of the Atlantic it ranges somewhat further south, being abun-

dant in the Atlas mountains of northci-n Africa, and of common occurrence in India,

'\ 1-^V

Fio. 131. — Aiiuila mogilnik, Imperial eagle.

and, though everywhere a mountain-loving bird, in the two last-named places, it not
unfre(iiiently nests in trees. In Gri-at l.rilain at one time both this and the sea-eaglo

were verging on extinction, owing to the bounties paid for their destruction on
account of their de]iredations on flocks. It is now, however, not uncommon in Scot-

land, and in some localities there even seems to be increasing in numbers, probably

owing to two causes combined, one the protection granted it by the owners of many
large estates, and the other that extended to it by the shepherds and mountaineers
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themselves, who have leanieJ that a large price can be obtained for its eggs, and so,

after robbing a nest once each season, allow a second set of eggs to be hatched and

the youn<' to be reared. Tlie American liird has usually been considered a variety of

the Old World species, and distinguished by the name canadensis. The only points,

however, in which the two forms differ, are the slightly larger size and darker plum-

age of the American bird, the latter point being most easily recognized in the young.

The adults range in length from two and one half to three feet, and the wings spread

from six to seven feet.

Fia. 132. — BaliaUus cocifer, African Bca-eagle.

The smallest member of the genus is the dwarf-e.agle, Aqiiiln pentiata, a native of

southern Europe, north Africa, and India, which measures only eighteen inches or two

feet in length. Other notable si)ecies are the king-eagle, A. Mhiai, of southeastern

Europe and Asia, equalling the golden in size, and supposed by many to be the

species once adopted as the emblem of the Koman eminre; the imi)erial eagle,

A. mogilnik, but slightly inferior to the last, and with about the same range;

A. vetreaitxi, of south Africa, and -1. {UrocaUis) audax, the bold or wedge-tailed
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eagle of Australia. This latter iliffcTs from all tlic ..tlit-r members of the genus in

having the long tail strongly graduated, the outer feathers being five or six inehes

shorter tli;in the middle ones.

Severtzoff, in his "Fauna of Turkestan," says of the king-e.igle, A. heliaca,

"During summer it is found in all j.arts of Turkestan, but breeds only in the salt

plains near .Torteek. During the breeding-season it is only found near its breeding-

haunts, but frequently wanders and ehangcs its residence during the winter. Like

other eagles, it breeds only every alternate year. So soon as the young are full-

grown they eoinmencc to change; but the jilumnge changes very slowly. During the

winter the moult is arrested, and recommences in the spring of the following year;

and they never breed whilst this moult is jirogressing."

Among the sea-eagles, the North American bald-eagle, IJalia'HKs Icucocepludus, is

a familiar example, and too well known to need description. Of aliout the same size

as the golden-eagle, it differs much from it in habits, haunting the shores of lakes and

rivers, but especially the sea-shore, living maiidy on fish,, which it sometimes catches

for itself, sometimes robs the osprey of, and jirobably most often finds cast up dead

on the shore. The nest is most fre(|nently ])laced on a high tree, but in sections

where suitable trees are not to be found, it ])laces its nest on rocky cliffs or lu-ecijiitous

banks. The eggs, which are laid very early in the season, are never (nonnally) less

than two, which is the regular number, though sometimes three or four are laid.

They :ire nearly spherical, dull white, unspotted, and average about three inches by

two and three-quarters.

The finest bird of the genus is undoubtedly the northern sea-eagle, JTaliaitds

peluf/icKS, of northeastern Asia. It is readily recognized by its large size, with

extremely large bill, cuncate or graduated tail (of fourteen feathei-s), and white

thighs, shoulders, rump, and tail, the other parts being brown. The African sea-

eatjle, J/, vocifcr, is remarkable for a coloring inuisual in this group. The head, neck,

breast, and tail are pure white, the remainder of the under parts, including the

thighs, sides of body, and under wing-coverts, deep chestnut ; while the upper parts

are brown or black. It is a comjiaratively small bird, being little more than half the

size of the bald-engle, and closely apjiroaching in size the connnon red-tailed hawk,

Huteo borealis. This is the smallest eagle of the genus uidess we excejit the nearly

related // voci/eroides of Madagascar, which is of the same size and with somewhat

similar colors. Like the other members of the genus, these birds feed largely on fish,

and are seldom found at any great distance from water.

Closely allied to JfuliaSlus, if indeed it is not really congeneric, is the peculiar

fishing-eagle, Polioa'itus ichthijaetus, of India and the East Indies generally, an eagle

with almost the exact habits of the osprey {Puiidion), subsisting entirely on fish, and

with its external anatomy much modified to suit its requirements, its talons being

much curved, very sharp, and rounded almost precisely as in that species. Two
species are known.

Here may be mentioned a small group of two or three species very closely allied

on the one hand to Aqiiila, from which, however, they are distinguished by their

longer legs, and on the other to the hawk-eagles, SpizaUus and allies. The most

familiar member of the grou]" in Europe is Honelli's eagle, yisaelus fasciatiis, a

common bird of the MeditiTranean region, and extending eastward to India.

Under the name of hawk-eagles are grouj)ed a dozen or n)ore raptors of medium

or large size, and often of striking plumage, belonging to several genera, mainly
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Spizaetus (or Zim»aStus) and its subdivisions, Zophoaetus, Spiziaslur, etc. Several

of the species arc beautifully crested, as, for exami)lc, Lophoaetus occipitalis, of

South Africa, one of the smaller sjiecies, but with a black occipital crest over four

inches long. This is rather a sluggish bird, feeding much on rats, but frequently

hcljiing himself to poultry also. The crowned-tiagle, .'Spizaetus coronutus, which has
nearly the same range as the last, is a much larger bird, with the under parts richly

banded with black on a buff ground, and an amjile occipital crest of long, blackish

Fio. IS). — Circaittu gaiticiu, st:rpeutr«ai;lt:.

brown feathers. Several species are also found in Ccntr.il and South America, among

which are the crested Spiziaetics {Lophvtriorcliis) isi'furi, and -S. ornatiis.

Probably the Malayan black-eagle, Xeopus malai/ensis, belongs witli this group,

though its remarkably small outer toe and claw— almost aborted it would seem—
might be taken as an indication of other affinity. This sjiecies is crcstless.

An interesting bird, related to those just mentioned, is the short-toed or serpent-

eagle, Circaitiia gaUicua, which iuliabits the countries about the Mediterranean, and
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extends northward into central Europe, and eastward into India. It is plainly but

prettily marked, the under parts being mostly white, profusely spotted with brown, while

the njtper \>:\Yi< are jiretty uniform dark brown. It feeds almost exclusively on re]>tik'S,

particularly frogs, lizards, and snakes. Canon Tristram, in writing of this bird, says:

"They will often dash down to the field below, sweep for a few minutes like a

harrier, and then, seizing one of the gieat black ground snakes or a I'ropidonotus in

Flu. ia4. — Morphmts yuiantnau, Guiana eagle.

a ditch, sit down and occupy some minutes in killing tiie reptile, after which they
carry their prize away in tluir daw.s, not, like many other eagles, devouring it on the
spot."

There are several other species of this genus, all crestless or only slightly crested,

while as many nii>re with conspicuous crests have been sep.-iratcd under the generic
name of SpUomiK. ."Members of both genera might pro].erly be called short-toed

eagles, and all seem to have rather similar rejitile-feeding habits, with a ]>rcference for

snakes.
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Amongst the scores of other species belonging to this populous sub-family, it is

only jiDSsible for us to notice a few of the most striking or tyjiical. The s|)ecios thus

far spoken of seem rather closely related to tiic eagles, and j)erhaps more especially to

Aquihi. There are many others, however, which would naturally be associated with

the buzzards, although from tlieir size many of them are called cairles, and at once

suggest the IlaliaeUis type; while, finally, not a few are referred by naturalists

almost as often to one group as the other. An example of this latter class is seen in

the short-tailed eagle, Ilelotarsus ecaudatus, from the lower half of Africa, remarkable

for its rich maroon and black plumage, crested head, extremely short tail, and coral-

red legs and feet.

Tropical and South America furnish us witli a group of three remarkably large,

crested species, usually referred to as many genera, which may collectively be fairly

called buzzard-eagles. The smallest is the Guiana eagle, Morp/tniis yuutnensis, in

M-hich, however, the tail is longer, both proportionally and actually, than in either of

the others, if not indeed than in any other eagle whatever, the Australian wedge-

tailed eagle possibly excepted. The w ings, on the contrary, are, as in the two following

genera, r.ither short and rounded, these birds being better fitted for pouncing suddenly

and at short range on their prey, than for lofty sailing and long stoops, while the

lengthened but very strong tail must be of great use in the close and tortuous pursuit

of birds among the dense forests which these birds love to make their homes. Tliis

eagle inhabits the dense forests of the Amazon as well as those of Guiana, but is

almost exclusively a forest inhabiter, rarely, if ever, ranging over the open country.

Jfarpi/haliuetiis coronatiis is another crested form, but little inferior in size to the

bald-eagle, of a jiretty uniform ashy brown color, with white-tipped npj)er tail-coverts,

and two white bars on the tail, a narrow one .at tip, and a broad one in the middle.

Thougli a powerfully built bird, and on occasion a daring hunter, it frei|uenlly, like so

many of its 'nobler' relatives, contents itself with carrion. Described by Azara as

long .ago as 1802, it is still a rare bird in collections, though fairly abundant in some

parts of southern South America.

The harpy-eagle, 77inisaeti/s harpyia (also known as JIarpxjia destructor), is one of

the most powerful birds of prey in the world. In total length it is slightly greater

than the golden-eagle, owing to the gre.at length of tail. In expanse of wings, how-

ever, it is rather less ; but when we come to compare the proportions of beak and

claws, and the strength of the bony framework, it is evident th.at the har|iy is without

a rival. Dr. Oswald, in the "American N.aturalist" for March, 1878, thus describes

its physique :
—

"A s(|uare, strong head, armed with a most viciously curved, ]iowerful l)ill, that

can crush a man's finger-bones without any si>ecial effort, and dislocate the neck of a

squirrel-monkey by a single wrench. Broad, compact wings, moved by shoulder

muscles of enormous strength, ;md a jiair of stout legs feathered to below the tai-si,

that terminate in claws of such extraordinary ]iower ami sharpness that they leave

marks on the skin of a quadruped, and even on the tough leather of a Mexican

saddle, like the bite of a wild-c.nt. The harpy is often killed for the sake of its

feathers— I mean for the feather-bed value of its ])luinage— by tiie Mexican Indians,

and, if jducked, yields .about four pounds of soft, grayish-white down, beside the stiff

wing and tail feathers and the bristling tuft which crowns its hea.l. This plumage is

so elastic, so comi)act, and so firmly imbricated, that buckshot, striking the wings or

the breast of the bird at a certain angle, glance off or fail to penetrate to vital (.arts;
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and monkeys or foxes which in their death-slriig<;le snap at what they mistake for the

throat of their captor, shut their fangs upon a mass of elastic down, whieh baffles

their efforts till the grij. of the iltnlrttctor closes upon their own throats.

"The harpy can overtake ilie swiftest birds of the troj.ical woods, and in spite of

its size steers its way through the labyrinth of forest trees and hanging vines with

Fio. 135. — Thrusalltu harpyta, hurpy-caglc.

amazin"' skill, and rarely fails to rise with a pheasant, a woodcock, or a small mammal

in its claws, after plunging like a meteor from the clouds into the leafy maze of the

ticrra adiente."

When adidt, its general color above is gray, while the head and neck all round, as

well as the entire un(lcr])arts, are white, c.vccjitiiig the long crest feather.s, and an

indistinct chest-band, which inclines to gray. The tail-feathers are brown, crossed
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with six imperfoct banils of blacli, willi which color tlie interspaces also are plenti-

fully mottled. The immature Ijird is very ilift'ercnt— one of the characteristic phases

lieing alnu)st white below, with a broad band of glossy black feathers across the chest,

the tail with five black bands and a white ti]).

According to the writer above quoted, tlie food of the harpy in southern Mexico

is very varied, for he "attacks and kills heavy old turkey-cocks, young fawns, sloths,

full-grown foxes and badgers, middle-sized pigs, and even the black sapajou monkey
{Ateles jHiniscus), whose size and weight exceed its own more than three times. He
shows a great latitude of taste, and seems to devour with equal relish a fat iguana

lizard, a young woodcock, or a tough old moidccy. He can catch fish, too ; does not

disdain the black water-snakes that glide through the shallow ponds of the coast jun-

gles, and even aiUicii)ates the trick of the tortoise-hunters, that uncover the oily eggs

which the caret turtle has covered with the sand of the shallow river banks.

" But during the larger part of the year he seeks his (juarry on the trees of his

native woods, and causes more distress and dire commotion among the tril)es of the

gallinaceous tree-birds, raccoons, frugivorous rodents, and monkeys than all their other

enemies taken together. His tyranny over the kingdom of the air tolerates no rival;

the falcons and the Aqidla chnjsaetos have to confine themselves to the icy rocks of

the upper Sierra, the Strix bubo and other owls arc bound under heavy penalties to

keep the peace during daylight, and the sea-eagle is pursued for miles with Implaea-

ble fury whenever he ventures to trespass ujion the rivers of the ticrra caliente.''^ Of

the breeding habits of this remarkable bird our author gives the following account

:

"As soon as the lengthening days of the year approach the vernal equinox, the hen

harpy begins to collect dry sticks and moss, or perhaps only lichens, with a few claws'

full of the feathery bast of the Arauca palm, if her last year's eyrie has been left inidis-

turbed. Her favorite roosting-places, the highest forest trees, especially the Adan-
soiiia and the I^imis balsamifera, and the more inaccessible rocks of the foot-hills,

are commonly also chosen for a breeding-place; and it is not easy to distinguish her

compact-built eyrie on the highest branches of a wild fig-tree from the dark-colored

clusters of the Mexican mistletoe (Viscuni rubni/n), which frequents the same tree-

tops. The eggs are white, with yellowish-brown dots and washes, and about as long,

though not quite as lieavy, as a hen's egg. Of these eggs the harpy lays four or five,

but never hatches more than two ; or, if the Indians can be believed, feeds the fii-st

two eaglets that make their apjiearnnoe with the t'ontcnts of the remaining eggs. The

process of incubation is generally finished by the middle of March, if not sooner;

and from that time to the end of June the rapacity of the old birds is the terror of

the tropical fauna, for their hunting expeditions, which later in the year are restricted

to the early morning hours, now occupy them for the larger part of the day. From
the garden-terrace of £I Pinal, — a little villa on the ridge of the Organos moun-

tains,— I frequently watched a pair of harpies that had their nest in the crags below.

The hen bird, which could be recognized by lier larger size and the greater energy of

her movements, generally maile her a]i])earance a few miiuites before suin'ise, mount-

ed to the upper sky, as if to sluily the meteorological ])robabilitics for the coming day,

and then proceeded to business. After wheeling at an elevation of some hundred

feet over the tree-tops in a circle, or rather in a contracting sjiiral, for a couple of

minutes, she commonly would stop short, hover with quivering wings for a second

or two, and then dive into the leafy ocean below, with a headlong rapidity that could

hardly be followed by the eye, but evidently with a jiractical pur])ose, for her descents
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were generally succeeded by the ascent of a cloud of birds, or the shrill piping of the

Bquirrel-monkeys ( (\tUithrix sciiirus), and the exultant scream of the wild huntress

from the dt-|iths of the forest. Then followed a ])ause, devoted to domestic duties,

during which the thanksgiving duet of the eaglets ascended from the cliffs, and very

soon after one or both jiarents reappeared in the ujiper air to resume the work of

destruction. ' The callow harpies, with their |)eudant crops, their misshapen, big heads,

and their preposterous claws, resemble endiryo demons or infantine chimeras, rather

than any creatures of nature; but they grow very rapidly, and their appetite during

tiie first si.\ months of their existence, is almost insatiable.

" The Incas and Aztec noblemen trained harpy-eagles like falcons, and preferred

them to tame panthers, which were useil by jxit-hunters to capture deer and young

peccaries. Devega, the biograj)her of C'ortez, says that the satrap of a Me.vican

province presented the Great Captain with a hunting-eagle called El Hidalgo del aire,

the prince of the air, whose value was estimated at the i)rice of ten slaves; and adds,

that tlie only bodily injm-y which C'ortez ever received, during his adventures in Mex-

ico, was inflicted by this eagle," which, dying from a wound inflicted by Cortez in a

fit of passion, " before he resigned himself to death, raised his head once more, grabbed

the first finger of the right hand of his cruel master, and bit it through,— crushed it

completely, 'so as not to leave the world unavenged,' as Devega says."

The range of this species is from southern Mexico southward over all the tropical

forests of America,— as far, at least, as Bolivia and southern Brazil.

Turning now to birds which more nearly conform to our idea of buzzards, we may

mention the genus Urubitiiifja (in which we include JLcuco/Jtcrnis), a group jieculiar

to tropical America, whence about a dozen species are known. They are good-sized

buzzards, which at once suggest the Jiutcones by their size, proportions, and habits.

Among them are some very beautiful birds; for ex:imple, U. t/ltiesbreyliti of Mexico,

which is snowy white with the exception of wings and tail, which have bold markings

of deep black. U. aitthracina, the anthracite-buzzard of Cuba, Central America, and

southward, is the very opposite of this s]iecies as regards color, being deep Ijhick all

over, with the exception of a broad white band across the middle of the tail, and a

narrow white edging at its tip. This bird has been taken in Arizona.

Other American genera, closely allied to tlu; foregoing, but which we have only

space to mention, are Asttiriita, Huteor/allas, Hiiteohi, and Utisarelliis,— this last being

remarkable for the long-hooked bill, as well as for having the soles of the feet thickly

studded with rough papillic or sjiicules in the manner of the osprey,— evident adapt.a-

tions for the better catching of fish, which constitute its ordinary food. Grulu'r's

buzzard {Onychotes yruhcri), is interesting, not only for its peculiarities of structure—
which leave it without near relatives among the buzzards— but because only two

Bj)ccimens have ever been discovered, both probably taken in California. "The elon-

gated legs, reaching considerably beyond the rather .short tail, the close thigh-j)lume8,

the long and extremely acute claws (somewhat like those of Hostrhamus,) with the

short, rouiuled, and very concave wing, are its most striking peculiarities."

The genus ArchihiUco, consisting of only two s]>ecies, resembles the typical buz-

zards (JButeo) in nearly all ])oints but one, namely the feathering of the tarsi, for

tlu'se differ from those of all others of the sul>family, except Aqtiila, in being densely

feathered in front to the very base of the toes; the hinder aspect of the tai-sns, how-

ever, is entirely unfeathered. The wings are also pro))ortionally longer than in HicteOy

in this respect also resembling the genus A'julla. Both sj)ecie8 are found in North
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America,— the squirrel-h.iwk, or ferriigineous buzzard {Archibuteo ferrugineus), being

confined to the western side of the continent, wliile the rough-legged buzzard {A.
lagopus) reaches from Atlantic to Pacific, and is found in Europe as well. In its nor-

mal i)lumage it is generally ashy-brown, with various lighter and darker markings,

and a tendency to form a dark zone across the lower breast and abdomen, while the

tail is largely white toward the root. But melanism is of very frequent occurrence,

and in this condition the bird is almost entirely black. After much controversy, and

Fio. 136.— ATchibutto tagojtus, rough-legged buzzard.

many years of uncertainty, it is now definitely settled that this bl.ack jihase is entirely

independent of age, sex, or locality, thougii it is well to note, in this connection, that

in Europe, where tlie light-colored bird is abundant, black individuals are of extremely

rare occurrence, only one or two such being on record.

In America, the rough-legged buzzard seldom nests as far south as the United

States, but from the plains of the Saskatchewan northward it breeds abundantly, com-

monly placing its bulky nest in trees, but sometimes on cliffs, or even at the edge of
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a precipitous mud-bank on the border of a stream or lake. The eggs vary in number

from three to five, and are of a creamy-white color, sometimes with faint and obscure

darker blotches, usually quite heavily marked with spots and dashes of brown.

The last group of this suUfaiiiily which we shall take up is the genus Hitteo,

Mhich includes the true buzzards, the number of which varies according to the esti-

mates of different authorities as to varieties and geographical races. I'robably tiiere

are at least twenty-five well-marked sjiecics distributeil in all parts of the world,

except Australia, and jierhajjs half this number are found in America.

The common ' hen-hawks ' (liuteo borealis and li. IhicaUis) of the eastern United

States are familiar examples of the genus, and represent about the average size. Their
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Flo. 137. — Buleo vulgaris, common buzzard.

habits are too well known to need extended description, and they may "be seen, sum-
mer or winter, sweejiing in graceful curves over the country, rising and fallins in

spirals, unless after noting i>rcy, when they sometimes dart down hundreds of yards in

a very few seconds. Although they feed much on birds and rabbits, and arc frequent

visitors to the farm-yard, they sci-m to have a sjiecinl jucdilection for squirrels ; and
in regions extensively wooded with jiines, where the red-squirrel is most abundant,

these noisy little rodents must form a large part of the Buteo's food.

Probably the white-tailed buzzard, B. pteroclea {ulhocaiidatus) of South America
rejiresents nearly the ni.ixiimun size in the genus, its length being about two feet, the

wing eighteen and one h.alf inches, and tail seven ; but females of the Afric.in .and

Himalayan B. ferox, which is not uncommon in soulh-casti'rn Europe, sometimes
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Gxceecl this size, the tail especially being longer. If now we take the broad-winged

hwrar^. {Jj. pcnnsi/lvanicun), on\y swicen inches long, wing eleven inches, and tail

seven, we have about the minimum.

The type of the genus is the common buzzard {B. vxdr/aris), of Europe, now quite

scarce in Great Britain, and entirely confined, as a resident, to a few large wooded
tracts. In northern Africa and eastern Europe it is rej)laced by the smaller African

buzzard {B. dcsertorum), probably only a geogra])hical variety of vulgaris. In Amer-
ica, too, a species (Swainson's buzzard, B. swainsoni), is recognized, which is very

near the European vtih/aris, if not actually the same. Like some other North Amer-
ican Falconida;, it has a large range, occurring under one name or another from the

Arctic Ocean to Patagonia. Nearly all the species of this large genus are more or

less subject to melanism, a good example of a rather stable race of this kind being

the western form of the red-tailed hawk {B. borealis), known usually under the sub-

specific title of calurus, a buzzard of very different appearance from the eastern tyjie,

but specifically identical, as sliown by the intermediate forms, which show every [tos-

sible gradation. Such cases as these, coupled with the great <lifferenccs due to age,

and the wide individual variations, have brought confusion little less than hopeless

into our lists.

Although but one species of osprey {Pandion) probably exists, yet its peculiari-

ties warrant its separation from the eagles, with which it has usually been associated,

and necessitate the formation of a sul)-family (Pandionime) for its reception. This

may be characterized as follows : Outer toe reversible, all the toes without basal webs

;

superciliary shield rudimentary; tibia long, closely and evenly feathered
;
plumage

without aftershafts. As there is but one genus, witli a single species, the following

characters may be added without attemji'ting to grade them : The bill is strong, tooth-

less, but with a very long, sharp liook ; the tarsus reticulate, feet very large, toes witli

the under surface roughened by close-set jiapillas ; all the claws of the same length,

(unique among Falconidae), long, much curved, and extremely sharp, not grooved

beneath, but smooth, and nearly round, the middle one channelled on the inside.

Featliers rather harsh and stiff; wings long and pointed ; tail ratlier short.

It is difficult to imagine a hawk or an eagle better fitted for its trade than is the

well-known fish-hawk or osprey. The plumage is such that the bird may remain

innuersed for several seconds in the water without wetting tiie feathers, and the pow-

erful wings enable it to rise lightly after its Jilunge, and lift with ease the slippery

prey which is helpless in the grasp of the marvellously perfect feet.

Tiie. osprey is found in almost all countries of the globe, but as yet it is not known

to occur in Iceland or New Zealand. It breeds, however, in such widely sejiarated

places as Hudson's Bay and tlie Red Sea, Kamtschatka and Florida. The liabits of

the bird seem to vary somewhat in different countries, and through persecution in

some ] places, or peculiarly favorable circumstances in others, the location of the nest

varies consider.ably. All along the Atlantic seaboard of tlie United States it breeds

abundantly ; and the nests, conspicuously placed on the tops of large, dead trees, are

visil)le from long distances, and where the species is .abundant several nests may fre-

quently be seen from the same point. Indeed, instances are known of scores or

even hundreds of pairs nesting close together, and in organized communities.

The Euroi>ean bird, on the contrary, is nowhere .abundant, being usually met with

only singly or in ]>airs, and mucli more frc<iuently about fresh water than along the

seashore. In Great Britain the bird is now rarely n>et with, except as a straggler,
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thougli n few pairs are still known to hreed each summer on some of the least fre-

quenteil Scottish lakes. But the secret of these localities is jealously guarded hy the

possessors, as the eggs are among the most coveted prizes of the British collector, and

no hardship is too great to be endured in obtaining them.

In Europe this sjiecies usually nests on cliffs or rocky islets in fresh-water lakes,

rarely on trees, while in America precisely the reverse is true of it. The eggs arc

from two to four— usually three— generally so heavily blotched with deep brown

and red as almost to hide the lighter ground-color. The European bird is rather

smaller than the American, and there is a corresponding difference in the size of

the egg.

The food of the osprey consists almost entirely of fish, which it catches for itself,

usually by a headlong jilunge. I am not aware that any ])articular species is j>re-

ferred, but the smaller sizes are undoubtedly oftenesl captured. It is said that occa-

sionally an osprey miscalculates the size of its prey, and strikes its talons into a fish

which it is unable to manage— in which case, being unable to withdraw tliem [?], it is

ignominiously drowned. The pictures, therefore, which one often sees, representing

this bird seated trium]>hanlly on a dead salmon of a weight apparently of fifteen or

twenty ])Ounds, which it has incidentally trans])orted to a convenient mountain-top,

are presumably artistic licenses,— not photogra])hs.

The long and closely feathered tibia, the reversible outer toe, long and jieculiar

claws, and roughened soles, seem j)erfectly adapted for effective fishing; and when we
add to this the strength of wing, compactness of plumage, and remarkable power of

sight possessed by this binl, we must admit that here is indeed a "complete angler"

in one volume.

The harriers, Circinie, form a small group of slender, graceful, non-arboreal Falcon-

id.e, which may be further described as having the bill rather weak, without any

notch, but with the tomia usually strongly sinuate. The legs are long and rather

weak, the tarsus about .as long as the tibia, unfeathered, and scutellate both in front

and behind; the toes are rather short, and the claws, thougli of no great size, are very

sharji; the wings and tail are long, the former straight and but slightly cuncave, thus

giving an easy, gliding tlight which the binls seem able to keep up indefinitely, or at

least until they strike something worth stopjiing to eat; the plumage is soft and loose,

and the face has an imperfect ruff, which faintly suggests the owls.

The Rul>family consists essentially of the genus Circus, which is ])robably indivi-

sible into larger groui)S than species. Of these there are from ten to twenty,— at

present we have not the material to say with certainty how many there may be. Usu-

ally the sexes are inilike in cohir (quite unusual among Falconida^) and si/e, the

females being larger and darker; and the young also differ materially from the adults,

though in a general way resembling the females. Add to this the wide range of some
species, with the resultant climatic variation, and the ilctcrmination of species becomes

a ]>roblem of no ordinary difiiculty.

North America has but one species, the marsh hawk or harrier. Circus cyaneiis

(Jiudsonius), now considered to be a mere geographical race of the common hen-

harrier. Circus ci/aiieus, of Ein-ope. The North American form is abundant in suita-

ble localities ; that is, rather flat open country, from the Arctic circle to Panam.a,

southward from which point, as far as La Plata, it is re])laccd in similar situations by
a larger and totally different sjiecies, C. /docuIosus, wlien we again meet with a variety

ol cyaneus— slightly smaller, perhaps, than the northern form, yet doubtless specifi-
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cally the same— to wliich tlie name cinereus is usually ap|)liefl. This form, with
mactilosKK, abouiuls on tlic pampas ami jdaiiis of Patagonia as far as the strait of

Magelhaun, and also occurs, without macidosus, in the Falkland Islands.

All the harriers are remarkably similar in habits, jjreferring comparatively level,

open country, and with a fondness for wet grounds. They rarely rise to any great

height in the air, being usually content to sweep along close to the ground, now glid-

ing for several minutes wnth scarcely a motion of the wings, then flapping vigorously

for an instant, turning and returning and quartering the whole ground, ever watchiu''-

for frog or mouse or sitting bird, and following each discovery by a rapid dart, or a

drop and chiteli, which is usually effective. Ordinarily the feet are not visible at such

times, but sometimes the bird fails to make a capture, and, recovering itself before

touching the ground, you may see the dangling legs quickly drawn up to the body
again. The expanse of wing is unusually large for the size of the body, a specimen

which spreads four feet from tip to tip seldom weighing more than a pound or a pound
and a half. The nest is almost invariably built on the ground, and the eggs, three

to five in number, are nearly white, either faintly blotched and spotted, or immaculate.

Three sj)ecies are generally credited to Euro])e ; one has been mentioned already,

a second is the ash-colored or Montague's harrier, C. cinerascens, and the largest is the

so-called marsh harrier, C. ceruf/inosus.

Jardine's harrier, C. assimilis, of Australia, is noteworthy for its deviation from

the ordinary coloring in the group, the head and much of the upper parts being dark

chestnut with deoji black streaks, while the unilcr parts are bright rufous, sprinkled all

over with round white spots.

Associated with the harriers by many authors we find a single long-legged, long-

winged, slenderly built bird of South Africa and Madagascar, to which the generic

name T'olijboroUles has been given, from its superficial resemblance to the caracara

{Polyborus) of America. The strong bill with the naked skin about its base, and

extending back around the eyes, does indeed suggest the face of Pohjborus, but other

points in structure and habits seem to ally it more nearly to the harriers.

Under the head of kites are usuallj' included twenty or thirty species of Falconi-

da;, of most parts of the world, principally from tlie warmer regions. Although

generally recognized as a sub-family, the elements contained in it are very dissimilar,

.some of the members showing Buteonine tendencies, while others suggest the falcons.

Compare, for example, the European black kite, Jlilvus migrans, with the fish-eating

eag\e, Ilaliastiir indus, oi India, often called the red-backed or Br.ihminy kite ; also

the Mississi|)])i kite, Ictinia siibccen(k<t, with any si)ccics of tyjiical falcon.

In general the kites are very long-winged and small-footed Falconida;, with a sliort

and not very strong bill, which is never truly notched like a falcon's, though the

approach to it is sometimes (piite close. In addition, the su]H'rciliary shield is very

variable, being small or almost wanting in the more typical genera, but evident or even

prominent in others. The tarsus is much shorter than the tibia, generally more or loss

feathered, and the cx])osed jiortion reticulate. The toes are short, but the claws are

sometimes lengthened and always sharp. The wings are usually narrow and'])ointecl,

and the tail varies from square to emarginate, and often very deeply forked. Kites

are birds of very strong flight; many of them feed largely on insects, and eat their

prey from their claws while flying. Not unfrequently they are gregarious, especially

during their migrations.

The true kites are limited to the Old World, where they are represented by half a
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dozen species of the single genus Jfilrus, of which the common or red kite, Mih'us

ictinus, is the type. This is a bird of coin]iarativciy small Ijody, hut witii wide-

spreading wings, and long, deeply-forked tail; the female, which is largest, measuring

about twenty-seven inches in length, and having an e.\|ianse of wings of over five

feet. The general color is reddish brown streaked with black, the tail being rather

lighter red, barred with deej) brown. These tail feathers are in considerable demand

for use in the manufacture of salmon flies.

Kio. 138. — Milnu migrann, binok kito, nnd Af. ictinui, common kite.

This species was formerly one of the nmsl familiar of Hriiish birds of ]>rey, hav-

ing, it is said, been abundant as a scavenger in the streets of London three or four

hundred years ago; but, according to Professor Newton, it is now one of the rarest,

being restricted to a few wooded districts, where a small remnant still exists. The
same authority says Wollcy h.as well remarked of the modern Londoners that "few
who see the jiajier toys hovering over the parks in fine days of summer have anv idea

that the bird from which they derive their name used to float all day in hot weather
hicrh over the heads of their ancestors."
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Anotlicr European sjiceics is the black kite, Milvns migrans, wliieh also cxtciuls all

over Africa. This is of smaller size, darker jphmiage, and the tail is less doejdy

forked. Other species are the Aral)ian kite, ^^. a fjtjplius, of Africa, and the pariah

kite, M. govinda, of India. These four are all ijuite similar in general ajipearance

and hahits. They are very active birds, spendinji much of the time on the wing,

feeding j)riiicipally on small mammals, reptiles, and insects, to which diet several

species add \\>\\, w bile all are much aiUlicted to such refuse as may be jiicked up about

liuman liabitalions. Indeed the pariah kite of India does valuable service of this kind

directly in the towns and villages of the country, earning thus its eoininon name of

village kite. In catching fish and frogs, a favorite habit of the black kite, the bird

glides down to the water and .seizes with a thrust of tiie foot one which has risen to

the surface, rarely if ever plunging into the water in the manner of the osi>rey.

Milvus isurus is a very closely allied but crested form, inhabiting Australia.

Turning now to the less typical members of the sub-family, we may notice first the

beautiful little black-winged kites {Elanus) of the warmer parts of both Old and New
Worlds. Several species arc usually recognized, but all are so similar to each other

that it would be diflicidt to discriminate between them at gunshot range. They are

seldom more than fifteen inches in length, of which nearly lialf is tail, and the body

color is either white or very light gray, sometimes silvery or ]carly, while the .shoulders

are always black. They feed mostly on insects and some of the smallest rejitiles and

mammals. The black-winged kite, Elanus ccerulevs, of Africa and southern Europe,

may be taken as the tyjie. The only American species is the very similar white-tailed

or black-shouldered kite, Ehi/ius ki/ciiri(s. A very different yet related bird is the

Mississippi kite, Icthiia subcartdea {7711ssissip^nen sis), which is rather smaller, and

readily distinguish:ible by the decidedly darker general color, with the larger ])art of

the wings and tail lilack, the latter with spots on the inner webs of the feathers.

Unquestionably the most beautiful bird of the group is the swallow-tailed kite,

Elauoides forfiadus, of tlie w.armer ]iarts of America, extending up the Mississippi

valley even to Minnesota. Tlie beautiful black and white plumage, extremely long

and slehder-jiointed wings, and deeply forked tail, suffice for the recognition of this

bird at a single glance. It is one of the two largest American kites, its length from

bill to tij) of tail Ijcing about two feet, while the wings expand rather over four feet.

The head, neck, and entire under parts are jpure white; tlie back, wings, and tail,

lustrous black ; the rump with a white patch. Its flight is umivalled in swiftness and

grace, and it usually takes its prey, consisting largely of insects, on the wing, tearing

.and swallowing it as it flies. Occasionally, however, when cajituring a snake or lizard,

it may be seen to alight for an instant. It nests in trees, laying several spotted eggs,

but these are rare in collections, and the nesting habits of the species are but imper-

fectly known. It frecjuently associates in large numbers, while feeding on insects and

while migrating, ami there is some reason to suppose that it may occasionally breed

in communities, though during the breeding-season it is usually met witli only in

l>airs.

While traveling among the mountains of Guatemala, Mr. W. f>wcn observed a

large flock— more th.an two Inmdred— of these birds engaged in the pursuit of

a swarm of bees, which they caught singly with their feet, and, bringing the foot for-

ward and bending the head downwanls and backwards to meet it, tliey easily and

rapidly transferrer! the prey to the bill.

A closely allied, fork-tailed sj.ecies is the yauchnm rlncoiiri of west Afric.i, a bird
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of very 8imilar form an<l Imbits to the swallow-tail, but much smaller and of less strik-

ing a])]it'arancc, the upper parts being merely ashy and dusky, entirely lacking the

deej) black so cons])icu<)us in the American bird.

In the kites thus far mentioned, the bill is comparatively short and broad, though

not particularly strong. There is a grou]> of American kites, however, which arc very

different from these, and in which the bill is lengthened, slender, and with a remarka-

bly long and sharp hook. Tlie hook-billed kite, Rostrliamus hamatus, of South

America, is a good exam])le of the group, and a)ipears to have precisely the same

habits as its somewhat more northern relative, the everglade-kite, li. sociabilis, which

Fio. 139. — Iclinia gubcxi'iilfa, Mi^Hi^sippi kilt- illow-taileUkito.

occurs in some numbers in the Everglades of Florida. Tliese birds seem to be
unusually sociable for birds of i)rey, several being usually observed together, but it is

questionable if iliis h;ibit is more strongly developed here than in other species of the
Milvina'.

Perhaps the most interi'stiiig thing in connection with the ]iresent genus is the
entirely unexpected nature of its food. "We shouM naturally exjiect a bird of this

conformation to take much of its food on the wing, and should be prepared to find

that winged insects or active re]>tiles, such as lizards, made up the bulk of it, although
neither of these sup])ositions would provide an ade.iuatc cxplanalion of the Ion;'-
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hooked bill or tlio long-clawed feet. It is, therefore, not ;i little disconcerting to find

these rapid and expert Hyers preying chieHy on some of the slowest of existing

animals, namely, fresh-water snails. In Florida, Mr. iMaynard found that their food

consisted largely of I'onms depressus, while on the Ilio Uruguay I found tlieni eating

a sjiecics of Ainpullaria, and at one time shot a specimen as he circled overhead witli

a large mollusc of this kind in liis claws. Having observed the facts, it is easy to see

the adaptation of the long, slender hook with which the bill is provided, as well as the

use of the sharp and lengthened but slightly curved claws; while we have an example
of the uncertainty which may attend that kind of reasoning from structure to function,

which is, unfortunately, too often ilc]Hn.l(cl u|'om.

Fin. 140. — Pemis apivorus, bee kite.

Allied to Rostrliamvs are the species of the American genus, CijmiiHlix, which

pass through so many changes of plumage, and are so jjcrplexing in their variations

that it would seem unwise for any person without scores or even hundreds of sjieci-

mens before him to venture an o])inion as to the actual number of species or geo-

grai-hical races. The genus is restricted to tro])ical America, and one species, ('. cai/-

ennensis, is the largest of tlie New World kites, approaching the dimensions of Milctts

ictiinix of Europe.

The lioney-buzzard or bee kite, Peniis >fpli-on<», iuh.abiting Europe and Africa, and

ranging from the Arctic Circle to the Cape of Good Ilojie, is a bird wliich has charac-

ters allying it both to the buzzards an.l to the kites, wliile in many points it differs so

decidedly from either that not a few ornithologists make it the type of a distinct sulv

familv, Pernina;.
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In its <;:cncr:il form it resembles the Huteones, but is more slenderly built, and li:is

a longer tail, in both of which re8i)ects it resembles the kites. The sides of the head,

however, are softly and <lensely feathered to tlie very base of the bill, in this resjicet

differing entirely from most members of both these grou)is, though we see an a|>j)roHch

to this character in I'Jlaiioides. It gets its name of honey-biuzard from its habit of

digging u]) or breaking o|ien the nests of wasps and bees, on the larvaj of which it

delights tt> feed, an<l in the gathering of which the densely feathered head is jjroof

against the stings of the infuriated insects. It probably also enjoys the honey, which

it certainly eats, for large quantities have been found in its stomach, accompanied by

but very few larva', though it has usually been su]>posed that the honey was only

eaten by accident with the young bees. This fondness for larva' is not satisfied with

bees alone, for the bird eats larvaj of various other insects, as well as worms, small

reptiles, and mammals, and lias even been found gorged with maggots, which were

obtained from tlic carcass of a dead animal. It also robs the nests of the smaller

birds, and is much persecuted by them in consequence.

It is a migratory sjiecies, spending the winter in Africa, and moving northward in

the spring, frec|uently traveling in large, loose flocks. Of these migrations as observed

at Heligoland,— that little roek in the North Sea so famous as a resting-place for

tired migrants,— .Mr. .1. Cordeaux tells us "3[r. Giitkc says this is by far the most

common of the buzzanls, not, however, apjiearing in the s])ring before it reallj- h.is

become warm, returning southwanl again in .\ugust and Sej>tend)er. Besides single

specimens, and two and three at a time, there are during both ]ieriods of migration,

not very unfrequently, such flights that they may almost be termed thousands, not

all masse<l together, but jiassiiig over from mid-day to evening in batches of from five

to fifteen, or twenty to fifty, one following the other so closely that the firet batch is

not out of sight before the third or even the fourth begins to show already. The ver-

nal migration takes place about the latter part of May, or a little earlier, on warm
days with a calm clear sky and easterly wind.''

Contrary to the gener.il rule among birds of prey, it is very late in nesting, its

eggs being seldom laid until the young of other hawks and buzzards are hatched or

even half grown. The nest,— fre(|ueiitly the deserted one of another kite,— is i)laced

in a tree, anil in it two or three beautifully marked eggs are laid. These liavc long

been counted as sjjecial j)rizes by European collectors, and ])erhaps it is largely owing
to this demand for its eggs that the species has of late years ceased to breed abun-

dantly in ])laees where it formerly did so. By the time the nest is built, tlie oaks and
beeches are in full leaf, and the nest conseipiently dithcult to find, and its safety is

still further assured by a curious liabit of the birds themselves, which leads them to

line and decorate the nest with an abundance of fresh green leaves, which tliev renew-

as fast as they become faded. This is <lone first before the eggs are laiil, and is kept

up sometimes until after they are hatched, though more commonlv only for a short

time after laying. One or two other species of this genus are known.
The sub-family Polyborina-, carrion-buzzards, is a small group of eight or nine

species, all confined to America, and only two of them found above Panama. In

their h.abits they combine characteristics of the New World vultures with those of

onlinary buzz.-inls and eagles. Structurally they are easily sei)arable from lioth, and

although externally they suggest the Aquilina', llidgway has shown that osteologically

tliey are nearer the falcons.

They may readily be recognized by the webbing between the toes, this being found
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between the inner and middle toe, as well as between outer and niiildie, as in most

other Falconidic exccjit the os|)rey. In addition to this, the bill is not usually toothed

(the only excejition being in Milcago, where there is a trace of a tooth) ; the legs are

rather long, tarsi little feathered in front above, mostly reticulate, or with small scales,

only really sciitellate just above the toes, in front; the hind toe much shorter than

any of the others, which are variable in length. The sides of the head arc also more
or less destitute of feathers. Two or three of the species reach the size at whicli most

buzzards gain popular recognition as eagles, liut the others are smaller.

The species have been rather naturally grouped in three genera, inunely, Pohjhorus,

with one or two species, Milvcifjo, with five or six, and Ibtjcter, with two. Polyhorus

and MilriKjo are chiefly terrestrial; Ibijcter comjiletely arboreal. The legs in all are

decidedly long, the toes short in the terrestrial forms, longer in the arboreal. The
bill of Polijborus is nmcli the strongest, being high, laterally comj)ressed, and with

narrow, almost linear nostrils, while the other genera have the bill of a more ordinary

ty)<e, and the nostrils circtdar. In all the genera there is a ]iateli of naked skin over

the crop, not noticeable, however, while the croj) is em])ty. There is also more or

less unfeathered and often brightly colored skin about the face. This is least noticea-

ble in Milcago chimango, more prominent in the other species of 3Iilvago and in

Poh/bonts, M\i\ reaches its maximum in Ibijcter amcria.uuis,\\\-n.n-ii not only the isn^c

and sides of head are bare, but also a large part of the throat.

The caracara eagle, Pohjborus t/iarus, is an abundant bird all over South America,

and one of its races extends as far north as Texas and Florida. It is strongly and

rather clumsily bnilt, spending much of its time on the grouinl, where it walks about

easily in search of food. On the wing it does not usually give the impression of much

strength or skill, but it does often rise to a great height, and during the jjairing

season frequently goes through a variety of aerial evolutions. It feeds on animal

matter of any kind, freshly killed or putrid, is often seen associating with the vultures

(Cat/uvtes), and, like them, not unfrequently attacks weak or sickly animals. On the

jdains of La Plata it is hated and detested by the sheep fanners for its habit of

attacking new-born lambs, many of which, in spite of every precaution, are annually

killed in this way. Darwin says of this species: " Their vulture-like, necrophagus

habits are very evident to any one who has fallen asleep on the desolate jilains of

Patagonia, for when he wakes he will see, on each surrounding hillock, one of these

birds patiently watching him with an evil eye. ... At times the carrancha is noisy,

but is not generally so ; its cry is loud, very harsh, and ix-cidiar, and may be likened

to the sound of the Spanish guttural //, followed by a rough double ;• ; when uttering

this cry it elevates its head higher and higher, till at last, with its beak wi<le open,

the crown almost touches the lower part of the back. This fact, which has been

doubted, is quite true; I have seen them several times with their heads baekwar<ls in

a completely inverted ]iosiiion.'' To this we may add thai although this last singular

fact is confirmed, if confirmation were necessary, by many other observers, it can

scarcely be a very common jiei-formanee, since we ourselves, during an uninterrupteil

acquaintance of about eighteen months with this bird, never saw more than a slight

elevation of the head while its cry was uttered.

It makes a bulky nest on low or meilium-sized trees, and lays two or three hand-

some, brown-spotted eggs, very variable in precise color and amount of markings.

The gencr.nl color of the caracara, or riimtivha, as it is called on the Plata, is

blackish brown above, with fine cross-bars of black and grayish white below. The
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crown of the head is dull black, the liill variable, but usually bluish white, the cere

and bare space about tlie eye, oraiige-re<l. Tlie mirtiiern race {uHduboni) seems

to differ but little in habits or appearance from the southern bird, but periiaps the

plumage is rather less barred.

In Mih'Uffo we have a very different bird, though the habits vary considerably,

according to species and locality. Most of the species are much smaller than the

caracara, and decidedly more active. When food is scarce, they may be seen on the

wing almost all day, sweeping about from place to place, often hovering iu the

Fiu. 141.— J'olyOorus autluboni, caracara.

manner of kites and buzzards, or walking about on the ground like so many crows.

They are almost completely terrestrial in habits, sometimes even nesting on the

ground.

The chimaiigo, Milvarjo chimamjo, the smallest species of the genus, is the

common bird of southern South America, and especially abundant from Paraguay

southward. Further north it is replaced by M. c/iitnachima, while in the Falkland

Islands a much larger s]ieeies, J/, aiislralis, is common. Of this latter species, Mr.

Darwin says: "They live on the flesh of dead animals and on marine productions;

and on the Ramirez rocks their whole sustenance must depend on the sea. They are
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extraordinarily tame anil fearless, and liauiil ilio nei<,dil)uih()od of houses for offal.

If a hunting jiarty kills an animal, a number soon colleet and patiently await, standing
on the grounil on all sides. After eating, their uncovered craws are largely iirotruded,

giving them a disgusting appearance. They readily attack wounded birds; a cormo-
rant in this state, having taken to the shore, was immediately seized on by several,

and its death hastened liv their blows.

Fig. 14:!.— Atitvago atutralit, and il. chimachima, chimacbiiiia.

" The Beagle was at the Falklands only during the summer, but the officers of the

Adventure, who were there in the winter, mention many extraordinary instances of

the boldness and ra])acity of these birds. They actually pounced on a dog that was

lying fast asleep close by one of the j)arty ; and the sportsmen had ditticulty in pre-

venting the wounded geese from being seized before their eyes. It is said that

several together (in this respect resembling the carranchas) wait at the mouth of a

rabbit-hole, and together seize on the animal when it comes out. They were con-

stantly flying on board the vessel when in the harbor; and it was necessary to keep a
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good lookout to prevent tlie leather being torn from the rigging, and the meat or

game from the stern. These birds are very misehievous and inquisitive; they will

piek up almost aiiytliing from the ground ; a large, black glazed hat was carried

nearly a milo, as was a jiair of the heavy balls used in catching cattle. ^Ir. I'shorno

c.\|)crienced during the survey a more severe loss in their stealing a small Kater's

compass in a red morocco leather case, which was never recovered. These birds are,

moreover, ([uarreisome an<l very ]>assionate, tearing uj> the grass with their bills from

rage. They arc not truly gregarious; they do not soar, and their flight is heavy and

clumsy; on the ground they run extremely fast, very much like jiheasants. ... It is

a curious circumstance that when crying out they throw their heads uj)wards and

backwarils, after the same manner as the carrancha."

The sjiecies of lbi/ft<-r, two in number, are inhabitants of the heavily wooded

country of trojiical South America ; the smaller species, Ibycter ater, apparently not

extendiu',; north of Panama, while If»/cter anierlvniifl, a]>|>roaclniig the caracara in

dimensions, is found in (Guatemala and Honduras as well. Tiie jilumage in both

species is simple black ami white, the black with greenish reflections. In ater, this

incluiles the entire ]ilumage except a white band at the base of the tail. In americana

the colors are •"black with steel green reflections, the abdomen, thighs, and under

tail-coverts white; throat and bare si)ace before the eye, deep red; cere, blue;

raanilibles, yellow; iris, deej) red." These birds keep by preference to the trees, and

are said to feed largely on insects instead of carrion.

The hawks, Accipitrime, might l)e deHne<l as those Falconida?, cxcejit true falcons,

not already described, and differing from liie true falcons in not having a toothed or

notched bill. Or, we might say that they were very much like the harriers, Circina;,

as to bill, body, tail, and i>crlia])s legs; but with very different wings. But, to be

more exjilicit, the birds which we group here under the name Accipitriiuo', agree with

the harriers in the slender form, weak and un-toothed bill, long tail and legs, tarsus

about the same length as the tibia, and superciliary shield ])roininent. The absence of

the facial 'ruff would at once separate them from the Circina', but an ccpially imj)or-

tant difference, not only from the harriers but from the falcons and buzzards, is seen

in the wings, which instead of being long, straight, and ta)iering, as in the harriers

and falcons, or liroad. Hat, and obtuse as in the buzzards, are short and ratlier rounded,

but very concave beneath, so that their flight is ra])id and almost 'whirring,' without

the power of lofty soaring or of long continued and easy gliding. The cutting edge

of the bill is also usually furnished with a prominent lobe or ' festoon ;' the middle

toe is often very long, the '])ads' under the joints on all the toes very strongly de-

veloped ; and the tarsal envelope very various, usually more or less feathered, and the

bare part scutellate in front or behiiid or both, sometimes with the plates fused to-

gether to form a 'booted ' tarsus (as in the true thrushes), or even in some cases par-

tially reticulate.

• The hawks, while numerous individually and even sjiecifieally (there are sixty or

seventy species), are all contained in a very few geiu'rn, jirobably nine tenths of them

in the genera ^Istur (goshawks), and Accipiter (sparrow-hawks). The distinctions

between these two groups, moreover, are very slight, so slight indeed that there are

very many s])ecies M'hieh to ordinary eyes seem to have as good a right imder one

name as the other. In general, ^Lstur contains the larger and especially the stouter

forms, in which the tarsus is more extensively feathered. There are, moreover, other

points, such as the condition of the tarsal envelo])e, which should be taken into ac-
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count. As an illustration of the lack of imiforiuity among systcinatisls wltli rugai-il

to these genera, it may be mentionctl that of two prominent authorities who puljlislicd

tlieir views at about the same tiini^ (1874), one refers hut six S])ecies to Astiir, while

tlie other ineludes thirty-one. The latter author, liowever, allows but twenty-three

species to the genus Acdpiter, while the former admits forty-five. For our present

purposes it makes little difference which we follow in this res])ect, though tliere .seems

to be little doubt now that only a few species ought to be included among the gos-

hawks. The word goshawk is evidently only a corru]>tiiiii of goose-hawk, and though

>. '\-| ' ry.

Fig. 143. — AitVLT palMmbarixtf, gosUuwk.

now only applied to birds of the genus Aslur, it seems prob.abie, as Professor Newton

remarks, that it was originally given to one of the large true falcons, which might

reasonably be supposed to prey on geese, as such game is evidently beyond the capacity

of Antur.

The goshawk of tlie northern United States, Astiir atricapillus, is by many be-

lieved to be merely a geographical race of the European goshawk, -1. palwnharitia.

If so, it is certainly a larger and handsomer form, and in liabits the two are very simi-

lar. The jjdult American bird is one of the haiulsomest of our birds of Jirey, the

whole top of the liead being jiurc, deep black, the rest of the upper jjarts j)uro bluish

VOL. rv. — 20
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slate, darkening on the tail ; below, the color is pure white, closely and finely barred

crosswise with slate. The chin and tiiroat lack the crossbai-s, but each feather has a

dark shaft-stri|)e, while running backward from above and behind the eye is a broad

white stripe finely i)encilled with black. The wings and tail are dark, the latter with

four or five obscure black bands. The female, which is largest, measures about two

feet in length, with a spread of about four feet. Like most of the other membere of

this group, the goshawk is extremely active and daring. Strong of wing and stout of

heart, it is both bold and cunning, and its attack once determined on is usually suc-

cessful. It is a northern liird, ranging southward in winter, yet doubtless often breed-

ing within the limits of the United States. Audubon says of its habits,

—

"The flight of the goshawk is extremely rapiil .and jirotracted. lie sweeps along

the margins of the fields, through the woods, and liy the edges of jwnds and rivers,

with such speed as to en.able him to seize his prey by merely deviating a few yards

from his course, assisting himself on such occasions by his long tail, which, like .1

rudder, he throws to the right or left, upwards or downwards, to check his progress,

or enable him suddenly to alter his couree. At times he passes like a meteor through

the underwood, where he secures scjuirrels and hares with e.ase. Shoidd a flock of

wild pigeons jiass him when on these predatory excursions he immediately gives chase.

Boon overtakes them, and, forcing his way into the very centre of the flock, scatters

them in confusion, when you may see him emerging with a bird in his talons, and

diving towards the depth of the forest to feed ui)oii his victim. When traveling, he

flics high, with a constant beat of the wings, seldom moving in large circles like oilier

hawks, and when he does this it is only a few times in a hurried manner, after which

he continues his journey. . . .

"It is a restless bird, a]>parently more vigilant and industrious than many other

hawks, and seldom alights unless to devour its prey; nor can I recollect ever having

seen one alighted for manj' minutes at a time, without having a bird in its talons.

"When thus engaged with its J'rey, it stands nearly upright, and in general, when
perched, it keeps itself more erect than most species of hawk. It is extremely expert

at catching snipes on the wing, .and so well do these birds know their insecurity, that,

on his ap]iroach, they i>refer squatting." The goshawk nests in trees, laying three or

four bluish-white eggs, rarely faintly blotched and spotted with brown.

In the liigher ])arts of Ceylon and India, and in many of the East In<1ian Islands,

is fomid the smaller Astitr trivirr/alus, with a consjiicuous occipital crest ; but the

most singidar member of the genus is the Australian goshawk, Astnr 7WVic-holla>i(lke,

sometimes known as the New Holland white-eagle. This is apparently a ])ernianent

albino, for the adult jilumage is pure white, the cere, gape, and legs yellow, the bill

black, and the iris pink. The young bird is mostly white below and brown above, but

nearly all the dark feathers are white at base.

The genus Acci/u'lcr includes sjiecies of mostly small size and slender form, but

otherwise remarkably like the goshawks in structure and habits. In England they are

known as s|iarrow-hawks, from the common sj)eeie.s, Accijutcr nisus., which is the

sii:urow-hawk of the country. In the I'nited States we generally use the name
sparrow-hawk for a true falcon ; the little Fuko ( Tinminculus) sjxirverius, and the

two common sjiecies of Accipiter are known, the smaller .as the sharj>shinned hawk
{A. fusciis), from the slender tarsi, aiul the larger as Cooper's hawk A. cooj>en', or

sometimes as the chicken-hawk. They are common, active, graceful birds, preying

almost entirely on birds and small mammals, which they rarely He in wait for and
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seize as they pass, more commonly— especially in the case of email birds— chasing

and seizing theiu while on the wing, and then retiring to some neighboring dead tree,

or more seohuled spot, to dispose of their game.

They nt-st in tall trees and lay from throe to six eggs, those of Cooper's hawk

being usually bluish-white and uiis]iotted; those of the sharp-shinned nearly white,

heavily blotched and spotted with dark brown.

Fin. m. — /lcei/>i<«r nuiu, sparrow-hawk.

As already remarked, the species of this genus are quite numerous and found in

almost every part of the world. Tlit'ir iiabits .seem to be essentially the same cvery-

\\ Ill-re, and while the tints of their jilumage are seldom striking and never brilliant,

black, white, slaty blues and red-browns being the commonest,— yet the pattern of

coloration always gives a pleasing Effect. In size there is no great variation, Coojier's

hawk, with a length of less than eighteen inches, being among the largest, while the

smallest is probably .1. tiiius of South America, large specimens of which do not

exceed a foot in length, while small males measure only about nine inches.
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Closely related to the Accipiters, but separated from them and from the goshawks

by their shorter toes, tubercleJ nostrils, and somewhat different eonditiun of the

tarsal envelope, are several species groui)ed under the genus Jlicrantur, j)eculiar to

South America, and similar in general habits to the foregoing ; while a small group

restrictfd U) Africa has a typical rej)resentative in the singing-hawk or chanting falcon,

3/elienix canorus. This bird is nearly as large as a gosiiawk and with somewhat sim-

ilar habits, being jiossessed of great courage, and witli the ))Ower of very rapid flight,

often attacking birds much larger than itself. It is said to feed mainly on birds and

small mammals, and to have a habit of hunting (juite late in tlie evening. The most

peculiar part of its history, however, relates to its voice ; for the male seems to have

a true song, which, according to Le Vaillant, consists of decidedly musical notes last-

ing for as much as a minute at a time and re])eated at short intervals for hours to-

gether. The song is usually uttered at morning and evening, sometimes however in

the middle of the night, always while the bird is perched, usually on a tree in the

vicinity of its nest ; and although at other times a noisy and suspicious bird, the singer

on these occasions is said to become so absorbed in its own music as to be easily

appi-oached and shot.

A similar singing habit has been noticed in Astiirinula monogrammica, a much
smaller African hawk, anil not generally considered to be closely related to J/tlicrax,

though Mr. Gurney, in communicating the above notice of its vocal powers to the

London Zoological Society, has called attention to the precisely similar coloration

of cere, bill, and feet, in the two cases, these parts being vermilion red in both

birds.

Though certainly not more courageous than some species among the hawks, and

not better ailaj)ted perhaps for the work they do, yet the true falcons, forming the

sub-family Falconinai, are, by almost conmion consent, given the jilace of honor among
diurnal birds of i)rey.

They represent among these the maximum of strength in its most compact and

available form. They are not large birds ; none ap])roach the eagles in size, and some
are among the very smallest of Raptores,— not larger than good sized sparrows; yet

their organization makes them the masters of birds three times as large as themselves,

wliile, from the very case with which their wants are supplied,

they remain a])j)areiitly inactive a large jiart of the time, and

hence often get the credit of a lazy, or at best fitful, disposition.

There is little of that feverish restlessness about them which is

so characteristic of the Iiawks, but in its ))lace there is a delil)-

crate earnestness and a stubborn perseverance which we cannot

fail to recognize as a higher quality than the fretful snap or

brilliant dash of the .slender Accipiter. They are easily recog-

nized by their piiysiognomy.

The short, strong beak has an acute hook, and the u]>))er

mandible is provided near the end with a strong iirojeotiiig

'''""c''^™/«iS.°!**'"" ^ooth, which shuts into a corresponding notch at the tij) of the

lower mandible. The only approach to such a toothed bill

among other Accipitres is in the genus Milvago among the carrion buzzards, already

noticed, and in a few forms among the kites, where it never assumes the j)recise charac-

ter seen here. The legs are strong and rather short ; the tarsus usually reticulate,

—

never really scutellate either before or behind ; the middle toe very long, and the claws
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very sharp and mucL curved ; the tail short and of stiff feathers, wliile the wings are

long and very sharjdy pointed, almost straight, and very slightly convex.

The nuinhcr of species varies with different authors from twent^'-tive to seventy-

five, depending partly on the status allowed the numerous geographical races, and

partly on the personal equation of the author. Probably most systematists would be

content with less than fifty.

Taking the peregrine-falcon, Faleo peregrinus, as the type of the genus Falco, and

this genus as the typical one of the group, the principal outliei-s are tlie genera Baza,

Uurpagus, Ilierax, and Jlieracidea.

There seems to be a tendency all through the diurnal Accipitres to a lengthening

of the feathers of the back of the head, and nearly every group contains some species

in which this is more positively expressed in a crest. Even the goshawk, Astur

pulumbarius, shows such a tendency, especially when young; and now in the higliest

grouj), the Falccnina?, we find several species gathered into the genus JJaza, which

arc conspicuous, in addition to their striking colors and double-toothed bill, for a long

and beautiful crest. As an example of this beautiful genus, we may take the crested

falcon, £aza lopihotes, a native of India and Ceylon. The general color above, includ-

ing the crest and tail, is glossy, greenish black; the wings partake also of this color,

but are much variegated with white and chestnut; the upper neck and throat are

deep black, while the lower neck, breast, and abdomen are creamy white, with broad

crossbars of rich chestnut. With this genus are often associated the very similar

kite-falcons, Avicida, of Africa.

The South American notched-falcon, JTarp'fgi/.i hidenfatus, probably also belongs

here. It is a crestless form, with douljle-notched bill (more strongly so than liaza),

and inh.abits the wooded regions of tropical South America. The colors of the adult

are slaty blue above, rich chestnut below ; the throat white, with a broad median line

of dull "black.

The tiny finch-falcons, Ilierax, of the East Indies are, from their small size, among
the most marvellous of the falcons. Though only five and one half to six and one

half inches in length, they have all the spirit of the larger f.ilcons, and feed largely if

not entirely on birds and small mammals. One of the commonest, the Bengal falcon,

Jlierax cctrtdescens, bluish black above and rusty white below, has been seen at a

single foray to strike ten or a dozen quail before alighting. Two or three species

from the East Indies are described, and another from the Philippine Islands, but they

are probably not all tenable.

The sparrow-hawk or quail-hawk of New Zealand, Ilieracidea novce-zealaiidice, is

a larger species, which, according to Professor Newton, may rejiresent the more

generalized and ancestral type from which both kestrels and falcons have descended.

Sphiaptenjx circumcinctus, of the Argentine Republic, is another genuine falcon of

small size.

We now come to the genus Falco, with the peregrine or duck hawk, Falco pere-

(/riinis, as its type. Not less than a dozen different races of this bird have been

recognized, and most of them described as sjiecies, but recent writers incline to the

belief that there is but one valid species, which is almost cosmoiX)litan. S.ays Pro-

fe.sw)r Newton of this species:—
"From Port Kennedy, the most northern pait of the American continent, to

Tasmani.'i, and from the shores of the Sea of Ocholsk to Mendoza in the Argentine

Kej)ublic, there is scarcely a country in which this falcon h.ia not been found. Spoci-
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mens have been receivetl from the Cape of Good Hope, and it is only a question of

the technical differentiation of species whether it does not extend to Cape Horn.

Fearless as it is, and adaj)ting itself to almost every circumstance, it will form its cyry

equally on the sea-waslied cliffs, the crairiry mountains, or (tliough more rarely) the

drier spots of a marsh in the northern hiniisjihere, as on trees (says Schlegel) in the

forests of Jav;i, or the waterless ravines of Australia."

Fig. 146. — Faico perfiirinii*, fwregiino fiilcoii.

The American r.ico differs .slightly if at all in liahits from the better known Euro-

pean bird. It tlit'S with gival swiftness and witlio\it sailing, but when on the lookout

for i)roy rises easily in a sjiiral to a considerable height, whence it generally launches

itself like an arrow directly at its victim, which is usually killed almost instantly by

the clutch of the talons, and carried off to bo eaten at leisure. "When intent on its

quarry it becomes oblivious to everything else, ami its natural boldness is at all times

surprising. It not unfrequently makes its appearance at the report of a gun, and

carries off a wounded bird before the astonished si)ortsman can recover himself. In
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Atiieriea it nlniost invarial)Iy nests on lodges of rocks in precipitous places, rarely

making nuicli of a nest, ami sometimes laying its handsome eggs on the bare rock, or

in a slight hollow scratched in the debris of the ledge. These are three or four in

number, usually so heavily blotched with chocolate and red-brown as to entirely

obscure the ground color, which, when visible, is creamy white.

Although ordinarily nesting as above, it has been known exceptionally to Vireed in

trees, Mr. N. S. Goss having given an account of his observations on several jpairs

which he found nesting in the timber along the banks of the Neosho River in Kansas.

In fine case, three eggs were found in a large sycamore, about fifty feet from the

uround, "laid on the fine, soft, rotten wood in a trough-like cavity formed by the

breaking off of a hollow limb near the body of the tree." Another pair was found

nesting in a knot-hole in a cottonwood, and still another in a hollow limb of a giant

sycamore.

The general colors of the adult bird are dark bluish ash above, almost black on

the head, lighter on the tail. Below, creamy wliito, barred, except on chin and

throat, with black, while a large black patch extends from the bill backwanl beneath

the eye, and downward under the bill. The young are more brownish above, and are

streaked longitudinally instead of barred below, said to be a characteristic of all the

larger and tyjiical falcons before the first real moult. Another point which some

systematists make much of, and which was reeogni/ed centuries ago by falconers, is

the fact that in all true falcons, the iris is brown, and usually quite dark. This

is probably true of all members of the genus Fako, including all the sub-genera

exee]pt Tinttunctdas, in which group some species have yellow irides. But these

yellow-eyed birds differ much from their relatives, and seem to have lost most of the

sjiirit of the true falcons.

The largest an<l finest of all the falcons are the gyrfalcons, confined to the colder

portions of the northern hemisphere. Just how many species there are is still

unsettled ; some naturalists recognize four distinct but nearly related species ; others

believe in only a single eircmnpolar s])eeies, in which they consider it difficult if not

impossible to distinguish geographical races. Tiie four forms, be they species or

races, are certainly very nnich alike in all but color of plumage, and this is extremely

variable even in individuals belonging to the same 'race.'

These forms are thus treated by Professor Xewton : "Next to the typical Falcons

comes a group known as the 'great northern' falcons {Ilicrof(dco). Of these the

most remarkable is the gyrfalcon, F. gyrfalco, whose home is in the Scandinavian

mountains, though the young are yearly vishants to the ])laius of Holland and (Jer-

many. In jilumage it very nuich resembles F. iicreijrhiuii, but its flanks have generally

a bluer tinge, and its superiority in size is at once manifest. Nearly allied to it is the

Icelander, F. Uhmdiis, which externally differs in its ]>aler coloring, and in almost

entirely wanting the black mandibular patch. Its ]iroportions, however, differ a good

deal, its body being elongated. Its country is shown by its name, but it also inhabits

South Greenlaiiil, and not imfreqiiently makes its way to the British Islands. V'ery

close to tJiis comes the Greenland falcon, /". cundicans, a native of Nortii Greenland,

aiul perhaps of other countries within the Arctic circle. Like the last, the (Jreeuland

falcon from time to time occui-s in the United Kingdom, but it is always to be distin-

guished by wearing a jilumage in which at every age the prev.iiling color is |)uro white.

In northeastern America these birds are replacecl by a kindred form, F. lafiradonu,

first detected l)y Audubon, and lately recognized by Mr. Dresser. It is at oneo di»-
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tingiiishcd by its very dark coloring, the lower parts being occasionally almost as

deeply tinted at all ages as the ujiper."

The habits of all tliese forms are, so far as known, essentially the same. They are

birds of the Arctic regions, and even iti winter do not wander far southward. IIol-

boll states that in Greenland they prey mostly on waterfowl and ptarmigans, nest in

inaccessible cliffs in January (!), and lay eggs similar in color to the ptarmigans, but

twice as large. MacFarlane, however, who foun<l many gyrfalcons nesting in the

^/jm^v
Fio. 147. — Faico tanarius. laiintT.

neighborhood of Anderson River, says that, out of eighteen nests found, .all were in

trees except two, one of which was built on a ledge of rocks and the other on the

ground on the side of a steep hill. The eai'Iiest nest found with eggs w.is on May

10; but at that time the ground was still covered with snow, and the weather was

very cold. The eggs are described as varying mudi in general color and marking,

but are usually of a reddish or yellowisli brown, due to the fine and even spotting of

these tints on a lighter ground. Heavy spots and blotches arc unusual in these eggs.
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These northern falcons or gyrfalcons are said to be the only ones which resemble
the peregrine in being streaked below while young, and cross-banded when adnlt.

Another falcon, which much resembles the young of the i)cregriiie, Iml wliicli is

streaked below at all ages, is the laimer, F. lamtrius, of southern Europe, north
Africa, and southwestern Asia. Several well-marked races of this form arc found in

other countries, for instance the lugger, F.jngger, of India, and the prairie-falcon, F.
mexicamis, of 3Iexico and the southwestern territories of the United States.

M v^^
^ . ., ,.

Flu. 148. — Paico lUhofatco, merlin.

A better-known American bird is the so-called ]iige(>n-hawk, Falco coliimbarins,

which occurs throughout the wliole of the United States. Though a. much smaller

bird than the duck-hawk, it is equally bold and fearless, and frequently kills birds

heavier than itself. It is very closely allied to, if not identical witli, the Euni])ean

merlin, F. Uthofalco; and these two forms, with the Indian F. cliitptera, and its

African race, ruficoUis, and a few others, are not unfrequently separated from Falco, as

a sub-genus JEsalon, the merlins.
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Very close to these are several beautiful species ivhich are similarly grouped to-

gether under the sul>gencric title Ili/potriorchU, and of wliidi the English hobby,

F. subhitteo, is the smallest member. This is an elegantly slia|)ed bird of incons])icnous

colors, not distantly resembling a boldly marked, immature jieregriiie, readily recog-

nized by its (for a falcon) extremely long wings. It lias a wide distribution in the old

world, being found almost everywhere in Europe, Asia, and Africa. While it fre-

m ^^.^^^

^
i1

.,!

Flii. W'J. — J'\itro subbuteo^ hobby.

quently captures birds of considerable size, and has even a superabundance of courage

and wing-])ower, a favorite food while in England is large insects, especially beetles

and dragon-rties, which it catches on the wing, often limiting tlie beetles in the even-

ing until it is (ptite dark.

It is unquestionably one of the swiftest of the falcons, ilolighting to chase and

capture swallows, and frequently .striking at and annoying large bird.s, such as herons

and cranes, which it evidently has no thought of attempting to kill. According to
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Lord Lilford this species is never seen liovering in the manner of the kestrel, but in

Slimmer time it sometimes soars to an immense lieight and Mies ujwn its wings' in

brijjlit sunny weatiier for liours together. The following instanee of its sagacity is

given in l^resser's " Birds of Europe," on the authority of Mr. C. E. Diezel : " In the

seegwaKl stood a large beech tree, on which was a very large old nest, which although

the old birds were regularly shot for eight years, either when the nest contained eggs

or when feeding their young, was still tenanted again. One 3'ear, when, as the birds

were so shy, they could not be a]>proached within gunshot, the forester and a com-

panion took turns about to watch the nest, which then contained young, in order to

shoot the parent birds as they came with food. The old birds never came Avithin

shot, and still the young were not starved. After a time, however, the watchers dis-

covered that the old birds took food and, hovering far out of gunshot aljove the nest,

dropped it down into the latter, thus feeding the young without danger to themselves.

That this really was the case was proved by keeping a careful and continuous watch

;

and, moreover, food was found under the tree, which had, in falling, missed its mark."

While we would much rather believe than disbelieve, yet there are some elements

of improbability about the preceding narrative, and we would suggest that unless the

birds were actually seen to feed the j'oung in this way, it would seem less im]irobable

that a bird of well-known crepuscular habits should have chosen the night as a safe

time for conveying food to the nest.

Another, but much less common bird, of this group is the beautiful Eleanora falcon,

J<'alco {Erythropns) eleanorcp, of the Mediterranean region. The adult in full

plum.age is very deep blackish brown, sometimes sooty black, with black bill and

claws, and bright yellow orbits and feet. Its food, like that of the hobby, consists

largely of insects, and it is described as eminently crepuscular in its habits. Certain

small islands off the south shore of Sardinia are favorite resorts of this rare spe-

cies, and on some of them hundreds of pairs breed in caves and fissures of the cliffs.

Yet another and the largest species of this group is the femoral or plumbeous

falcon, F. fetnoralis, of South America and Mexico, of whose habits, however, little

seems to have been recorded.

The common sparrow-hawk, Falco ( Tinmmculus) sparverius, of the United States,

is too well known to need description. Its nesting habits are singular, as it generally

lays its five or six eggs in a deserted woodpecker's hole, or even in a martin-box or

dove-cote. This may be taken as the type of a group of beautiful little falcons which

have often— jierhaps usually— been separated from Falco under the sub-generic

name Tinmmculus, including the European kestrel, T. alaudaruis, and perhaps a half

dozen other species. In their relations to man they are probably the most harmless

falcons in existence, feeding mainly on mice and insects, though occasionally taking a

small bird ; and they are so graceful in their motions, so tidy and pretty in their

whole aj>i>earance, th.it it is to bo regretted they are not more abundant every-

where. The kestrel is indeed the most abundant of all Uritish birds of prey, and its

hovering form, as it ])oises in mid-air on the watch for it.s prey, is familiar to every

schoolboy in that country.

Fifteen or twenty other names have been highly recommended for specific dis-

tinction, but it is impossible at present to say just how the honors should be divided.

It seems doubtful whether America has more than one species, sparveriiis, with it.s

various races. Africa claims at least three, of which one, alopcx, is remarkable for its

uniform yellowish-red color, with longitudinal dark streaks and black wings.
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Madagascar furiiislics another peculiar form, and others still are found in the Malay

Arcliij)eiago and Australia.

Few allusions have purjiosely been raade thus far to the uses of birds of prey in

the chase, it being our intention to defer this until most of the species thus used

shouhl have been mentioned in their regular jilaces. It is therefore fitting, here, in

connection with the gro.u]) of birds which has given its name to the sport, to devote a

few pages to the considei'ation of that most time-honored of allTield sports, hawking

or falconry. This, in its broadest sense may be defined as the use of hawks or falcons

in the cajjture of other animals. In strictness, wc ought, j)erh3p.s, to limit the term to

the actual taking of game with hawks or falcons, this being the sense in which it is

commonly understood.

Yet trained hawks are still used merely to hover over game and ])rcvcnt its flying

until it can be netted or killed ; and eagles or large falcons were formerly much used

in parts of Asia and Africa to annoy and hinder gazelles and deer, by flying in their

faces, and striking at nose, eyes, or back, thus retarding their flight, and giving time

for the hunters and dogs to come up. In one form or another falconry has undoubt-

edly an antiquity as great as that of the Egyptian mummies, as it is known to have

been practice<l among the Kgyptians centuries before the Christian Era, and certainly

flourished in China earlier than (JOO u. c, jirobably existing there over a thousand

years earlier still. In Europe, also, it was a favorite pastime before the Christian Era,

but it w.as not introduced into England until about the middle of the ninth century,

and for the nc.vt eight hundred years was by far the most popular sport practised in

both England and France.

Monarchs ke])t their hawks by hundreds, knights and ladies paid fabulous sums

for the best trained birds, and even peasants took to rearing sparrow-hawks and

kestrels, and sjjcnt their holidays in hiuiting sparrows and larks. Men gave their

lives to the study and training of falcon.s, and in many families generation succeeded

generation in tlie ])ractice of this art, father handing down to son his store of experi-

ence, and with it often his well-earned jilacc of honor at the castle or the court. At
one time we are told, " In the court of the King of Wales there were only three

oflicers of liis household above the master of the hawks. This person occupied the

fourth ]ilace from the sovereign at the royal table, but he was )>rohil>ited from drink-

ing more than three times, lest he should become intoxicated, and, in consequence,

neglect his birds. Not only had he the management of the hawks and of the people

employed in this sport, but, when he had been very successful in it, the king was
accustomed to ri.se uji and receive him on his entrance; and even, on some occasions,

to hold his stirru]). Ethel8tt>n made North Wales provide him not only with so many
dogs as he chose, ' whose 8cent-]iursuing noses might explore the haunts and coverts

of the deer,' but ' birds who knew how to hunt others along the sky.' In France

there was an officer called the 'Grand Falconer,' who was a person of so much impor-

tance that his salary w.is four thousand florins, and he was attended by fifty gentle-

men and fifty assistant falconers. lie was allowed to keep three hundred hawks; he

licensed every vender of hawks in the kingdom, and received a fee on every one of

these birds that was sold. The king never rode out on any occasion of consequence

without being attended by this oflicer."

Soon laws became necessary for the regulation and ]irotcction of the sport. In

the reign of Henry VII. the taking of the eggs of hawk or falcon was punishable with

imprisonment for ' a year and a day,' and a fine at the king's pleasure ; and this, too,
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even if the eggs were on the offender's own land. The use of the gyi-falcon was
restricted to king or queen; an earl might own an<l fly the peregrine; a yeoman the

goshawk; a priest was allowed the sparrow-hawk, while a servant might get what
amusement he could from the kestrel.

During the sixteenth or seventeenth century falconry reached the zenith of its

j)ojiularity in Eurojie, and before the beginning of the present century it had fallen

into pretty general disuse. It is still kept up, however, on many a large estate in

England and on the Continent, and in many cities of India and China at the present

time, one frequently meets in the streets men carrying hawks on their wrists as their

ancestors did a thousand years ago. In fact there are very few countries of the Old

World where it is not still more or less in vogue, as well as in some parts of South

America, though we are not aware that it has been practised in the United States.

The terminology of falconry is quite voluminous, hundreds of terms being used

which are peculiar to the art, while many familiar words are used only in a peculiar

or limited sense, so that a work on the subject would be hardly intelligible to the

average reader without a glossary. We need not here trouble ourseh es about many
of these terms, introducing as few as possible, and explaining those which seem to

need it.

There is little doubt, considering the high grade of intelligence of most birds of

prey, that any of the forms which commonly catcli living birds or (juadrupeds might,

with proper care and training, be made sei'viceable for hawking; but those which the

experience of ages seems to have shown conclusively to be the best are the true

Falconinae (especially the members of the genus Falco) and the Accipitrina;. These

are very different in their structure and action, as already pointed out, and are there-

fore most often used on different classes of game. By the term game we must here

be understood to mean the quarry, whatever it may be, whether eat.able or not ; for,

as the main thing sought for in this pastime is sport, it is often better and more con-

veniently obtained from large and high-flying birds like herons, than from such birds

as quails and partridges, which are more easily procured for the table in other

ways.

In all ages and countries falconers have recognized these two classes of 'hawks;'

the long-winged, dark-eyed falcons, which rise to a considerable height and ' stoop ' on

their prey at a single rush, being usually called ' noble,' while the short-winged, often

yellow-eyed hawks, which fly low and chase after their prey, were styled ' ignoble.'

The first, or 'noble' falcons, were most often taught to rise high above the hunter, and

'wait on' until game was found, while the second were oftener thrown from the hand

on sighting game, and, unlike the f.alcons, were not often 'hooded.' The really good

birds most readily obtained and easily managed were, in Europe, the goshawk and

the peregrine, and these are the ones most often used now in England. The 'great

northern ' falcons, the various gyrfalcons, were more |)owerful, and could be used for

some birds which the peregrine w.as no match for, but they were scarce and hard to

obtain in the first i)lace, did not thrive except in a cold climate, and were extremely

difficult to tame and train. The different species of falcon vary much in their <lispo-

sitions, and there are many other things to be taken into account in selecting a bird

for service. The course of training is at best long and diflicult, and while a week or

two may suftice in some cases for young birds reared from the nest, others will require

several months.

At the present time it is believed that as good results in the field may be obtained,
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eventually, from yount; birds rcan-d by the falconer (ami then termed 'eyases'), as

with full-grown, wild-taught birds, known as ' haggards ;

' but old-time falconers held

the latter in niuc-h the higher estimation. The wild-eaught birds are often much

stronger, and hence better for large game, while their chief value lies in the fact that

tliey have always been accustomed to hunt for themselves, and have thus acquired

habits of watchfulness and daring whicli are difruult to cultivate in ' eyases.' They

are, however, extremely hard to train at first, and very likely to forget their teaching

and regain their liberty the first time they are ' flown ' by the falconer.

In training a falcon, as in training a horse or a dog, one person should take entire

charge of the bird, at least until well broken. The method ordinarily adoj)ted is,

briefly, as follows:—
At first the efforts should be ju'incipally toward rendering the bird quiet and tame

in confinement. To this end she should be handled as much as ])Ossible, and stroked

witli a feather, using the voice frequently, and esjiecialiy at feeding times. With a

wild-caught falcon this will be slow work at first ; the bird may refuse to eat for a day

or two, and for some time her training will have to be conducted in almost total dark-

ness. A leather ' hood ' is ])laced over the head, nnil the bird must become accus-

tomed to having this j)ut on and taken off at all times, even wliile feeding, as well as

to feeding with or without it, at first in the dark, and finally in broad daylight

and in the presence of other ])ei-sons. Then, step by ste]i, she must grow .accustomed

to all sorts of noise and confusion, as well as learn to know the voice of her master,

and come at his call. All this time a 'jess' (strap) will be kept on each leg, and when
carried about she will perch on the glove or wristlet of her keeper. If more liberty

be desired, a line may be fastened to the 'jesses,' and its length increased as desired.

Up to this titne she has only received food from the hand ; now she must be made to

go to it, and this is easily managed by letting her see it at a distance of a few feet,

but refusing to give it her until she jimips or flies toward it. After she will thus go

twenty or thirty yards without fail, the line may be taken off and the bird be taught to

fly to her food from a much greater distance,— even half a mile at last. If the food

so far used can be flesh of the game she is to be trained for, so much tlie better; and

after she has caught a few ])igei)ns, or other birds released from the hand, under favor-

able circumstances, she may be tried on wild game. It is important, however, that

all her first trials shall be successful, and it is also well that, when first allowed to

strike a bird at liberty, that bird shall be too large for her to carry off conveniently.

After a little pr.actiee it will lie found that the moment a falcon is unhooded in the

open air and set free, she will immediately rise to a considerable height, and circle

about, on the lookout for her accustomed food. This is called ' waiting on,' and if she

has not been released until the dog has pointed, the game may now be flushed, and the

falcon will be pretty certain to make a successful stoop and kill her bird, in which

case she must be at once hooded, and either allowed to cat a little of the game killed,

or else some other food must be substituted.

Should she fail to kill her game at the first plunge, and the bird take to the grass

again, it nnist be flushed as <|uickly as jiossible, an<l a good falcon will 'wait on' again

until offered another chance to strike. Young hawks, when taken from the nest before

they can fly, must be suitably housed and fed «ntil full grown, and no training except

sim]>le taming is at first attempted.

Usually they are left at liberty during the day, being accustomed to come at the

call, or at regular feeding-times, and they must have food enough to prevent their
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wandering off in search of it. As soon as they begin to chase other birds it is time

their taming was begun, and they must now be caught and liooded, and taught in

nearly tiie same manner as oliler birds ; but this is much easier and more quickly accom-

plished. Ill order to make good hunters they must always be kept in good condition,

fed just enougli to kee]t them up to full strength, yet always with good appetites when

brought to the Held. Their food, also, when not hunting, should consist as largely as

possible of game, and they must be allowed to eat naturally, swallowing bones, hair,

and feathers, and ejecting from the mouth the 'eastings' a few hours afterwards, in

the same manner as wild hawks. In general, the more e.\ercise they get the better.

As most falcons become much attached to particular breeding-places, it is easy for

those who aro conveniently situated to obtain the young in successive years from the

same eyries.

Hawks were also always to be bought at reasonable prices before the beginning of

the 'hawking season,' and thus in many cases owners were accustomed to set their

birds at liberty at the close of the season, replacing them the ne.vt year with new ones,

and thus avoiding the care of them through the greater part of the year. But gyrfal-

cons were too expensive to be thus released, and as they also retained their powers

longer than others, and could be used for many years in succession, they were carefully

kept for indefiiiite jieriods, occasionally doing good service for even fifteen or twenty

years.

The taking of wild hawks, usually known as passage-hawks, from their abundance

during the vernal and autumnal migrations, was usually effected by means of a net

baited with a live bird, though frequently a decoy-falcon was used, being made to

flutter as if killing game whenever a passage-hawk was seen in the distance. An
owl was often the surest attraction for a hawk, the antipathy e.visting between the two

seeming always to render it imp<).ssil)le for a hawk to pass over by daylight without

one or two dashes at his nocturnal rival.

In training hawks the falconer had always to bear in mind not only the kinds of game
which the bird was best fitted to take, but also the kinds which could conveniently

be hunted in his immediate neighborhood. For the same individual was rarely trained,

especially at first, for more than a single class of game : one for grouse, j)artridge.s

and, perhaps, pheasants ; another for hares or rabbits ; and others, still, for herons and

waterfowl. Thus, to insure a good day's sport in the field, it was often necessary to be

jvrovided with a dozen or more of hawks, from which to select according to the game
which presented itself. In its native state a hmigry falcon would attack almost any

bird which presented itself, and such, when cajjlured and trained, would necessarily

have to be flown with care at diflicult game, and it was not uncommon, though of

course very annoying, to have a falcon forsake the pui-suit of a fine heron which was

mounting skyward, and dart off after some luckless mag])ie or crow which chanced to

cross his ]>ath. And this was tlie more vexatious l)ecause one of these 'small fry'

would fre(|uently evade the falcon by diving into thick shrulibcry, whence the 'noble'

hawk, baffled ami angry himself, was not easily recalled by his master.

The heron was always a favorite with falconers on account of the good exhibition

which the flight afTorded. The best place for this kind of sjiort was on open, treeless

ground, over which the herons were accustomed to fly at a considerable height in

passing between their feeding-grounds and their nests or roost ing-)il aces. When
attacked by a falcon un<ler such circumstances, the heron seeks safety by rising high

in the air, and so long as she can keep above her i)ursuer she has nothing to fear.
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Both birds ascend in spirals ; but the heron, with her liyht body and broad, concave

Wingfi, can risa in smaller rinc^s than the falcon. Tlie latter therefore describes a much

wider circle, and, traveliuL,' with treiuendi.as speed, an.l using her powerful wings at

every turn, gains raj)idly upon licr quarry. Thus the struggle is steadily carrying both

birds higher an.l higher, while the spectators, in order to keep the race in sight and be

'in at the death,' must gallop 'down-wiud' across country, until they see that the fal-

con has at last 'got the sky' of licr victim, and is about to 'stoop.' All eyes watch

eagerly now, and tiie height is often so great that the two birds seem hardly larger

than a coui)le of unequal-sized bees. For an instant the upper one seems to hang sus-

pended and motionless, then !<hoi>ts with incredible swiftness and unerring aim on the

doomed heron. The blow may be evaded at tirst, but this is rarely possible more than

a few times, for the long struggle for position has left little strength for any new

effort, and so the falcon strikes fair on Iier back, cither killing instantly by the mere

shock of collision, as is usually the case with a smallei- bird, or more slowly, but with

equal certainty, by the driving home of the long curved talons, while both birds come

whirling toward the earth, the falcon above, and striving with outspread wings to

break the force of the fall. 'J"he falconer now runs forward and slips the hood

over the falcon's head, after which she is led, usually with game freshly killed

for the purpose, which she is often allowed to eat while i)erchcd on the body of the

heron.

Such a chase, while occupying but a few moments, is full of the most intense

interest, and we can hardly wonder at the zeal with which such sport has been fol-

lowed in days ])ast. There is much difference in falcons, even of the same s])ecies. Us

to their power of killing, some being very strong 'footers,' while others, with equal

power of wing, are unable to strike surely with the feet, and hence there may be a

rough-and-tumble fight on the ground, in which the long bill of the heron is an ugly

and effective weajxjn. The goshawk esj)ecially is slow in killing a large bird, and

hence should never be flown at herons.

The full speed of the ])eregrine has been estimated at not less than one hundred and

fiftv miles an hour, and the gyrfalcoii is believed to much exceed this. Even the gos-

hawk, a much slower bird, easily overtakes the passenger jiigcon in full flight, so that

it is doubtless no uncommon thing for a falcon to take a dash of ten or a dozen miles

in as many minutes, in the j)ursuit of a single victim.

The Euro]iean woodcock is another binl which rises to a great height to escape the

falcon, and, miequal as the race would seem to be, the woodcock is by no means

always the loser, and not unfrecjuently both birds rise completely out of sight before

the linish. Game which will thus 'lake the air' in order to csea]>e affords much

better sj)ort than any other kind, for the hawking of rabbits, or even hares, is tame

sport, only visible to few, and often with much exertion in riding over rough ground

and through thick woods ; and while ducks and other waterfowl are often hunted with

fair success by the jieregrine, or even the goshawk, yet it can only be done under

favorable conditions, as these birds usually escai)e bj' diving, if there be water enough

at hand.

Probably the most diflicult game ever successfully attempted w.as the kite, to the caj)-

ture of which very few even of the strongest and best-trained falcons were equal; so

that practically this sport was limited to the favored few who coidd afford to possess

the swiftest birds. Thus, hunted mainly by royalty, the kite became known as royal

game, and doubtless J/ilvtis rcijalis gets its specific designation from this source.
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Newton quotes an incklcnt of this sport which occurred in the reign of the "British-

Solomon," King James, according to which it seems that the French king's falconer,

when sent to England to show his skill, " could not kill one kite, ours being more
magnanimous llian the French kite." Whereupon James's master-falconer, Sir Thomas
Monsou, at an expense of a thousand pounds, obtained a cast (couple) of hawks that

took nine kites in succession. But the historian goes on to say that when Kiii"

James himself was persuaded by this success to witness a flight in person, " the Kite

went to such a mountee as all the field lost sight of Kite and Ilawke and all, and

neither Kite nor Hawke were either seen or heard of to this present."

Owls, generally speaking (the family Strigid^), are the nocturnal Accipitres.

With all the raptorial nature of the diurnal birds of prey, they are yet very different

in many details of structure, a few of which have already been mentioned. The head

is relatively large and broad, and the eyes especially arc very large,— larger than in

any other family of birds excejit possibly the goatsuckers, or nightjars (Cajirinnilgi-

dae). The feathers surrounding each eye are generally of peculiar shape and texture,

often more or less bristly, and tend to form a more or less shallow funnel, or hollow

cone, at the bottom or apex of which the eye is situated. The eyes look almost

directly forward, and thus, with their sotting of radiating feathers— the facial discs—
have a goggle-like appearance, which, though often unintentionally and grossly carica-

tured, is yet striking and often ludicrous. These circles of feathers about the eyes

are evidently adaptations to the nocturnal habits of the birds, and are best developed

in those species which are most strictly nocturnal, while in the few species which hunt

much by daylight they are quite incomplete.

The eyes themselves are not less remarkable. In addition to their great size, they

ai-e of peculiar shape, being less nearly spherical than in other birds, and with the

anterior portion much produced and cylindrical. They are also but very slightly

movable, the bony plates which are found in the sclerotic coat of the eye in all birds

being here most remarkably devela]ied, and so closely fitted to each other and to the

orbits that there is no j)erceptil)le rolling of the eye-ball, as in other birds, the whole

head having to be turned instead. The iris is unusually broad, and capable of a sur-

l)rising degree of expansion and contraction, while the pupil, instead of being circu-

lar, as in most birds, is, when moderately contracted, a perpendicidar oval.

In many species, also, we find eyelashes, a rare thing among birds, though seen in

ostriches and some others. In closing the eyes, moreover, the upper lid is principally

effective, the reverse of what is true in most birds. The nictitating membrane, or

third eyelid, is not, perhaps, better developed than in other Ilaptores; but the large

size of the eye, and the fact that owls ordinarily sit during the daytime with this

screen drawn over it (in the manner of a sickly chicken), make it unusually noticeable.

There is usually a well-developed superciliary shield.

The ear also is remarkably developed, the orifice being often of peculiar shape,

frequently closable by a movable flap or operculum, and ordinarily surrounded by one

or more circles of feathers, which ]irobably ])erform to a great extent the function of

the external fleshy ear among mammals. The openings of these ears are often unlike

on the two sides of the head, in at least one genus (Asio), the orifice on one side

oi)ening downward, and on the other upward. The bill is not remarkable in any

respect, being usually short and frequently almost hidden by the bristly feathers about

it, being, as it were, squeezed in between the diacs which surround the eyes. It is

always sharp and strongly hooked, but never notched.
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The nostrils arc of inoderatt' or large size, and open in or near the anterior margin

of the cere, lieing usually hidden by the bristles.

Tlie legs are much longer than they ajipear to be, yet never very long. They are

always feathered to or below the tibio-tarsal joint, and a really naked tarsus, i. e. with-

out feathers or bristles, is rarely seen, while even the toes are often well feathered. The
fact that the outer toe is reversible has already been noted, and although the presence

of a similar structure in the osj)rey (J'andion) is jtrobably to be regarded more as a

coincidence than as evidence of true atHnity, yet it is interesting to notice that the

claws are very similar in the two cases. It will be remembered that in the osprey the

talons are rounded, not grooved, beneath, and that they are of equal length on all the

toes ; while in most if not all other Falcouidte the hind claw is usually largest, nearly

e(junlled by the inner, and the miiMle and outer are respectively smaller and smallest.

The owls most nearly resemble the os|>rey in these respects, for, although the claws

are not smooth and rounded beneath, neither are they furrowed, but ridged ; and very

often all are of precisely the same size. Even when unequal, the middle claw is usu-

ally laigest, being nearly equalled by the inner, while either the hind claw or the outer

may be the smallest, though usually they are about equal.

The wings and tail are generally ainjjle and rounded, the former always more or

less concave, the latter often, but not always, short. The ]iluinage is very soft, loose,

and fluffy, giving a very false imi)ression of size. Almost all the feathers are soft-

fringed, and this is noticeable in the large flight feathers, especially on the outer webs
of the primaries, where the fringe is stiffer than elsewhere, and the filaments more or

less lecurved, all combining to make the flight noiseless as possible. All the feathers

are destitute of aftershafts, and the oil-gland lacks the usual circlet of plumes. A
great many species show tufts of lengthened feathers on the head, one over each eye,

usually called 'horns' or 'ears' though a better word is that suggested by Dr. Coues,

who calls them j)lumicorns or feather-horns. It is almost needless to say that they

have nothing whatever to do with the ears, and, as they are not peculiar to either sex,

they j)robal)ly serve no purjiose as ornaments. They may be depressed or erected at

the ]ileasure of the bird, but in many sj)ecies are so large as always to be quite con-

spicuous. They increase the somewhat striking resemblance which the face of au owl
bears to that of a eat, but what useful purj>oso they serve, if any, is apjiarently un-

known. They occur in widely different genera, ami differ much in size and form, but
seem to be of little value, e.vcept in artificial classifications, representing perhaps the occi-

pital crests so frequently met with among Falconida% but entirely wanting among owls.

We have s])oken of owls as the nocturnal birds of prey, and so most of them are;

yet there is nnich difference among them as to the power of sight in the night-time,

and the corresponding ])arlial blindness by daylight. Not a few of them are entirely

helpless in open sun-light, and if discovered under such circumstances may be easily

caught in the hand. Others see perfectly well in the light, and even prefer to hunt by
day in cloudy or foggy weather.

This is especially true of such species as the snowy-owl and hawk-owl, which inhabit

the far north, where the summer is one long day, or at best there are but one or two
hours of twilight in the course of the twenty-four. Probably the great majority of

species prefer the twilight of morning and evening, or the semi-darkness of more or

less moonlight nights. The structure of their eyes renders them very nearsighted, and

it seems very jirtibable tli.it many of them are able to hear a mouse much farther than

they could see him, though there is a wide difference in this respect in different species.
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Most owls are arboreal in their habits, but with quite a fondness for rocks and

busliv cliffs, while very few are really terrestrial. In those which are most so, how-
ever, llie claws are liable to be less curved.

The food is quite variable, but owls destroy immense numbers of rats, mice, and
other 'vermin,' and are thus of incalculable service to man. Their habit (in common
with other Accijjitres) of ejecting by the mouth the indigestible parts of their food,

renders the absohite determination of the cliaracter of their food comparatively easy.

This subject has been very thoroughly investigated of late years in Europe, and the

results show conclusively that while owls may occasionally do more or less damage in

the destruction of useful birds, this is more than compensated for by the wholesale

destruction of injurious rodents (especially Murida3 and Arvicolidte) of which the

bulk of their food consists.

Some forms feed largely on fish, which they catch for themselves, and it has been

frequently noticed that in such species the legs and feet are usually bare ; but, as Pro-

fessor Newton remarks, we must not be too hasty in drawing conclusions from these

facts, for the tarsi are also bare in some species which arc not known to catch fish at

all, and, we may add, many species which sometimes fish for themselves have both

tarsus and toes well feathered. Indeed, the snowy-owl, with its feet so muffled in

feathers as even to hide the claws, was seen by Audubon catching fish very skilfully

from the ' pot-holes,' at the falls of the Ohio at Louisville.

Most owls follow the rule which obtains among other Aceipitres as to relative size

of the sexes, the female being \isually the larger, but there are some exceptions. The
sexes, however, are invariably alike in coloring, and the young do not seem to pass

through any well-marked 'stages' of plumage after they once put off the down.

Melanism and alljinism are both rare in this family, but in a large number of species

belonging to several widely different genera, two phases of ])lumage occur indepen-

dently of age or sex; one the 'gray' plumage and the other the 'red,' the prevailing

color in the former being brownish gray, and in the latter rusty red. These phases

were for a long time a ]iuzzle to naturalists, it being at first supposed that the two

colors marked different species ; later, that they indicated either different sexes or ages

;

while it is now pretty generally conceded that both colors may be found in young

from the same nest, offspring of the same parents, whether these be both red or both

gray, or one of each. Moreover, it would seem probable that either phase once

assumed is worn through life. Species in which both j^hases occur are often called

dimoi"phic or dichromatic. Further reference to this subject may be found in the

introduction to this volume (page 8).

The nesting habits vary much, but the eggs are normally always white, either pure,

or yellow- or blue-tinted, and almost spherical. They are commonly more numerous

than in other Aceipitres, being usually four to six; but in several cases as many as

eight or ten are laid ; while in at least one species, and probably in more, the normal

number appears to be two.

From the nocturnal preferences of most owls their habits are very slightly known,

and many interesting facts are doubtless to be discovered in this direction. More

often Iicard than seen, even their notes arc only imi)erfcctly known as yet, but are

ordinarily monotonous and mournful, occasionally pleasing and almost musical, while

the voices of some species appear never to have been heard. As to the manner of

flight and mcth<id of hunting in nocturnal forms we know very little, :md our infer-

ences from structure must be of the most general kind.
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The question of the division of the owls into sul)-fainilic8 is one which lias long

peri>lexecl ornithologists. The grouj) has seemed so homogeneous that good charae-

ters on which to found sulxlivisions were hard to find, and even now it would be pre-

mature to say that any umjuestionable arrangement has been effected. Over forty

yeare ago Xitsch showed that the feathering (]iterylograj>hy) of the barn-owl or

screech-owl, Aluco Jfamiiieiis, was very different from that of all other members of

the family, and some jieculiar osteological characters were also found to exist in the

same bird. On these discoveries as a basis, two sub-families were foi-med, and a few

years ago there was a general feeling among systemalists that at last the question was

nearly settled, and they might .safely place the barn-owls and their allies— less than

half a dozen species in all — in one grouj) ; and all the remaining hundred speciea or

more in a second. One species, however, J'fiodihis haiUns, which had been placed in

the smaller group, has now been found by Alphonse Milne-Edwards to combine the

peculiarities of both groups, and thus to be a true connecting-link between them.

It seems impossible to include Phodilus in either group, yet systematists are re-

luctant to allow it to stand by itself as the type of a new sub-family, and equally

reluctant to unite all owls into a single group, only subdividing them into genera and

species. Under these circumstances, and especially while new species are still being

discovered, most ornithologists are inclined to wait for a time, and not commit them-

selves. Tlie two main groups alluded to may be thus cliaracterized :—
Sub-family Aluconiiia2. Barn-owls and their allies. Sternum without manubrium

and entire (i. e., un-notched) behind; clavicles united together, forming a furcula, and

solidly joined to the keel of the sternum; tarsus without a bony ring or arch over the

extensor tendon of the toes ; claw of the middle toe with its inner margin serrate.

Sub-family Striginaj. Other owls (except Phodilus). Sternum with a distinct

manubriimi, and with two or more clefts or notches in the hinder margin ; clavicles

never united to the keel of the sternum, often not even united to each other; tarsus

with a bony ring or arch over the groove, in which lies the common extensor tendon

of the toes; inner margin of middle claw not serrate.

Phodilus, or Photodilus as it is also written, agrees with the Aluconinse in want-

ing the manubrial i)rocess of the sternum as well ;is the bony .irch on the tarsus, but

differs from them and agrees with the Striginae in having the hinder

margin of the sternum distinctly notched, while the clavicles are neither

united to each other, nor to the keel of the sternum.

The burrowing-owl, tipeotyto cuniculuria, is one of the most pecu-

liar forms which we meet with amons; the owls, and, although too
Fio. 150. - Bin of ,, , ^ . • 1 1 1 • • , ,, .

sptntiito, show- well known to warrant extended description, we can hardly jiass it
ng no8tr .

without calling attention to its long slender legs, imperfect facial

disk, and terrestrial habits. It is about nine and a half inches long, the tail however,

being rather shi>rt,— only three to three and a half inches. Tiio colors are brown
and yellowisli-while in about equal jiroj>ortion, the ui)j)er parts being brown with very

numerous roundi.sh wliite spots, wliile the under parts, wings, and tail are barred witli

brown and white. The sexes are alike in size and color. It is jieculiar to Amcrici,

where it occurs abundantly in some jilaces, especially on the jjanijias and adjacent lauds

of South America, and the ])lains of the western United States. On the west coast

of North America it extends northward to the Columbia River, while on the cast coast

a few isolated colonies are found in Florida, and it occurs abundantly in Texas. On
the island of Guadeloupe, in the West Indies, a form is found which has sometimes
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been ranked as a distinct species, S. guadeloupensis, but this seems to ho only a variety

of the South American bird.

Burrowing-owls are notorious from their association with the prairie-dof and otlior

mammals in whose deserted burrows they commonly live, though their relations with
the earlier occupants and the intruding rattle-snakes, contrary to popular belief, are

usually anything but peaceful. The mistake has doubtless originated from the

observed fact that in the so-called ' villages' of the prairie-dog, owls and sn.-ikes as

well as 'dogs' are often abundant, and all living in burrows orifjinalbj made by the

rodents. Yet there is no reason to believe that they ever all live in the same under-

ground chamber, or that cither bird or rejnile lays aside its usual instincts and abstains

from an occasional meal off each other or the young prairie-dogs. On this subject.

Dr. Coues, in his "Birds of the Northwest," remarks:—
"The case is further complicated by the introduction of the rattle-snakes ; and no

little pure bosh is in type respecting the harmonious and confidential relations irnao--

ined to subsist between the trio, which, like the 'hap])y family' of Barnum, lead

Utopian existences. According to the dense bathos of such nursery tales, in this

underground elysium the snakes give their rattles to the puppies to play with, the

old dogs cuddle the owlets, and farm out their own litters to the grave and careful

birds ; when an owl and a dog come home, ]iaw-in-wing, they are often mistaken bv
their respective progeny, the little dogs nosing the owls in search of the maternal

font, and the old dogs left to wonder why the baby owls will not nurse. It is a pity

to spoil a good story for the sake of a few facts, but, as the case stands, it would be

well for the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals to take it up.

" First, as to the reptiles, it may be observed that they are like other rattle-snakes,—
dangerous, venomous creatures ; they have no business in the burrows, and are after

no good when they do enter. They wriggle into the holes, partly because there is no
other place for them to crawl into on the bare, flat ]ilain, and partly in search of owls'

eggs, owlets, and iiu]ipies to eat. Next, the owls themselves are simply attracted to

the villages of prairie-dogs as the most convenient places for shelter and nidification,

where they find eligible ready-made burrows, and are spared the trouble of digging

for themselves. Community of interest makes them gregarious to an extent unusual

among raj)acious birds; while the exigencies of life on the plains cast their lot with

the rodents."

Wherever these owls are found, they make use of holes in the earth for breeding

purposes. Not only do they use the holes .above alluded to, but they frequently take

possession of those of foxes, badgers, and ground squirrels ; and in South America
they live in the burrows of the viscacha, Lagostomus tric/iodacti/lus, the Patagonian

'hare' or cavy, Z>olichotis palaffoniais, or even of armadillos and large lizards. It is

pretty generally believed that when they do not find suit.able accommodations of this

kind they dig holes for themselves, and this may indeed be the case, but we are not

aware that anyone has ever seen them so em]iloyed. The burrowing-owls of North and

South America, though unquestionably belonging to the same sjiecies, are sufficiently

difTerent to constitute two fairly well-marked geograjihical races, the South American
bird being larger and lighter colored than the other. In habits they must differ still

more wiilely, for the bird of the western United States is described as almost entirely

diurnal, while the South American bird is as completely crepuscular or nocturnal

;

sitting, it may be, at the mouth of its burrow during the daytime, or on the top of a

bush near at hand, but seldom feeding at all until towards sunset, when it becomes
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very active. On tlic pampas it is usually very tame, permitting one to walk up quite

close before taking flight for another bush or hillock ; but after sunset it becomes

very vigilant, flying up and hovering at a height of thirty or forty feet, ami uttering

its screams of jirotest whenever an intruder appears in sight, thus giving amj)le warn-

ing to its neighbors, the viscachas.

On the plains of the United States they seem to be more timid and wary, and are

said to feed mostly in the daytime. Their food is usually stated to consist mostly of

reptiles and insects, but they certainly consume large numbers of mice and some small

birds. They neither migrate nor hibernate, but arc abro.ad and active all winter.

According to Mr. Agersborg, in south-eastern Dakota, in winter, as many as twenty of

'^^

Fig. 151. — Athene noctua, little owl, clvetta.

these birds may be found living together in the same burrow, and in one such case he

found forty-three mice and several shore-larks " scattered along the run to their com-

mon ajiartment."

The nest is simply a collection of grass, feathers, and rubltish placed .at the end of

the burrow, and contains from live to ten short ellij)t leal, or nearly sjiherical, white,

unspotted eggs. The nest, and often the entire burrow, is filthy beyond description,

from the accumul.atioii of remnants of food, the ejected pellets of the birds them-

selves, etc.

The nearest relatives of Speotyto would seem to be the members of the Old World
genus, Athene {Carine), and one or more species from the West Indies, belonging to

the genus Gynmasio. G. Inwrenci, found in Cuba, is rather smaller than the burrow-

ing-owl, and with proportionally shorter legs, the tarsi and feet, moreover, being jier-
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feetly bare of feathers or bristles, and covei-ed with small irregular-shaped plates, as in

the tarsal covering of falcons.

The genus Athene, in which the burrowing-owl was formerly placed, as now
framed includes but two species, one of which, the little owl of Euro])e, Atliene noctita,

is the bird which among tlie Greeks was sacred to I'allas Athene, and is so often

represented with the Goddess of Wisdom on their coins and sculptures ; " but," says

Newton, " those who know the grotesque actions and ludicrous expression of this

veritable buffoon of birds can never cease to wonder at its having been seriously

selected as the symbol of learning, and can hardly divest tliemselves of the suspicion

that the choice must have been made in the sjjirit of sarcasm." For many of the

following notes on this species we are indebted to the excellent account of it given in

Dresser's " Birds of Europe."

It is from eight to nine inches in length, or a trifle smaller than the common
mottled-owl of the United States. Its color above is brown with white markings,

—

stripes on the head, spots on the back, wing-coverts, etc., and bars on the wings and

tail.

Below, it is buffy white, with dark-brown stripes or longitudinal dashes. Tlirough

central and soutliern Euro]io it is a con\mon and well-known owl, but rarely reaches

England or Sweden, though found regularly in Denmark.

Its favorite haunts are in the neighborhood of towns, though it is frequently met

with in the country, and in Holland is usually found in the orchards close to farm-

houses. In such places it usually nests in the hollow of a tree, laying from three to

five eggs without any si<j;n of a nest, 1)ut ordinarily it prefers deserted buildings,

church-towers, ruins, chinks of rocky walls, or the crevices of bushy cliffs. According

to Mr. Keulemans, these little owls have a strong aversion to water. He has ke])t

them in a cage for more than a year without giving them any, while " it is a curious

fact than when they get wet, either by heav}' rain or by being placed in a damp s])ot,

they have fits and remain insensible for hours, and .sometimes it causes their death."

In Italy it is known as the ' civetta,' and Mr. Charles Waterton says of it: "This

diminutive rover of the night is much jirized by the gardeners of Italy for its uncom-

mon ability in destroying insects, snails, slugs, reptiles, and mice. There is scarcely

an out-house in the gardens and vineyards of that country which is not tenanted by

the civetta.

"It is often brought uj) tame from tlie nest, and in the mon'th of September is sold

for a dollar to sjiortsmen, wlio take it with them in their excursions througli the

country to look for larks and other small birds. Perclied on the top of a pole it

attracts their notice, and draws tlu in within the fatal r.ange of gunshot by its most

singular gestures; for, staii<ling bolt upright, it curtsies incessantly, with its head

somewhat inclined forwards, while it keei]S its eyes fixed on the ai)proaching object.

This odd movement is peculiar to the civetta alone ; by it the birds of the neighbor-

hood are decoyed to their destruction ; hence its value to the ranging sportsman.

"Often and anon, as the inhabitants of IJome pass throiigh tlie bird-market at tlie

Pantheon, they stop and look and laugh at this i>retty little cai)tivc owl whilst it is

performing its ridiculous gesticulations." Like many other owls which jirefer the dusk

for hunting, it is, nevertheless, often abroad in the daytime, especially when it has

young to feed. It would seem to sutfir less from the glare of the sun than from the

persecutions of small birds which often follow it about in large nundtcrs, luuassiiig it

continually from every side. In Germany, according to Naumann, it has a variety of
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notes, some smotherccl, and dull otbers loud and clear. " These notes are often vari-

ously modulated by the bird itself or the action of the air, and are sujiposed by the

8U|iC'rstitiousjicasaiit.s to form connected setitcnccs, as, for instance, 'Konim-mit, komm-

mit auf (k'u Kirsc-li(jff-iiof-hof (Come with me, come witli nic to the churchyard-

yard-yard);' and the bird is looked on by them as a j)roj>het foretelling death." Al-

though this s])ecies destroys some small birds, it is in the main deciiledly beneficial,

feeding mainly on mice ami other small rodents, and insects.

The single other species of this peculiar genus is the spotted-owl, Athene hrama,

which is a well-known and abundant bird in India, where it replaces the little owl.

In the extreme southwest of the United States, a tiny owl is found, which seems to

be somewhat nearly related to the several species already mentioned, although ]per-

haps equally near the ]iigniy-owls which follow. It is known as Whitney's owl, J/i-

craihene whitnei/i, and the first specimen was taken by Dr. J. G. Cooper at Fort

Mojave in the valley of the Colorado in 18G1. During the next dozen yeai-s only two

or three more specimens came to light, and it is only within the last three or four

years that it has been met with more abundantly, while it is still very rare in collec-

tions. It is undoubtedly the smallest known s])ecies of owl, and one of the very

smallest of all birds of jirey ; the only ones which ai)jiroach it at all being one or

two species of the jiigmy-owls (Glaticidium) and the finch-falcons (Ilierax). The
total length of large s])ecimeus seldom exceeds six inches, the average being ]n-obal)ly

about five and three-quarters inches. The tail measures between two and two and

one-quarter inches, while the wings, which are propoitionally longer than in most

owls, average about- four and one-quarter inches.

Like all the owls thus far mentioned, it has no ' jilumicorns ' (ear-tufts), the legs

are l)ristly, being feathered but slightly below tiie heel joint, and the facial disk is im-

pei'fect. This last condition is in most owls found to accompany more or less diurnal

h.abits, but the present species seems to be pretty strictly nocturnal. One of its most
l)eculiar characteristics is seen in the claws, whicii, as Dr. Cones says, are "remarkably
small, weak, and little curved ; hardly more than insessorial instead of raptorial in

character." Its coloration is not easily described, but in general it is light brown
above, each feather with an angular dot of lighter color. There is an inilistinct

whitish collar about the neck, and a white stri])e along each shoulder. The under
parts are whitish, blotched and ini])erfectly barred with reddish-brown, and the wings
and tail are brown, barred with whitish. The face is mostly white, and the iris bright

yellow. The sexes seem to be exactly alike in size and color.

This interesting little owl, so far .as now known, seems to be most abundant in

Arizona, where several collectors have met with it, and two s]>ecimens have also been

taken on Socorro Island, off the west coast of Mexico. ]VIr. F. Stephens recently

found it fairly common in the region about Tucson, Arizona, where he found the

females frequenting the giant cactuses, and breeding in holes of their stems, while the

males were more often met with in elder and willow thickets. The first s])ecimen was
discovered by accident, in cutting down a cactus to examine a woodpecker's hole.

Mv. William Brewster has given an account of Mr. Ste].hens' collection, and pub-
lishes many field-notes on the birds observed. Among Mr. Stephens' notes is the
following account of the present sjiccics. "I was walking ]iast an dder-bush in a

thicket, when a sm.all bird started out. Thinking it had flown from its nest I stojiped,

and began examining the bush, when I discovered a Whitney's owl sitting on a branch
with its side towards mc, and one wing held uji, shield-fashion, before its face. I
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could just see its eyes over the wing, :iiul liad it kept them shut I miglit have over-

lookuil it, as tlicy first attracted luy attention. It had drawn itself into the smallest

possible compass, so that its head formed tlie widest part of its outline. I moved
around a little, to get a better chance to shoot, as the brush was very thick, but, which-
ever way I went, the wing was always interposed, and when I retreated far enough for

a fair shot I could not tell the bird from the surrounding bunches of leaves. At leno-th,

losing patience, I fired at random and it fell. Upon going to i)ick it up I was sur-

prised to find another, which I had not seen before, but which must have been struck
by a stray shot." Mr. Brewster adds :

" leather curiously both of these specimens
proved to be adult males. It is by no means certain, however, that the males

x^ \ ^ \i.'UK N.iioSs^.^'-iii-

FlG. luL". — Xijctala IcngnuUmi, tengmalm's owl, and Gtaucidium passerinum, pigniy-owl.

are not to a certain extent grctiarious during the breeding seas()n, for on another

occasion two more were killed from a flock of live which were sitting together in a

thick bush."

The eggs were always laid in deserted woodpeckers' holes in the cactuses, but were

rarely accessible without felling the trunks, wliich always resulted in breaking the

eggs. A single whole one, however, was obtained from one nest which was within

reach. It was pure white and measured 1.07 V)y .91 inches. "Fresh eggs were found

from May 10 to June 1*7, dates which indicate that the species breeds rather late in

season."

Not very much larger than Whitney's owl is the Californian i)igmy-owl, Gktucid-

xutn passerinum, which we may lake as a fail* representative of the genus Glaucidium.
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The members of this group resemble, in their small size, imperfect facial disk, and

lack of i)!uinicorns, the sjiecies just described, but are readily distinguishable bj- their

very strong beak and strong, much curved claws, together with j>roportionally longer

tail, much shorter wings, and densely feathered tarsus. Their whole structure is ex-

tremely compact and strong, indicating their ability to cope successfully with animals

of their own size or larger ; hence the statements that they feed mainly on insects, and

are satisfied with a very few of these, need strong confirmation in order to aj)pear even

plausible, while the undeniable fact tliat they habitually hunt more or less during the

day gives little ground for the surmise tlial tiiey are inactive at night ; much less, as

some writers assert, that they go to roost at nightfall like the majority of birds. We
sus])ect the truth to bo that most of their serious hunting is done under cover of dark-

ness, and that the observed insect-catching is only an amusement indulged in to while

away the tedious houi"s of daylight.

The ])igmy, or gnome-owls, as they are frequently called, commonly inhabit the

deep woods, and their manner of life is very slightly known, notwithstanding their

com]iarative abundance in many places. Twenty-five or thirty 8i)eeies have been

described, and only ten years ago Mr. R. B. Sharpe admitted twenty-three or twcnty-

fom- s])ecies, twelve of which were American. There is now, however, little question

that we have in America not more than live or si.x distinct species, one of which (pax-

seriinmi), is the same as the Euroitean, while it is ])robable that the Old World species

must suffer a like reduction. Thus each of the islands, Formosa, Java, Sumatra, and

Ceylon, has i)een credited with its single peculiar s]H'cies, while China and Japan have

another, and India and Africa each two or three more. Just how many of these are

local, climatic, or geographical races of the others, we are not prepared to say, but it

is our conviction that there are certainly not more than a dozen valid species of Glaii-

culiiiiii known to science at the present time, and even that number may have to be

considerably lessened as our knowledge of the group increases. They ai-e mainly

dwellers in the trojiics, where tliey are found all round the world, but they appear to

be entirely absent from Australia.

One species, the sparrow-owl, G. passerinicm, is pretty generally distributed

through Europe, and is represented in the western United States by a rather darker

race formerly s(']>araled as a species, G. cdlij'onii'cin/i, but not really distinct from the

European bird. It ranges from Vancouver's Island southward to Mexico and Gua-

temala, where, however, it seems to be ])artially replaced by another species, G.

J'erriif/ineiim. This latter, like several others among the pigmy-owls, shows the

dichromatism already alluded to, some specimens being in gray plumage and others in

red, inde])eiideiitly of age, sex, or season. The European bird, however, and its

American representative rarely show this red phase well, it being much more charac-

teristic of the tropical niembers of the genus. Even among these it is not known to

occur in every species, and often where a sjtecies shows red and gray forms of the

most pronounced type, individuals are also found representing every conceivable in-

termediate stage, some examjiles combining the red and gray in such equal jiroportion

that it is impossible to say which tliey most resemble. Independently of these j)hases

there is considerable variation of color and markinijs among individuals of the same

species, so that on the whole the ]ugmy-owls form a very per])lexing group.

Most of the species, when young, have the u))per surface of tlie head of uniform

color, unmarked with either s]iots or streaks. Few adult birds ])reserve this character,

and frequently the whole u]q)er surface is 8j)otted, streaked, or barred. The wings
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and tail arc almost alwaj-s so, and variations in the number, color, and form of the

tail-bars sconi often to be of sijeeilic inijiortancc. Tiie under jiarts, especially the sides

of the breast and belly, are often heavily streaked witli a darker color than that which

is found elsewhere below, while between the chin an.l breast, which are light colored,

there is almost invariably a darker zone or band, which may be simjily an ai,'gregali<ju

of spots or streaks, or a belt of uniform color. Equally constant is a narrow lialf-

collar or arc, of various tints in different species, which marks the division between the

plumage of the hind-neck and the back. It may consist sim])ly of a few white or red-

dish feathers, or it may form a very distinct, single, double, or even triple-striped

baud, but in any case contrasts strongly with the colors of neck and back which it

separates.

In size the species vary considerably, the smaller, such as passerinuni of Eurojie,

or jiuiiillinn of South America, being probably not far from six inches in length, while

the Himalayan cuculoides and the South African capense, which are among the

largest, have a length of about eleven inches. The se.ves vary somewhat in size, the

female, of course, being the larger, and in some species there seem to be slight differ-

ences in color between the se.xes. There is also not a little difference among species

in the degree of nakedness of the feet, for while most of them have the feet merely

bristly and the tarsi well featiiered, one or two have the toes fairly feathered ; in others

they are but scantily provided with bristles, and in some the feathers of the lower

part of the tarsus are reduced almost to bristles.

The Cuban pigmy-owl, G. siju, is said to differ from all others in that the nostril

opens at the edge of the cere instead of in its middle. Fair examples of the remaining

species are the two found in North America— the Californian ]iigmy, G. ^^asserinnm,

and the red-tailed pigmy, G. ferriu/iiieiini. The normal ])luniage of the former is

chocolate or und)er brown above, with numerous small, rounded spots of reddish white;

below, pure white, with spots of brown and streaks of black, the wings with three, and

the tail with seven or eight incomplete white bars. The red plumage is very similar,

excejit that the umber brown is replaced everywhere, exce])t on the tail, by a rusty

lirown of varying intensity. The red-tailed j)igmy, in normal j)lumage, is very differ-

ent. With much the same general color above, the markings on the head are narrow

streaks of dirty white. There are no s]>ots below, but the sides have long dashes of

brown. The wings have five rufous bars and some whitish spots, while the tail varies

from brownish-red to clear rufous, and is crossed with six or eight bars of dark brown.

The re(l jihimage, which is of frequent occurrence, is veiy marked, often almost hiding

both the light markings of the njiper parts and all the markings of wings and tail, the

black cervical collar alone remaining conspicuous. This species was taken by Mr.

Sennett in Texas, and by Ca])tain Bendire in Arizona; but it is projierly a more

southern bird, ranging from Mexico to Peru and Bolivia. Of its habits little seems to

be on record, but they proliably do not differ much from those of allied species.

The Californian pigmy is ])erhaps better known ; but the records of this bird's

habits leave much to be desired. On Vancouver's Island Mr. J. K. Lord watched a

j)air which had a nest in the hollow of an oak. He considered them strictly insectivo-

rous, but never saw them take insects on the wing. During the day they were more

or less on the alert for insects, but were especially active in the twilight of morning

and evening; yet Mr. Lord believed they did not hunt at all during the night. Two
eggs only were laid by these birds early in May, but more recently (June, 1881}),

Captain Bendire found a nest at Fort Klamath, Oregon, which contained four young.
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It was in the cavity of a live asi)ei), and the young birds wire feeding on a freshly-

killed chipmunk (Tamias).

A ])igmy-owl, G. naniim, the Cabure of Azara, wiiich iiilialnls southern South

America, is believed by the natives of that country to attract small birds about it by

its bewitching song, after which it picks out and pounces ujion one of the fattest of

its admirers, which it ))roceeds to devour. This story, which we have ourselves

re|)eatedly heard in the Province of Entre Rios, is easily accounted for, with the

exce])tion of the song, for nearly all owls are objects of curiosity to other birds, many

a one of which pays dearly for his inquisitiveness. It does not become us, moreover,

in the light of certain facts with regard to the musical ability of some hawks, and the

imitative powers of at least one s])ecies of owl, to smile too incredulously at these

tales ; for, while we may have little or no faith in their trustworthiness, it is certainly

not ini])ossible that birds so slightly known as these owls may possess vocal powers

not yet oflicially recognized.

From tlie larger ]iigmy-o\vls, especially those with bare feet and somewhat bristly

legs, it is but a short step to the owls of the genus Ninox, which differ mainly in

larger size, much longer and pointed wings, and in having the lower part of the tarsus

mostly hairy instead of covered with feathers. Tlie bristles of the feet are so notice-

able in most of the species that they are often called the liair\--footed owls. Were it

not for the long and sharj>-]iointcd wings it would be difficult to separate this genus

from the ])receding, to which it is certainlv very nearly related. The wings, however,

in Ninox, when folded naturally, reach considerably l>e>/o»d the middle of the tail

;

while in Olaucidium they rarely re.acli even to the middle, usually falling far short of

it. In size the species vary from that of a rather large j)igmy-owl, say eight or nine

inches long, up to more than two feet in length, a size only attained, however, by the

powerful-owl, Ninox stremta, of New Zealand.

The genus seems to be nearly confined to the Indo-Malayan and Austi-alian regions,

ranging from Jajian to New Zealand, and reaching Ceylon and tlie Ilimmalehs

on the west. A single species also, N. siijK'rciliuria, is credited to Madagascar. It

is almost impossible at present to do more than guess at the actual number of species

included in the genus. As many (twenty-five or thirty) have been described as in

the preceding genus, perhaps with no better grounds, and sj)ccies-makers are still

publishing new ones on the strength of single, and oftentimes young or imperfect,

specimens, iluch of the territory lying within the range of the genus is also .as yet

unex])lored, and may reasonably be expected to yield one or two new forms, as well .as

some new light on the relationshi]) of the various doubtful members of the group.

One widely-ranging species, A\ scutulata, is found throughout the whole extent of

the Indo-Malayan region, but is absent from Austr.alia, while a second and closely

allied species inhabits the Ilimmalehs; Australia has sever.al large species; Xcw
Guinea is credited with as many more, while nearly every good-sized island among
the East Indies claims .at least one peculiar species. Some of these seem to be well

m.arked, while others are unquestionably only local forms of well-known species, or

even mere individual varieties.

Many Ik autil'ul birds are found among the species of Ninox, the colors being

usually soft grays and browns, with black or white touches here and there, and the

wings and tail often barred with light and dark. IJusset-browns, and even brighter

rusty tints, are so common th.it one caimot help suspecting that dichromatism is

common here as well as among the pigmy-owls, though it lias not yet been recognized
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so far as wc arc aware. The hairy-footed owls arc more graceful in shape than most

of those we liave thus far considorcd ; tlie long tail and wings, together with the smooth,

tuftless head, and less-staring eyes than usual, combining to give a neat and attractive

appearance. Though not so notoriously diurnal as some others, the most of them see

well hy daylight, and seem perfectly able to take care of themselves if disturbed in

the middle of the day. A specimen of iV! scutulata (hirsuta), taken in southern Cey-

lon by Lieutenant Legge, had its stomach crammed with undigested beetles, although

it was shot about two o'clock in the afternoon, showing that it must have been feeding

late in the morning ; and, indeed, tlie same collector observed that this species regu-

larly 'hooted' before sunset and long after sunrise, as well as through the night.

Mr. Swinhoe found the northern race (japonica) of this same species to be migi-atory

at Chefoo, north China, passing northward in May and returning in October.

The powerful-owl, JVino.c strenua, of Australia, is said to be chietiy nocturnal in

its habits. According to Gray, it is an inhabitant only of the 'brushes,' particularly

those along the coast from Port Philip to Moreton Bay, and has a note "hoarse, loud,

and mournful, resembling the bleating of an ox." As already stated, it is the largest

member of the genus, and also the largest owl of Australia, and only equalled in size

among the diurnal birds of prey in that country I'v the wedge-tailed eagle, AquUa
auda.r, and the whitc-bollied fishing-eagle, Ichthyaetus leucoganfer. Only slightly infe-

rior in size is the winking-owl, JV. connivens, also of Australia, a well-known inhabi-

tant of the wooded districts, where it hunts by day, and is said to be one of the most

merciless enemies of the koala, or Australian bear, Phascolarctos chiereus, the young

of which it often carries off bodily.

A much smaller bird is the New Zealand owl, N. iwvce-zeahmcfia', in which, accord-

ing to "W. L. Buller, the female is smaller than the male, a statement which, if sub-

stantiated, will record a fact unique, so far as we know, among birds of ))rey.

Apparently belonging to the same section .as the foregoing five genera, is the rare

and little-known laughing-owl, or white-faced owl, Scelofflaux albifacies, of New
Zealand. Although formerly somewhat more alnnidant than at ])resent, it is not

known ever to have been ])lentiful, and is now believed to be rajiidly becoming e.xtinct.

Dr. Buller, long resident in New Zealand, writing in 1874, says of it: "As to the

present scarcity of the bird, it may be sufficient to state that I have never heard of

more than a dozen specimens, and have never seen but one living exaini)le." It

agrees in several points, such as the tumid cere and long legs, with the genera already

treated ; but its skeleton is remarkable for the great size and strength of the clavicles,

as well as for other peculiarities. Owing largely to its rarity, as well as partly to

ignorance of the interest attaching to its structure and life history, it seems never to

have been made the subject of special investigation, and so is in a fair way to become

extinct before its true relations to other species or grou])s have been fully settled. It

is a rather large owl (about a foot and a half long), with about the same ju-oportions

as the barn-owl {Ahtco), except that the wings are shorter. Its specific name, albi-

facies, refers to the whitish color of the face and sides of head ; but these parts are

all more or less streaked with brown and black, so that this name is not ]iarticularly

appropriate. The name, laughing-owl, is intended to be suggestive of the odd vocal

gymnastics of the bird.

Thus far we have been dealinir with owls which show a swollen cere, and nostrils

opening fairly within it, while the long legs commonly have a tendency to be bare or

bristly. The remaining owls of this sub-family, though varying much in other respects,
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agree in Laving the uninflatcd cere more nearly as in the diurnal birds of prey, but

witli llie nostrils usually situated on the line between the cere and the bill, rarely en-

tirely in the cere, never entirely outside it. The legs, too, in a majority of the species,

are jiretty well feathered, though the feet may be either perfectly bare, bristly, or

densely feathered. This last condition is exhibited in the highest perfection by the

hawk-owl and the snowy owl, species which are common to the Old and New Worlds,

and inhabit the extreme north of both continents.

Surnia funerea, the hawk-owl, so called in reference to its hawk-like appearance

and diurnal habits, is a circunipolar sjiecies, only found in the temperate zone in win-

ter. Fitted to withstand the severest cold, its southward movement even then most

probably depends on variation in its food supply rather than on tem])erature. Its

home is in the northernmost regions of America and Asia, and it is rarely seen in the

United States except in winter, though it is said to breed in some parts of JIaiuc. It

has been taken as far south as New Jereey aiul Ohio, but ordinarily does not pass

south of Massachusetts. An abundant bird of Alaska, yet south of British America

it has not been met with west of the Rocky Mountains ; and at any season of the year

niust be considered an extremely rare bird within the limits of the United States.

Yet on rare occasions it ap])ears along our northern border in considerable num-

bers, as was the case in October and November, 1884, when a "wave "of them inun-

dated northern New England to an extent without a j)arallel in the history of the

species. Hundreds of them were killed in the course of a few weeks, and they sud-

denly became as common as ' chicken-hawks ' in places where they had never before

been seen. Unlike most other owls, this specii'S flies so much in the daytime that it is

not readily overlooked, and the fact that in summer it has not been noted in New
Brunswick, or even in most parts of Canada, shows that it is a decidedly northern

bird. In summer it is said to feed almost entirely on field-mice {Arvicol(r) and

insects, and in winter on such birds and small mammals as can be found. It is usually

seen perched on the top of some small tree, whence it makes forays for any game
which shows itself. It seems to be entirely unmindful of sunlight, and jirobably does

most of its hunting during the day, though known to be active at twilight. Swift and

strong on the wing, it is unusually courageous, often even attacking a man in defence

of its nest. It is known to nest in hollow trees, and Mr. Dall found the eggs in

Alaska placed in the hollowed top of a birch stub some fifteen feet from the ground;

yet it is said by Kichardson, Mc?"'arlane, and others, to build a sotncwhat bulky nest

of sticks, grass, and moss in large trees. The eggs vary in number from four to

seven. The heavily feathered toes have already been mentioned, and so completely

muffled are they that they are frecjuently sjioken of as '))aws.' Tlie general ]>Iumage

of the hawk-owl is <juite different from that of most owls, being much more com-

pact and firm, the feathers lacking in large measure the softness and fringed edgings

so characteristic of owls' jilumage in general. The fonn, too, is slender and trim, the

wings and tail quite long, the facial <lisc quite imperfect, and the general a]i]>carance,

at rest or in action, decidedly hawk-like. The colors are umber-brown, black, and

white, the face and throat being entirely whitish, often bordered below and at sides

by a varying amount of black. The upjier parts are variously spotted with white on

a brown ground, and the under parts closely barred from upper breast to tail with

reddish brown bars on a white ground.

The hawk-owl of northern Asia and continental Euro])e is lighter colored than the

American bird, and is usually separated as a geograjihical race (uliila). Dr. Brewer,
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however, bas recorded the capture of both forms at Iloulton, Maine, while according

to Dresser the Asiatic form does not occur in Great Britain at all, but whenever a

hawk-owl has (rarely) been taken there, it has proved to be in the plumage of the

American bird.

The snowy-owl, Nijctca scundiaca, is a much better known bird than the preceding,

owing, doubtless, in jiart to its large size and snowy i)luniage, but also to tlie fact that

FlO. WS. — Kyctea tcandiaca, suowy-owl, and Symium lapponicum, great gray-owl.

it has a much wider range, being not uncommon in all the northern United States ni

winter, and having occurred even in Kansas and Texas. Occasionally it becomes

abundant in the United States in winter, several inv.isions similar to the 'wave' of

hawk-owls mentioned above lieing on record. A])parently the latest of these took

place during the winters of 18Gl-6'i and 187G-77. Of this last inroad, Mr. Kulhveii

Deane has given an account from which we e.vtract the following:—
"About the fii-st of November, 1876, large numbers suddenly ajipeared along our

coast. This being the season when sportsmen and the market gunners were in jiursuit
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of water-fowl on the sea-sliorc, dozens of snowy-owls were shot by them, ami sent to

the markets and to the taxidermists, so that during the three following weeks it was a

common thing to see them hanging with other game in the markets, or confined alive.

I first heard of them on our Massachusetts coast as fretjuenting the islands off Hoek-

port, wliere numbers were taken.

"One gunner spoke of seeing fifteen at once on a small island one foggy morning,

nearly half of which he procured. Several were shot in the very heart of the city of

Boston, where they were occasionally seen perched upon the house-tops or church

spires. The migration seems also to have extended far to the southward of New
England, as I learn from Mr. Boardnian that specimens have been taken as far south

as Philadelphia, Baltimore, anil Washington. In Philadeljjhia Mr. John Krider, the

wi'll-kiKiwn taxidermist, had forty sent to him for ])reparation during October and

November. One was taken near Baltimore during the la.st of Sej)tember. I have

heard of some five hundred specimens that have been seen, the majority of which have

been shot."

They arc found all over northern Europe and Asia, anil are occasionally taken in

Great Britain, and there seem to be no constant differences of any kind between Old

and New World specimens, unless Mr. Sharpe's observation, that in European birds

the toes are much more heavily feathered, should prove always to hold true. Tin-

general color of the snowy-owl is pure white, usually more or less distinctly barred

M'ith brown, and it is doubtful if these brown markings are ever entirely lacking on

the hind neck, while birds which with this exception are entirely white arc extremely

rare, and are usually very old males. Young birds, even when fully feathered, often

show as much brown as white, and it has been noticed that the specimens which range

southward in winter are almost always these much-spotted individuals, fairly white

birds being always com]iar:Uively rare.

This owl and the gyrfalcon are i)rob;ibiy the only birds of prey which remain in

the Arctic regions through the winter, but it seems to be unaffected by the cold, and

has been met with as far toward the polo as man has yet reached. It is interesting to

notice that no seasonal change in plumage, like that which the ptarmigan undergoes,

has been observed in this species, which, when adult, needs no" protective coloration,

and so retains its white dress through the summer. The nestlings, however, are at

first of a uniform sooty-brown, which must be a considerable protection to them
during their long stay in the nest, in its exposed position on the ground. This bird is

known to breed in Labrador, said to do so in Newfoundland, and suspected of it even

as far south as ilaine, but its true breeding range jirobably does not extend south of

the jiarallel of 50°, while it breeds most abundantly very much farther north. The
nest is seldom more than a hollow in the moss, or a slight dejiression in a ledge, with

perhaps a few feathers added. In this sim])le affair from six to ten eggs are laid, usu-

ally at intervals of at least several days, so that the first have hatched before the last

are laid, and tile young birds thus contribute their warmth to the other eggs, leaving

the ))areiits more at liberty to seek food for themselves and their young.

The same habit has been noticed among other owls, especially among those which

breed early in the spring, when the weather is still very cold. The snowy-owl is

almost as diurn.nl in its habits as the hawk-owl, hunting, however, both by night and

day whenever circumstances favor or require it. Though usually (piite shy and ditH-

cult of ajjproach, it is said to be easily decoyed within range, when there is snow on

the ground, by tying a mouse, a bit of hare's skin, or even a bunch of dark rags, to a
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long cord, mid letting this drag behind ;is tlio Inintcr wnlks. Its fondness for fish has

been frequently noticed, and this partly ex|)lains Avhy, during its winter visits to the

United States, it is more abundant on the seaboard than in the interior.

Many other owls are fond of fish and are skilful in catching them, but only two
genera seem to have the feet specially modified for this purpose, viz., the African

genus iScoto2)€lia, and the Asiatic Jxiitiipa. In both these forms the under surface of

the toe.s is thickly beset with pajiilhe or sj)icules, as in the osprey, and the large,

strongly curved talons are of nearly equal length on all the toes. In SculopcUa the

head is smooth, and the tarsus is entirely bare behind, and only feathered in front for

a little distance below the tibio-tarsal joint ; while in Ketxpa rather less than the

lower third of the tarsus is bare, and the head has prominent plumicorns two or three

inches in length. Three s])ecies of each genus have been described, but the characters

on which they are founded would seem, from the descriptions, to be very slight. All

are very large owls, and

are suj>i)osed to feed large-
^ft^i»r>»

ly, if not entirely, on iisli

and crabs, but, as they arc

inh.ibitants of the deep

forests and a])pear to be

nocturnal in habits, they

have seldom been seen

fishing. Mr. S win hoe,

while at Ningpo, China,

dissected a specimen of

I\eti(pafl<tv!2ycs which had

the stomach " crammed

with bones and other re-

mains of fishes, the largest

about four inches long." Hcotopelia ptd'i is found in western and southeastern Africa,

and Kctupa ceijlonensis is from India and China, while K. Javanensis, the smallest

form, inhabits the East Indies and Malay Peninsula.

The horned-owls of the genus JBuho, inhabiting nearly all parts of the world except

Australia, are remarkable for their large size and great strength, as well as for the

great development of the plumicorns or ear-tufts. The number of species is variously

estimated at from half a dozen to two or three dozen.

Good representatives of these nuagnificent owls are the great horned-owl, Bubo
virginianus, of America, and the eagle-owl, Ji. ignavus (or maximtts), of the northern

parts of the Old World. The latter is probably as large as any in the genus, and one

of the very largest of all owls, slightly exceeded in linear dimensions, perhajis, by one

or two others, but in strength and prowess surpassed by none. An adult female

measures about twenty-six inches from bill to tip of tail ; the wing is from eighteen

to nineteen inches in length, and the plumicorns from three to tUree and a half.

The weight of such a bird in fair condition is nearly eight jiounds. As in all the

members of the genus, the tarsi are well feathered, the facial disk is imperfect,

the part below the eye much exceeding in area that above it, and the plum.age is

of a mottled character,— black, white, and various shades of brown being the prevail-

ing colors.

The eagle-owl is now extremely rare in Great Britain, but in mountainous and
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woocleil regions of the rest of Eui-o|ie it is rallier coinmoii, breeding abumlantly iu

Scandinavia, in Spain, on the wooded slopes of the Urals, and thence eastward across

Siberia to China. In many jiarts of (u-rniany it is still coninmn, but probably decreas-

ing steadily in numbers. According to Dresser, " An ottieial list states that two

hundred and two specimens were killed in Bohemia in 1857, which appears almost

doubtful, though the total number of owls of all sorts killed there is in the same list

stated to be eight thousand six hundred and seventy." According to the same

\X^..,
- Bubo igitavut, eagle-owl.

author, this bird is one of the boldest and most rai>acious of European birds of prey»

being a match even for the eagle. Yet, though it sees well in the daytime, it is

frequently chased about and stooped at by peregrines and smaller falcons, until com-

pelled to seek safety in a dense thicket or beneath a projecting rock.

" Usually it remains quiet during the day, hidden in some dark ravine or dense

forest, but often apjiears about in search of jirey ijuite early in the evening, before the

twilight has set in. Its flight, like that of all the owls, is noiseless and powerful ; and
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its note, a deep and loud hoot, consisting of the syllables hu, hu, modulated in various

ways, can lie heard at considi'rablc distances. Uttered at iiiirlit, from some dark,

gloomy-looking gorge, the gruff call-note of the eagle-owl soinids jieculiarly weird and

wild. It occasionally varies its usual note, so that it may be sometimes likened to a

hoarse laugh, and at others it is not much unlike the neighing of a horse. The super-

stitious peasants in the north believe, when they hear tlie hoot of this owl, that evil

spirits are about ; and the various legends of the wild huntsman, the so-called ' wilde

Jagd,' so Urmly believed in by many of the German peasants, doubtless have their

origin from this bird. Few birds of i)rey are so destructive to game as the present

species ; for there is no game-bird, not even the eapereaillie, which is too large for

him, and he does not disdain to hunt after the smaller species also ; mice and rats,

hares, rabbits, young fawns, black-game, pheasants, partridges, and hazel-grouse, all

are e(|ually good in his sight, and form a portion of his daily diet when obtainable;

but jays, and especially crows, appear to be favorite articles of food with him, and

remains of the latter are very frequently met with in his larder."

It seems ordinarily to prefer for nesting purposes a ledge of rock, or some cranny

in the face of a cliff, yet in forest regions it is known to nest in trees or even on the

ground ; and, in the ti-eeless downs of Turkey, according to Messrs. Elwes and

Buckley, " it chooses a bank of earth on the side of a ravine for its eyry, and scratches

out a hole for the eggs in the bare ground, sometimes within sight of every jiasser-by.

We found a nest of four hard-set eggs on April 8th, and others containing young

birds a fortnight later." It also breeds freely in confinement, and in some places in

England has been almost domesticated. According to Mr. Gurney, forty-nine young

have been reared from a single pair between 1849 and 1873, this pair having laid, in

all, seventy-one good eggs and several bad ones.

The American great horned-owl, Hubo virginiamis, is quite similar in general

appearance to the bird just described, but is decidedly smaller, the total length being

from four to si.t inches less, the wings shorter by three inches or more, and other

l)art8 in jiroportion. While the coloi-s themselves are much as in ignavus, the pattern

is quite <lifferent, the lower parts, instead of being streaked and S]iotted, are barred

with l)lack, there is a black ring nearly encircling the facial disk, and a large, ]iure

white ]iatch on the upper breast and throat.

This fine owl is far more abundant in the eastern United States than is generally

supposed, and it is probable that there are very few townships in which there are any

considerable stretches of woodland where it is not resident. In its habits it is much like

the eagle-owl, preying not only on large game, such as hares, grouse, and, according to

Audubon, turkeys; but also on rats, fiehl-mice, reptiles, and fish. Although its ilispo-

sition can hardly be called getitle or affectionate, and it is less easily managcil than

the snowy-owl, it is far from being always the "fierce and untamable" bird which it

has BO often been described. Dr. Coues took a pair of young at Pembina, Dakota,

which were still in the white down. lie kept them through the entire summer, and

they became quite tame. We extract the following from his account:—
"They became so thoroughly tame, that, as their wings grew, enabling them to

take short flights, I used to release them in the evening from the tether by which they

were usually confined. They enjoyed the liberty, and eventually used to stay away

nil night, doubtless foraging for themselves for their natural i>rey, and returning to

their shelter behind my tent in the morning.

"These owls were most active during the night; yet it would be a great mistake
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to suppose their vision is much restricted in tlie ilaylinic, notwithstanding they belong

to a group of owls commonly regarded as nocturnal. They passed most of the day,

indeed, crouching in the shadow of the tent, and it was only toward sundown that

they became active, flying the length of their tether in the attenii)t to reach the

ridge of the tent ;
yet their vision was acute at all hours. I often saw them look up

and follow with their eyes the motions of a grassho]i]>er or butterfly flickering several

yards \i]) in the air. On one occasion in particular, I saw them botli gazing stead-

fastly, an.l on looking up to see what had attracted their attention, I was myself

blinded l)y the glare, for the direction was exactly in the sun's eye. But a few

moments afterwards I discovereil a i>air of white cranes floating in circles half a mile

high. The owl's eyes endured a glare that my own couM not, and the birds certainly

saw the objects, for they slowly moved the head as the cranes passed over. The best

of the supposed performances of an e.agle soaring in the sun's eye could not excel

this. Nor was the inner eyelid drawn over the ball to shade it. I had abundant

evidence, on this and numerous other occasions, that the movements of the birds' iris

are entirely under the control of the will, instead, as commonly supposed, of being

automatic, dei)ending upon the stimuhis of light. I frequently saw them instantane-

ously relax or contract the tpiivering iris in accommodating their vision to different

objects or different distances ; and, moreover, they could move the irides indejien-

dently of each other; for they often looked at objects with one eye only, the other

being slee])ily half closed ; and on such occasions the jnipils were generally of different

sizes. They varied in diameter from that of a small split-pea, to that of a finger-

ring; in the latter condition the iris was a mere margin about a tenth of an inch in

diameter. In the night-time I always found the ]>u]iil largely, if not fully, dilated; at

every stage of contraction it remained perfectly circular."

Others have been less successful in taming these birds, some failing entirely,

others making but a ])artial success. In the " Auk," Mr. J. W. Banks has given some

of his experience in this res])ect, together with many interesting notes, from which we

select the following : " Nothing in the shape of fresh fish or flesh is neglected by the

owl when hungry, though her choice is for wild birds, and she will take small animals

m preference to beef or mutton. A rat or s<piirrel is always swallowed whole, and

about every second or third day the fur and bones are ejected, rolled into a hard

pellet as large as a grouse's egg. Just before ejecting these pellets the bird's appear-

ance is very distressing. The first time I observed it I thought she must be ill, but as

soon as the pellet is out she immediately recovers. The 'hoot' is made with the bill

firmly closed; the air is forced into the mouth and upjier jiart of the throat, the latter

beiiiu ]iiiftcil out to the size of a large orange."

Tlie Ijreeding habits of the great horned-owl vary widely in different parts of the

country. Audubon's experience led him to believe that it nested usually in hollow

trees, but in two cases he knew it to nest in the clefts of rocks. In many parts of

the United States it builds a large, open nest, toward the top of a tall tree ; this

seems to be usually the case in New England, where the eggs are ordinarily but two

(rarely three and never more) and are laid between the middle of February and the

middle of March.

At that early date there is often scarcely a sign of spring and the eggs must need

constant care to i)rcvent freezing. The late Mr. W. W. Coe, of Portland, Conn., who
took one or more sets of this bird's eggs every 8ea.son for many years, informed us that

one nioniing, after a heavy fall of snow, he saw in the top of a tree, while trying to
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locate a nest, wliat lie supposed to he an old nest, as it was lieajicd liiph with snow.

While looking at it doiibtt'uUy, however, his companion struck tlie butt of the tree a

heavy blow with a chib, and to his surprise the snowy covering of the nest was lifted

on the wings of the sitting bird, and scattered in a cloud as she hastily sped away."

The American horned-owl has a very extensive range, as it is found from the shores

of the Arctic sea to Cape Horn, and although it presents considerable variations in

size and color, very few forms seem to be constant enough for recognition as races.

Specimens have been taken in which the color is so dark as to strongly suggest melan-

ism, while the other extreme is seen in specimens from the far north or the Alpine

levels of the mountains, which occasionally resemble quite closely, except for the

jilumicorns, the snowy-owl.

The dusky horned-owl of India, £ubo coromandus, is interesting from the fact that

several instances are on record of its laying distinctly spotted eggs, though ordinarily

its eggs, like those of all other owls, are pure, unspotted white.

Miniatures of the great horned-owls are the little horned-owls, or Scops owls as they

are frecpiently called, from the genus Scops to which they all belong. They agree

with the members of the geiuis liubo in most of the characters of that genus except

size ; the facial disk being imperfect in the same way and to about the same extent,

the iiluniicorns ))romineiit, and the colors similar. The wings are said to be projjor-

tionally longer, but this is not very obvious in the best figures wc have seen, and even

the measurements do not always bear out the statement. The toes, however, are

more often bare in Scops than in Jiiibo, and this nakedness frequently extends some
distance up the tarsus, in one or two species even half its length. Moreover, the

Scops owls frequently show marked dichromatism, which the species of Subo never

do, and all the former are of small size, the largest not exceeding a foot in length, and

the average being only from six to seven inches.

Mr. R. B. Sharpe, in his catalogue of the birds of prey in the British Museum, thus

spe.aks of this group. " Difficult to understand as all owls are, the species of the

genus Scops are in every way the most difficult to identify. The imi)ossibility of

procuring series of some of the species to study at the same time, the absence of infor-

mation as to the sequence of plumages from the young stage to that of the .adult, and
the puzzling way in which some species seem to possess rufous phases, while others do
not,— these are all ])rol)Ieins which time alone can solve. I cm hardly expect that

all ornithologists will acquiesce in my views as to the sub-species or races which I have

believed it to be my duty to recognize. These races do exist in nature, and they may
be called by whatever name naturalists jtlease, 'varieties,' ' races,' ' sub-species,' 'cli-

matic forms,' etc.; but it has seemed to me better to keep these forms, many of which

are very well characterized, distinct from one another, than to merge them all as one

species, and thus to obliterate all records of nalnnd facts, which are plain enough to

tlie practiced eye of the ornithologist, though difficult to describe in words."

Jfr. Sharpe then proceeds to characterize upwards of twenty-five sjiecies, and more
than tlie .same number of sulvspecies or races; about one quarter of the whole lacing

found in America, and the rest in the Old World, excluding Australia and Oceanica,

where none are known to occur. It is, of course, impossible for us to name these here,

or to go into questions of the validity of s])ecics, the relationships of races, etc. ilr.

Shar|)e, however, includes in the genus two owls which are perhaps better separated

under the generic title Lop/ios/n'.r, and which in size stand between Jiiiho and Srops,

but rather nearer the former, having a length of from sixteen to twenty inches, and
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the otiior «liinpnsions in ]>ri)|)(iiaion. The phiniieoriis are about two inclies long, and

thu geiui.s is jieciiliur to trojiical Ainorica.

A fair representative of the remaining species is the common mottleil-owl or screech-

owl, Scops asio, so generally dislrilmled through the United States, where it is one of

the commonest of tlie smaller s])ecies, and, except along our southern border, the only

small owl wliich has ])lumicorns. It siiows in its jierfection the dimorjihism wliieli is

so common in this genus as well as in Glaiicidinm and several others, but its habits

appear to be about the same everywhere.

It is strictly nocturnal, or crepuscular, feeds mostly on mice and similar vermin,

and almost invariably nests in the hollows of trees, where it lays five or six eggs in

April or May in the Middle and New England states. While its food is doubtless

mainly as mentioned above, yet it eats many insects, ]irobably catches small birds oc-

casionally, and would seem to be fond of lish from the following account by Mr. A.

M. Frazar, of Watertown, Mass. Mr. Frazar says: "On November 29, 1870, I took

from a mottled owl's hole the hinder half of a woodcock, P/iilohela minor. Within

two weeks after I took two owls from the same hole, and on tlie 19th of January last

I liad the good fortune to take another. After extracting the owl I put in my hand

to see wliat else there was of interest, and found sixteen horned-pouts, Amiurus atra-

rius, four of which were alive. When it occurred to me that all the ponds in the

vicinity were under at least two feet of snow and ice, I could scarcely conjecture

where the horned-pouts could have been captured. After visiting all the ponds, I

found they had most jirobably been cajjtured in one fully a mile away, where some
boys had been ('Utting holes through the ice to catch ])ickerel bait. The owl probably

stationed himself by the edge of the hole and seized the lisli as they came to the sur-

face. What a busy time he must Lave had flying thirty-two miles after sixteen

horned-pouts!

"

The ordinary cry of the mottled-owl is a tremulous and not unmusical series of

notes, and we have never heard a note from this 8i)ecies which would at all justify the

common name of screi'ch-ow'..

A beautiful iMexican and Central American species is the flammul.ited-owl, Scops

flammeolus, which lias been taken half a dozen times or more in California, Arizona,

and Colorado, and in the last-named state has been found breeding. This is one of

the smallest s])ecies of the genus, and readily distinguished from S. asio by its per-

fectly bare toes and very short plumicorns.

The common 8])ecies of Euroj)e is the scops owl, Scops gin, which is slightly

smaller than our common mottled-owl, and differs

further in its naked toes. In gener.il appearance

and ])lumage, however, they are quite similar,

though specific characters for their separation are

easily found, and it has even been jiroposed to

jilace the American birds of this genus in a sej)-

arate sub-genus, from that which should include

Fio. 160. — Fool of ScoiD gill. S. gill. In habits all the species seem to be quite

similar; essentially nocturnal, and rarely nest-

ing anywhere except in hollow trees or deserted woodpeckers' lioles, though S. giu

h.as been known to l.iy its eggs in the deserted open nest of another bird, in a thick

evergreen tree.

We now come to a group of three genera, in which the facial disk is very highly
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dcvelopcfl, and extends equally above and below the eye, so that this organ is really

situated in its centre. The exteiiKil cmieli of the ear is very large, and provided with

an ample operculum or fla)), by which it can be comj)letely closed at pleasure.

Most of the species are strictly nocturnal.

The first genus, Asia or Otiis, contains but very few species, among which we may
mention iirst the long-eared owl, Anio olns (Oius vuhjaris), common to nearly all the

countries of the northern hemisphere, but only found in woods, where it usually

remains quiet by day, hunting entirely at night. The plumicorns are very long in

this species, and are habitually carried erect. It is a plentiful bird in the United

States, and, though most .abundant during the migrations, is probably sparingly resi-

dent in most wooded regions, and breeds. It usually selects for this purpose the old

nest of a crow or hawk, but probably sometimes builds for itself. Dr. Brewer, in

describing its breeding habits as observed by Dr. Cooper near San Diego, California,

says: "On the '27lh of March he found a nest— probably that of a crow — built iu a

low evergreen oak, in which a female owl was sitting on five eggs then partly hatched.

The bird was quite liold, flew round him, snapjiing her bill at him, and tried to draw

him away from the nest, the female imitating the cries of wounded birds with remark-

able accuracy, showing a power of voice not supposed to exist in owls, but more in the

manner of a parrot." The European and American birds differ slightly, the Latter

being, as usual, rather darker. Another pecidiar species, Asia stijf/ius, is found in

South America.

The short-eared owl, Asio acdpHrimts ( Otus brar/ii/otiin), is closely related to the

preceding, but differs widely in ajipearance, the plumicorns being very short, and

often hardly a])preciable. This species probably has the widest range of any known

owl, being found all over Europe, Asia, .and a large ]iart of Africa, and in both North

and South America as well as in the Falkland and Hawaiian islands ; and, contrary to

the usual rule among owls, it differs but very slightly in size or coloration iu different

parts of its range.

It is one of the few species exclusively inhabiting open country, preferring mead-

ows or ujilands covered with rank grass, and in such situations its nest is usually built.

This is eonnnonly but a shallow cavity scratched in the ground, and lined or sur-

roundeil with a few leaves or grass stems, and contains from four to seven eggs.

Willie this is probably its ordinary mode of nesting, Mr. Dall found it breeding in

burrows in the sides of steep banks on the island of Unalashka, the nest placed at the

end of the burrow, and from one to two feet from the entrance. This bird ranges far

into the Arctic regions, and its migrations are performed with considerable regularity.

In winter, wherever it is foimd, it seems .somewhat gregarious, and usually several

inclividuals will be found resting near each other in the grass during the day. Some-

times they appear in unusual numbers, an instance of this kind having been observed

by Mr. W. E. D. Scott, near Princeton, N. J., in the autumn of 1878. He s.ays: "I
am informed l)y most credible witnesses that lato in October, or about November 1,

there appeared in a field of about forty acres, which was covered with a heavy growth

of long, de.ad grass, vast numbers of owls. A visit to the field in question, which is

directly adj.acent to the railroad <lepot at Harlingen, and a talk with farmers living

do.se l)y, gave me the following additional ilata : Tiie birds were exclusively the short-

eared owl (Urachyotus palustris), as I learned from an examination of specimens in

the jMKSsession of several farmers. Their immber was variously estimated at from a

huudrc<l and fifty to two hundred. Many were shot, and, .as some are still to be found
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in the ficlil in question, I sliouM think this locality h.i<l been fixed on as a wintering

point. There are no trees in the field, and in the daytime the birds rest on the

ground. They liunt for food morning and evening, and sometimes on dark days.

Throughout this and adjoining to\vnslii])s these owls have been more or less conunon,

and many have been brought in by gunners. In j>revious years I have looked on this

species as rather rare, and some seasons have passed without my meeting with them.

Since writing the above, two other ])oints, at which vast numbei-s of these birds have

congregated, h.ave come to my knowledge, and in each case the conditions of locality

arc identical with those above described."

The genus Ki/ctak includes, prob.ibly, but two species, viz., Tengmalm's owl, y.

tenr/nnilmi, of Europe (Fig. lo"2), with its American race, called liichardson\s owl, and

the Acadian or saw-whet owl, A', acadlca, which is pcctdiar to North America. The

genus is marked by its untufted head, heavily feathered feet and toes, and small size.

The skull also is extremely a.symmetrical, and especially the ears.

liichardson's owl is one of the rarest species occurring within the limits of the

United States, being only seen there in winter, and very few si>cciinens being taken

then. Further north it is more common, but its habits, especially in the breeding

season, are little known. Dr. C. II. Merriam gives the following note on it, as observed

by 3Ir. t'omeau, at Godbout, on the north shore of the St. Lawrence River, at its

junction with the Gulf. "A common winter resident and very tame. This owl has

a low, liijuid note tliat resembles the sound jirodiiced by water slowly dropping from

a height ; hence the Montague Indians call it ^«7///;-^«7t'-<*7((s/i, which means ' waler-

dri|)])ing bird.' These Indians have a legend that this was at one time the largest owl

in the world, and that it had a very loud voice. It one day perched itself near a large

waterfall and tried not only to imitate the sound of the fall, l)ut .also to drown the

roaring of the torrent in its own voice. At this the Great Spirit was offended, and

transformed it into a jiigmy, causing its voice to resemble slowly drii)ping water instead

of the mighty roar of a cataract."

It is a little larger than the mottled owl, and, licsides lacking the pluinicunis, it is

at once distinguished by its chocolate-brown color above, spotted with white, and the

white under parts striped lengthwise with brown.

The Acadian owl, Xyctdle acadica, is little more than half the size of llichardson's

owl, which it resembles considerably in color. It seems to be less northerly in its

distribution, and, although nowhere \'ery abundant, it is jM-ctty generally distributed

over the United States, .and extends southward into Jlexico. Tlie young, in its first

plumage after the down, is a very different looking bird from the adult, being pretty

uniform olive-brown .all over, but paler on the lower breast and belly, the wings and

tail with indications of white bars, and the eyebrows ]>ure white, in strong contrast to

the Rin-rounding dark color. From this last-named mark it took its name of white-

fronted owl, and w.as for years believed to be a genuine species, distinct from acadica,

and ])assing luuler the name of (dbifrons. Specimens of this kind, liowever, when
kept in confinement, speedily moulted into the full plumage of acadica, and thus

settled the (jueslion which had alreaily been raised as to their sjiceifie identity. The
n.ame ' saw-whet ' is derived from the suj)])osed resemblance of some notes of the bird to

the sounds produced in filing a saw, but it seems prob.ible tliat, in order to ajipreciate

the strong resenddance, the listener's imagination needs to be wliettcd at the same tinu-.

This s))ecies is supposed to nest invariably in holes of trees, but it is not imjiossible

that it may sometimes use the deserted nest of some other bird, or even itself build a
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nest in the crotch of a tree, as Richardson's owl is said to do. Mr. W. Perham, at

Tyiigsboro, Mass., has been quite successful in talcing eggs of this bird by hanging up

in the woods breeding-places made of sections of hollow trunlcs, witli the ends lioarded

uy), and cntrance-lioles cut in tlie sides. In this way he has taken many nests of mottled

owls, and occasionally one of the present species breeds in the artificial nest.

Mv. William Brewster, who has published the above facts, has also given his own
exjierience with some of the young birds, furnished him by Mr. Perham which he

kept alive for some months. lie says they ate all kinds of meat with avidity, but

seemed especially fond of mice. " The latter were invariably skinned, an<l the flesli

torn in shreds and devoured, the skins being swallowed afterwards as dessert. I often

saw them eject those peculiar jiellets of bones, fur, and other indigestible fragments

which all owls and many hawks are in the habit of depositing about their haunts.

Tlie operation was a jwculiar one. The owl woul<l gajie several times, then the head

would be violently shaken sideways, and, finally, the ])ellet, coated with mucus, would

shoot forth, frequently falling several inches in front of the spot where the bird was

sitting." These young birds were taken from the nest about the 15th of May, and

three of them were ' prepared' while in the ' «/?>(/h)«s ' stage, and the remaining one

had assumed the perfect j>lumage of the adult acadica by September 1.

The last group of the sub-family Striginne which we shall mention is the genus

Si/rnium, in whicii the facial disk reaches its highest development, and the species, as

a whole, are quite nocturnal. The skull is quite symmetrical, and the species— of

which tliere are from fifteen to thirty, inhabiting all parts of the world except Aus-

tralia, Jlalaysia, and Oceanica— are of large size.

The tyjie of the genus, and also of the sub-family, is S)/r)rium aliico, the well-

known brown or tawny owl of Europe, formerly one of the commonest birds of prey

in Great Britain, but now far less abundant. It is a large bird, measuring eighteen

or twenty inches in length, and is noted for its almost insatiable ap]ietite and the con-

sequent havoc it makes among small mammals and liirds. It usually nests in hollow

trees, but several authentic instances are on record of its breeding in rabbit-burrows.

One of the more recent of these cases (1879) occurred in Ivilmory, I.oc]igil]phcad,

Scotland, and Professor Xewton remarks that it may have been due t<i the paucity in

that neighborhood of hard-wood trees of sufficient age and size to furnish holes or

hollow trunks, and that the habit may be in process of becoming hereditary.

The barred owl, <V. nehulosurn, of Xorth America is of about the same size .as the

brown owl, and is an abundant l)ird in wooded regions of the eastern United States,

being very abundant in the Gulf States, and especially in Florida and Louisiana. It

usually nests in hollow trees, but not unfrequently, especially in the northern States,

in the old nest of a hawk or other largo bird.

One of the largest and finest birds of pre}-, and a fitting one with wiiich to close

our account of the Striginse, is the great gray-owl, fi!)/rnium cincrcttnt, an extremely

rare winter visitor to the northern United States, prob.ibly only resident within our

borders in Washington Territory. It is one of the species conunon to the northern

parts of both hemispheres, and the American race differs only in darker colors from

.'?. lapponiciim of Xorth Europe and Asia, figured on j)age 33').

This magnificent bird measures from twenty-eight to tiiirty inelies in h'Ugth, and

its color is dark brown above, with whitish mottling on every feather; and below,

grayi.sh wliite, the breast streaked, and the abdomen finely barred with deep brown.

In the northern i)arls of the continent it is rather abundant, and, although fitted for
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a nocturnal lifo, it of nccessitv liiinls by <l:iyliglit during tlic summer. But as it is

I'ssL'iitially a forest bird it keeps in the sliadow of the trees as much as possible, and

lias bi'en observed to be most :utive when the sun is at its lowest ]«jint. Its food is

stated to consist largely of hares and smaller mammals, but in Alaska Mr. Dall found

it feeding almost entirely on birds.

The structure and afiinities of the singular East Indian J'/iofh'li(s (or J'/iolodilns)

have already been briefly alluded to, and, as we are unable to ja'esent any account of

its habits, we need only add here that the single species, P. l/adiits, is a native of the

eastern ]>arts of India, and lias l)een found in Ceylon, Java, and Borneo.

Tlie l)arn-owls (suli-family Ahiconiiia-) form a small grou]), the membere of which

resemble each other very closely, while they differ strikingly from all other owls. We
liave already shown how different is their bony structure, and their sujierficial appear-

ance is e(iually remarkable. 'J'iie facial disk here reaches its highest develojiment, l>ut

instead of being more or less circular, as in all other owls whore it is well develo])ed,

it is elongated and almost triangular, giving the face a most remarkable expression,

not distantly resembling that of some monkeys. Moreover, the head is much j)r<>

duced in front, the bill being much longer ])ro])ortionally than in other owls, while the

legs are also long ;md scantily featliered, and the grotesque movements and strange

j>ostures which the bird assumes still furtiier increase its singularity of appearance.

Tlie ty]ie of the sub-family is the European barn- or screech-owl, Ahtco Jlanuueiis,

represented in Xortli America by a sligiitly different form, the r.ace or sub-species

pratiitcola of most authors.

The barn-owl has a remarkably wide distribution, its range being greater than that

of any other owl. It is not found in New Zealan<l ; in America it does not ordinarily

pass north of latitude 45°, and is unknown in Scandinavia, but with these exceptions

it probably occurs all over the world.

Correlated with this extensive range, we find great variability, and many of the

more or less jiermanent 'varieties' or races have long been considered true species.

Thus North American birds are almost invariably darker than average European ones

;

but a dark ](liase very like that of the American bird sometimes occurs in Germany

or Englanil, while specimens from the West Imlies are fully as light colored as the

lightest Euro]>ean ones, ami aljout equalled in this resj)ect by Australian birds. Not

only do the colors vary in kind and intensity, but the pattern of coloration is some-

what variable; some birds l)eing irregularly barred 1)elow, others s]H)tteil, and still

others immaculate white. In most of the races the tail has from four to six dark bars,

b\it .lamaican birds have the tail ]>ure white, and English ones almost so. There is,

furthermore, considerable difference in si/e, .and some slight difference in the ])ro]ior-

tions of ]iarts. Tlie smallest birds are jjrobably those of Euro]>e, scarcely exceeded,

however, by the South American form, while the North American birds are much larger

than the European, and these again are far excelled by those of Java and Australia.

All these forms and many others were formerly ranked as so many separate s]>ecics,

but out of fifteen or twenty names in general use a score of ye.ars ago for forms then

considered 8i>ecitically distinct, all but four or five are now pretty generally admitted

to indicate only geogra])hical races, or light and dark j)hases of the single species,

Aliivo ^flamvicus. These four or five seem to differ more strongly from the common
tyjie than any of the others, but it is noticeable tliat even here the differences .arc

entirely of degree, and not of kind ; the principal points being depth of color, degree

of spotting, and size or shape of spots.
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To these must be added the wide differences in size, but these lose mucli of their

significance in view of tlie very great variation in this respect among the different

races oi flammeus. A small specimen of tlie European barn-owl {ty\YL<^\x\ flammeus) is

jierhaps not more than thirteen inclies long, with a wing measuring eleven inches and

tail live. Its general color may be very nearly white, especially below ; the tail ]H'r-

fectly white, or with only the faintest suggestion of orange, without dark bars. The

back and upper surface of wings is ]iale orange or Imff, delicately mottled willi silver

Fio. 157.— Alucoflamim

pray, and with many distinct white spots, each accomitanicd by a black one. Com-
pare sucli a bird with a large female of the barn-owl of Van Dieman's Land, A. cas-

ttniops. The latter is twenty or twenty-one inches long; the wing measures from

fourteen to fifteen inches, and the tail about eight. The lower parts are " dee]) golden

buff," with spots and bare of blackish ; the upper parts, incluiling the wings, choco-

late brown; the tail even darker, but crossed with five or six bars of "golden buff,"

while the face, instead of being pure white as in Jlammeus, is light chestnut, with a

black patch in front of the eye.
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Tliey certainly appenr very (liffereiit, but when we liiul tliat they are, jierhaps, tho

two most different individuals which we could have selected, and that between them
we can j)lace forms which shall connect them l»y almost every possible Etradation of

color and size, we ought to feel less certain of their specific distinctness than we did

at first. It is to be borne in mind that among owls the sexes usually differ very much
in size, though tliey are not known to differ materially in i)lumage; and it is also sig-

nificant that tlie species of ^l/^co still considered distinct ivom Jtanttneits are mostly

but slightly known, and are comparatively rare in collections. Hence, in considering

the habits of the birds of this genus, we shall ignore the rarer members, and speak

simply of the barn-owl, meaning thereby A. Jhnnmeus, or any of its races. And first

we might remark that the more appro])riate name for this bird is the screech-owl, for

certainly, of all the owls we liave ever listened to, this one has the most typical and

unearthly screech. It may roost in a barn or a ruined castle in England, or lay its

eggs in tho cathedral belfries of France atid Italy, or the unused loft of a tobacco or

sugar warehouse in our own southern states; the hollow stub beside a marsh may
cradle its young in Pennsylvania or Australia; it may burrow in a sand or clay bank

in Texas, or breed in the chinks and fissures of cliffs in California, or in the open fork

of a banyan tree in the I'liilipjiine Ishuuls; but, disturb it by night near any of these

its chosen liaunts, and its startling cry of dismay, derision, or defiance as it vanishes,

will always be a harsh and rasping screech.

From the above remarks it will be seen that the nesting hal)its of this bird are

extremely various. Perha])s it may be said most often to nest in or about buildings,

and this seems to be its habit in most parts of the United States, though in many
sections it is known to nest in hollow trees, and in parts of Texas it breeds abunilantly

in holes in the banks of rivers. Three seems to be the common number of eggs

hatched at once, but there is consideraljle evidence to show that other eggs are often

laid after the fii-st are hatched, and there are many unsettled questions with regard to

the economy of the species. Its eggs have been found in the United States in almost

every month of the year, and it is not imjiossible that, as Audubon was assured in

Florida, these owls, like the house-])igeons, breed at all seasons of the year. In

Charleston, S. C, in October, Audubon found young sover.al weeks old and kept

watch of them for several months, during which time they were fed by their parents

exclusively on small quadrupeds, mostly cotton rats. When he first saw the young
they were clothed with a rich, cream-colored down, and even when three months old

this had not all given place to true feathers. Although hatched early in October,

they were unable to fly by the middle of January, though apparently well fledged.

In the eastern United States this bird is abundant only toward the south. In

New England it is very rare, and, though there is an unchallenged record of its

capture in Hamilton, Ontario, in Jlay, 1882, it is not known ever to have ocrtirred in

Maine, though on the Pacific coast it is abundant in California, and extends .as far

north as the mouth of the Columbia. It is an interesting and valuable bird, unques-

tionably l)cneficial from the numbers of small rodents it destroys, and, like many other

of our owls, deserving of every i)rotection and encour.igement which will increase its

frequency in and about our homes.

The only other member of this sub-fainily at j>resent known is a newly discovered

Madagascan genus, the type of which has been recently described by Alphonse

Milne-Edwards under the name Jleliodilus soumaffnii,

Walter B. Baekows.
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Order XVI.— PSITTACI.

The parrots, though a groiij) so woll di'tiiu'd that the merest tyro at once recog-

nizes their limits, have made no little trouble for the systematic ornithologist. Char-

actors which in other birds are deemed even of ordinal iinjiortancc here vary in the

most curious manner within the limits of one genus, thus giving rise to the greatest

differences in the systematic arrangement of the group. These superficial characters

which at once, and so forcibly, strike the observer are, however, accompanied by cer-

tain constant internal features of far more importance, so that the grouj) is a wholly

natural one. Only a few of these need concern us here.

The parrots have the bill short and stout, the upper half extending beyond and

turning down over the lower. At the base of the bill is frequently seen a peculiar

wax-like patcli (the cere), through which the nostrils open ; this cere is always present,

though frequently it is concealed by the feathers. In the feet also, we notice a

peculiarity which we have not before met in the course of our survey of the birds, but

which will reappear .again in some of the f(}lliiwing groups. This is the fact that two

of the toes (first and fourth; are directed backwards, while the other two extend for-

ward in a normal manner. The tongue is usually large and fleshy, and serves to some

extent as an organ of prehension. The upper mandible is loosely articidated with the

skull ; the furculum or wish-bone is weak or wanting. The primaries and tail feathers

are each ten in number.

The grouping of the parrots is in a state of dire confusion. The late Mr. A. II.

Garrod, the former protector of the Zoological Society of London, projjosed a scheme

in 1874, b.ased upon the dissections of the muscular system and the carotid arteries of

some eighty-two species, representing thirty-eight genera and sub-genera. In this the

carotid .arteries were given primary im])ortance, and the ambiens muscle w.as nearly

equal in systematic value. The results, however, were far from satisfactory. Besides

not being consistent with itself, it widely divorced species belonging to the same
genus, and when tested by geographical distribution gave the most astonishing results.

Thovigh far from perfect, the arrangement of Dr. Rcichenow is better than any of

its ])redecessors, and for that reason we adopt it here, though without accepting all of

its details.

The number of species of parrots is about four hundred and thirty, and these are

arranged in nine families and forty-five genera. The j)arrots are mostly inhabitants of

troj)ic.il climates, though many extend beyond the torrid zone. Our Carolina parrakeet

reaches tlic furthest north, while in the Australasian region forms extend to Auckland
an.l :Macquarie Islands (55° S.). It is usually stated that the American continent is

richest in species. This statement, however, is erroneous. According to Reichenow's
lists (1881), the American continent contains one hundred and twenty-six species and

8ul>-specie8, while the Australasian region (south and east of Wallace's line) affords a

home for nearly one hundred .and fifty forms.

Most of the parrots have a brilliant plumage, in some the display of colors being

such as to afford very uni)leasant contrasts; others are clotiied in feathers so quiet in

hue .as to give no oiTence to any member of the Society of Friends. In size consi.ler-

ablc variation is to be seen. The love-birds are hardly larger than sparrows, while the

great macaws (Sittace) measure three feet from the tip of the bill to the end of tlie
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tail. Parrots usually associate together in large Hocks, some living in forests, others

on grassy plains. Their food is mostly of a vegetable nature, buds, leaves, seeds,

fruit, and the like.

Tlicir natural voice is usually harsh and discordant, but many of the species, as is

well known, possess great imitative powers, learning not only to repeat long sentences

but also to reproduce the most complex sounds which they may hear. Capacity in this

direction varies not only with the sj)ecies but with the individual.

Concerning the convereational powers of parrots, page after page could be written;

many of their sayings seera so apt that one can hardly escajie the belief that they

reason as well as talk. Instance after instance is on record where it would almost

seem as if these birds took circumstances into consideration and knew the full force of

what they were saying. Notwithstanding the limitations of s])ace, one of these must

be quoted here. 3Ir. Sharpe of the British ^Museum is the authority for the follow-

ing: "A friend in Manchester told the writer of a parrot-show in the north of Eng-

land, where the talking powers of each l)ird were made the subject of a prize

competition. Several of the birds had exhibited their powers, and at last the cover

was removed from the cage of a gray ]>arrot, who at once exclaimed, on seeing the

comj)any to which he was suddenly introduced, ' By Jove ! what a lot of ])arrots,' an

observation which gained him the prize at once."

The owl-]iarrots of Xew Zealand and Austi-alia are admitted by all to stand at the

bottom of the I'sittacine series, where they form the family Stringoimd.i;, of which

but four species are krK)wn. They have a short, thick, untoothed beak; short wings

which reach to the base of the rounded tail; the nostrils free, and surrounded bv a

swollen margin. The feathers are banded and spotted with yellow, green, and black.

Of the genus Utringops two species, both from New Zealand, are known, but one

of these {S. f/rci/i) is possibly extinct. The genus may be recognized by its moder-

ately sized head, the long and stiff feathers on the face, the grooves on the sides of

the bill, and by having the fourth and fifth, or fourth, fifth, and sixth wing fc-ithers

the longest, and the tail feathers j)ointed. The si)ecies rarely fly, and, from the effects

of disuse, the keel of the sternum, so greatly developed in most birds, has disappeared,

and the furculum is wanting.

The owl-j)arrot, or kakapo (<Slri/i>/ojjs hubroptilns), is interesting from its habits and

apjH'arance, combining as it does to a considerable extent those of the owls as well as

of the ])arrots. It was first known from feathers in the jtossession of the Maori, and it

was not until 1845 that S])ecimens came to the hands of naturalists. It is largely

though not exclusively nocturnal, and is a vegetarian, feeding on roots as well as on

leaves and tender twigs. In color it is green with longitudinal dashes of yellow, and

with internijited cross-bars of black. Around the eyes are discs like those of the

owls, and here the feathers are a light yellowish brown. The irides are dark brown or

black.

Sir George Gray and ]\[r. A. G. Sale have written interesting accounts of this spe-

cies, and from that of the latter gentleman we make the following extract : " During

the whole time that this bird has been in my jiossession, it has never sliown the

slightest sign of ill-temper, but has invariably been good-humored and eager to

receive any attention. Its playfulness is remarkable. It will nni from a corner of

the room, seize my hand with claws and beak, and tumble over and over with it,

exactly like a kitten, and then rush back to be invited to a fresh .attack. ... It has

also, apparently, a strong sense of humor. I have sometimes amused myself by plac-
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ina; a dog or cat cIoro to its cage, and it has danced backwards and forwards with

oiit-strotchcd wings, evidently witli tlie intention of sliannning anger, and lias testified

its "lee at the success of the mananivrc by the most absurd and grotesque attitudes.

• One trick especially it has, which it almost invariably uses when pleased, and that is

to march about with its head twisted round, and its beak in the air,— wishing, I sup-

pose, to see how things look wrong way up, or perha])s it wishes to fancy itself in

New Zealand again."

Fig. 158. — SIringops habroptihts^ owl-parrot.

The kakapo is described as very intelligent, and would make a nice pet were it

more cleanly in its habits. Its nest is placed under trees and rocks, and in it, it lays

two or three wliite eggs. It lives in holes in the ground, and its flight is described to

be much like that of the flying scjuirrel. Since the advent of the whites, and the

escape into the country of cats, dogs, and rats, these parrots have decreased in num-
ber, and their extinction is but a matter of time.

The single species of Geopsittaciis ( G. occiJentalis) is the ground-parrot of south-

em and western Australia. Little is known of its habits, which are said to resemble
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those of the kakapo. It has an txtraonlinarily large head. Pezoporiia fortnosus

ocfupics the same regions as GeujtsitUicus, and extends across to Tasmania. It has

longer wings, the second and third quills being the longest.

The cockatoos, forming the family Puctolophid.e, are mostly confined to the

East Indian Archipelago, Papua, and Australia. One of the most striking features is

the crown of erectile feathers on the heads of most of the species. When quiet these

are usually but little consj)icuous ; but when something excites the bird, up they are

raised, completely changing the wliole asj)ect of their ])ossessor. The beak is strong,

about as high as long, its ujiper half usually flattened or keeled, or, rarely, rounded

above. Its cutting edge is excavated behind the point. The cere may be naked or

feathered. The wings are long and ]iointed, and, when at rest, they cover half or

more than half of the tail. The tail may he either short or long, and its extremity

straight or rounded ; never graduated or wedge-shajied.

The prevailing color of the plumage is white, black, or brown. The latter color

occurs in Nestor. White is found as a jiredominant color in no other family, while

black exists only in C/MlcopsiltucKS (one of the lories), and in Coracopsis (one of the

gray parrots). The females are colored like the males, but are recognizable from their

smaller size and shorter crown feathei-s. All are large forms, none being smaller than

doves. The common name, cockatoo, is a good phonetic reproduction of the common
note of many of the sj)ecies.

In their habits they are very social. Not only at the breeding season, but at all

times of the year, they form great flocks, usurdly living in the tops of the highest trees

of their trojiical homes. Their nests are built in hollow trees, or in clefts of the high,

rocky cliffs. They are vegetarians, and are especially fond of grain and fruits. Still,

exceptions in this respect are to be noticed. Lianetis lives on roots and bulbs which

it digs from the earth, while ('(ili/ji/or/ii/ncliiis, with its strong beak, tears the bark

and excavates the rotten wood of decayed trees in its search for insects and larvie.

Nestor, again, forms an excejition which will be noticed below.

The family of cockatoos embraces thirty-two species, arranged in five genera.

Apparently the extinct Lophojysittacus matiritanicus also belongs to the same family,

although in some respects it is allied to the American genus Sittace.

All of the species of Nestor, except one from Papua, belong to the New Zealand

fauna. They arc the most aberrant members of the family, and in several respects

differ from the diagnosis given above. They lack the long crown feathers of the

others, h.ave a tail only lialf as long as the wings, its extremity straight, an elongate

bill, the up]>er half of which frequently extends quite a distance beyoii<l the lower.

Indeed, the whole facies of these birds is such that they are frequently arranged in the

family Trichoglossidae.

Ilalf-way between New Zealand and New Caledonia are two small islands, Norfolk

and Philip. On the latter is (or, rather, was) found the Pliilij) Islaml parrot, Nestor

productus. This small island has an area of only about live square miles, and only here

occurred this species. Though Norfolk Island is distant but four miles, this parrot

lias never been found there. With this extremely restricted distribution it is no

wonder that it h.'is now become extinct. It was fond of soft, succident vegetables,

and was said, by the aid of its lonij hooked beak, to dig roots from the earth. Still,

like all the genus, it was fond of honey and the nectar of flowers. In color it was brown

above, red below, breast, throat, and cheeks yellow. Tlie Norfolk Island ])arrot, N.

nor/okensis, a similar species, with the top of the head green, is also said to be exthict.
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In New Zealand the kaka parrot {N". meridionalis) has made itself something of a

nuisance. Since these islands were settled, and shec])-rai.sing has become a jironiinent

industry, the kaka has largely forsaken its diet of fruit, vegetables, anil honey, and
developed into a bird of prey. Wlienever a sheep dies in the fields, tiie kakas gather

and devour its flesh. But they are not content with this. Tliey are said to i)erch on

the backs of the animals when alive, and, with their strong beaks, to tear out pieces of

. .-v">-»^ .*'*'^^^' v^ i'>i- *'^v^^ ^=^^;^'

Fig. 159. — Pliclolophus moluccentit, rose^sreated cockatoo.

flesh for food. The ordinary note of tliis species is said to resemble the bark of a
small dog, but it is also capable of imitating other sounds, and, if properly taught, of
talking.

Licmetis contains two long-billed, white species from Australia, pop\iIarIy known
as the slender-billed and the digging cockatoo (Z. «<wh'm^ sinA L. jnistinator). As
the name indicates, one species digs in the earth for its food.

The true cockatoos belong to the genus Cacatiia or Plictolophtm. With two
exceptions, the fifteen species are white. They have a short, high bill rounded or

VOL. IV. —23
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grooved above, and hollowed below ; the cere is naked or feathered, the tail is short

and truncate, and a well developed crown is present. The genus embraces some fif-

teen sj)ecics, and several well marked varieties, or, as they are called, sub-species; all

come from the eastern islands extending from Malaysia to Australia.

Almost every menagerie and zoological garden boasts several species of this genus,

those mentioned below being possibly the most common in confinement. They make

very interesting pets, crying now " cockatoo," now " pretty cocky," or screaming with

a voice far from musical.

The white-crested cockatoo {P. albus) comes from the Mollucca Islands. It is

everywhere white except on the insides of some of the wing featliers. It reaches a

length of about eighteen inches. Usually its conversational powers arc rather limited,

but occasionally specimens are seen which can talk considerably, but their voice is

alw.^ys loud.

Even more common is the yellow-crested cockatoo (/'. r/aleritd). It comes from

Australia and Tasmania, and is the most docile of the genus. It is readily distinguished

from the species just mentioned by the fact that the feathers of its crest are sul])hur-

ycllow, and its size somewhat larger (about twenty-two inches). A third sjiecies, the

pink cockatoo, receives its name (P. kddbeateri) from Mr. Leadbeatcr, an English

naturalist, who owned the first specimen brought to Euroj)e. The color is white

above, slightly suffused with ])ink, while the crest is baiTcd with crimson, yellow, and

white. Below, the feathers are also crimson. In size it is intermediate between the

two forms previously mentioned. The last species which our space will permit us to

notice is the rose-crested or Jlolhicca cockatoo, Plissolophus moluccensis, a bird about

the size of the great yellow-crcstod form, with a roseate or vermilion crest. As its

name indicates, it comes from the Spice Islands.

In their native woods these cockatoos form large flocks, which raise an almost

intolerable din. This is not their only fault, for in those regions where civilized man

has settled, they commit no inconsiderable depredations on his fields. In the aviaries

of a zoological garden, one can watch them for hours without tiring. At one moment

they are climbing about quietly, using both beak and feet in the operation ; the next

instant they are all excitement, every feather is raised, and the crest is expanded and

shut with considerable rapidity. Instead of the soft " cockatoo" which they were

saying a moment before, they are yelling and screeching in a manner indicative of

great j>assion. The cause of the anger, if anger it be, is usually some inconsiderable

trifle, or possibly some person whose a])pearance or adorntnent does not suit them.

Passing by the seven species of helmeted cockatoos {Calx/ptQrhi/nchns), all of

which come from Australia or the adjacent islands, we close the family with the

arara cockatoo, the only member of the genus Jlicrot/lossits. Like most others of the

genus, it has an erectile crest, but may be distinguished by its feathered cere, its

bare cheeks, its sharp, toothed beak, and its long, rounded tail. This species (JV.

aterrimus), when adult, is black, but in its younger stages is banded with yellow. In

absolute size it is tlie largest of parrots, measuring from twenty-eight to ihirty-two

inches in length, though some of the macaws, with their longer tails, exceed these

dimensions, though with far sm.aller body. The great black cockatoo, or palm-

cockatoo, as this species is also called, ranges from the Malayan Islands south to the

north coast of Australia. The generic name, Microf/lossus, means little tongue, and is

suggested by the peculiarities of that organ.

The Platycercid^ have the short thick beak higher than long, its lower half
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often completely hidden by feathers, the upper toothed or entire. The cere is small,

frequently feathered to the nostrils, and more or less wrinkled; the tail is long,

usually exceeding the pointed wings in length. All of the si.\tj'-si.\: species inhaliit the

eastern hemisphere, Australia forming the centre of their distribution. They are

strong fliers, and live largely on the seeds of various grasses and other plants. They
are not stationary, but move from place to place according to the abundance or

scarcity of their favorite food. They place their nests in hollow gum-trees and

> ^^'^^^v/:^.^^^^ r^^i\ I , , i

Fio. 160. — MicTOglouut aterrimus, black, or iirnra cockatoo.

Euphorbias. They arc usually brilliantly colored, the two sexes differing in their
omament.ation, and the female being smaller than the male. The young are usually
colored like the female.

The three genera, Melopxittacus, Uallipsittacus, and JVanodes, are Australian, and
each contains but a single species. The zebra grass-parakeet, M uridulatus, is .about
seven inches long, yellowish green, with fine dark undulating lines on the head an<l

neck, a patch of blue on the cheek, the uj.j.er parts brownish green, beneath grass-
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green ; the two middle tail feathers arc blue, the rest green. It is one of the most

abundant species in Australia, and has been exported in large numbers to Englanil

an<l America. Its natural voice inste.id of being a harsh screech is soft and musical,

and the bird makes a pretty pet, frequently breeding in confinement.

The crested ground-jiarakeet ( Callipsittacus novw-hollandiw) is mottled with

brown, gray, and white, with a little yellow and red u](on the head. Like the preced-

ing it is a gregarious species, migrating to the north in February and March and

Pio. 161. — Iteloptillaeus undulatiu, zebra gross-parakeet.

returning to the southern shore of the island continent in Sei)tember. It runs well

upon the ground, is far from shy, and is said to be very good for food.

The genus Ci/anorfuimphns contains fourteen species from South Se.as, all bril-

liantlv colored, and some of them noticeable for their extretne southern range, being

found on Auckland and M.acquarie Island, aw.ay to the souili of New Zealand. The

gr.ass-])arakects of the genus Uitphe/na, seven in number, are bright-colored and occur

in Australia and Tasmania. Most of them bear confinement well.

The genus Platycercus is the largest of the family, embracing, according to Reiche-
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now, forty-one species, distributccl from the Malay Islands over the South Sea Islands

to Australia and Tasmania. From the other genera of the family they differ in

having the tail feathers of the same size throughout their length, and longer than the

wings, tlie four middle ones unequal and longer than the rest. The feathers of the

back are lancet-sha])ed, and one feature, which is ahnost characteristic of the genus, is

that all the feathers have a dark centre and a lighter margin. The species are grega-

rious, and, while grass seeds form the bulk of their food, they feed also on flowers and

various insects. All are brilliantly colored, and are killed e.\tensivcly for food by the

inhabitants of the regions where they occur. Some are frequently kept as cage-birds,

the rosella parrot (P. eximius) being an especial favorite. It is active and lively.

Fia. If.'_'. — I'lattjants t.riinitts, rtwlia (lar.'lkoct.

and its colors are so bright that we m\ist take space to describe them. The head and
back of the neck are scarlet ; bdow, the chin and neck are wliite. The feathers of the
back are dark green, edged with a beautiful lighter green, and this latter color is also
seen in the tail-coverts. The bre.ist is yellow,^shadiMg on the belly into green.

Afewsm.nll parrots witli strong bills, which arc higher than long,t.iils shorter
than the wings, a cere like that of the last family, or in the shape of a band surmount-
ing the base of the bill, form the family MunopsiTTAciD.fi. Their distribution is

much like that of the last family, except that Papua seems to be their metropolis. Of
their h.diits but little is known except that their food consists largely of soft fruits,

supplemented by insects.
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Throe genera, Psittacelln, Ciidojmtlncus, and Xusiternit, represented by eighteen

species are rui-ognized, but so little are they knuwn that only the last nientioued has

received a common name,— pigmy parrot.s. In size they are the smallest of the

order, and in their coloration green j)redoininates, relieved by blue, scarlet, yellow,

and other colors. In XasUerna the tail is rounded and the shafts of the feathers

extend beyond the barbs.

The lories form the family Trichoglos.sid.k, and have about the same distribution

as the Micropsittacidaj an<l I'latycercida;. The characters of tlieii- bill and tongue at

once separate them from all

A >N
others. The former is .'is

long as or longer than high,

smooth and usually without

distinct teeth, while the tip

of the tongue is licset witli

bundles of bristly papilla;

(except in the genus Corijl-

lis). The cere is broadest on

the top of the bill, and runs

down on either side to a

point. The tail varies in

shape with the genus, but

is usually shorter than the

pointed wings. The lories

are <juick flyers, and jump
about among the branches,

l)iit do not climb, as do many
of the forms yet to be des-

cribed. Soft fruits form the

l)ulk of their food, but, as

the structure of their tongue

would indicate, they are very

fond of the nectar of flow-

ers. They form large flocks,

sometimes thousands being

found together, when the noise of their loud voices is almost deafening. In all,

eightj'-eight S])ecies are recognized.

The typical genus, Trichoglossus, embraces half the family. In size they are

between a sparrow and a dove; in their coloration green ))redoniiiiates, and next in

order comes red, esjiecially on the breast. The long tails taper to a rounded ])oint,

and hence the species are known as the wedge-tailed lories. The species which we
figure comes from South Australia, and is known as Swainson's lory. Its back, wings,

anil tail are green, its head and belly blue, breast red, sides yellow, and the other parts

variously mottled with all of these colore. Its favorite habitat is in the gum-trees

(Eucalyptus) which form so prominent a feature in the veget.ition of the country.

From the large flowers of these trees it extracts honey, varying its diet with insects.

It lays two eggs in the hollows of the highest gum-trees.

Closely allied are the bro.-id-tailed lories belonging to the genus Domicella. Their

tails are shorter than the wings, and, as the common name indicitcs, are broad, the

Fig. 163. — -Vtwifmia jtygmaa, pigmy parrot.
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feathers never being pointed at the extremity. Some twenty-two species are known,
all from the Austro-M;ilay region. The prevailing color is red, variously marked

and mottled with blue, though occasionally one may be green, brown, or even black.

Passing by the genus Corijihihi.t, with its five species, wo come to Coryllis, the

genus of bat-parrots, characterized by having the tail but about half as long as the

pointed wings, and the tongue without the papillas, noted as characteristic of the family.

Indeed, so different are they in habits as well as structure from the other members of

the family that their separation, at least as a sub-family, seems warranted. They
have not the strong flight of the others, but jump about either when on the earth or

Fia. 164. — Trichoglotnu tmva-hoUandioe, Swainson's lory.

among the branches. Tluy do not liave as varied a voice as the otliers, but utter

only a single note. Most noticeable .among them is their mode of rest. When
sleeping or even when eating, they hang head downward from the branches of the

trees or the bars of their cage. They reach much farther north than the rest of the

family, some being found in southern China and Ceylon, but the majority conie from
the Malays. Many liave lieen carried to Europe, where tliey form interesting pets.

They are readily t.amed and become very affectionate. The prevailing color is green.

The species figured is the blue-crowned lianging-|>arakeet of Malacca, Sumatr.i, and
the adjacent islands. Its native food is fruit and berrie-s but in captivity it thrives

on canary seed, especially if this is varied occasionally by ant pupse or insects.

The PAL^onNiTiiiD-u extend fartlicr west than the families so far mentioned, for

while some occur in tlie Austro-Malay region, others are found in India and Africa.
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They have a strongly developed beak, liigUer than long, but without distinct teeth in

its margins. In color the beak is usually red, but it may be black or lead color; what-

ever its color, it always lias a waxy apiH'arancc, by which those birds can readily be

separated from all the other j>nrrots. The small cere extends across tlie beak, and is as

wide at the sides as at the middle ; it is frequently partly feathered. The tail may be

long and tapering, orbro.id, straight, and short; the secoml and third (rarely first and

second) wing feathers are tlic longest. Tlie general coloration is green. In habits the

greatest diversity is found, and no general summary will answer for all, as in the fami-

lies already mentioned.

Fio. 105. — Corijllii galgulut, blue^crotrncd banging-parakeet.

First to be mentioned is the now extinct Madaga.scar parrot, Jlfascarimis obsciinis.

At about the beginning of the present century living specimens were brought to

Europe, and yet, to-day, specimens are to be found only in the museums of Paris and

Vienna. Its general color was brown, with the head and the base of the tail griseous,

the be.ak red.

Turning now to the living forms, Pahrornis must be mentioned first. This genus

embraces some twenty-two forms of long-tailed ])arrots which have no bare space near

the eye. They inhabit Madagascar and the Oriental regions. They are sociable

birds with loud screeching voice. The sexes are distinguislied liy thi' difTereiit color

of the bill,— red in tlie males, black or yellow in the females.
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Aiiparently one species of this family was known to the ancients. Onesicrites, the

admiral of Alexander the Great, brought from Ceylon a green parrot with a red rin<r

around its neck. Some have regarded this as the form known to science as Palceomis
oipatrius, while Liniie thouglit he recognized the ancient form in a species from Java,

which he therefore called I', alexandri. Now most people think that the common
ring-parrot of India, the Palceomis torquatus, was the bird brought by Alexander's

sailors. Others more or less closely allied \\ere brought to Gi-eece and Rome from

Fio. IM. — Patanmia iorquahts, ring-parrot.

Africa. These were the only parrots then known, and from their beauty, as well as
their docility and powers of speech, they were irreat favorites.

The ring-parrot occurs both in India and Africa. In the former country it is one
of the most abundant of the order, not only in the forests, l)ut even about towns and
vill.ages. It fonns a pest in some localities on .account of its rav.ages in the ficMs and
gardens. It associ.ites in large flocks, sometimes of thousands, and when these descend
on a field of gr.ain, the amount they consume is of considerable account. It has a harsh
cry, and learns to repeat a few words, but is not nearly so good a talker as some of the
otiier species.
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The species of Tanygnnthus, from the Malay region, are much like the forms just

mentioned in tiii'ir habits, but they differ from tlicin in their larger bill and smaller

tail. Eckctus shares with the Trichoglossidie tlic common name lory. Its four

sjiecies are Malayan ; they arc not sociable birds, and arc most abundant in the

denser forests. The racket-tailed parrots (Prioiiitumis) come from the same region.

Their coloi-s are largely blue, green, and yellow, while the fact that their two middle

tail feathers terminate in broad sj)atulcs gives rise to the common name.

-%.. .^

Fio. 167. — Aijapomia roieicollii, rcil-f.iced love-bird.

Some of the love-birds arc embraced in the genus A>japornis. They are very

small parrots, with a short rounded tail, and with a plumage of which the jjrevailing

color is green. Their i)opular name is well ajiiiliod, for tliey arc most affectionate

creatures, not only when in confinement, but in their native wilds, the forests of the

Ethioj.ian rc-;ion. Usually they are kept in pairs, and the closeness with which they

snuuirlc up to each other boars testimony to their mutual regard. Our figure shows

the red-faced love-bird (A. roscicoUis) from southwestern Africa.
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The c;ray parrots, forming the family Psittacid^, are few in number, and arc con-

fined to Africa and Madagascar. Thi-y have a broad cere covering tlie whole base

of tlie upper bill ; tliere is a naked space around the eye, the upper mandible is

rounded and smooth, and its cutting edges arc without teeth. The wings arc rather

long, and the tail, about as long as the wings, is straight or weakly rounded. Their

plumage is gray or blackish, and they are without the bright feathers so characteristic

of most members of the ordci-, but to coiuiionsatc tlioy are among the best talkers of

Pin. 168.— Paitlacus eritUaeus, jako, gray-parrot.

the group. They fly poorly, but walk about on the ground, or climb with great agility

among the branches of the trees. They are very social and live in vast flocks, feeding

on the fruits and especi.iUy on the grains of the region, sometimes committing serious

depredations on the fields of the colonists.

Two genera are recognized, ('oraropsis wnA Psittacus. The former emlir.nccs the

Vaza-parrots of Madagascar, species which show many points of resemblance to the

extinct Mascarine parrot mentioned on a prececding page. Of the two species of
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Psittacus, r. erithacKs, tlio jriko of west and ccntrnl Africa is best known, but though
this species has been cornnKni in Europe for three hundred years, almost notliing is

known of its habits in its native country. One curious fact deserves mention. In
the Gulf of Guinea are two islands, St. Thomas anil Prince's, separated by a distance of

less than a hundred miles. On the latter the gray jiarrots are extremely common,
" but not a single kite is met with on the island. On the neighboring island of St.

Fio. 169. — Sittace hyaeinihina, hyacinth macaw.

Tliomas there is an abund.inoo of bl.ick kites, but not a single parrot, lietween whom
and the kites a constant warfare is waged, .so that, sliould one of the latter get driven

over to Prince's Island he is almost immediately set upon by the parrots and slaugh-

tered ; and the <'()m|)linient is returned if a i)arrot is so unfortunate as to land

uniin ited on St. Thoirias's."

With the largest family of parrots, the Co.vuniDyE, we turn our steps to the New
World, to wliifh all of the ninety-three known species belong. Tlu y have strong bills,
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the uiipor lialf of which may be citlior smooth or c^roovod, its cuttiii2; edges l)oing

toothed. Tlie cere is large and even in width aeross the base of the bill, and is cither

naked or feathered. The taj)ering and long tail readily separates these birds from the

other New World forms, while from the Platycercidiu of the eastern hemisphere

they may be distiiiguislied by having the two median tail feathers longer than the

othei's.

First in the order comes the genus Sittacc which embraces the macaws. These

are the largest of the j)arrots, brilliantly plumaged birds l)ut with the colors laid on in

utter defiance of human ideas of beauty ; shades of red and blue which do not harmon-

ize are j)laced side by side, while the contrasts between these and the greens and

yellows which also occur is far from jileasing. In short, many a]i])ear like night-

mares of color. They are separable from others of the f.amily by having the orbital

region and cheeks naked or clothed with small feathers; and the second and third

fe.athers of the wing long, the first shorter.

Of the eighteen species only two or three can be mentioned. First comes the

hyacinth macaw, S. hijacinthina, of Brazil which reaches a length of three feet. Its

general color is cobalt blue, with yellow chin and orbital region. Of equal size is the

great scarlet macaw, S. coccv'«ert, but it is more abmidanl and more widely distributed,

extending from Mexico to northern Brazil. The ])revailing color is red, but this is

varied on wings, tail, and back willi blue and yellow. The green macaw, S. inilitariK,

with the same distribution as the last, is somewhat smaller, having a total length of

about two feet and a half.

The macaws ari' noisy birds with harsh and un])leasant voices. They do not talk

well, and only with difficulty can they be; taught a few words. They make their nests

in hollow trees, lay but two eggs at a time, and raise two broods in a season.

They are far from timorous birds, and the hunters have no difficulty in bagging large

numbers of them. Their harsh voices make them unpleasant as pets.

Of the genus Cotuirus, a single sj)ecies enters the United States, but further south

the species are more numerous, some thirty being known, one extending its range to

the Strait of Magelhaen. Some are large, others small ; the prevailing colors are

green. The larger ones ai-e poor talkers, or cannot articulate at all, but some of the

smaller species acquire considerable ]>roficiency in this direction. The only species

needing mention is the Carolina parakeet, Conurus carolinensis.

The Carolina parrot, the only species of the order which enters the territory of the

United States, is a|>]>arently doomed to early extinction. At the time when Wilson

wrote (ISll), it extended north to the Ohio and even beyond, while Barton states

that in January, 1780, a large flock w.as observed twenty-five miles north of ^Vlbany,

N. Y. To-<lay the distribution is much restricted. They still occur in cousider.able

numbers in Florida and some of the southern states west of the Mississipjii river. In

color the Carolina parakeet is generally greenish, inclining to yellow below, and with

the head and neck yellow, the forehead brick red. Though an inh.ibit.ant of our own

country, it has not yet been settled whether the adults of both sexes agree in color.

Females have been killed with the head and neck green like those of young birds, but

it is not known whether this is the color of the adult female or merely characteristic

of birds of the second year.

In regard to breeding habits a somewhat similar uncertainty exists. All agree

that it makes its nest in hollow trees, and that the oval eggs equally curved at each

end are of a uniform dull white, or greenish white, but the nests are so rarely seen by
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Bcientific observers, that our information on other points is extremely deficient. Au-

(hilioii thiniis that several females lay in tlie same nest, anil that each hiril only lays two

eggs. They feed larj^ely on the cookle-hurr {Xnnlltiimistritmariiim), but they also are

very fonil of cultivated grains. Indeed it is to the fact that their depredations in the

fields of the farmer are (or have been) of serious extent that a large j)art of their per-

secution is due. This is not the sole cause for their dimiiuitioii in numbers and

range. So-called sportsmen shoot them in large numbers for the mere purpose of

fA'/

Kio. 170. — Conurat carolinetuis, Carolina parrol.

killing as many as they can. Professional binl-lmuters take hundreds every year in

Florida .-nid send them to tiie nortli. All tiiese elements are tending toward the

destruction of the species.

Nineteen species of Pyrrhura, the red-tailed parakeets, are known, all with three

exceptions from Brazil, one reaching as far north as Mexico. They are all sm.all.

Brotogeri/s, also IJrazilian, contains eleven species, while Jiolbor/it/iic/ius, with seven

species, reaches north to Mexico, and south to the Argentine Itepublic. One sjiecies,

the monk or gray-breasted ]>arakeet {H. moiKic/nis), differs from all other parrots in its

iiidification. All |)arrots, with this exception, nest in hollow trees, or in clefts in the rocks.

The monk parakeet, on the other liand, builds a free ball-shaped nest, with a lateral
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entrance to the small interior. The sjiecios of Psittaciila, seven in number, range

from Mexico to nortliern Brazil. They are small birds, green and blue in coloration.

The PiONiDvE— parrots with short, broad, and straight tails, half as long as the

wintrg ; strong bill, with the upper half grooved and toothed near the tip ; the cere

extending across the base of the bill, j)roduced in front of the nostrils, and naked ; and

a green coloration prevailing— are found in both tropical America and tropical Africa.

At the breeding season they separate into pairs, but at other times they form large,

sometimes enormous, flocks. On the ground the larger species are awkward, but the

smaller ones are i)erfectly at lioine. Their natural voice is harsh, V)ut they are all good

talkers, some being excelled in this respect only by the jako. Over eighty species are

known, seventy belonging to the New World.

Of the genera, Androf/lossa {Chri/sotis) is the largest and best known. It con-

tains the green parrots known as Amazons. These are distril)uted over Mexico, the

West Indies, and South America. They are so much alike in habits that a descriji-

tion of one will answer pretty well for all. IMr. Gosse, in describing the Jamaican

species, says :
—

"Flocks varying from half a dozen to twenty or thirty fly hitlier and thither over

the forest, screeching as they go, and all alight together on some tree covered with

berries. Here they feast, but with caution. On a slight alarm one screams, and the

whole flock is on the wing, vociferous if not musical, and brilliant if not beautiful,

particularly when the sun shines on their green backs and crimsoned wings. They

generally prefer lofty trees, except when, in June, the ripe yellow jjlantain teni])t8

them to descend, or when the blackberry shines on the pimento. Of the latter, the

flocks devour an immense quantity, and the former they destroy by cutting it to pieces

with their ])0werful beaks, to get at tlie small seeds. One day in January, when the

jiimento on the brow of Bluefields Mountain was about ready for picking, being full-

sized, but yet green and hard, I observed large flocks of black-bills [.1. af/iUs'\, and a

few parakeets flying to and fro with voluble chatter, now alighting to feed on the hot

aromatic berry, now flying off and wheeling round to the same neighborhood again.

... Of two which I shot on this occasion, I found the crop stuffed with the cotyle-

dons of the seed alone, the most pungently aromatic part of the berry ; the fleshy

part having been, as I jjresuinc, shorn off by the beak and rejected. When alighted,

as is often the case, on a dry branch, their emerahl hue is conspicuous, and affords a

fine mark for the gunner ; but in a tree of full foliage their color proves an excellent

concealment. They seem to be aware of this, and their sagacity prompts them to

rely on it for security. Often we hear their voices proceeding from a certain tree, or

else have marked the descent of a flock upon it, but on proceeding to the spot, though

the eye has not wandered from it, and we are sure that they are there, we catmot dis-

cover an individual. We go close to the tree, but all is silent and still as death; we

institute a careful survey of every part with the eye, to detect the slightest motion,

or the form of a bird, among the leaves, but in vain. We begin to think that they

have stolen off unperceived, but, on throwing a stone into the tree, a dozen throats

burst forth into cry, and as many green liirds rush forth on the wing."

The species of Jhrotypus and Caica, four in number, also belong to tropical

America, while the ten of Porocephalus, the last of the order, are African.

J. S. KlUGSLEY.
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Order XVII.— PICARI^.

Coinciding with Professor Newton's words, th:it the Picarite "are already a sufli-

cieiitly hc'tiTogfiieoiis asseiiiMiigc " to also iiicluclo the owls, we retained the latter

at the end of the lla])tores, though ailiiulliiig that this group, thereby, beeomes

even more heterogeneous than the Piearians. But, true to our jirineiple of not

exeliaiiLriiig <>iie doubtful eoiirse for another e(jually doubtful, we think it safer to

adhcrt- to the arrangunu'nt adopted. That we havu here indieated the true course of

development of .some of tlie Picariie at least,— the goatsuckers and their allies,

—

seems, howi-ver, less doubtful. Another line of descent seems to connect certain

forms included in the ju'csent order with the (iallinaeeous birds, througli the Muso-

phagidoB. If this view be correct, then the 'onler' Picaria- will have to be 8]>lit u|i

according to its double descent.

To the scientilic ornithologist, the Picaria? form an assemblage of the greatest

interest. Their anatomy has in many instances l)een worked up pretty well, and has

disclosed a multitude of characters, generalized as well as specialized, extremely

marked, but pointing in all directions. Numerous classificatory attempts have been

ma<le, based ui)on the most different ])riTiciples, ;iMd the most varied sets of characters;

still, whether based upon external or internal structure, the general a8i>ects of these

different systems show greater similarity than might be expected. Messrs. Garrod

and Forbes liave es])ecially elucidated the anatomy of tlie Piearians, and their oj)in-

ions .are, therefore, entitled to sjieeial consideration. A brief summary of the more
imi)ortant structural features of the different groups is therefore necessary, the more
so since we are obliged to dissent from some of the conclusions of these gentlemen.

Mr. Garroil divided the forms here included into two main divisions,— the llomal-

ogonata", which possess the ambiens muscle, and the Anomalogonata;, wliich do not

have it. The former, viz. the Cuculida> and 3Iusophagi<he, he referred sim|)ly .as

families to the 'order' Gallifonnes, while of the latter, plus the Passere.s, he made an

'order' under the above name. This order he again subdivided in Picifoimes, Passer-

iformes, and Cy|)seliformc8. The last mentioned group is generally admitted to be

natural and distinct ; the other two, and the removal of the Coccygiformes, are rather

novel features, and need explanation.

The Cuculidai and Muso])hagiil;e are zygodactylous, i.e., they have two toes in

front aiul two behind, like the woodpeckers and allied forms, with which they have

usually been jilaced. The structure of the foot is so characteristic that more than the

presence of the and)iens muscle would be re(juiretl to remove them from that neigh-

borhood. Sucli additional features are also found in the skeleton, as well as in the

myology and plcrylography. Not to go too deep into details, we shall oidy refer to

the arrangement of the muscles that bcn<l the toes, viz. the deep plantar tendons. In

the introduction (page 14), mention is made of the fact that in the Cuculidae and

Musophagida? X]\q flej-or perforann splits up to supply second, third, and fourth digits

or toes, i.e. to the three toes which in most other l)irds are directed forwards, while

Xhc flexor hallucis is single, and only goes to the hallux ; this arrangement is the origi-

nal one, as it seems, and the commonest amongst the birds, hence we call it iiomojyel-

moiis; in the cuckoos, j)arrots, gallinaceous birds, the two tendons are united at their

crossing ])oint by a vinculum; these are therefore called desniopelmous, while the
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Passeres may be styled schizopelmous, since, being otherwise similar, they differ in

havinu; the tendons quite separate ; this arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 171 A. In

Fig. 171C it is quite otherwise; here is a zygodactylous foot, but it is iha Jl. per/orans

which is single, only supplying the tliird toe, while the Jl. hallucis split into three,

giving a branch to the second and fourth toes as well as to the first one, or the hallux

;

being opposed to the above, and only found in these nou-cuculine, pair-toed birds, we
projiose to call this arrangement anliopelmous.

While on this subject we may at once describe two other plantar arrangements,

which obtain among birds of the present order. The trogons are also ' pair-toed,' or

' yoke-toed,' that is, they have two toes in front and two behind ; but while in the

woodpeckers the first and fourth are directed backwards, in the trogons the first and

second take that position ; hence they are said to be heterodactylous. To this entirely

unique disposition of the toes corresponds an equally unique distribution of the ten-

dons, for, as shown in Fig. 171D, each of the two liexores splits up into two, they", hal-

r n
Fig. 171. — Diagrams nliowiiig Uib manner of liistribution of the deep plantar tendons

; Jlli, tic.xor lon^ua
haMucis ; //»/, flexor perforans dicilonim ; r, vincnlum. /-/ y, tirst to fourth toes. A, noinopelmous (sebizopul-

mous) ; D, synpelmous ; C, antiopelnious ; I), heteropelmous.

liicis su])plying first and second digits, *. e. the posterior toes, while
J', jxrfbrans bends

the two anterior toes, the third and the fourth. This structure, found nowhere else, we

shall designate as heteropehtwiis. We have finally to consider Fig. 1711i, which repre-

sents an arrangement to be called si/njxlmous, since the two tendons are completely

blended. It is to be remarked that the direction of the fibres seems to indicate that

the^/". hallucis goes to the fourth toe, while the branch to the first one is supplied from

the other tendon, a supposition the more probable since in a slight modification of

this arrangement the slip to the first toe (hallux) branches off from the main stem

above the point where the two tendons blend together. The s>j»pelmous distribution

of the deep plantar tendons obtains especially in the swifts, humming-birds, goat-

suckers, king-fishers, horn-bills, and their allies, many of which are also syndacty-

lous. We may finally state as an important f.ict that the synpelmous, the heteropel-

mous and the antiopebnous arrangements are entirely peculiar to the present order.

Garrod tbotight that he had another set of characters concomitant with the pres-

sence or absence of the ambiens muscle, fimling as he did that in all hoinalogonatoua

birds the dorsal feather tract bifurcates between the shoulder, while in the anonialo-

voL. IV. — 24
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gonatous it is sim]>le until bfiiind the end of the shouhler-blades. A glance at onr

Figure ITli, as conijiared witli Fig. 173, rej>resenting the dorsal pterylosis of two ano-

malogonatous birds shows that the bifurcation also occurs among these, as, for instance,

in Sleatonii's, Cuprlmith/iis, Coracias, etc.,

The swifts and the humming birds have neither casca nor a tufted oil gland. This

combination was at first considered unique in the group called by Garrod Anomalogo-

natiT, since all the rest, incluiling the Passeres, wore found to have eitiier the one or

the other, hence the Cyp.selifonues were set aiimt without further dissent or discus-

sion. Tlien Garrod found that all of the species examined by him which had cseca

were lacking a tuft to the oil gland, and that those wliich possessed this circlet of

feathers were deficient in c»ca. This discovery led to the division of the non-cyj)se-

line AnomalogonatfB into two grouj)s, Piciformes with tuft and no ca-ca, and Passeri-

formes with caeca but no tuft. As the name indicates, the latter, with several other

forms, embraced all the Passeres. As it was found out later on that some of the

PlO. 172. — PtcryloHis of Hampliailon,
dor8ul surface.

Fig. 173. — Pterjloais of Slenlomit, dorsnl
surface.

Momotida?, which are destitute of cajca, were also possessed of a nude oil gland,

•while other species had a minute tuft, resort w.-ls had to the theory that the tuft was
lost after the two great divisions had l)ranehc(l off, in (mler to e.\])lain this "excep-

tion."

We cannot hel]) thinking that too much stress has been laid upon the conconiitancv

alluded to, and that, by aiijilying it as a divisional character, forms have been artifi-

cially separated which are really clo.sely related. With us the concomitancy of the

zygodactylous feet with the antio)pelmous plantar arnuigement weighs much more,

esjjecially since cuckoos and parrots conclusively ]>rove that these two peculiarities are

entirely independent of each other. It is extremely improbable that such an abnor-

mal avrangfuient as is the syn]i('lnious one should have developed independently in

the two groups Piciformes and Passerifornies, while the case of the ^lomotida' proves

that the absence of the feather tuft on the oil gland is a fact of comparatively slight

conse<(uenee.

We explained above the two terms, zygodactylous and heterodactylous. Two more

will need explanation, viz. anisodactylous and pamprodactylous ; the foi-mer indicates
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that three toes are turned forwards, wliile the latter signifies having all fonr toes

turned in that direction. The reader is now preiiarcd to understand the following

attempt at tabulating the chief characters of the Picarian sujier-faniilies :—
Homalogonatous ; desmopelmoiis, Cnculoidem I ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ shou!de«.

f Coracioideoi )

Anomalo-
gonatous

X enters
the iiiyo-

loyical

formula;

synpehnous j CofioiJpd' ,• feet pamprodactylous j dorsaltract simple be-
Alceilinoidca: ; feet anisodaetylous ) tween the shoulders.

schizopi'liuous; Upupoidew ; dorsal tract furcate between the shoulders.

antiopolmous ; Pkoidc-m ; zygodactylous
"j ,jorsal tract simple

heteropelmous ; rro</0)iot(Zete; heterodactylous L between the

shoulders.A alone constitutes the I ,,>vnnn 7.- 7.^ J^'""^™''*''^'""^'
myological formula; [

M^cropodou^e.
\^ anisod^Jctylotts

In regard to the above arrangement it nia^' l>e remarked that Sfcatornis is here

included among Coracioidca^, but tliat it is an easy matter to change the scheme so .'is

to accommodate a super-family, Steatornithoidea?, should it be thought advisable to

adopt such a division.

The Picaria; form a group embracing upwards of eighteen hundred species, highly

characteristic of the tropical regions, for while the great majority of the families

composing it are "exclusively tropical, none are confined to, or liave their chief devel-

opment in, the temj)erate regions." The Neotropical region is richer in ])ecnliar fam-

ilies, but the total number of families represented in the Ethiojtean region is greater.

In regard to the many curious features of the geograi>hical distribution of the Picaria",

Mr. Wallace remarks :
" We may see a reason for the great s])ecialization of this trop-

ical assemblage of birds in the Etliiopical and Neotropical regions, in the fact of the

large extent of land on both sides of the equator whicii these two regions alone pos-

sess, and their extreme isolation, either by sea or deserts, from other regions,— an iso-

lation which we know was in both cases much greater in early tertiary times. It is, per-

haps, for a similar reason that we here find hardly any trace of tiie connection lietween

Australia and South America which other groups exhibit; for that connection has

most jirobably been effected by a former C(mimunication between the temperate

southern extremities of those two continents. Tile most interesting and suggestive

fact is that presented by the distribution of the Megalaiinidae and Trogonidse over

the tropics of America, Africa, and Asia. In the absence of paleontological evidence

as to the former history of the Megalaimidie, we are unable to say positively wlicther

it owes Its present distribution to a former closer union between these continents in

intertropical latitudes, or to a much greater northern range of the group at the period

when a luxuriant sub-tropical vegetation extcmled far toward the Arctic regions; Imt

the discovery of Trogon, in the miocene deposits of the s<uitii of France, rcixlers

it almost certain that the latter is the true exidanation in the case of both these

families."

The super-family CUCrLOIDE.E, being homalogonatous, desmopelmous, and

zygodactylous, is to all ai)]K-arance a natural group composed of two families, the

plantain-eaters and the cuckoos. The former are characterized by having tuftctl oil

elands and after-shafts to the contour-feathers, at the same time lacking colic cwca.

The cuckoos, on the other hand, lack tufts and after-shafts, but possess two ca-ca.

In having small heads and a long neck, as also in the character of the plumage and

several structural features, the MrsoriiA<;ii>.i:, or ].lantain-eaters, resemble the Galli-

naceous birds, to which they certaiidy are not very distantly related. Indeed, the
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larjTcst species, Corythtrola cristata, jjrescnts a most striking similarity to a hokko,

and is not much inferior in size. Tiie family is strictly African, however, no S])ecie8

occurring outside of the Ethiojiian region proper, not even in Madagascar. The true

plantain-oatcrs (Miisojihiif/d) are glcx-isy bluish or violet-black, and have a bony frontal

shield as a prolongation of the beak much in the fashion of the coots. They are large

and handsome birds, the typical species of which (J/ violacea) is figured in the

accom|>anying cut. The turacous ( Tiiracus), so called in imit.'ition of their cry, are

somewhat smaller, of a peculiar light green color, wliile the wing-feathers are of a

most beautiful carmine; a rounded, strongly compressed feather-crest adorns the

head. The most interesting fact in regard to these birds, is, perhaps, the nature of

Fio. 174. — Mutophaga viotacta, violaceous plantain-eater.

the coloring matter. As already mentioned in the introduction (page 5), the only

green pigment discovered in birds is that which has been called tiiracovcrdiii, while

luracin, tlie magnificent red ]>igmi.'nt of the wing, is efpially peculiar to these birds.

This latter pigment is the more remark.able, since it is said to be washed out during

heavy showers of the rainy season, leaving the feathers pinky white, their former

beauty being resumed, however, in the course of two or three days. The best known
species is the white-crested turacou (7'. cori/thah-) from South Africa, which, like its

congeners, frequents the highest trees, feedii.g on fruits. The colonists call them
lories. Another South African species is the gr.ay turacou (C/iizarhis concolor),

similar in form, l)ut uniform gray all over. The following is an abstract of an inter-

esting account communicateil to Mr. R. B. Sharpe by Dr. Exter: "In traveling

through the Betchuana country, one often comes upon a party of five or six of these
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birds, liidiiig from the mid-day heats under the sheltered portions of dense foliage near

the centre of a large tree. Whilst yet undistiirbe<1, the crest lies flat on the head,

and can only be seen as a tuft projecting from the occij)Ut. But their first act on
becoming aware of an intruder is to run along the branches, either to the summit of

the tree, or to the extremity of a branch comiiiaiidiiig a good look-out, where, with
crest fully erected and well thrown forward, they keep up a constant reiteration of

their note. If but little alarmed, they move rapidly from branch to branch, frequently

jerking uj) the crest, and assuming an attitude of attention. Again, after flight from

one tree to another, on alighting, they first rest on a branch, with the body somewhat
horizontal and the tail drawn nearly to the perpendicular, as if assuring themselves of

their equilibrium, and then, raising the body, elongating their neck, and, at the same

time, elevating the crest, they seem to take an observation as to the security of their

new position. So much is this a habit of the bird, that, during the conversational

difiiculties of my earlier intercourse with the Betchuanas, when inquiring for the nest

of Chizwrhis (the native name of which is ' Ma-quaai '), as soon as it dawned u])on

the mind of a native what bird I meant, he has imitated its note, accomi)anied by a

sudden jerking up of the hand, with his fingers extended to the utmost, as if at the

same time to mimic the elevation of the crest. I -was one day walking along a low

ridsic of rocks, from which I flushed an owl that flew to some distance to a clump of

trees. Presently I heard an agonized scream, such as is made by a young antelope

when seized by a dog ; and so exact a repetition of the sound was it that even my
dogs were deceived liy it, and rushed off in the direction whence it came. I also sent

a Kafir boy, and jiresently followed myself, when I discovered it was the frightful

scream of Chizcerhis, of which a party were collected round the owl I had previously

disturbed, and whose presence a])peared to be the exciting cause. At a later period I

had second oj)portunity of verifying this observation."

Durmg the early part of the year 1885, Mr. F. E. Beddard, the successor of Oarrod

and Forbes as prosector of the London Zoological Society, published an attempt

to classify the Cuculid^, or cuckoos, on anatomical j)riiici])les, relying solely upon

the presence or absence of the accessory femoro-caudal (B), the nature of the syrinx,

and the confirmation of the pterylte or feather tracts. He has brought out the con-

comitancy of some interesting characters and has succeeded in arranging the genera

investigated in groups corresponding to their geograjihical distribution. But it seems

as if the anatomical systematists are going to rejieat the error of their predecessors,

the ' skin ornithologists,' in paying attention only to a single set of characters, as a

trifling or unessential feature is not worth more when anatomical or internal than

when external.

The investigations of Mr. Beddard show that the syrinx of the Cuculidae appears

in three different forms, the bronchial, the tracheo-bronchial, and the pseudo-bronchial

Byrinx.

While for the general description of the syrinx we refer to the introduction to this

volume (p.ige 16), a short explanation of the above terms may find an apjiropriato

place here. In the tracheo-bronehial form, the syrinx is formed at the point where

the trachea bifurcates to form the two bronchi, in such a way that the last tracheal

rings and first bronchial rings ])artake in the formation, and the tympaniform membrane

reaches the bifurcation. Such a syrinx is rejiresented in Fig. 175. The true bron-

chial syrinx is ]>aired, and is locateil farther <lown, one on each bronchus; the tracliea

is simply continued in two bronchi, the first rings of which are eoini>lete; at some
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Fio. 175.— Syrinx f>f I'iojia

cat/ana, traoheo-brunchial.
Fio, 176. — Syrinx of

Oiilro/niti, paeudo-
broncliint.

distance from the bifurcation tlicy arc re]ilacctl by SL'nii-rinijs, the ends of which are

connected by the tynipaniform membrane, whicli, therefore, is not continuous with

any of the tracheal rings. This comlition in the cuckoos is similar to that of ^iteator-

ni.% which is figured later on (page 385). The pseudo-bronchial syrinx, as we jiropose

to call it, is somewhat intermediate between the above two. At some distance down
the bronchi are the ends of the semi-rings, separated by a rather broad membrane, but

the rings between this and the actual bifurcation are not coni])lete, and the narrow

sj)3ce between their ends is filled by a strip of memVirane, which connects the tymp:i-

num j)roper with the bifurcation, and

the lower tracheal rings which may
also be similarly inconijilete, a.s shown
in Fig. 176.

The true bronchial syrinx is only

found in two peculiar -Vmerican forms,

Crotojj/uti/a and Giiira, which also

agi-ee in many external cliaracters, for

instance, in being the only cuckoos

with eight tail-feathers, all the rest

having ten. These two are, therefore,

fairly entitled to sub-family rank. On
the <itlier hand, the muscular furmula

AXY-|- is concomitant with a certain j>;ittirn of the inferior feather tract, as in the

cuckoos which have not the muscle B, the ventral ti-act of both sides is single and not

bifurcate. The sub-family thus characterized comprises the true Cuculina>, which

again f.alls in two groups, those of the New Worl<l with the inferior s]>aee reaching

quite to the symphysis of the mandible, an altogether peculiar arrangement, and the

Old World species in which it only reaches ])art np the neck. The pterylograjdiic

peculiarities are contrasteil in figures 177 and 178. However, on the whole, the cla.s-

sifieation of the cuckoos is in an unsatisf.actory condition, and we therefore proceed to

the more interesting forms without committing ourselves to any limitation of the

minor groups.

It is but natm-al to begin with the bird which is tlie cuckoo, from the sonorous

voice of which the whole family derives its name. The cuckoo (

(

'uctdtis canonis), in

different local forms occurring all over the Palajarotic region, and wanderintj far south
p ..... ,

^ '
^

m winter, is astonishingly like, in extei-n.al a])]iearanoe, some of the smaller hawks, not

only in color, but also in its maimer of flight, a resemblance which in Euroj)e caused

the superstition that the young cuckoo in the autumn turns into a hawk. The male

bird is well represented in the accompanying cut; the back is slaty blue, throat lighter •

gray, rest of under side white with dusky cross-bars; feet cadmium yellow, and bill

dnsky, with the corner of the mouth yellow, as is also the eye. Some Oriental cuckoos

belonging to the nearly allied genus Jli'erococc>/x carry the Accipitrine resemblance

still further, as the young birds have the dusky markings on the lower surface longi-

tudinal, as in many hawks and f.alcons, later on, like them, changing into a j)lum!ige

transversely barred. This similarity is not accidental, but evidently a ca.se of protec-

tive mimicry, a sujiposition greatly strengtheneil by the fact that we know of some
small Malacean cuckoos (Pen(/iocen/.r), rusty brown above, and white beneath, barred

with dusky, which, in size, color, and general habits most closely ape the apjiearance of

certain diminutive shrikes inliabiting the same country. Still more remarkable, if
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possible, is the mimicry of the Droiigo-cuckoo {Surnici(li(s) of which more further on.

It is, probaljly, tliis simihirity to ;i li;i\vk which causes sucli comiuotioii among the

smaller birds when they become aware of the cuckoo's presence, rather than an in-

stinctive recognition of the cuckoo as the parasite which imposes the heavy burden

ujton them of rearing and educating its gluttonous and ungrateful offsjiring. We
have here arrived at the very vexed questions relative to the reproduction of the

cuckoo, of which so much has been written and so little is known. We can certainly

do no better than give extracts of the summary Avhich Mr. Seebohm jiublished in

1884 in his excellent work on English birds and their eggs.

" The cause of this curious habit is very difficult to discover. It has been suggested

that the hereditary impulse to leave its breeding-grounds so early originally obliged

it to abandon the education of its young to strangers ; but the same liabit is found in

many sjiecies in India and Africa, which are resident and do not migrate. Others

have attributed it to the jiolygamous habits of the cuckoo, but the cuckoo is not

Flo. 177. — Pterylosis of Piaya cfiyana^ ventral
surface.

Fig. 17S. — Pterylosis of Ktuhtnamys orientatis^
ventral surface.

polygamous, it is polyandrous. The males arc much more numerous than the females.

The sexes do not pair, even for the season. It is said that each male has its own

feeding-grounds, and that each female visits in succession the half dozen males who

happen to reside in the neighborhood. A plausible explanation of the peculiar habits

of the cuckoo is to be found in the fact th.it its eggs arc laid at intervals of several

days, and not, as is usual, on successive days. Very satisfactory evidence has been

collected that the cuckoo lays five eggs in a se.ison, and that they are laid at intervals

of seven or eight days ; but the American cuckoo and many of the owls very often

do the s.'ime. This power has prob.ably been gradually ac(juired by the cuckoo, so as

to give the female time to find a suitable nest in which to deposit each egg. It is

possible that this singular habit of the cuckoo has arisen from its cxtr.aordin.ary

vor.acity. The sexual instincts of the male cuckoo apju'ar to be entirely subordinate

to his greed for food. IL' jealously guards his feeding-grounds, and is prepared to

do battle with any other male that invades them, but he seems to be a stranger to

sexual jealousy. lie is s.aid to be so absorbed in his gluttony that he neglects the

females, who are obliged to wander in search of birds of the ojijiosite sex, and appear
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to have some difliciilty in obtainiiif; the fertilization of their ovaries. The extreme

voracity of tlic young bird is an additional reason why the care of the five nestlings

should be entrusted to as many pairs of birds.

" In its choice of a foster-parent for its offspring, it exercises more discrimination

than might be supposed from the long lists which have been published of l)ird8 in

whose nests its eggs have been fonncl. An insectivorous liird is generally chosen, and

preference is given to such as build open nests. Sometimes the cuckoo is unable to

find the nest of a suitable bird, and is obliged to deposit its egg in the nest of a

granivorous bird, such as the various species of finches, buntings, etc., and occasion-

Fio. 179.— Cucului canonic, Eiiro|H-an cuckoo.

ally cuckoos' eggs have been found in the nests of such totally unsuitable birds as

niagj):cs, jays, shrikes, pigeons, and even the little grebe. The young cuckoo is

usually much larger than its foster-brotliers or sistei's, and monopolizes the attention

of the jiarents to the exclusion of the other inhabitants of the nest, who die or are

eventually expelled by tlie young cuckoo. It has been said, on what appears to be

incontestable evidence, that the young cuckoo, soon after it is hatched, ejects the

young or eggs from the nest by hoisting them on its back ; but one feels inclined to

class these narratives with the equally well-authenticated stories of gliosts and other

apparitions which aliound.

" The eggs of the cuckoo are subject to great variation of color, and they very

frequently resemble closely the eggs amongst wliich they have been placed, so much
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BO that cuckoos' eggs are often supposed to bo double-yolked eggs of the same species.

This fact lias given rise to the extravagant theory that the cuckoo jiosscsses the power
of determining the color of her eggs, so as to make tliem resemble the other eggs in

the nest. The explanation, probably, is that the eggs of each individu.al cuckoo vary

very slightly. A cuckoo which lays blue eggs always lays blue eggs, and its descend-

ants will continue to lay blue eggs ; it was probably hatched in a nest containing blue

eggs, and will, to the best of its ability, intrust the care of its eggs to foster-parents of

the same species as those which tended it in its infancy."

Tlic cuckoo feeds on insects, especially caterpillars, being particularly fond of the

large hairy ones which most other birds despise, and the walls of the stomach are

Fio. 180.— Coccystes glatularius, great spotted cuckoo.

often found lined with the matted hairs of these larva'. It is also fond of hairy

bumble-bees, but a most extraordinary diet for a cuckoo is certaiidy the small crusta-

ceans (Gammarida?) which aboimd on sandy bcaciies; still, the present writer was

fortunate enough, during a .short stay on Cojuier Island, near Kamtschatka, to shoot

a cuckoo which had the stomach crammed with these animals. In justice to the l)iril,

it must be stated, however, that the island had neither hairy caterpillars nor bumlile-

bees to offer.

Another European species, the great spotted cuckoo (Cocn/ifk's f/hiiKfariiin), of

which we also jiresent a cut, is confined to the nortlicrn and eastern ])arts. Its

breeding habits are likewise parasitic, though somewhat different, as it usually deposits
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more than one egg, even as many as four, in a foreign nest, and that it usually selects

the nest of some member of the crow family.

Our next figure represents one of the small golden cuckoos peculiar to the African,

Oriental, and Australian regions. The species are not larger than a sparrow, and

remarkable for the metallic green reflections on the back, and in some species the

neck anteriorly also, in richness ami brilliancy eijualling the radiant hues of hiuiiming-

birds and trogous. The species figured is the .South African golden cuckoo {Lmiipro-

coccijx cupreus), by the colonists called 'ditlric,' in imitation of its voice. It is

migratory in the Cape Colony and adjacent countries, and is said to be parasitic in its

breeding habits, like most otlier Olil Worhl Cucnlina?.

Flo. 181. — Lamprococcyx cupnut, golilon cuckoo.

The gigantic Australian species and type of a separate genus, the channel-bill, or

horn-bill cuckoo of the colonists (Sc>/(/irojis noriT-hoUnniUa) is another form figured.

The character of the bill and its whole structure is well re])resented in the cut ; the

coloration is similar to that of the European cuckoo, but the orbits and lores are bare

and scarlet red. In flight, aiul in the posture when resting, it is saiil to be <|uite

hawk-like, and is jirobably parasitic. Mr. G. ISennett tells of a young liird which was

takt'ii alive and jjlaced in an aviary with a ' laughing-jackass ' {Davdo gigantea):

"Doubtless feeling hungry .after its journey, it immediately o|iened its mouth to be

fed ; and its wants were readily attended to by the Dacdo, who, with great kindness,

took a piece of meat, and after sufficiently prei)aring it by beating it about until it
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was in a tender and Jiajipy state, placed it carefully in the crapin;; mouth of the young
Scijthrops ; tliis feeding jirocess continued until tiie bird was capable of attending to

its own wants, which it now does, feeding in company with the Dacelo in the usual

manner."

Structurally, the American members of the Cuculinaj differ hut slightly from their

Old World relatives. The former do not exlii))it tlic juculinr jiarasitic breeding

Ifj. — Scyilirojii noca-Iioltamliu:, chauuelbilled cuckoo.

habits, and are, on the contrary, credited with great affection for their mate and for

th.ir offspring. Still, some individuals, at least, possess the peculiarity of the eggs

ripening only with long intervals, which in the European siiecies is thought to have

caused its breeding vagaries. Dr. T. M. Brewer, in .speaking of our common yellow-

billed cuckoo, remarks as follows :
—

"No writer besides Mr. Audulioii makes any mention of, or appears to have been

aware of, the peculiar iiabits of tiiese birds in hatching out their successive depositions

of eggs, one by one. In this resjject they are eccentric, and do not always exhibit
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tills trait. Wliilc" I have ropeatwllv obscrvcil facts exactly corresponding with those

noticed liy 5Ir. Audubon in the garden of Mr. Uliett, at other times I have found in

the opening of the season three or four eggs laid before incubation commenced, and

all hatched before others were deposited. Then the parents seemed to depend in no

small degree upon the warmth of the bodies of the older offspring to compensate to

the younger for their own neglect, as well as for the exposed and insufficient warmth

of the nest. I liave repeatedly found in a nest three young and two eggs, one of the

latter nearly fresh, one with the embryo half develoi)ed, while of the young birds, one

would be just out of the shell, one half fledged, and one just reaily to fly."

Fio. 183.— Coiiu,,.,. >, vii'^'-biUccl cuckoo.

We have already mentioned that certain cuckoos closely mimic other birds in their

appearance. A most extra(jrdinary case is that of the Indian so-called drongo-
cuckoo {Sumicidus dicrnroides), which, as indicated by the names, so exactly imitates

the king-crow, or drongo-shrike (Dicriini.i), inhabiting the same locality, in size, form,

and color, that there is retpiired considerable attention in order not to confound
them, though the arrangement of the toes, of course, at a closer inspection is alone

sufficient to sei>arate them. This imitation is the more strange since it has even

extended to the curiously furcated tail, a feature elsewhere entirely (inexampled among
the cuckoos. "Does this cuckoo," asks Dr. Jerdon, "select the nest of the drongo in
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which to deposit lier eggs? If so, the foster-jiarents would harilly be undeceived even
when the bird has arrived at maturity. One day, in Upper IJiirmali, I saw a king-

crow pursuing what at first I believed to be another of his own species; but a jjeculiar

call that the pursued bird was uttering, and some white in its plumage, which I observed

as it passed close to me, led me to suppose that it was a drongo-cuckoo, which had, per-

haps, been detected (this being the breeding season) about the nest of the Dicriirus.

Mr. Blyth relates that he ()btaine<l a i)ure white egg in the same nest with four eggs of

IK tnaa-ocercus, and which, he remarks, may have been that of the drongo-cuckoo."

The tropical regions of the Old World abound in several large, long-tailed, rather

high-legged cuckoos, with strong bills, some of which remind us of those of the

smaller toucans. They have a muscular formula of ABXV-F, and are generally

called ground-cuckoos, on account of their habits. Several are said to mimic pheas-

ants in appearance and gait, a similarity which is increased by the large red, naked

skin surrounding the eyes of many si)ecies, jieculiaritics which find expression in

several of the poj)ular names, as, for instance, crow-pheasant for the common coucal

(Centropiis rttjij}ennis). This latter belongs to a grouj) which is characterized by the

straight and lengthened claw of the first toe, resembling much that of a lark, whence
they have been called ' lark-heel cuckoos.'

The species constituting the genus Lejndogrammits, residing in the Phili]i]iine

Islands, is remarkable, above all the others, for its rounded crest and the black,

horny appendages to the feathci-s of tiie heail and throat.

Not verj' distantly related to the Indo-African ground-cuckoos are those of our

hemisphere represented by the curious 'road-runner' (Geococcyx califomianits).

From the accompanying illustration it will be seen that this form also has the skin

surrounding the eye, and a largo sjiace behind it, denuded of feathers. Dr. 1{. Shu-

feldt has recently described the color of these naked parts as follows :
" In life, the

eye of Geococcyx is entirely surrounded by a naked area of skin, which both above and

anteriorly is colored a decj) Prussian-blue tint. Beneath the eye this gradually ))asses

into a pale bluish white,— almost quite white in some lights. The naked s])aee behiml

the eye is the most extensive of all. Posteriorly this merges into the orange of the

parietal skin-tract, while anteriorly it blends with the other color just mentioned."

The parietal spaces are described as being "of a dee]>, though very bright, orange

color." We remark, however, that in the colored drawing accompanying the descrij)-

tion the spaces mentioned are jnue scarlet. The species in question inhabits

California, southern Texas, Xew Mexico, etc., and northern ]iarts of Mexico, in the

southern parts of which it is replaced by a nearly allied species, G. cj^niif. The habits

are described by Col. A. I. Grayson, as follows :
—

"This remarkable bird, which the Mexicans call 'churea, or correa del caniino

'

(road-runner),— so called from the habit it sometimes has of running along a path or

road,— seldom fails to attract the attention of the traveler by its solitary and peculiar

habits, and often, too, in the mountainous regions and desert countries, where no other

living creature is to be seen. Although met with in such localities, it is, however, not

entirely confined' to them, as it is an equal habitant of some portions of the thinly

wooded parts of the tlerra caliente of the west, where the trees are scrubby and the

country open, as the barren and rocky great central plains of Mexico. It seems to

l>refer a hilly country, but scantily sujiplied with vegetation, where the numerous spe-

cies of cacti form impenetrable thorn thickets. Here the road-runner wandere in soli-

tude, subsisting upon grasshoppers, mice, lizards, etc.
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"It is most usually met with u]p<,in o\wn ground, and, as soon as it cliscovers the

presence of danger, or the intruder, instantly runs oft', witli remarkable fleetness, to

the nearest thicket or hill, where it generally esca])es from its pursuers, either by con-

cealment, or a short Hight from one hill to another. If a tree with low l)ranchcs be

convenient it will sjiring into that, and, soon reaching the top, will fly off to the dis-

tance of an hundred yards or more.- It appears to rise from the level ground with

much difficulty. It is very ijiiick in its motions, active, and vigilant ; indeed, its fleet-

.V :v ^^^^> \
2^

Fig. 1S4. — Oeococcyx cali/ornianiif, road-runner, clinppnrni cock.

ncss enables it to elude its pursuers, althoui;h one may be mounteil on a good horse,

or a dog may be in the train ; but this is only for a short distance, .as it could soon be

run downi by the horse or dog were not some convenient thicket or hill near, from
which to take its flight from the latter, or conceal itself among the branches of the

former."

Capt. Charles Bendire, in 1872, collected some twenty nests of the 'chapparal

cock,' as the road-runner is often called, "the first nest on April 8, the last on Sej>-

tember 10. During the month of April, in which I found several uests, not one con-
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taincd more than three ecrirs, allhonijh I nllowcil incuhation to begin before taking the

eggs, as I exjiected the birds to hiy mure. Nearly every nest I found after the middle

of May contained four or five eggs ; and I account for tlic greater number laid later in

tlie season by the fact tliat insect food during llie dry season, whieh includes April and

May, is coniiiaratlvely scarce. Only occasionally have I fouiul eggs in different stages

of incubation, and I do not believe that there was over a week's difference in the time

of laying of the eggs in any nests T found. The food of this sjiecies consists chiefly of

insects, particularly grasshoi)pcrs, but embraces occasionally a lizard or a field mouse.

I do not believe they kill and eat rattlesnakes, as has been sometimes reported."

i-"^._^Vv»^rv

^\

Fig. 185. — Crolopliaga ani, smooth-billed aul.

Finally, we have to mention the small American family conii)rising the two genera

Guira and Crotopha</a, characterized by having only eight tail-feathers, coincident

with a true bronchial syrinx.

Three species compose the latter genus, two of which belong to the North Ameri-

can fauna, as occasional visitors to the southern parts, the smooth-billed ani {C. ani)

to southern Florida, the groove-billed ani {C. xnh-irostrh) to the valley of the Kio

Grande, Texas. Both species are black, with steel blue reflections above, but distin-

guished by the characters of the bill, as indicated by the names.

We have on a previous j.age related the v.agaries of the Old "World cuckoos in

depositing their eggs in other birds' nests. Tlic breeding habits of the ani.s, however,

are very different, but not less remarkable or alterrant. Unfortunately, no recent

author has had the opportunity of studying the process to such an extent as to fur-
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iiisli lis with uiiriuostionaldc jiroof of all tlio details; l)iit, takin*: all the evidence into

considi-ralioii, ami wcitjliiiii; it i-aivfully, tliu follow iiiir si'fiiiN to In- in accordance with

facts: The smooth-hilled ani, which inhahits the West Indies, often Jmilds its own

separate nest, and rears its young sejiarately. Hut as often, or j)erhai)s oftener, several

females unite to huihl but one nest. In this they all deposit their eggs, which they

incubate in common, rearing the young ones together when hatched. Often as many

as twenty eggs— blue, with a white chalky covering— are found in one nest, which

is said to be a rude collection of twigs aiul sticks, lined with leaves, large and dee]).

In many instances the eggs :n'e found in regular layers, with leaves and grass-straw

between, and it has been assumed that it was causeil by the females covering the eggs

while leaving the nest, to preserve them at an equal temperature. It may be, how-

ever, that subsequent females continue buildiTig the nest after the first ones have

deposited the eggs, though it must be conceded tliat we know nothing definitely at

present, and that the breeding habits of tlie anis is a very j)roniismg field for future

researches. De Saussure asserts that the anis "breed together in comjiany as well in

Mexico as in the Antilles," referring to the groove-billed sjiecies, ami, according to

Azara, the South American species, C. major, has a similar habit, at least in Para-

guay. It is very suggestive in regard to the relationship of the piririgua (6'«iVa

f/Nint), that the last mentioned author attributes to it the same communistic breeding

habits, and that its eggs are covered with a chalky layer similar to that of the aid's

To those only su])erficially acquaintiil wiili the external habits of the birds coni-

j)osing the super-family CORAt'IOIDK.K, viz., the oil-bird, tlie podargus, the true goat-

suckers, the rollers, and the kirumbo, the statement will be received with some surprise

that there has been less doubt in regard to the affinity of the last-named three types,

than to whether the first two really belong here. Kegarding these, however, the

doubt is so great, indeed, that some recent systeinatists not only make the oil-bird a

separate order by itself, but place the podargi and goat-suckers in two different orders.

This is chiefly the result of regarding one single character as indicative of relation-

shi]>. In this case it is the jialatal arrangement and the form of the palatine bones

which have resulted in the separation of these forms, but it would almost seem as if

these characters have comitaratively little value in the present order, since we m.ny

find a desmognalhotis and schizognatlious arrangement within the same grouj) of birds,

the intimate relationship of which cannot be doubted in the least. The different

palates are illustrated by the accomi)aiiying cuts of the arrangement in tiie oil-bird,

the ])odargus, and the goat-sucker. In the first-mentioned type (Fig. 186A), the

vomer is jxiinted anteriorly and lilomled with ]ialatiiies; the maxillo-))alatines are

united, and the skull, consequently, <lesmognathous; the j)alatines also meet across the

median line, presenting a very peculiar fe.itiire, each being folded upon itself behind

the junction, and lateral posterior ]n'ocesses are .ibsent; basi])terygoid facets are

]>resent. The podargi have a very different palate (Fig. IStJC), the pal.atines being

very broad with large lateral posterior processes and only i-udiments of basipterygoid

facets. Finally, the goat-suckers ])roi)er (Fig. ISGB) are distinguished by a palatinal

arrangement nearly typical j)asserine, consequently schizognathous, with the vomer
truncated anteriorly, but the slender palatines are enormously expanded behind, and

small basi|)terygoid ])rocesses are present. Parker calls them ' incessorial schizognaths.'

Notwithstanding these important differences in the basis of the skull, we regard

these three types as related. Indeed, were it not for the palate we should not think
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of placing tl,c poclargi m a family separate from that of the goat-suckers, since with
that exception they are very closely aj.proached l.y the South American iV'yc^/i/,,,,
which has the palate of a goat-sucker, b„t in other peoliarities in common with the
tormer, an.l to Ix- mentione<l farther on, disagree with the latter.

The peculiarities of the j.tcrylosis of the present super-family have been in.licaterl
and

1 ustrated on aj^-evious page (page 370, fig. 173); hence we only remark that the
fnst three families have only ten tail-feathers, while the last two possess twelve

As already intim.ated, the Steat„ux,t„„..., which consists only of a single species,he remarkable o.l-b.rd, is possessed of a certain number of structural features ;hicJ seem
to connect tins bir.l with the owls, on one hand, though, on the other, many are so pecu-
liar as to make it somewhat doubtful if Professor Garrod was
not right in claiming for it a more in.lependcnt position. The
sternum has only two notches behind ; the femoro-caudal is
absent; the second pectoral muscle is small; tlie syrinx is
truly bronchial, as depicted in the accoinpanving fi,nire •

the oil gland is very large
; and the contour feathcTs aiv de-

prived of an after-shaft. Their bill is also entirely different
from that of the other ca|,riinu]goid birds, being much stron<-er
more owl-like, and with a narrower gape, fiie color of li,e
phimage, a sombre brownish, dotted with white, and blended
with dusky markings, reminds one equally of tlie goat-suckers
and the owls, indicating a bird of nocturnal habits. Alto-
gether it is a bird of a most singular asjiect.

The oil-bir.l (Steatornis s(eatornig), also called by its ^^a^r ^^,
South American name Guacharo, was originally discovered no. i87._.Syri«xof s,earor.
in 1

, 99 by the celebrated Alexander irumboldt in the caverns
""• '"""' """'•

near the mission of Caripe (hence it is often called ,S. caripensis), Venezuela. Since
then It has been found in several localities in northern South America, lately also in
certain districts of Peru, and for some time it h:,. been known to occur in the Island ofInnidad, the fauna of which strictly rese.nl,les that of the adjacent mainland, but not
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\n any of the ^Vcst Indian islands proper. ^Ir. W . I. Ilarnaday, chief taxidermist of

the National Museum visited some of the Trinidad eaves a few years ago, and has

kindly allowed me to make the following abstractfi from an unpublished manuscript of

his:—
" At the extreme northwestern point of the Island of Trinidad, and directly opposite

the extreme northeastera point of the mainland of South Amerii;a, there lies a grouj)

of small islands. The north shore of each of these is a smooth perpendicular wall of

rock rising out of deep water to a height of a hundred feet or more. The eaves

which shelter the guaeharo birds arc in these cliffs, with their entrance opening only

on the blue waters of the Caribbean Sea. When the sea is at all rough, an entrance

to any of the caves is utterly iinpossiljle, and even in the calmest weather it is neces-

sary to exercise a due amount of caution.

" We set off early one morning when the sea was calmest, pulled westward along

the south shore of Monos Island, then out through the Huevos passage into the open

sea. Half an hour's ]iull along the jircci|iitoiis side of Huevos Island brought us to a

tiny bay hemmed in by the same high wall of rock. A turn to the left around some

half-sunken rocks and we were at the entrance of the cave, a black, semicircular hole

at the base of the cliff, six feet high and twelve wide, into which the swells of the

sea dashed every moment.
" The oarsmen held the boat carefully in position until a big wave came rolling in,

when they sent the boat flying forward on its crest. We passed safely over the

sunken rocks, and the next roller, which lifted the boat so high that we had to crouch

down in onler th.it our heads might escape the roof of the tunnel, brought us to terra

firma. Scrambling out upon the pebbly beach we found rising before us a huge dom»-

like cave. The moment we entered there arose a perfect storm of rasping cries

coming from the throats of about two hundred guaeharo birds that circled about the

top of the cave.

"The walls of the cave were smooth bare rock, but at one side a huge mass of

fallen rock formed a series of ledges from the floor up to a height of thirty feet,

t'linibing ujion thi.s we found numerous nests of the guacharos. The rocks were cov-

ered with guano to a depth of several inches. Whenever a smooth spot offered a safe

resting place the nests were pl.aced like so many cheeses, while others were built half

swallow-like on the slopes.

" As nearly as we could estimate there were about seventy or eighty nests, nearly

all of which we searched for eggs. In different nests we found the number to vary

from one up to four, so that we are unable to say what is the usual number laid.

" Half an hour from the time we entered, the surf began to thunder so ominously

against the rocks outside, that our guide announced that we must quit the place with-

out delay, or run the risk of being ])enned n]> in the cave for an indefinite length of

time. Reluctantly enough we tumbled our s])ecimens into the boat and pushe<l off."

At the meeting of the Washington Biological Society, when "Mr. Ilornaday read

his paper he also exhibited one of the nests, very characteristically likened by him to

a cheese from seven to nine inches in diameter, and from three to six inches in height,

with the top slightly hollowed. It was formed of a brownish, spongy mass of consid-

erable solidity, which apparently consisted of the undigested seeds and skins of fruits,

ejected by the mouth, and mixed with the dropjiings of the birds.

This indicates that the guaeharo feeds upon fruits, which, in fact, constitute its

only food quite in contradistinction to the other caprimulgoid birds, which are exclu-
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sively inscctivonms, .'iii interesting analogy to the two groups of frugivorous and
insectivorous l)ats.

The name ' oil-bird' is derived from the superabundance of fat in the young birds,

from which the natives prepare a colorless and inodorous oil, extensively used instead

of butter.

The characters of the Podaugid.e, so fai' as tliey relate to the p:ilatal structure,

have already been pointed out. There remain to be briefly mentioned a few other

pec\diarities. Dr. Ph. L. Sclater has ]iublislied the result of the anatomical examin.a-

tion tif a PiHlarf/iis, the most important of which are the total ab.sence of the oil <;land,

and the presence of a pair of large powder-down jiatches. The latter he describes thus

(Fig. 188) : " Two large powder-down patches were discovered, jjlaced on each side of

the rump. Each patch consists of about forty feathers, placed in a line e.xtendinf

from above the outer end of

the root of the rectrices to-

wards the femur. Each feather

consists of a horny sheath, about

0.8 inch in length, of which 0.5

is external. At the termination

of the sheath the feather pre-

sents tlie usual decomposed ap-

pearance of powder-down patch-

es, being divided entirely into

nunu-rous elongated minute fila-

Ihents of a dark gray color."

The external asjiect of the

members of this familj- is very

much like that of owls and goat-

suckers, but the bill is most

enormously widened, and the

size, especially that of the gi-

gantic podargi, is considerably

greater than that of the goat-suckers. Their habits, though quite nocturnal, differ

considerably from the latter, since their fpod seems to consist mostly of insects -which

crawl along the bark of the trees.

Tiie geographical distribution of the Podargidte is limited to parts of the Oriental

and Australian regions, the podargi proper belonging to New Guinea and Australia,

while the frog-mouths {Batradtostomus) are confined to southern India, liurnuih,

Malacca, and the Moluccan Islands. A species of the latter genus is figured in the
accompanying illustration, but their habits seem to be very little known. An inter-

esting feature is an aj^p.^rent dichromatism analogous to that of many small owls,

some specimens presenting a gray, others a rufous, piiase.

The Caprimulgid.*:, goat-suckers or night-jars proper, have a long second pectoral

muscle, a small oil gland, and after-shafts to the feathers. They are easily divided
into two subfamilies: Xyctibiina>, which have the outer toe consisting of five pha-
langes, the normal number, a smooth middle claw, and four notches to the hind border
of the breastbone, while the C.-iprimulginte have only four jihalangcs in the outer
toe, the edge of the middle claw jieclinated, and the sternum with two notches only.

Xyctibiiis agrees with the Podargida- in most of the features in which it differs from

PowderKiown patches of J'odargua.
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the other goat^suckers, but the character of the jmlate seems to refer it to the latter.

It is a small group restricted to South*Anierica ami the Antilles, in aspect and habits

very similar to the other Caj)rimulgid£e. A striking peculiarity is the tooth of the hill,

as depicted in the accon)))anyiiig cut.

The Caprimulginaj form a nearly cosmopolitan group of nocturnal birds, which,

like the owls, play a great role in the supei-stilions of all huuian races, whether white

or black, red or yellow. "The harmless, unoffending goat-sucker," says 3Ir. Water-

ton, " from the time of Aristotle down to the j)resent d.iy, has been in disgrace with

man. Father has handed it down to son, and author to author, that this nocturnal

thief subsists by milking the flocks. Poor injnrecl little bird of niglit, how sailly hast

thou suffered, and how foul a stain has inattention to facts put upon thy character

!

'I'liou bast never robbed man of any j)art of his property, nor dejirived the kid of a

drop of milk.

" When the moon shines bright you may have a fair opj)ortunity of examining the

goat-sucker. You will see it close by the cows, goats, and sheej), jumjiing up every

now and then under their bellies. A])))roach a little nearer. See how the nocturnal

flies are tormenting the herd, and witii what dexterity he springs up and catches them

as fast as they alight on the bellies, legs, and udders of the animals. Were you to

dissect him and inspect his stomach, you would find no milk there. It is full of the

flies which have been annoying the herd."

The same author, in speaking of the sjiecies inhabiting Demerara, .and referring to

the largest, continues ;is follows: "Its cry is so remarkable that, having once heard

it, you will never forget it. When night reigns over these innumerable wilds, whilst

Laying in your hammock, you will hear the goat-sucker lamenting like one in distress.

A stranger would never conceive it to be the cry of a bird; he would say it was the

dej)arting voice of a midnight murdered victim, or the last wailing of Niobe for her

poor children before she was turned into stone. Su]i])ose vourself in hopeless sorrow,

begin with a high, loud note, an<l pronounce 'lla, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!' each note

lower and lower, till tlic last is scarcely heard, pausing a moment or two betwixt

every note, and you will have some idea of the moaning of the largest go.at-sucker in

Demerara. Four other sjjccies of the goat-sucker articulate some words so distinctly

that they have received their names from the sentences they utter, and .absolutely

bewilder the stranger on his arriv.al in these parts. The most common one sits down

close by your door, and flies and alights three or four yards before you as you walk

along the road, crying, ' Who are you, who-who-who-are-yo\i.' Another bids you

'Work away, work-work-work-away.' A third cries mournfully, ' Willy-conie-go,

willy-willy-willy-come-go.' And high up in the country, a fourth tells you to ' Whii>-

))oor-will, whip-wliip-wliip-|)oor-will.' You will never persuade the negro to destroy

these binls, or get tlie Indian to let fly his arrows at them. They are birds of omen

and reverential dread. If the largest goat-sucker chance to cry near the white man's

door, sorrow and grief will soon be inside, and they ex])ect to see the master waste

aw.ay with a slow consuming sickness. If it be heard close to the negro's or Indian's

hut, from th.at night misfortune sits brooding over it, and they await the event in

terrible susjiense."

The goat-suckers are of a very uniform appear.ince, their coloration being a

blended mixture of brown, gr.ay, black, buff, and white, and to othei-s than the

specialist the characters by which they are sejjarateil into genera and species seem

trifling and unimi>ortant. Few but the ornithologists will therefore care to he.ar all
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these iiiiiiiito (l('t;iils l)y wliicli our \vlii]i-iio<)r-\vill or tlio iiicrlit-h.nvk may be distin-

guislK'd Iruiu the more tli;m huii(h-eil other forms in the (lift'ereiit i)arts of the <;li)l>e.

The tropics, however, have develojied, even in this group, strangely ornamented

species, as, for instauee, the oliject of the accompanying cut, the pennant-winged

iiisilit-jar {('osmeloniis vc.vilhiriits), and the nearly allied Macrodiptenjx loiKjipennis,

in which the shaft of tlio elongated primary is denuded cxeejit at the extremity,

which is broadly webbed for a considerable distance. These singular night-jar*

are confined to Africa. Hardly less curious are the South American lyre-tailed

goat-suckers {JIacropsidts li/ra and allies), w-itli their enormously elongated outer tail-

feathers.

Fio. 189. — Casmetomia vtxillarius, penuant-wmged uigbt-jar.

The whole external lialiitus of the rollers, Couaciad.k, reminds one forcibly of

certain Passerine l)irds, with which they were, indeed, associated by earlier ornitholo-

gists ; but their four-notched breastbone, with a pointed episternal apophysis, synpel-

mous arrangement of the jilantar tendons, rudimentary basipterygoid processes,

desmognathous ch.iracter of the maxillo-palatines, extreme attenuation of the vomer,

and furcation of the dorsal tract between tl»e shoulder-bla<les, at once indicate their

position amongst the Picari.T. We have already, on a jirevious page, indicated an

external character by which they may be easily distinguished from the foregoing

families, viz., the nundicr of tail-feathers, which is twelve. Besides, their gaudy
colors prevent them from e\er being confounded with any of the goat-suckers.
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The Corapiaclx are cliavactcTistic of the Ethiopian ami Indian ren^ions, though one

species, tlie eoinmoii roller {('oracias (/arruhi), is extensively <li.strilmteil over the tem-

perate western portions of the PaUearctic region, and a few species of the blue-colored

broad-bill rollers {Eurijstomus) enter parts of the Australian and Austro-Maylayan

regions. None of the rollers are found in the New World.

The island of Madagascar possesses three species of rollers, so different inter

se that they are regarded as tyjies of different genera, and so different from all

other rollers that a separate sub-family has been established for their reception. The
l>raoliyj)teracian;e, therefore, consist of three genera, JJrac/ii/jitcracias, Atelvriiis, and

Geobiastes, which are not found ativwhore else than in Madaijascar. They are charac-

Kio. lao.— Coracioi yarruta, roller.

terized by their long tarsus, and tlieir nocturnal, ground-feeding habits, hence they

have been called ground-rollers. The Atelornis pittoides is gorgeously colored, very

nuK'h after the fasliioii of a Pitta, and, as remarked by Messrs. Roeh and Xewton, it is

singular that such a brightly colored sjiecies should be nocturnal in its habits. Structur-

ally the ground-rollers show relationship to the next family,— the Leptosomatidaj.

The accompanying engravings illustrate the two representative genera of the rollers, the

Euroi>ean s]ieeies, C'ordcitis ffarrulit, ami the Indian, Kiinjsto)iiHs orientalis. A cut

can only do slight justice to the former's beautiful colors. The general color is a light

bluish green, inclining to verditer, the mantle light cinnamon brown, the wings and

rump adorned with beautiful azure blue. The name 'roller' is derived from its pecu-
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liar flight, which is varied and un.stfaiiy, and often the bird tunis over in the air like

•a tuml)lor pigeon.

Tlio genus J'Jurijstomus is reinarkal)le for being rei)rcsente(l in Africa by ruddi-

colored species, wliile blue is the predominating coloration of those living in India and

further east; but Mr. K. iJ. Sharpe remarks that from his study of the kingfishers

(Alcedinidx') he is led to consider that the possession of a blue color by one species

and of a ruddy tint by another does not indicate remote relationship. "Change," he

Kiu. I'jl.— J'^iiri/stomits oritnlaUtt, broad-biUuil roUer.

says, "tiie lilac tints into blue all over the body, and liie African broad-ljilled rollers

assume the exact style of coloration as their eastern congeners." The broad-billed

rollers, like the true mllers, are saiil to be fnnil of tund)ling in the air.

Lieutenant II. I!. Kelham makes tiie following remarks u])on the habits of J?, ori-

entafis: "I h.ardly like to say that it is nocturnal in its habits, still it is rarely met

with during the heat of the day; but in tlie country round Ivevala Kangsar, Perak, I

frequently saw it of an evening when on my way home after a day in the jungle; it
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was usuallj' perched on tlie upju'r liranelies of some tree, from which it made short

flights into the air in pursuit of insects. The first one I siiot was only winged, anil,

turning on its back, and uttering harsh screams, it fought most savagely with my dog.

It was a male; length eleven inches; irides dark brown ; legs, fi'et, and beak, scarlet

;

]ihiniage greenish blue; head almost black; wings very i)rettily marked with blue an<l

black, each having on it a spot of very pale blue; patch on throat rich violet; beak

short, strong, and hooked at ti|>; gape ami eyes very large."'

The following family, the Lei'Tosomatid-k, is not the least remarkable for the fact

that there is only one species living, inhabiting the wonderful il.idagascar, while

another is known as fossil from the tertiary deposits in France. As may be expected,

this last survival stands alone among his more modern contemi)oraries, and many

are, indeed, its peculiarities, though the relationship to the rollei-s is

unmistakable ; in fact no other living birds come nearer to it, and

several authors refer it unhesitatingly to the Coraciada;. There are

two external jieculiarities which may l>e very well seen in the illustra-

tion herewith presented, viz., the jiosition of the nostrils at the middle

of the beak, the curious development of the loral ]>luiiu's into a con-

spicuous tuft, and the ap])arently yoke-toed feet. I say a])])arently

yoke-toed, since the fourth toe is not ]«laced directly behind, as in

the cuckoos or wood-peckers, but laterally, rather more lieliinil than

in front. This disposition of the toes iniluced the older systematists

to j)l:ice the bird in (juestion among the Cuculiilie, l>ut I)r. P. L. Sclater

has shown that it differs considerably from the latter, and approaches
1. -. . .

'
, , , . ,,11 Fig. !!>:;.— Pier\l..si»

the rollers, uecent studies ot its mvologv show that it rcallv lielon<j5 of /..•/»/n«oiwi.....ii.r-

, ,1 ,, ^
" " '

1- • c •.
'

'iM salviow;/). iKiwiler-

here ; llie breastbone presents some jieeulianties ot its own. 1 lie down paubes ; «,

pterylosis is remarkable. It possesses long after-shafts, and the dor- *"
^'"'

sal tract bifurcates between the shoulders, and there are two highly developed powder-

down patches, one on each side of the rump, as shown in the ajijiended figure. There

seems, consequently to be characters enough to warrant its recognition as type of a

distinct family.

Our figure of Ijeptosomns discolor, or kiniinlio, as it is called by some of tlie

natives of Mad:igascar, only represents the male, which is glossy green, with co]ijierv

reflections on the back and crown, cinereous on sides of head, round the neck, and

below. The female, which by Keichenbach was made the type of a different genus,

and i>laced in a difTerent part of the system, is barred and spotted with blackish and

rufous brown.

The French traveler, Alfred Gran<lidier, gives the following account of the habits

of the kirumbo. They " live in bands of ten or twelve individuals on the borders of

woods. As soon as one of these birds is knocked over with a shot, all the others

place themselves at a little distance off or hover round the hunter, so that sometimes

one may kill as many as ten in less than a quarter of im hour." About the roller-like

tumbling in the air, Messrs. Roch and Newton made the following observations:

" It has a peculiar habit of )>layiiig in the air for some time over the same jilace,

ascending almost iieriiendicularly, as it were by a jump, to a great height, and descend-

ing again in a curve nearly to the top of the frees, by almost closing its wings, at the

same time uttering a whistle so like an eagle's tli;it it was for a long time doubted by

us whether the bird that jierformed this wonderful freak was not a raptorial. How-
ever, after having several times watched it with our glasses, we satisfied ourselves that
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it was tliis species. Wliilst one bird was thus iilaying, another would frequently

answer its cry from a tree liard by."

Only one family constitutes the su])er-faniily COLIOIDEJE, a rank which may
fairly be defended by Dr. Muric's words : "If we take one set of regional cliarac-

ters, — the feet, tlie liead, the breaslboiies, the j)elvis, and so on,— we can place it in

as many different groups; we can even trace rajjtorial kin ; so that it is hard to say

where Colius could not be wedged in, and plausibly too. Not only is it entitled to

be considered aberrant, but to afford the strongest proof of the interlinking of type,

—

not in the chain series so often advocated, but, like the Isle of Man tripodal coat-of-

arras, kicking its legs about, and whichever alighting upon, there it stands. But if in

...... ^',
- \A'

Fio. 193.— £epto«omu« discolor, kirmiibo.

true spirit of ornithology wc take the bird in its cunijiletoness, it will be allowed it

docs ncit 80 closely resemble any acknowledged individual group as to come under

its definition."

As demonstrated by Professor Garrod, the palate is desmognathous (cf. the accom-

panying cut. Fig. 11I4), and the vomer is not ossified, and conseijuontly lacking as a

bone, therein .agreeing with Alccdo. There are no basipterygoid ])rocesses. As to

the breastbone, ho asserts that it resembles that of the Megalaimidas more than any

other bird. The rostrum is indented, but not deejdy cleft. In regard to internal

characters, his researches confirm the result of Dr. ^lurie, based ujion osteological

grounds, that the Coliida" arc not to be referred to the Cuculoidea>, .as has usually

been done. They lack the ambiens muscle, and " in the arrangement of its plantar
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Fro. I',t4.— I'ulutcof Colhi.i

;

iiixjf, i)i:ixillo-j)uliitiiies

;

pt, pulalities.

tendons, C'oliits, although so j)cculiar ami unci'rtaiii in the manner in whicli it employs

its toes, exactly resembles the feeble-footed Alcedinidae, and hardly differs from- the

Coraciadoe, Meropida?, BucerotidiP, and C'a])riniulf;id!e. I oouM tiiid no trace of intes-

tinal cajca. IS'itzsch has shown that the oil gland is tufted, and

that there are ten rectrices." Only the left carotid is ])resent,

and the syrinx is most nearly related to that of Ceri/le among
the kingfishers. I'rofessur Garrod sums \\\i thus: "From what

has been said above, it is evident that Colius must be included

among the Piciforines, and near those of this division with a

left carotid only, a four-nolchi'd sternum, and a blended plantar-

tendon arrangement. No other jiiciform bird, however, com-

bines these characters. Consequently, the fact that the combi-

nation of characters is unique juslilies us in retaining the Coliidso

in a sep.arate family, related on one hand to the Picida>, and on

the other to the Alcedinida^ an<l IJucerotida;."

Very interesting is the construction of the foot, which is

]iam])rodactylous, that is, all toes turn forwanls, even the first

one, though it seems as if the latter is reversatile. Dr. Murie

compares the foot " to a human hand strongly clawed, which,

by a kind of grijiing or s(|uci'zing of the digits, securely fastens

to the slightest inei|ua]ities <il" surface." It seems, however, as

if the colics are able also to direct the fdurtli loo mure or less b.'ickwards, thus some-

times grnspintr thin twigs in a way Bimilar to the ydke-toed birds.

Only one i;enus, CdUks, requires recognition. It is stiictly confined to the Ethi-

o])ian region, except Madagascar, and the southern and eastern jiortions seem to be

the richest in species. There are not many known yet, for in the latest review of

this genus (July, 188!")), Cajit. (i. E. Shelley only enumerates eight species, besides

three geographical races. He gives the following condensed account of their

habits :
—

" The colics are all fruit-eater.s, live in small bands, frequent thick bushes, and,

when disturlied, fly straight to some iieighlMiring covert. Owing to their ])eculiar

structure, they jtlace themselves in the iiKist extraordinary attitudes when they rest or

scramble amongst the boughs, and they roost at night in thickly packed comjianies

for warmth, generally, if not always, with their feet above th*'ir heads. Their

nests are cup-slia]>e(l, and jilaced in lliickish bushes at a few feet from the ground,

and some, if not all, of the species frequently add green leaves to the interior of

their ne.sts during incubation. The eggs are rougli, rather obtuse ovals, and generally

white.

" There are now examples of three s))ecies of this genus living in tlie Zoological

Society's Gardens [London]. They are admir.ably adapted for cage-birds, being

active, bold, and apparently hardy, and the quainlne.ss of their attitudes is interesting

to watch."

The species figured is C. macronriis, which inh.abits northeastern, eastern, and

western Africa. Its bill is red at base, black at tip, in strong contrast, feet cor.al red.

The general color is gray, more isabella-colored underneath, ami a )i:itch of pure sky-

blue on the na])e. The ^ Jliiis-vof/d'' of the boers in South Africa ( Colius colius) is

distinguished by having the lower and middle back black, with a broad white baud

down the centre.
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In onlor to show nt onro ^vliioh fnmilios -we intend to inchule in tlic super-family

ALCEDINOIDE.E tlio following tubk- has been prepared :
—

Sternum
4-notched

2 carotids ; no
spinal space

mnsonlar for-

nnila A X Y

Cieca
1 carotid ; spinal space Mcropidw; nude oil-gland

j
sternal notches > developed
open Todida: ; tufted oil-gland )

sti>rnal notches
converted into
foramina Momotidm ; aftershaft

^ no CKCa.
dlcedinlda: ',

nniscular for-

nuila A X no aftershaftall. ft '

Sternum, at most, 2-notched Jiua-rotida: >

We have already nieiilioned the sj-npelmous arrangement of the jilantar tendons

in the jiresent su]ier-faniily, and it is interesting to remark that, while a similar arrange-

ment is found in some other groups, associated with Infureation of tlie spinal feather-

Fio. 195.— Colius macrourui, long-tailed coly.

tract between the shoulders, it is combined with a simple tract ami a peculiar

conformation of the foot in the ])resent division, as all the Alccdinoideaj are syn
dactvlous, that is, have the outer and middle toes firmly united, at least as far as the

second joint.

We shall treat of the families nearly in the sequence indicated by the above table,

consequently iieginning with the OM World MiiKopii).«:,or bee-eaters, the typical si)ecies

of which is figured in the accompanying cut. These are among the most brightly-

colored I'icarians, and inh.abit especially tlie Ktiiiopian and Oriental regions, sending

a few species northward to breed in the warmer ]>ortions of the I'ala'arctic realm.

Their name is derived from the fact that their jirincipal food is bees, wasps, and sim-
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ilar insects, wliioli arc seized on the \vintr. In ilistriets witli a flourishini; lioe-eulfure

they heconie exceedingly iiijuriuus, and are tlieivfore eagerly |ierseeuted, tlie more so

since tlieir flesh is pahitablc, and tlieir gaudy j)hiniage in liigh demand by both civ-

ilized and savage belles for ornament. The bees are mostly swallowetl whole, and it

is very remarkable that the birds do not seem to be hurt by the sting, the more so

since we know instances of many small birds having been killed by swallowing such

jwisonous insects; and Naumann states that exj>eriments with ducks had a similar

fatal end.

The breeding habits of the bee-eaters are peculiar. They nest usually in colonies.

Fig. I9iJ. — Merops apiasler, bee-cater.

digging deep tmiiiels in steep, sandy river-banks. The tunnel, which is often nine to

ten feet long, opens into a breeding-chamber, wIktc tln> liird deposits four or five white
eggs on the bare soil. According to Colonel Irliy the lie:ik is used for diir"ing the

holes, and he asserts that the bills, after the boring, are Sdiiietimes worn away to less

than h.alf their ordinary length. Of the common Eunipcan bee-eater {Meraps npiii.ifer)

it is saiil that when, in winter, it goes to South Africa, it rears there another brood of

young ones; but Jlr. Seel)ohm suggests that there exists a South African colony, the

breeding range of which is overlapped by tlie winter range of the northern colony.

Referring to the wood-cut for the form of a typical .l/oviyw. a fuller im])ression of

the beauty of these birds may be had by comp.iriiig it w ith the fcillowing description
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of the colors: Lower parts veriligris-blne,.aii(l forehead pale whltish-hlue ; body above

chestnut, jiassing into rufous on tlie ruinj) ; a black stripe through the eye nearly

meets another which posteriorly borders the yellow throat.

The Mrrojiin:e proper form a grou[) of hardly more than thii'ty species. Ki/ctiornis

and its allies, which have a more arched bill, and elongated jilumes on the throat, like

the niotmot, form a grou]) of still fewer species. The latter differ also somewhat in

their habits, being less active, less sociable, and preferring the dense forests, while

Merops is very jiartial to the open country.

During the sway of the old theory that the peculiar birds of one hemisphere were
represented in tlie other hemisphere by corresponding forms, the i\reroj)ida! were
regarded as represented in the Xew \Yorld by the niotinots, or Momi)TII>/K,— a family

which is as exclusively American as the bee-eaters are palteogaean. In this case the

theory worke<l tolerably well, for not only is there a certain external resemblance

between the two groups, lint they are also evidently related, notwithstanding the fact

that the former have well-developed cajca, while the latter have lost them. It is diffi-

cult to see why the same exj)lanatiou which has been advanced in order to explain the

absence of feather-tufts to the oil gland of several IMomotidw, viz., that they were
lost after the ancestral stock had sjilit up into two branches,— one with and another

without colic caica,— should not aiij)ly just as well to the presence or absence of cajca

as com])ared with the synpehnous and syndactylous arrangement of the toes.

The ]\[oniotida', like the next family, have the edges of the bill serrated, which

has caused them to be united in a common group, called by some authors Scrratiros-

tres. But this character is not exclusive, since there is a genus of kingfishers {Syma),
in which the tomia are likewise denticulated. In contradistinction to the Todidas,

however, the tail is graduated and elon-

gated, tlie middle feathers especially so,

cxce])t in the small s]iecies composing the

genus J/)/h»/Htnes. The number of tail-

feathers v.'iries in the different genera

between ten and twelve. The ])resent

family is not rich in species, and the cen-

tre of its distribution seems to be Central

America. The predominant colors are

green and rusty, with bluish or beryl-

green ornamental ])lumes.

The habits of these birds have been

summed up as follows: "Tlie birds are

solitary, or live in pairs, ])referring the

shady recesses of the forest. They sit

motionless on a low branch, often in

nooks near rivulets, wherefroin they dart

on their i)rey. Swainson says they catch

their j>rey on the wing, but Kirk avers

that they alight to seize it. Ordinarily

their food is insects, reptiles, and fruits.

In captivity a bold, mistrusting bird, the

niotmot will then eat bread, raw meat, oranges, watermelons, small birds, mice,

lizards, snakes, cockroaclies, etc. On i)ouncii)g on these latter, they afterwards strike

Fio. 19T. — reiural tnil-foatliers of (A) .yimioliis hi pro-
press of (Icnuilation

: ^B) of /•'inntminlii, aiul (C) of
MimwiHS Uiimmi from almve, with central feulliers
half-Krown, but yet partially denuded ; all half natu-
ral size.
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plain

tlicm violently against the

ground or jicrch. Songless,

tlifir only cry is ' houtoo.'

Tlifv liri'cil in holes, and about

May lay lliri'u or four tlusky

creain-colort'd eggs. Sexes un-

distinguishable ; and tlie young

scarcely dilYcr, exccjit in the

more downy texture of their

feathers. Primaries sljed at

the first moult. The story has

found credence that they nil)-

ble <off the occasionally absent

vanes of the long middle tail-

fe.athers; but this notion has

been contradicted.''

This sentence, Mhich refers

to the racket-shaped tail-feath-

ers of certain si)ecies, as illus-

trated in its perfection Ity

the accompanying figure (Fig.

107 Z>), caused an article by

Mr. O. Salvin, in which he re-

produced a letter from 3Ir. A.

I), liartlett in regard to a sjieci-

men of J/omoltis sitl/n/f'iiicoi.i,

which for several years lived in

the Zoological Society's Gar-

dens in London, to the effect

that he had seen the bird iu

the act of picking off tlie webs

of the central feathers of its

tail, and had taken from the bot-

tom of the cage the fragments

of web that fell from the bird's

bill. Mr. Salvin, in addition,

furnisheil drawings of tail-feath-

ors from skins in his collection

illustrating the gradual progress

of denudation, from the newly

grown feathers with continuous

webs to the finisheil racket.

So far as his material goes it

seems to corroborate the theory

of the bird voluntarily and pur-

posely trimming the feather

down. Hut it will hardly ex-

tbe case which is represented in Fig. 11(7 (', taken from a specimen in the

Fio. 196.— Momolus momota, niotmot.
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U. S. National Musciim. The shaded parts indicate the central tail-feathers, the

bases of wliicli are still in tlie sheaths; they are only half grown, and have not yet

reached the end of the next j)air; still they are perfectly racket-shaj)ed, only that the

discs are larger than usual, so that it may be presumed that any future denudation would

take place from the nude stem down towards the end of the feather. This point is of

some importance, since we find that the deinidation of the full grown feather upwards

never does proceed farther than the tips of the next pair. Fig. 197,1 represents a

feather which may helj) to solve the question. In feathers for some reason or other not

in prime condition, or j)art of which are destined by a regularly returning process to

fall off, we find by holding them up towards the light, fine transparent lines running

across the barbs like strings of minute holes. These so-called 'hunger-marks' indi-

cate where tlie barbs are going to break. In the figure, drawn from a specimen in tiie

National ^[nseuiu in 'SVashijigton, such a line is visible, and the tijts of the outer

barlis have already broken off. It would not be particularly surprising if the bird

subsequently purposel)- removed the defective barbs, but I see no reason why it may
not be assumed, tiiat these already broken barbs may not die entirely off at their in-

sertion, being removed by the serrated beak of the bird when preening its chief

ornament. This would account for Mr. Bartlett's having seen the broken barbs fall-

ing from the bird's bill. If this be the true solution, then there is no room for the

theory that the voluntary trimming through several generations has produced the

narrowness of the webs before the discs even in the untrimmed feathers. The species

figured {Momotus inomota) has no disc-like expansion. It lives in tropical South

America, and is the oldest known of the group.

Garrod originally referred the IMomotidw to the Passcrifornies without tufts to the

oil gland and with cajca ; but afterwards finding by actual dissection that cajca were

absent, and that some species had minute tufts, he removed them to the Piciformes.

As to the Tonin.E of which he seems to have dissected none, he remarks, however,

that they almost certainly form a single family with the motniots, adding that he had

been able from a skin to determine that they are synpelmous in exactly the same

manner as the motmot. Foi'bes has since ascertained that colic ca-ca are ])resent, and

that simultaneously the oil-gland is strongly tufted. Osteologically ^loniotidjc and

Todida; are nearly allied, though the latter have no vomer, and their niainibrium sterni

shows tendency to bifurcation. Here are a few of Dr. ^luric's remarks: •• It would

seem that where outward apj)earance has swayed, naturalists judged I'odus as having

alliance with the fly-catchers or the motmots; but where anatomical evidence has

been relied on, the kingfishers and bee-eaters are the groups with which it carried

family likeness. It results from my investigation, and a summing up of the labors of

othere, that its nearest living allies undoubtedly are the motmots and kinglishers; but

it jiresents such aberrance that it ought not to be ranked amongst either, but in

proximity as a separate division— the Todidse— equivalent to the Momotidie."

The Todidas consist only of a single genus of half a dozen forms, which are con-

fined to some of the West Indian Islands. The typical and oldest known species,

Todua todus (or T. viridln), figured in the accompanying cut, shows them to be small

(the figure is natural size), somewhat kingfisher-like birds, with syndactyle feet, long

and flattened beak with minute serrations along the edge, a short tail, and a jilumage

which above is bright ]iarrot green, below whitish tinged with faint greenish and

yellow, while the throat is of a brilliant j'oppy red. Mr. 1'. II. Gosse descriiies the

bill as above horny red, beneath pale crimson. The same author speaks of its habits
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:i8 follows: "In all ]iaits of Jamaica that I have visitufl, tlie toily is a very common
bird. It will allow a |iei-8on to apj)roach very near, and, if disturbed, alight on another

twit; a fi'W yards distant. Wc have often ca])tiircd s|>ccinions with the insect net,

and struck them down with a switch, Jind it is not uncommon for the little boys to

cree]> u]) behind one, and actually to clap the hand over it as it sits, and thus secure

it. It is a ;_,'eneral favorite, and li.-is received a favorite name, that of robin redbre.ist.

Commonly it is seen sitting patiently on a twig, with the head drawn in, the beak

Pio. 199. — To(l\u lodua, green tody.

pointing upwards, the loose jilimiago ])uffi'rl out, when it appears much larger than it

is. It ceitaiuly has an air of stupidity when thus seen. I5ut this abstraction is more
apjiarent than real ; if we watch it, we shall see that the odd-looking gray eyes are

glancing hither and thither, and that, ever and anon, the binl sallies out iipon a phort

feeble flight, snai)s at something in the air, and returns to his twig to swallow it."

The breeding habits of the todies are interesting inasmuch as they, like the bee-

eaters and kingfishers, dig holes in earth-banks of ravines and ditches. Dr. Gundlach,
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in Cuba, saw a tody dig witli its hill. Two weel;s later he found the burrow finished.

It consisted of a horizontal tuiuiel about four inches long, ending in a nest-chamber

in which were dej)osited the \nn-(i wliite eggs.

Like all the other Picarian families, the kingfishers, or ALCEDiNiDyE, form a very-

well circumscribed grouji, sei)aratc<l from all the others by gajis which future |iak'on-

tological discoveries may bridge. But now, since the internal structure of all these

forms has become better known, it has been possible, with some degree of certainty,

to decide ujjon the mutual relationships. It is interesting in this connection to

remark that various authors, looking from different points of view, some from

external others from internal characters, came to the same conclusion: viz., that

the kinglishers are most nearly allied to the hornbills, in s[)ite of the enormous sujier-

licial dissimilarity in structure, habits, and food. We shall return to this point later

in connection with the latter family.

When, in 1871, Mr. R. B. !Sharpe finished his monograph of the present family, he

considered it to consist of one hundred and twenty-five siiecies. Since then, various

new species have been described, and altogether we may estimate the number of spe-

cies to be about one hundred and fifty, concerning the geographical distribution of which

Dr. Wallace remai-ks as follows :
—

'•The kingfishers are distributed universally, but very unequally, over the globe, and

in this respect present some of the most curious anomalies to be found among birds.

Tiiey have their metropolis in the eastern half of the Malay Archipelago, from Celebes

to New Guinea, in which district no less than thirteen out of the nineteen genera

occur, eight of them being peculiar; and it is probable that in no other equally varied

group of universal distribution is so large a proportion of the generic forms confined

to so limited a district. From this centre, kingfishers decrease rajiidly in every direc-

tion. In Australia itself there are only four genera with thirteen species ; the whole

Oriental region has only si.Y genei'a, one being peculiar ; the Ethiopian also six

genera, but three jK'culiar; and each of these has less than half the nund)er of spe-

cies possessed by the Australian region. The Palajarctic region possesses only three

genera, all derived from the Oriental region ; but the most extraordinary deficiency is

shown by the usually rich Neotropical region, which possesses but a single genus,

common to the larger part of the eastern hemisphere, and the same genus is alone

found in the Nearctic region, the onlj' difference being that the former possesses eight,

while the latter has but a single s])ecies. These facts almost inevitably lead to the

conclusion that America long existed without kingfishers ; and that in comjiaratively

recent times— perhaps dui'ing the miocene or jiliocene period — a species of the Old

World genus, Ceri/lc, found its way into North America, and, spreading rapidly south-

ward along the great river-valleys, has become differentiated in South America into the

few closely .allied forms that alone inhabit that vast country— the richest in the world

in fresh-water fish, and apj)arently the best fitted to sustain a varied and numerous

body of kingfishers."

We have in our plate the representatives of the two sub-families into which the

kingfishers are divisible, viz., the common European kingfisher (Alcedo ispiJa), type

of the Alcedininw, characterized by the long scapular feathers forming a kind of

mantle covering the back, and the white-headed halcyon (IIalc>/o>i semiaerulea), one

of the Ilalcyonina;, in which the scajiulars arc short. To this latter grouji, which

embraces the omnivorous and re))lilivorous species, belong the giants of the family,

among others the giant kinghunter of Australia. The latter is now so popular a bird

VOL. IV. —26
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that it deserves .1 more than passing notice, hence we reprint Mr. II. Wheelwright's

gra])hic account of it.s haliits: —
"About au hour before sunrise the bushman is awakened by the most discordant

sounds, as if a troop of fiends were shouting, whooping and laughing around him in

one wild chorus. This is the morning song of the ' laughing jackass,' warning his

feathered mates that daybreak is at hand. At noon the same wild laugh is heard, ami,

as the sun sinks into the west, it again rings through the forest. I shall never forget

the first niglit I slept in the o|)en bush in this coimlry. It was in the Black Forest.

I awoke about daybreak, after a confused sice]!, and for some minutes I could not

remember where I was, such were tlic extr.iordinary sounds that greeted my ears ; the

fiendish laugh of the 'jackass,' the clear, flute-like note of the magpie, the hoarse cacks

of the wattle-birds, the jargon of flocks of leather-heads, and the screaming of thou-

sands of ])arrot8 as they dashed througli the forest, all joining chorus, formed one of

the most extraordinary concerts I have ever lieard, and seemol at the moment to

have been got up for the purpose of welconung the stranger to this land of wonders

on tliat eventful morning. I have heard it hundreds of times since, but never with

the same feelings that I listened to it tlien. Tlie laughing jackass is the busliman's

clock, and, being by no means shy, of a companionable nature, a constant attendant

about the I)usli-lent, and a destroyer of snakes, is reg.'irded, like the robin at home, as

a sacred bird in the Australian forests. It is an uncouth-looking bird, a huge species

of land kingfisher, )iearly the size of a crow, of a rich chestnut brown and dirty white

color ; the wings slightly chequered with light blue, after the manner of the British jay

;

the tail-feathers long, rather ]i<iiiited, and barred with brown. It has the foot of a king-

fisher ; a very formidable, long, pointed beak, and a large mouth ; it has also a kind

of crest, which it erects when angry or frightened ; .and this gives it a very ferocious

appearance. It is a common bird in all tlie forests throughout the year; breeds in a

hole of a tree, and the egijs are white
;
generally seen in pairs, and by no means shy.

"Their principal food ap])ears be to small reptiles, grubs, and caterpillars. As I

said before, it destroys snakes. I never but once saw them at this game. A pair of

•jackasses' had disabled a carpet-snake under an old gum-tree, and they sat on a dead

branch above it, every now and tlien darting down and pecking it, and by tlieir antics

and chattering seemed to consider it a caj)ital joke. I can't say whether they ate the

snake. I fancy not ; at least, the only reptiles I have ever found in their stomachs

have been small lizards."

The racket-tailed kingfishers ( Tani/siptera) belong to the same sub-family. They
are peculiar to New Guinea and surrounding islands, and are characterized by having

the middle tail-feathers lengthened and raeket-sliaped, like several of the motmots.

It is also to be noted that, like some of the latter, the species of Tanysiptcra have

only ten tail-feathers, while nearly all the other kingfishers have twelve. Dr. Wallace,

in a letter to jMr. IJ. B. Sharpo, thus describes tlieir h.abits: "These birds are all

inhabitants of dense thickets or forests, where there is soil free from dense vegetation,

from which tiiey can pick up insects, small molluscs, or Crustacea. They rest on

branches three to five feet from the ground, and dart down on their i)rey, often with

stich force as to stick their bill into the groun<l, as sliown by its being often covered

with mud. They are said to nest in deserted white-ants' nests, or in caves or holes in

banks. In Aru T. hijlocharis was often brought me by the native boys alive. They

caught them before dawn roosting under ledges of the coralline rocks which border

the forest water-streams in those islands."
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The true Halcyons, on the other hand, have tlieir chief development in the Ethi-

opian region. Mr. Jules Verreau.v writes to Mr. Sharpe about them as follows

:

"Wood kingti.shors (//«/ryf)/«'.s) irenorally feed on insects in mimosa trees and dry

forests; but when the supply is scanty, they turn their attention to lizards. Should

this food also fail, they will frequent the water, and fish like a true Alcedo. Some-
times they will hover, as if to insjieet the water beneath them, remaining in the air

for some time, but not so long as a true kingtisher, and then returning to tlieir perch

they will sit for hours, scarcely moving, till a passing fish is secured by an active

plunge. A curious fact, also, is that when they are in the bush there are generally

seven or eight in close j)ro.\iniity ; but when they go to the water they keep sejiarate,

each by itself. These kingfishers, when they frequent the water or the seashore,

e.at Crustacea, or small shell-fish, which they hold beticeen their feet, and, break-

ing the shell l)y repeated blows of their bill, throw the latter away and devour the

animal."

We now come to the true kingfishers (Alcedininoe), remarkable for their fish-eating

habits. Our American species belong to this group, and being in fact congeneric with

several Old World forms, present no peculiar features of their own. Many, or in

fact most of the Old World iiu-mbcrs of this family are remarkable for their gorgeous

coloration. It is especially the silky azure and bluish-green tints which causes the

admiration of all observers, and the common Euro]iean species {A. ixpida) forms no
exception to the rule, for above, the head, scapulars, and wing-coverts are dark green

with light greenish-blue lunules on the former, and similarly colored spots on the last-

mentioned jiart; the centre of the back is shining beryl-l)lue, and the short tail azure-

blue ; the under side is deep cinnamon-colored, except the white throat.

A few abstracts from Mr. Seebohm's latest work will give the reader an excellent

idea of the habits of the fish-eating kingfishers in general :
" Like most birds of bril-

liant j)lumage the kingfisher jtrefers a quiet and secluded haunt. It loves the little

trout streams, with wooded and jjrecipitous banks, the still ponds and small lakes,

ornamental waters in parks, where it is not molested, and the sides of sluggish rivers,

drains, and mill-ponds. Here, in such a haunt, the bird often flits past like an indis-

tinct gleam of bluish light. Fortune m;iy sometimes favor the observer, and the bird

may alight on some twig over the .stream, its weight causing it to swing gently to and

fro. It e.agerly scans the shoal of young trout sporting in the pool below, when sud-

denly it will drop down into the water, and, almost before the spectator is aware of

the fact, is back again to its perch with a struggling fish in its beak. A few blows on
the branch and its prey is ready for the dexterous movement of the bill, which jilaces

it in a jiosition for swallowing. Sometimes the captured fish is adroitly jerked into

the air, and caught as it falls. The kingfisher may often be seen to pause in its rapid

flight, and hover, like a pigmy kestrel, above the pool ere plunging down.

"The kingfisher lives principally on small fish; but it also cats various kinds of

insects, and their larvae. It also captures shrim]js, and has been known to take small

crabs. All the indigestible ])ortions of its food are cast up in pellets, most if not all

of them in tlie roosting or breeding place.

" The kingfisher rears its young in a hole, which it generally makes for itself, or

less frequently a>lai>ts for its purpose one ready made. This hole is made in the banks

of the stream it frequents. The kingfisher, in spite of its brilliant dress, is a slatternly

bird. It may fairly be called an ' ill-bird,' since it fouls its own nest and its peerless

eggs. The kingfisher does not make any more nest than that which the ejected tish-
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bones supply. The hole is bored rather slowly, find takes from one to two weeks to

coni)ilc't(.'.

'' Few birds are connected with more fables than the kingfisher. The superstition

that a dead kingfi.sher, when suspended by a thread, would turn its beak to th.at par-

ticular point of the compass from which the wind blew, is now fortunately as dead as

the kingfishers on whom the experiment was tried. The classical fable that the breed-

ing season of the kingfisher was in midwinter, when the sea remained calm and undis-

turbed Vjy tempests, is equally as inexplicable, and as profoundly forgotten." But still

we speak of 'halcyon days'!

Our Xoitli American belted kingfisher {Ceri/le alcyou) is plainer colored, but much
larger and more powerful, so as to enable it to add a mouse now and tlien to its bill

of fare.

Before dismissing the kingfishers we must mention that a few Old World species,

belonging to two genera, — Veijx and Alcyone,— are only three-toed, having lost the

inner (second) toe. Structurally these two genera are very closely allied, but their

habits are said to differ, Alcyone being a fish-eater, while the small multicolorous

Ceyx feeds on insects, and loves the dense forest.

We have already on a previous page hinted at the relationship of the Buceeotid.iE,

or hornbills, to the kingfishers, i)r()mising a fuller ex]>lanation of this seemingly extra-

ordinary assertion. We may then at first remark, that there is now pretty universal

agreement among ornithologists that the hornbills require a position somewhat inter-

mediate between the kingfishers and the hooj)oes,— having strong affinities to both,

—

and that the old arrangements either among the crows, on account of their size and

blackish coloration, or next to the toucans on .account of the enormous large, light,

and cellular bills, are entirely out of question as highly su])erficial and artificial.

Externally the hornbills and kingfishers agree nearly exactly in the shape of the

eyndactylous foot, and Nitzsch, on ptcrylograi)hical grounds, united them with Upupa
in one group, which he called Li])ogloss». They agree in having tufted oil glands,

and in lacking aftershafts and colic caica. Hornbills and kingfishers, moreover, are

eynpelmous, as shown before, and the deep plantar tendons of a hornbill lias been

figured (Fig. 171B). As to the affinities to the hoopoes we may be allowed to quote

Dr. Murie: "Lastly, what in exterior appearance can be more opposed to each other

than such a great, unwieldly, horned bird as the rhinoceros hornbill and the graceful

hoopoe? Yet patient inquiry leads ajiace to trace the steps of graduation. Admit-

ting that exuberance of casque, and many other external characteristics of the above-

mentioned hornbill, can hardly be reconciled with the idea of family relationship to

the hoopoes and Irrisors, it cannot be gainsaid that the Bucerotidrc present extremes.

When Tockics is reached, size and outward peculiarities dwindle till we have a form

in which can be recognized semblance to certain of the TTpupida?. There is still a

gap ; but the very manifold structural agreements and ailaptations thereof to habits,

etc., are strong evidence of congruity."

The gap between the two families may some day be filled, however, and a fossil

form, found in the tertiary deposits near Paris {Cryptornis antiqnus), which Laurillard

has referred to the kingfishers, but which Jlilne-Edw.ards says is a hornbill, while

Murie points to certain conformations with the hoopoes, may not have been so very

distantly related to the common ancestor of the Lipoglossa>.

As it is, the hornbills form a very sharply defined group with many peculiar fea-

tures of their own. First is to be noted the extraordinary size and cellular structure
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of tlio bin, witii the v.ariously shaped 'liorn' or 'casque' at the base of the culmcn,

thoufli not i)resent in :ill tlie sjiecies, in some of tiie small ones being only indicated

by a compressed ridge. Tiie distribution of the feather tracts is peculiar, since in the

lartre species tlicre is a teiulency to obliterate the spaces altogether, but the feathers

are inserted very sparsely, and there are no down feathers on the trunk. Tlie strong

hairy eyelashes are another peculiarity, and in having ten tail-feathers only, the horn-

bills disagree with most of tlie kinglishers. The skeleton is bulky, but tlie bones are

very light, being, as they are, jiernieated by air to an unusual degree. The sternum

is quite peculiar, being very broad behind witli only two shallow incisions. A gall-

bl.adder is present.

The hornbills are not very n\nnerous, but, as Jlr. D. G. Elliot remarks, "As they

exist at the present day, tlicy exhibit to us probably but a remnant of the great family

which once dwelt amid the forests of that mighty eastern continent, of which a large

portion is now beneath the waters. So, many gaps exist, not one only we may
presume ; and tlie diversified forms that would supply the necessary links to com-

plete an unbroken chain of connected s])ecics throughout the family have long

since disappeared." This same author, in 1882, when finishing his great mono-

graph of this family, recognized sixty species, the geographical range of which covers

parts of three of the zoo-geographical divisions of the globe, viz., the Ethiopian,

Oriental, and Australian regions, though in the latter confined to its Austro-Malayan

province.

Strange as is the aspect of the hornbills, their manners of life are not less peculiar,

and some are even completely unique. Dr. A. K. Wallace writes thus of their flight

and manner of feeding: "They have powerful wings; but their heavy bodies oblige

them to use much exertion in flight, which is therefore not very rapid, though often

extended to considerable distances. They are (in the Indian Arcliii)elago at least)

entirely frugivorous ; and it is curious to observe how their structure modifies their

mode of feeding. They are far too he.avy to dart after the fruit, in the manner of the

trogons; they cannot even fly quickly from branch to branch, picking a fruit here and

there; neither have tliey strength nor agility enough to venture on the more slender

branches, with the pigeons and barbets ; but they alight heavily on a branch of con-

siderable thickness, and then, looking cautiously round them, pick off any fruits that

may be within their reach, and jerk them down their throats by a motion similar to

that used by the toucans, and which has been erroneously described as throwing the

fruit up in the air before swallowing it. When they have gathered all within their

reach, they move sideways along the branch by short jumps, or rather, a kind of

shuffle, and the smaller species even hop across to other branches, when they again

gather what is within their reach. When in this way they have progressed as far as

the bough will safely carry them, they take a flight to another part of the tree, where

they ]iursue the same course. It thus happens that they soon exhaust all the fruit

within their reach, and long after they have left a tree the barbets and Jtunjlaimi

find abundance of food on the slender branches and extreme twigs. We see there-

fore that their very short legs and syndactyle feet remove them comjiletely from the

vicinity of the toucans, in which the legs are actively employed in moving about after

their food. Their wings, too, are as powerful as those of the toucans are weak; and

it is only the great weight of their bodies that prevents tliem from being cajvable of

rapid and extensive flight. As it is, their strength of wing is shown, too, by the

great force with which they beat the air, producing a sound, in the larger species,
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which can be distinctly hcanl a mile off, and is even louder than that made by the

flight of the great Muscovy duck."

A curious illustration of the latter fact is afforded by the report of the first visitors

to the southern jiart of New Guinea that they had met a gigantic bird measuring

twenty-five feet between the tips of the wings, or sixteen as others said, which made a

noise when flying off like a locomotive. Mr. d'Albertis solved the riddle and says : " I

have ascertained that it was a Jiuceros rujicollis, which makes a peculiar noise in flying.

Fio. 200.— Buceros bieomit, coucave-casqued horDbUl.

This sound, especially when several birds fly together, resembles tlie noise of a steam-

engine; and I succeeded in convincing two or three discoverers of the great bird,

who are now on board the ' Ellangowau,' of the fact."

The breeding liabits of the hornbills are entirely unique among birds, .ind I feel,

when I tell the general reader of the male liornbill confining the sitting female during

incubation by closing the entrance to the nest hole with clay, only leaving space

enough for her bill to receive the food he brings, that I will have to produce the most
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trustwortliy witnesses in order to be believed. Dr. Livingstone in his ' Missionary

Travels in South Africa' relates his experience as follows: "The first time I saw this

bird was at Kolobery, where I had gone to the forest for some timber. Standing by

a tree, a native looked behind me and exclaimed, 'There is the nest of a korwe.' I

saw a slit only about half an inch wide and three or four inches long, in a slight hollow

of a tree. Tliiiiking the word korwe denoted some small animal, I waited with interest

to see what he would extract. lie broke the clay which surrounded the slit, put his

arm into the liole, and brought out a tockus, or red-beaked hornbill, which he killed

lie informed me that when the female enters her nest she submits to a real confine-

ment. The male plasters up the entrance, leaving only a narrow slit by which to feed

his mate, and which exactly suits the form of his beak."

Lieuten.ant-Colonel S. 11. Tickell gives the following extract of his notes written

down at the time and place of observation, which relates to the concave-cascjucMl horn-

bill (Jiuceros bicornis), the 'liomra'i' of the Nepalese, re])resented in the accompany-

ing cut :— " On my way back to Jloulmein from Moolegit (a celebrated peak in the

Tenasserim range), when halting at Kyik, I heard by the merest chance from the

Karen vill.agers that a largo hornbill was sitting on its nest in a tree close to the vil-

lage, and that for several years past the same pair of birds ha<l resorted to that spot

for breeding. I lost no time, accordingl}-, in going to the jilace next morning, and
was shown a hole high u]) in the trunk of a moderately lai-ge straight tree, branchless

for about fifty feet from the ground, in which the female, I was told, lay concealed.

The hole was covereil with a thick layer of mud, all but a small space, through which

she could thrust the end of her bill, and so receive food from the male.

"One of the \illagcrs at length ascended with great labor, by means of bamboo-
pegs driven, into the trunk, and commenced digging out the clay from the bole.

While so employed, the female kept uttering her rattling sonorous cries, and the male

remained ].crclied on a neighboring tree, sometimes flying to and fro and coming close

to us. Of hiin tiie natives a])peared to entertain great dread, saying he was sure to

assault them ; and it was with some difficulty I i)revented them from shooting him
before they continued their attack on the nest. When the hole wa.s enlarged suffi-

ciently, the man who ascen<led thrust in liis arm, but was so .''oundly bitten by the

female, whose cries had become perfectly desperate, that he cpiickly withdrew, nar-

rowly escaping a tumble from liis frail footing. After wrapping his hand in some
folds of cloth, lie succeedeil with some trouble in extracting the bird, a miserable-

looking object enough, wasted and dirty. She was h.anded down and let loose on the

ground, where she hojiped about, unable to fly, and menacing the bystandei-s with lier

bill ; and at lengtli ascended a small tree, where she remained, being too stiff to use

her wings and join her mate. At the bottom of the hole, nearly threi; feet from the

orifice, was a solitary egg, resting upon mud, fragments of bark, and feathers."

Xot less interesting is the account of ]\Ir. C. Ilorne in regard to the same species

as his observation indicates that it is the female herself that undertakes the jilastoring.

The nest was placed in a hole in a sissoo-tree on his lawn, opposite the veranda, so that

he could watch every thing through a glass : " On the 29th of April the female went
into the hole, and did not again come out. From the time the female went in, the

male was most assiduous in feeding her, bringing generally the sm.ill peepul-fig. On
April 3Uth I observed the female working hard at closing the orifice with her own
ordure. This she must have brought up from the bottom of the hole ; and .she plas-

tered it right and left with the flat sides of her beak, as with a trowel. I never saw
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tlie male bring anything but forjd ; and I never fouml any food which had bcfii

rejected under the tree, and but very little ordure, which hitter liad aj>j)arentiy been

tlirown out l)y tlie foniale wiien the closing-work was finished. The male bird would

alight near, tijeii lly to the hole, holding on to the bark by iiis claws, and knock with

his beak. On tliis the points of that of the female aj)peared, and received the fruit,

when the male flew off. The hole was at first, j)erha])s, six inches in height, and three

or four wide. When closed up, the opening at the widest part was a little larger than

would admit the finger. It siiould, however, be borne in mind that the bill opened

u])wards, and thus had three or four inches j)lay. Tiie ]>lastering operation took two

or three days, after which the ordure was tlinnvii out."

We might continue with similar testimony from Wallace, Bernstein, and other

travelers, but want of space prevents us from quoting more, inasmuch as ihc ai)ove

will suffice to give an idea of one of the most extraordinary nesting habits we know
of. Wo do not wonder that the hornbills play a great role in the imagination of the

natives, and find it quite natural that the female hornbill is regarded by the Burmese

as a model of virtue.

The hornbills vary in size from that of a raven to that of a jay ; and there is an

endless variation of the casque from u nearly obsolete ridge to the immense upturned

horn of the rhinoceros bird. A somewhat more aberrant form is Ji/iinoplax vigil,

which has a solid, not cellular, casque, bare neck, and elongated central tail-feathers.

It lives in the Malay i)eninsula, Sumatra, and Borneo.

There seems to be good reasons for regarding the ground-hornbills, three African

species, one of which is illustrated in our cut, as constituting a special sulj-family.

Their casque is hollow, and open in front in the species figured ; the tarsi are long

and the tail comparatively short. There are also important internal differences from

the other hornbills, for, while these have a muscular formula of AXY, the ground

hornbills have only XY. The difference in the e.\ternal structure of the feet and in

the myological formula is concomitant with a peculiarity in the movements of these

birds, as the tree-hornbills hop with both feet together, while the ground-hornbills

(Bucorvinte) walk, placing one foot in front of the other. A unique anatomical

feature has been described by Mr. W. Ottley. Some of the tree-horiil)ills have two

caroti<ls, others have one; but Bucorru^ has no functional carotid at all. The
vessels are only represented l)V two imi)erforate fibrous chords, and their function

is performed by the greatly enlarged rejiresentatives of the comes nervi i'a;/i.

Hence, the origin of the arteries for the siii>ply of the head also differs from the

usual arrangement, a superior thyroid artei-y and a facial artery being both absent.

As might be expeded, the habits of the ground-hornbills are difTerent from those

of their tree-loving relatives. They move with ease over the ground, on which they

S])end much of their time, feeding upon insects, reptiles, and occasionally small

mammals.

Few birds can better illustrate the necessity of taking into account all the char-

acters in determining the jilaee in the .system than those composing the present super-

family, the UPUPOIDEx'E. If we only knew their skin, the posterior part of their

breastbone, their deep plantar tendons and carotids, we should most certainly refer the

hoopoes to the Passeres ; but since, al.so, all the other points of their extern:il and

internal anatomy are well known, there is no room for doubt but that the)' form an

isolated group belonging to the Picarian order, the nearest allies being probably the

hornbills, as already mentioned. Still, as they are yet classed with the larks or with
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the creepers and sun-birds by most ornithologists of the old scliool, a short review

of the chief points in both directions may be in order.

The following characters are apparently jtasserine. The foot with its long hind

toe and the scntclli-]>laiilar tarsus resembles more that of a bird of the next order

than one belonging to the present, the more so since the arrangement of the deep

plantar tendons is schizo])eImous, or strictly passerine. The posterior margin of the

breast-bone is deeply two-notched, unlike most Picarians, though not unknown in this

Fig. 201. — liMcorvvA abyssinicus^ ground-hornbill.

order. There is but one carotid, a feature also common to several Picarians. On
the whole, the characters which seem to be ])asserine are in the general line of special-

ization, and do not with necessity indicate tliat the Passeres have sprung from an

Upupoid stem. In other words, it seems more j)rob.able to us that the hoopoes are

an extreme sjiccialization of the Picarian type rather than a half-finished Passerine.

The chief Picarian features are the desmognathous jialate, pointed manubrial pro-

cess of the breast-bone, bifurcation of dorsal tract between the shoulders, tufted oil

gland, absence of cscca, syringeal arrangement, besides a number of other characters,
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the enumeration of which would involve lengthy explanations, entirely out of place

here.

Thus defined the hoopoes form a very small group, since several forms which, on

the strength of some external resemblance were placed in their immediate neighbor-

hood, as for instance, Epimacluis and Falculia, had to be left with the Passeres where

they truly belong. Formerly the hoopoe-like birds niu.st huvo been more numerous.

^'¥f:.-P
''

Fio. 202. — Upupa epopt, hoopoe.

for A. Milne-Edwards has discovcrcil in tin- tertiary deposits of France remains of

several forms, some of which have been referred to Upupa pro])cr, while others, ns

Ximnatoriiis paludicola and Laurillardia longirostris, are considered as not distantly

related.

The ]ircsont su|ier-faniily, whicli is jieculiar to the Old AVorld, may bo divided in

two groups, to be given family rank. In order to be brief we only indicate that the
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hoopoes proper have a peculiar erectile crest on the head, a square short tail ; that

they jwssess no metallic colors, and that the sternal notches are open ; their habits are

terrestrial. The wood-hoopoes, as the name indicates, are arboreal, have no crest, a

biackisli glossy plumage of nielallic reflections, and a very long graduated tail ; the

notches of the breastbone ai-e closed behind so as to form foramina.

The former of these suImII visions, the Upupid^, is composed of about six species

belonging to the genus Upupa, the typical species of which is figured in the accompa-

nying wood-cut, which gives a good idea of this striking looking bird ; and we have

only to imagine the Iiiglily-shaded jiortioiis of the upper half of the bird, including the

Fig. 203.— Irrisor erythmrhynchos^ wood-hoopoe.

crest, colored witli a rusty buff color, which is jialcr mid somewhat pinkisli on the

breast, in order to have a ])icture which will ]irevent ns from ever tnistaking a hoopoe,

whether met with in nature or in the museum. The hoopoes are confined to the

warmer portions of the Old World: but the species fienred, U.ejnps^h also found

in the southern j>arts of the P:ila>arctic region, including Eurojie. It is a bird of ter-

restrial habits, feeding on worms and insects, which it extracts from their holes in the

earth by means of its long pli.able, somewhat snipe-like bill. That such a striking bird

has not escajied the fate of i)laying a great role in all sorts of superstition is quite

natural, the more so since its voice, from which arc derived its different names, is
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very remarkable. Mr. Robert Swinhoe has described well the peculiar way in which

the hoopoe produces its notes by puffing out tlie sides of the neck and hammering on

the ground at the production of eacii note, tliereby exhausting the air at the end of

the series of three, which make up its song. "Before it repeats its call," he continues,

"it repeats the puffing of the neck, with a sliglit gurgling noise. When it is able to

strike its bill the sound is the correct ' hoo-hoo-hoo ;

' but when jierched on a rope

and only jerking out the song with nods of the head, the notes more resemble the syl-

lables 'holi-hoh-hoh.' Mr. Darwin makes use of this last fact to show that some

birds have instrumental means to produce their mu.sic."

Like the true hoopoes, the wood-hoopoes, InnisouiDj:, are accused of emitting a

powerful and offensive smell. They are inhabitants of tlie forests, where they climb

on the trunks of trees much in tiie manner of woodpeckers. They arc described as

very noisy and restless birds. The wood-hoopoes are restricted to the tropical and

Boutliern parts of the African Continent. The species here figured, Irrisor erythro-

rhi/nchos, has coral-red feet and bill.

Tlie three words, homalogonatous, antiopelmous, zygodactylous, at once and trench-

antly distinguish the PICOIDE.E from all the other Picarians; and we cannot help

thinking that this sujier-family is an eminently natural one notwithstanding the many
yet unfilled gajis between the separate families composing it. These may be tabulated

Bynoptically as follows :
—

Iliucconidoe ; gonys rounded ; vpntral

branch.
"'''^°"' ^"''""

Galbulidw ; gonys ansiular ; ventral
tract with an inner
gular branch.

Oil gland
tufted

;

no Cieca;

1 carotid

/ vomer truncate Ramphastid(S \

not satirognathous ; nianu- > ^10 rcctrices.
brial rostrum pointed i

, ., . i Me'ialaimkla)
C vomer bifurcate

-J

'

I luJicatorulw j^ rectrices.
saurognathous; manubnal rostrum bifurcate Picidx '

It will be seen th.it the super-family is divisible in two groups : one with nude oil

gland and well developed ca;ca, the oilier with no ca;ca, but a tufted oil gland ; hence

Garrod referred the former to his order Passeriformes, the latter being his typical

Piciformes.

lie seems to have been in some doubt, however, concerning the Buccoxid^, as to

whetlier they possess creca or not, having had no specimen of this family for dissec-

tion ; but I find that Professor Burmeister has noted two loiigcajca in this family, thus

confirming Garrod's sujiposition. This f.imily has been almost inextricably confused

by older authors with the Megalaimidic, from which they are distinguished by many
important characters besides those menlioiicd in the table .above. One of these

deserves to be treated of a little more in detail since, though being an e.vternal one, it

is usually overlooked. It deserves our attention the more, as it is a character, the

development of which can be traced from tlie young to the adult ]iluinage, thus afford-

ing us a means of telling which condition is generalized and wliich one specialized.

Professor Sundevall was the first author to draw attention to the difference of the

upper wing-coverts in Passeres and some Picarians as compared with the rest of the

birds, showing not only that the large secondary covi'rts in the former are shorter,

not covering more than the bas.al half of the secondaries, while in the latter more
than the half is concealed by them, but also that in the former the small coverts are
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much less numerous, forming fewer series than in the latter. He furthermore demon-

strated the 'perverse' situation of the middle coverts in tlie Passeres. But even

more interesting is his observation tliat the young birds in the first plumage show
more or less trace of the more eonnuon arrangement, thus enabling us to decide that

the latter is the generalized stage, while the 'oscinine ' arrangement is a specialization

of it. The oscinine or non-oscinine arrangement of the wing-coverts, therefore, can-

not be expected to be always trencliently differentiated, and intermediate forms may-

occur, which he has termed sub-oscinine, and in fact our ]iresent super-family presents

all three stages. The Buccouidte have non-oscinine wing-coverts, these being larger

Fig. 204. — Lypomix torguata, double-banded puff-bird.

and numerous ; in the Galbulidae they are smaller and fewer, but not so much reduced

as in the Oscines, consequently sub-oscinine ; while in Ramphastidse, Megalaimidae, etc.,

they are quite oscinine in size and number.

The Bucconidffi, or puff-birds, as they are called from their loose and puffy

plumage, are also otherwise distinguishable from the Megalaiinida>, or barbels, by

having twelve tail-feathers, while the latter have only ten, and by their dull and

sombre coloration, as compared with the many and gaudy colors of the barbels.

Some of the puff-birds (the genus ^^onasa) are nearly uniform blackish slate, while

others are of a mottled nisty and dusky, with whitish markings, as, for instance, in the

species here illustrated, the double-b.anded puff-bird {Lypomix torqiiata). They are

small birds, the largest s]>ecies hardly so large as a robin, with a rather short, conical
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and slightly arched bill, which in several species has the end of the upper mandible

decick'dly hooked. Their food consists of insects, and travelers describe them as dull

and stupid birds which inhabit the densest forests. They are said to deposit two white

egjjs in a deej) hole dug into the sandy bank of a ravine or a river. There are known

about half a hundred species of puff-birds, which exclusively inhabit tropical America

as far north as Guatemala.

Closely allied to the foregoing family are the jacamars, Galbulid^ of similar

geogra])hical distribution, thouuli entirely confined to the regions east of the Andes.

A very characteristic and entirely unique feature of tlieir j)terylosis is the inner

branch which is given off from the inferior tract at the lower end of its gular portion,

ns rejiresented in Fig. 205. Their bill is long, usually straight

and angidar both above and below ; their feet are very sliort

and feeble, and the anterior toes are united for a consider-

able distance, giving the feet the appearance of a kind of

zygodactylous kingfisher's foot. The j)luniage is character-

ized by brilliant metallic reflections on the upper surface of

the body.

The jacamars are of the same dull and stupid nature as

the jiuff-birds, and are therefore called by the Brazilians

'Jo.no doido,' or 'foolish John,' and altogether their habits

are (luite similar. Thus, for instance, they build in holes in

sandy banks, and lay two white eggs. Hardly two dozen

species are known, most of them agreeing in shajie and

colors more or less with the tyjje, Galbida gulbula. The
up]per side and breast are of a most brilliant nietallic golden

green, like that of trogons or humming-birds; hence it is also

called in South America ' Bejaflor grande.' The throat is

whitish, rest of under surface rusty. Jacamerops ffrandis

is the largest of the grou]>, somewhat similarly coloreil,

but with a shorter, though broader and stouter, curved bill.

Jacamaralcyon tridactylus is notable for having lost the

first toe, like the three-toed woodpeckers, thus differing

considerably from the three-toed kingfisiiers, in which it

is the second digit that has become rudimentary. The
species of the genus Urogalba are blackish with steel-blue reflections, and have the

two centr.al tail-feathers greatly elongated.

Every well-ilelined ' family ' has its peculiarity which deserves a rather detailed

treatment; and the Rampiiastid.e, or toucans, form no exception. The first thing

which strikes the observer, when looking at one of the large toucans, is the enormous

size of the bill. It is not only as long ;is tiie bird itself, but it does not lack much of

equalling the body in bulk ; and the observer will most likely make the remark that

such an enormous bill must be very heavy. The fact is, however, th.at the bill is

extremely light in comparison with its size, being very thin, and filled with a light,

cellular bony tissue. Professor Owen, in his observations on the anatomy of Jiam-

phastos, thus describes the bill: "The osseous jjortions of the mandibles of the toucan

are disposed in a manner adapted to combine with the great bulk of those parts a due

degree of strength and remarkalile lightness ; and the bony structure is consequently

of a most beautiful and delicate kind. The external jiarieles are extremely thin,

Pio.205. — Ventral pterylosls
of (Jatbithi.
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especially in tho uiii)c>r beak ; they are elastie, and yield in a slight degree to mode-
rate pressure, but present considerable resistance if a force is applied for the purpose
of crushing the beak. At the points of the mandibles the outer walls are nearly a

line in thickness; at other parts, in the upper beak, they are much thinner, varying

from one-thirtieth to one-liftieth part of an inch, and in the lower beak are from
one-twentieth to one-thirtieth of an inch in thickness. On making a longitudinal

section of the upper mandible, its base is seen to be a conical cavity. The walls of

this cone consist of a most beautiful osseous network, intercepting irregular angular

spaces varying in diameter from half a line to two lines. From the parietes of this

cone, a network of bony fibres is continued to the outer parietes of the mandible, the

fibres which immediately sup]iort the latter being almost invariably implanted .at

right angles to the part in which they are inserted. The whole of tho mandible

anterior to the cone is occupied with a similar network. The air is admitted to the

interior of the upper mandible from a cavity situated anterior to the orbit. The
nasal cavity has no comniunicatidn with the interior of the mandible."

Fio. 200.— Vertical longituJinal section of tho bill of Uamphastos torn, to show the cellul.ir structure of the bill.

b. cavity at the base ; d, external uares ; i, cerebrum ; k, cerebellum ; /, tongue ; m, orittce of larynx, h of
pharynx ; r, beginning of spinal ci»rd ; s, nasal septum ; tr, trachea; u, air cell, anterior to orbit from which
the air enters the maxilla.

To facilitate the understanding of the above, we have introduced Fig. 206, in

•which is also shown the long and peculiar tongue of these birds, which, looked at

from above, ]iresents the a]>pearanee of a feather, the margin on both sides being

obliquely notched, and the notches toward the extremity becoming dec]ier and closer

together, so as to occasion a bristled api)earance of the edges. There are many other

peculiarities ; but we only mention the fact that the clavicles do not unite at tiie lower

end into a furculum, each one being sei)arately connected with the sternum.

Tiie toucans have a remarkable habit of turning their tails upon their backs. This

is performed with a jerk, "as if on a hinge that was operated on by a sjiring." In

examining tho caudal vertebras, it will be found that tiie six b.asal ones are articulated

by ball-and-socket joints and connected with the last ones, which are .'uichylosed, by a

synovial joint, and can be bent dorsad till their superior spines touch the sacrum,

wiiile the broad and large transverse j>rocesscs almost wholly jirevent lateral motion.

The muscles, therefore, which in other binls turn the tail sideways, in the toucans

become assistants to tlie true elevators of the tail ; for when the latter have bent it

upwards sufficiently, the foi-mer become dorsad of the centre of motion, causing the
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jerk of the tail by Kuddcnly cDmbiiiiiig with tlie elevator muscles. The peculiar

structure of the tail is also manifested by its unusual elongation, as is evident from an

inspection of Fig. 172 (p. .370).

Tlie toucans are confined to the warmer portions of the Neotropical region, and

do not occur in the West Indies. They are ecjually characteristic of the tro])ical

jmrts of America as are the two foregoing families, and have no near relatives among
the Old World birds, though their enormous large and serrated bills ofTer an analogy

Fig. 207. — Pteroglossus tcictlii, Maximilian's ara^ari.

to the honibills, with which they arc often confoutulcd in the popular mind. There

arc a little niori' than lifty species, varying in size from that of a robin to that of a

jcrow, the sm;iller forms having proportionately smaller bills than the larger ones. The
former are usually more or less greenish, with lirown and yellow ; while the latter have

the greater ])art of the plumage black, relieved by the gorgeous coloration of the

foreneck, upjier and under tail-coverts in red, yellow, and white. The naked eye-space

and the huge bill are also i)ainted most vividly and characteristically. The ara9aris
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(Pteroglossus) are intormodinto in size ami coloration. Tluis, tlic si)(.'cit's (iyured,

7-". wiedii, has a black head and neck, mantle green, under surface yellow, with the

rump and a broad band across the lower breast beautiful red. Tlie bill is ]i;ile buff

and black. This species inhabits Urazil, and is rej)laced in the regions to the north of

that empire with a closely allied form, /-'. aracari. Our next illustration represents

the type of the restricted genus Juanphastos, the toco toucan {R. jncatus), tlie giant

of the family. It is black, foreueck and rump white, under tailcoverts red, bill

Fio. 208.— Jlamphaslos picalus, toco touean.

orange and black, feet blue. liestricted to the slopes of the Andes is a small genus,

called A)i(li;/t'ii(i, fif half a dozen species, characterized by a uniform wash of color on

the under surface, instead of tlie bars of rich red and black so consjncuous in the true

I'tcror/lossi. The most remarkable species is A. laniun'rostris, the laminated hill-

toucan, the native habitat of which is the forests at the base of Pichincha, a high

mountain of Ecuador. Upper side of head and neck are black, back golden brown,

rump pale sulphur yellow, under surface ashy blue with a yellow patch on the flanks,

under tail-coverts blood-red. Most curious and unique is the laminated appendage of

VOL. IV. — 27
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the bill. On either side of the uj>]ier in;iiiilil)k', immediately in front of the blood-red

basal band, is a buff-colored plate or lamina, continuous with the structure of the bill

at its base, but soj)aratc and dctaehed in front, thin on its upper edge, but thiciit-r and

jirojfcting beyond the edge of the mandible below.

We will not tax the patience of the reader further by enumerating the names of

the various s|»ecies, jireferring to introduce some notes on their habits by travelers

who have watched these beautiful and interesting binls in their native haunts. The
following is from Edward's 'Voyage up the Amazon '

:—
"Most noticeable of all these birds, both for size and peculiarity of form, are the

toucans. There are many varieties at different seasons, but tlie rod-billed (li. erijthro-

rhijiichus) and the ariel {H. arid) arc the largest and most abundant, seen at every

season, but towards autumn j)articularly, in v.ast numbers throughout the forest.

Their large beaks give them a very awkward a])pearance, more especially when fly-

ing
;
yet, in the trees, they use them with as much aj)parent ease as though they were,

to our eyes, of a more convenient form. Alighted on a tree, one usually acts the jiart

of sentinel, uttering constantly the loud cry tucano, whence they derive their name.

The others dis])erso over the branches in seairh of fruit.

"We had been told tliat these birds wei-e in the habit of tossing uj) their food to

a considerable distance, and catching it as it fell ; but, as far as we could observe,

they merely threw back the head, allowing the fruit to fall down the throat. We saw,

at different times, tamed toucans, and they were never seen to toss their food, although

almost invari.ably throwing back the head. The habit is rendered necessary by the

length of the bill and the stiffness of the tongue, which prevent their eating as do
otln'r birds. All the time when feeding a hoarse chattering is kept up, and at inter-

vals they unite with the noisy sentry, and scream a concert that may be heard a mile.

Having appeased their apj)etites, they fly towards the deeper forest, and quietly doze

away the noon. Often in the very early morning a few of them may bo seen sitting

silently upon the branches of some dead tree, a]>parontly awaiting the coming sunlight

before starting for their feeding-trees. When roosting, they have a habit of elevating

their tails over their backs."

Azara rojxirts that the toco "builds in the holes of trees, and hatches two young
ones, closely resembling the adults, whicli ficd them until they are able to fly."

Toucans are easily kept in cajitivity, and become very tame, making most interest-

ing ]>ets. They are now rather coninion in the zoological gardens, where their singular

aspects and glorious colors are among the greatest attractions. In captivity they are

completely omnivorous, and some authorities assert that they are equally so in the

wild state, Init the bulk of evidence goes to show that in their native forests they feed

chiefly on fruit.

Though usually confounded with the puff-birds by earlier writers, and during the

first d.ays of ornitliology even united with thom in the same genus, the Megalaimid^,
or barbets, are only distantly rel.ated to them, approaching, in fact, in such a way the

toucans and the woodj]eckors, th.at their jiosition in the linear system between these

two families seems to be indisputable. The characters separating them from the puff-

birds liave already been given, and their chief distinctions from the families mentioned

are apparent from the table hoadiiig tho supor-faniilv.

Both in the texture of the feathers and in the arrangement of the feather-tracts,

the barbets agree well with the toucans, and, except in the bill, their anatomy is not

very different. It may be incutioned esiHTially that also in the barbets the two clavi-
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cles remain sopiirate, not anchylosinc; into a single furpuluni. Their liills are small

compared uitli tliose of tlio toucans, but are stout, somewliat conic, broad at the base,

and more or less compressed towards the tip. In some of the larger species the bill

shows some tendency towards the toucans, in being large and serrated along the edges.

The tongue is usually long and thin, but sini])le, though in some large species it is

slightly barbed. The nanu' barbet is derived from the large and strong bristles which

in most forms are inserted at the base of the bill, and often are so long as to reach con-

siderably beyond the tip. They are, on the whole, small birds, ranging in size from

Pig. 209.— ilegalaima liamacephala, crimson-breasted barbet.

th.at of a flicker to that of a sparrow. They are of a rather stout and clumsy build,

with big heads, and few of them present any sraccful appearance. The coloration is

in most cases very gorgeous, but the juxtaposition of the colors is often such as to

produce a tasteless effect. Sky-blue, light green, and yellow are sometimes found com-

bined with red and other colors in such a manner as to annoy an eye accustomed to

harmony in colors.

The geographical distribution of the barbets has given rise to much speculation.

They inhabit the tropical forest zone of both hemis])liores, though wanting entirely in

Australia. They are represented most poorly in the Neotropical region, notwithstand-
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iiiy their relationship to tiie toucans, while in Asia and Africa together there are nearly

six times as many species as in South America, the number of species known amount-

ing to some ciglity. Miocene remains of liarhets have not yet been identitietl, but

little iloubt is entertained but that the exj)lanatiou of the curious distribution of the

barbets is the same as that of the trogons (p. 371).

The species figured in the accomjianyiiig cut is the crimson-breasted barbet (J/e-

c/alaima hcemacephala) from the Fiiilii)piiic Islands, but rcjircsented by closely allied

races all over the Indian region. It is green above, yellowish beneath, streaked with

green ; forehead and a i)ectoral gorget glistening crimson, the latter edged behind

with golden yellow ; tlu'oat and eye-region pale sulphur yellow ; rest of head black,

except occiput, which, together with the sides of the neck, has a bluish tinge. This

form is representative of the central and most numerous group of the family. In

India it is known as the tainhagut, or 'coj>j)ersniith,' a name originating in its cry,

which is a monotonous and deliberate took, took, took, accompanied by a ])eculiar nod-

ding of the head at each call. M. rofflesii, from the Malay ])eninsula, is still more
gaudily colored, and deserves mentioning, being one of the commonest sj>ecies in col-

lections from the tropical cast. Mr. I{. Swinhoe writes as follows of the habits of

3L /liber, from the Island of Hainan : " From its loud, peculiar call, the Hainan
species has earned among the natives of the island the appellation of ' ironsniith,'

whence I have derived its s])ecific name. It is a .stujiid, heavy species, keei)ing much
to the upjjcr boughs of umbrageous trees, es]iecially those of the fig group, of which
there are a good many kinds in Hainan. It sits still among the leaves, munching the

figs, and you m.iy bo under a tree a long time without knowing that a jiarty of bar-

bels are overhead, except from the constant falling of berries. In Hying, they hold

the head with the heavy bill well up, the body and tail inclining downward, while

the wings keep on a continued fluttering, .and propel the bird in a straight direction."

The pearl-s))otted barbet ( 2'rachijj)koiins )/iarf/aritatus) from northeastern Africa

rejiresents another style of coloration, being umber brown with white spots above;

sulphur yellow underneath ; up))er and under tail-coverts, deep scarlet. The species

of this group are also characterized by longer tail and tarsus. Their hal)its have

been described bv the celebrated tr.aveler and ornithologist Theodor von Ileutrlin

as follows :
—

" The note of the Trachijphoni is loud and very melodious ; they run (though in a

different manner from woodj)e('kers) up and down the trunks of trees, feeding ujion

insects, berries, and fruits, as they hop from branch to branch. Their flight is short,

but rapid ; their course consisting of a series of numerous undulations. I never saw
any of the s])ecies of this grou]) on the ground. I am not accpiainted with the mode
of ])ro))agation of these binls, excej)! that T. viarcjarUatus builds in holes of trees,

and lays white eggs, usually from four to six in number." Another African form is

Poffonorhynchus diibius, the bearded barbet, with a large, deeply sulcated and den-

tated beak, guarde<l underneath by long and strong bristles, and with a larire naked
space round the eyes. Its coloration is very peculiar, in some resi)ects reminding one of

some species of toucans, being glossy black above, across the breast, ami underneath

behind the legs. T\w throat and sides of neck, together with the middle part of the

abdomen, are glossy deep blood-red ; flanks, white.

Nearly all the South American sitecies belong to the genus Capita, and resemble

in their general aspect the true Megalaimas, but have the bristles at the base of the

bill much less developed. Peculiar are the two species forming the genus Tetragon-
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ops, since they seem to exliiliit characters, lioth in slructtii-e and coloration, which
make tliem nearly intermediate between the barhets jiro]ier and the toucans. One
feature of their bill is (juite unique, however, the lower mandible being distinctly bi-

furcated at its extremity, and the jioint of the u])])er fitting into the groove thus made.
On eacli side the point of the lower mandible overlaps that of the upper one, and, seen

in profile, the bill, from cither side, reminds one of that of the cross-bill. In coloration

the two species are very different. T. ramj)hastinus, from Ecuador, is golden brown
above, orange red underneath, with ashy throat, and a scarlet breast-band, head with

a small medial crest, and neck above black, with a white postocular streak ; while T.

Jrantzii, from Costa Kica, is more uniform olivaceous and ochraccous, but in both

cases is a certain similarity to the style of the toucan genus Ancli(/ciia not to be

mistaken. The first mentioned species is the largest, or one of the largest, of the

family.

That we jilaee the Indicatoridje, or honey-guides, near the barbets and the wood-
peckers no longer needs spcci.al defence ; but as many authors still persist in keeping

them among the Cuculid:c, a few words on their diagnostic structures

may be in order. As shown in the accompanying cut (fig. 210),

the palate is schizognathous, and the vomer is bifurcated in front;

the dorsal tract is simple between the shoulders; the ambiens muscle

is absent ; the oil-gland is tufted and the caeca are ab.sent; the dee])

plantar tendons are antiopelmous; only one carotid is present; "the

tensor jiatagii brevis muscle of tjie wing is inserted into the extensor

met.acarpi radialis longus, exactly as in the Megalaimidie, Ramphas-

tid;e, and Picida^ and as in no other birds." In all these resjiects

and many more the honey-guides differ from the cuckoos, but agree,

on the other liand, with one or more of the families just mentioned.

The above suffices to prove their near rel.ationship, and Garrod even

went so far as to include the toucans, barbets, and honey-guides as fig. 210. — i'.ii.ue of
•' ^

^ Ju(lv'ator:mxp,iaax-

sub-families in the same family. The latter iiresent several peculi- iiio-p.iiiitines
; pi,

' ^ palatines ; v, vomer.
arities, however, among which m.ay be mentioned that the number of

primaries is only nine. The tail has twelve rectrices, the outer pair being small, as in

tlie woodpeckers.

The Indicatoridic form a small family of about a dozen species, three-fourths of

which inhabit the African continent, while the remainder are found in the Oriental

region ; viz., one, Indinitor xanthouotnK, in India, i/iahn/itnus in Malacca, and archipe-

lagicus in Borneo. They are small Ijirds, of rather dull colors— the African species

illustrated in onr cut (/. indicator) being brownish gray, lighter underneatli,with white

ear-tufts, and a small yellow jiatch on the inner minute wing-coverts; tail, brown and

white.

The names honey-guide and indicator bestowed ujion these birds refer to a pecu-

liarity in their habits, so astonishing th.it it w.as generally believed to be a fable, until

the unanimous statements of tiaistworthy observers seem to have put it beyond doubt.

One of the latest accounts is found in Mr. E. F. Sandeman's ' Eight Months in an

Ox-W.agon,' in which he gra]>hically relates his experience with this curious bird, in

187S, in Transvaal, as follows:—
"A small gray bird witli a reddish beak, the size of a sparrow, had flown along-

side and round the w.agon for the last mile of our trek, making a shrill, hissing cry,

and sometimes almost flying in the faces of the drivers ; and I noticed that the boys

ft
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were regardinij it with peculiar attention, and talking among themselves in reference

to it. On asking what caused the unusual interest of the boys in, to all appearance,

a very commonplace bird, it was exi)hiined that this little insigniticant visitor was the

far-famed honey-bird. As soon as the oxen were outspauned and the boys at liberty,

three of them, armed with buckets, spades and hatchets, set off towards the bu-d,

which had flown to a neighboring tree as soon as it jjerceived that our attention was

successfully attracted. A. and myself, to whom it was as strange an adventure as it

was novel, accompanied the boys. As soon as we reached tlie tree the little fellow

had perched on, it flitted to the next, and then on again when we came uji. For

\>

,

Fii:. I'll. —Indicator indicator, honey-guide.

\ "

nearly a mile this was kept u]), and as the way grew more difficult and the bushes

more dense, our own faith in the bird was ra])idly giving place to irritation at what

began to look very like a trick of the others at the exjiense of our inexperience.

However, the boys seemed so genuinely astonished at our doubts, that we still fol-

lowed on.

"At last the bird stopped altogether in a sm.all clump of some dozen mimosa-trees,

all growing within a few feet of one another. When we came u]i to it, inste.id of, .as

heretofore, flying off in a straight line, it just flitted on to .-m o])i>osite tree, remaineil

there a few moments, and then back to its previous position. This was its signal that

the nest was close at hand. The boys examined the trunks of the trees round most

carefully, but could find no opening where the nest could by any possibility be situ-

ated. The bird grew more and more angry and indignant at wli;it it evidently con-
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sidered our extreme stupidity, and flapped its little wiugs and redoubled the shrill

cries which it had ceased to utter while leading us to the spot. At last, losing all

patience, it actually settletl on a piece of the .stem of one of the trees it hail been

persistently Hitting backwards and forwards in front of. The boys, now paying more
attention to this particular tree, perceived jnst above where the bird had j)erched a

small hole, and round it a kind of cement. Wiiile we were watching, ;i bee flew out,

which made it certain that the nest was within the trunk. The driver of Woodward's
wagon, who was an old hand at the work, at once climbed up the tree with a hatchet,

and under his direction the oihers collected armfuls of dried grass. Taking a large

handful of this, he lighted it, and then struck witli the hatchet at the mouth of the

narrow hole. At the first blow a quantity of mud, wax, and decayed wood fell to the

ground, with which the bees had skilfully walled up a large portion of the decayed

wood. Out swarmed a cloud of bees, and now his burning grass came into o])eration.

As quickly as they flew out their wings were singed in the flames, .and they dro])i)ed

helpless to the ground. A. and myself had retreated to a safe distance from the tree

;

but the boys stood close up, hardly caring if they wei-e stung or not. In a very few

minutes, all the occupants of the nest were destroyed ; but new comers were con-

stantly arriving, which made close quarters anything but pleasant. Xot much cutting

was necessary to lay bare a large portion of the combs, which were laid horizontally

across the entire width of the hollow portion of ihe tree.

"Before leaving we carefully fixed a comb filled with honey on the nearest bush,

and our late guide flew down and commenced his weJl-earned repast as soon as we
had turned our backs on the spot. The Kafirs would much ))refer not to take any

honey at all, than deiiart with their spoil and not leave a portion for the bird. Tliey

firmly believe that if they thus defraud the bird of its just rights, it will follow them

up, and at a future time, instead of leading them to honey, will entice them into the

lair of a lion, or to a nest in which some deadly snake lies concealed."

The honey-guides lay white eggs, and it is stated, of some of the species at least,

that they arc parasitic, like the cuckoos.

" Considering the method adopted by the woodpeckers for obtaining their food, it

is hardly surprising that they possess cranial features peculiar to themselves; for it

is scarcely conceivable that the head, the most delicately constructed portion of the

body, should be employed as a powerful hammer or axe, whose strokes can be heard

at a considerable distance, without some modifications in structure which would assist

in increasing its efKcacy for the pur])Ose."

To these words of Professor Garrod, as an introduction to the family Picid.e, we
wish to append certain statements of Professor W. K. Parker, the result of his stmlies

cf the embryological develoj)ment of the 'saurognathous' palate. Huxley had already

characterized the palate of the woodpeckers, or Celeomorphie, according to his

nomenclature, as "exhibiting rather a detrradation and sinijilification of the a'githo-

gnathous structure." This Professor Parker corrobor.ates from an embryological

st.indpoint, saying: "The view there expressed, that these binls have a p.asserine

fouudation. but that they are somewhat abortively developed, arrested one w.ay and

wonderfully specialized in another, will be seen to be the exact truth of tlie matter.

The fact is, tliey are like early embrj-os of the P.asserina?, in their palatal region

arrested at a most simple and lacertion stage, whilst in other res]iecfs they are meta-

niorjihosed and specialized beyond any other kind of birds."

The above quotations supplement each otlur in a manner which affords us the
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clew to the peculiarities of the j)rc.sent family. The special use of the bill as a

hammer prevented its spcuialization in the same direction as in the aegithognathous

Viirds.

Parker lias briefly stated the chief saurognathous character to be "the want of

fusion of the parts of the jtalate at the mid line." This is especially the case with the

vomer, the two lialves of which remain sei)arate even in the adult state. They will

l)e seen as two thin styles along the inner margins of the jialatines. The abortive

develoi)ment of the maxillo-]ialatines is also very notable. Another feature is the

feeble devolopment of the posterior jtart of the palatines, the external posterior angle

being usually absent. These jieculiar-

ities are well shown in Fig. '212 A
and B, which, besides, demonstrates

the great general resemblance of the

woodpecker's palate and that of the

wryneck.

There are other features in tlio

organization of the woodjiccker which

indicate an apjiroach to the Passeres

besides the palate, for, as we have

already remarked, the inanubrial jiro-

cess of the breastbone is bifurcate, an<l

the pterylosis is (piite ' oscinine,' the

wint;-coverts being small and few.

ATiothei- character of the wing, which

is isomorphic with the corresponding

one in the more specialized Passeres,

is the reduction in size of the lirst (or,

as would be more correct to say, the

tenth) primary.

It would take more space than has

been allotted to the jiresent family were we to describe in detail all the structural

peculiarities of the group, and, consequently, we are forced to content ourselves with

mentioning the curious machinery of the tongue.

The woodpecker's tongue consists of the same bones as in most other birds,

except that the urohyal is entirely absent. The cci'aloliyals are only slightly devel-

oped, and early fused together. On the otlicr hand, the basihy.al and both pieces of

the horns (thyrohyals) are nnusually slender and extremely eIongat('(l, often so long

that their ends reach forw.ard over the ti)]i of the skull nearly to the lip of the bill, in

which case the whole ap]iaratus slides forward in the sheath encasing the bones and

their muscles, when the tongue is thrust forward ; or the ends of the horns are fastened

to the ui)per side of the skull, and their curvature hangs down along the sides of the

neck, as seen in the di.agrams. Fig. 213 A and B. Tlie extensor muscles Avliich are

attached to the concave curv.ature of the horns and to the mandible, when contraotcd,

force the tongue forward a distance corresponding to the flattening of the loop of

the horns. By this means the cylindrical and worm-like tongue, which at the end is

provided with a ])ointed horny ti]> and barbed with sharjf bristles, can be shot out far

beyond the tip of the bill, its flexibility enabling it to penetrate the winding tunnels

of the boring insects or the corridors of the industrious ants, on which most wood-

Fir.. 212. — Piilnte of (.() Drj/obales and (/(i Ji/iij- : mrp, iiinx-

illu-jjiilaliia'S ;
pi, |ialntinea

;
pi, ptcrygoidn ; v, vomer.
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peckers feed. Large salivary glands (also indicated in tlie diagram) serve for lubri-

cating the sliding tongue, and it has been demonstrated tliat the shortening of the

extensor muscles sinudlaneously exerts the necessary pressure upon the glands.

The woodi)eekers form a very isolated group of at least three hundred and fifty

species, the geographical distribution of which is very interesting. They are most

numerous in South America and the Oriental region, less abundant in Africa, the

Pala?arctic, and North America. It is a very significant fact that they are entirely

absent from Madagascar and the whole Australian region, except in Celebes and

Floros, both of which were, ]>robal(ly, never connected with the Papu-Australian main-

land, and which are situated so close to the Indo-Malayan islands that it is safe to

conclude that their woodpeckers are comparatively recent immigrations from the latter.

We recognize three sub-families, the most generalized of which is that of the

Picumiiin£E, a not numerous group of soft-tailed woodpeckers from the tropical zones

^^^*>
7^--rh,j

Fio. 21.1.— Di.icrams showing iA) the extensile tongue of Picus from below; <•;«, extensor muscles: /, base of
tongue ; xfi, salivary glands : III. Ihyrohyals ; and (/() the tongue bones of Picits from the side ; clii/, ceratohyal ;

binj, basihyal ; hr^ ami //r-, thyroliyals.

of both hemispheres. J'arker regards their ]>alate as the "most embryonic and least

specialized," comparing it with that of the rhynchosaurian lizards and the passerine

Cotingida;. The inner edges of the hind jiart of the palatines are greatly expanded
posteriorly and bent over so as to form two jiost-palatal flanges, as in the Cotingida?

and allies, as well as in the lyre-bird (^fenwa). Of Pioimmis, Professor Parker

finally says: "Altogether, this siiiall, far-western type is extremely instructive, and

helps to lead the imagination down to extinct types in which the charactei-s of the

hemipod, the loir passerine, and the woodpecker were existent in one generalized

form,— a form and a type only a step or two above the raft-breasted ostrich tribe."

The great antiquity of the piculets, as the Picumnin.'e are sometimes called, is also

indicated by their geographical distribution. South America possesses by far the

greater number of species, jicrhaps a score; four or five belong to the Oriental region,

and one, Vcrreai(xia africana, hails from western Africa.

Externally those birds differ from the other wood|iecker8 chiefly in their diminu-

tive size, and the structure of the tail, which is short and comi>osed of normal, that is.
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not stiffeneil and acuminated, icctrices. A good idea of the habitus of the piculeta

may be formed from the acconij)aiiying plate, which represents, in natural size,

Piciimmis lepiilotus from Guiana. It is browriisli gray on the back and abdomen, the

rest of the under surLace being wliitish, squamulated with dusliv; nasal tufts whitisli;

head above black, in the male with red anteriorly, and wiiite pearl spots on the

])osterior half, while the female lacks the red, the spots dotting the whole head above;

the tail is black and white. The East Indian genus, Sasia, comprises a few three-

toed species, the first toe being aborted. In the same region is also found a four-

toed form, Vicia innonihmta, which is nearer allied to the Neotropical sjiecies.

Tlie habits of these pygmy woodpeckere are very little known. Burmeister says

that their liabits are entirely similar to those of our kinglets {RcffuUts). Hcinhardt,

on the other liand, asserts that they differ in no way from the other woodjieckers

;

that, like these, they hammer on the trees with their bills, and climb on the trunks

and even on the under side of the branches, notwithstanding their soft tails. Prob-

ably their habits are most like those of the nuthatches, with which they also agree

in size. Euler states that they breed in holes in trees, which they bore themselves,

and from two to four glossy white eggs liave been found in the nests.

The Picinje, or woodpeckers proper, are easily distinguished by their stiffened,

elastic, pointed, and graduated tail-featliers, which arc used as a sujijiort in climbing,

their ends being pressed against the bark, preventing a slipping backwards. The
bill is angular and wedge-shajied, forming a powei-ful hammer or axe, with which to

cut off chips of bark or wood in search of insects, or to dig holes into the wood in

order to build nesting-holes.

The woodpeckers are usually solitary birds, that is, they do not often associate

with others of their own kind. Some of the smaller s])ecies, however, seem to be

fond of the society of nuthatches, cliickailees, kinglets, etc., during their rambles through

the woods ill autumn and winter. During the breeding season some species are

known to ])roduce a reiaarkablc whirring sound, the so-called 'drumming,' by ra]iidly

striking a dry branch, which can be heard to a great distance. This seems to be the

male's love-song.

The flight of the woodpeckers is gcner.ally powerful, but undulating if kept up for

some distance. During their search for food, they ])roceed through the forests from

trunk to trunk, ascending them by starts from the lower part until they reach the to]),

whence, in a single curve, they descend to the base of the ne.\t one. They lay their

glossj' white eggs in some hole dug by themselves in a more or less decayed tree, and

botli sexes attend to the incubation. The young ones are more or less like the adults

in color, though in many of the most familiar sjiecies they are even more higlily orna-

mented than their parents. Thus in most of our species of the genus Dnjobates, the

young ones have the whole to]) of the head n'll, while in the adult male it usually

becomes restrictecl to the occi])ut, and disa]>pears altogether in the adult female. In

this case the difference in the two sexes can hardly be attributed to 'sexual selection,'

for it seems most ])robal)le that the original stock from which these s]iecies have devel-

oped originally hail a red head, and the disaj(j)carance of this color may therefiire

be regariled !is ])rotective. That it in most cases has also been jjartly lost by the male

is no objection, since he is known to ]iartake in the incubation.

The Picimc form a very homogeneous grou]), the structural characters being only

slightly varieil, and such extravagant ornaments as racket-tails, wattles, excrescences

in form of horns, etc., arc entirely unknown. The only sort of ornamental ])lumes are
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the liiglily-cleveloped nuchal crests in many tropical species. A noteworthy structural

speciulizutiou iu several forms, otherwise not intimately related, is ihe abortion of the

first toe, so that only one hind toe remains— the fourth. Nevertheless, there arc sev-

eral i)retty well defined groups, or super-genera, under which the numerous sjiecies may
be advantageously classified.

Most woodpeckers have the nostrils concealed by tufts of bristly feathers directed

forward. In many museum sijecimeus from the tropics these may have disajipeared,

as the putrefaction which in those countries rapidly sets in first affects the feathers

around the bill. But a small grou]) of species, about e(|iially numerous in the tropical

Fio. 214. — Picua viridia, green woodpecker, yalBe.

regions of both hemispheres, have no bristles where the bill joins the forehead, and

tlie nostrils are consequently fully e.\j)osed. Xotewortliy among these forms is the

South American genus Celeiis, the members of which have a very long occipital crest.

Some of the Indian species have only three toes, for instance the genus Tii/a. The

absence or presence of the nasnl bristles seems, however, to be of little account, since

yesoceleus fernandiiK^, which is confined to the island of Cuba, has the nostrils entirely

nude, tliough a]>parently closely related to the following group.

Our flicker {Colaptes aiirattis) and its many allies belong to another group, which

arc distinguished by having a less tyjiical weilgo-sha]ped woodpecker bill, the angles

being more rounded, and the whole bill slightly arched. In reganl to the remarkable
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polytliioic state of the yellow-shafleil flicker and the red-shafted Bpecies, we refer to

the introdiiclion to this vohiine {\). S), wiiere this ijiusliuii has been treated of in

detail, and where the Cape flicker {t'.chryaokks), with red moustache, like C. cafer (or

viexicainix), but with yellow shafts and without red nuchal crescent, like (.'. atmitiig, was

also mentioned. Closely allied to the flickers are the South American ground flickers

(tSoroplex). The habits of the typical species, /S. cainpeislris, are described by Bur-

iiieistcr as follows :
" This flicker is one of the fii-st peculiar objects to attract one's

attention when entering the open cam)>os districts of the interior of Brazil. They are

soon discovered lu)])iiing about on the lower trees in small companies, and the observer

is greatly astonished to see one or the other once in a while jump down and walk

about on the ground. This bird is especially engaged in search of the termites, and

destroys the covered jiassages which these insects construct in the grooves of the bark

in order to reach their nests undisturbed. But even these structures, strongly made
of clay, the ground flicker knows bow to 0])en, and how to catch their inhal)ilants."

The South African Gcocoluptes oliraceus is still more jiartial to the groimd, for, accord-

ing to Layard, "it never jiecks wood, but bores its way into the banks of rivers, sides

of hills, or the walls of mud buildings, in search of its prey and for a home for its

young."

The green woodjjcckers, as the name indicates, are very consi)iciious for their

more or less green colors, ornamented, as in most woodpeckers, with red. A well-

known representative of this group, which, as shown in the accompanying wood-cut,

also s|)ends part of its life on the groimd, spearing nnfortunate ants by its worm-
like barbed tongue, is the yaffle {Picas viridis), the common green woodjjecker of

Europe, celebrated for its laughing voice, which it is said to produce especially at the

approach of rain, and many a farmer on the other side of the ocean pays more atten-

tion to the 'indications' and ' jir(iV>abilities' of tliis sagacious bird than to those of the

meteorological stations. The three-toed Indian genus, Gecinuhts, seems to be related

to this group.

Before mentioning the typical jiicd woodjieckcrs we will have to say a few words
of a somewhat peculiar form from India, as by some ornithologists it has been regarded

as forming a ' sub-family ' of its own. The short-tailed woodjieckers (Ilemicircus) are

esjiccially romarkalile for their shoit and roimdcd tails, tlie feathers of which are

scarcely rigid at all. They are small binls, without red in their |ilumage, and but little

is known of their liabits. Mr. Jerdon says of JZ canente that it has " on the centre of

the back a brush of dark sap-green bristly feathers, smeared with a viscid secretion

from a gland beneath."

A sort of transition from the foregoing to tlic ]ned woodpeckers {Dnjohatea) is

formed by the oriental sub-genus Yinu/ipicus, in which the lateral tail-feathei-s arc

less rigid than the central ones. lJn/o/>at(\i ]iropcr contains a great number of small

or medium-sized sjiccics in the moi-e northern ]iarts of the two hemispheres. They
are i)arti-colored, white and black, with red markings on the head and also often on

tlie under side. Three European sitecies are represented in the accomiianying cut,

from which, in a general way, our North ^\merican si)cci(S differ but little exce]it in

not having the white tail-feathers barred with black. This <lifference is very curious,

inasmuch as the Siberian representatives of the European species, and still more those

which inhabit Kamtschatka, show a tendency fowanls losing the dark cross-bars; liut

this is followed by a general increase of the white all over the body, while in

the Nearctic species the greater amount of white on the tail is independent of the dis-
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tributiou of the two colors elsewhere. A similar distribution of the colors is observable

in J-'icoides, a circumboreal genus of three-toed pied woodj)eckers, with a, yellow crown

in llie male. The Eurojieau species, J', tridacti/lux, is figured on the plate opjiosite

p. 42(3, in order to give an idea of this interesting genus, which inhabits the north-

ernmost forests in both hemispheres, but which also has a representative in the moun-
tains of Chinese Tibet, the sombre-colored P. fiinebris.

FlO. 215. —Dryobatea medius, major, and minor, European midaie, greater and lesser woodpeckers.

Finally, we have to consider the thin-necked woodjieckers, a group of large forms,

which have the feathers of the neck peculiarly short, thereby increasing the appear-

ance of slendernoss of the neck. That the neck of the woodpecker is usuiilly smaller

than the head, most collectoi-s have discovered when skinning specimens, but exter-

nally this feature is most apparent in the present group. Most of the species are very

large and powerful birds, with a considerable amount of black in their plumage, while

the head, as usual, is adorned with more or less red. Here belongs the well-known

great black woodpecker {Dryocojncs martius), which inhabits the Pala3arctic region
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from Europe to northern Japan,— Mack all over, with a crimson cap. Linnaeus, indeed,

dedicated this bird to Mars, the Roman god of warfare; but the evidence seems to show
that this was not tlic woodjiccker wliicli tlie old augurs regarded as Pious, of whom
the Roman mythology fabled that he was changed into a woodpecker by Circe when she

found that her love for him was not requited, but was possessed by Pomona. In the

^
\

\'-- --

—

Fig. 216.— Campephilus prineipniii, ivory-billed woo<lpcckor.

Oriental region are found several nearly .allied forms ; for instance, D. lettcogastcr

from Jav.a, which has the abdomen white and the sides of head and throat striped

witli the same color. Messrs. Motley and Dilhvyn give the following interesting

account of its ii.abits:—
" These birds are not uncommon in L.abuan, .and frequently fly in small parties of

six or eight. They much frequent dead trees whose bark is just beginning to fall,
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antl avo very amusing to watch, being always in motion, and very noisy. They begin

ratlier low down on a tree, moving upwards by jumps, with a cry like the cliatter of

a r.iagpic to the time of our green woodpecker's laugh. Perhajis two or three will be

ascending one tree at the same time, trying the bark witli incessant taps, :md wrench-

ing open every likely crack with their powerful chisel-beaks. When they reach the

branches, they hold a soit of discussion of tremendous chatter; and then each takes

his own branch, and the bark here, being usually more decayed than on the stem, comes
down in showers. If you make any loud noise, or show yourself suddenly, all disap-

pear in a moment. Perhaps one or two may fly off, with a swift but laborious action

of the wings; but the majority hide behind branches. In a minute or so, if all is

quiet, you will see a head peer out from behind some snag, and, after looking around

and seeing nothing, a croak of satisfaction brings out two or three more heads; l)ut

not a body is seen till all the heads are i)erfectly satisfied of their s.ifety. At last

they all come out, and chatter together most vociferously for a minute or two before

they go on feeding. Though apparently so wary, they rarely leave the tree thev are

examining, even if fired at."

To this group also belong our plicated wood]iecker, or log-cock ( CeopJdceus pilea-

tus), and the ' prince ' among the woodpeckers, as Linnajus called the magnificent ivory-

billed woodi>ccker (Caw!joe/)/a7Ms^jrj«C!p«/(«). This is one of the largest and most
striking looking birds of the whole family. It is found in the heavily tindiered

portions of our Southern States, especiallj- those bordering the Mexican Gulf, but

being a solitary and extremely wary bird, and not numerous even in those regions which

may be regarded as its head(juarters, it is rare in collections, and its habits are but

little known. A nearly allied species, named C. bairdi in honor of Prof. S. F.

Baird, is a native of Cuba ; and another related sjjecies, C imperialis, the ' empe-

ror ' woodpecker, is found in the mountain-forests of Mexico and Guatemala.

There has been great difference among authors as to the question whether tiie

woodpeckers are to be regarded as injurious or not, as both sides have had, and still

have, vigorous, and, as is too often the case, even fanatical advocates. The fact is,

that the question cannot be affirmed or denied in its generality ; for while one kind of

woodpecker may be injurious, another may be beneficial, and even the same sjiecies

may be injurious during one part of the year and beneficial during the rest, or injurious

in one country and beneficial in another. Consequently, an author can scarcely adduce

a fact to prove one side, without his opponent producing equally incontestiblc evidence

for the opposite. The woodpeckers' digging holes in tlie trees is excused by their

friends, who say that they never attack a sound tree, and that by hastening the

destruction of already more or less rotten trees, they are decidedly beneficial ; but

there are undoubted cases where perfectly sound trees have been injured, though this

is the exception. Other species are charged with stealing berries; and some might

fancy that 3fchnierjics/ormic!vorus, which is famous for its acorn-storing propensities,

may do harm by depriving the hogs of their food, as in some parts of Europe they

are jirosecuted on the plea that by eating the seeds of the forest trees they prevent the

forest from renewing itself. But these accusations are evidently insignificant com-

pared with the enormous number of insects which the woodpeckers destroy ; for

insects, no doubt, are nearly in all cases their chief food. But not even this fact can b<'

scored unconditionally to their credit ; for they are justly charged with making no

discrimination between injurious and beneficial insects, as some species of wood-

peckers largely subsist upon ants, those great benefactors of the woods. We shall
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not stop to consider the trifling injury tlicy may cause l»y, in a few exceptional cases,

boring holes in the weather-boarding of houses in order to store their acorns away,

or digging brceiling-holes in wooden ehurch-steeples; l)Ut there is one small grouj) of

woodjieekers which, on account of their organization and their chief food, may be

regarded as perhaps mostly injurious— viz., the so-called sapsuckers (^Sphyrapicus).

In these, tlie hyoid bones are not so excessively elongated, and the tongue couse-

ijuently is protrusible only in a very slight degree. The tij) is also differently armed,

being sirai)ly brushed and not barbed,— features whicli indicate that the food of

these birds is different from the rest of the woodpeckers, consisting as it chiefly does

of the sap of the trees. The late Dr. Alfred E. Brehni was an enthusiastic defender of

f
Fig. 217.— Jy7ix torquilla, wryneck.

the woodpeckers. When, two years ago, shortly before his death, he visited this

country, as we were standing at the entrance to the Smithsonian Institution, nearly

driven to despair by the incessant din of the English s})arrows which tried to drown

our voices, he asked me to .show him a characteristic American binl. Just at that

moment a bird alighted on the trunk of the nearest tree, and I liad the satisfaction of

))ointing out to him our common yellow-bellied sap-sucker {S. iHtriiis). As the bird

reached tlic first branch, it thrust its bill into the smooth bark, leaving a s(]uare hole,

easily visible from the moist sa]) which made it look dark against the dusty surface;

and tap-la]i-ta]vtap, -with an astonishing regularity and in a most business-like manner,

the little fellow i)unctured the trunk horizontally and vertically until the tree looked

as if it had suffered from small-pox, and 'Bird' Brelim, wlio had watched the per-
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formanco with extreme interest, admitted that the sap-sucker, uiuler circumstances,

may become an extremely injurious hird. Nevertheless, even this great offender is not

entirely without his good sides ; for we liave 'Mv. William Brewster's word for it that

" after the young have hatched it rises to the jiroud independence of a fly-catcher,

taking its prey on wing as unerringly as the best marksman of them all. From its

jierch on the s{)ire of some tall stub it makes a succession of rapid sorties after its

abundant victims, and then flies off to its nest with bill and mouth crammed full of

insects, principally large Di])tera."

The wrynecks (Jyiigina;) constitute a single genus {.Tijnx) of half a dozen species,

which all belong to the Old World, esjiecially Africa, while they are entirely wanting

in Australia and America. They are rather small birds, with a wedge-shaped but not

angular bill, and the tongue extensile. The tail is rather long, slightly rounded,

consisting of twelve soft and rounded rectrices; the outer one on each side is very

sliort, however, as in the woodpecker, and completely hidden by the under tail-

coverts ; the first primary is .also very short, exceedingly so in the Palroarctic species.

The tarsus is scutell.Ued both in front and behind. The coloration is a beautiful and

intricate mixture of gray, buff, rusty black, and white, very difficult to describe, with

a dark longitudinal band along the middle of the back and adjoining p.art of the

neck, the African species with a large chestrmt-brown patch on the throat and foreneck.

The wryneck or snake-biid (Jynx torquilla), the species depicted in our illustra-

tion, is a migratory bird, which in England arrives at the same time as the cuckoo

;

hence, it is also called the 'cuckoo's maid,' or 'cuckoo's mate.' The two first men-

tioned names are derived from a peculiar habit of twisting the neck with a slow,

undulatory movement, like that of a snake, turning the head back and closing its

eyes as in a fit, evidently with the intention of frightening its enemies. A captive

held in the hand will usually perform this trick, and, taking advantage of the S])ecta-

tor's surprise at its strange behavior, suddenly escape. The wryneck's food consists

of insects, especially ants. It breeds in hollow trees, and lays white polished eggs.

Its cry is very much like that of the kestrel.

The trogons (TKOGOXOIDE.E) are heterodactylous, that is, have the first and

second toes turned backwai-ds ; no other birds are. The trogons are also heteropel-

mous (see fig. 171 D) ; no other birds are. These features alone are, consequently,

sufficient to distinguish the trogons from the other Picarians, but the chief characters

may be briefly summed up in order to indicate the relationship of these birds. Their

palate is desmognathous, and basipterygoids are present ; the sternum is four-notched

behind ; the niyological formula is A X ; only the left carotid is developed ; coeca are

present, and the oil-gland is nude. The pterylosis is also in other resjiects very

passerine, especially in the distribution and form of the feather-tr.act, but the after-

shafts of the contour-feathers are very large ; the long tail consists of twelve rectrices,

the outer ones being graduated; the first jiriniary is short. Altogether the trogons

are rather peculiar, showing no s])ecial relationship to any other group of the present

order, a circumstance which explains the fact that by the different systematists they

have been associated with nearly all the grou]is of the Picaria-.

The trogons form a very well circumscribed family, TuoGONiD.iE, consisting of

about fifty species, inliabiting the tro]>ical regions. They are rather numerous in the

Neotropical, less so in the Orient.al region, and rare in Africa, and are, during tlie

present geological e]ioch, entirely unknown in the Nearctic, Palasarctic, and Aus-

tralian regions. This was quite otherwise during a previous period ; for, as Dr.

VOL. IV. —28
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Wallace remarks :
" Remains of Trogon have been found in the iniocene deposits of

France; and we are thus able to understand the existing distribution of the family.

At tliat c'xcojilioiially mild ))criod in the northern lieniispliere, these birds may have

ranged over all Europe and North America; but, :is the climate became more severe,

they gradually became restricted to the tropical regions, where alone a sutticieuey of

fruit and insect food is found all the year round."

We are not aware that there is any important structural character by wliich the

trogons iniiabiting the eastern hemisphere can be separated from those living in the

western half of the globe. A consiilerable difference in their Labits, liowever, is

reported, inasmuch as the American species are said to be chiefly fruit-eaters, while

Wallace informs us that the Old World forms subsist almost exclusively on insects.

Very remarkable is the way by which the former are known to obtain the fruits.

Their feet are comparatively small and weak, and, although in a measure ' yoke-

toed,' they are entirely unfit for climbing; the trogon, therefore, darts from jts ]icrch

after the fruit, like a flycatcher after an insect, seizes it while on the wing, and

returns again to its perch. Such is also the habit of the most brilliant, most exquisite,

and most celebrated of all the trogons, the quesal, according to Mr. Osbert Salvin's

account. The quesal is only to be found in Central America, where it is rejiresented

by two but slightly differentiated forms, one in Costa Rica, the other, the more bril-

liant one of the two, in Guatemala, where it has been chosen for the national emblem.

Im.agine a bird of the size of a magpie, and with the sjilendor of a humming-bird or a

sun-bird, and you may have an idea of the magnificent Pharomacrus mocinno. The
whole upper surface, breast, neck, and liead, including the curious rounded and com-

pressed crest, are rich golden green, and so are the smaller wing-coverts, some of

which are lengthened into gracefully drooping ])lumes, overhanging the wing; four

upper tail-coverls, of a similarly brilliant green, are enormously lengthened, especially

the two central ones, which in perfect s])ecimens may reach a length of nearly three

feet; the true tail-feathers are black and white, and the posterior part of tlie under

side is rich vermilion inclining to crimson. Only the males are adorned with the long

floating train, the females, as in most trogons, being much j)lainer.

Regretting that want of s])ace forbids us to re|irint the whole of Mr. Salvin's

account of his 'quesal-sliooting in Vera Paz,' we take the liberty to make a few extracts

bearing directly on the habits of this remarkable bird :
—

"My companions are ahead, and I am just balancing myself along the last trunk,

when Filijie conies back to say that they have heard a quesal. Of course, being

es]iccially anxious to watch as well as to shoot one of these birds myself, I immedi-

ately hurry to the spot. I have not to wait long. A distant clattering note indicates

that the bird is on the wing. He settles— a splendid male— on a bough of a tree

not seventy yards from where we are hidden. It sits almost motionless on its ])crch,

the body remaining in the same position, the head only moving slowly from side to

side. The tail does not hang quite perpendicularly, the angle between the true tail

and the vertical being perha])S as much as fifteen or twentj' degrees. The tail is

occasionally jerked open and closed again, and now and then slightly raised, causing

the long tail-coverts to vibrate gracefully. I have not seen all. A ripe fruit catches

the quesal's eye, and he darts from his ]ierch, hovers for a moment, ])lncks the berry,

and returns to his former ])osition. This is done with a degree of elegance that defies

description. A low whistle from Cipriano calls the bird nearer, and a moment after-

wards it is in my hand,— the first quesal I have seen and shot.
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" The cries of the qucsal are various. They consist principally of a low double

note, 'whe-oo, whe-oo,^ wliicli the bird repeats, whistling it softly at first, and then

gradually swelling it into a loud but not uninelodious cry. Tiiis is often succeeded

by a long note, which begins low, and, after swelling, dies away as it began. Both

these notes can be easily imitated by the human voice. The bird's other cries are

liarsh and discordant. The fliglit of the (juesal is rapid and straiglit ; the long tail-

feathers, which never seem to be in liis way, stream after him. The bird is never

found excejit in forests composed of the highest trees, the lower branches of which

(j. e., those at about two-tliirds of the height of the tree from the ground) seem to be

its favorite resort. Its food consists principally of fruit, but occasionally a caterpillar

may be found in its stomach."

In most of the Amei'iean species of the true trogons a certain unifoi-m distribution

of colors is aj)parent, since the back and breast are either metallic green or brown-

ish, and the abdomen red or yellow, separated from the breast by a white band.

It may be remarked that this red or yellow of the lower ])arts in the trogons is very

evanescent, fading entirely out in museum specimens exposed to the light. In the

two West Indian genera, each consisting of one species, Priotelus and Temnoti-Ofjon,

the former restricted to Cuba, the lattei- to the island of Haiti, the ujiper parts are

metallic green, posterior half of under parts brilliant red, while the anterior half is

delicately gray. While in most trogons the tail-featheis are somewhat squaie at the

end, this peculiarity is rather exaggerated in the West Indian forms, esjieeially in the

Cuban Priotelus temmerus, in which the corners are produced into points, thereby

making the end concave, and forming a most remarkable tail. This latter form is

known to the Cubans as the ' tocororo,' a name derived from its cry. Dr. Gundlach

reports that it breeds in abandoned woodpecker holes, and deposits three to four white

eggs which have a slight bhiish tinge. This, like some other American forms, has the

edges of the mandibles strongly serrated. The African genus, Apaloderma, has only

the lower mandible serrated, while the Indian Ilarpuctes only have a notch before the

tip of the upper one. These, according to Jerdon, seize insects on the wing, much in

the same manner as the American species secure the fruits.

Figure 218 represents the African species, Apaloderma narina, which is metallic

green on the back, head, and breast, while the rest of tiie under parts are brilliant

carmine, the bill yellow; it is, consequentlj', very similar to the American species in

coloration. Layard says that when ajiprchensive of discovery it sits motionless on its

branch until alarmed at some act of the fowler, when it precijiitates itself headlong

into the bush, and is instantly lost to view. It feeds, he further states, on fruits and

insects, and utters a loud moaning note, or, jierhaps, more correctly speakinsr, a

hoot. A nearly allied species from Western Africa was described in 1872 as A. con-

staiitia.

The last super-f.imily of the Picariae, the MICKOPODOIDEiE, was originally

founded by Nitzsch, who in his ' Macrochires ' only included the swifts and the hum-
ming-birds. It is also synonymous with Garrod's ' Cypseliformes,' the former basing

bis conclusions chiefly upon osteology and ]>terylogra])hy, while the latter also em-

ployed the anatomy of the soft parts. Ilu.vley united them with the goatsuckers in

the grouj) ' Cypselomorphaj,' taking chiefly the palatal bones into account; but Parker

has shown tiiat this structure is so different in the three families that it offers no

character which would bind them together to the exclusion of other birds. In this

place we shall only call attention to those characters which at once separate the
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present super-family from tlie Cain-imulgidie. Osteologic.illy the swifts and humming-

birds resemble each other closely iu all respects except in the shape of the bones of

the face. The breastbone

is liiglily cliaracleristic,

having a high keel, and

an entire, unnotched pos-

terior margin. The ]>ro-

]>ortion.s of the different

sections of the wings are

also noteworthy, the hu-

merus being very short,

the forearm longer, and

the hand extremely long,

whence Kitzseh's name
of the group. The myo-

logical formula is A-i-,

nniijue amongst Piearian

aiicl Passerine birds, and

only shared l)y the owls.

The tensor patagii brevis

is fjuite peculiar, no ten-

don being developed, and

the fleshy belly running

on to a special tendon

which springs from the

lower end of the outer surface of the humerus, ami is

continued, ]iaralk'l to the forearm, along the radial

margin to tlie hand (Fig. -111). As to the visceml an-

atomy we onlyinention the .absence of ca'cn, concom-

itant witli till' aV)sence of tuft to the oil-gland, a

feature wliich leads us to the ]it(rylography, in regard

to « hich we ])oint to the unicjuely small number of

secondaries, six to seven.

From all this it is evident that the swifts and liuiu-

ming-birds are very closely allied, notwitlistamling the

extreme specialization of the facial ])art of the head

in two oi)])osite directions. The swifts have the

mouth sjtlit to beneath the eyes, and the bill is ex-

tremely short, broad at base, and the gajte extraordi-

narily wide; the ]ialate is built on the princijile of

complete iegithognathism, "the vomerine bones being

p-afted ii])on the nasal wall." In the humming-birds,

on the other hand, the bill is long and narrow, the

month not split, consequently the gape also narrow,

and the jialate is, according to P.avker, schizognathous,

the vomer being pointed anteriorly, and only tied to the alinasal wall by a fibrous liga-

ment, but not grafted upon it. But even in the pal.atal structure the relationship

between swifts and humming-birds is manifested by the development of the niaxillo-

Fio. 218.- Apalmlerma narina, African
trogoii.
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palatines of tlic young, as pointed out liy Parker, who says tliat in the young luini-

ming-birds they agri'e in f/oicrul \v\t\i yount; Passeres, "but in partinilar with both

young and adult of that family (if liinls which has most similarity to them in genei-al

bodily structure, namely, swifts."

In view of the extreme external ' isomorphism' of the swifts and the swallows,

and the remarkable tenacity with which ornithologists have stuck to arrangements

based cliiefly upon the external appearance, the comparatively early recognition

of their being totally different on account of their internal structure would be sotne-

what surprising but for the fact that there are also a number of easy external charac-

ters by which they are at once sejjarated. The swifts, or Mickoi'odidvE, and the swal-

lows are, indeed, " only ' second cousins,' and more alike

in their habits and mode of dress than in their real nature,"

as will be ap])arent by the following juxtaj)osition of their

differences. Externally they may be easily distinguished
;

the swifts by having ten jirimaries, not more than seven

secondaries, and only ten tail-feathers, while the swallows

have but nine primaries, at least nine secondaries, and

twelve tail-feathers. The swifts have also the dorsal tract

bifurcate between the shoulders, while in the swallows it

is simple. Internally they differ in a great number of

points, but we shall only mention that the swifts have a ^^^. ,,,;,._ „i„g,^,„ <,f „„. ^iiw-

pointed manubrial iirocoss and no posterior notches to the ""'scies in a imniminij-ijini a-nta-
l I- ^ f/ona f/zr/rr.';); imiscles with loilgltuui-

sternum, while the swallows have the manubrium bifur- niiiteiuions witu transvers.^ lines;
' emrl, exti'iisor metacarpi rauialis

catc, and the posterior border deeply two-notched; the ihikus
;

a, huinerus
;

«>•, secumiary
* ' *^ rcniiges : t, triceps ; fpb^ tensor

former have a mvological formula A-t-, the latter AXY-r-; patagii brevis ; ipi, tensor patagii
^

1 • 1 longiis.

the former arc synjielmous, the latter are schizopelmous

;

the former have a i)eculiar arrangement of the tensor jiatagii brevis, the latter have

the general arrangement of the Passeres, to be explained in the introduction to that

order; the former have a simjile syrinx without intrinsic muscles, the latter have a

very specialized syrinx ; the former are without ca;ca, the swallows possess them, etc.,

the total effect being that the swifts are Picarians, and the swallows are Passeres.

The swifts are found all over the globe, except in the extreme cold regions and in

New Zealand, being most abundant in the tropics of America and the Oriental region,

considerably over fifty species being known altogetlu'r. The peculiar structure of the

feet furnishes excellent characters for subdividing the family in two minor groujis or

sub-families, the Micropo<lina3 and the Cha-turime. The latter have the feet nor-

mally constructed w'ith the usual number of ph.alanges, viz., 2, 3, 4 and 5, while the

true swifts have the number of phalanges of the third and fourth toes reduced to

three, the formula, consequently, being 2, 3, 3, 3. At the same time the first toe is

directed more or less forwards or inwards ; in other words, the true swifts are iiamjiro-

dactylous. Another feature is that their tarsi are feathered, while the Chieturinaj have

them })are.

Kegarding the Chaturime as the more generalized type, we are at once confronted

with the ]>retty tree-swifts {JJendrocheliduti) from India and the Malay Archipelago,

wliich are provided with a feather-crest on the head, and very lengthened outer tail-

feathers. In the same regions, and also in many of the Polynesian islands (one S]iecic3

even in Madagascar), are fo\m<l the ]iigmies of the family, the so-called swiftlets ( ('ol-

localia), inconspicuous looking, dusky-colored birds, but famous as the manufacturers
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of the ' edihlo bird's-ncsts.' Thoy breed in deep caves, fastening their gelatinous nests

to the rocky walls. It was formerly the belief that the substance which composed

the nests was digested algoe growing on the sea-beach or on the walls of the caves,

mixed with the excretion of the salivary glands, but it seems now certain that it

consists solely of mucus. Mr. II. Pryer, who recently made a visit to the caves of

Gomanton, northern J3orneo, situated in a high limestone cliff twelve miles inland

from the head of Sandakan Bay, last year i)ublished an interesting account of the

breeding there of Collocaliafucijihnfffi, from which we select the following:—
" After a rest, I ascended the cliff about four hundred feet ; the ascent is quite per-

pendicular: in many places ladders are erected, and in otliers the water-worn surface

of the limestone gives a foothold. At this ])oint I found myself at the mouth of a

cave named Simud Puti'ii, ». t'., tlie White Cave; the entrance is .about forty feet high,

by sixty feet wide, and descends very steeply, widening out to a great size, and having

a perpendicular luiexplored abyss at its furthest point. This cave is used by the nest-

gatherers as their dweUing-])lace, and at tlie entrance are their platforms of .sticks,

one of which was jilaced at my disposal by the head man; it is also the cave by which

the great body of the swifts enter.

"At a quarter to six (p.m.) the swifts began to come in to Simud Putih ; a few

had been flying in :ind out all day long, but now they began to pour in, at first in

tens and then in hundreds, until the sound of their wings was like a strong g.ale of

wind whistling through the rigging of a ship. They continued flying in until after

midnight, as I could still see them flashing by over my head when I went to sleep.

As long as it remained light I found it impossible to catch any with my butterfly-net,

but after dark it was oidy necessary to wave the net in the air to secure as many as I

wanted. Nevertheless, they must undoubtedly jiossess wonderful powers of sight to

fly about in the dark in the darkest recesses of their caves, and to return to their

nests, often built in ])laces where no light ever penetrates.

"Arising before daylight, I witnessed a reversal of the proceedings of the previous

night, the swifts now going out of Simud Putih.

"In this cave I saw the nest-gatherers at work getting in their crop. A thin

rattan ladder was fixed to the end of a long pole and wedged against the rock; two

men were on the lailder, one cari'ied a long four-jironged spear, a lighteil candle being

fixed to it a few inches below the prongs. By the aid of tliis light a snitalile nest is

found, and transfixed with the prongs; a slight twist detaches the nest unbroken from

the rock; the spear is then withdrawn until the head is within reach of the second

man, who takes tlie nest off the prongs and places it in a ])ouch carried at the waist.

The nests of best quality are bound up into packets with strips of rattan, the inferior

being simply threaded together; the best packets generally weigh one catty (l^lbs.),

averaging forty nests, and are sold at $9 each, the annual value of the nests gathered

bemg about 6i'2"),000. These caves have been worked for seven generations without

any diminution in the quantity; three crops are taken during the year."

Mr. J. R. Green, of the Physiological Laboratory, Cambridge, Eng., reported on

the nests collected as follows :
—

"The specimen gave no evidence under the microscope of any distinct vegetable

structures, and similarly gave no chemical evidence of either cellulose or any other

distinctly vegetable jiroduct. All the relations went to prove that the great mass of

the substance was mucin, and such microscopic features as were a])parent confirmed

the view that the nest was formed of strings of mucus plastered together. The
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rnucus, wlicn separated out, gave some reactions different to a certain extent from

tiiose which are given by ordinary mucin; but these differences were not great

enongli to weaken tlie conclusion that the nest is really composed of mucus secreted

by the peculiar glands superficially described by Sir Everard Home as present in the

bird -which builds the nest."

Another group of this same sub-fatnily have the tail-feathers rigid ; and in some,

as, for instance, our common chimney-swift {Ohcetinxi pela</ica), the ends of the

shafts protrude beyond the end of the rectrices as so many spines. I need not dwell

on the well-known facts of the change of halnts in these birds since the white man
took possession of this continent: how they in a great measure gave up the hollow

trees as roosting and nesting ])laces, choosing his sooty chimneys as more accessible

and possibly moi-o convenient, though to me personally it was a novel sight when a

few years ago a good friend of mine on a pleasant evening took me out in the country

to an old brick-yard, where hundreds of swifts circled around the high chimney, one

after the other dropping into the o])ening, as may-flics into an electric lamji. The
chimney-swift, or chinniey-swallow, as it is often, but erroneously, called, is, like all

swifts in temperate climates, a regular migrant, which passes the winter in Mexico.

There is, therefore, no necessity for supposing " that it hibernates in hollow trees," or

in the mud beneath ponds, as is often asserted. Swallows and swifts may occasionally

be found in a torpid state, but the s.ame is the case with all other kinds of birds, and

even with man, for that matter; but from such an occasional, exceptional, and proba-

bly pathological case to conclude that the swiftest birds on the wing, which with the

greatest ease in a few days can travel from the Arctic circle to a tropical climate,

regularly liibernate in hollow trees " is preposterous," as an esteemed contemjiorary

has put it. Juridical evidence may perhaps be adduced to the effect that swallows

hibernate in the nmd or on the bottom of lakes; but how many hundred old women
have not been burned to death as witches on juridical evidence!

Nor has anybody yet succeeded in introducing the ghost into the

zoological system, although we might produce juridical evidence in

confirmation of his existence.

Remarkable as is the nidification of the swiftlets and the chim-

ney-swifts, that of some of the true swifts (Micro])odina;) is not

less wonderful. Messrs. Godnian and Salvin describe the nest of

JPanijpliht sancti-hieroni/mi, which they discovered in Guatemala,

as composed entirely of the seeds of a plant, secured together and

hung from the under surface of an overhanging rock by the saliva

of the bird. The wliolo forms a tube two feet and two inches

long by about six inches in diameter. The entrance is through the

lower end of the tube, and the eggs are placed on a kind of shelf

at the top. About the middle of the tube, on the external side, is

a jirotruding cave, as if overvaulting an entrance; but there is no

hole, and it has the appearance as if it was placed there on purpose in order to deceive

some enemy, such as a snake or lizard, to the attacks of which the parent bird or its

offspring would, <luring the time of incubation, be more exposed. A section of the

nest is given in the accompanying cut.

The genus to which the foregoing s)iecies belongs have the first (hind) toe turned

inwards. In the ty])ical, or, rather, most s])ecialized swifts, Micropus (or Cypselns), it

is directed forwards like the other toes. Both birds represented in the accompany-

FiO. 220. — Section of
the nest of I'antjptila
sancii'ftieroui/mi.
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iiig cut belong here, and are two well-known European species, the Alpine swift

(J/, melba), larger, brownish gray, whitish beneath with a dusky gorget, from the

Bouthern parts, and the common swift (JL apits), sooty black all over, cxcej)t the

whitish throat, of more general distribution. It nests under the tiles of llie roofs or

in church-steeples, and makes itself very conspicuous in the evening by circling and

hawking around the building in small troops, kee])ing uj) an incessant and penetrating

scream as they pass by with incredible rapidity of flight. The North American white-

tliroated swift {M. mdanoleucus) is nearly allied.

Fio. 221
.
— Microput melba, Alpine swift (upper figure); tf. ajnm, rommon European swift (lower flgore).

There is found in tro])icnl America a group of small swifts, outwardly resembling

the swiftlets very much, but so closely allied to the .ibove that a separate generic

name ( Tachomis) is now thought to be sujierfluous. A member of this group is the

.laniaicnn jmlm-swift (Jflcropiis phfnicuhUi), which we mention specially for its

interesting nest-building. Gosse describes namely two entirely different nests of this

bird according to whether tliey build in a cocoanut palm or a palmetto. In the

former case they were formed chiefly in the hollow spathes of the leaves, and were
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placed in a series of three or four in a spathe, one above another, and agglutinated

together, but with a kind of gallery along the side, communicating with each. The
material seemed only fi-athers and silk-eotton (the down of tlie liomh^x) ; the former

very largely used, the most downy jilaced within, the cotton princi]jally without, the

whole felted so strongly as to bo almost as tenacious as cloth. On the palmetto leaf,

instead of the hollow of a spathe, they were attached to the i)laited surface of the

fronds. They were composed almost exclusively of the silk-cotton, and in the form

of those watch-fobs which are hung at the head of the bed, the backs being firmly glued

by saliva to the under surface of the fronds. Leoxiiakd Stejnegeu.

The humming-birds, solely found in the New World, are most abundant in South
and Central America, with a few species extending into Xorlh America as f.ar as

Nootka St)Uiul and Canada. The family Trociiilid^ cannot be (li\ ided into .any sub-

families, as no genera are so essentially different from all the rest as to require them to

be separated in such a radical manner. ' Hummers,' as thej- are often called, are Pica-

rian birds, having but one carotid artery,— the left,— a naked oil-gland, and no ca'ca.

They have small, sometimes minute, bodies, with bills varying from feeble to stout,

usually longer than the head, in one instance exceeding the body in length, usually

straight, but in one grouj) it is curved to a third of a circle, with a short gape, and no

bristles. Nostrils are placed near the l)ase of the maxilla, and are covered by a .scale,

though sometimes they are hidden in the frontal feathers. The tongue, which is very

slender, and cap.able of great extension, curves around and over the back of the skull,

similarly to a wood-pecker's, and consists of two minute parallel tubes, through which
the sweetened juices of flowers are drawn into the throat. The wings are narrow and
]iointed ; the ])rimaries, always ten in number, are stiff and lengthened, the second-

aries very short. The manus is very long, and the humerus extremely short, which

enables the bird to move the wing with great rapidity. Sternum large with a very

deep keel, pectoral muscles in consequence very powerful for the size of tlie binl.

Tlie tail always jiossesses ten rectriccs, excei)t in Loddujcsia mirahiUs wliii'h lias but

four. The tarsi are short, either naked, partly clothed, or hidden in tufts of feathers.

The feet are small with short toes, and curved sharp claws. The )ilumage varies from
jilain sombre tints to the most brilliant metallic hues that it is ]>ossible to conceive.

In all cases the male is the one most attractively adorned.

The food was at one time supposed to consist solely of the nectar obtained from

flowers, and at times, or during certain seasons of the year, this may bo the case, but

it has been fully ascertained that various kinds of insects also form a large propoi--

tion of their sustenance, and some genera feed almost entirely upon insects. The
probability is that tliese fairy creatures require both insect food and the juices of

flowers, and these are ]iartaken of equally whenever the opportunity to obtain them
presents itself. The liight of these birds is usually of great swiftness ; the wings

move with such rapidity that they are invisible, each wing working a half circle.

Some species, like PaUujona f/iyns and I'teropliinies tcmmiiickii., move their wings,

when hovering over a flower, with a slow motion, evincing considerable jxjwer. At
this time the tail is closed and expanded with a motion like a fan. They are cajiable

of making most astonishing aerial evolutions, darting in every direction with the speed

of light, arresting their course instantaneously at will.

Nearly all humming-birds are exceedingly quarrelsome in disposition, botli during

the breeding season ami other times as well. Some will not pennit others to remain
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in the same vicinity, nor touch a flower on t)ic tree on wliich they arc perchccl, and

the smallest sj)ecies docs not licsitate to attack those of the largest size, hawks even

having been driven quite away by the furious attacks of one of these irascible little

creatures. The general sound emitted by huniining-birds is a sliar|) shrill twit or

cry, but some species ])Ossess a few notes almost attaining to the dignity of a son".

Tiic little Mcllisii(ja minima is stated to sing very sweetly, and a diminutive Pha2-

thornis IS s\so said to have the same accomplishment. These birds, in certain districts

of South America, liave regular migrations from north to south, and vice versa, also

from liigher to lower altitudes, caused mainly by the blooming and fading of the

flowers, as it is apparently necessary for their existence that they should live alw.ays

in the midst of blossoming ])lants. In the early s])ring the s]H-cics inhabiting high

latitudes descend to meet the blooming of the plants, returning to their more lofty

abodes as summer advances. As a rule humming-birds ap))ear to be devoid of fear.

They will fly within a few inches of a person's face, stop and jicer at him, api>roaehing

60 close as to fan one with their wings. Fretjuently they will enter a house through the

open window, and after flying around until wearied will aliglit on any convenient

perch, and prune their feathers ; or if taken in the hand will immediately feed ui)on

any sweet that may be offered tliem, without exhibiting the slightest fear. In lliis

respect they in no way resemble birds, acting more like insects.

The nests of these beautiful creatures arc wonderful structures, and exhibit great

variety of form and of the materials used in building. Some are not larger than

walnut shells. They are generally shai)ed like a cu]i, lined with sonic soft material

such as hair or wool, and much diversity of taste is shown in the mode of decoration

placed ujion tlie e.vterior ; these ornaments, consisting of lichens, bark, moss, etc.,

being usually attached by means of cobwebs. These nests are ])Iaced in all manner
of situations, on slender twigs, or on the bifurcation of a branch; some attached to

the side of a drooping leaf; while others again suspend themselves to the sides of rocks.

The members of the genus Oreotrochilus build quite large nests, composed of wool,

hair, moss and feathers, and make in the top of this a small dejjression in which the

eggs are laiil. One of these great nests was fouml by Professor Jameson of Quito

in a room of a deserted house, attached to a ro])e susjieiKled from the roof. A curious

evidence of instinct shown by these birds, is witnessed in these nests, where one side

having jiroved to be lighter than the other, it was weighted by a small stone or piece

of earth, until the equilil)rium was restored and all danger of the eggs falling out

was removed.

In our limits it is quite imjiossible to give more than the most cursory review of

the more prominent birds comi)Osing this family. About four hundred species are

acknowledged at the ])resent time, contained in one hundred and twenty genera. The
classification of these, is, of necessity, largely artificial.

Begiiming at the bottom, or with those species usually assigned to that place, we
commence our review of the family with the minute species generally known as the

'green h\unmcrs.' In this grouji is conqirised the genera Pant/dilora, (Vilorostilbon,

Sporculiiius and Ci/aiiop/iaia. The species inhabit Mexico, Central America, various

portions of South America, and some islands of the West Imlies such as Haiti and
Puerto IJico. They are very small, being fiom two and three (juarters to four and a

half inches in extreme length. Their jilumage is shining, brilliant green, in some
species, with golden-bronze reflections, the tail short and usually even, except in

CIdorostilbon auriccps and the species of Sporadimis and Cyanophaia which have
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forked tnils. Cyanophnia ccprnhigiilaris differs somcwliat from others in tliis i;ronj)

of genera by iiaving a violut-bltie tliroat and cheek. About eigliteen species are

inchided in tlic four genera named.

The next four genera are composed of species clothed in blue and metallic green.

They are ITylocharis, lache, Damoph'da and Jidiiuiu/ia, and are rei)resented in

Jlexico, Central America, and portions of Soutli America. Uijlocharis cijanea from
Brazil, with the head, throat, and breast shining dark blue with violet reflections,

builds a most beautiful nest, which is attached to a tendril of some vine, and is cu])-

shajied and composed of a white, cottony, substance, intermingled with seeds of

thistle-down, coated with dried leaves and bound together with cobwebs, all decorated

with woody fibres, inner coating of bark of trees, and other materials. These nests,

however, are not always alike, seemingly the fancy of each individual builder haviii"-

much to do witli the choice of materials for the construction and adornment of these

fairy dwellings. The eggs arc always two^ and pure white, as is the case witli all

species of humming-birds. Another allied si)ecies, IT. sappltii-ina has a remarkable

red-colored fleshy bill much dilated at the base.

Three genera, Timolia, Eucephala., and Basilinnu, with twelve species, have
metallic green and blue ])lumage, the females very differently clothed from the males,

as is indeed the case with those of most of the species belonging to the genera thus far

enumerated. Perhaps the finest species of the three genera mentioned is Eucephala
grayi, with the whole head and chin shining deep blue, rest of body golden green.

It comes from Ecuador. Amazilia has twenty-five species, birds of various stvles of

plumage. Some have breast of metallic hues, others have this part plain rufous
;

some have red backs, while others again have the abdomen pure white. Tiiey are

natives of Mexico, Central America, Tres Marias Island, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru,

one species, A. niveive/itn's, having been procured in Panama. Two species from
Guatemala, Costa Rica, and the islands of Tres Marias, A. cimuonomea and A. (jraijsoni

differ from all the rest by having the entire under surface bright cinnamon color.

The genus J'oli/tmus, with three species, stands somewhat isolated among the Tro-

chilidai. Their tails are roimded. witii narrow, somewhat pointed, rectrices; entirely

metallic green in two specie^; in the otlur, with basal portion wiiite. They are scat-

tered throughout South America. The two species of Elvira have the greater portion

of the tail white,— a very miusual feature among the Trochilid;e. Arf/i/tria is one

of the most extensive genera, as regards the number of species, in the family. Tiiey

are birds of moderate size and of a ]ileasing plumage, the chief colors of whicii are

green and white. Uranomitra has some species with very brilliant metallic green and
blue hues upon the head and upper surface, and also certain ones possess bright red

bills. The genus Panlerpe contains one very beautiful sjiecics, P. itLiif/nis, from

Costa Rica and Chiriqui. With the crown and breast rich blue, the throat is metallic

scarlet, bordered with luminous yellowish green. It is one of the most brilliant birds

of this portion of the family.

The genus Eriociteniis, with about eighteen species, is remarkable for the color-

ing of the lower part of the l)ack in the different species, and the downy puffs which

cover and com])letely conceal the tarsi, sometimes the entire feet. The metallic colors

are golden-green, blue, bronze, and othei-s of similar brilliancy, while the general hues

of the species are dark gray, green, co)>])ery-red, and ]niriilish-black. The downy
puffs on the legs are black, white, pale buff, or brown and white. The species are of

moderate size, rattier robust form, with straight, strong bills, and long \\ ings. A very
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curious group is contained in the genus Aijkeactis. Of rather large size, these birds

liave a coloration similarly distributed to that of the species of A'riuoieinig, but the

manner of exhibiting this is different. The feathers of the rump are highly luminous,

but in order to see the full beauty of these hues, it is necessary to look against ihe

feathers, or towards the head, when the brilliancy of the metallic siieen is seen to the

best advantage. There arc fotu- species from the western part of South America,

from Colombia to Bolivia. The females resemble the males, as do those of the genus

Eriocnemis, but have very much less brilliancy on their plumage.

Cephalokpis and Helloua contain species with more or less lengthened crests, to

•which the metallic hues of the jilumage are confined, there being none upon the lower

j>art of the body. The crests of the two genera differ much in shape, that of the spe-

cies of Cephalo/ejiis being long, rather loose, and terminating in from one to three nar-

row feathers extending beyond the rest. That of Jielloini is broad and pointed, of

moderate length, and the feathers of the forehead project forward and cover one half

the length of the culmcn. The species of this genun are natives of the West Indies.

Chrysolampis moschitus is the ruby and tojtaz humming-bird, so called from the bril-

liant metallic hues of the to]i of the head and throat. Like the species of Belloiui., the

feathers of the forehead ])roject over the culraen, and the male possesses all the beauty

of Jilumage, the female being a ]>lainly dressed, quiet-looking little bird. The species

is of considerable commercial iniportancc, thousands being shipped to Europe and

other countries every year, giving emjiloyment to numbers of the inhabitants of its

native land. It makes a round, cup-shaped nest, of some cottony materials, and dec-

orated with leaves and lieliens. It jierehcs occasionally on the flowering slirubs it

frequents, and sjireads its rounded, chestnut-colored tail to its fullest extent, and then

apjjears to the greatest advantage.

Tlu-ee species of humming-birds, of rather large size and most graceful form, are

included in the genus Jleliothrij; distinguished by their slender, wedge-shaped liills,

plumage of green and white hues, and metallic-blue tufts on the sides of the neck.

There is not much difference in the coloring of the sexes, but when any does exist, it

consists in the absence of metallic coloring on the female's tliroat. The rectrices,

which are rounded, are quite long, always shortest, however, in the male. The
6])ecies dwell in Central and South America generally. Jleliothrix auriculatiis, from
southern Brazil, and a bird of a powerfid and rajiid flight, evinces a ])reference

for the flowers of the orange-trees, which doubtless furnish it with its insect food.

The nest, which is of an elongated shape, is built of fine vegetal>le fibres, and coated

externally with small j)ieces of various colored barks, and attached by one side to some
twig. Like in other species, the materials com]i(ising the nest arc not always of the

same kind, the bird ajijiarently taking that which is most convenient and adajjted for

the j)ur])ose.

The gener.'i Schistcs, Phlor/ophilus, Aiiffastes, C/in/suroiiia, JfeUilliira, and Avocet-

titla contain about twenty-one sjiecies, resembling each otiier in the bright metallic

coloration of their rectrices, though differing in other important res])ects. Schistes

contains but two species, confined to Ecuador, one {S. persouatus) having been j)ro-

cured upon the sides of Mount Pichincha, six thousand feet above the sea. It has the

forehead, face, and throat metallic green, with lilac-blue tufts on cither side of the

breast. The mendiers of Aiir/astes arc more brilliant birds than are those of the last

genus, A. lumachdlus being i)articularly beautiful. It has the top of head, ear-coverts,

and a line outside of throat velvety black; forehead, face and throat luminous golden
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green, bounded beneatli by greenisli blue, I)el()w wliicli is a tuft of metallic reddish or-

ange, each side of which is a white bar ; tail, metallic bronze-red, very brilliant. The
members of Jltfalliira are dispersed over the mountains of the great Andean range,

from Colombia to Bolivia. One of the commonest and best known, M. tyrianthinu, is

scattered over the mountains and valleys of New Grenada and Ecuador, and feeds ui-on

the insects found in all the different flowers and plants of those countries. It bears

the cold well, is not sociable, has a rapi.l flight, and makes its nest in ravines and spots

shaded from the sun and rain. The sexes differ much in hue of plumage. The
male is not of very generally brilliant i)lumage, though it has a luminous throat, but

the tail shines with metallic purple-bronze; this is also possessed by the female, though

lighter in hue. Avocettula has but one species, a native of Guiana, but remarkable

for the bill, which is turned upward at the jioint, like an avocet's. In this resj)cct it

agrees with Avocettinus, but it also possesses a tail of fiery copper-red, resembling in

this character the members of those genera with which it is grouped. Not much is

known of this curious bird, but it is said to live isolated in the great forests. Swainson

suggested as a cause for the curiously formed bill that the bird's principal sustenance

may be drawn from the pendant Bignonice and similar ])lants, whose corollas are long

and generally bent in their tubes ; the nectar, being at the bottom, could not be read-

Dy reached either by a straight or incurved bill, though very easily by one cor-

responding to the shape of the flower. It is not a common species, and but few

examples comparatively have been procured.

Rhamphomicron and Oreonympha comprise a gi"oup of humming-birds remarkable

for the pendant metallic feathers, denominated 'beards,' beneath the throat. They
are birds of rather large size, without crests, with short and feeble bills in most of the

species, and constitute a well-marked section of the Trochilidffi. They are found from

Colombia to Bolivia, one species, li. sfankyi, dwelling (among other localities) in the

crater of Piehincha, where it rifles the flowers of the Chiijuiraya insiynh; and con-

tinually battles with its far more attractive rival, Oreotrockilus piehincha. It is a

very sombre -plumaged bird, with the upjier surface bluish violet; beneath, sooty

brown, and tail, bluish green ; throat, metallic green, terminating in lengthened ame-

thyst-colored feathers. A far more beautiful species is It. herrani, a native of Colom-

bia and Ecuador. It remains motionless usually during the day, flying in the early

mornings and evenings, is peacefully inclined, but is frequently jiursued and attacked

by other sj>ecies of humming-bir.ls that are in its vicinity. It makes short flights from

branch to branch, and explores the flowers to olitain its insect food. This beautiful bird

has the crown rusty-red ; chin, luminous metallic-green ; beneath this arc elongated me-

tallic-red feathers, bounded on either side with black. The ujijier surface is bronzy

green; rnmi), bn>nzy rufous; tail, purpilish black; lateral feathers tipjjcd with white.

Oreonympha nohilis is a magnificent species, about seven inches in length, with a long,

somewhat stout bill. It has forehead aii<l centre of crown black; top of head dark

blue; cheeks and sides of throat black; throat colored similarly to the species of

Rhamphomicron, but the pendant feathers are longer. The u])per surface is bronzy

brown; under surface, gr.ayish white ; the tail, bronze, excejjt the external feathers,

which are white. This si>ecies was first obtained at Tinta in Peru, at an elevation of

11,500 feet. The flight of this beautiful bird is stated to be very peculiar. It starts

from one flower in the dii-eetion of another some two or three hundred yards away,

when suddenly it conies to a stop, throws up the body vertically, the tail being spread

out, and exhibits the metallic crown and beard glistening in the sun's rays. This
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action, wliich is often repeated, is probably effected for the purpose of taking insects

in the uir.

The genus Sappho contains species the magnificence of whose plumage cannot be

described by words and is very inadecpiately exhibited by the best colored represen-

tation. They are known by the common name of 'fire-taiif;,' and arc natives of Peru,

Bolivia, and the Argentine Republic. The tails of the males blaze with the radiance

of flushes of flame, and their ruby backs, luminous green throats, and under surface

%" '^:

FlO. 222. —Sappho sparganura, fire*tJilL

present a tottt ensemble unparalleled in the range of Ornithology, not even excejiting

the gorgeously attired species of the birds-<)f-])aradise. S. spargaiutra, the longest

known species, is a denizen of Bolivia and the Argentine Republic. It apjjcai-s wlien

the fruit trees are in blossom, and ])articularly resorts to the Capuli, a kind of cherry.

It frequents the fields of maize, ])ulse, and other leguminous i)lants, and the rich

flowers of the cacti which afford thum abundant food. It is by no means shy, and the

males are constantly warring with ami chasing each other, uttering sharp cries. It is

a very pugnacious species, and each individual resents the intrusion of another within
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its chosen territory. The nest is about two and a half to three inches in length, com-

posed outwardly of interlaced vegetable fibres, twigs, moss, etc., and lined with soft

hair, etc. It is ])laced in some gully, and attached to any hanging root or twig that

will afford it sujijiort. The eggs are oblong in shape, and pure while. When on the

wing, this bird makes extraordinary turns and rapid evolutions, at one moment darting

headlong into a flower, at another describing circles in the air with such rapidity that

the eye is unable to follow it. The female is less brilliant in j)lumage, but has a tail

of metallic colors, save the e.\ternal feather which is white on the outer web. Total

length of males six and three quarters inches.

Next to Sappho comes Ci/nanthus, with two species, also having lengthened tails

adorned with metallic hues, but less showy, for the colors are blue and green instead

of brilliant red and black.

Zesbia possesses four species, with very long rectrices of lather narrow but even

width for their entire length, and having generally a luminous tip. All the species

have metallic green throals, and differ from each other in size and in the length and
coloration of their tails. The females are very different in appearance, having white

breasts spangled with green, and comparatively short tails. The best and loni;est

known species is L. amarijUis, from Colombia and Ecuador. It frequents the gar-

dens in the city of Quito, and is familiar to every one, and is equally common at

Bogota. When poised in the air, with tail outspread over a flower it m.akes a loud

hunnning noise. The males are very pugn.acious and frequent combats take place

between them, and these are persisted in with great energy until one is driven away.

One of the most extraordinary birds known to naturalists, the wonderful Locldige-

sia mirabilis, is remarkable for having only four rectrices, the two median ones very

short, and entirely hidden by the coverts. The outer ones are greatly lengthened,

some three or four times the extent of the body without the bill, the shafts destitute

of webs until the tips are reached, when they terminate in large indigo-colored spat-

ules. These rectrices are curved throughout their entire length into a semi-circle, so

that in the natural position of the tail they cross each other twice ; at first near their

base, and then, at about a third of their length, the remaining portion takes a direction

directly across the axis of the bird's body. The under tail-coverts are long, but the

two middle feathers are much longer than the body of the bird, gradually diminish in

width, and terminate in a point. This structure of the tail is absolutely unique among
birds. This species was first ])rocnred by an English botanist, Andrew Matthews,

fifty years ago at Chachajioyas in Peru, and the specimen remained unique until the

year 1881, when M. Stolzmann procured a series of examples in the vicinity of the

same jilace from which the type originally came, but the birds appeared to be localized

in the basin of the Utcubamba, a little river on the right bank of the Maranon. It is

found only at an altitude between 7500 and 9000 feet above the ocean. The country

inhabited by this extraordinary bird is covered with cultivated fields, small valleys

with more or less vegetation, and here and there large trees, the ])robable remnants of

ancient forests. A beautiful red-colored Alstrotueria is the favorite fiower of this

bird, and wherever this is met with the Loddiijcsia is sure to be found, and as the

Xesbia gracilis, its chief persecutor, does not visit this flower, the j)resent species can

rest unmolested. Even in the localities it frequents this bird is not common, the

adult males rather rare. From mornini' to nitjlit it is in constant motion ; its flisrht iu

inconceivably raj>id, and it is remarkable with what unerring precision it traverses the

thickets where it is obliged to change its course almost every second to escajjc from
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the obstacles in its route. When it flies, the lateral tail-feathers are raised, ami the

two spatiiles are brought together. A curious habit of this species is the following.

Two voung males arrest themselves in the air facing each other with their bodies sus-

pended vertically, ojiening their tails from side to side, so that the lengthened rcc-

trices form a straight line to the axis of the body, and throw themselves from one side

to the other. Every time the birds open their tails a low sound is lieard similar to

that caused by striking two linger-nails together, or the snap j>rodaced by shutting

the lid of a watch. The two lengthened under tail-covcrts always remain in their

normal ])Osilion. This mana?uvre is kept up for about twenty seconds. Ordinarily

only two young males engage in these actions, but when they make much noise sev-

eral take i)art, and alw.ays the voice of the female can be heard in the vicinity.

Another still more curious habit, as narrated by Stolzmann, was j)ractised by the

young males. One would suspend himself beneath a small branch, whilst another

mananivred above him, spreading the tail and making the low click; then in a twink-

ling of an eye, the roles would be changed and the upi>er would suspend himself, and

the other would take his place. What these evolutions mean is unknown. The adult

males rarely ])ractise them, though they often j)ass when the young males are engaged

in this manner. Sometimes the old males by s])reading the tail give a peculiar \)0&\-

tion to the external rectriccs by placing the sj)atules above the head. Once Stolzmann

observed an adult male drinking from a brook. lie had chosen a little cascade, and it

is from these alone that it is ])rctended the birds are able to quench their thirst.

The male of this extraordinary species has the crown of the head a brilliant sai>j)hire

blue ; upjier ])arts golden green ; throat brilliant green, tinged with blue in the centre,

and surrounded by a narrow band of co]ipery-red, this bordered by black; sides of

breast and flanks dull white; middle of breast velvet black with a coppery tinge.

The lengthened under tail-coverts are bronze green on their basal half, passing into a

blackish-biue, and white at their tips. Bill, black; feet, brown; tarsus covered with

white feathers; iris, nearly black.

The genera Steija/iiira and Discura have together seven species, birds with lumi-

nous throats and breasts, and elongated external rectrices bare of webs near the tips,

and terminating in a s])atule. The members of the first genus also have the tarsi

completely hidden in downy ])ut"f.s. They ihvell in varit)us parts of South America,

all but two, however, being natives of the western side from Columbia to Bolivia.

Steijaimra solstitialis, from Ecuador and Peru, is found at altitudes of from 3700 to

8000 feet above the sea level. It is easy to be distinguished from other humming-
birds by its voice, as it possesses certain harmonious notes. It has a steady flight, and

does not precipitate itself from flower to flower with the suddenness so characteristic

of some of its relatives. When resting it perches on low branches, but when flying

it fre(|uently rises to such a height that it is diftieult to see it.

Goiildia contains four si)ecies, remarkable for their singularly shajjcd tails, which

are composed of lengthened attenuated feathers, the three outer ones on either side

being the longest, although very unequal, and the four median ones being so short as

to be hardly visible. G. letitke is, in the coloring of its ]ilumage, almost exactly like

Discura lotifficauda, but does not jiossess the spatules at the end of the external rectri-

ces. They are most charming little creatures, the heads and breasts covered with

metallic green feathers, this, in one s]iecies, liordered with rod beneath the green on the

breast; and G
.
popelairii, from Colombia, Ecuador :nicl IVru, has the head oruatneuted

with a crest terminating in lengthened, hair-like feathers.
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The species of the genus Zojo/iorwis are also small birds, with a highly ornamented

plumage, and have elongated feathers with metallic tips, springing from the sides of

the neck. Some also are adorned with crests, and all save two have metallic throats.

There arc nine known species of this genus, and they bear the common name of 'Co-

quettes.' They are found in Central America, Trinidad, and northern and western

South America. The most beautiful of these birds, if one can discriminate where all

possess so many attractions, is jirobably Z,. helence, from Mexico, Gautcmala, and Costa

Rica. Beside a dark metallic green crest, there are three long, slender, greenisli-black

feathers sjiringing from either side of the occiput. The throat is metallic green sur-

rounded with black, the feathers on the sides of the neck elongated and streaked with

buff. Another beautiful but very differently colored species is L. ornutiis, from Trin-

idad, Venezuela, and Guiana. It has the forehead and throat metallic green, rest of

head and crest chestnut, unspotted. On either side of the neck is a series of length-

ened graduated feathers, each one tipped with metallic green. This bird seeks its

food from the flowers in more open parts of the country than in forests, and builds a

round, cup-shaped nest, composed of some cottony material, bound together w^ith cob-

webs, and decorated externally with mosses, lichens, etc.

l^ilmatura contains only one species, with a remarkably-colored forked tail. This

has the median rectrices short, and shining green ; next one, dark brown; next, also,

dark brown, but with a white spot on inner web, and a white tip; the remainder is

dark brown at base, then a band of rufous, then one of white, succeeded by another

of dark brown, and the tips white. This bird is a native of Guatemala, frequents the

gardens and other places where flowers abound, and builds a beautiful little round

nest of vegetable fibres and thistle-down, thickly covered externally with small pieces

of lichens, attached by means of cobwebs. It is fastened to any small branch, such as

that of a rose-tree, etc.

Chcetocercus, Acestnira, and Calothorax are rejiresented by species, some of which

are among the most minute in the Trochilidre. They have very peculiarly shai)ed

tails. Those of the members of the first genus have the median rectrices extremely

short ; two next the outermost ones lengtiiened, equal and uniform ; outermost one

half the length of the one next it, filiform and stiff, graduating to a point. Acestrura

has the two outer rectrices almost bare of webs, and spine-shape; while the species of

Calothorax has tlie outermost rectrix of a similar shape. There are about nine spe-

cies in these genera, natives of Mexico and the northern and western side of South

America. Chcetocercus botiibus, two and a lialf inches in length, is not much larger

than a honey-bee. It is a native of Ecuador and Peru, dwells at an elevation of from

five to nine thousand feet, flies in a straight line but not so rajiidly as some other hum-

ming-birds, and when ))erched on a branch elevates and depresses the tail as if balanc-

ing itself. Tlie males have frequent combats, and sometimes one will mount upwards

until its tiny body has completely disajipeared from sight.

ndiactin, witli its single species, cornutits, is an aberrant form among the Tro-

chilidjc, and is chiefly noticeable for the brilliant tufts or 'horns' on each side of the

he.ad. It is a native of Brazil, and, although long since described, very little is known
of its habits. The 'tufts' are fiery crimson at base, changing to greenish yellow at

the tips, very brilliant in color, and a great ornament to the bird.

We now come to a section of the Trochilidaj comi)osed of the genera Stdlula, At-

this, Catharma, Selasphoms, Calypte, and Trochilus. Tbey are all birds of moderate

or small size, all with brilliant metallic coloring on their throats, this sometimes ex-
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tending to and including the Lead. They have short tails and bills, and in general

appearance are most attractive birds. iSelasphorus ru/us, from California to Nootka
Sound ; CalyptCB anme, from Mexico and California ; and Trochilus colul/ris, the

]{uby-throat, of eastern North America, south to Central America and the West In-

dies, are probably the best known among the species. A charming species is Calypte

hdence, from Cuba. The entire head and throat with its lengthened feathers are bril-

liant metallic crimson, and the tail deep greenish blue, as are also the upper parts

;

FlQ. 223.— //etacfin comu<u<, horned hiimmor, suii-gcni.

under surface M'hite. This little gem, of only about two and :i half inches in total

length, has a varied song, well sustained, and, for the size of the little creature, r.ither

powerful. It has not a rapid flight, is very pugnacious, and when in the air preserves

a complete silence, but commences to sing on alirrhting.

Mellisur;a niinvna, from Jamaica and St. Domingo, is among the very smallest of

birds, being only a little over two inches in tot.il length. This diminutive creature is

rather plainly attired, being green above, and white beneath. It is quite abundant in

Jamaica, resorting to the blossoms of the West Indian vervain, seeking its nourish-
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ment precisely in the same manner ;is the honey-bee. In the spring months soon after

sunrise it sits on the top of a mango or orange tree, anil warbles a melody in a weak
but sweet tone, for minutes at a time. The nest is a cup, formed of silk cotton, orna-

mented outside with gray lichen. The movements of this bird's wings in flight are so

rapid that they produce a sound like an insect's hum. Thalurania contains eleven

species of moderate size and graceful forms, with a plumage of green or green and

blue, with metallic hues on the crown and throat, and sometimes on both. They have

a wide distribution from Central America to Peru.

Fig. 221.— Topaxapella, topaz humming-bird.

Aithxirus contains a very singular species from Jamaica, A. polytmus. It is one

of the longest known members of the family, and is conspicuous from the fact that the

Literal rectrices next to the outermost one on either side are nearly three times longer

than the otlier feathers, and are curved, and cross each other near their centre. The
head also has a somewhat lengthened black crest. It is very common in Jamaica,

where considerable numbers may be seen at one time performing their aerial evolu-

tions, chasing each other, or feeding from the various flowers. They do not always

probe these when on the wing, but may be seen thus engaged when sitting near them

on the brandi. The nest is composed of silk cotton, tlie outside quite covered with

spider's webs, and bits of lichens and bark stuck in here and there. The eggs are oval
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and when fresli have a reddish tinge from the thinness of the shells. The general

color of the pluniage is green, from a dark shade to lustrons emerald.

Topaza contains two gorgeously colored large species with ficculiarly formed tails,

which are rounded, the feathei-s on either side of central pair narrow and elongated

far beyond the rest, and crossing eacli other. T. pella, an inhabitant of Cayenne,

Trinidad, and Brazil, is something of a recluse, dwelling in the heart of the forest

near to rivers or lonely and dark creeks. lie comes out of his retreat before sunrise,

but returns as soon as the bright rays have lit up the landscape, coming out again just

after sunset. The nest is deep, of a cup-sliape, formed of a kind of fungus resembling

tinder, and united by cobwebs or similar material. The male is very beautiful, having

the back shining red changing to orange-red on the rural) > '•'"^ throat metallic green-

ish-yellow willi a topaz hue in the centre ; the rest of lower parts are shining crimson

;

upper tail-coverts light bronze-green ; the under coverts golden-green ; middle rec-

trices bronze-green, next two dark purple, remainder re<ldish-bu£E; the liead, bill,

lores, and line encircling the throat, black. The genus Eustephunus contains three

8])ecies, from Chili and the islands of Juan Fernandez and Masafuera. They arc large

birds, the metallic hues of their plumage being confined to the top of the heads. In

two species the females possess an entirely different dress, and from the fact that their

crowns were also metallic, for a long time it was supposed they represented distinct

species.

Ilemistephayiia, Bourcieria, Helianthea, and Diphlof/oina, all contain l)cautiful

species, some of them being among the most brilliantly colored of the Trochilidse.

They are almost all large birds, with long lance-like bills, and for the most part

dressed in shining hues of lustrous metallic colors. JSotircieria inca from Peru and

Bolivia may be selected as representing one type of beauty. This lovely species has a

jet-black head, with a luminous metallic emerald-green spot in the forehead, which

shines like a brilliant star in the midst of its sombre surroundings. A broad band of

deep buff crosses the breast and covers the sides of the neck ; rest of plumage glittering

metallic grass-green, and bronzy-green, most brilliant in certain lights. The lateral

rectrices are white, tii>i)eil with l)i-<)nzy-grccn. This bird is found on the eastern slope

of the Andes, at an elevation of 10,000 feet, and resorts to a shrub bearing red wax-

like flowers. It visits every flower in succession, never jjassing by a single one, is

very conspicuous on the wing, and has a very rapid flight. Ueautiful, however, as is

the bird just described, it is far surpassed in the splendor of its decoration by the

Diphlogmna iris and D. hespierus from Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia. These mar-

vellous creatures have the forehead metallic golden-green, changing to a metallic

orange-scarlet on the sides of the crown, with the centre of the latter metallic-blue
;

occiput velvety-black ; throat and breast glittering grass-green, with a spot of purplish-

blue in the centre. The rest of the plnmage is chestnut red. It is almost impossible

to conceive a more exquisitely beautiful bird than are these species. They live at

high altitudes 70U0 to UOOO feet, not very rare in certain localities, and visit chiefly a

certain kind of orange flowers or the purple blossoms of Jochroma. Sometimes they

will take up a position upon some dry branch, and launch themselves forth at inter-

vals and catch insects upon the wing. The single species of Docimasles, I), ensif-

erus, is remarkable for the length of the bill, which exceeds that of the entire bird.

The necessity for this is at once understood when the lengthened tubular flowers of

the Uruomansiai are seen, from the bottom of w'hich the si>ecies procures its food, and

which could never be reached by a short-billed bird. When flying it presents a
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curious appearance, the bill being so disproportionately long to the size of the body,

and it stops before a flower as though examining the interior, and then suddenly

thrusts in the long bill, repeating the action at various intervals. It takes long flights,

and other huniniing-birds keep out of its way, none daring to attack it, afraid prob-

ably of the long bill, which would doubtless make this bird a formidable antagonist. It

is of rather dull plumage, the sides of the breast alone being a bright luminous green.

(

Fio. 22j. —Oocimatta emi/erus, sword-biUed hummiDg-btrd.

Patatjona and Pterophanes, containing each a single species, the giants of the Tro-

chilidte, are the largest known forms. They are denizens of the Andean range from
Colombia to Chili. Patagomi gigcts is the largest species, a dull brownish-colored

bird, not unlike some snipe in general apjK'.ir.ance. Its flight resembles somewhat
that of the martin, often, though, keeping the wings immovable. It has a habit of

darting into the air, striking the wings together, and then returning to its place.
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Beside a delicate whistle it emits no sound. Pterophanes temmincJcii has a flight

very similar to the last species, and moves tlie wings slowly showing the blue coloring

to great effect. It has been observed at elevations of 13,000 to 14,000 feet where

there are no flowers, 8wec])ing along the grass searching for insects. The skin has a

musky smell, strongest when the bird is in the flesh. Once one was observed to

attack a large hawk and drive it away from its feeding grounds.

Heliodoxa, Ziainpraster, JEugenia, L'roc/troa, Eugenes, titernochjta, lolama, i 'lyto-

Iwtna, and JPhceolaina are a group of genera witii species more or less related to each

other. They arc generally birds of largo size, many of very brilliant coloration, with

rather long stout bills, and, as a rule, with the feathers of the forehead projecting onto

the culmen and covering the nostrils. lolama lehiteli/ana is a very fine species with

all the upper surface decj) grass-green, and a glittering spot on the forehead. The
under parts are jet black, save a broad band of violet on the throat. It is found at

Cosnipato, Peru, and frequents the flowering ])lants at the tops of the highest trees in

the depths of the forest, keeping nearly always out of gun-shot. It h.as a very power-

ful flight, and goes from flower to flower witii wonderful rapidity. Another more

beautiful bird is Eugenia imperatrix, from Ecuador, with the forehead and chin bi'il-

liant metallic green, u])per parts grass-green, exceedingly luminous when viewed from

behind, and a metallic violet spot on the throat. This handsome bird inh:ibits the

thick forests at about four thousand feet of elevation, and feeds from the beautiful

flowers of an Alstrasmei'ia, which hang from the extremity of this twining plant.

The genus Pcmoplites contains three species clothed in brilliant metallic colors, agree-

ing in liaving their u]iiH'r ])arts gi-een, but their under jiarts are clothed in strongly

contrasted colors of diverse hues. Perhajis the most brilliant of the species is P.
jardini, from Ecuador, with the crown and under parts shining violet blue, and the

upper parts metallic bluish-green. The P. tiiaif/tewsi is very different, having the

under jiarts deep cliestnut-red, and upper parts metallic golden-green. This is said to

be a most pugnacious species, and when an indiviilual alights upon a tree he will not

permit any other humming-bird to ap])roach the flowers upon it. They hurl them-

selves against each other in the air like cocks, and pursue all others of the tribe in

their vicinity. It is met with as high as 10,000 feet above the sea, and its flight is

short, the bird frequently perching.

Petaso2)hora includes another small group of very different appearance from the

last. Of rather large size, and greatly resembling each other in plumage, the species

are distinguished liy their metallic-blue ear-coverts, metallic-green scale-like breasts,

and broad bluish-green barred tails. The P. annis feeds upon insects which it seizes

in the air, in the most agile manner, snatching them in all directions, e.veeuting at the

same time most graceful movements. At times it launches itself into the air from its

perch, sings a short simple song, and returns like an arrow to its original jiosition,

repeating this several times but always returning to this same pface. It lives at alti-

tudes varying between r),000 and 0,000 feet. Two birds with ]iuro white tails tip))ed

with purplish-brown form the genus 7^/on's«_(7rt. In geiural fdiin they resemble the

next genus, C/iafi/hutrt, the members of which differ from all known liuniniing-birds

by the great develoj)ment of their jilunie-like under tail-coverts, which jieeuliarity

exists in both sexes. The males are clothed in green, most luminous on the lower

surface, one species being an exception, and having this ]>.art blue. The lower tail-

coverts are white excejit in one species which has them black. They are natives of

Central America, Venezuela, and Columbia.
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The genera Eulampis and Lampornis are closely allied, with green and black

the |)rincii)al hues of their jilumage, sometimes varied with blue, the metallic colors

chiefly confined to the throat and breast. The species of Eulampis in addition to

other characters possess luminous upper tail-coverts causing them to be very con-

s])icuous objects. The birds ol" these genera inhabit ^Mexico, Central America, West
India islands, and portions of eastern South America.

Oreotrochi/tis is a genus of hummers that dwell in lofty altitudes just beneath

the line of perpeptual snow. Some of tlie species are entirely <'onfined to particular

Fio. 220. — Oreolrochilus chimborazo, Chiinborazo humming-bird.

mountains, like O. chimborazo and O. pic/iiiic/ia, which are found npon the vol-

canic peaks whose names they bear and that of Cotopa.xi. The last named feeds

frequently from the ground, hunting the moss-covered clumps for insects, as the snow
melts away. When the plants of those Alpine heights are in bloom, they frequent

the flowers. Another species, O. /eiicop/t'iini.i, is said to live in the most elevated

Andean valleys, amid storms of rain, hail, and thunder, in places where a species of

this family would be least exj)ected. It sultsists mostly upon insects, small flics chiefly

contributing to its support. They are handsome birds with the under jiarts white,

deep chestnut, or black, with metallic-colored throats, some with richly colored beads.
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The genera Campylopterus, Sphenoproctua and Etipetomana are composed of

speck's characterized by liaving the shafts of the primaries more or less developed,

and greatly flattened in the males. The inajority of the species have a portion of

their plumage adorned with metallic coloring. The genera are distinguished mainly

by the sh.ipe of the tail of the various species, this being rounded, cuneatc, or deeply

forkeil, in the order of the genera named. A very large and showy species is Cani-

pi/lopterus hemileucurus, with the upper and under surfaces metallic violet-blue, a black

tail glossed with green, the outer feathers largely tipi)ed with white. It is extremely

FlO. 227.— A'uloxi n s uquilu^ sirkle-billeil Inimming-biril.

pugnacious, two males rarely meeting without a combat. This generally commences

with a sharp shriek, then, with dilated throats and feathers all on end, they fight until

one falls to the ground or escapes by flight. The chief damage done in these combats

is the splitting of the tongue of one of the contestants, which then surely dies, being

no longer able to feed.

One of the most extensive genera of the Trochilidte is PhcBthomis, embracing

about twenty-two species. The majority of these are jilaiiily attired without any

metallic coloring, and all are chiefly remarkablo for their peculiarly slia])ed tails, the

middle feathers of which extend beyond the rest, and are always longest in the
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females. Tlie ])lumage consists of greeii, gray, buff, or whitish, and the species for

the most part dwell in dark and gloomy situations in the interior of the forests, feed-

ing upon spiders and other insects which they capture on the under side of the leaves

of great trees, or in the crevices of the bark. Their movements on the winf are

veiy graceful, the beautifully formed tail being exhibited to much advantage.

The birds of the genus EtUoxeres are distinguished for their very remai-kable

bills, which are decurved so as to form nearly one third of a circle. They are of

rather large size, with very little metallic coloring, the plumage being of usually

sombre hues, the throat and breast striated with buff. The tail is cuneate, with

pointed feathers. The unusual and peculiar form of the bill is explained when the

shape of the flower from which the bird feeds is seen. This is of the shape of a

Iioman helmet inverted, attached to the st.nlk by the point of the crest as it were.

The bird inserts the bill into the calyx, not by advancing in a direct line to the flower

as is usually done, but bj' first stooping forward until the bill is introduced, and on

the point reaching the desired locality, the body is dropped down so that the bird

appears to be hanging by the bill. After remaining in this position a moment, by

reverse movements to those described, the bill is withdrawn. These birds fly swiftly,

with a loud hum and buzzing of the wings. Three species only are known, natives of

Central America, Colombia and Ecuador.

D. G. Elliot.
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OuDEU XVTTI.—PASSERES.

This order comprises in round numbers say six thousand species, or more than )ial£

the number of all the known birds. In the foregoing pages of this volume, conse-

quently, we have dealt with a less number of species than this oi'der alone contains.

The great majority of the Passerine species, however, are so closely allied that it is

only in catalogues and nominal lists that they take up the greatest space ; while here,

where we have to consider the forms according to their biological and morphological

features, the jiresent order will receive a treatment commensurate with the imjjortance

of the group in these respects, but not with the number of the species.

There seems to be no single character by which the Passeres, as here and most

commonly defined, can be sej)arated from all the rest of the birds. Hence the only

characteristic which can be formulated in a few words is that they possess a number

of characters which are not combined in the same way in any bird included in the

foregoing orders. It is especially among the Picarians tliat we find forms wliich

apj)roach the Passeres very closely in some of their characters, while, on the other

hand, a few generalized Passerine birds have retained some ancestral peculiai'ities

which link them to the grouj)S below.

We have seen that legithognathism is no exclusive character; in most Passeres the

manubrial process of the sternum is bifurcate, but it is so in some liigher or passeri-

form Picarians ; the hind

margin of the breastbone

has mostly only two notch-

es, but in a few has four,

and in some Picaria; has

also only two ; the Passeres

have ca?ca and no tuft to

the oil-gland, but many Pi-

carians are similarly charac-

terized ; tlie Passeres have

a peculiarly specialized ar-

rangement of the wing-cov-

erts, a feature already noted

„ on a previous pacre when we
Fio. 228.— Diagram of the elboir-mnscles In [A) Ictrrua and (B) Menura; . , , \ ^

milBcles with longitmliii:il. tciiUoiis with tr.insversp, lines; fc, biceps ; nnW, Said tliat WOOdpeckcrS and
extensor nietacurpi railialis lonRusi ; /j, liuinems ; jt, shouUler ; at, second- ... , -

nry romiges ; (, triceps; tph, tensor putagii brevis ; Ipl, tensor patagii Some allied loi'lllS present

the same kind of specializa-

tion. The schizo])elmous arrangement of the deep plantar tendons would have been

an excellent distinction but for the fact tliat the hoopoes are also schizo])elmous, while

the Eiiryl:iiniida>, which are otherwise true Passeres, have the flexor hallucis attached

to the perforans digitoruni by means of a strong vinculum, making them desmopelmous.
Another myological feature which is ])ecidiar to the Passeres inasmuch as it does not
occur in other birds, though not in all Passeres, is the distal insertion of the tensor

patagii brevis, a muscle which h:is already been mentioned under the head of the

Micropodoide*. Being obliged to treat of this character more in full, we shall try

to use Professor Garrod's own words whenever possible.

ISS^WW
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In the patagium, that is the triangular membrane of the bird's wing expanded

between the anterior margins of the humerus and tlie fore-arm, the tendons of two

muscles are to be found. One is that of the tensor ^Mtcif/u lon(/us, which forms the

su])i)ortiug chord of the free margin itself. The second is that of the tensor patagii

brevis, which courses j)arallel willi the humerus from the shoulder to the muscles and

fasciaj of the fore-arm. From the comparatively insignificant fleshy belly of this

muscle, a single cylindroid tendon runs to the upper margin of the a.xially running

tendon of origin of the extensor metacurpi radkdis Ioikjus, at a point not fai- from

the tubercle on the humerus, whence this muscle springs. In most of the Passeres the

tensor patagii brevis here becomes attached to the latter nniscles without blending

with its tendon, and runs from the point of attachment back, indej)endontly )i,\ing

itself to the base of the same tubercle as the extensor m. r. longus, as a consequence

of which arrangement two distinct tendons run to that same spot, as may be j)lainly

seen in the accoiiii>aiiying cut (Fig. 'J"J8 A.) In a few Passeres of the South American

families Pteroptochidas and Conopophagida;, the arrangement is a little obscured since

the muscular fibres of the extensor m. r. longus almost surround and enclose the ten-

dons in question, but upon removing these covering fibres the two tendons are seen

arranged exactly as in most other mcTubers of the order. The only real exceptions

are tiie lyre-bird {Jlenura}, and the Australian brush-bird Atrichornis ritfescens, in

which the tensor brevis inserts itself on the tendon of the extensor metacarpi, in such

a way as to blend with it entirely, only one tendon running to the tubercle at the

elbow, an arrangement which is exactly like that of the Kamphastida;, Megalaimidie,

Indicatoridse and Picidie of the foregoing order, and illustrated in Fig. 228 B.

A certain structure of the syrinx is also peculiar to the Passeres, although not

common to all of them. Having already in the introduction to this volume promised

a fuller account of this feature, we shall try to make this point as intelligible as pos-

sible, especially since the syringcal arr.angement
; ;

has been made the chief character by which some

systematists ])rimarily subdivide the Passeres.

The great German anatomist, Johannes 5Itll-

ler, in 184G announced the discovery that the

Passerine birds exhibited two— or rather three

— radically different types of the lower larynx.

He found that in the vast assemblage of birds

which has usually been called Oscines, Cantores,

etc., the intrinsic muscles— numbering from
^^^ „„^ _ j,^._.„,^ ,^, „, Airu-hom,. (acromy-

two to six: pairs— are inserted into the extremi- O'l'^'n) ."'"'. i") ».' '/*'"<''»
,<"'*'*"™>i'*''""i ri' extrinsic, i, intrinsic muscles ; s, broncbial

ties of the bronchial S(ini-rin"S, an arrano-cment «cmi-iiiii;s , 1, trachea
;
the muscles are lined

" ^ lungitiitlinallv.

which Garrod has termed acromijodous, while

the rest have these muscles—usually only one pair— attached to the semi-rings in

their middles; these are called Mesomyodi, or Clamatores. But of the latter some

South American forms are j)eculiar in having the syrinx chiefly formed by the lower

end of the trachea, hence Mullcr made them a separate group, Tracheo])honjB ; the

Mesomyodi with tracheo-l)ronchial svrinx are often termed Oligomyodi, or Ilaploophona?,

though the latter name was originally intended for a more restricted group. The

terminology is somewhat intricate, but it is important that one who wishes to stuily

or understand the modern schemes of Passerine classification should master it thoroughly,

hence Fig. 229 is given to indicate the difference between the acromyodian and the
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mesomyodian type, A representing the former, B tlie latter. The acromyodian form

here figured is not quite typical oscinine, but the attachment of the intrinsic muscles

to the ends of the semi-rings is well represented, while the median insertion is equally

j)lain in the other figure.

The classification of the Passeres has recently made a long stride forward, espe-

cially by the investigations of Professor Garrod. We have above indicated three j)ri-

niary divisions of the order, which we shall designate as super-families, to which we

may add two additional ones, the Euryiaimoidew, and the Menuroideie ; the three

others are the Tyrannoideoe, corresiJonding to the non-tracheophonoiis niesomyodians,

the Formicaroideic, being the equivalent of the Tracheojihonaj of authors, and the

Passeroidea?, of the same limits as the Oscines i)roper, or the Acroniyodi of Garrod,

minus the Pseudoscincs of Sclater. These five super-families to be arranged as follows

:

Tensor patagii brevis picarian Mcnuroidea:.

syrinxbroncbo-tracbeal
j g*»;;^-

Y""°'''"°"-

Tensor patagii j
-esomyodian

ror,„.Varo,dc«
schizopetaous.

brevis Passerme^^^^^,„y^ji^„ '/ l'a..,voideiz J

On the whole the MENUROIDE.^ may be regarded as the most abnormal Passeres,

and in many respects most generalized. It is true that their syrinx is ' acromyodian,'

inasmucli as the intrinsic muscles are fastened to the ends of the semi-rings, but there

seems to be nothing to necessitate the theory of the true oscinine syrinx having been

developed from this 'pseudoscinine' one, or to prevent the assumption that both

these styles have developed indc)>endently from the mesomyodian ]iattern, as they are

sufficiently diverging in other jioints than the iniinber of the intrinsic muscles to

make it probable that they are of independent origin. It is also true that they are

schizopelnious, and that the Eurylaimoidea;, which we have placed after them, arc

more generalized in this respect, being, as they are, desmopelnious; but there is noth-

ing strange in supposing that the vinculum has been lost indejiendently in the birds of

the present group and in those of the three last su]ier-familics of oiu- scheme ; in

other words, that the vinculum was lost by the ancestors of this su])er-faniily and in

those mentioned after the ancestral passerine stock had s]>lit into two grou|)s, charac-

terized by the difference in the arrangement of the tensor patar/ii brevis, besides in

several osteological features. The proof of the admissibility of this conclusion is

furnished by the fact that not only has a Picarian group— viz., the hoopoes— de-

veloped the same arrangement of the deep ])lantar tendons, but that even several

herons have lost the vinculum connecting the flexor hallucis with the flexor per-

forans.

The osteological features bj' which the members of the present super-family deviate

from the other Passeres are many, l)ut we shall only mention those by which the two
families which constitute the super-family may be at the same time sojiarated. The
lyre-birds have quite a peculiar breast-bone, it being long, and much constricted near

the centre ; the manubrium is very well developed and furcated ; the posterior edge
is strongly convex, and has only a slight notch on each side near the margin, quite

different from all other Passeres. The clavicles are well developed, but without a

median jn-ocess at the symphysis. On the other hand, the sternum of the brush-birds,

as figured by Garrod, differs very much from the .above. The manubriinn is less de-

veloped, though furcate, and the posterior edge is straight, with a deep passerine notch
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on each siflc ; but tlic most curious feature is tlio absence of clavicles, of which only

a small rudiment is left, a feature absolutely unique amongst Passercs.

The lyre-birds, therefore, constitute the family Menukid^. Their chief internal

characteristics have already been mentioned ; we shall only add tliat, notwithstand-

ing Professor Huxley's assertion to the contrary, maxillo-j)alatines are present, being

long and slender, and sejiaratc from one another and from the vomer, and that the

syrinx is su]>])lied with only tlu-oe pairs of intrinsic muscles. Externally these birds

are not less remarkable, as will be seen from the accompanying cut. They are rather

large birds, the body equalling in size that of a ruffed-grouse; the head is small, the

Fig. 230. — Menura suptrba, lyre-bird.

tarsi are very long and stout and the toes are provided with long and rather straight

claws. The above characters, except the last one, in connection with the unique tail,

give these Australian birds quite the aspect of one of the Gallinaceous order, with

which, indeed, some earlier ornithologists ])laced them, and the colonists in New South

Wales call tliem 'pheasants' to-day. The beautiful tail of the male is composed of

the unusual number of sixteen rectrices, which are enormously lengthened and grace-

fully curved, so as to imitate the shape of a lyre when raised. When the bird is sing-

ing the tail is displayed in the same manner as a peacock spreads his train. The
color of the lyre-bird is a sombre dusky, in several places tinged with rufous, and there

is nothing j)articularly attractive about it beyond its unrivalled tail.

Two species only are recognized in the genus Menura, the only one constituting
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the family, both very similar in apjicarance. In contradistinction to the species here

figured (iV. superbu), the M. alberti is of a more rusty color, and has the outer lyre-

shaped tail-feathers much shorter and entirely destitute of bars.

The lyre-birds are very partial to the dense brush, and are said to be very shy and
difficult to approach. In some parts of New South Wales they are sometimes suc-

cessfully pursued by dogs, which by theii- barking attract the attention of the birds so

that the hunter may easily ajiproach. The birds rarely, if ever, attempt to escape by
flight, but easily elude ])ursuit by running swiftly over the ground in the dense brush.

The lyre-bird is credited with a great power of mocking the song of otlier birds or

the voices of other animals, even the barking of the dingo. 3Ir. Gould also states

that they are of solitary habits, and that they form small round liillockis, which are

constantly visited during the day, and u)ion whicii the male is continually trampling,

at the same time erecting and spreading out its tail in the most graceful manner.

Mr. A. A. Leycester says that the Albert lyre-bird generally constructs its nest of

small sticks, interwoven with moss and fibres of roots ; it is covered in with the en-

trance on the side, and placed on the side of some steep rock. The single egg laid is

of a very dark color, appearing as if it had been blotclied over with ink.

The Atrichorxitiiid^, brush- or scrub-birds, constitute a family of pseudoscinine,

acromyodian Passeres, with two pairs of intrinsic muscles. They are not more nu-

merous than the lyre-birds, comprising only one genus of two species, which also

are exclusively A\istralian in their distribution.

Their external ajjjjearance does not indicate any close relationship with the lyre-

birds, for in size and general form and coloration they more closely resemble some of

our large wrens, with long graduated tails. Their habits are not unlike those of the

lyre-birds, and their power of mocking other sounds is equally strong. From 3Ir. E. V.

Ramsay's account of the habits of the species discovered by him, Atrichomis

ru/escois, we quote as follows : " Only on one occasion did I meet with more than a

single bird in the same place. They are always among the logs and fallen trees, over-

grown with weeds, vines, nettles, etc., and are the most tiresome birds to procure

imaginable. As to their ventriloquial powers, t/tet/ must be heard to be believed. It is

impossible to say what its own note really is. I have frequently stood on a log

waiting for it to show itself from among the tangled mass of vines and weeds at my
feet, when all of a sudden it would begin to squeak and imitate first one bird and then

another, now throwing its voice over my head, then on one side, and then again

a]iparently from the log on which I was standing. This it will continue to do

for hours together; and you may remain all day without catching sight of it."'

The broad-mouths, forming the super-family EURYLAIMOIDEiE, which again

only comi)rises one family, the Eitryi.aimid^, recall in their external appearance several

Picarije, for instance, rollers and barbets, and in fact were usually kept with that

order in the systems until more recently Sdater, Garrod, and Forbes demonstrated

their passerine nature. Particularly convincing is the absence of tufts to the oil-

gland, combined with presence of cajca, the nature of the pterylosis, and the insertion

of tha tensor pataf/ii brevis ; the palate and the posterior margin of the breastbone

are also tyi)ical passerine, but the manubriinn is pointed and not bifurcated. The
desmopelmous arrangement of the deep plantar tendons, which prevents the hallux

from being moved independently of the other toes, is another picarian feature.

Johannes MUller denied the existence of intrinsic muscles to the syrinx in the only

species examined by him, but this may have originated in a mistake, for in others one
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pair of slendci- musclos is present, and the syrinx is altogether constructed after the

tracheo-broncLiul nicsoniyodiau pattern.

The present family is confined to the southeastern jiart of the Oriental region, a

few species occurring from the Himalayas soutliwards througli 15iirmali and ISIalaccato

the islands of Sumatra, Java, and Borneo, rei)resenting in the Old World their allies,

the cotingas and pipras of South America. Owing to the small number of species

—

hardly a dozen— belonging to not less than five genera, the group j)roves itself to be

on the way to extinction, the last remnants of a once probably quite numerous group.

We have here an excellent illustration of the fact that the distinctness of the different

groups of our systems only depends upon the number of links that have disappeared.

Had hoopoes and broad-bills become extinct onlj- a short time before the present era

of anatomical ornithology, the systematist would have found no difKculty in trenchantly

defining the 'order' Passeres.

The broad-bills are rather small birds, not much larger than sparrows, with some-

what syndactyle feet, the outer and middle toes being connected for a distance of

nearly two joints. The bill is very broad, and remarkably resembles that of some

rollers, while in coloration and extreme sluggishness and stupidity they remind one of

the barbets. In regard to color, the likeness between Pogoitorhi/nclixs dubtas, from

Africa, as described in a previous page of this work and tlie blue-billed ga])er

(^Cymbirhynchus macrorhynchtis) is very striking. The latter bird is found in

Sumatra and Borneo, while a nearly related form, C. malaccensis, is common in

Malacca, where Lieutenant H. R. Kelham recently has observed its interesting

breeding habits, and from his account we choose the following abstract : " Kwala
Kanysar, Perak, 5th May, 187".— This afternoon, while stalking jungle-fowl, which

towards dusk come out to feed along the outskirts of the jungle, I saw a blue-billed

gaper fly out of a large, roughly-made, domed nest, which was hanging from the top-

most twigs of a slender sapling, at about ten feet from the ground; over the entrance,

which was on one side, a kind of roof projected, like the slanting shade of a cottage-

door. Internally the nest was rather neatly lined with flags and green leaves, and

contained four white eggs, one and one twelfth inches long by eight twelfths broad,

blotched (princii)ally at the larger end) with rusty brown marks." The bill of the

present species is of the most pure cobalt blue above and orange below, while the eyes

are emerald green.

Before leaving this family we may mention the beautiful green Calyptomena

viridis, from Borneo, Java, and Sumatra, which, from its rounded crest on the head

and other external peculiarities, has been classed by some authors with the South

American cock-of-the-rock {Eupicola). The internal structure, however, shows plainly

that it belongs to the same family as its coiuitryinen, the broad-bills.

The birds composing the 8ui)er-fainily TYRANXOIDE.K have already been

defined as Passeres with a mesorayodian tracheo-bronchinl syrinx, and with the hind

toe independently movable. It is a rather large group which, in regard to the dispo-

sition of the vessels of the thigh, has been divided in two groups, Homoeomeri and

Heteromeri. In the former the main artery accompanies the sciatic nerve, as in

nearly all other bird.s, while in the latter the femor.al artery is the main artery of the

tliigh. This exception.al arrangement is found in the pipras and cotingas, with the

exception of the cock-of-tlu'-rock, which seems to prove that the character is not one

fit to liase even a family division upon.

The horny covering of the tarsus still plays a great rdle in the classification of the
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Passeres, and, as the present super-family contains a great many different forms of

tarsal scutellation, we may imjjrove tlic ojiportunity by familiarizing ourselves with

a few of the modern technical terms, which in one word express quite marked

differences.

The first distinction to be made is between a scutelliplantar and a laminiplantar

tarsus. In the former, at least one of the sides of the jiosterior tarsal surface is

divided by transverse sutures or is broken up into small scutellaj. The laminiplantar

tarsus is covered behind with a continuous horny lamina on each side, without sutures

or divisions. This arrangement is found in all true Oscinos ( Passcroidca>) with the

e.vception of the larks, and is only met with in a few Old World forms of the present

super-family, viz., in tlie Pittidae, which also have the tarsal covering in front undi-

vided, or ' booted ' {ochreatce).

The scutelliplantar tarsus shows several modifications. The anterior scutes may

e.vtend round to the posterior margin exteriorly, leaving the internal plantar space

covered by a smooth skin, with no signs of scutes or scutellaj; such a tarsus is said to

be exasjndean. Or tlie arrangement may be reversed, so that the anterior scutes are

extended round the tarsus on the inner sides, in which case it is endaspidean. If the

posterior surface of the tarsus is entirely broken up into numerous small, somewhat

irregular and rounded scutellac, the tarsus is j)ycnaspidecm, while taxaspidean means

that the plantar scutellas are contiguous, rectangular, and arranged in regular series.

If, as in the larks, the scutellation behind is formed by larger scutes in a single series,

the term holaspidean has been used. In the taxaspidean tarsus it often occurs that

all tlie scutellaj become fused in tiic old birds, which then have a booted tai-sus, and

such may be the origin of the nature of the tarsus of the Pittida;, while the true

ochreate tarsus, as it is found in the thrushes, is formed by simple fusion of the ante-

rior scutes only.

In this connection it may be well to remember that only the Passeroideaj, or the

acromyodian Passeres, are laminiplantar or holaspidean, and that most mesomyodian

Passeres have ten primaries, the first of which is but slightly shorter than the rest.

The TyraniioidciB are found in both heniisiiheres, though not one tenth of the

nearly six hundred species composing the super-family inh.abit parts of the Old

World. They are chietly tro])ical, and it is only in America that birds of this group

extend their range considerably beyond the limits of the trojncs, though the number

of species with such a distribution is comi)aratively small. Of the Old World forms,

one family inhabits j>arts of the Australian, Oriental, and Ethiopian regions, while an-

other is restricted to Madagascar, and a third to New Zealand, a distribution of allied

birds which, after what we have seen on preceding pages, cannot be strange to the

readers of this volume.

A considerable diversity of form is shown by the members of this super-family.

We have already mentioned the different tarsal structure to be found amongst them,

but the bills and general habitus is also very variable. We will soon be introduced

to forms which resemble the starlings, with their long and straight bills ; others seem

to have cojiied the thrushes, while again others have all the superficial look of a

wren, and true flycatchers and shrikes are closely mimicked by tyrant-flycatchers and

the ' American bush-shrikes
'

; even the ' conirostres,' finches, or tanagers, are not

unre])resented in the claniatorial Mesomyodi. Indeed, so gre.at is the external

resemblance of these with some form or another of true Oscincs that before their

internal structure had become known they were classed with the isomorphic oscinine
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group. This iKirallellisni, however, is not more reinari<ablo or iuoxpiicablo tlian the

wi'll-lcnowii isonwriihisiii of some marsupials and placental nianinials, and 'tenui-

rostral,' or ' conirostral' Clamatores are not stranger than marsupial 'Caniivora' or

' Koilentia.'

It was not until 1882 that the Xenicid.* were shown to be mesouiyodic, and,

coiisc(jueiitIy, wore taken from the Oscinos, having formerly been placed alternately

in the families Cerlhiidie, Sittidje, Trogiodytida', and Sylviidje. In supjjort of their

present position amongst the clamatorial birds, I quote the following summary of their

characters as given by the late Professor Forbes, the discoverer of their true relation-

ship :
—

" Xknicus and Acanthisitta are true mesomyodian forms, and therefore in no

intimate degree related to such Oscines as Sitta, SitelUt, or otlier ' Certhiidip,' since

the syrinx has more of the complex nature of that organ in the Oscines, and there is

no other intrinsic syringeal muscle than the thin lateral tracheal, the position of

which is that characteristic of all the mesomyodian Passeres, resembling somewhat that

of Todus (hajilojihone). Externally the non-oscinine structure of their wings, which

have a 'first' (tenth) primary nearly as long as the following (preceding) one, and of

the tarsus, which is noii-bilaminate, is at once ajiparent. Ten rectrices. Xo trace

of plantar vinculum. Sternum has a single pair of posterior notches. Holorhinal.

Vomer broad and deeply emarginated anteriorly, the niaxillo-palatines slender and

recurved. Perhaps nearest to Pitticke, though diti'ering in many respects."

The present family is restricted to New Zealand, the genus Acanthisitta, consisting

of one or possibly two species, showing some resemblance to the creej)ers, excejit for

the extremely short tail, while the two s]>ceies coni]iosing the genus Xenicus most

remarkably pereonate our small short-tailed wrens, but their colors show considerable

admixture of green. -Y^ longipes is strictly arboival in its habits, while J^. (jilinueii-

tri.t, according to Dr. Haast, is found in the high Southern Alps of New Zealand, ex-

clusively amongst the large taluses of debris high on the mountain sides. Instead of

flying away when frightened, or when stones are thrown at it, or even when shot at,

it hides itself among the angular debris. Acanthisitta chloris, known as the ' rifle-

man,' especially in its habits resembles the creeper, for it is said to be generally

seen ruiniing up the boles of the larger trees, often ascending sjjirally, prying into

every chink or crevice, and moving about with such celerity that it is rather difficult

for the collector to obtain a shot.

From New Zealand to Madagascar is not so long a ste]), ornithologically speaking.

The PuiLEPiTTiD.fi form one of the most interesting forms of the latter island. They
have been knocked considerably about in the system, and Mr. R. H. Sliar]>e even ])ro-

posed to make them a sulvfamily under the birds-of-Paradisc, while A. Milne-Kdwards

placed them next to the Nectariniidae, but Forbes showed, a few years ago, that they

are mesomyodian with broncho-tracheal syrinx, though differing enough in detail to

justify their jiosition as a separate family. The most remarkable feature in reganl to

the intrinsic muscles is that at the lower insertion they are peculiarly expanded,

though not fixed to the ends of the bronchial semi-rings, which are peculiarly modified.

Of external characters we shall only call attentimi to the taxasiiidcan tarsi, the rather

long wing-coverts, and the short tail, a ])eculiarity which the Philepittce have in com-

mon with all the Old World forms of the present 8U])er-fainily. The male has a large

lobed and nakeil caruncle above the eyes, and both sexes possess a jicculiar jienicil-

lated tongue. Only two species of the genus Philepitta are known— f. castanea and
VOL. IV. — 30
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P. schleyelii. Very little is known of the liabits of tliese interesting liirds. The

last mentibned species is said to hoj) from branch to braiu li, mostly in pairs, looking

for its food, which consists of small insects, especially coleopters.

It has been suggested by Mr. J. Gould that the curious Jleliopiita (or Melampitta)

lugubris from New Guinea, with its velvety feathers of the face, might form the tran-

sition from the foregoing family to that of the Pittid.e which are often called the

'Old World ant-thrushes,' but its anatomy is yet unknown, and we, therefore, leave

it with the hitter, at least provisionally.

The pittas, on account of the form of tlieir bills .and the apparently booted tarsi,

were by most authors held to be nearly related to the thrushes (Turdida>) until quite

recently, when Garrod demonslratcil their mesomyodian or 'cl.iiuatorial ' nature by

Fig. 231. — /»i«a coronala, Bengal pitta.

actual dissection, thus verifying Dr. Cabanis' deduction from the length of the first

(tenth) primary. The skull of the j)ittas e.vhibits one feature which is found in no
other passerine bii'd, viz., that the temjtoral fo.^sa; extend across the occipital region

of the skull, and nearly meet in the middle line behind.

The species figured is the well-known Indian form Pitta coroiiata, which occurs

from the Ilini.'dayas to Ceylon. It is olivaceous green ; the head olivaceous ochre

with a black lino along the crown and one underneath each eye ; throat white, but

the rest of the under surface is light fawn-colored, abdomen and under tail-coverts

strongly washed with beautiful rose-red ; the upjier tail-coverts and the smaller upper

wing-coverts are shining sky-blue; on the wing a white speculum.

Alfred Wallace has given a most excellent account of their habits and distribution,

from which we make copious abstracts in the following. To use his words, the pittas.
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or ground-thrushes, arc a group of insectivorous birds wliicli inhabit the forests of

the e:;stern tr()])ics, and arc generally adorned with brilliant and strongly contrasted

colors. The rich blues and crimsons, the delicate greens, yellows, and i)ur])Ics, the

velvety black and pure white (throe of which tints at least generally adorn each spe-

cies) remind one of the tanagcrs of South America; and, in fact, these two groups

are almost the only ones which have no one characteristic tint or style of dress, but

whose different species seeni free to adorn themselves witli the brightest hues from

Nature's laboratory. There is, however, this difference, liiat, whereas the tanagersare

a dominant group, abounding in genera, species, and individuals, over a very wide

area, and presenting to our view much \aricly of form and almost every possible com-

bination of colors, the pittas are a small and probably decreasing genus, with but slight

modifications of form, and alike poor in species and in individuals. They inhabit a

district which has been recently broken up into many fragments, and which seems to

have been, during long ej)ociis of the past, in an unstable and ever-changing condition.

With the exception of the West African P. angolensis, which belongs to the same

section of the genus as the species from India described above, all the jjittas belong

to the Oriental and Australian regions, being most abundant in the Malay Archipelago,

about e(iually divided between the two regions. They attain, however, their maxi-

mum of beauty and v.ariety in the large islands of Borneo and Sumatra, from whence

they diminish in numbers in every direction, one species being found in North

China, and only a few in Australia. It is interesting to remark that the species which

are most alike form a section which spreads over the whole range of the family,

the African and Chinese as well as one of the Australian species all belonging to

the same grou]i distinguished by its comparatively plainer colors, while the small

islands of the Malay Archipelago show great contrasts in coloration, each island being

usually inhabited by a distinct species. The following remarks of Dr. Wallace

illustrate bo forcibly several cardinal jioints in the (|ucstion as to the influence of

geographical distribution, or the origin of species, that we cannot refrain from quot-

ing him in full.

"It is," he says, "interesting to remark that two species of the same group scarcely

ever inhabit one island ; where two or more s])ecies are found in an island, they almost

invari.ably belong to as many distinct sections of the genus. This illustrates Mr.

Darwin's theorj- of the extermination of closely allied forms by the more dominant

race, and also of the effects of intercrossing in keeping uji tlie uniformity of a species

over a wide area. It thus happens that it is on the continent that the species have the

widest range, though the varieties of physical condition in India, from the Himalayas

to Ceylon, must certainly be greater than from island to island in the Archipelago.

But those slight modifications which tend to bring a species into more exact harmony

with surrounding conditions can be accumulated and rendered constant by 'natural

selection ' in an island where intercrossing witli the forms of other districts is impos-

sible ; while on a continent the same mode of action will be very often neutralized by

the intermingling of the various forms which must occasionally come in contact with

each other, except where the habits of the animal are much opposed to locomotion.

It is an interesting confirmation of this theory that the only species of Pitta which

presents any well-marked varieties is that which has the widest range. Two or three

forms of P. liCfif/alcnsis [_P. coronata, the sjiecies figured] have been described as

distinct species; but it is found that these forms are unstable, and graduate into each

other. We have here an evident tendency to j)roduce distinct forms, which inter-
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croesing continually prevents ; but if continental India were broken up into three or

four large islands (a change which the southern extremity of Asia has already under-

gone), we can liardly doubt but that a form specially adapted to the conditions,

physical and orgariic, of each island would be develojied by natural agencies from the

variable material that we know already exists there. This segregation has already

taken place to a remarkable extent in the archi(>clago. Generally speaking, each

island, or little grouji of islands, lias its peculiar species distinct from those of the

islands that surround it. Some of these cases of localized species are among the most

extraordinary known. The little island of Banda, hardly more than a mile across, has

a species j)cculiar to it. Ternate, a mere volcanic satellite of Gilolo (Ilalmahera), and

not more than ten miles frotri it, has a Pitta all to itself, though closely allied to the

distinct species which inhabits the large islands of Gilolo and Batchian. The small,

rugged metalliferous island of Banca, between Sumatra and Borneo (but so close to

the former island as to seem only a detached frngment of it), has actually two species

peculiar to itself ; while, what is still more strange, the two allied species of which

they seem to be modifications {P. cyanojHera and P. mtidleri) are both common to

the great islands of Sum.it r;v and Borneo."

This hitter case Dr. Wallace then explains by showing that Banca was already

isolated at a time when Sumatra and Borneo were connected with the Mahiy penin-

sula, and that the nearness of Banca .and Sumatra is quite recent, the nearest coast of

the latter consisting of a soft alluvial soil, newly-formed by the action of tropical

rains on the mountains w.ay back in the interior.

The motions of the pittas he describes as very pleasing. They never seem to hurry,

and yet get .along at a great rate by hopping, generally on the ground, but occasion-

ally perching on a stumj) or bush, .and, when hard pushed, taking a long, straight,

and silent flight. The voice of the smaller species he met with was a j)laintive whis-

tle of two notes, the second lengthened out and quickly succeeding the first, while

the larger species seem to have three notes. The ])ittas seem not to answer to their

vernacular name, 'Old World ant-thrushes,' as, according to Wallace, these insects

are not their favorite food, which chiefly consists of coleopters, small orthopters, and

worms, after which they dig with their jiowerful bills.

The remaining forms of the jireseiit sujter-family, without a single exception, in-

habit the New World exclusively. Garrod discovered a peculiarity in the structure

of some of them already mentioned, viz., that the pipras and cotingas have the femoral

artery developed, in a word, are hetcromerous, wiiile llie cock-of-the-roek and the

tyrant-birds agree with .ill other birds in having the sciatic artery performing the duty

as chief artery of the thigh, or are homa'omerous. We are .absolutely ignorant, how-

ever, of the taxonomic v.aluc of this character, and we are inclined to think that it is

of no more account from a systematic jioiiit of view than is in most cases the diversi-

ties in the arrangement of the carotids. As, moreover, only few species have been

investigated as to the vessels of the thigh, we shall disregard this character altogether

in our present attempt.

The family Tyk.\xnid.s:, as a whole, may well be termed tyrant-birds, for a pugna-

cious temper and a tyrannical irritability towards other members of the feathered

tribes, es])ecially the raj)acious birds, seems to pervade the whole grou]i. Such a term

is the more expedient, since in this polytypical family of more than three hundred and

fifty species, it is difficult to invent suitable English appellations for the different kinds,

and we may now style various birds tyrant-chats, tyrant-wrens, tyrant-flycatchers, etc.,
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according to the more or less olnious resemblance they may have to the true (osci-

nine) ehats, wrens, or flycatchers.

The family is not difficult to define by means of external characters, as tlie tyrant-

birds have exaspidean tarsi, and the outer and middle toes united only at their base, as

in most Passcres. As an additional character may be added that the bill is more or

less hooked at the tip, if we consider the genus Oxyrhynchus entitled to fanuly rank

on account of its curious straight and pointed, lengthened conical, and somewhat star-

ling-like bill. The anatomy of the Oxykiiynchiu.e, however, is too little known to

allow any certain conclusions, and if the form of the bill alone is taken into consider-

ation such a separation seems hardly defensible in view of its great variability in the

Tyrannidaj pro]>er, in which, without dissent, are included birds with bills as different

as that of a shrike, a warbler, and a flycatcher. Tiie si)ecies of Oxyrhynchus are only

two, one, O.frater, from Costa Rica and Veragua, the other from Brazil. The colora-

tion resembles that of several other tyrant-birds, being green with a fiery orange

crown patch.

The system.itic .irrangement of the tyrants is a matter of considerable doubt, as

the numerous forms on one hand show extreme development of certain characters,

while, on the other hand, they grade insensibly into each other, being connected all

around by intermediate forms. We shall, therefore, not attempt hero to define any

8ul>-families, contenting ourselves by briefly mentioning the most noteworthy forms.

Notwithstanding the fact that the tyrants are chiefly tropical birds,— only one tenth

of the whole number entering the fauna of North America, — the great bulk of the

family is made up of very unsightly birds which are not particularly attractive, either

by their coloration, by their form, or l)y their voice. The fundamental coloration, so

to speak, seems to be gray, darker above, whitish beneath, but a common modification

is tiiat the whole plumage is washed with yellow, whicli causes the back to become olive

and the under surface to be more or less pure yellow. A very common character is

the shining yellow or red crown ])atch on top of the head, more or less hidden when

the feathers are not raised. As this bright spot is invariably found in both sexes, the

question has been raised whether it is an ornament acquired by sexual selection, or

whether it may not have some other object. Mr. Charles W. Beckham has made the

following suggestive observations on our common king-bird, or bee-martin {^Tyrcnmns

tyratinus)

:

—
" Several years ago, in May, I saw one of these birds occui)yiug an exposed perch

on a pear-tree in bloom, about which many bees were darting. Several times I ob-

served that the bird caught the insects without leaving his perch by quickly turning

his head and 'grabbing' them. My attention being thoroughly aroused, I noticed

that many of them seemed to fly directly towards him ; the majority appearing to

'shy off' at a short distance and change their course, but very few that came witliin

reach escaped him. The question naturally suggests itself : Did the thrifty Ilymen-

optera mistake the fully displayed orange red crown (I could see that the crest was

erected) for a flower? Once since I have observed the same ])henomenon, but not as

well as uiion this occasion, ilr. C. C. Nutting, who has si)ent considerable time

studying the birds of Costa Rica and Nicaragua in their native haunts, states that he

has seen Miiscivora mericana perched upon a twig, and waving its curious and bril-

liant fan-shaped crest after the manner of a flower swayed by a gentle breeze, and

thus attracting insects within reach."

Not all the Tyrannidic, however, are plainly colored, nor is the family without such
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capricious and extraordinary forms as tlic tro])ics usually produce, and a cursory

glimce at the more conspicuous s])ecies will soon convince us of the truth hereof.

Foremost in beauty among the tyrants is the graceful ' scissor-tail ' {Miloulus for-

ficatus) whicli inhabits Central America and some of our southern states west of the

Mississippi. This bird is about as large as our common king-bird, but the tail — or

more correctly the three, and more especially the two, lateral pairs of tail-feathers—
is enormously lengthened, the length of the tail in a specimen before me being ten

inches and a half, while the body without the tail is not more than four inches long.

The coloration is quite unique, being above of a very delicate and light hoary gray,

underneath nearly pure while, but on the tianks washed with a most exquisite salmon

red, which on the lower tail-coverts and the outer rectrices fades into a lovely rosy

tinge, while the feathers surrounding the in.sertion of the wing and those forming

the concealed crown patch are iiery scarlet. A few remarks on the habits of this

splendid member of our North American fauna may be welcome, hence we transcribe

the following from Lieutenant McCauley's notes ou the birds of the lied liiver,

Texas :

—

"This peculiarly beautiful and graceful bird was one of the species most frequently

seen. They were especially active in the evening, just before dusk, skimming about

in pursuit of insects with wonderful rapidity. As the males fly about the camp with

their mates, in the twilight, you can single them out by the greater length of their

tails. The two elegant feathery tines cross and open at volition, whence the ordinary

simile to a ])air of scissors. These birds are grace itself when on wing, darting liere

and there as quick as thought, in buoyant sweeps and curves. Even the teamsters

call them ' mighty pretty,' and no one wonders that the 'Texicans' brag on their

beauty, and call them ' birds-of-Paradise.' They were found frequenting the fringe

of timber bonlering the streams as far as their licad-water.3 in the .Staked Plain, as

well as along the streams in the Indian Territory, all draining portions of the Arkan-

sas Basin. They ruled the wood wherever located, and not only repelled, but liotly

pursued, any sparrow-hawk that ventured near their homes, and even maintained au-

thority over the king-bird."

Other forms with extremely lengthened outer tail-feathers are the large and hand-

some Gubemetes yetajm from Brazil, gray with a dark chestnut band beneath the white

throat, and Alectruriis psaluncs, in which the external rectrices are denuded at the base,

and the webs are turned vertically. 'I'lie other member of this genus (.J. tricolor)

has the tail folded as in the domestic fowl, and the inner webs of the middle rectrices

enormously broadened and raised above the rest.

The genus Tamioptera and its allies both in form and coloration strongly remind one

of the Old World Saxicolne, of which the white-ear is a familiar representative ; while

the kinglets are pei-sonated by the thin-billed, exceedingly beautiful, small Ci/anotis,

the head of which is ornamented with no less than six bright colors in the following

order: chin white; ear-])atch blackish indigo; su]ierciliary stripe yellow and green;

top of head black, relieved in the middle by a beautiful crown of the brightest scarlet

orange, a color which also pervades the under tail-covert.s. Here also belongs the

interesting Anwreles alhocristatux, a bird which in size and color closely resembles

our black-and-white creeping warbler {Mnioliltu), but which has a white crown, bor-

dered on each side by a curious horn-like feather-tuft above each eye, somewhat after

the f.-ishion of certain owls.

The central group is occupied by a large number of sjiecies of small or medium
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size witli rather broad and depressed bills, among which are our common tyrant-fly-

catcliers, pewces, etc., belonging to a number of genera, the distinctive marks of

which may be sought for in the s))ecial and formal text-books. We .shall here only

point out a single form, tlic vermilion (ly-catcher (^Pyroceplniluit rubi/ieiis), the north-

ern race of which {i>icxicauus) is found over our southern border, because of the un-

usual and strongly marked sexual difference, and of the exquisite coloration of the

male, which is deep rosy vermilion, with a silvery white ear-|iatch, but chiefly on ac-

count of its musical voice, since it disjirovcs tlie notion that the mesomyodian and

oligomyodian birds must necessarily be h.ush screamers. Mr. TV. 11. Hudson has

given an interesting liiogra]>hy of the ' clnuinclie,' as this species is called in South

America, from which we select the following relating to its song: "A few days after

their arrival the churinches pair, and the male selects a spot for the nest— a fork in

a tree from six to twelve feet from the ground, or sometimes a horizontal bough.

This spot the male visits about once a minute, sits on it with his sj)lcndid crest ele-

vated, tail spread out, and wings incessantly fluttering, while he pours out a continu-

ous stream of silvery gurgling notes, so low they can scarcely be heard ten paces off,

and somewhat resembling the sound of water running from a narrow-necked fla.sk.

but infinitely more rapid and musical. lie is exceedingly pugnacions ; so that when
not fluttering on the site of his future nest, or snapping u]i .some insect on the wing,

he is eagerly j)ursuing other male churinches, apparently baclielors, from tree to tree.

At intervals he repeats his remarkable little song, composed of a succession of

sweetly modulated metallic trills uttered on the wing. The bird usually mounts up-

ward from thirty to forty yards, and, with wings very much raised and rapidly vibrate

ing, rises and dro])S almost perpendicularly half a yard's space five or six times,

appearing to keep time to his notes in these motions. Tliis .song he frequently utters

in the night, but without leaving his perch ; and it then has a most pleasing effect, as

it is less hurried and the notes seem softer and more i)roloii<rcd than when tittered

by day."

Still more flattened and broadened are the bills of the small species of J'la(i/rh;/n~

chiis, which, besides, are remarkable for their extremely short tails, while the still

smaller species of Todirostrum have similar but excessively lengthened bills.

Finally, as examples of the large and shrike-billed forms, the king-birds, may be

quoted our bee-martin (Ti/ranims tyrannus), the case of which, in regard to its alleged

injuriousness in snapi>ing the bees away as compared with its merits in defending the

farmer's chickens against the hawks, will soon come up for decision by the ornitho-

logical juries of this country.

It would t.ike us too far were we to go to relate the breeding habits of the (lififer.

ent tyrant-bir<ls, but we may briefly touch upon an interesting point, viz., hi>w much
the architecture of nearly allied birds may vary, as illustrated by the difference first

pointed out by Mr. II. W. Ilenshaw in the nests of the two small species of Empid-
onax, of Eastern Nm-th America, K. traillii and JT. ncadiciiii, \vhi<'h are so alike in

their external appearance that they have frequently been mist;iken for each other

even by experts. Mr. Ilenshaw describes the former as follows : " IIem])en fibres

compose the exterior or the bulk of the nest, while internally it is lined in true fly-

catcher style with fine grasses and a slight ailmixtuiv of down from thistles; the main

point of all, however, is its ])i>sitioii in an upright fork, the small twigs that surround

it being made available to secure it more firmly in its pl.'ice by being encircled with

the stringy fibres." The ne.st of the Acadian fiy-catcher, on the otlier hand, " is di.s-
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posed in a horizontal fork. It is a slight stnictiin' made of fine ixrassc!!, iiit('rs|>crsed

more or less with the lilussoms of trees, the whole tlisposed in a circular form, and

fitted between two twigs. The entire base of the nest is without support, and so thin

is the slight structure that the eggs might almost be seen from below."

The pij)ras, or manakins, I'li'Kiu-t:, like the foregoing family, have ex.aspidean

tarsi, but the outer and middle toes are connected for a distance of two joints, hence

the feet are syiidactylous. Furthermore, they are hetcromerous, as already men-

tioned. The pipras are mostly small birds, and nearly confined to South America,

only a few species being found in Central America and Mexico. The se.xes are very

different in color, the females usually being dull greenish, while the males are mostly

very gorgeously colored, generally of a deep glossy black relieved by the most brilliant

scarlet, yellow, or sky-blue. Their figure is somewhat thick-set and the tail is generally

short and square, but forms are found with very extraordinary tail ornaments, and, on

the whole, the tail and wings seem to be the most variable parts, while the bill is of a

very uniform shajie throughout the family, being short, somewhat vaulted, ami broad

at base, the tip of the upjier maiulible lieing bent over the under one and notched behind

the jioint.

The members of the genus Jleteropelmn are somewhat different from the general

style of the pij)ras, being larger, and both sexes similarly dull colored. If. vcra-jxicis

is peculiar to Mexico and Central America. Among the more conspicuous forms may
be mentioned the Pipra Jilicau(l<t from the Amazon, having the tail-feathers pro-

duced into long hair-like, but stiff, threads; the exquisitely colored /•'. suiioissima

from Demcrara, of a deep velvety black, against which is set off in the strongest con-

trast imaginable the glossy sky-blue of the rum]), the bright orange of the abdomen,

and the white forehead slightly tinged with beryl blue. The manakins proper, the typi-

cal species of wliich, }r<inac>(s martficn.% is figured on the ])late opposite this page, are

to be mentioned on account of the beard-like elongation of their chin-feathers, and the

attenuation and falcation of the primaries. The species figured is black, gray, and
white, exactly as shown in the drawing, the gr.ay being a little more bluisli ; and hails

from northern South America, while M. ccuulei from Central America and Mexico has

the posterior half of the body beautifully tinged with yellow. In the members of the

genus Chiroxiphia we meet a different style of coloration, the back usually being

light blue, while the head is adorned with a crimson crown i)atch, the central tail-

feathers are often more or less lengthened, and the frontal and nasal feathers show a

tendency towards the velvety antrorse tufts, which reach their highest develo))ment

in Mdsius coronidatiis and in Antilophia (/ithuto, both velvety black, the former with

top of the head and the tuft yellow, the latter with the same parts, including the

upper neck and anterior back gloriously crimson scarlet. Most curious in form and

color, however, is the genus Maclupropterns. The typical species are green with fiery

red crown, and the lower surface most curiously striped brown and whitish lengthwise.

The inner secondaries have the shafts thickened and hardened, ending in a pointed

claw, a structure carried out to an exces.sive degree in the more uniformily chestnuts

coloreil 3r. delicio.ifi Dr. Ph. L. Sclater, who originally described this species, gives

the following account of this odd sti ucturi' of wing: " Tlie ten ])rimaries are of the

ordinary formation of birds of this family. The first three secondaries are thick-

stemmed, and curved towards the body at a distance of about two thirds of their

length from the base. The fourth and fifth show this structure to a greater degree,

with s.ame corresponding alteration in the barb on each side, as may be seen from Fig.
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Fio. 232. — a, fifth and *, sixth second.iriea
of the male Mnchten^p/cruit ifiiti-'wsa from
above ; c, seventh secondary from beloiv.

232, a representing the ujjper surface of the fifth secondary of tho mule hinl. In the

sixth and seventli secondaries of tlie male, tho terminal half of the rarhla is thickened

to an extraordinary degree, forming a solid horny lumj). The external and internal

barbs are also much modified in shape, and generally curtailed in size. Mr. Fraser

states that the wing-bones of these birds were also

much thickened, no doubt in aid of tliis abnormal

structure of the wing."

The ]ii])ras are said to resemble our tits and

chickadees in their habits, hopping about in the

lower bushes and partly nesting on the ground.

C/iiro.rip/iia candata is known in Brazil as the

' dansador,' on account of a j)eculiar play or dance

which often is performed when a few of them are

together. One of them keeps up whistling with all

his might while the others are jumping and danc-

ing on the twigs round about him ; when he gets

tired he is relieved by another bird, and he him-

self joins the dancing chorus.

The so-called cock-of-the-rock {Rujncola) takes

a position somewhat intermediate between the

Pipridae and the Cotingid^, inasmuch as it is syndactylous, like the former, but

pycnas]>idean, like the latter family. It has, conseciuently, by ornithologists, been

referred to one of them as well as to the other. Taking into consideration that it is

homoeomerous, like most otlier birds, the supposition seems not unreasonable that it is

more nearly related to the ancestral stock than the pipras and the cotingas pro])er, and
that .ill three should be united in the same family.

This singular bird, which is well figtn-ed on the plate facing page 472, is of a beau-

tiful orange-yellow color, with a curiously compressed atid rounded crest on the head,

somewhat resembling that of the quezal, and nearly concealing the uj)per mandible.

The female is much )>lainer, being of a dull olive brownish. Another species is

li. peruviana, very similarly colored, but the crest without the subapical brownish

band. The intensity of the red in the orange color seems to vary according to the

geographical distribution, two additional races being perhaps recognizable, Ji. jjeru-

vianu saturata and R. peruviana sangiiinolenta. The females are of a dull olivaceous

brown. The cocks-of-the-rock are restricted to the interior parts of northern South

America. Being of the size of a m.agpie, they of course are very showy, and have

always attracted great attention, not .the least because of the peculiar plays and dances

which the males perform in the breeding season. They meet at certain places, and tlie

fem.ales are interested spectators, the whole performance strongly reminding of similar

games among the gallinaceous birds. A visit to the breeding jilace of R. sangiii-

nolenta is described by Mr. T. K. Salmon as follows : " I once went to see the breed-

ing j)lace of the cock-of-the-rock
; and a darker or wilder place I have never been in.

Following up a mountain stream in the district of Frontino (State of Antiocpiia), the

gorge became gradually more enclosed, and more rocky, till I arrived .at the mouth of

a cave, with high rock on each side, and overshadowed by high trees, into which

the sun never penetrated. All was wet and dark, and the only sound heard the

rushing of the water over the rocks. We had hardly Ijccoine accustomed to the

gloom when a nest was found, a dark bird stealing away from what appeared to be a
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lump of mud upon the face of the rock. This, ujion examination, proved to be

a nest of the ' cock-of-llie-rock,' containing two eggs; it was built upon a projecting

piece, the body being made of mud or elav, then a few sticks, and on the top lined

with green moss. It was about five feet from the water. I did not see the male

bird ; nor, indeed, have I hardly ever seen male and female birds together, though I

have seen both sexes in sejiarate flocks." The eggs are describeil as pale buff, spotted

with various sized spots, of shades from red-brown to pale lilac, chiefly at the large

end.

The greater number of the species of the Cotingidoe are plain-colored, gray, rufous,

or greenish, as, for instance, most sj)ecies belonging to the genera 7\ti/ra, Pach}j-

rhiuiiphus, JJpauf/us, etc., though even among these rather modest forms there are

some which are more or less highly adorned. Amongst these is the rose-breasted ' fly-

catcher,' Iludrostonitis (iglake, gray, witli a beautiful crimson rosy patch on the breast,

which just enters our fauna across the southern frontier. Xevcrtheless, the coting.is

are generally considered especially bright-colored and curiously adorned birds, on

account of the unrivalled splendor and marvellous ornaments of a number of tropical

forms, chiefly from the northern j)arts of South America. Krom Central America we

have the exquisite Carpodectes, white all over, with a delicate tinge of bluish gray

washed over the upper surface ; from Guiana to Brazil are found the deep ))ur])lish-

caruiine Xipholu'iia, with white remiges, and the great wing-coverts singularly length-

ened, narrowed, and stiffened like a woodpecker's tail-feathers; the glorious Cotinga,

shining azure blue, with ]nir|)le throat, from the same countries; the greenish, fork-

tailed Phibahira from Brazil, and the small, pipra-Iike lodopleura, curious on account

of the rare lilac color of the sides of the body liidden under the wings. All these are

well known and conspicuous members of the group, the females of which are jilainly

colored, mostly gray. But while these forms e.vcite our admiration, a number of oth-

ers exhibit features and uriiaincnts so odd as to com)iletely amaze the observer when

first introduced to them. Most of these are rather large birds, the /•'y/-o(feri/« reach-

ing the size nearly of a crow. It would take too much space were we to mention all

of them, hence wc only offer S(jmo few remarks on the s])Ccies figured on our |)lale.

The first to come in for our consideration is, then, the curious umbrella-bird

(Cepftalopterus ornatus), black all over, varied with metallic blue retleclit)iis, and of

the size of a crow; as Mr. Wallace says, were it not for its crest and neck ])lunic, it

would ajjpear to an ordinary observer nothing more than a short-legged crow. The
same gentleman, who met the species on the Amazon, thus describes the ornaments

from the fresh bird as follows :
" The crest is perhaps the most fully developed and

beautiful of any bird known. It is composed of long, slender feathers, rising from a

contractile skin on the toj) of the head. The shafts are white, and the jdume glossy

blue, hair-like, and curved outward at the ti|i. When the crest is laid back, the shafts

form a compact white mass, sloj)ing up from the top of the head, and surmounted by
the dense, hairy jilumes. Kven in this jtosition it is not an inelegant crest, but it is

when it is fully oj)ened that its jieculiar character is developed. The shafts then

radiate on all sides, from the tip of the head, reacliing in front beyond and below the

top of the beak, which is completely hid from view. The other sinjular ap]ienda<j;o

of this bird is the neck i>lumc. On examining the structure of this ])lume, it is found

not to be composed of feathers only, growing from the neck. The skin of the neck

is very loose; looser and larger, in fact, than in any bird I know of. From the lower

part grows a cylindrical fleshy jirocess about .as thick as a gonse-quill, and an inch and
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a half long. From this grow the feathers lo the very ])oint, llnis producing the beau-

tiful cylindrical plume quite detached from the Itreast, and forming an ornament as

unique and elegant as the crest itself."

The other bird figured is the male of the naked-throated bell-bird {Vasmarhincos

nudicollis), white, with the naked parts green, inliabiting the dense forests of Brazil.

TVith its congeners it is especially celebrated for its e.vtraordinary voice, which is

compared with the tolling of a bell, or the sound produced by the blows of a hammer
on an anvil. Two of the species have most remarkable caruncles on the base of the

bill, the 'Campanero' (0. niveus) from Cayenne, having one fleshy, erectile, and

cylindrical appendage nearly three inches long, black of color, and ornamented with

small, white, star-like feathers, while C. tricanoicufaius, from Costa Rica, has three

enormous band-like caruncles on the forehead where it joins the bill, and one on each

side at tiie corner of the mouth.

The cotingas are very much like enlarged pipras, and have also some resemblance

to our cedar-birds {.lti>j>elit>), hence they were formerly classed with the latter. Their

Structure, outside of the peculiar ornaments already referred to, is rather uniform.

Their diet is a mi.\ed one, consisting chiefly of fruits and insects.

We have finally to mention the last family of the present super-family, the ])lant-

cutters, PiiYTOTOMiD^, with a single genus (I'hijtotoma) consisting of a few species

ranging from Bolivia to the Argentine Republic and Chili. In their external appear-

ance they closely resemble some conirostral oscines, with which they have been often

associated in the systcmot. The coloration is brownish, streaked

with black, but their internal structure is very interesting since

they represent the finches among the mesomyodian Passeres
;

hence we are obliged to go a little into detail.

The skull of the plant-cutter is described by Parker as on

the whole "a most remarkable and evidently ancient form,

although unique in many of its characters." According to his

nomenclature, its palatal structure (Fig. 233) is comi)ound a>gi-

thognathous of the feebler ty])c occurring in some mesomyodian

forms, for inst.ance Pitta, Pipra, T/ui»uiop/iiliis, and which is

characterized as a kind of passerine desniognathism jiroduced

by the maxillaries coalescing with the ossified alinasal wall, but

not with the nasal septum as is the case with the oscinine jialates

of the compound type. In many other points the j)alate of

Phi/lototna, especially in its anterior part, shows considerable

resemblance to some of the oscinine conirostrcs; in the former

there is a row of clearly defined denticles, both along the den-

laryand palatine ridges of the premaxillary. Professor Parker

imagines that these knobs are "remains of what are apj)arently but recently lost teeth

— that is, sjie.aking paheontologically,"— an interpretation which to us seems doubtful,

to say the least. Altogether the ]«ilate, in spite of its adaptation to a bill isomor-

phous with that of the tanagcrs and finches, shows near relationshiji to that of the

other members of the present super-family, besides that mentioned above, for instance,

in the s])ur-like process fri>m the maxillo-palatines postero-externally ; but entirely

unique, in the present order, are the plover-like nasal-gland grooves at the orbital eave.

We fully agree witli Professor Parker that tlie plant-cutter " is marked off from its near-

est known congeners— a species representing a genus, and even a family, quite unique."

Fig. 233. — J'alalo of Phy-
lofnma: ft, lienticles; mxp,
maxillo-i>alatine8 ; pi,
palaiini'S

;
pi, pterygoids;

r. Toaier.
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The plant-cutters are cliarged with being extremely injurious to the farmers, since

with their serrated bills they cut tie young ami tender sjirouts and buds, d<jing great

damage to the ]il;intations where tlicy oec-ur in any numbers. Their habits are said

to resemble those of the tanagers of the genus iSulfator. Being a 'clamatorial' bird,

the Phi/totonia has a cry which "could not be luui'h more disagreeable, as it resem-

bles the noise made by the grating of the teeth of one saw against those of another."

We have already designated the tracheophonous mesomyodic Passeres as FOK-
MICAHOIDFLE, or ant-birds, and it remains now only to treat briefly of the different

families belonging to the super-family <leline(l in the above words. At the outset,

however, we may remark that the present group, which embraces about five hundred

species, is absolutely confined to the Neotropical Region, not a single sjiecies being

known to occur, even accidentally, within the limits of North America, nor have any

ever been found in any j)art of the Old World. It is also noteworthy that this sui)er-

family is entirely absent from the West Indies.

Ill having depressed beaks and exaspidean tarsi, the Conopophagid,e agree with

the tyrant-birds, with which they are most commonly classed. Their position in

the present super-family, however, is clearly dictated by the tracheal position of the

syrinx, which, by the way, has no intrinsic muscle?. That their correct place is here,

is furthermore demonstrated by several other features, in which tliey agree es]iecially

with members of the following family, the Pterojitochid;e, viz., the four-notched ster-

num .'nid the quasl-picarian insertion of the tensor patagii brevis tendon, the returning

portion of which is concealed by the muscular fibres at the origin of the extensor

metacarpi muscle, as discovered by Forbes.

This family comjirises two genera, if Cori/thopis really belongs here, and a little

more than a dozen species, confined to tropical South America. They are small birds,

of sparrow-size and smaller, Coiwpophaga, with extremely short tail, and the ty])ical

species with a white, silky feather-i)encil behind the eyes. The .aut-j>ipits, as Conjlhi)-

pis may be termed, have normal tails and a general resemblance in form and colora-

tion to the osciniue pipits. Sundevall places this genus with the Formicariidae. Very

little, if anything, is known in regard to the habits of these birds.

Like the foregoing family, the PTEKoiTocuiDJi have a four-notched sternum, and

a masked passerine insertion of the tensor patagii brevis, but their tarsi are taxaspi-

dean. In their palate, however, they exhibit quite an oscinine feature, their maxillo-

palatines being slender processes curved backwards. In their external appear.ince

some of them, at least, resemble the wrens very much,— so much, indeed, that one of

the earliest known species of the family was originally described as Tro<jlodi/tcs para-

doxus^ and some of the young SajUdopiis are amazingly like our winter-wren. In

this respect, as also in the four-notched sternum, they agree with the Australian genus

Atrichornis, and might have fitly been termed ant-wrens, had the latter name not

already been given to another group of the Tracheophona;. From the true wrens

they are easily distinguished externally by the long first (tenth) primary, the taxas-

pidean tarsus, and the peculiar operculum overhanging the nostrils. The family con-

sists of less than two dozen species, most of which are restricted to the zoological

province embracing Chili and western Patagonia, two generic types being entirely

peculiar to this region.

In accordance with their skulking habits, the general coloration of the Pteropto-

chida! is dusky brownish, or blackish, and none are es))ecially remarkable, either on

account of color or any striking external peculiarity, except, jterhaiJS, Acroptemis
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orthonyx, from Ecuador and the United States of Colombia, which " is readily known
by the extraordinary Hat, oval shield into which the culmen is developed, and the Ion",

straight hind claw. Its ocellated plumage is likewise unique among the Passeres,"

and reminds one forcibly of some small Gallinaceous birds.

Darwin gives interesting accounts of several of the species. Of J/i/lactes tantii

he says that it is called by the native Indians guidrguid, but by the English sailors

the barking-bird, a name very well ajiplied, since the noise it utters is j)recisely like

the yelping of a small dog. It feeds exclusively on the ground, in the thickest and

most entangled parts of the forest, and rarely takes wing, but hops quickly and with

great vigor, carrying the short tail in a nearly erect position. //. megcqyodiiis is

called by the Chilenians 'El Turco.' "Its appearance is very strange, and almost

ludicrous, and the bird seems always anxious to hide itself. It does not run, but hoi)S,

and can hardlj' be compelled to take flight. The various cries which it utters, when
concealed in the bushes, are as strange as its appearance."

Apparently closely allied to the foregoing family, though with only two sternal

notches and normal passerine insertion of the tensor patagii brevis, is the tasaspidean

family Formica riidj:, a large and characteristic South American grou]) of eonsid-

er.ibly over two hundred species, which seems to be eminently natural. Mr. D'Orbigny

remarks as follows :
" All the species of this family, independently of their being of

the s.ame h.abits, have a fades which unites them together. Their most salient traits

are the long, slender tarsi and toes, the exterior toe united to the middle at its base,

the moderate claws, the fine elongated feathering of the rump, and, in particular, the

spots of white which occupy the base of the interscapularies in the wings of nearly

all the males."

The jiresent family is divisible in three gi'oups, which have been termed sub-

families, viz., the ant-shrikes (Thamnophilinae), strongly-built birds, with a strong, dee|)

and compressed bill, hooked and toothed at the end, and a long, broad-feathered,

much-rounded tail, presenting a great resemblance to the genuine, oscinine shrikes.

The sexes are very differently colored, the males being varied with black and white,

the females with brown. The ant-wrens (Formicivorina;) are smaller and weaker,

with slenderer, scarcely hooked bill. The tail varies much, being in some genera very

long, and in others extremely short. Sexes as in the foregoing group, with but few

exceptions. The members of the third group are called ant-thrushes (FormicariinEc),

and, except in regard to coloration, are very much like the pittas, having long tarsi,

largo feet, a thrush-like bill, and an extremely short, square t.iil ; and, like their Old

World relatives, their habits are entirely terrestrial. The sexes are usually colored

alike. These sub-families are not very trenchantly defined, intermediate forms occur-

ring all around ; and ^Ir. Sclater, from whose synopsis of the present family the above

is mostly borrowed, freely a<lniits that it is diflicult to draw a precise line, and say

where one sub-family ought to end and the other to begin.

It is entirely out of tjuestion to go into detail concerning the different genera or

species, or their habits individually, for they are not particularly attractive to the

general reader, and the habits, as far as they are known, seem to be rather uniform.

On the whole, they are birds of very retired manners of life, spemling their time

amongst the densest and thorniest thickets. Curiously enough, nearly all of these non-

oscinine birds are said to possess voices of special ventriloqual power, though Mr. Sal-

mon, as will be seen from the following (juotation of his account of the habits of

GraUaria ruJicapUla, explains the omnipresence of the voice as the result of the bird's
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own ubiquity- He says: "In the Miorniiig, and shortly before sunset, may be lieard

a nielaiK'iioly cry, as tliis ant-thrusli creeps amongst the brushwood. Many times have

I followed, to obtain a specimen, and, after a tough scramble of an hour, given it up

for a bad job. At one time you seem to stand right upon it, and a moment after you

hear it four yards off; again you reach the spot, and you hear it twenty yards behind

you ; you return, tlieu it is to the right ; soon after, you hear it on the left. At fii-st

you imagine the bird Las the j)ower of a ventriloquist ; but, by dint of patience and

watching, you m.iy see it creeping swiftly and silently among the grass and brush-

wood in places where it has to ]>ass a rather more open spot, and the mystery is

e.x])Iained. The nest is also difficult to obtain ; it is jdaced at some height from the

ground, and made of a mass of roots, dead leaves, and moss, lined with roots and

fibres. The eggs are two in number, rather round and blue."

In now turning to the last two families of the jiresent super-family, which are <lis-

tinguished from the rest by having endaspidean tarsi, we have to remind the reader of

an osteological character, of which we heard con>iderable during the earlier jiart of this

volume. It will be remembered that several 'swinuners' and ' waders' distinguished

themselves from others of these antiquated 'orders,' and from most other birds, by

being schizorhinal, that is, by having the posterior angle of the external narcs ]passing

behind, instead of in front of, the ends of the nasal jtrocesses of the prwmaxilhc, all

other birds being holorhinai. Picarians and Passeres were, therefore, all considered

holorhinal until Garrod, in 1877, demonstrated that certain tracheophone Passeres,

regarded as belonging to the family Uendrocolaptidie, are schizorhinal, like the plovers

and gulls. Curiously enough, this sjiecializatiou, which is (|uite unique in the order,

is combined with slender maxillo-palatines, curved backwards, as in the Oscines, a fea-

ture only found elsewhere in the Pteroptochida; among mesomyodian Passeres. The

significance of these structures is not quite clear yet, but it is safe to assume that the

schizorhinal P'orniicarioidea; form a very natural group, since it is very inqirobable

that such a unique development should have started independently in two or more

forms. We therefore accept it as indicating family relations, following Garrod's

proposition in dividing the endas]>idean Formicarioideaj in the holorhinal Dendroco-

laj)tidie and the schizorhinal Kurnariidic.

The DENiiKoroi.APTiD.K, or woodhewei-s, represent the woodpeckers in the meso-

myodian series, chiefly on account of the pointed and stiffened tail-feathers, the ends

of which are denuded, and in some forms quite claw-like. The object of this peculiar

structure of the reetriccs is the same as in the woodpeckers, that is, to sujijport tlie

bird when clinibiiig on the trunks of trees, as by being pressed against the bark it

prevents the bird from 8lipi)ing backwards. The foot is not zygodactylous, how-

ever, though it is nearly as j)eculiar and specialized for the purpose of climbitig. The

outer toe is about as long as the middle one, and this is considerably longer tlian

the innermost toe, thus giving the foot a very singular ajipearance, the more so

since all three toes are closely bound together at the base for the whole length of tlie

first ph.alanx. The bill, on the other h.ind, presents no resemblance to the wedge-

shaped chisel of the woodpeckers, it being more or less curved, generally <|uite slen-

der, and often extraordinarily lengthened, as, for instance, in the genus Xtisica. It

is therefore easy to understand that the Dendrocolaptidaj do not use their bills as

hammers or axes in diguing holes in the solid wood of trees, like the woodpeckers.

Some species, as, for instance, the typical Tkmlrocuhiptes, which are marked with

dense dusky cross-bars, recall, in their coloration, certain brown Indian woodpeckers,
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but the characteristic red ornaments of the latter are entirely absent. A peculiar

style of coloration jiervades the whole family, however, all the 8j)ecies being of some

sliade of brown, usually with the secondaries, rump, and tail rufous, while the breast,

and often the head and the back, are adorned with whitish dro])-spots or shaft-streaks.

Indeed, so uniform is the aspect of all the members of the family, that we see no rea-

son for sjiecially mentioning any i)articular species, inasmuch as the habits, which,

however, are very little known, seem to be equally uniform. Their movements on the

trees are said to be just like those of the woodjieckers. The species of woodhewers

are not very numerous, hardly more than some eighty being known, ranging from

Chili and La Plata to Mexico.

Kejjresentatives of the different types of tlie FuknakiidJ'; have been examined as

to the struetm-e of the nares, and have been found to be schizin-liiual. We are, there-

fore, juslilied in presuming that this condition is a character shared by the other spe-

cies, and jieculiar to the family. Externally, they differ from the Dendrocolaptidaj in

having the middle toe longer than the two lateral toes. Otherwise the two families

have many features in conmion. Tims many of the Furnariidaj have pointed and

somewhat stiffened tail-feathers, representing as they do the creejiers and nuthatches

amongst the Clamatores. Even in coloration there is a great resemblance to that of

the foregoing family. On the whole, the coloration of the Formicaroideaj deserves a

few remarks. All these birds with a mesomyodian tracheal syrin.x are exclusively

neotropical. They consequently liail from a part of the world which justly is regarded

as the home of some of the gaudiest-colored birds which our globe has produced,

—

humming-birds, tanagers, parrots, toucans, jacamars, trogons, etc. How often has it

not been thoughtlessly repeated that, while the tropical forests foster brilliancy of

jilumage, the temperate climates are the home of the plain and dull-colored species,

and that kind nature has given the modestly dressed birds the power of sweet song

as a comjiensation for the lack of be.iuty. But here is a neotrojiical sui)er-family of

' songless ' birds, nearly five hundred species of a number of different genera and

families, not one of which is adorned with a single brighUcolored feather! All the

variation of color is from white to black, through brown and rusty ; and so uniform is

their style tiiat not even green, otherwise so common a color among birds, is found on

any form which really belongs in this super-family, a proof more of the great natural-

ness of the group.

The remarkable impersonation by mesomyodian birds of well known oscinine types

is also very strongly marked in the present family, for in Geositta and its allies

we have a complete repetition of the larks, not only in colors, but also partly in habits,

since they are entirely terrestrial birds, while some species of SytiaUxxis are most

astonishing counterp.arts of the tree creepers (Certhia) in movements, size, form,

and color. Peculiar in regard to the form of the bill are the genera Xenops and

P)/f/arrichus, in which the lower mandible is bent upwards and slightly falcate, dis-

tantly remimling of the corresponding structure in the p^irroUnuk (Ci/clorr/iync/tus)

and in some kingfishers.

A closer characterization of the different species, genera, or even sub-families, of

the Furnariidic would only be an uninteresting scries of notes resjiecting c<)m])arative

dimensions, more or less stiffness and iiointedness of tail-feathers, greater or less

amount of gray, or nifous, in the plnmacro, aiul may, therefore, be entirely dispensed

with. But as the chief interest of this family lies in the remarkable nesting habits,

we propose to give a fuller account of this side of their economy.
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In si)cakiiig of the species of the creeper-like, j)oiiiUt:iiled Synallaxinae, of Lower

Uruguay, Mr. W. U. Barrows observes as follows: "These birds are very abundant

at Concepcion, their nests being one of the most noticeable features of tlie landscape.

There are places within two miles of the centre of the town where I have stood and

counted, from one jxjint within a radius of twenty rods, over two hundred of these

curious nests, varying in size from that of a small j)unipkin to more than the volume

of a barrel. Often a single tree will contain half a dozen nests or more, and not

unfrecjuently the nests of several different s])ecies are seen crowding each other out of

shape on the same bush or tree. Most of the smaller species are so similar in color

and motion that thej' cannot possibly be distinguished from each other at a distance

of twenty feet. And it can easily be imagined how difficult it is to collect eggs and

be sure of their identification. The eggs of most species are as much alike as the

parrots themselves ; often more so, for the eggs are alw.-iys either white or pale blue."

One of the most interesting structures is that of the thorn-bird {Anumbius annitvibi),

described by the same author as follows: "The bird is not larger than our wood-

thrush (Tiirdits ?inist€li>ius), but its nest is sometimes four feet in length, with an

average diameter of two feet. Probably no nest as first completed would show these

dimensions ; but as the same nest is used for several seasons in succession, its size

increases, until it may even exceed the above measurements. The bird builds its nest

of twigs and thorns, i)lacing it either on a tree or bush, sometimes low enough to be

reached by the hand, sometimes at a height of twenty or thirty feet. The first new

nest I ever e.xamined was built in an ombii tree at Buenos Aires, and measured about

two and one half feet in height by fifteen inches in diameter. The larger diameter

was vertical, and the opening at the top gave access to a passage-way, barely large

enough to admit the liand, and twisting regularly in a spiral to near the bottom,

where it enlarged somewhat to form the nest cavity. The s])iral passage-way made

rather more than two complete turns between orifice and nest, and in so doing i)assed

between two branches of the tree so close together as barely to allow the passage of

the bird. I have several times seen nests in which these j)assage-ways were made to

pass completely around the (small) main stems of the trees on which they were built.

In other nests, the |)assage-way, though never straight, was by no means a spiral."

The nest of the oven-birds (Funtarhis) is quite a different affair, being, as the

name of the bird indicates, an oven-shaped structure built of clay. Once more we

resort to Mr. Barrows' e.vcellent account of the nesting habits of these birds, from

which we quote the following, relating to the nesting of the 'hornero,' as the red oven-

bird {/uiniaritis riifus) is calieil, in lower Uruguay: "The nest is built of such mud
as can be found near at hand, and if the mud contain grass-roots or similar fibres, so

much the better, but I do not think the birds worry themselves much about the qu.il-

ity of the materials. Although the eggs may not be laid until September or October,

the birds often begin work on the nest as early as the middle of June, thus occui>ying

three months or more in its completion. In fact I doubt if there is any month in the

year when one cannot find oven-birds at work on their nests. If the weather is dry

they suspend work for a week or two until a shower refills the muddy pool from

which they draw their building material, when they go on leisurely as before. This is

the case only in winter, and when there is nothing to cause haste. In spring and

summer the ca.se is entirely otherwise; a nest may then be begun and finished within

a week But a winter-built house is usually much the best, and not a few such with-

stand the rain and heat for a year or more, if not sooner pulled down by boys, iguanas,
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or birds of i«rcy. Tlie elnyoy mud bakes almost to brick, and it is no easy matter

even to break out a iiole large enough to extract the eggs. The nests are rather less

tlian a foot in greatest diameter, and thougli the eggs are not visible from the entrance

the fonmion statement that there is an 'ante-chamber' to the nest seems to mc not

quite accurate. The nest is built very much like a spiral sliell, and if one could re-

move the inner whorls from such a shell as Ainj)uUaria he would have quite a fair

miniature of the lioriiero's nest. The eggs arc seldom more than three in number, and

are originally pure white, but being laid directly on the muddy floor of the nest they

soon acquire about the same color. I have taken them from September 16 until Jan-

uary 15, but the larger number arc, I think, laid during October."

Finally, we shall have to copy Mr. Gibson's observations on the curious burrowing

habits of tiie terrestrial and lark-like Geositta cu/iicularia, madt: in Buenos Aires:

" This is a most common bird in the camps or plains, to which it is confined, though

we may notice it about the borders of any wood also, should there be a biscachero

(colony of lAigostomus trichodavtijlus) situated near. On the IGtli of August I have

seen the excavation of a nest begun. This (with us, at least) is invariably situated in

the brow of one of the burrows of a biscachero ; and as a new one is made every year,

it is often difHcult to tell which hole to open njp. The passage varies in length from

two to four feet, with a slight downward tendency, and terminates in a cavity shaped

like a cocoa-nut, but a little larger. This is prepared for the reception of the eggs by

a ])ile or cushion of soft dry grass, stimetimes very s])arse. Tiie sloiic of the pass.ige

I have always found to be correctly calculated, so as not to disconcert the bird by a

possible emergence into tiie ojien air, should the ground fall away behind the burrow.

The bird sits close, and may often be excavated with the nest. Three is the general

number of eggs laid. The color is white."

As tlie Passeres form the largest order among existing birds, so are the PASSEROI-
DE^E the largest super-family, agreeing exactly with the Acromyodi norniales of Gar-

rod, the Oscines of Keyserling and Blasius, MUller, Cabanis, and others, and the

Laniiniplantercs of Sundevall, plus the larks. So far the harmony amongst systematists

is great and uiuisual. But when we come to subdivide this enormous group, the una-

nimity suddenly comes to an end, and, to use Professor Parker's words, " A hundred

classifiers, a hundred so-called systems! "

Having the task now before us of selecting one of these hundred systems, or, if

they do not suit us, to propose number one hundred and one, at least for our own use,

we will have to follow the principle which has guided us so far, viz., to begin witli

the most generalized forms, [iroceeding towanls the most specialized ones, whenever the

present status of the science enables us to draw reliable conclusions in that respect.

Our view in regard to the present sui)c'r-family is fairly expressed by the following

quotation from Professor Newton :
" Hard though it be to find definitions for tiie

several groujis of Oscines, whether we make them more or fewer, it is by no means so

hard, if we go tiie right way to work, to determine which of them is the highest [most

specialized], and, possibly, which of them is the lowest [most generalized]." But it

must at the same time be borne in mind that a linear arrangement is as impossible in

this as in any other polymorphous group ; an attempt to arrange all the forms belong-

ing here, in one natural series, is bound to fail, because it is against N.iture.

In most modern systems we find that the 'liighesl' position has been granted the

Turdidae, partly because some of that family are among the best songsters, ])arlly

because they possess the most sjiecialized tarsus, the acales, both in front and behind,

VOL. IV. —31
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being fused into continuous laniiiin, or ' boots.' Professor Newton has made a very

successful assault u])on this arrangement, the most forcible argument being the rather

generalized state of their coloration, the young ones being very ilifferent from the

adults, and spotted. But iie is probably going too far when he tliiiiks that "so far

from the Turdidoe being at the head of the Oscines, they are among its lower mem-
bers." This view is entirely ojiposed to that of Professor Parkei', whom Xewton quotes

in defence of his assigning tiie iirst ]iosition to the crows. But if Parker's o|iinion

has any weight as to one family, it probably is of some importance in regard to

another ; and as to the " warblers," as typiKed by the European redstart, which

most certainly belongs to the Turdidie, the latter gentlem;m says that "in the fulness

of their organization as to all that lifts a liird on high above a rci)tile, or above a rej>

tilian bird, these tyjjcs are, as to famibj, what a blooil-horse is as to breed ; they are

of the highest and the purest blood. That these birds (the very ;iristocraey of the

' Oscines,' or songster.s) are small does not much affect the (juestion ; for if wo wish

to look for a low bird of mean reiitilian blood, we search for it amongst the ponderous

giants."

In order to find out the most s])ecializcd form of the Passeres, we must look for

tlie bird which is most s])ecialized in all directions, not only as to the coloration of its

plumage, or the fusion of its tarsal covering. Thi; ideally hif/hest form of this super-

family would have booted tarsi, nine ]>rimaries, long mandibular sym])hysis, jjowerful

bill for grain-crushing, a digestive system adapted to grain-feeding, and coloration of

yoimg and adults unspotted and similar. That this is the regular course and ultimate

end of the evolution among the higher birds is evident from the fact that we can trace

it in nearly all the groujis, and in the individual development of the birds jiossessing

these characters. Thus the young of birds with booted tarsus have the tarsal cover-

ing yet divided into scutellre; in nine ])rimaried birds tlie tenth primary can be seen

in the unfledged young, aiul in those with the tenth (usually called the Iirst) primary

aborted, it is longer in the young bird than in the adult
;
grain-feeding species are

insectivorous and feeble-billed when young, and in young birds the symphysis of the

mandibular rami is shorter than in the adults; and, tin.ally, a uniformly colored

]iluninge usually develojis from a spotted one, and, as far as we know, never a spotted

plumage out of a uniform one.

A passeroid bird combining all these characters is not known, but the above com-

bination is that standard V)y which tlie diffcniit claimants have to bi.' eom|>ared. The
form which comes nearest to the standard will have to take the 'highest' place.

It is then .ippaniit tliat tlie Turdida% w luilur including both thrushes and Old

World warblcis, or t)nly tlie former, do not 111! the bill, in s])ite of the booted tarsi.

The little kinglets {Ilef/uhts) which combine this character with an unspotted young
plumage make a good showing, aiul should stand highest in their family ; but their

beak and i)alate are not ])articularly s])ecialized, and the wing has ten primaries.

The Corvida>, or crows, have recently come to the front, advocated by Professor

Newton, who thinks that "he would be a bold man who would venture to gainsay"

Parker's ojiinion, that "in all respects, ])hysiological, morphological, and ornithologi-

cal, the crow nuiy be placed at the head, not only of its own great series (birds of the

croic fonii), but also as the unchallengcil chief of the whole of the ' Carinataj.'" Not

only has Parker himself j)artly neutralized, not to say g;iiusaid, this passage by the

one quoted above, but I think that the risk in challenging the crow's claims can-

not be so very great. This type of the genus Corous does certainly not stand the
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FlO. 234. — Right tarsus of Contis ; inner (above) and
outer views (below).

morphological test above alliuled to. The character of the corvine tarsus is very

' low '
iiulet'il, and it may even l)o qtiestioiuHl if it can be called laminiplantar. I sub-

mit Fiij. 234, drawn by myself from a fresh specimen of an old raven (Coruus be/a-i/tg-

iamts), from which it will be seen that the plantar covering consists of one lamina

on each side, separated from the other by one row, and from the anterior scuta by

one or more rows of scutelhv. The crows, furthermore, have ten primaries, the first

(tenth) one being among the longest in oscinine birds. The bill, in spite of its

strength and size, is not particularly spe-

cialized, and the symphysis of the lower

mandible is remarkably short throughout

nearly all the family. There remains the

color-character of the plumage, which, if

considered alone, would procure a high

rank for the crows ; but several other

gi-oups might claim the same with equal

])roi)riety. But then it is urged that the

crows, in regard to the relative size and

weight of the brain as compared with the

body, take a high and exceptional position,

and that the ''likeness between young and old is, so far .as is knuwn, common to every

member of the family," while it does " not extend to more than a portion, and generally

a sni.all portion," of the other groups in which a similar likeness occurs. I will assert,

however, that this is not exactly the case, and that tlie Paridic, or tits, will be equally

entitled to the highest rank on the same grounds. For in all Parida> undoubtedly

belonging to the family, the color of the adults and young is essentially alike, and,

as a whole, the magnitude of their lirain is not less. Moreover, the uniformity of

the corvine ))hnnage is not so exceptionless as Professor Xewton thinks, for the young

of the Canada jays (Perisoretis) differ considerably from the adults, and the young

nut-crackers {Xucifraga) are much more speckled than the adults.

In my search for the most s])ecialize<l P:isseri'S, T h.ive fallen back on Sundevall's

original idea of placing the Conirostres, or tinch-forms, at the end (or the head, as

others would say) of the series. True, their tarsi are not booted, but in all the other

points the most specialized genera come uj) to the stand:ird above alluded to. This

•will be easier demonstrated by taking one examjile, for wliieh we select one of the spe-

cies to be jdaced at the end, namely, our evening grosbeak {I/esperiphona vespertina).

The number of its primaries is reduced to nine; the mandibular symphysis is well

develo])ed, and the palatine and facial part of the skull is highly specia]ize<1, and so is

the digestive canal. Furthermore, the jilumage of the young is essentially like that

of tlie adults. It even seems as if the development of the brain can be no serious

objection against the finches, since, according to Tiedemann, as quoted by Xewton,

the proportion which the lu-ain l)ears to tlie bodv in the Kiirojje.an goldfinch (Citnhieh's

carduelis), and in the canary-bird {Serinus canarins) is as one to fourteen. The
^ high'' condition of the j)alatal structure is clearly demonstrated by the fact that in

the typical Kriiigiliid:e the ninicties of the vomer are well coalesced as early .as the

middle of incubation.

The above theory may be supported by additional reasons, but here is not the

place to go further into detail. There remain to be said only a few words in regard

to the characters by which the Passeroidew are usually subdivided. The arrangements
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of this vast multitude of forms are confessedly anythiiii: l>ut natural. Several single

characters have been enifiloyed, but in every case the result has Ijccii that some forms
were sejiarated from their nearest allies, the relatioMshi]> of which is so clear tliat it

cannot be disjjuted ; hence the systematist was comjiclled to take them into a s^roup

from which the characters given excluded them and made them 'exceiitions.' It has

repeatedly been atteiiipteil to estuiilish sections lii<;lier than families, but without suc-

cess. Wallace's proposition to employ the number of ju-imaries as an easy means of

separating large groups has received considerable favor, but the fact that none of the

groups are without 'exceptions,' and that nine and ten ))rimaries may occur within

the same genus, makes the scheme valueless in

a natural classification. The fact is, really, that

the lentil (first) ]>rimary is not absolutely want-

ing in the 'niiie-]primaried ' Passeres, but its

size is so extremely reduced as to become quite

or nearly invisible in the old birds, the more so

\ \Vl\\'V^\i\ .

since its position is also slightly changed, as it

, ^c\»\\\T.>? **'^\\
[g forced up on the ujiper surface of the wing.

Not so in the vounc, however. In a verv vounir

FIG. 23,-;. - Primaries nml first secondaries of sr^L-imen of the snow-ilake (Plectrophe)utx niva.
wing of fl.Miiilini; J'licli-ophi-uaj- enlarccil one /.•,\ o ' iiine-Iirini'iried ' soi-oies now liefore mf
aniloiieUalf limes, from above ;«, alula: rO/>,

"*;>"' ""n
J'"

IIU.U IKl .si)l,CH.s, IIOU unoieme,
covert of i«.nuiii...ate. an,i ci(i/.,envert of last the Outermost (tenth) primary is plainly visibleprimary : r/c, greater covens : /». prmmnes ; Up, ^ ' ^ J ^ •'

penuitfmate primary; 10;,, ultimate (lirst) pri- i„ jts natural position, and witli the corrcspoud-
mary ; s, seeonilaries. J ^ 1

iiig great covert in its ])ro])er place, that is, in

the interval between llic ultimate ami iieniillimate primaries, as shown in the accom-

]ianying cut (Fig. 235). From this will be easily jierceived how jierverse is tlie method
of counting the iirimarics from the edge of the wing, since, in iiiiie-i)ilmaried birds,

the feather which is usually called the fii-st in reality corres])onds to the second of

the ten-primaried sjjccies. By counting truni tlie secondaries, no difliculty is

experienced.

Since Cuvicr's days, however, the Passei'cs have most commonly been gathered

into groups .iccording to the shape of the lull, and the section names ending in -rostres

are familiar to everybody. For convenience they have been em]p]oyed even in the

latest systems, though confessedly only in default of something better. Believing

that their retention is a decided obstacle to a natural arrangement, we shall take no

further notice of them. It may be proper to enumerate them, however, since they

play a considerable role in the ornithological nomenclatuie. According to Sclater's

arrangement of the laminiplantar Passeres, these sections are as follows:—
Dentlrontrcs, comprising tliiuslies, wrens, warblers, tits, Old World fly-catchers, pipits, etc.;

Latiroslren, for the swiillows;

Ciirriroslrcs, creepers and nuthatches;

Tcnuiroslres, sun-birds, lioney-suckors, etc.

;

Coiiiroxlrcs, finches, weaver-birds, tan;igors;

Cutti-irostrcs, crows, pies, jays, starlings, gracklcs, birds-of-Paradise, etc.

We do not claim, however, that the arrangement to be ajiplied in the following is

quite natural in all its detail. 'J'lic exact afliiuties of many forms are as yet very ob-

scure, or in dispute, wliile in many other instances we ai-e still ignorant of the nature

of some imjiortant chai'acters, whether we shall regard them as generalized or spe-

cialized features. But we must warn against any criticism charging uuuaturalness on
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acconnt. of distantly related forms liMvint; been placed in juxtaposition in the linear

sequence. The allied forms must be looked for at the root of each series, not at the

end. Kegardinij our system as a tree, it is our plan to place it on paper by working

from the stem up the first branch to its to]i, then descending to the base of the next

branch, to again work upwards, and so on until the top of the last branch is reached.

In cases of reasonaljle doubt, however, we propose to give the conventional arrange-

ment the benefit of the doubt.

f^^t4^^_^SS

FlO. 236.— Alauda arbonii, wooU-lark (upper) ; A. arvcusis, sky-lark (left) ; A. crialala, orested-lark (right).

This last ])aragrapli is applicable to the family of the lark.s, the Alaudid^.
They have sorely troubled sy.stematists by apparently exhiliiting characters of two
groups as diverse as the i^fotacillida' and the Emberizina-, and at the same time pos-

sessing a feature so unitpie within the ]iresent su])er-family as to prevent their proper

assignment to either. This peculiarity consists in the holaspidean tarsi, technically

making them scutelliplantar, the hind surface of the tarsus being broken up into scutes

similar to those covering the front jiart. This is geneially regarded as a generalized

feature, iience the larks are usually placed at the bottom. We have a strong sus-
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picion tliat this view is qnite erroneous, but accept the j>resent position at least pro-

visionally. Additional characters of less importance are the length of the last

Becondaries, the ends of which nearly reach the tip of the folded wing; the usually

strong and conical bill; the elongated and straight hind claw; the very short first

(tenth) jiriniary, visible in all, though extremely reduced in some ; and the j)eculiar

sandy-brown jiluniage longitudinally streaked with dusky. So general is the uniform-

ity of the jilumage that ' lark-colored ' has become a technical term. This style is

well illustrated in the accompanying cut, which represents three common European
species, Alauda arhorca, A. ari'cnsi.i, and A. cristuta. There are, however, several

forms which show considerable differentiation in color, as, for instance, a number of

pale sandy-colored desert-forms, among which the long-legged, long-billed Certhilauda

alaudipcs ; the curious South African Jf</iihji/io»i(s apiatiiti, with the nostrils not

covered by the usual bristles, and a coloration highly suggestive of that of a quail

;

the black MelanocoryjyAa ydtonensi.i, from wcsti-rn Siberia; the unspotted Amnio-
nuotes phomicura, with the basal half of the tail rusty, anil the ti]) blackish; the

si>arrow-like Pyrhulauda r/rinca, with the middle of the lower surface black. Sev-

eral of the last mentiotied forms have a somewhat lengthened first primary, while in

some the secondaries are short as in most birds, a feature which reaches its ma.ximum

in the genus Ptcrocorys. Finally, we have to mention the shore-laiks, or horned-larks

(0<oco)"i'«), which are easily recognizable on account of the curious elongated tuft over

each eye forming a kind of pointed hornlet. To us they are of sj)ecial interest, since

they are the only larks which occur regularly in this hemisphere ; for the European

skylark has only a right to a jilace in our fauna as a straggler to (Jrecnland and the

Bermudas. This latter bird is the most famous and familiar of the whole group, being

one of the favorite migi-atory birds, the early arrival of which, in spring, is a welcome

messenger from a milder sky in those countries where it makes its home. This, in

connection with its marvellous song, has made the skylark a favorite with writers and

poets, in this respect successfully rivalling with the nightingale. We (piote from Yar-

rell : "It is an inhabitant of all the coimtries of Europe, preferring cultivated dis-

tricts, and particularly arable land. Here in early s]iring its cheerful and exhilarating

song, fresh as the season, is the admiration of all. The bird rises on (|uivering wing,

almost perpendicularly, singing as he flies, and even after gaining :m extraordinary

elevation so powerful is his voice that his wild, joyous notes may be heard distinctly

when the pained eye can trace his course no longer ; but an ear well tuned to his song

can yet determine by the notes whether he is still ascending, stationary, or on the

descent, for the strain is continued on his downward course till he approaches the

ground, when it stops abru])tly, and with a headlong dart the bird alights." The sky-

lark likewise has a high reputation as a <lainty for the table, and was formerly caught

during the fall migrations in incredible numbers. Thus it is estimated that during the

last century, in Leipzig alone, over five million larks were rcceive<l annually; in 1854

there were brought to the London markets about four hundred thousands, and the official

returns state that in 1807-68 more than a million and a quarter were taken into the

town of Die]i])e, France. These stu])endous figures make it easy to understand that

during the cohl season the larks "do a considerable amount of damage to the aulinnn-

sown wheat, if the giound In- ficc from snow, and to such green cro|)s as they may

find." It is, tlureforc, a matter of congratulation, that the attempt to introduce the

skylark into our country has not ]iroved a success, as otherwise we should have had a

repetition of our deplorable experience with the English sparrow.
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The family Alaudida; comprises more tlian one hundred species, especially char-

acteristic of the plains and deserts of the Eiirnsiatic continent and Africa, while only

a few forms, evidently recent immigrants, are found in the Australian and the Neo-

ga?an regions.

As already indicated, it is a question whether the general resemblance which the

larks present to certain iloTACii.i.iD.K, especially the pipits (^^inthun), is anything more
than a superficial analogy. At any rate, the similarity in external appearance between

Fi(i. 237. — Europe;!., i-., ..o ^A,,lJiu.-j.

certain )iipitsand the tyi)ical larks is certainly astonishing, and he who attem]its to dis-

tinguish between ."some of the species without looking closely at the hind side of the tar-

sus, or at the nnstrils, which in the ]iipils are exi>osod, will find himself in a bad fix ; for

the resemblance not only affects the coloration both in general and in detail, but also

the elongated himl claw, and the long inner secondaries. Even in the h.abits there is

consider.able likeness, for the ]iipits have a manner of singing when on the wing quite

similar to that of the larks, though the song itself is much inferior. Physiologically
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there is a great difference between the two croups, since tlie pipits molt twice a year,

while larks only molt once. The pi])ils are nearly cosmopolitan, several Old World

species being figured in the accompanying cut, and are pretty well represented in

America. The Old World ti-ec-pijiit {A. trivialis) deserves s])ecial notice, since its

arboreal habits are an exception to the rest of the species. Of other exotic forms

we shall only mention the Ethiopian genus Macronyx, remarkable for its large feet,

and especially interesting for its most extraordinary external resemblance to the dif-

Fio. Z».— Enicums Utchenaulli, Lescbcnault's fork-tall.

ferent species of the American meadow-larks {SturneRa), of quite another and remote

family, a likeness which is nearly as striking as that of the typical ]ii])its and larks,

the more curious since we find species (for instance, M. croceus) which represent the

yellow style of our North American nicadow-lark, with black breast-patch, alongside

another form, M. (melice, from Natal, wliidi assumes the pinkish under-surface of

StumelUi dcfi/ippii, of South America.

The wag-tails projjcr (Motacilla) structurally agree very well with the pipits, but
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present quite n rliffevent style of colorntioii, black, graj-, and white or j-ellow being

distributed in continuous areas and not broken up into strij>es or inottlings. Like the

pipits, they are very partial to the neighborhood of water, running or stagnant, and

like them they are nearly exclusively terrestrial in their liabits, running gracefully and

swiftly over the ground, putting one foot in front of the otlier, and jerking the long

tail \\\i and down. Their geographical distribution is noticeable, since no form is in-

digenous in the New World, the yellow wag-tail {liiidijtes Jlavus leucostnatits) occur-

ring in Alaska being only a slight eastern race of the typical European form, which

but recently has extended its range into the northwestern corner of our continent.

A small grou]> of anomalous birds, the exact position of which is nearly as doubt-

ful now as it w;is some sixty years ago, when the first sjiecies was discovered, are next

to be mentioned. The fork-tails, on account of a certain resemblance in form, color,

and habits, have been placed by most authors near Motacilla ; others have referred

them to the immediate vicinity of the water-ouzel (Cincliis) ; while Mr. R. B. Sharpe

has given them ])lace as an 'al)errant grouji ' in the Timaliida", on account of the

form of the wing, the first (tenth) primary being rather long .and well developed.

Under the circumstances, it seems to ns preferable to keep them separate from the

rest,' and until a satisfactory place be found for them we shall designate them as Eni-

CUEIDJE. Only eleven species, belonging to three genera, are known, tlieir range

being from the Indian and Chinese Himalayas down through the Burme.se countries

to the Malay ])eninsula and the islands of Sumatra, Java, and Borneo. The most

characteristic s))eoies and the type of the genus Knimrus is figured in the accompany-

ing cut, which needs no further comment, since the colors are black and white, as seen

in the drawing. There is one feature of the color.ation of these birds of uncertain

affinity, which is of great interest, viz., the white tips to the rectriccs. We call special

attention to this fact, because we have recently seen it asserted that such a style of the

tail-feathers is only found in birds with rounded or graduated tail. This 'exception'

is the more remarkable, since 3[icrocicMa scouleri, which has a short and nearly

square tail, h:is no such white marks at the end of the rectriccs. As to their habits,

Mr. H. J. Elwes remarks that "their motions are so active and lively that they form

a consjiicuous feature in Himalayan scenery, being usually found, either singly or in

pairs, flitting ra]iidly from rock to rock by the side of the most rajiid torrents. They
appear to be very ])artial to the neighborhood of a waterfall or rapid. They make a

large nest of moss and fibres, which is placed under a rock close to the water. Their

food consists of insects, larv:e, w.iter-beetles, and small shells."

Before leaving the Enicuri(hT, however, I would like to record my suspicions that

they are not laminiplantar or even oscinine at all. The tarsi are 'booted,' it is true,

but the posterior .aspect is rounded, and not shar|)-edged, as in typical laminiplantar

birds. In other words, I find the tai-sus to asjree very closely with that of the ' booted '

species of Pitta, in the neighborhood of which I believe that the Enicuri will finally

have to be ])laced, as soon as their anatomy shall have become known.

In their attempts at framing natur.al families among the Oscines, the different

monogra]ihers have thrown out of the old-fashioned artificial groups which formerly

were honored by that rank all the inconvenient forms which would not properly lit

into the new scheme, without providing another or better place for them in the sys-

tem. As they hail to be accommodated somewhere, and as many systematists have a

great horror of ' families' consisting of only a few genera or even a few species, all

these heterogeneous forms were put into the great ' waste-basket ' which has been
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called the Timaliip^, or 'bal)bliii<>:-tlinislies.' While taking a goodly number of

forms out of this heterogeneous assemblage, we will yet have to leave enough in it to

justify the ejiithet above, as this is manifestly not the jilaee to attempt unravelling

the tangle into w hich modern systems have brought themselves.

The Timaliidw form quite an extensive group, consisting almost exelusively of

tropical Old AVorld types, which, sj)eaking in a general way, may be said to resemble
tlie true thrushes, differing chiefly in not having the anterior t:n-sal scutes fused, and
in having their wings strongly concave, so as to fit closely to the body. With the

excejition of one pretty well defined grou]) within the family, most of the birds which
we include in it are very modestly colored, rufous being a very conmion ground-color,

or with admixture with white, gray, and black. In this respect the 'babblere' show
considerable similarity to the Formicaroidea', ofTering another ])roof of how erroneous

is the po])ular belief that the tropical l)irds must necessarily be brilliantly coloreil.

Out of the nearly four hundred and fifty species composing this family there will

only be s|>ace to mention a few of the most ]irominent forms. The remarkalde spine-

tailed Orthoiiijx /c/«;/(/«c^(/, from eastern .Australia, is noteworthy for the fact that

grave doubts as to its oscinine nature were entertained until (piite recently, when
Forbes, in 1882, demonstrated its mesomyodian character. This liird .also deserves to

be mentioned on account of an anatomical feature which is unicjue, inasmuch as the

left carotid (the only one developed, as in all Passeres) "is not contained anywhere
in the subvertebral canal, but runs u]> su])erficially in company with the left vagus

nerve to near the head, where it bifurcates in the usual manner." Another strange

form, the true i)asscriuo nature of which has only been shown recently, is the Malayan
and Papuan genus I'Jiijyetes, the type species of which, -£'. iiiacrocercns, is said to have

a great external resemblance to J/esitcs. The bill is long, and the head and neck are

covered with very short vt-lvety feathers, causing the neck to look disprojtortionately

thin ; over the eye a silky white streak.

There are many other genera, some of whicli resemble sln-ikes, othere which look

more like jays, others again which ])crson.ate the thrushes or starlings. Koiopia stri-

ata, from the Malay Peninsula, in its coloration strongly recalls :i JJe/idrocolaptcs,

but the feathers of the lower back are very long and soft, a feature characteristic of

manj' true timaliine birds; it is carried to an excess in Jfcicro/nfs ptilosus, from the

same country, in which, moreover, the shafts are broadened, .stiffened, and white-

colored. First in the Pycnonotinic, bulbuls, or fruit-thrushes, are found more bril-

liantly colored species, among which we may mention the different 6]>ecies of Pi/cno-

notits, brownish gray binls, with more or less blackish he.ad, and easily recognizable

by having the under tail-coverts brightly colored, either red or yellow. Another genus

which is now referred to this group is Ireiia, containing the fairy bluebirds, brilliantly

blue and black colored birds, as large as robins, and characteristic of the oriental re-

gion from central India eastward to the Philip]iine Islamls. Another grouj), which

lias often been regarded as a separate family or sul>family, has also recently been

united with the foregoing genera, viz., the green bulbuls ( C/iloropsis and allies), a

sm.all group of oriental fruit-eating birds of brilli.-nit green jilumage, on the head often

adonu'il with blue, yellow, and black. The genus Criiuijcr is esi>ecially remarkable

for the long and extremely tiiin liaiis whirh protrudi' between the feathers of the head

and hind neck, and for the very stiff bristles at the mouth angle.

Little is known about the habits of the tiTualiine birds. Of Pi/cnonotus kcemor-

rhous Caj>tain Legge writes as follows: "The Madras bulbul affects gardens, com-
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pounds, cinnamon plantations, the vicinity of roads, low jungle, open scrubby land,

and the edges of forest. It is a fearless and very sprightly bird, most active and

animated in its manners, erecting its conspicuous crest to full height as it sits on the

top of a bush chirping to its companions. It locates itself in dose proximity to

houses, and not unfrequently builds its nest in verandaJis, and is conseipieiitly a uni-

versal favorite with Eurojieans, who rate its attempts at singing so highly that it is

styled by many the > Ceylon nightingale.' As a matter of fact, however, its notes

have but little music in them, but it is constantly uttering its quick chirruping warble,

which, in tlie breeding season, is to a certain extent more melodious than at other

times. Its food consists of insects, as well as fruit and seeds of all kinds, the berry

Fig. 239. — Accentor modularit, hedge-sparrow ; A. coltaris, Alpine .iccentor.

of the Lantana j.laiit being a favorite diet, a fact which conduces to the propagation
and spreading of this horticultural pest. In the evening little parties of bulbuls .as-

semble, and after a great deal of excitement and chattering they choose a roosting-
place in some thick bush or umbrageous shrub."

Of somewhat doubtful relation to the Tinialiidaj are the African Eremomelina',
nearly fifty species of win-blcr-like birds, which may jierhaps be better jilaced among
the Sylviuhe. Still more uncert.iin is the jiosition of another group, which is often
recognized as a sej>arate f.unily nnder the name of LEioTRiriiiD.t:. The 'hill-tits,'

comprising nearly sixty si.ecies, |.eculiar to the Himalayas and the oriental region,
h.ave a varied plumage, often brightly colored, and with iironiinent markings on the
wmg. They feed especially on berries and insects. The best known species is the
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red-billed bill-tit {Leiothrix lutea), by dealers in living birds often called 'tbe Japan-

ese robin,' tbougli not occurring at all in Japan. On account of its beautiful colors,

its pleasant song, and its tame ami gentle manners, it is often ke])t in confinement,

and instances of its Laving bred in cage are now ipiite numerous.

But it is not only the species living in tbe troi)ics, and of ditticult access, the rela-

tionsbiii of which is obscure and ilis|iutcd. In the accom]ianying cut are represented

two Euro])ean s]iecios, tbe hedge-sparrow (Accentor luoduluris), and the Alpine

accentor {A. coUaris), members of a very small group of birds, scattered over the

Pala-arctic region, and chiefly noted for the somewhat si)arrow-like iiitlection of the

cutting edges of the bill, 'i'he former is a very modestly brownish-colored bird, and

partial to hedges and bushes, light woods and gardens, while the Alpine accentor is

richly tinged with rufous on the back, and very consjiicuous for the lieautiful

black-and-white design of the throat. This species is found in the European Alps,

above the tree limit, where in summer it lives among the rocks, coming down in win-

ter into the valleys; allied species occur in all the high mountain ranges of the south-

ern ])art of the Pahearctic region. Various authors have ])laccd these birds with the

Ohl World warblers, the thru.shes, the tits, the 8]iarrows, the American bluebirds, or

the babblers. We have followed tbe latter course, as quite non-committal, since leav-

ing a bird among the Timaliida- means nothing more than saying that its true position

is still unknown or doubtful.

In this country we usually designate tlie tyrant-lnrds as the ' Hy-catcliers,' a name,

however, which projjerly should be restricted to the members of the Old World fam-

ily, the 3Irs(ir.\i-ii>.K. They are chiefly characterized l)y a broad, de]iressed bill, with

heavy bristles at the gape, mostly scutellated lanielli]ilantar tarsus, a short first (tenth)

primary, and a spotted young plumage radically distinct from that of the adults. The
]iro])riety of regarding the fly-catchers as a grou]) of f;nuily rank may well be ques-

tioned, however, at least as it is ciirrcTitly defined and ado|>ted, since it seems to f:ide

gradually into the Tinialiiche on one hand, and into the Turdiila', or tlniishes, on the

other.

Two common Eurojiean s])eeies, the spotted fly-catclier {Muscicaj)a grisola), and

the pied fly-catcher {Ficedula atricopiUa), are illustrated in the cut as well known
members of the family, the former brownish gray, slightly s)(Otted underneath, and

both sexes alike, the latter, an adult male, ])ure black and white, while the female and

the young are grayish. I am bound to say, however, that I am inclined to adopt Sun-

devall's view of the latter s])ccies and its allies, among which are the minute, rusty-

throated ]-Jri/thr<isterna, as being only distantly related to the former. Within the

conventional limits of this family are included about four hundred species, very differ-

ent in structure and plumage, but all limited to the Old Worlil. In the tropics the

fly-catchers reach a great develojiment, and many interesting forms, the names of

which alone would take up too much space, occur. Yet we cannot ]>ass by the Para-

dise fly-catchers ( Tcrjisijilioiit) in silence, adorned as they .arc more .after the fashion

of a quezal than that of a bird-of-Paradise, with extremely elongated middle tail-

feathers, measuring in some of these small birds not less than twelve inches. The old

males, for instance, of 2\ 2}<i)'<i<fi.'>i, in their white j)luniage, with the crested glossy

blackish-green head, .are exquisite, but it takes considerable time before they attain

this perfect plumage, according to the latest theories, as the young male is said to

pass several seasons in the reddish brown dress of the female, even after having

attained long tail-feathers. Other remarkable forms are the fan-tails (Ji/iipidura), a
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numerous genus inliabiting the oriental and Australian regions, which have obtained

their name from tlieir habits of .si)re:iiliug out the tail to its full extent while darting

after the insects. The Australian 'grinder' (Sisura inquieta) has been so called by

the colonists on account of the jieculiar voice, wiiich is "something like that caused

by a razor-grinder at work." This curious voice is not its call-note, however, but is

only uttered when hovering over the ground like a small falcon, probably in order to

attract the attention of the insects upon which it darts headlong.

On the whole, the liabits of the fly-catchers are very uniform, or ' monotonous,' as

,,^^^-r^

Fig. 240. — MuscUapa grisoln, spotted fly-catcher ; Ficettula alricapUla, pied fly-catcber.

a recent author li:is ciUed them. In nearly e.xclusively catciiing their prey while on
the wing, they closely resemlile the American tyrants, with which for a long time

they were united in the systems.

Gradually the fly-catchers with the broad, depressed bills fade into the more nar-

row-billed thrushes, the central groups of which are characterized by a young plum.age

spotted with whitish or ochraceous, and usually by 'Iwoted ' tarsi. From the oldest

genus, the family may be called TrnDin.E, though embracing a number of forms which
are often dignitied as Syh iid:e, Saxicolidip, etc. The limits of this 'family' are a

matter of doubt, but a rough estimate will give about eight hundred species belong-

ing to a bewildering number of genera. No wonder that a group of such extent is

cosmopolitan in its distribution, for the Turdidse occur from the bleak Arctic and

Antarctic regions to the equator, not only populating the wide continents, but pene-

trating to the remotest islands, where they often specialize into very interesting gen-
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eric forms, as, for instance, the thrush (Nesocichla eremita), which inhabits Tristran

d'Acunha, an island in mid-Atlantic, " one of the most remote and isolated sjiots on

the globe." The family is only scantily represented in America, the thrushes and

some few allied forms being only a small projiortion of the enomious number of Old

World ' warblers.'

Some of these American forms, however, belong to the most interesting, among
which, on account of their apparent relationship to the Old World fly-catchers, the

solitaires or fly-catching thrushes (Mi/adentes) stand first. One species occurs in

the middle and western parts of our country, though the headquarters of this genus

is Central America and the Antilles, nearly every one of the mountainous islands

being inhabited by a distinct species. They are known as exquisite songsters of very

retired habits. An abstract of ^Ir. F. Ober's account of the 'invisible bird' of St.

Vincent, one of the smaller Antilles, may not be out of place. Its systematic name
is M. sibilans ; it is blackish above and orange-rufous beneath, one of the most distinct

species of the group. Mr. Obor writes as follows :
" The local name of the ' Sou-

fri^re-bird,' from the French word soufriire, a .sulphur mountain, an inhabitant of the

A-olcano, has been obtained from the Caribs and the negroes, as the bird is rarely heard

outside a gunshot limit from the crater. Its habitat is strictly mountainous, and I do

not tlunk it is ever found at a lesser height th.aii one thousand feet above the sea;

and in the dark ravines and gorges seaming the sides of the cone it finds a congenial

retreat. It resembles a closely-allied bird of Dominica, the 'mountain whistler,' in

many particulars, especially in its habits of seclusion, shyness, and melody of song.

It is, however, much shyer than even the Dominica bird ; and, while the latter seems

to prefer the solitude of dark gorges more from a love of retirement than fear of man,

the soufri6re-bird is timid, even susjjiciously watchful of man's presence, and flies from

his apjiroaeh. In its wiUl, sweet, melancholy music, it strikingly resembles the

' mountain whistler,' but the notes are different. From the dense thicket of trees

bordering the trail around the crater this bird sends forth its mystic music, and darts

away at the sli;rhtest indication of hinnnu ]Moxiinity to its haunts. As the earth su])-

porting the trees it inhabits is cut into every conceivable shape of hole, rut, and

ravine, and as, moreover, the jilace swarms with monster snakes, the terror of the

negroes, .almost the only jiCDple crossing the niDuntain, it has been connected with the

superstitions of the negro, and lias ever rem!iine<l the ' invisible, mysterious bird with

the heavenly song.' The Indians avoided its haunts, and regarded with veneration

this bird that filled the air with unearthly melody; for generations they have pre-

served the tradition of its existence, and vaguely associated it with the tutelar deity

of the volcano."

Not distantly related are our lovely bluebirds {SktUa), a group which has been

considerably knocked about in the systems. It is really rather isolated, and the only

very nearlv allied form is Jii<I<jiriii/ia jniiicola, from the high jiine woods of .Mexico,

a rare s])ecies of very limited distrii)Ution. It is colored very much like a bluebird

in the first plumage, but is much larger.

It will be necessary to confine our remarks to such forms as are illustrated in the

accompanying cuts.

In the first we have two European representatives of the genus Turdiis, to which

also belong our North American wood-thrush ( T. itiusteliiiun), and its many small

allies. Nearest to these, and similarly colored, but with rusty under wing-coverts,

comes the figure to the left, the song-thrush ( T. musiciis), the musical powere of which
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are so well described Ijy Macgillhi'ay that we must quote his words :
" Listen, and

think how should you describe the strain so as to impress its characters on the mind
of one who never heard it. Perhaps you might say that it consists of a succession of

notes, greatly diversified, repeated at sliort intervals with variations, and i)rotracted

for a long time ; that it is loud, clear, and mellow, generally sprightly, but at times

Fig. ill. — Tardus musicut, song-thrusU ; T. tonjualus, ring-ou2i'l.

tender and melting. You niiglit a.ld that two birds at a distance from each other

often respond, the one commencing its song when the other has ceased, niul that

sometimes several mav be lieard at once, filling a whole glen with their warbling.

Listen again, and say what does it resemble ?

" ' Dear, dear, dear,

111 the rocky glen;

Far away, far away, far away,

The haunts of nien.
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There shall we dwell in love,

AVitli the lark and the dove,

Cuckoo and corn rail;

Feast on the banded suail.

Worm, and gilded fly;

Drink of the crj-stal rill,

Winding adown the hill,

Xever to dry.

" ' With glee, with glee, with glee,

Cheer up, cheer up, cheer up; here

Nothing to harm us ; then sing merrily.

Sing to the loved one whose nest is near.

Qui, qui, qui, kween, quip,

Tiunu, tiurni, cliipiwi.

Too-tee, too-tee. chiu choo,

Chirri. cliini. cliooee,

Quin. qui, qui.'

"No Tiiore, pray: the thrush's song is iiiiinit;ihk' ami iiidoscribable. It is heard at

all seasons in fine weather, hut especially in spi-iiig and sutnnicr, particularly in the

early morning aiul about sunset. But it is not in sunshine only tiiat this gentle

songster warbles its wild notes ; for often in the midst of the thick rain it takes its

stand in some sheltered s|iot, under the cover of a jirojectiiig er.iu' or stone, and for

hours, jierliaps, amuses itself with re]ieating its never-tiring modulations."

The other sjiecies, the ring-ouzel
(
T. torqiiatus) is more confined to mountainous

regions, and is one of the largest and finest thrushes, black, with a cons]>icuous white

collar. On account of its black color it is gener.illy believed to be closely allied to

the European blackbird (Jferitla merii/a). This is a great mistake, liowever, as it

does not even belong to the same genus, ami its nearest relative is the s|>otted missel-

thrush {T. viscivoriis). The blackbird, on the other hand, is congeneric witli our

American robin (J/, miijni(oria), which it is e.\tremely like in form and habits; but, as

the name indicates, it is black ail over. The English robin {Krithaciis ruberiila), again,

is much smaller, being not larger than our l>luebiril, and has longer legs, but is not

otlierwise very different from its American namesake. Through this form we are led

to the subjects of our ne.\t illustration, the two famous s|)eeies of nightingales, the

western (Luscima luscinia) to the left, and the larger and eastern species {L. pliilo-

niela) to the right, both iidiabiting Europe, and nearly pecidiar to that region. lie-

specting the former, Mr. Seebohm says: "The nightingale is a very skulking bird,

frequenting the dense undergrowth, hopping restlessly about the cover, and, when
alarmed, it instantly finds shelter amongst the tangled vegetation. The song of the

nightingale has possibly been over-praiseil. Its beauties have i)eeii the poet's theme

for ages; and men have immortalized it who have probably mver listened to its strains.

Fiction lias described the bird as leaning against a thorn, .-iikI has thus explained tlie

cause of its singularlv melancholy notes. The nightingale's .song, nevertheless, is not

equalled by that of any other bird; and the volume, quality, and variety of its notes

are certainly unriv.alled. It is impossible in words to convey its delightful strains to

the reader ; the bird's haunts must be visited, and its sweetness listened to there. The
nightingale does not always sing in the hours of night, as is very poj)ularly believed

to be the case, and it may be heard warbling at all liours of the day. Neither is the

nightingale the only bird that sings under a starlight sky." The nightingale is dull

brownish above, shading into whitish or grayish underneath, and in the exterior has
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has nothing to recommend it but its elegant and graceful form. In this plainness of

dress they are equalled, however, by some Central American species of the genus

Catharus, one of which, C. gracilirostris, is most astonishingly like the true nightin-

gales, and travelers insist that their vocal powers are not inferior. On the other haiul,

the plate facing jiage 490 shows us two northern, nearly arctic songsters, of tine musi-

cal qualities, but also adorned with the most brilliant and exquisite colors of the

throat, one, Cyanecula suecica, with the richest blue, the other, Melodes calliope, with

/-. pliilojrula, throsh-nightiiigale.

a lovely scarlet, which, when the warbling bird faces the setting sun, shines with the
lustre of an amethyst. The present writer can testify to the fitness of its name, the
Kamtschatkan nightingale, for, although its song is not so melancholy, or (juite as
varied, as that of its western rivals, it certainly is a 'star' of the first order.

How nearly the thrushes and the true fly-catchers are related is illustrated by the
three species depicted in our next cut, inasmuch as the left-hand figure without dis-

pute is referred to the former, while the other two, by some recent authors, are con-
VOL. IV. —32
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sidereil members of tho Miiscicapiiliu, on account of their somewhat broader bills,

shorter tarsi, ami stronger rictal bristles. The wheatears {iSaxicola) form a very marked
group of peculiar coloration, black and white being the chief colore, often combined

with gray on the back. Both these and the bush-chats (Pratincola) are exclusively

Old World inhabitants, with the exccjjtion of Saxicolu (jeuunlhe, the wheatear figured,

inasmuch as it invades the North American fauna from both sides, over Iceland and

Fig. 243. —Saxicola ananthe, niioatcar ; Pratineola nibelra, whiiicliat ; P. rubicola, stonechat.

Greenland in the east, and Alask,i in tlie west, Iml its number in our continent is evi-

dently yet very .small. As it is very fond of rocks and stones, it is quite at home in

the bleak northern regions, where it is a consiiicuous feature by its light colors imd its

j)eciiliar habits of simultaneously jerking u|p the tail and dipping the breast in a spas-

modic sort of way, while emitting a curious call note, consisting of three loud clicks,

often rendered by ' chick-chCick-chCwl-.'' The genus is ])rincipally African, and southern

species are mostly inhabitants of arid and stony deserts.
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The Malurinse form ii cliaracteristic group of warhler-Iike birds, chiefly Asstra-

lian, though a few si)ecies also are found in South Africa and Madagascar. Our cut

representing the emu-wren {Stipiturus malachurus), from Australia, illustrates one of

the smallest and most curious of the group, the tail-feathers being stiffened, and only

thinly su])plied with barbs, so that they resemble emu-feathers; the color of the bird

is brownisii, with a blue throat, but many of the species are gorgeously colored, being

in that res])ect not inferior to the brightest cotingas or tanagcrs. Anujtornis textilts,

with two allied species, also from Australia, belong here, wren-like birds of brown

plumage, with curious whitish longitudinal sti'eaks.

The bird to the left, in our next group, the faintaii-warbler
( Cisticola cisticola), is

in Europe the only representative of tlie tribe of the grass-warblers, which to us is

^^^^^^!^V<''-'--• /'-

Fig. 244. — Stipiturus malachurus, emu-wren.

of great interest, .as it contains some of the most skilled bird architects, among others

the remarkable tailor-l)irds. In his work on Indian birds' nests and eggs, Mr. A. Hume
gives a full account of the structure of the nesting habits of Sittorta siitoria, from

which we make the following selection : "The Indian tailor-bird breeds throughout

India and Burmah, alike in the plains and in the hills, up to an elevation of from 3,000

to 4,000 feet. The nest has been often described and figured, and, as is well known,
is a deep soft cup enclosed in leaves, which the bii'd sews together to form a roce])ta-

cle for it. I (piote an e.vact descrijition of a nest which I took at Barcilly, and which

was recorded on the spot :
' Three of the long ovato-lanceolatc leaves of the mango,

whose ))eduncles si)rang from the same point, liad bceii neatly drawn together with

gossamer tlire;ids run through the sides of the leaves and knotted outside, so as to

form a cavity like the end of a netted purse, with a wide slit on the side nearest the
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tnink, beginning ncnr the bottom and widening upwards. Inside this, the real nest,

nearly tlirce inches dee]! and two indies in diameter, was neatly construeted of wool

and fine vegetable fibres, the bottom being thinly lined with hoi-se-hair. In this lay

three tiny, delicate, bluish-white eggs, with a few jiale reddish-brown blotches at the

large end, and just a very few spots and sjiecks of the same color elsewhere.' I have

often seen nests made between many leaves, and I have seen plenty witli a dead leaf

stitched to a yet living one ; but in these points my experience entirely coincides with

that of Mr. A. Anderson, whose note I i)roceed to quote : The dry loaves that are

sometimes mot with attaclieil to the nest of this species, and which gave rise to the

Fio. 245.— C'ii(ico(a ciilicula, fuutail-warkltir ; Lilliu ceXi, CtslU'ii Ijusli-uarblcr ; Acrocephalus tchoenoboentu,
sedge-warbler.

erroneous idea that the bird picks u]) a dead leaf, and, surprising to relate, sews it to

the side of a living one, are easily accounted for. I took a nest of the tailor-bird a

short time ago (11th July, 1871) from a IJrinjal plant (Solcimim esculentum), which
had all the a])pearanee of having had dry leaves attached to it. The nest originally

consisted of three leaves, but two of tlicm had been jiiereed (in the act of ])assing the

thread througli them) to excess, and had in conseciuence not only decaj-ed, but actually

separated from the stem of the plant. These decayed leaves were hanging from the

side of the nest by a mere thread, and couM have been removed with jierfeot safety.'

The ground color of the eggs is either reddish-white or jiale bluish-green. Of the

two types, the reddish-white is the more common, in the proportion of two to one.
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The jiarent liirds that lay these very different looking eggs certainly do not diffur

;

of this I have positively satisfied myself.'''' Tiie tailor itself is a small bird of warbler

size, with a graduated tail, and the central pair of rectrices considerably lengthened

beyond the others, in the male ; it is olive-green above, with the crown of the head

pale brick-red, while the whole under surface is yellowish-white.

We have now arrived at the true Old Woild warblers (Sylviinw), the most promi-

x/'.:,rt;,wn:r.

Fio. 246.— Locuslelia jliirtatiUn, L. uavia, niiii /.. tuscijiioi*h\<, Europcau grasshopper warblers.

nent Europcm representatives of which are fi>unil delinente<l in the cut already

referred to under CiMicohi, as well as in the two following ones and one on the plate

facing p. 496. All of them are dull-colored, gray or Inownish, and we shall therefore

dispense with any descri])tion of their ap]ieMrance, reserving the space f«>r a few

remarks on their most salient peculiarities.

("ettia cetli, the u])per figure on j>age 500, belongs to a grou]> of warblers charac-

terized by having only ten tail-feathers. They are chiefly central Asiatic, but the

speciea in question inhabits the Mediterranean region.
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The third bird in the same cut is the sedgc-warblcr {Acrocephahis shcenolxeniit),

one of the commonest sjiccics of tiiis genus in Eiirojie, breeding among sedges and

reeds, or in the M-illows of marshes, and by the water-side as far north as Tromso in

Norway. In contradistinction to the following group, the reed-warblere, as they are

called genericaliy, are possessed of considerable powers of song, while the name of

the grasshojiper-warblers (^LocustcUa) clearly indicates the character of their musical

gifts. Three European s])ecies are figured in our cut, all of which inhabit marshy

districts and reed-beds. Their habits are said to be very skulking and partly noc-

turnal. My own experience in Kamtscliatka with a near ally of L. ncevia, viz.,

X. hendersonii, is very different, and deserves a place here.

It was, as I thought, under rather peculiar circumstances that I made the first

acquaintance of the gra.ssliopper-warbler. From what I liad read about the habits of

allied species, and conjectured from the manners of Acrocephalus ochotensis, I listened

for tliis bird about and after sunset, wherever willows were abundant, in the marshy

valley bottoms. I recollected the many jwctical accounts of ornithological enthusiasts

waiting in the wet swamps for the moon's rising over the white vapors, when the males

of X. ncevia would commence their strange chirping, and, invisible to the bewitched

naturalist, mock round him like mischievous elves, now i)itching their ventriloquous

notes to the left, now to the right, until the gunning ]>oet, in bewilderment and des-

pair, sends a shot at random in the direction from whence the creaking thrills seeto to

proceed. So I tried ]p.atiently to get enchanted, bewildered, water-soaked, and mos-

quito-bitten, too ; but no LocitMella !

It was a very hot day in the siunmer of 18^*2, in fact the last day of June, that I

took an ornithological morning ramble to a broad valley just behind the rounded hills

ujjon the sloping base of which Petropaulski is situ.ated. The weather had been dry

and warm for a considerable time; the vegetation was longing for rain, and the soil

was gray and dusty. At last I determined to return ; the tropical rays of the sun at

noon had silenced all birds, and the only living being in the neighborhood not seeking

the cool shade was the mosquito-phobious naturalist. Suddenly I was struck by the

vigorous and rather protracted chirp of a heat-despising cricket. Something in its

note led me to wish to get hold of the ] producer, so I cautiously proceeded in the

direction of the sound. Zirrrrr ! But who describes my astonishment when I

found that the sujii>osed cicada w.as a small bir<l facing the sun from the top of a

broken and dead birch ! As he did not mind the noise I made when breaking my
way through the five feet high grass, if I oidy took care to stop whenever he inter-

rujited his curious love-song, his fate was soon sealed. It is needless to say that 1

now became an .attentive listener to the grating sounds of tJie locusts, and half an hour

later I was rewarded by another male, which I shut from the outer branches of a leaf-

clad Jietula ermani.

The Old Worhl warblers (Si/h<ia), as we are o))liged to term them in contradis-

tinction to our American nine-])rimaried warblers, are very interesting on account of

their geographical distribution. It is very generally asserted that the western Paljp-

arctic regiim, or the Eurojiean sub-region, have no characteristic birds of their own.

The warblers iiroi)er, however, seeni to have their headquarters in the region surround-

ing the Mediterranean, while quite a number inhabit central and northern Europe

without extendins; into Siberia, though sever.al southern s])ecies breed as far east as

Turkestan. Most of the migratory species winter in Africa. The |)late facing page

496 illustrates two southwestern species, Agrobatea galactotes, the rufous warbler,
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easily recognizable by the sub-terminal dark band on the tail, a native of the Spanish

peninsula and Xorth Africa, and f<ijl>'ia orphta, which extends its range a little further

north. The latter is not unlike the black-cap (.S. alricajyilla), the lower figure on this

page, gray, with the upper part of the head black, one of the commonest and best-

known warblers of Europe, in Scandinavia ranging north to 69° north latitude. The

black-cap is hiichly estconied for its melodious song, and therefore often lield in con-

finement. Savs 3Ir. Dixon :
" You hear a soft, jilaintive note, sounding as though its

author were a hundred yards away
;
gradually it rises in its tone

; you think the bird

Fig. 247.— 6"j//fia iiisoria, barred warbler ; .V. salicaria, garden warbler ; S. atricapilia, black-cap.

is coming nearer; louder and louder become the notes, till they sound as if the black-

bird, song-tlirusli, wren, robin, and warbler were all singing together. You perchance

cast your eyes into the branches above, and there see the little black-capped songster;

and, .ifter watching liim, find that all these lovely notes, low and soft, loud and full,

come from his little throat alone, and when at tlie same distance from you— so great

are his powers of modulation." The two other species represented in the same cut

are also well-known European warblers, iS. iiisoria being one of the largest and most

distinctly-marked species. Its breeding range seems to be very peculiar, since it is

only known to breed in a rather narrow licit from southern Swedeu through Germany,
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south Russia, Persia, and Turkestan, wandering southward in winter into Africa. It

is a very shy and skulking bird, and may therefore easily be overlooked.

Our last picture of sylviine S]tecifs represents birds of wliich allied species also

occur in this country. The u]ij)er figure is a Siljerian willow-warbler, n'hited to

JVii/l/iipseiistes horcaUs, a comjiarativcly recent immigrant into Alaska, where a small

breeding colony has settled, the members of which in fall migrate southward through

eastern Asia. In general aspect the willow-warblers resemble the kinglets (I{egulin:e),

which are easily distinguished by their yellow and red— nearly tyrannine— crown-

patches, and by having booted tarsi. Their exact position is still a matter of some

Fig. IMS. — J'hyllopseuntfs sujH.ivtli>>su yeIl(>w-lir<MvtMl wilk>\v-\v:irl»U'r ^upper figure) ; Jinjutus i(/uicapillus, fire-

crest ; li. rei/uliut, goUI-crcst.

uncertainty, and many authors refer thetn to the tits. The lower figure to the left is

the European fire-crest (Jiefftilns i[/iiiaij>i'l/uii), in a cut indistinguishable from our

North American Ji. salnijui. The gold-crest {Ji. ref/iilns) is the other Eur()])ean sjiecies.

It was e\ idciitly a step towards a natural arrangement when lately the dijipcrs

and the mocking-birds were removed from tlie thrushes and associated more or less

intimately with the wrens; and probably the (Vuimrv.a sliould not be kept outside of

this assemblage. I may also remark here, as we have just Hnislicil tlii' Sylviida- with-

out menlioiiiiig the North American I'oliojjtilinie, that I regard the latter as closely

allied ti. ihc mocking-birds, and that I consequently refer them to the fainily Munid^e.

It seems advis.able for the present to retain the conventional family names.
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The general aspect and the haliits of the ihp]jers, whicli alone compose the

CiNCLiD^, are alike curious. They are birds of the size of a tiirush, have short con-

cave wings, as the Tiinaiiida?, a stuni]ie(l tail, like some forniicaroid birds, and a covcr-

ino- of down underneath the contour-feathers, like a water-binl. The oil gland, too,

is very large, as in the latter, and serves the same purpose, for the dippers are as

expert divers and as much ' water-birds' as most of those coiiimonlv so called. Thev

are among the Oscines what the kingfishers are among thc' I'icarians; but while the

latter dart headlong into the water after their prey, like terns, the dippers dive like

loons, but without jumping, and frequent rocky and foaming rivulets in search of

their food, which consists of water insects, and, occasionally, of tisli spawn. Hut while

thus living the life of a water-bird, the dipper pro'ves his right to be ranked with the

highest organized birds, the 'songsters,' by its cheerful warble, which it keeps up all the

year round, in winter as well as in summer. The dipper nests near thc rushing waters

of a mountain stream. The structure is large and domed, with an entrance hole on the

side, and is firmly constructed of leaves and externally clad with green moss, so as to

make it most difticult to discover among the mossy rocks, where it is located often so

near the water's edge that the sj)ray keeps it constantly wet. On the whole, the dip-

per, both in appearance, movements, nest-building, etc., is a gigantic wren adapted to

a life in and at the water. Only one genus (Cinclus) is known, the species of which

have a very curious geogra])hical distriliution, in some respects resemblinfj that of the

super-genus Cenjle among the kingfishers, for the <lippers are found in greatest abund-

ance in the Palajarctic region, whence we trace them into North America, where one

species is found in the Rocky IMountains down through Mexico and rTuatemahi, and

one in Costa Rica and ^'eragua, tlie genus to reappear again in the hif,di mountains of

South America, three species being found there, among which is the reccntly-dcsi rilKcl

C. schuki. There are three styles of coloration in this genus: some sjiccies, of which

the North European di]iper, or water-ouzel {('uicJuk cinclus— C. md<mofj<ister),is,

typical, with dark abdomen and pure white breast ; others, like our North American

species {C. mexica?ius), arc dusky all over; while the South American species, and

one Asiatic species {C. leitcof/aster), are white beneath, recalling the young plumage

of the other species. This fact is noteworthy, as bearing njion the evolutional history

of the genus, snice it indicates tliat the Neotrojiical forms are most like the ancestral

stock. Hence we may conclude that the genus Cinclus immigrated into South

America before the all dusky style had develojied, or that South America is the cradle

of the genus, since it is very improiiable that the present coloration of the South

American species should be due to reversion.

That the dip|)ers should have origin.'ited in the Neotropical region seems not so

extraordinary when we consider that this region is the great headquarters of the

wrens, or Troglodytid.k, whence a few forms have scattered themselves through

North America to the Orient.il and the Pala'arctic regions. The absence of both fiuii-

ilies in Africa and in Australia is highly suggestive.

Prof. S. F. Baird was the first to discover and announce the curious fact that some
of our western wrens have Ui.riispidea)i tarsi. Of the genus Salpinchs lie says :

"It is, liowever, especially peculiar among all its connate i^enera, by having the usual

two continuous jdates along the posterior half of tiie inner .and outer faces of the tar-

sus divided transversely nito seven or more smaller plates, with a naked interval

between them and the anterior scutellte. At the u])per end of the outer plate these

divisions or lines of junction are obsolete, becoming more distinct below, and near the
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inferior extremity the plates are reduced to oval scales. The plate along the inner

face is also divided into two or three ]ilatc8, sometimes more, usually less, distinct than

on the outer." Dr. E. Cones, in finding, as he tlionglit, a similar arrangement in

Canipylorliijuchits, went so far as to assert that "these points ... go to show that

their j)osition in that family [Troglodytidse] is not assured," and to base a sub-family

chiefly \ipon this character. There is no need of such a proceeding, however, for I

have examined the tar-sus of quite a number of udidt cactus-wrens, and found them to

be absolutely typical laminiplantar. Dr. Cones must have examined an exception.al

specimen or a yoitiuj bird, for in the latter the division of tlie hind j)lates is present

and (piite cons])icuous. This very fact shows j)lainly that there is no essential differ-

ence between the taxaspidean and the laininii)lantar tarsus, the latter Ijeing simply a

development of the former, just in the same way as the 'booted' tarsus is a develop-

ment of the regular anteriorly sculellated tarsus, as sliown by the division of the ante-

rior j)late in the yo\ing thrushes. The case, beside.^, is not unique among the Oscines.

As well miglit we doubt the acromyodian character of the raven (Fig. 234), and tax-

aspidean tarsi are found in .several forms belonging to the Pycnonotinse, Oriolidje,

Prinonopiiue, etc., tlie actual ])osition of which cannot be doubted.

The general habits of tlio wi-ens are so well known that we shall only introduce a

brief sketch by Mr. II. D. .Minot of the cafioji wren {Cathevpes conspersus) as

observed bv him in Colorailo :
" At ^Nlanitou, local aljout canons and rock formations,

dod"in'4, (lutteriTig, and creeping about cliffs and caves. Easily recognized by its

white throat and rich yellowish brown t;ul, and by its notes, — a peculiar insect-like

chirp, and a delightful song of f.-illing whistles, not loud or intense, l)ut somewhat

ecstatic, as if the Viiid hurried through till out of breath. After early June this song

is not often to be heard. June 8, I founil a nest .and five fresh eggs. The nest was

in the roof of a cave, about ten feet from the ground, m a niche or pocket, with an

opening so narrow, vertically, that I could neither look in nor introduce my hand.

Fortunately, however, the rock was so soft that I easily removed the bottom slab on

which the nest rested. This, as one looks down ujwn it, suggests the eastern wood

pewee's. It is composed of twigs, stalks, and bits of leaves, surrounded by a few

loose sticks, and tliickly felted with down, silk, and a few feathers."

An interesting troglodytinc geinis is the Indian Pnapyga, with booted tarsi, like

the dippers, and very short tail, which is invisible, being completely hidden by the

tail-coverts and the feathers of the rump.

The so-called ground-tit, or ]ierha])s better wren-tit ( Chamwa fasciata), a remark-

ably isolated form both as to characters and habitat, being confined to California, has

very little in common with the true tits except the very long, soft, ami lax jilumage.

A s])ecial family, C'n.\.\t.i:ii>.i:, has been established for it, but I see no reason for sepa-

rating it so far from the Troglodytidie, from which it seems to differ chiefly by the

])resence of strong rictal bristles, and, accordingly, I am most inclined to regard the

ChanuTime only as a sub-family of the wrens. Their habits .seem also to be very

wren-like, but the information is somewhat scanty. Here is what Dr. J. G. Cooper

says about them: "This interesting link between the wrens and the tit-mice is

common everywhere west of the Sierra Nevada, on dry plains and hillsides covered

with cha))]ieral and other shrubby undergrowth, but is not fonnil in the forests. It_

is one of those birds that can live where there is no water, except occasional

fogs, for six or eight months together. In these dreary 'barrens' its loud trill is

heard more or less throughout the year, but especially on spring mornings, when they
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answer each other from various parts of the tliickets. They have a variety of ot]>er

notes rcseiiiMing tliose of tliu wrens, and corres])ond with them also in most of their

habits, hunting their insect j)rey in tlic vicinity of the ground or on low trees, often

holding their tails erect, and usually so shy that they can only be seen by patient

watching, when curiosity often brings them within a few feet of a person ; and,

as long as he sits quiet, they will fearlessly hop around him as if fascinated."

The mocking-birds (Jlniin.E) arc hardly entitled to family rank independent of

the Troffloilytid.'e, from which they chiefly differ in having wcll-develoj)ed bristles at

the mouth, and in being on an average somewhat larger, though the smaller mocking-

birds arc not so large as the largest wrens. Like all the birds of the jaresent group

they are eminently American, and seem to have the centre of their distribution in

Central America, the West Indian Islands, and the southwestern United States.

The mocking-l)ird (J/i>in(.f po/i/(/lo/tiis), the rival of the nightingale for the 'cham-

pionship of the world' as a songster, the cat-bird {Galeoscoptes carolinensis), and

the brown thrasher { Ilarpor/ii//ii/ii/s n/f/is) are representative birds of this family,

and their song and habits too familiar to American readers to require further notice

in this connection.

Whether the place here assigned to the Polioptilinjc, or gnat-catchers, is correct

may pcrhajis be (luestioned, but I think it safe to say that its position with the Mimidae

is more satisfactory than either with the Sylviida?, Parida?, or Mniotiltidas. Indeed, I

see little to separate them from the mocking-birds except the slightly more depressed

bill and the size, the gnat-catcher belonging to the smallest of passerine birds. Musci-

capine relationship has been suggested, but the form and ])osition of the nostrils

opposes such a view, as does also the geographical distribution, Polioptila being

exclusively American, and the Muscicapida; exclusively Old "World forms. However,

I may (piotc what Mr. IJ. B. Shar]ie says about the question :
—

"I believe that the most natural position for the genus will be in the vicinity of

the muscicapine genus Stenostira, to which, both in form and style of coloration,

Polioptila liears a striking resemblance, as has already been pointed out by Bonaparte,

Sclater, and other ornithologists. Shouhl this classification turn out to be correct, it

will afford another instance of the affinity of the avifauna of North America with

that of South Africa, as alrculy noticed in the occurrence of Pelrochelidon spilodera

at the Ca]H', a close ally of 1'. 2)y)'rho)wta [/•". luiiifrons] of North America." I may
here remark, that the swallow genus Petrochelidon is found both in South America,

Australia, India, and South Africa; that the swallows are very uniform both in form

and coloration all over the world; that they are the fastest travelers of all jiasserine

birds; consequently the similarity between the American and the African species is

not so extemely surprising. On the other liand, the true fly-catchers arc very poly-

morphic, and the distribution of the gnat-catchers and the Stenostira so disconnected

that I prefer to regard the former as nearly rdateil to their comitrymen, the mocking-

birds, es])ecially as character of structure or coloration seems to make such a view

untenable. The habits do not point either way, so far as I know. The gnat-catchers,

a little over a dozen s])ecics, belonging to one gcmis oidy, inhabit all parts of America

except the most southern ami most northern portions.

Contrary to the general run of passeroid families, that of the sw.allows, the Ilinrx-

DiNin.K, is as well defined and isolated ,as any of the ])icarian families, at least exter-

nally. They are possessed of extremely long and pointed wings, with nine jirimaries

;

the feet are reduced very much in size ; the bill is short but extremely broad, and the
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gape split to near the eyes, but without bristles. Altogether thej- resemble closely

the swifts (Micropodida;), though structurally they are very different, and the distin-

guishing marks have already been jiointed out (ef. jiage 437). Jiiter xe, the different

species of swallows vary but very little, and no intermediate forms are known which

directly connect them with some other family, or indicate their line of descent. But
different as they ajipear externally from other Passeres, nothing is found inteniallv or

even in their ]iterylogra]ihy that will justify their being far removed from the forms

hitherto treated of. Says Professor W. K. Parker :
" In this remarkable group of

tender-billed gaping Passeres, there is not, as far as 1 am aware, a single aberrant

FlO. 249.— Clivicola riparin, bank-swallovr ; I'royiu: subis, purplc-inui tJu.

character of inijioitance. The skull, the skeleton generally, the digestive and the

vocal organs— all these might !)elong to species of the genus Sj/lri<i."

About one hundred species of swallows are recognized, distributed all over the

earth except the very arctic and antarctic regions. Uniform as is their structure, so

arc also their habits, they being cliielly migratory, and feeding on flying insects which

they catch on the wing. Their whole organization aims at great speed, aiul they spend

the greater jiart of their life in the air, but rarely i)crching in order to rest. The
rapidity of their flight is only sur])assed by its j)erseveranee, while the shortness of

their feet ])revent them from moving on the gmund exeejit in the most awkwanl man-

ner. In regard to their nesting habits, the swallows m.ay be divided in three

groujis : (1) Those which build their nests in hollows of any description, not dug out

or prepared by the birds themselves ; to this group belong different species of the
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genus Prof/ne, tlie wliitc-belliod swallow, and some others, among which is the Austra-

lian Pttrochelkloii niyricans, which lays its eggs in a hollow tree or rock, without any-

nesting m.aterial
; (2) those which dig their nest holes in banks of earth or sand, as,

for instance, our common bank-swallow and the rough-winged swallows; (3) those

which build nests of moist mud and clay ; some of the latter rest the more or less

open structure on some fundament, as most species of the genus Chdidon, while others

only build it against a ))orpendicular wall of a rock or a house, the nest forming a sec-

tion of a globe, e.g.-, the well-known European martin {llirundo urbica), with the

feathered feet, figured on the jilate facing i)age 508 ; other species add to the globe a

long entrance tube, thereby giving the nest tlic form of a bottle or a retort, promi-

nent exam))k's l)eiiig our cliff-swallow {Petrochelidon luiiifroiis), and the two European

species figured on the plate already <juoted, the red-rumped swallow, and the crag-

martin.

lieferring to the figures of different species of swallows accompanying this account,

we only remark that the European barn-swallow {CheUdon rustica) closely resembles

our North American species, from which it chiefly differs in having the under side

whitish. In the cut representing our common purple-martin {^Progne subis) (lower

figure), and the bank-swallow {('/icico/a riparia), the nest-holes of the breeding colony

are visible in the river bank in the background. Similar in color, though perhaps not

very nearly related to the latter bird, is our American rougli-winged swallow {Stelgi-

dopteri/x serrijx/niit:), remarkable for the curious serration of the first (ninth) ])rimary,

the edge of the outer web in the male, caused by the shafts of the barbs ending in a

sharp hook. This same peculiarity is also found in an African genus, Pscdidoprocne,

but otherwise the two genera art; very different.

The series of families now to be treated of is ])robably a natural one, taken as a

whole, though there may be considerable doubt as to certain forms really belonging

here. Some may belong to the Timaliida?, jiroperl)' defined, and others may really be

fly-catchers, while one or more genera included in the families already disposed of may

naturally come in here. These forms, however, will cause us little trouble in the

present connection, inasmuch as the difficulty in properly locating them is the direct

result of our ignorance concerning their structure.

Like most of the families to follow, the CASrPEPiiAGiDJi:, or cuckoo-shrikes, ranging

from India to Australia, have been knocketl considerably aljout in the systems. Tliey

have a rather short and strong bill, somewhat broadish at the base, hooked and notched

at the end. Very characteristic, however, is the structure of the feathers of the lower

back and rumj), the shafts of which are stiffened, a feature easily ascertained by ru!i-

ning the thumb against the plumage nail down. Though tropical birds, their colora-

tion is gi-ayish or blackish, only a few forms being gayly decorated, as, for instance,

most species of the genus Pericrocotiis, the bright scarlet vermilion, or yellow and

blai'k species of which, in form somewhat resembling wag-tails, are jieculiar to the

Oriental region. Of the Indian large ' minivet,' Mr. Jenlan says that, " like the rest

of the tribe, it goes in small parties, ho]ij)ing and flying briskly about the branches,

picking insects off the leaves and flowers. On one occasion only I saw it descend to

the ground. It has a lively, constantly repeated, rather mellow call." The Bengal

name, according to Blyth, is ' Sath sati ka]>i,^ meaning 'the beloved of seven damsels.'

Tlie fork-tailed Dn ituuiD-K, or drongo-shrikes, fomi another Oriental family, which

also spreads into Africa and Australia. The most noteworthy features are the shrike-

like bills, the glossy black crow-like coloration, and the peculiar furcation of the tail,
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which consists of ten veetrices only. In some forms the exterior pair of tail-fentbere

is curiously recurveil ami twisted. In Uicranostrejjtas uitijurhijuchus, from Xew Ire-

land, the outer tail-feathers are extraordinarily produced, being nearly double the

length of the bird's body, and in the genera Hhriiif/a and Disseimirus, from India

and ^lalayana, they are ending in a racket or spatule, many of the species having

curious frontal crests. We quote from Jcrdon : "They are birds ca])able of strong,

rapid, and vigorous, but not of sustained, flight ; and they feed almost exclusively on

insects, which they capture on the wing, or on the ground, or occasionally on leaves

or flowers. They are a most characteristic feature of Indian ornithology ; for, go

where you Avill in India, you are sure to see one or more of the genus." In some

IJM^^ld'''^
Flii. -5U. — Ampetis yitiTitlits, IJuliui m;iii wax-will^

respects their habits resemble those of the tyrant i<lnikes, and the Europeans in India

also call them ' king-crows,' a name analogous to that of our 'king-bird,' for their

boldness. The following account of the habits of /Inc/Hiiif/a aim is again from Jer-

don : "The king-crow obtains his familiar name in this country from its habits of

pursuing crows, and also hawks and kites, which it does habitually; and at the breed-

ing season, especially when the female is incubating, with increased vigilance and

vigor. If a crow or kite a|>i>roach the tree in which their nest is placed, the bold lit-

tle drongo flies at them with great speed and determination, and drives them off to a

great distance; but .although it m:ikes a great show of striking them, I must say that

I have very rarely seen it do so; and certainly I have never seen it fix on the back of

a hawk with claws and beak for some seconds, as Mr. I'hilipps asserts that he has
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seen. Occasionally others will join the original assailant, and assist in driving off their

coininon enemy." Anatomically the drongos are remarkable as being the only Passeres

in which the accessory seniitendinosus is absent, their myological fornmla being AX.
Perha]is not distantly related to the shrikes, the wax-wings, and their few allies,

the Ampelidje will have to find a place somewhere in this neighborhood. A familiar

e-xample of this small group is the beautiful cedar-bird {Ampelis ceclrorum) from North

America. The other species occurring in our country (,J. (jurnduti) is more northern

in its distribution, and is also found all over the northern ]iarts of the Old World. A
very unique ornainLMit in these birds is the horny llattened lauielhe-like emls of red

sealing-wax appended to the sh.-ifts of the secondaries, and sometimes to the tail-feath-

ers, as seen in the accompanying cut. The history of the Bohemian wax-wing is

interesting for its gipsy-like wanderings, one winter visiting one country, next season

another, often in enormous flocks, and usually with the intervals of many years, so

that in former times their a]ipearance was regarded as sure forebodings of war and

pestilence, their arrival being dreaded as much as that of a comet. Another interest-

ing feature of its ornithological history is the fact that this familiar bird for a long

time eluded the search of the oologists; for its breeding habits and eggs, and even the

places where it breeds, were unknown thirty years ago, until finally discovered in

Lapland by 3Ir. WoUey, after a diligent search during four summers.

It would only be repetition of former statements in regard to doubtful families

were we to say anything more about the position in the system of forms like the

wood-swallows, or swallow-shrikes (xVetamid.k), a small family of shrike-like birds

from Australia, and adjacent islands, similar in habits, flight, and partly in aiiiiearanee

to the swallows. They are birds of sombre, dusky, or gray colors. A very iieculiar

habit of the Australian comniDii wood-swallow {Artamus sordidi/n) is recorded by

Mr. Gould's assistant, ]\Ir. (iilbert, during his residence at Swan IJiver, as follows:

"The greatest peculiarity in the hal)it of this bird is its manni'r of sus]ieiidiiig itself

in jierfect clusters, like a swarm of bees; a few birds suspending themselves on the

under side of a dead lir:inili, while others of the fhick attach themselves one to the

other, in such numbiis that tiny have been observed nearly of the size of a bushel

measure."

Had it not been for the generally accepted family term for the foregoing group

we should have lum])cd thciu with the heterogeneous assemblage called the Laniid.e,

shrikes or butcher-birds, thc^ typical forms of which are characterized by thtir stout

and strongly hooked and toothed bill, which in some of the genera strongly resembles

that of the Accipitres, without having the cere at base, of course.

In the types first to meet tis, however, the bill is more straight, the coloration is

crow-like, and altogether the (Tynniorliiiunaj may be as nearly related to the ancestors

of the crows as to those of the shrikes. A structural feature of their own is that the

nostrils are placed very far forward, almost midway lutwecn base and tip of bill, are

quite bare of either bristles or feathers, and have entirely ossided margins. The

whitish blue color of the bill in some forms is also quite characteristic. Here belong

the crow-shrikes, genera Strepera, Cracticus, and (Tipniior/iiiKi, from Australia,

Cracticiis, also from the Austro-^Malayan sub-region. A good example is given in

the '])iping crow-shrike' ( <9. /(7<(Ve/(), figured on the plate facing ])age olO. It is

black and white, with a bluish ash-colored bill, and of the size of a small crow.

According to Oould, it is a bold and showy bird, which, when not harassed and

driven away, greatly enlivens and ornaments tlie lawns and gardens of the Australian
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colonists, and, with the slightest jirotcction from molestation, becomes so tame and

familiar that it ajtproaches close to their dwellings, and perches round them and the

stock-yards in small families of from six to ten in number. " Nor is its morning

carol less amusing and attractive than its pied and strongly contrasted jilumage is

pleasing to the eye. To describe the notes of this liird is beyond the power of my
pen, and it is a source of regret to myself that my readers cannot, as I have done,

listen to them in their native wihls."'

Somewhat timaliiiie in the tliiffy plumage of the l>ack, which forms a thick and

soft covering of the rump, the ^lalaconotrinie, African and Indian forms, generally

like shrikes, but often very gorgeously colored,— as for instance the brilliant cobalt blue

Vyanolaitius mudagusvuriitus, from Madagascar, and the ^Vfricaii J^aniarius, varie-

'^|X.

Fill. 251.— I.nnim minor, lesser gray shrike.

gated with orange, green, black, red, etc.,— lead us directly into the typical T.aniina'.

These, the true shrikes or butcher-birds, like the foregoing families, are strictly Old

World birds, but a few forms closely related to species of the genus Lanius, from the

eastern hemisphere, have also invaded the Xearctic Continent, and become f.amiliar

with tis. In coloration they closely agree with the species figured in the accompany-

ing cut, the lesser gray shrike of Europe, which, on account of its shorter and less

graduated tail, is often placed in the genus Eiuieoctonus. Like the members of the

latter, the rufous shrikes, it is migratory, therein differing from the other gray species.

A characteristic feature in the history of these birds is their habit of storing insects or

mice for future use by fixing them on the thorns of the Inishcs and trees which they

frequent. This jieculiar habit in the shrikes of thus spitting their food, Mr. Seebohm
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remarks, is ])robal)ly caused by the birds not having sufficiently jiowerful feet to grasp

their prey until torn in pieces by the sharply toothed bill. They therefore secure

their food on sharj) thorns, and are able then, if it be a bird, to pluck it, or if an

insect or lizard or a mouse, to tear it to pieces. In places frequented by this

bold little bird (E. collurio) it is no uncommon thing to see in the bushes the rem-

nants of its meal— of many meals ; for the bird will regularly retire to one place for

its jmrpose.

It matters very little, under the present state of affairs, whether we style our

American gi-eenlets Vireoninas or Vireoxid^ ; for, in spite of their olive color and

small size, they are apparently nearly allied to the shrikes. But they are especially

Fio. 252.— Sitta caiia, nutbatcb.

interesting on account of being the only indigenous American forms of the whole

series, at least so far, and the only one of which no member ranges into any part of

the Old World. From a ta.vonomic point of view they are of considerable importance,

inasmuch as they prove the comparative insignificance of the presence or absence

of a first (tenth) ]irimary as a means of subdividing the Passeroidea; into groups of

higher value than the present so-called families, for of two species of grcenlets,

so nearly allied that nobody ever dared separate them, even geuerically, we may
have one with a distinct spurious primary, while it has become ([uite invisible in

the other.

The greenlets reach their highest development in the genus Ci/clorhis, embracing

at least a dozen species from Central and South America, remarkable for their stout

build, and high, strong beaks.

VOL. IV. —.{3
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Prof. W. K. Parker, from an fxainination of the skull of Ci/dorhix, pronounces

it " the large prototyj)e uf the little Chinese Sutkont,^'' and as he found tliat the latter

has "a skull which comes nearer to that of the tits than any I have yet examined," he

arrived at a conclusion, which he expressed by calling C'yc/or/u'« "this large archaic

lit." On the other hand, Mr. Sharpc refers Sttthora and its allies to the Timuliida?.

Still, I think that even on account of the external charactera they might be placed as

Fio. 2S3.—^Egilhalo3 caudatus, long-tailed tit.

a sub-family under the Pakid.e, the tits. One of tlie most remarkable Passeres seems

to be allied to iSiit/iora, viz., the three-toed Cholornis j}Cirado.v(i, which the celebr.i-

ted French traveler, Abbe Arinand David, discovered in western China. The

unique feature of this bird is the 8upi)rcssion of the fourth, that is, the inner

anterior toe.

The present family may be divided into two sub-families besides the Suthorina?, if

we decide to keep them here, viz., the true tits and the nuthatches (Sittinas). The
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latter are specialized forms adapted for climbing in the manner of woodpeckers and

creepers ; but the tail is not stiff, while on the other hand the hind toe is extremely

develojied. The bill is protracted, is somewhat wedge-shaped, and is applied as a

hammer, somewhat after the fashion of woodjieckers, in opening nests and acorns

;

but it must also be remarked that the true tits open seeds, bugs, and other hard

objects h\ hammering just in the same manner. The nuthatches are mostly referable

to the genus Sitta, as tyjiificd by the Eui-oiiean s()ecics {S. casta) tigured in our cut.

The group is small and faunally best developed in the Asiatic continent, though sev-

eral very distinct species also occur in North America. These are characterized by

having the cap colored differently from that of the back, though <S'. villosa from

China comes near to our S. canadensis in that respect, and in the two Mediterranean

species, S. krueperi and S. whiteheadi, the forehead alone is black. \ very aber-

rant form usually referred to the present sub-family is the ^ladagascar red-billed

nuthatch {/Ii/j>usitta condlirosfn's), in whicii the bill is shorter and somewhat fly-

catcher-like.

The true tits are also chiefly Old World birds, though we have numerous repre-

sentatives in this countiy also ; but here they are all dull colored, while some of the

foreign species, for instance, the azure tit, from Siberia (Pants cyanus), pure white

and sky-l)lue, the blue-tit of Europe (P. cceruleus), blue, white, and yellow, and the

large Japanese tit {P. varius), with chestnut on sides and hind neck, are among the

most beautiful and delicately tinted birds of the northern hemisphere. The tits

generally breed in holes in trees, a noteworthy exception being the long-tailed tits, of

which our cut shows us the North European form with the white head, JEgithulos

caudatuii. They are extremely small ; in fact, look like a minute ball of feathers, to

which is appended a disproportionately long tail. The species figured is black and

white, with the shoulders wine-colored, and the flanks tinged with the same color.

Their nest is a very large and claljorate purse-shaped affair, hanging free, or attached

along the back to the main stem of the tree, covered on the outside with fine lichens

and moss, while the inside is lined with an enormous number of feathers— Gould once

counted two thousand in a nest whicli he tore to j)ieces— the whole structure securely

matted together with spiders' webs. In this warm jJurse is deposited a large number

of eggs, often nine to eleven, but rare instances are known where sixteen or even

twenty eggs have been found in one nest. When inculcating, the bird sits with the

tail bent over its back. In their habits, the long-tailed tits, or ' bottle-tits,' as they

are often called on account of the bottle-form of the nest, are very restless and

erratic, always in movement, and, like the other tits, they are gregarious to a great

extent.

The true orioles. Okioi.io.k, must not be confounded with the American birds

which we generally designate by that name. The two groups resemble each other in

coloration inasmuch .as the prevailing color is yellow and black massed in great

continuous ]iatches, but structurally they are as different as a crow and a warbler.

The true orioles are exclusively a tropical Old World family, (piite nearly related to the

crow-like birds, and cannot be removed from their iimnediate neighborhood. They are

especially at home in the Oriental and ,\ustralian region, but several sjiecies also occur

in Africa, and one at least also invades the l*ala.'arctic, being a regular summer visitor

to southern and central Eurojce, though only rarely straggling to the British Islands.

Tills is the golden oriole (Oriolus orioliis) represented in the accf)mpanyiiig cut.

The adults are rich golden yellow and black, while the young birds are greeuisb,
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lighter grayish beneath, and streaked witli dusky on tliroat, breast, and flanks. Its

song is very celebrated. To quote 3Ir. Seebohni : "Its voice is marvellously rich and
flute-like. The call-note during the j)airing season sounds like the words ' who are

you ' in a full, rajiid whistle ; and it.s song is a tc/itct, li, v<.e-o, whence its vernacular

name in Holland of 'Kiel-i-vee-vo.' Some slight nioditicalions in its song are appar-

ently produced Viy prefixing or intcrluding its call-note. It is a j)ity the song is so

short ; for in quality it is scarcely exceeded by the song of any other bird." It feeds

principally on insects and fruit, and may in the summer do considerable damage to

the cherries.

We shall regard the family of PAitADi.s.Eio.E, or birds-of-Paradise as composed of

three distinct sub-families, the bower-birds, the long-billed Paradise birds, and the

Fig. 254.— Oriolus oriolus, golden oriole.

true, typical ParadisieiiiiC. The first mentioned group is ])ossibly linked to some

Tiiiialiine forms, with which Sharjie j)uts it, but the fact that a supi>osed bower-

bird, Sericulua xanthogaster, was shown by Salvadori in 1876 to be the young of

Xanthomelus aureus, one of the long-billed Paradise birds, is quite suggestive.

The bower-birds are peculiar to Australia and New Guinea, one of the oldest and

best known S))ecies being the satin bower-bird (Ptilonor/ii/nc/ius violaceus) figured

on the ))late facing this ]iage. It is a large bird, of the size of a common magpie,

the male pur|)lish black, the female chiefly grayish green, underneath pale yellowish,

barred crosswise with dusky. The bower-birds have received their name from the

peculiar structures which they build apparently only for the purpose of pleasure as

Bportiug-places where the males meet to i)ay their court to the females, and which are
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constvuctccl with such woiulerful skill and taste, that wc are forced to recognize the

intellect manifested by tlieiu as only inferior to that of man in degree, but not in

kind. Dr. Sclater, in speaking of tiic birds of this species in the Zoological Gardens

in London, says as follows :
" Long before the construction of their nest, and inde-

pendently of it, these birds form with twigs, skilfully put together and firmly planted

in a j)latform of various materials, an arbor-like gallery of uncertain length in which

they amuse themselves with the most active glee. They pursue each otiier through

it; they make attitudes to each other, the males setting their feathers in the most

grotesque manner, and making as many bows as a cavalier in a minuet. The archi-

tecture of the bower is excessively tasteful, and the ornamentation of the platform

on which it stands is an object of constant solicitude to the birds. Scarcely a day

passes without some fresh arrangement of the shells, feathers, bones, and other decora-

tive materials, which they bring from long distances in the bush ff>r this ]iurpose.

With the same object tliey immediately aitj)ropriate every suitable fragment placed

within their reach when in confinement."

Still larger and more elabor.ate are the avenue-like >- ]ilay-houses " of the Chlamy-

dodera. Accomi)anying a liower of C. rmchalix now in the ^luseum of Comj)aralive

Zoology, in Cambridge, we learn, "were more than half a peck of the decorations

with which the builders had adorned their place of assembly. These consisted prin-

ci])ally of a large white univalve; the shell of a large land-snail, of which there were

in all about four hun<lred; shining stones, principally tlint-stones and agates; bright-

colored seed vessels and pods ; bleached bones of small (juadrupeds, and other objects

of interest."

But all these .structures arc comjiletcly overshadowed by the .achievements of

Anihh/oriiis iiKirniUa, a plain rufous-colored bird, not larger than our American robin,

an<l only recently discovered in New Guinea by the Dutch traveler and naturalist,

Count Ivoscnln rg. From an abstract of Dr. O. Beccari's account of the gardener-bird

in the Art'.ik -Mountains, on the western peninsula of Xew Guinea, in 187."), we make

the following selection : "He had just shot a small marsn]iial as it was running up

the trunk of a large tree, when, turning round in close proximity to the path, he

found himself in front of a jiiece of workmanship more lovely than the ingenuity of

any animal had ever before been known to construct. It was a cabin in miniature in

the midst of a miniature meadow studded with flowers. Contenting himself for the

moment with a brief examination of this marvel, he enjoined his hunters not to dis-

turb it.

"After several days spent .at Hatam in the preservation of specimens, at last, one

morning, his crayon and bo.v of colors in hand, he set out towards the habitation of

the Ambhjornis, ami immediately a])plied himself to the task of making a sketch. At
the time of his visit the pro]irietors were not at home, nor was he afterward able to

ascertain with any certainty whether any cabin was frequented by a single pair, or by

more ; whether by more males than females, or the reverse ; whether the males alone

construct the huts, or whether the females aid in the work, or how far they may be

the work of several individuals. That these cabins arc used season after season is

made probable from tlie fact that they are constantly being renewcil and embellished.

"This bird selects for its hut and garden a s]iot on a level with the jilain, having

in its centre a small siirub, with a trunk about the height and size of a small walking-

stick. Around the base of tliis central sup])ort, it constructs, of different mosses, a

sort of cone about a si^an in diameter. This cone of moss seems to strengthen the
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the centrnl pilaster, upon the loj) of wliieli the whole eilifiee is sustained. The height

of the caijin is at least half a metre. All arouu<l, from the top of the central pilaster,

and diverging outward therefrom, arranged methodically in an inclined position, are

the long stems, their iip]icr ends snj)ported on the m|ic'x of the pilaster, and tlieir lower

resting on the ground, and thus all around, excepting immediately in front. In this

way is made the cabin, conical in form, and quite regular in the shape the whole pre-

sents when the work is completed. Many other stems are then added and interwoven

in various ways, so as to make a roof at once strong and imjiervious to the weather.

Between the central pilaster and the insertion in the ground, there is left a circular

gallery in the shape of a horse-shoe. The whole structure has a total diameter of

about a metre.

" The long straw-like stems of which it m.akes use as rafters are the slender and

upright branches of a species of orchid {Dendrohium), an epiphytal plant that grows

in large tufts on the mossy br.anchcs of tall trees. Tliey are as slender as fine straws,

and are .about half a metre in length. These stems retain their small and closely-

packed leaves, which are still living, and continue to maintain their life a long while,

as is the case with the greater part of the epiphytal orchids of the tropics, and there

i> little doubt that these sagacious birds select this jilant on account of its vitality.

]iurj>osely to prevent the decay of their dwelling.

" But the ajsthetic tastes of our ' gardener ' are not restricted to the construction of

a cabin. Tlicir fondness for flowers and for garilens is still more remarkable.

Directly in front of the entrance to their cabin is a level j)]ac<! occuj)ying a superficies

about as large as that of the structure itself. It is a miiiiattn-e meadow of soft moss,

transjiorti'd thither, kejit smooth .'uid clean, and free from grass, weeds, stones, and

other objects not in harmony with its design. Ujion this graceful green carpet are

scattered flowers and fruit of different colors, in such a manner that they really ])re-

sent the a|(pearancc of an elegant little garden. The greater number of these orna-

ments aj)pear to be accumul.ited near the entrance to the c;d>in. The variety of the

objects thus collected is very great, and they are ahv.ays of brilliant colors. Not only

does the Amhh/ornis select its ornaments from among flowers and fruit, but showy

fungi and elegantly-colored insects are .also distributed about the garden and within

the galleries of the cabin. When these objects have been exposed so long as to lose

their freshnes.s, they are taken from the abode, thrown away, and replaced by others."

As the first naturalist who saw the wonderful birds-of-Paradise, long-billed .and

short-billed ones, in their native forests, "Sir. Alfred ]{ussel Wallace's name is so

closely connected with the history of these marvels of living beauty, and our knowl-

edge of their habits and peculiarities is to such a degree ilue to his observations, that

we shall h;ive to follow his account of them as near as possilile, using his own words,

un.able as we are to improve upon them. We must limit the remarks, however, to

such species only of which we arc able to present figures, viz., the two cuts inserted

in the text, and the plate facing this ]Wge, though these only re]ireseiit five species out

of a total number of nearly tlii'ce do/.en.

When the earliest Enrojiean voyagers reached the Moluccas in search of cloves

.and nutmegs, which were then rare and precious spices, they were ])re.sented with the

drieil skins of birds so strange and beautiful as to excite the admiration even of those

wealth-seeking rovers. The Malay traders gave them the name of 'mrmuk dewata,'

or God's birils; and the Portuguese, finding that the .skins had no feet or wings, and

not being able to learn anything authentic .about them, called them 'passaros de sol,'
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or l)irils of tlie sun; wliile tlio leaniotl Dutclimen, who wrote in Latin, called them
'avis jiiu-adist'us,' or I'aiailise binls. John van Linschoten gives these names in 1598,

anil tells us that no one has seen these birds alive, for they live in the air, always

turning towards the sini, and never lighting on the earth till they die; for they have

neither feet nor wings, as, he adds, may be seen by the birds carried to India, and

sometimes to HuUand, but being very costly they w'ere then rarely seen in Europe.

More than a hundred years later Mr. William Funnel, who accompanied Dampier,

and wrote an account of the voyage, saw specimens at Amboina, and was told that

they came to Baiida to eat nutmegs, which intoxicated them and made them fall down
senseless, when they were killed by ants. Down to 1758, when Linnscus named the

i*'lu. I'iw. — Paradisaa sanrjninca, red bird-of-P.iradise,

largest species Paradisa-a apoda (i. e., the footless Paradise bird), no perfect specimen

had been seen in Europe, and absolutely nothing was known aliout tiiem. As before

mentioned, Wallace was the first naturalist to observe them in their native haunts

during Ids eight years' travels in the Malay Archipelago from 1854 to 1862, but since

his success several recent travelers have followed his steps and added considerably to

the knowledge of tiiese birds, among which may be mentioned Rosenberg, Bernstein,

d'Alliertis, Beccari, etc.

The great bird-of-Paradise {P. apoda)— see plate— is the largest species known,

beini; genenlly seventeen or eighteen inches from the beak to the tip of the tail.

The chief color is a rich coffee-brown, which clce]iens on the breast to a blackish

violet or purple brown. The whole top of the head and neck is of an exceedingly
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delicate straw-yellow, the feathers being short and close sot, so as to resemble plush or

velvet ; the lower jiart of the tiiroat uj) to the eye is clothed with scaly featliers of an
emerald green color, and with a rich metallic gloss, and velvety jjlumes of a still

deeper green extend in a band across the forehead and chin as far as the eve which
is bright yellow. The beak is pale lead-blue, and the feet, which are rather large and
very strong and well formed, are of a jiale ashy j»iuk. The two middle feathers of

the tail have no webs, except a very small one at the base and at the extreme tip,

forming wire-like cirri, which spread out in an elegant double curve, and varv from
twenty-four to thirty-four inches long. From each side of the l^odv, beneath the

wings, springs a dense tuft of long and delicate plumes, sometimes two feet in length,

of the most intense golden orange color, and very glossy, but changing towai-ds the

tips into a pale brown. This tuft of j>lumage can be elevated and sjiread out at

]>leasure, so as almost to conceal the body of the l)ird. These splendid ornaments are

entirely confined to the male sex, while the female is really a very plain and ordinary-

looking bird of a uniform coffee-brown color which never changes; neither does she

possess the long tail wires, nor a single yellow or green feather about the head. The
young males of the first year exactly resemble the females.

This species is confined to the Aru Islands, a .'imall group of islands clo.se to New
Guinea, where their loud and shriil cries, "wawk, wawk, wawk— w<">k, wok, wuk,"

form the most prominent and characteristic animal sound. In i\Iay, when they are in

full jilumage, the males assemble early in the morning to exliil)it themselves, raising

up their wings, stretching out tlieir necks, and elevating their exquisite i)lumcs, which

are kept in a continual vibration. Between whiles they fly across from branch to

branch in great excitement, so that the whole tree is filled with waving plumes, in

every variety of attitude and motion. This habit en.ables the natives to obtain s})eci-

mens with com])arative ease. As soon as they find that the liirds have fixed u]ion a

tree on which to assemble, they build a little shelter of palm leaves in a convenient

place among the branches, and the hunter ensconces himself in it before daylight,

armed with his bow and a niunber of .arrows terminating in a round knob. A boy

waits at the foot of the tree, and when the birds come at sunrise, and a sufficient

number have assembled, and have begun to dance, the hunter shoots with his Itlunt

arrow so strongly as to stun the bird, which drojis down, and is secured and killed by

the boy without its ])lumage being injured by a dro]) of blood. The rest take no

notice, and fall one after another till some of them take the .alarm.

The red bird-of-Par.adise (P. smn/iihien), represented in the accompanying cut,

resembles the foregoing species very much, but the side jilumes are shorter, and instead

of being yellow arc rich crimson, and the yellow of the head ])ervades the back and

fomis a yellow band across the breast between the green and the brown ; the two

middle tail-feathers have the narrow webs curved ujion themselves like a split quill.

This species, which is confined to the Waigiou Islands at the western extremity of

New Guinea, is not shot with arrows, but snared in a very ingenious manner.

The king bird-of-Paradise (Picinnurus reffhis) is the lower figure on the plate.

It is quite small, about six inches and a half long. It is of a rich glossy crimson,

with a broad band of metallic green across the breast, dividing the red of the throat

from the silky white of the rest of the imder surface. From each side springs a fan-

shaj)ed tuft of ashy feathers tijijicd with green, which can he raised and spread out,

as in the drawing, and tlio middle tail-feathers are modified into very slender wire-

like shafts, nearly as long as the bird itself, each of which bears at the extremity, on
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the inner side only, a web of an cniornkl green color, which is coiled up into a perfect

sjiii-al disc. It is a native of New Guinea and tlic outlying islets suiioimding it,

frequenting the smaller trees in the thickest parts of the forest, feeding on various

fruits, often of a very large size for so small a bird. It is very active on its wing and
feet, and makes a whirring sound while flying, something like the South American
manakins.

Fio. 2!^G.— Seleueidea alba, twelve-wired Par.idise bird.

Wallace did not meet with the six-shafted Paradise bird {I'ltrotin scfhita), which
is coiifine.l to the main island of Now (4uinea. It is the mi.ldle figure of the ])late,

from which is at oiico apjiareiit the feature which has given it its name. The i)lumage
appears at fii-st sight black, but it glows in <'frtain liglits with bronze and deep i>urpie.

The throat and bieast are scaled with l>road, Hat feathers of an iulensu gohkii Inie,

changing to green and blue tints in certain lights. On the back of the head is a broad
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recurved banil of feathers, whose hrilliancy is iinlescribahle, resembling the sheen of

emerald and toj)az, rather than any organic substance. Over the forehead is a large

jiatch of pure white iVaihers, which shine like satin; and from the sides of the head

spring the six wonderful feathers. The Italian traveler, Count d'Albertis, was the

first naturalist who ever shot a bird of this kind. Let me quote his description of how
the bird acted the first time it was seen by an ajipreciating eye: "After standing

still fur some moments in the middle of the little glade, the beautiful bird peered

about to see if all was safe, and then he began to move the long feathers of liis head,

and to raise and lower a small tuft of white feathers above his beak, which shone in

the rays of the sun like burnished silver; he also raised and lowered the crest of stiff

feathers, almo.st like scales, and glittering like bits of bright metal, with which his

neck was adorned. He sjtread and contracted the long feathers on his sides, in a way
that made him a])pear now larger and again smaller th:ni his real size, and jumjiing

first on one side and then on the other, he jilaced himself proudly in an attitude of

combat, as though he im.agiiied himself lighting with an invisible foe. xMl this time

he was uttering a curious note, as though calling on some one to admire his beauty, or

perhaps challenging an enemy. The deep silence of the forest was stirred by the

echoes of his voice."

It is hard to say which one of the Paradise birds is the most beautiful or the most

curious, and want of space will only allow us to mention the names of Wallace's

standard-wing {Saniuptern tcu/lacii), with two curious long feathers standing erect

on each wing; Schlegel's Paradise bird {8c/ite//elia irilsoni), with a cobalt-blue

bald head, ornamenteil with a cross of velvety lilack feathers; the superb bird-of-Par-

adise (Lophorinti superha), with the bifurcated breast-shield, and the still more ex-

tr:iordiMary and enormous furcated feather-shieltl that rises from the lined neck; the

niagiiilicent bird-of-Paradise (IHplii/Uodes iii((;/)iifi\(i), with a similar b\it rounded and

straw-yt'liow nape, crest, and a pair of elegantly curved and long filamentous tail-

feathers ; and finally the metallic black manucodes, remarkable for the subcut.ancous

convolutions of the trachea, which may even occur in the females.

In the Epimachina', long-billed, or sickle-billed birds-of-Paradise, the peculiarities

of which are indicated by the name, we find birds not less remark.able in form, and not

less glorious and beautiful in colors. We shall only mention the long-tailed JTpima-

chiis speciosus, with the enormous long tail, and a later.al fan similar to that of the

king l)ird-of-Paradise, and the Australian species of I'tilorhis, with a )tlum.age unsur-

passed ill its velvety softness and the richness of the dee]) ])uri)le of its color. The
jnost beautiful of this group, however, is, probably, the black, yellow, and white, twelve-

wired bird-of-Pai'.idisi' {Sdeiicldes iilba), figured in the accoiii])aiiyiiig cut, and long

known to the naturalists in museums, though first met with in the free state by AVal-

l.ace's assistant, Allen, and d'Albertis, wlioiii we (piole: "The Seleucides may ]iride

itself on account of its ])luniage, ami the singular shape of twelve of its fe.'ithers, six

of which, on each side of the breast, diminish into twelve very thin black threads,

terminating in a white point. The softness of the feathers of the back makes it very

delicate to the touch, like black velvet ; and in a strong light the color of the shield-

like feathers on the breast changes from green to bronze and a s]ilendid ])urj)le. The

bird is so gorgeous that it is j)erliaps n<it surpassed by any other of the feathered

tribes. The long feathers which cover the lower ])art of its body are of a very deli-

cate yellow color, which, shaded off into white, are of a deeper color on the sides.

Seleucides is chiefly frugivorous, although, as an exception, it may sometimes add a

little meat to its customary diet."
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Mr. Forbes hns rccejitly describud some ])eciilinrities of its stnictnro, especially

that of the trachea, from a s]iecimen which died in the Zoological Gardens at London,

but want of sjiace prevents us from further remarks.

At first thought, the step from the glory we have described above to the family

that has taken its name from the crow— the Cokvid.e— seems rather sudden. But

a little closer insi)ection of the structure of these birds, and a little knowledge of the

^''f^7i.;

FlO. 257. — Nac'^fraga caryocatactu, spotted nut-cracker ; Perimreus ir\faustns, Siberian jay.

more brilliantly colored of the so-called crows will soon convince us that the birds-of-

Paradisc and the sagacious but scavcngcr-duty-performing ravens and crows are not

so very distantly related.

This family is cosino](olitan, though not occurring in New Zealand, and rather

sparingly represented in the Australian region. If the western and the eastern

hemisiihcres of the globe be c(>mi>areil, it will l)e founil that nearly two thirds of the

species belong to the latter. It is an important fact that no member of the restricted
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group which contains tlic typical crows and their nearest allies is found in South

America. In fad the Corvidie occurrini; south of Panama may all be regarded as

rather recent modifications of immigrants from the Nearctic region. This family is

not nearly related to any forms that arc peculiar to South America.

It has been customary to <livide the birds comj)osing this family into j.iys and

crows, assigning to each of these divisions the rank of a suWamily, while others

have given similar dignity to the nut-crackers and the choughs. The differences seem

hardly important enough to justify such jirocecdings, although popularly this multi-

tude of species— nearly one hundred and eighty— may be grouped as above, with the

addition of a section for the magi>ies.

Fio. 258.— Grtrru/tM glandarius, Europe.in common jay.

Some of the more generalized forms resemble tits in their aspect, structure, and

habits to such an extent as to make it quite jirobable that they arc intimately related.

We refer particularly to a group of jays, of wliicli our Canada jay or ' whiskey-jack '

(Perisorcits camidentiis) is ty]iical. A nearly allied form, but more suffused with

rufous, and with the tail distinctly of the latter color, is represented in the accomjiany-

ing cut, lower figure, viz., the Siberian j:iy (P. in/anstus), which is a common bird

in all the deep ])ine forests of the in)rthern Pahearetic region. Like its American

cousins, this tit-jay is extremely t.ame, noisy, and even obtrusive in its habits, at least

during three fom-lhs of the year, while towards tiie breeding season they suildenly

become silent, jucjiaring the nest in the most secluded parts of their native forests,

and exercising all their cunning to keep it concealed.
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The true and typical jays belong to tlie genus Garridus, which is confined to tlie

Pala'arctic region, being one of its most characteristic inhabitants. Most of the

S[)ecies are moulded ui)on the European si)eeies ( Garrulus ylamlarius), figured in our

cut, and several of tliem are but slight modifications of this well-known and beautiful

bird. Its general color is a delicate vinaceous gray; on the head it has an erectile

black-spotted crest, and tlie rump is jniri' white; Imt its chief ornaments are tlie wing-

Fig. 259. — Cyanocitta diademala, Mexican long-crested jay.

coverts, which are black, exquisitely barred with white ami n/.ure-blue. The draw-

ing shows this profcssionid ne.st-rob))er in the act of killing an unfortunate nestling.

Like the other members of tiie family the jays are omnivorous, but tliey are especially

fond of eggs and young birds, and may be regarded as eminently injurious, though in

spring they <'oiisunu' a number of insects to atone for their sins of stealing fruit and
berries in the .uituinn.

Our familiar blue-jays {Cyanocitta) arc quite nearly related to the above, and
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are so well known that wv only refer to the figure, wliich represents the Mexican

representative of our long-crested jay. The blue-colored jays are esjiecially character-

istic of the New World, and lead us directly to the glorious Central and South

American Xuiithoura jays, varied with deep black, cobalt, azure, white, yellow, and

green.

The niagjiies may be said to differ from the jays in having inueli larger and more

graduated tails, the central j)air of rcctrices being usually lengthened considerably

beyond the rest. We may regard the so-called blue magpies {CyanojioHns) as leading

from the jays, though tiie chief interest oi these birds lays in their geographical distri-

buliim. Like most of the true magpies their home is the Old World. But wliilc the

other forms have their centre of distribution in the Himalayas and the countries to

the southeast, the two species of Ci/tiiiopofius are restricted, one, ('. cixiki, to the

jjeninsula of .Sjiain, while the other, ('. vijaiius, is oidy found in Eastern Asia, including

Japan ; tlius these two species, which are so closely alike that it takes an expert

ornithologist to distinguish between them, are separated by about five thousand miles

of continuous land, a most unicjue case of discontinuous geographical distribution.

We said that most of the magpies are Old World birds, for tlie reason only that

representatives of the genus Pica enter the North American fauna. The reservation

was not made to include the long-crested and long-tailed Central American genus

Calocitta, which may be regarded as an extreme development of the blue-jays. We
even doubt the jiropriety of removing the Oriental genus Urocisga, created for the

reception of the bird figured in the accompanying cut, the red-billed blue magj)ie

( U. eri/tlir<irlupichi(it) and allies from the jays. The species in (juestion is ashy cobalt

blue above, whitish beneath; liead, neck, and breast, black with white markings

above; tail and wings blue, marked with white; bill coral-red, and feet orange. In

sj)ite of its long tail, it is said to be ipiite terresti'ial in its habits, and to feed almost

entirely on the ground. It is credited with a curious antii>athy towards the leojiard;

several of these birds, when discovering it, will follow it for more than a mile, perching

on the trees and bushes above it, and kee]iing up a continual screeching.

But we have to return to the cut which we referred to when speaking of the

Siberian jay, as the u]iper figure represents the spotted nut-cracker {Xucifraya

caryocuUirtes), a near relative of our North American Picicorvit^ coliinibia/u/s. The

former has a most interesting history on account of the mystery which, until a short

time ago, surrounded its breeding habits, for although resident in many jihaces in the

very heart of Euro])e, it is scarcely more than twenty years ago tliat the first

authenticated eggs of this bird were i>rocurcd and described, and the search for the

nut-cracker's eggs is nearly a jiarallel to that of AVolley's search for the wax-wing's

eggs. The reason why this bird for so long a time eluded the efforts of the oologists

was the fact that it breeds ^ery early, often before the snow melts away, and the

total change of the bird during the breeding season, it being then silent and shy,

though at other times noisy and daring. Its color is dark brown spotted with white.

Tliis bird opens the series of the crows, which are char.acterized by comi)ar.atively

short tail, long wint;s, a straiirht, conical, ancl strong bill, and generally uniform black

plumage. This group contains the largest forms of the family ;
indeed, the largest

passerine bird known is the rap.icious and cunning raven (Corvux conij-), in which tlie

family reaches its highest develo]>ment. The two PaJa'arctic sjiecies, C. comix anH

C. corone, the hooded-crow and the carrion-crow of Eurojic, have been a source of

perplexity to Old World ornithologists, presenting a question similar to and nearly
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as intneatc as that of the red-shafted and

yellow-sliafted Hickers of our contiiient.

The carrion-crow is entirely black ; the

hooded-crow is trray, with the head, tlimat,

wing, and tail lilack. The former iidiabits

in Europe the southern parts, while the

hooded-crow is northern and eastern ; but

the areas of both overlap, and in tliose dis-

tricts innumerable intermediate specimens

occur. Hybridization easily accounts for

these, inasmuch as the interbreeding of typi-

cal birds of both species is an established

fact. But that was not the greatest dith-

culty which )>resented itself in the apparent-

ly western carrion-crow coming to light again

in eastern Siberia, to the east of the hooded

species. Scebohm has attempted to show

that the true e\]ilanation is that the black

one is originally an eastern species, which

has invaded southern Enrojie, establishing

a western colony there after having crossed the area inhabited by its gray cousin. To

me the problem seems even easier; for I think it ]iossiliIe to sejiarate the east Asiatic

birds, at least subspeciiically, from the Eurojieau form.

Fio. 2C0.— Crocitia erylhrorhynchut, red-billed jay.
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Our Inst fijinrc of birds of this family needs only a few touches of color to give a

striking jiieture of two remarkable species. IJoth are uniform black, the upper figure,

the chough {^Frey'dus yraculus), with feet and bill vermilion red, while the Aljnne

species (/•'j/;v7iocc»'«.c^H/w/(Ofor«.>") has the bill yellow. Both forms arc inhabitants

of mountainous districts in the southern parts of the Palajarctic region, the first-men-

tioned even so far north as the British Islands. They differ considerably from the

^
Fio. 261. — Fregilm graculus, chough ; Pijrrhocorax pyrrhocorox, Alpine chough.

rest of the crows in several respects, their bills being much weaker, and the nostrils

are placed much higher and nearer the culmen. Liter se they differ .igain, as seen in

the figure, by the sha|>c of the bill, and the chough by having booted tai-si. They

stand quite isolated among the crows of the present day, and several facts point

towards tlicir bting only tlio last survivals of a once numerous group, which before

long will succumb and become finally extinct. Its fate in the British Islands is very

suggestive, as will be seen by the following extracts from Mr. Seebohm's recent
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voluinc: "Tlic rhounli is nnothor of those l)irds that are hccoiniiig rarer in our islands

from no ai>i)art'nt eaiise. The encroachment of man, as Mr. Gray justly remarks, can

scarcely he a reason for its disai)iicaranee ; for the bird's haunts are practically inac-

cessible, and are usually jilaces far removed from his industries. Formerly the chou'di

bred in many inland localities in England, but now it is only known to frequent a few

favored spots on the coast. Years ago the bird bred on almost all the suitable cliffs

of the south coast; but at the present day most of its breeding stations are deserted.

/ 1' '

'
/-

V

( ' :

\
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t'lo. 2ti2. — HeUralocha aculiroslris, huia-bird.

In Scotlan<l it appears to have lieen mucli comimmcr (piite recently than at the present
time, and to h.ive now completely deserted its inland haunts, beini;; only foimd on the
ocean cliffs. In Ireland its numbers have also decreased."

Lcavinc; tlie question ojjcn for the jiresent whether the Old WorM starlinijs

(STCKXID.E) are best j.laced here, or wh.ther tliey liad better be removed nearer to
the American Ictcrid.-e, from which they eliiefly differ in liaviiii; ten primaries, we at
once i.rocecd to review the most interestin;? forms of this family, which is entirely
confined to the eastern hemisphere, but which in its distribution offers the pcculiaritv

VOL. IV. — 34
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of being absolutely wanting on the Australian continent, though occurring in Xew
Zealand and in several of the Polynesian Islands. A light is thrown uj>on this sin-

gular circumstance by the fact that the New Zealand forms are quite peculiar, and

that Madagascar also possesses peculiar sfurnine genera.

One of these remarkable New Zoalanrl starlings is the huia-bird (Ifeteralocha

acutirostris), as depicted in the accompanying fine cut. It will be well at the outset

to assure the reader that the two birds there figured really belong to the same

Fio. 263. — Slumru vulgaris, European slarllug ; a. unicolor, Sardinian starling.

species, being in fact, the one with.the str.aight bill the male, the other the fem.ale.

Characteristic of both is the wattle at the mouth angle. They occujiy now a very

limited space in a few densely-wooded mountain ranges, and like the many other

abnornual tyjics— that is, types diverging greatly from the more modern avian forms

— they seem to be doomed to an early extinction. Tlie huia was often in the systems

associated with the foregoing family, but an anatomical examination which Garrod

was enabled to make on a specimen which died in the London Zoological Gardens
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showed that it is a true starling. It is easily tamed, and the following observation of

Dr. Biiller was made on a pair which he kept in captivity for more than a year:
" What interested me most of all was the manner in which the birds assisted each

other in their search for food, because it apjjcared to explain the use, in the economy
of nature, of the differently formed bills in the two sexes. To divert the birds, I

introduced a log of decayed wood infested with the huhu grub [the larva of a larfe

nocturnal beetle, Prlonojiliis reticularis']. They at once attacked it, carefully pro-

bing the softer parts with their bills, and then vigorously assailing them, scoo])ing out

the decayed wood till the larva or pupa was visible, when it was carefully drawn
from its cell, treated in the way described above, and then swallowed. The very

different develo])ment of the mandibles in the two se.\es enabled them to perform

Fig. 2iH. — 1'a.^tor roseus^ rose-colonul p;i^if>r.

separate offices. The male always attnckcil the more decayed portions of llie wood,
chiselling out his prey after the manner of some wood-peckers, while the female
probed with her long pliant bill the other cells, where the hardness of the surround-
ing parts resisted the chisel of her mate. Sometimes I observed the m.ale remove
the decayed portions without being able to reach the gnib, when the female would at

once come to his .lid, and accomplish witli her long slender bill wliat he had failed to

do. I noticed, liowever, that the female always approjiriated to her own use the

morsels tlius obtainecl."

The straight, conical bill is also characteristic of the common European starling

{Slimius vnlffaris), which is figured liere with its near ally, the Sardinian starling

(S. unicolor), both shining greenish black, the former spotted with whitish. In

Europe it is of common, thotigh somewhat local occurrence, but in most places where it
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breeds it is a welcome liarbinger of sjn-iiig, doubly appreciated on account of its intel-

ligence, wliich iniluce.s it to take iij) its abode in qn.irtei-s provided for it by its human

friends, \v lioin it rejiays for their care l»y det^troyiiig millions of obnoxious insects. They

readily breed in boxes nailed to the sides of dwelling-houses, and the more boxes there

are the better, for the starling is an extremely gregarious bird. In this, as in many

other respects, the starling strikingly resembles our blackbird, and it is only a matter of

surprise to me that the early settlers of this countiy ilid not transfer the familiar

name to the American bird.

The lovely ])ink color which pervades those parts of the pastor's plumage which arc

not glossy greenish black (see the etit) makes it one of tlie finest looking birds of the

Old World. Pastor rofseus is an inhabitant of the j>lains and steppes of western

Asia, breeding irregularly as far west as Switzerland. During its autumnal wander-

ings small flocks are often tletached from tlie large bodies and str.aggle alK>ut, often

wide from its original home. It winters regularly in India. To the Kev. Mr. Tristram

the reader is indebted for the following gra])hic sketch of his cxjieriencc with the rosy

pastor during his travels in the East:—
" From Kelal Seijar we ])ursued for two days a northeasterly course over the Syr-

ian plain, and through the whole journey flock after tlock of Pastors passed us, all

pursuing a due west route. At one ])lace we cnme suiMenly, after mounting a gen-

tle ascent, on the crater of an extinct volcano, full of water, and surrounded with

basalt boulders. As we came up, one of these flights, which liad alighted to drink,

rose in alarm and darkened the air overhead. About a dozen fell to a random shot,

and every one I picked up was in full l)reeding-))lumage. At another place a soli-

tary tree over a well was so covered with them that the color of the tree changed

from black to green as wc a]iproached. Once we came on a patch of some acres

which had recently been visited by locusts. The old locusts were gone, but the young,

not more than a quarter of an inch long, made the ground literally alive. They rose

at every step of our horses like sand-lice on the sea.shore from a seaweed left by the

tide. Just after we had passed through this i)atch of devastating flight, I turned my
head and saw a great globe in the air. It suddenly turned, expanded, and like a vast

fan descended to the ground. We waited a few minutes, and saw acres covered with

a moving black mass, dappled with jiink. In a short time the mass became restless,

and we rode back. The birds rose q\iietly, but not till we were close on them, and

only those within dangerous distance. But not a young locust could we see. The

Pastor had well earned its name of the ' Locust^bird,' and one batch of foes to man

and his laliors had been iiromjitly and forever exterminalc(l."

Here is a bird well worth introducing into this country. Why did our busybodies

not think of this beautiful benefactor, instead of creating the English sparrow nui-

sance?

Africa has a croup of starlings ]ieculiar to the dark continent, belonging to the

genera Zamprocolhis, J^nnijn-otornis, Jidda, etc., which with a common name we

designate as glossy-mynas. They are generally of blackish color, with shining metallic

reflections, green and blue, and several species have long and am])le tails. Many of

them are, therefore, superficially <piite similar to our American crow-blackbirds (Qiiis-

calus). There is no need, however, of referring to drawings, or museum .sj)ecimens,

for they are seen on every other lady's hat.

Another African genus, quite aberrant on account of its strong and hard beak,

may perhaps be entitled to sub-family rank. It is composed of only two species of the
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genus Buphaga, or ox-peckers, so called on account of their Iiabits of frequenting

the backs of the cattle in order to extract the grubs which infest the ruminants. The
Swedish naturalist, Anderson, who traveled in South Africa, has the following note on

the habits of the soutliern ' beef-eaters ' {li. qfricanus), as they are sometimes called :

" The arrival of these birds is announced by a sharp cry ; and the next moment they

may be seen in a little Hock descending fearlessly on and amongst the cattle, which

are at first much alarmed, and run about in wild confusion, just as they do when
troubled with gadflies; but these ajjprehensions are soon dispelled, ami exchanged for

sensations of evident pleasure, as the ox-peckers run over their backs, sides, and bel-

lies, like woodpeckers upon trees, except when an ox, by an occasional jerk or sudden

Fm. 265. — Buphagus crythrorhijnchus, ox-pecker.

twist, appears to indicate that the elaws of the bir.l have cause.l sonietliing like jiain

by touching some spot where the skin of the animal ha])pen8 to be tender." The ac-

companying cut shows tlie northern species, B. >.r;/t/iror/ii/iidiii.% in full activity.

Finally, we will have to s.ay a few words about the hill-niyna ((Jniculajai'una),

figured on tlie plate facing page 516. The hill-niynas are strictly confined to the Ori-

ental region, and are common in Iiulin. They are well-known birds, gregarious as

most starlings, and easily tamed ; like the Kuropean stinling they can be taught to

repeat words very distinctly. Their color is black, with purpii.sh reflections, and tiieir

head is .idorned with sonu- curiciu'* flatt.iud yiU.iw wattles. The Indian .species was
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called G. religiosa by Linnajus, but, as Jerdon infonus us, probably by a mistake, as

he never heard of its being held at all sacred.

Notwithstanding the enonuous difference between the most extreme members of

the series now to follow, as, for instance, between the thin-billed flower-j>eeker and

the heavy-headed grosbeak, the link of intermediate forms which combine them seems

so unbroken that we can entertain no doubt but what they are only different develop-

ments of the same common stock. We commence with several trojiical forms which,

though highly specialized in one direction to be presently spoken of, are probably, on

the whole, more ancestral than those which we have placed at the end.

The forms here referred to are the so-called ' Tenuirostres,' corresponding to the

group 'Cinnyrimoqihw ' of others, chiefly embracing the sun-birds and the lioney-

eaters. They are characterized by a thin, ])oiiited, more or less lengthened and

curved bill, and the two families mentioned by having the tongue long, protractile,

ending in a suctorial tube anteriorly bifid.

Tliis apj)aratus, which reseinliles considerably the tubular tongue of the humming-

birds, deserves a little attention, and it is worth while to note that not only is the

tongue constructed on a similar )irinci])le in these families, so distantly related that

they are justly placed in different orders, but tliat also externally, in shape, size, and

coloration, the tubilingual tenuirostres, which are exclusively confined to the Old

World, bear a great rcscnd)]ance to the hummers. AVe have here an illustration of

the fact "that similar functional requirements frequently lead to the development of

similar structures in animals which are otherwise very distinct."

The hyoid a]ii)aratus is provided with very long cornua, which are bent over the

skull as in woodjicckers and humming-birds, though not reaching further forward

than the frontal bones. The horny sheath of the tongue itself forms first a single

tube, which then s])lits uj) into two lubes, herein differing from that of the hum-

mers, which is 'double-barreled' to the very l>ase ; but in the true honey-suckers

(Melijihagida') the s])lilting up of the end of the tul)es is continued dichotomuusly, so

as to form a sort of ' brush.'' Several sets of muscles effect the protrusion of the tongue

and the sucking action, which by Dr. Gadow is ascertained to be accom]ilished auto-

matically in about the following manner : The whole tongue and larynx is first pressed

upwards against the palatal roof of the mouth by the contraction of one set of mus-

cles, thus filling the mouth wholly. By the action of other muscles the tongue is pro-

truded. If, now, the former muscles relax, and their opponents de|)ress the larynx

and the ]iosterior jiart of the tongue, a vacuum will be jiroduced between tongue and

palate, which will then be filled with tlie flower nectar, into which the ti]) of the

'tongue may have been inserted. The object of the terminal vibrissas in the sun-birds,

and tubular brush in the honey-suckers, seems to be to ])revent air from rushing into

the tube if there should not be enough nectar to till it, inasmuch as the fluid will then

enter the anterior ])art of the tube by capillary action, and then be sucked up.

Professor Parker has pointed out a considerable difference in the palatal structure

of the two tubilingual families referred to. He has found that the sun-birds agree

with the rest of the Passeres in having the |>ra'palatine liar running on the inner side

of the palatal j)rocess of the priemaxillary, while in the honey-suckers it passes on the

outer side.

In regard to the geographical distribution, we may remark liiat the honey-eatei"8

chiefly inhabit Oceania and Australia. They are, as Gould says, the most peculiar and

strik ins feature in the ornithokx'v of the latter continent, beinc; "to the faima what
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the Eucalypti, Banksice, nnd Melaleucw are to the flora. The economy of these

birds is so strictly adapted to those trees that the one appears essential to the other;

for what can be more plain than that the brush-like tongue is especially formed for

gathering the honey from the flower-caps of the Eucalypti, or that their diminutive

stomachs ai'e especially formed for this kind of food, and the peculiar insects which

constitute a portion of it?" A peculiarity of many species belonging to this family,

the MELii'iiAGiD.fi, is the presence of naked wattles at the mouth angles.

Messrs. Layard, father and son, have recently contributed some interesting notes

to the biographies of several of these birds, as observed by them in the island of New
Caledonia. Of Gliciphila unduhtta they say : "This fine ' honey-sucker' is not at all

uncommon in the forest, frequenting in considerable numbers certain trees when in

flower ; when the blossoms disappear the birds disappear also, and you may seek in

vain for a single specimen in the place that a short time previously rang with their

clear whistle and flute-like notes. They hang or climb in every position to feed,

grasping the branches, or flowers themselves, with their strong curved claws. They

are very pugnacious, fighting amongst themselves, and with any other bird that

attempts to share with them their sweet repast of flower-nectar and small insects."

In regard to another honey-eater of the same island, Leptomyza aubrymia, they make

the very interesting remark that they found one specimen which "had the throat

covered with yellow pollen ; this we have also found on GUdphilm and Myzomela,

and we doubt not some of the large, lofty, flowering trees are fertilized by such agency,

as insects are very scarce here."

One of the largest species of tlie family is the peculiar and well-known parson-bird

{Prosthemadera tiovce-seelctiidia'), from New Zealand, metallic black, with a curious

tuft of very long and filamentous white feathers, curled in upon each other, on each

side of the throat. Says Dr. Buller: "The early colonists named it the 'parson-bird'

in allusion to the ])eculiar tufts of white feathers that adorn its throat, and their

fancied resemblance to the clerical bands. To those who are familiar with the bird in

its native woods, this name is certainly appropriate, for when indulging in its strain

of wild notes, it dis]ilays these 'l)ands,' and gesticulates in a manner forcibly suggestive

of the declamatory style of preaching, or, as Dr. Thotnpson graphically expresses it,

" sitting on the branch of a tree, as a pro tempore pulpit, lie shakes his head, bending

to one side and then to another, as if he remarked to this one and to that one ; and

once and again, with pent-up vehemence contracting his muscles and drawing himself

together, his voice waxes loud in a manner to waken sleepers to their senses. Owing
to its excellent powers of mimicry, and the facility of rearing it in confinement, it is a

favorite cage-bird, both with the natives and the colonists. It will learn to articulate

sentences of several words with clearness, and to imitate the barking of a dog to

perfection."

Here also belong some curious forms confined to the Sandwich Islands, among
which is the black, yellow-tufted honey-sucker {Moho nobilis). Mr. Titian R. Peale

has given the following account of the former use of the small yellow tufts of

these birds :
—

"The yellow tufts of costal feathers in this beautiful bird furnished the material

for the s])lendid and costly robes, capes, and 'leis' of the Ilawaiians in former

days. The bunches of feathers, called hidit, are still [1840] prepared and received

in payment of a poll-tax to the king; they are afterwards made up principally in

' leis ' or head-bands worn by the ladies, and are beautiful but costly ornaments; but
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few can afford to wear tlicin. Tlie innntlcs made of these feathers were until lately

considered the principal treasures of the crown; now they are not to be seen ; the

labor of collecting the feathers and attaching thcni to a network base, a labor of

years, being too great. Euroi)ean clothing has entirely supei-seded the former robes

of state.

"The 'Oo' is found in most of the woody districts of the island of Hawaii; it

frequents the thick foliage of the loftiest trees; in voice and manners it has some

resemblance to the oriole of North America (Icterus haltimore). The natives cap-

^.:w^n^'^^''

F]G. 2GG. — Sectarinia mctallica^ siiD-bird.

ture it by means of bird-lime, .-nid, after plucking the yellow feathers from beneath

the wings, restore it to liberty until again wanted to assist in jiayiiig the royal

tax." A fine robe made of these feathers is in the National Museum in Washington.

The sun-birds, Ne( t.\kimii>.e, on tlie other hand, are more African and Indian,

though ranging eastward to Northern Australia. 'I'lii'v are generally small birds of

very nnifi'iin shape, and, i>nce si'cii, tlicy inc not easily mistaken for any other bird,

except for a humming-bird, with whicli the ]io]iular mind usually confounds them.
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And, inclcetl, if it be admissible to sjieak of 'representative' families of the two
beuiispiieres, the sun-birds ' reiircseiit,' in the Old World, the hummers of the New.
Uniform as is their structure, their coloration is as varied and brilliant as that of any

other family, but their habits are said to be so alike that the biography of one species

will answer for that of the rest. To give an idea of their habits we select a few ab-

stracts of Jerdon's account of the common Indian purple sun-bird ( Cimiyris asiatica) :—
" This bird, like the others of its tribe, has a feeble but sweet chirping note. It

feeds partly on the nectar of flowers, but a good deal on insects, small cicadellie, flies,

spiders, etc. It occasionally hovers in the air before a flower whilst extracting the

honey, but generally hops about and clings to the smaller twigs and flowering branches.

I have occasionally seen it snaj) at an insect in the air. ^Vhilst feeding it frequently

Fig, :iC7.— Certh'm j'am'tliaris, commou creeper.

opens and closes its wings. A jiair built tlieir nest just outside my house door at Jalna.
It was eonunenced on a thick spider's web, by attaching to it various fragments of pa-

per, cloth, straw, grass, and other substances, till it had secured a firm liold of the twig
to which the spider's web adhered, and the nest suspended on this was then completed
by adding otlier fragments of the same materials. The entrance was at one side, near
the to]., and Iiail a slightly projecting roof or awning over it. Tiie female laid two
eggs of a greenish-gray tinge, with dusky spots."

The s]>eeies figured is the metallic sun-iiird (Xwtaruiia metaUlai) from North-
eastern Africa. It is colurcl as follows: head, neck and mantle deep metallic green,
rest of b.ick, the rump, and a crescent bordering tlie green of tiie throat, brilliant deep
purplish blue; rest .«f \inderparts gamboge yellow, but iindt-r tail-coverts nearly white.
The female is plain, ].ale earthy brown above, ]y.\\r yellowish l)eneath.
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Wc may here be allowed to quote Mr. Sharpe's words with regard to a group of

iiine-primaried birds which we are now going to mention briefly, viz: the DicJiiD.fi,

which, according to him and most other authors, cannot be separated far from the

Xectariniidx. lie introduces them in the following words: "The members of this

family— if we are allowed thus to designate a group of birds which cannot be defined in

exact terms— are principally Indian and Au.stralian, a few representatives being found

on the west coast of Africa. Although resembling the .sun-birds in habits, very few

Fig, 2tW. — Tirhoflrnmri miirarifj. Alpine wiill-creeper,

have the slender, creeper-like bill of the latter family ; and they differ also in their

nesting habits, their nest being a beautiful ])urse-likc structure of felted materials."

Several of the forms herein included are peculiar to the Sandwich Islands, and

with the rest of that most interesting fauna of surviving foi-ms will soon become

extinct. On those isolated islands they have evolved several curiously specialized

generic forms, with bills ranging from that of the curiously curved beak of Ilemi-

ynathus, which has the upper mandible nearly twice as long as the lower one, to the
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grosbeak-like Loxioideus /xn'/leui, the generic name of wliicli indicates its external

resemblance to the stout fringilline birds.

P'or want of a better place we may here include the true creepers, Cektiiiiu.-e, a

small group of climbing birds, the exact relationship of which is yet quite doubtful,

notwithstanding the fact that the typical species, the common creejjcr (tVrtAj'u ylt-

miliaiis), here figured, and its closely allied American representative
(
C aniericana)

are among the most familiar birds of Europe and of this country, so that they are

within the grasp of every ornithologist. The only thing which we know at present

with any degree of certainty is that the old notion of the creepers being nearly allied

to the nuthatches is wrong, and tliat in some way or another they are related to the

'Cinnyrimorphie' of modern authors. The birds composing this 'family ' are usually

modestly coinreil, and hmI is only found in the second species figured, the Alpine

.,JS<^''

:i69.— Orfhintn jiareoln, baimiia-quit.

wall-creepers (Tichodrovm munirio), the remiges of which are adorned with the

most glorious crimson in addition to the white round s])ots on the first primaries.

Tiie bird itself is delicately sl;ite-blne above, blackish beneath, but when flying appears

nearly entirely black. I think it is the most interesting and beautiful bird I liave

ever met in the wild state, and I remember very well the enraptured sensation when

in the Tyrolean Alps I one day made the acquaintance of this charming bird. I

faced a high rocky wall, rising perpendicularly to the height of nearly a hundred feet.

Presently a black object fell down in zigzag lines imtil, nearly reaching the foot of

the cliff, the bird checked its descent by spreading its lovely wings. It now com-

menced to ascend the rock in jerks, as the common creejicr runs up the bole of a

tree, but all the time o))ening and closing its wings ti> dis]ilay the glorious coloration,

as well shown in our figure. It looked like a large tropical butterlly, and when to-day

recalling the beautiful sight I do not wonder th.it I entirely forgot to shoot the bird.
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The ornithologist nsuallj' is cruel and ungrateful to the creatures which give him such

pleasure, but once in a while his sentiment gets the better of him.

We have above said that the sun-birds 'represent' the humming-birds in the Old
World, but we might just as well reverse the comparison a little, and say that the

honey-creepers (CVerebid.*;) in the New World 'rejiresent' the sun-birds. Tlie

thin, curved bill, and the richness and character of the coloration of the typical

sjiccies are equally suggestive, and the tongue is also bifid and pcnicillated at the end,

though not tubular. The small ultramarine blue creepers with yellow wing-marks

( Ciereba ajanea) and allies from Central and South America, and the banana-quits

{Certhiola) from the West Indies and northern parts of South America, are familiar

examples. One species of the latter, viz., C. bahamensis, has a claim of belonging to

the fauna of the United States, in as much as it occurs in Florida. It h.as a pure

white throat, and is thereby easily distinguished, even in the cut, from the species

here figured, C.Jlaveola, from Jamaica, which, as the drawing shows, has the throat

gray. Mr. Gosse speaks of this interesting species as follows: "Scarcely larger than

the average size of the humming-birds, this little creeper is often seen in company
with them, probing the same flowers and for the same purpose, but in a very different

manner. Instead of liovering in front of each blossom, a task to which its short

wings would be utterly incompetent, the quit alights on the tree, and jiroceeds in the

most business-like manner to peep into the flowers, hopping actively from twig to

twig, and throwing the body into all jiositions, often clinging by the feet, with tlie

back downwards, the better to reach tlie interior of a blossom with liis curved beak

and i)eneilled tongue. The miiuite insects which are always found in the interior of

flowers are the objects of his search and the reward of his jterseverance."

It is very doubtful, however, if the foregoing family Cterebidse really deserves

that name, fur it seems impossible to ilraw a hanl and fast line between it and that of

our American warblers, and i)robably it should therefore be merged into the Mxio-
TiLTiD^ in any future attempt at a natural system. The group of birds which we
have reached now, is so familiar liotli in appearance and in habits to North American
reader.s, that I can dispense with any further description beyond noting that they

are strictly confined to the western hemisphere. But as a ' natural history of birds

'

would be highly defective without at least part of a life-history of one of the war-

blers, and .'IS it wouhl lie beyond the power of the present writer to improve on the

delightful sketches which Mr. W. Brewster has given to the ornithological public, a

few abstracts of the biogra|)hy of the prothonotary warbler {Protonotaria citrea)

by the latter are here introduced :
" In general activity and restlessness few birds

equal the species under consideration. Not a nook or corner of his domain but is

re])eatedly visited during the day. Now lie sings a few times from the top of some
tall willow that leans out over the stream, sitting motionless among the yellowish

foliage, fully aware, jierhaps, of the ])rotection afforded by its harmonizing tints.

The ncYt moment he descends to the cool shades beneath, where dark, coffee-colored

water, the overflow of the ])ond or river, stretches b.ack among the trees. Here he

loves to hop about on floating drift-wood, wet by the lap)>ing of pulsating wavelets,

now following up some long, inclining, half-submerged log, i)eeping into every crevice

and occasionally dragging forth from its concealment a spider or small beetle, turn-

ing alternately his bright yellow breast anil olive back towards the light ; now jetting

his beautiful tail or (piivering his wings tremulously, he darts off into some thicket in

response to a call from his mate ; or, flying to a neighboring tree-trunk, clings for a
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moment a£;;iinst. the mossy hole to jiipc liis little strain or look up the exact wherea-

bouts of some suspected insect ])ri7,c.

"This warl)ler usually seeks its food low down among thickets, moss-grown logs,

or floatiiiij: deliris, and always about water. Sometimes it ascends tree-trunks for a

little way, like the black-and-white creeper, winding about with the same peculiar

motion. When seen among the upi)er branches, where it often goes to plume its

feathers and sing in the warm sunshine, it almost invariably sits nearly motionless.

Its flight is much like that of the water-thrush (either species), and is remarkably

swift, firm, and decided. When crossing a broad stream it is slightly undulating,

though always direct. Its food consists of insects, gener.ally of such s]uders and

beetles as are found about water. Audubon positively asserts that he has discovered

minute molluscous animals and small land-snails in their stomachs."

Again, the ilniotiltidre seem to grade so insensibly into the Tan.\(;kid^ that it

will be difficult to uphold the family distinction, unless, ])crhaps, the two groups be

defined and limited, and the line between them drawn in a manner (piite different

from the present jiractiee of ornithologists. But even if a better limitation could he

found, their intimate relationship is nevertheless a certainty. The tanagers are the

first of the true so-called Conirostres, which are characterized by a more massive

development of the bones of the face and an early ossification of its com]ionent ))arts

during the embryonic stage. The tanagers have not reached any high degree in tiiat

line of s])eciali7.ation, though, as a general rule, their bills are pretty strong and

conical.

The tanagers form as characteristic a feature of the Neotropical region as do the

ant-birds and the humming-birds, though, like the latter, a few species go far north in

order to breed, so that this tropical family also contributes some of the most inter-

esting members of our North American fauna. But the very fact that the North

American tanagers are only five species, belonging to one genus {PiranyH), while the

total number of tanagers known is not far from three hundred and fifty, shows very

]ilaiidy that this family is not truly indigenous in the Nearctic. The tanagers are not

numerous in the W^est Indies, but some of the genera are peculiar,— for instance, the

beautiful Spindalis, of which a new species has recently been described by Mr. Ridg-

way from the island of Cozumel on the coast of Yucatan. The chief headquarters of

the tanagers is the forest region of South America east of the Andes, and here they

are found in all their rich s])lendor of color, hardly surpassed even by the humming-
birds or parrots. But while thus highly attractive on account of their coloration,

they offer none of these extraordinary ornaments consisting of marvellously formed

tufts, elongation of tail or wing feathers, oddly curved beaks, etc. Nor is there any-

thing very characteristic, novel, or wonderful in their habits, so far as we know them.

Their skill as nest-builders is not extraordinary, nor are any of them particularly

prominent as songsters. Their chief attraction is their gorgeous colors, which are not

distributed after any special style, all possible combinations being found within the

limits of this family. There is, of course, considerable diversity in the habits of the

different forms, but we must refrain from going into detail beyond quoting the follow-

ing note by Jlr. II. W^. Bates in regard to two common species, which we in.sert because

it shows us tanagers under an aspect quite difTerent from what we are accustomed to

here in the north :
" Nundiers of tanagers frequented the fruit aiul other trees in our

gardens [lu'ar I'ara]. The two prinoijial kinds which attracteil our attention were the

Hhn.mphoco'hisjacapa and the Tanagra episcopm. The females of both are dull in
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color, but the male of Jacaii.i lias a ln'autiful velvety |iiirple and black plumajje, the

licak being partly white ; while the same sex in Episeo]>u8 is of a ]iale lilue color, with

white spots on the wings. In their habits they botli resemble the common house

sparrow of Eurojje, which does not exist in South America, its place being in some
measure filled by these familiar tanagers. They are just as lively, restless, l)old, and
wary ; tlieir notes are very similar, chirping and inharmonious, and they seem to be

almost as fond of the neighborhood of man. They do not, however, build their nests

on houses."

When intci'iiolatitiL; the weaver-birds and the American orioles, or hang-nests,

here, between the tanagers and the Fringillida?, .as this family is generally accejHed,

we do not wish to be understood as considering the finches to be " two families dis-

tant" from the tanagers. The relationship between all these four f.imilies is so inti-

mate, and they interdigitate in so many ]>laees, that it is impossible to give an entirely

satisfactory arrangement .-it present. It seems as if the Gordian knot can only be

solved by cutting the families asunder, and then re-arranging them, or by entirely

discarding the present family distinction, an<l regarding tiieiii all as members of one

family.

The weaver-birds, or pLocEin.K, arc quite as characteristic of the PaL-eotropical

countries as are tl>e tanagers of the Xeotropical. They are diiefly African, however,

for it is estimated that not less than four fifths of all the known species— somewhat

over two hundred and fifty— inhabit the dark continent, the rest being scattered

over the Oriental and Australian regions ; none are foun<l in the Palrearctic, in New
Zealand, or in America. Tlie weavers are sparrow-like or finch-like birds, usually

with conical, thick, and heavy bills, but with ten visible primaries. This is their

chief, not to say their only, distinction from the sparrows. There are three well-

maiked types within the family, the true, weaver-birds, the vida-tliiclies, often called

wicldw-finches, an<I the small so-called w.'ixbiiis.

The first mentioned of these, as the iiMiiie inclicatcs, are well known for their

extraordinary nest-building. They are generally str(>ngly-t>uilt birds of a sparrow's

size. The females and the males in autumnal plumage are mostly plain brownish

birds with dusky streaks and sjiots, but towards the breeding season the males assume

a new, often liighly :ind brightly colored dress. Two ty])ical species are figured in

the accoinjianyiug cut, but too little is shown of the nest to give us an idea of some

of these remarkable structures. I would like, however, to call the attention of the

reader to Fig. 124, on p.age 2(54 of this volume. On the tree in the background are

visible two curious roof-shaped structures, round which a number of birds are seen

flying. These re])resent the wonderful straw roofs which the sociable weavers (J'hile-

tcfriis xociits) of South Africa, build. A colony of birds unite in the construction of

this roof, which is often so heavy that the strong branches of Acacia giruffa give

way iiniler the weight. From the under side of the i-oof then each ])air susjiends

its own individual nest, which is woven of dry grass. The nests, often twenty to

forty under the same roof, with the openings downwards, are placed close together

and firmly cDnnected. This structure protects the nests most effectively against

injiMT, for not only does the rain run off the sloping roof, but any enemy who wants

to get at the eggs or young ones is apt to slide down its slippery sides. Other species

build beautiful pendent retort-shajied nests which they suspend from the utmost

twigs of some tree overhanging a river, or from the fromls of some lofty palm, with

the view of securing the offspring against danger from climbing mammals or snakes,
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and some are even known to actually strip the tliiu twigs of their leaves in order to

make the access to the nest still more lUflicull. The weavers are easily kept in cap-

tivity, and even in a cage they busy themselves with weaving grass, threads— in fact,

anything they can get hold of— into the wire netting of the cage, while in the aviary

they keej) uj) their regular nest-weaving.

Tlie vidas ( Vidua) are like the true weavers, but the males are adorned with enor-

mously lengthened tail-feathers in the pairing season. They are exclusively African.

FlO. 270.— Trxtor dinrmtllii iiiul .il.nn, Africnn wpaver-Wnls.

The waxhills, on the other hand, are also distributed over the Oriental region, and
Australia possesses many very beautiful species of these exquisite little grosbeaks,
which have derived their j.opnlar name from the fact that the bill of many species is

red, as if made of sealing wa.x. Mostly delicately colored and very hardy, "these birds
make very attractive cage birds, and some of them, for instance one of the smallest
species, the vermilion rod, white-dropped Lar/ono.tticte, are pleasant soncrsters, and most
of them become very tame in confinement, so as to even readily breed in a small cage.
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In their iiest-biiikliiig, tlie Americ;in oriok-s, or hang-ncsls, the Ioterii)^ of the sys-

tems, resemble the wcMver-binls, but, like the next family, they have only nine ]>rinia-

ries, and, in addition, their bill is more pointed and elongated. In many respects

they closely resemble the ten-primaried Old World starlings, and are evidently not

very distantly related. The name oriole, however, must not mislead anybody to the

belief that they are in any way connected with the orioles of the eastern hemisphere.

The name was transferred to the hang-nest simply on account of the black and yellow

Kio. *J71. — OgttnopH eUriiu, bruzilian crcstetl chv'4"*=*

coloration of some of the best known species. The family is strictly American, rang-

ing "from Patagonia and the Falkland Islands to the Arctic Circle, while, as usual

with exclusively American families, the larger ])roportion of the genera and species

are found in the tropical jiarts of Si>uth Anicrii'a."' They are l>ct(er re]iresented,

however, in our North American fauna tlian either the tanagers or the humming-birds,

for to them belong not far from thirty separable forms, among which the different boat-

tails, blackbirds, and grackles. orioles, meadow-larks, the bobolink, and the cowbirds.
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In tropical Soiitli Ainurioa the hang-ncsts reach their highest clevclopraent, and

liere we eiicouiiter the large species of Casgicus. Ostinojis, etc., all expert iiest-lmild-

ers, as shown in the aceonii)anying cut. Mr. liates, in the narrative of his travels on

the river Amazon, has the following note on one of these :
" Another interesting and

common I>ird was tiie japini, a species of Uassicus (C icteronotus). It is social in

its habits, and Imilds its nest, like the Englisli rook, on trees in the neiglihoriiood of

habitations. But the nests are quite differently constructed, being shaped like purses,

two feet in length, and suspended from the slender branches all round the tree, some

of tlicm very near the gniund. Tlie entrance is on the side, near tlie bottom t^f the

Fio. i'.l.—Emberiza hortulana, ortolan ; Granativora melanocephala, black-headed bunting.

nest. The bird is a great favorite with the Brazilians of Para. It is a noisy, stirring,

babbling creature, passing constantly to and fro, chattering to its comrades, and is

very ready at imitating other l)irds, especially the domestic poultry of the vicinity."

Here also Ijelongs the troujiial {Icterus icterus), celebrated for its exquisite song,

wliich is considered even considerably superior to the mellow whistle of our familiar

Baltimore oriole (/. f/itlbuln).

It is very singular to find tliat the cowbirds {Mokillinis) have developed the same
curious parasitic habits as the Old World cuckoos, depositing, as they do, their eggs

in other liirds' nests, to have them incubated and the young ones reared by the indus-

try and devotion of deceived foster-parents.

As the family FuiNGiLLiDJi is now limited, it is one of the richest in species, com-
VOL. IV. — 3o
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prising more than five Lundrecl, scattered all over the gloW, with the sole exception of
the Australian region, a peculiar distribution, which, according to Wallace, is " hardly
to be found in any other family of birds." It is a rather judyinorpliic group, with an
enormous variation in the shape of the conical beak, from the weak and sinuated bills

of the snow-flake {Plectrophcnax) and its allies, to the enormously powerful grain-

crushing mandibles of the grosbeaks, and the odd instrument of the cross-bills (Zoxia)

Fia. 273. — Petronia petTonia, rock-sparroT (upper rielit-hand figure); Passer hispaniolmsis, Spanish sparrow
(upper lett) ; P. monlanus, trceniparrow (miildle); P. Jomeslicus, English sparrow (lower).

for opening and extracting the seeds of pines and fire from the cones. Also in colora-

tion there is a great diversity, though most of the forms are modestly or even plainly

dressed in brown and gray, varied with yellow, and spotted an<l streaked with dusky;

though bi'illiantly colored species are not missing, as, for instance, our cardinal gros-

beaks (Cardiiialis), the nonpareil and some of its allies (Passerina), the Himalayan

scarlet {Ilrcmatospizn .tipnhi), the different Old World bulfinehes, etc.

Sundevall has attempted to divide this vast multitude in two 'phalanges,' those
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with a wide and broadly arched palate (Amj)lipalatales), and those with tlie nari-ower

and scarcely arched i)alale (Aicliiialatalesj. In the latter are conijirised the forms

which we regard as the most specialized forms, chiefly American. In this division

we find all our North American sjjarrows, Ammodromus, Zonotrichia, SpizeHa.,

Jfehnpiza, J'cticdHi, Jitnco, etc., etc., also the I'ityliiue, including the cardinal

{Cardinalis cardinuUs) and the rose-breasted grosbeak {llabia Itidoviciana) figured

in the cut on the plate facing page 544. Closely allied to the foregoing iVnierican

forms, which make up the b\ilk of the plialanx, are the Old World Ii^niberiziiiai or

buntings, of which two re])resentatives are illustrated in our next cut, viz., the ortolan

{Emberiza hortnlana), tlie bird to whom this name l)y right belongs, a common Euro-

pean species, wliich during the autumnal migrations is caught in great numbers for

the table, tlie other being the black-headed bunting
( Granativora 7iiel(inoaph(da), a

large and handsome species, intensely yellow beneath, and confined to the Mediterra-

nean subregion from Italy eastward, migrating to India in winter.

The Am]ili|>al;itales are mostly Old World birds and contain the tyjiical finches.

In North America, however, we have a number of species belonging to many different

genera, for instance, Carporacus, Acanthis, Leucosticte, etc., but no true finches

occur in South Atnei-ica with the exception of several goldfinches (Spitu/s), a genus

strictly arcloga^an, but with a distribution somewhat analogous to thfit of the

American kingfishers. Two types of this 'phalanx' are illustrated in this volume,

both very familiar indeed to our readers, but in a somewhat disagreeable way, for the

lower figure of the acconi])anying cut rej)resents, needless to say, a bird whose phe-

nomenal increase, after having been idiotically introduced into this country, has

given rise to considerable talk, but, alas ! as yet only little action ; Avhilc the wild

stock of our domesticated canary, yellow and olive, is figured in the plate facing

page 544.

As remarked at the beginning of the Passeroidew, we regard the true grosbeaks

as the highest specialized finches, represented in Europe by the haw-finch ((Wco-
thraustes coccothraiiMc.f), and in this continent by the evening grosbeak {Ilfsperip/ioiia

vespertina). Their bills are enormously thick, heavy, and so liigh that their upper

contours almost form one continuous curve with that of the head.

Leonhabd Stejnegek.
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Abropliilfi, 201
Aburria. L';W

Acantliis. 547
Acantliisitta, 405
Accentor, 4iy
Accipiter, o04
Accipitres. 'JOO

Accipitiina-, 304
Accstnira, 44',l

Acroccplialus, 'yO'2

Acroniyoili, 481

Acroiiiyodous. 439
Acroptoniis, 47li

Acryllium, 'JU
Actotlromas. 108
Adjutant, I(>4

^Kcliiiuirpliorus, C7
-Ksitlialos, ."il."i.

•Ksitliognathuus, 10
-Ena, 2.10

JCpiornis, 47
-Epiornithes, 47
•Esalon, ;(I'J

J'^pypoiliiis, 231
Agami, l'2-i

AKapiirnis, ;>62

Agelastcs, i;i."i

Ajjelastina', 215
Aglieaclis. 444
Ajcnopterus, 154
Agrobatps, 'M
Aithurns, 4."il

A.j.aja, nil

Alauda, 4S<i

Alaudidtc, 485
Albatrosses, 85
Alca, li'.i, 72
Alcediiiida-, 395, 401, 403
Alcedinoidea. 3'J5

Alcedo, 401, 403
Alcida-. li'.l

Alcoidea;, (>8

Alcyone, 404
Alccteropodes. 198
Alectiirides, 121
Alectnenas, 2.")4

A lectrurns, 470
Alio, at
Alopoclien, 141
Altrices, 3
Aluco, .124, ?.Ar,

Aluconina-, 324, 'Mli

Ainazilia, 443
Aniazniis, .!C7

Aniblyornis, 517
Aniniodnmuis. .MT
Annnonianes. 4H<»

Aniniopcrdix, 2tlO

Ampeliila'. 511
Anipflis, 511
Aniplipalatates, 547
Aniytornis. 4(19

AnaTOtos, 470
Anarbync'btis, 101

Anas, 148

Anastomus, 107
Aiitida-. 141

Anatinas 145, 147
Anatoideip, V^'t

Andigena, 417
Androglossa, 307
Auhini.a, i:i4

Anhiniida', l.>4

Anliimoidea', 132
Aiihinga, 193
Anliingida;, 193
Ani, 3,S3

Anisodactylous, 370
Aiionialogonata', 370
Anonialopteryx, 44
Aiious, S;.i

Anseranas, 138
Aiiseranatida;, 138
Anseres, 132

Anserifornies, (J5

Antliiis, 487
Antiolojjha, 472
Antiopelmous. 1509

Aiitiopoides, 125
Ant-birds, 470
Ant-slirikcs, 477
Ant-tlirushes, 4(;G-177

Ant-wrons, 477
Anunibius, 480
Apaloflernia, 435
Apatornis, 24
Aplianaptervx, 129
Apliriza, 99"

Aptenodytcs, 59
Apteria, 3
Apterous penguin, 49
Apteryges, 48
Aptcryx, 49
Aptornis, 131
Aquila, 281
Aquilina^ 278
Arai.'ari, 410
Araniid.'p, 127
Aramus. 121, 127
Arara, ."i.">5

Aroba'optervx, 21
Arcbibuteo," 2:k)

Arctipalatates, 047
Ardeida', 173

Ardeoidea', 102
Ardoonu'ga, 177
Ardetta, 174
Arenaria, 98
Argus, 227
Argvtria. 443
Ari.l. 418
Artaniidas 511
Artanins, 511
Asio, M'.i

Astur, :t04

Asturina. 290
Astnrinnia, 308
Ateliirnis, 3'.I0

Atbene. 327
Atricliornis, 402

549

Atricbomithida;, 462
Attagis, 9:;

Attliis, 44U
Augiistes, 444
Auks, 09, 72
Avcs, 1

Avcstruz, ;i8

Avicida, .309

Avoccttinus, 445
Avocettula, 444

Dabblers, 490
Bal;eniceps, 171
Balienicipitidip, 171
Balearica, 125

Bainbusicola, 203
Banana quit, 540
Baptornis, .30

Barbels, 41.S

Barking-bird, 477
Basiliuna, 443
Batracbostoinus, 387
Baza, 309
liee-eaters, 395
Bee-martin, 409, 471
Beef-eater, 533
Bejatior grande, 414
Bell-birds, 475
Bellona, 444
Bernicles, 142
Bbringa, 510
Birds. 1

Birds-of-l'aradise, 470, 510, 518
Birds of prey. 200
Bitter-bump, 175
Bittern, 174, 175
Bittern, sun, 110
Bizura, 1.52

Blackbirds, 49G
Black cai>, .50.1

Black-cock, 210
Black crow, 532
Bhiel>irds, 4M
• fairy. 490

Blucjav. .">25

Boat-bill, 178
Boatswain, 70. 181
Bob Wliite, 200
Bog-bumper, 175
Bolborlivnclius, 306
Bonasa,"2ll
Boobies, 1S8

Booted tarsus, 9
Botaurus. 175
Bourcicria. 4.52

Bower-binis. 510
Brachypteracias, 390
liracliypteracina', .390

Bracbypteres, .'Mi

Brachvrliamphus, 72
Brant, 142
Branta. 142
Droad-niontbs, 462
Brotogerys, 'ttlG

Brown tliroslicr, 507
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liru.sli-liiiils, 4(;2

Brusli-tiirkey, ^^2
Bubu, y:i7

Bubulcus, 178
]iticcunida', 413
Bulbuls, 4SI0

Itucurus, 4Wi
Hucerotida'. .'195, 404
Huclinnj;:!, .'ilO

Bucorvus, 408
Biieorviim', 408
Bulbuls, 4yO
Bulwcria, '.10

Buntings, 546
Buplia>;n, 5.'!3

Bu.s.-irellus, iW
Busli-cliat,4".lS

Bustards, li:i

Butclit'i-iiirds, .")11

Butc'o, -J'.ej

ButCDKiillus, 2110

Buteola, 2'.P0

Buzzard, aiitliracitc, 290

,, bee, 2'.I0

,, broadwinRed, 293
,, earrion, :iOO

,, common, 2'.K!

,, ferrugineous, 291

,, < i ruber's, 2'.K)

,, lioney, '_".l'J

,, rough-legged, 'I'il

,, Swainson's, 293

,, turkcv, 2()7

white-tailed, 292
Buzzards, 290

Cacatua, 3.">3

Caccabis, 202
Caccothraustes, 547
Caica. 'Mn

Cairina, 146
Callipejila, 'iOCi

Callipsittaius, .'(55

rallocitta, .VJl

Calloperdix, 20.'!

C'.-»llothorax,449

ralojnas, '24;!

('ala?natida!, 243
Calopezus, .A
Calojihasis, 220
t'alypte. 449
(.'ulyptoniona. 4l>.'i

Calyi)torliynchus, 354
fampanerii. 475
(.'am|it'])liagida?, 509
C'ampc|iliilus, 431

('anii)tohiimus, 151

Canipyloptcrus, 451!

C'ampylorhynchus, 505
Canace, 210
Canada jay, 524
Cape Barren goose, 138
Cape pigeon, 90
Capert'aili. 210
Capriinnlgidie, ;!87

Caprimulginfo , 387
(uracara, ;i01

Cardinalis. .'>4<;

Cariama, 121
Carianioidere, 119
Carine, .'i2(i

Carjihibis, IfiO

Carpodacus, 547
Carpodectes, 474
Carpophaga, '258

Carpophagidn;, 254
Carraneha. ;t01

Carrion buzzards, 300
Carritm-rrow. 2)K»

Casmarhiucbos, 475

Cassicus, .545

Cassowaries, .39, 41
Casuarida', 41

Casuarius, 42
Casuaroidea', 39
Catarractes, l>3

Cat-bird, ."lO"

Catharuia, 449
Catliartes. 'Jiiti

Catbjfrtida', 2(k!, 2GC
Catliarus, 4'J7

Catherpes, 505
Calreus, 2'20

CeconioriihiP, fA
Cedar-bird, 511

Celeoniorpha-, 423
Ccleus, 427
Centrocercus, 209
Centropus, JWl
Ceophla'us, 431
Ceplialolejiis, 444
Cephalopterus, 474
Cepphus, 72
Cere, 2(i0

Cereoi)sidiE, 137
Cereoj)sis, 137

Ceriornis, '223, 2'24

Cerorhiua, 73
Certhia, .53!)

Certhiidic, 539
Certhilaiula, 486
Certhiohi, ,540

Ceryle, 404
Cettia, .501

Ceyx,404
Chienomoriiha'. 132
Clia'tocercus, 449
Cha'topus, '204

Cluetura. 4:i'.i

Cha-turina', 437
Chaha. i:t4

Chalcopelia, 24t>

Cbal<M>phaps, '245

Chalvbura, 454
Chaiinea, .504, .500

ChaniU'ida!, .500

Chania-pctcs, 2;i3

Chaino'pclia, "247

Channel-Uill, 378
Cliapparal-cock, 382
Cliaradrida;, 98
Charadriinie, 99
Charadriomorplio!, 95
Charadrius, 9I>

Chat, bush, 498

,, stone, 498
„ tvrant, 4<i8

„ whin, 498
Chauna, l.'U

Cheer, '221

Chelidon, .509

Chenalopex, 141
Chenoiiis, 143

Chiniachima, 302
Chimango, :>02

Chiniiioy swallow, 439

ChionidK), !I2

Chicnis. 93
Chioiioidcie, !t2

Chiroxiphia, 472
Chiza-rhis. 372
Chlaniydocben, 142

Chlanivdodora, 517
Chlu'piiaga, 142
Chloropsis, 490
Chlorostilhon, 442
Cholornis. 514
Chough, 52.S

Chrysolanipis, 444

Clirysolis, 'Ml

Chunga, 121
Churea, 381

Cburunche. 471
Ciconia. I(i8

Cicoiiiida', 102
Ciconlifornies, VIS

Cincinnurus, 5'20

Cincliihe, .505

I'inclus, .50.5

Cinnyriniorpha', 534
Cinnyris, 5.'>7

Circaetus, '285

Circinie. '2!>4

Circus. 294
Cisticola. 4!t9

Civctta, 3-27

Cladorhynclms, 107
ClauiatoV, 203
Clauiatorcs, 459
Clangula, 148
Clivicola, .509

i'lytohenia, 4.54

Cneniiornis, I'M't

Ciiemiornithida-, 13G
Coccystes, 377
Coccyzura, '249

Cochlearins, 178
Cockatoos, ;;52

Cock-i>f-tlK-plains, 209
C<)ckH)f-tlu-rock, 473
Ca'relia, .540

Coercbida', .540

Colaptes, 4'27

Coleorauijihi, 92
Colioi.la-, :;9::

Col ills, :••%:

Cullocalia, 4.'!7

I'olumba, '2.52

Columbas 23", 242
Cohunbula, '247

Coly, .VM
Colynibida-, GO
I'olynilioidea', CO
Colynibns, Il7

Condor, '2(>9

Conirostres, 484, .541

Conopojiliaga. 47li

Conopi)pliagida', 470
Conurida'. ;i'l4

Conurus, 3i)5

Coots, l.'il

I'opporsuiith. 4'20

Cixpietles, 449
Coracias. .'iHO

Coraciiihe. .'189

Corai'ioidea', ;W4
I'oracopsis, .'JG.'i

Connorant-s, 190
Corvida', .5'2.'t

Corvus, 483, .530

Corylli.s, 359
Cor'yphilus. ;i.59

Corilha-ola, .'172

Corythojisis, 470
Coscoroba, 147

Cosnietornis, 389
Cotinga, 474
Cotingida'. 473
Cotiirnix, 198

Coucal, :wi

Courlans, 127

Courser, 101

Coverts, 4

Cow-bird, .545

Cracicla', 232
Cracina', '2:i.3

Cracticus, 511

Cranes, 1'21, 123,125
Crax, '2.'«, '2:!4

Creepers, 539
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Crested grebe, 07

CriuisiT. Vm)
Crocoililo bird, 100

Crocoiius, 2"i5

Cross-oills, 54G
Crossoptilon, ^21!

Crotoiihasa, :t74, :>S3

Crow, carrion, 2(!ti, 026

,, lisli, 1!I2

„ lioodeil, 52G
„ kin;;, TilO

„ whito, 2T8
Crow-blackbird, 032
Crows, r>23

Cryptornis, 4(U
Crypturi, 01

Cuckoo, cliannel-bill, 378

,, dron^o, .'WO

,, Kuropi-'an. 37(>

Ki'Iib'M. :;7.S

„ grral spotted, 377

„ ground, ;>81

„ horn-bill, 378

,, lark-lipcled, ;i81

,, Malaccan, 374

„ yellow-billed, 379
Cuckoos, 373
Cuculidie, 373
Cuoulinfe, 374
Cuculoideio, 371
Cuoulus, 374
Cultirostri'S, 184
Cupiilonia. 2n:i

Curassows, 23-i

Curlew, red-billed, 106

,, stone, 112

Curlews, iOO

Cursores, Oil, 113

Cursorius, 101

Curvirostres, 484
Cyanecula, 4!I7

Cyanocitta, 523
Cyaiiolanius, 512
Cyanopolius. 526
Cyaiiopliaia, 442
Cyanorhaniphus, 336
Cyanotis, 471

1

Cyclopsittacus, 358
Cyclorliinus. 73
Cyclorliis, 513
Cygnopsis, 142
Cygnus, 143
Cymbirlijniclms, 463
Cyinindis, 2!I0

Cvnantbns, 447
Cypselitornics, 370, 435
CypselomorphsB, 435
Cypselus, 43!l

Cyrtonyx, 206

Dab-chick, r.7, 68
r).atila. 148

Dainophila, 443
Dansador, 473
Daption, '.Kl

Darters, 1!I3

nasypii'tlcs, 2
Demoiselle. 120

Dcndragapus. 210
Dendroelielidon, 437
Dendrocolaptos, 478
Ucndrwolaplida-, 478
Uendrory^iia, 14i>

Dendronessa. 148
Dciidrortyx, 205
Dentirostres. 484
Dcrmorliynchi, 136
Uerotypns, ;ili7

Desniognathous, 10

Desmopelmoiis, 368

Diatryma, 33, 00
Dichroinatism, 6
Dicieida\ 0:>8

DicruridiC, 009
Dicraiiostreptus, 510
Didida>. 238
Didric, 378
I)iduiicnlida\ 240
Didiincnlus, 240
Didus, 238
Dinornis, 43
Dinornitlioidero, 43
Dioniodea, 81!

Dionicdidie, 85
Diphln-iiMia, 452
Diphylludes, 522
Dippers, 000
Discura, 448
Disscniurus, 010
IJissoura, 169
Divers, (il)

„ masked, 73
Dociniastes, 452
Dodaers, 230
Dodo, 238
Domicella, 358
Dotterel, !«;, 107
Dove, Carolina, 250

,, ground, 217

„ partridge, 246

,, ring, 253

„ scaly, 247

,, sea. 60

., turtle, 248
Doves, 237
Drepanoptilus, 256
DromaiognathiE, 31

DroniiEOgnathous, 10
Droma;opappi, 27
Dromadidie, 97
Dromaiidai, 40
Dromaius, 40
Dromas, 97
Droiigo-shrikes, 509
Dronte, 2.38

Dryobates, 428
Drvocopus, 429
Ducnla, 258
Duck, coscoroba, 147

„ eider, 149

,, Jjabrador, 151

,, loggerhead, 149

,, mandarin, 148

,, merganser, 153

,, Muscovy. 146

,, musk, 152

., race-horse, 149
,, rosy-billed. 146

,, ruddy, 152

,, sea, 140

,, side-wheel, 149

,, steamer, 149

„ surf, 148

,, torrent, 1.53

tree, 140
Ducks. 13(>, 140
Dysporomorplia?, 181

Eagle. bald-headed. 284
black, 280
lionelli's, 284
oaracara, ItOl

crowned. 280
dwarf, 283
fishing, 284
golden, 282
(jiuiaua, 287
harpy, 287
hawk. 284
imperial, 283

Eagle, king, 283
„ Malay, 285

,, sea, 284

„ serpent, 280

,, short-toeil, 285
Eagle-vulture, 279
Eagles. 278, 281
Eclectus, .i()2

Ectopistes, 201

Edible bird's-uests, 438
Egrets, 178
Eiders, 149
Elanoides, 297
Elanus, 297
Eloriiis, 104
El 'I'urco. 477
Elvira, 443
Emberiza, 547
EmberiziujB, 547
Emeu, 41
Empidonax, 471
Emus, 311, 40
Enaliornis, 30
Eiidaspidian, 464
Enicurid;e, 489
Enicurus, 489
Enneoctonus, 012
Ephippiorhynchus, 167
Epimachinie, .022

Epimachus, 522
EremomeliuiB, 491
Eretmopodes, 65
Eriocnemis, 443
Erismatura. 102
ErisraaturiniE, 151

Erithacus, 496
Erythropus, 315
Erythosterua, 492
Esacus, 113
Eucephala. 443
Eudromias. W
Eudynamys, 375
Eudyptes, Ij3

Eudyptula, 60
Eugenes. 4.04

Eugenia, 4.04

Euiabeia. 142
Eulampis, 455
Eumomota, 397
Euornithes. 64
Eupetes. 490
Eupetomana, 456
Euphenia, 356
Enplocamus. 216
Eupodotes, 113
Eujisortyx, 20t>

Eurhipidurie. 31
Eurvlainiida'. 462
Euiylainioidca'. 460. 462
Eurynorhynclius, 107

Eurypyg:>. 116
Eurypygidip, 116
Eurvpygoidida-. 110

Eurystomus, 3!10, 391
Eustiphauus, 452
Eutoxeres, 457
Eutrygon. 242
Euxenura. Iil9

Ex.aspidcau. 464
Excalfactoria, 199

Falcipennis. 210
Falco, :w,, ;i0li

Falcon, Bengal, 309
chanting, 308
crested, 309

,. Elcanora, 315

,, fenuiral. :(15

tiucli.;W9

„ great uorthcru, 311
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Falcon, Orecnland, 311
liobby, 314

„ loelamler, 311

,, kius :m
„ laiiiier, 313

hiKK'ir. •>13

iiotcliuil, 30!)

,, pcregiinc, 309

„ ]>luiiibc'uus, 315

,, |irairic, 313
,, siii^iii<;, 308

Falronitln;, •j;3, 273
Falconiiia-, 30S
Falconry. 31(i

Falcons! 3(«
Fan-tails, 4112, 499
Feathers, 'J

,, arrangement of, 3
,, color of, C

Ficediila. 4H2
Finches, ."t47

Fin-foots, an
Fire-backs, 21G
Fire-crest. .'')04

Fire-tail, 44(i

Fish-crow, VJI
Fish-hawk. 1'.I2, Sft"?

Flaniingm'S, l.W, 154
Flickers. 4'.'7

Florisuga. 4.">4

Fly-catcUcrs, 4(W. 4<)2

,, Acadian, 471

„ jiarailise, 4U2

,, ]iicil, 4'.I2

„ rose-breasted, 474

„ spotted, 4'.i2

„ tyrant. 471

„ vermilion, 471
Fork-tailii, 4.S<l

Forniicariida', 477
Forniicariina', 477
Forniicaroidia', 4(iO, 470
Fonnicivorina', 477
Francolins. L'o.'i

Francolinus, 'J03

Fratcrcnli, 73
Fregatida', 184
FreRatoidca), 183
Fregatta. 1S4
Frigate birds. 184
Frigato-|iclican, 184
Frcgilns. r.28

Fringiilida^, 545
Frog-mouth, 387
Fulica, 131

l''ulmar, arctic. 00
giant, 88, 00

Fnlmarns, !KI

Fuiiariidie, 47!)

Fuuarius, 480

Gachita, 94
Galbula, 414
Galhulid.ie. 412. 414
Galeoscoptes, ."i()7

Gallina;, lH", 215
Gallinagn, 110

Galliiiula. 131

Gallinulcs, 131

Galloperdix, 204
Callus. 215
Ganncts, 1.S8

Gaper, 4<)3

Garc-fowl, 72
Garrulus, 525
Gastornis. .54

Gastornitlies, 54
Gavia. 81

Gccinuhis, 42H
Geese, bcruicle, 142

Geese black-backed, 14C

„ land, 142

„ sea, 142
Gcjr, 72
Gentleman, 188
C;cobasites, .!!I0

CieiK'occyx, ."Wl

Geocolaples. 428
Geopelia, 250
(ieoidiai)S, 244
(;eoi)sittacus, .'Wl

Geositta. 47!l, 4Sl
Geotrygon. 21li

Ccranoniorpha'. 122
(iiant heron. 177

Glareolida-. 10
Glarc(dus. 1)5

Glaucidinm. 329
Gliciphila. .535

tinat-<atchcrs, .507

Gf)at-snckers, 3H7
Godwits, 107
Gold-crest, .504

Gold-tinchrs. .547

Goose, barrcil-hoaded, 142

,, Cape liarren, 138

,, Egyjitian, 141

,, enijieror, 142

„ fox, 141

,, grav-lag, 142

,, Kile, 141

,, Orinoco. 141

,, scmi-paiinatcd, 139

,, solan. 18S

,, sjMn'-wingcd, 140

„ swallow. 188

,, .swan, 142
Cioshawks. 304
(ioslels, 142
Gouhlia, 448
(ioura. 242
(iouriihe. 242
Graciila. 5.33

Graculavus. 24. 2H
(iralhe. Ill

(irallaria. 477
Granativora. .547

(iraphophasianus, 220
Great auk, 72
Grebes, tMJ

Grcenlets, 513
GrilKn. 274. 275
(irinder. 41i3

Griphornis, 21
(irosbeaks. .54)!

Ground-thrushes, 4G7
Ground-tits. ."i<»i

Grouse, llis, 21)7

blue. 210

„ duskv. 210
llarllanb's, 210
hazel. 212
pine. 210
rulTcd. 211
sand. 235

,, spruce, 210
wood, 210

Gruidic, 12.3

firuoidea', 121

Cms. 123
Guacharo. .'iSS

Guara. liK)

Gubcrnetes. 470
Guillemots. 71

(iuinea-fowl. 213
Guinea-ben. 214
Guid-guid, 477
Guira. 374. .'^3

Gull, black-lH'aded, 78

„ fork-tailed, 81

Gull, ivory. 81

,. mackerel, 79
,, Itoss's, 79

wedge-tailed, 79
Gulls, 74, 77
Guttera. 214
Gyges, M
Gymiuisio, .')2fi

GjTiinopafdes, 2
Gyninopelia. 247
Gymnopbaps, 2.52

Gymnorhina. 511
Gyninorhina-. 511
Gyrfalctins. 311

(fVpai-tus, 2H)
Gypogeranidie, 2113, 204
flyjiogeranus, 2<>3

Gypohierax, 271)

Gyps, 275

Ilal.ia, .547

Habroptila, 1.31

Iladrostomus, 474
Hainatopus, 1)8

Hannatospiza, .5IG

Halcyon. 401, 403
Halcvonina', 401
Haliai'tus. 281,284
llang-I.irds, 544
Hang-nests. 544
Haploophona>, 459
Haplopelia. 24<>

Ilarpactes. 4.'n

Harpagus. ;;oil

Ilarporbynchus. 507
Harpybaliai'tus, 287
Ilarjiyia. 287
Harrici-s, 2!i4

Hav-sula,lSH
Hawk, chicken. .306

„ Cooper's. .'tO*}

„ duck, 301)

„ fish, 192. 293
,, goose, 305

,. hen. 292

,. man-of-war, 184

,, marsh, 21)4

., night. 389

,. peregrine, .309

,, ]iigeon, 313

., .luail, .309

,, sharpshinned, 300

,, singing, ;i08

., sparrow, :»4, 300, 309, 315
,, sipiirrel, 291

Hawks, :i04

Ha-niatortvx, 200
Helactin.4411
llcliiitithea. 4.52

Ilcliastur, 281
Heliodilus. .•H8

Heliodoxa, 4.54

Heliornis. (i8

Helioriiithoidea?, 08
Heliothrix. 444
Helotarsus. 2.S1, 2S7

Hemicircus. 428
llemignathns. .5.38

Hemistephania. 453
Hen-harrier. 294
Heu-liawks. 292
Hcnicopha|is, 245
Herodias, 178
Herodii, 1.57

Heron. bufT-backed, 158

,, giant. 177

„ night. 178

,, variegated, 174
Herons, 17.3

Hcsperipliona, 547
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nesporornis, 24, 27
Heterali>c)ia, oW
HeterixUictylus, 3U9
Hetcroiucri, 4l);i

Helt'roiiclMia. 47li

Hetrropflinuus, 3(J9

Uienioiilt-a, WJ
Hicrax, .'(Oil

Hiei'Dcoccyx, .'!74

Hierofaloo, all
Hill-nivna, XCi
Hill tils, 4!ll

HiiiiaiilMiiiis, 107
Hippalictni, 41

Hiruialiiiida-, 507
HiniiuUi, "lOl)

Hoat^tin. 1'.I7

Hobby, Mi
Holaspidcaii, 404
HolDi-liiiial, U
HoiiKiroiueri, 463
Hoiiirai, 407
Honey-bird, 4-.'2

Honey-ciCL'pcrs, 540
Honey-caters, .">:i4

Honcy-f;uides. 4J1
Honey-suckers, 535
Hoopoes, 410
Hoplojitenis, 100
Hornliills, 404
Houbara, Il.i

Hnia-liird. ."i.'tO

Hunmier, C'liiniborazo, 455
,, horned, 4."iO

,, ruby and topaz, 444

„ ruby tliroat, 450

,, sickle-billed, 450
,, sword-billed, 453

,, topaz, 451
Hummers, 441
Hummers, green, 442
Humming-birds, 441
Hydralector, 104
Hydrocoleus, 7.S

Hydropliasianus, 104
Hvlactcs, 477
Hylodiaris, 443
Hylonianes, 307
Hypor.icliis, 3
Hypositta. .')15

Hypotriorcliis, 314

lache, 443
lantluunas, 252
Ibididiv, 15S
Ibidoidea", 158
Ibidopodia, 158
Ibidorlivncha, 106
Ibis, 1.58

„ glossy, 160

„ sacred, 78, 158, VXi

„ scarlet. HiO

,, straw-tliroated, lUO
,, wood, 102

Ibycter, 304
Icelan<ler, 311
Iclitlivornis, 24
Irterid.C, .544

Icterus. .545

Ictinia. 2;i7

Imiiennes, .50

Indieator, 421
Inerles. 4'.>

Indieatoridu'. 412, 421
Invisible bird, i'Ji

lolieina, 454
lonoriiis. l.'il

Irena. 400
Ironsmitli. 420
Irrisur, 412

Irrisorida;, 412
Island hen, 131
Ithaginis, 210

Jabirn, 107

tiacaniaralcyon, 414
Jiicamars, 414
Jacamerops, 414
Jaeana, 104

Jacanida?, 103
Jackass-penguin, 5'J

Ja'gers, 75
Jan van (Jeut, 188
Jays, hll
.Toao doido, 414
Juida, 532
Juliamyia, 443
J unco, 547
Jungle-fowl, 215
Jynginx', 433
Jynx, 433

Kagu, 117
Kalij,21(j
Kaka, 353
Kakapo, 350
Kenopia, 400
Kestrel, 315
Ketujia. 337
King-auk. 00
King bird. 400, 471
l\ing-crow. 510
Kingtishers, 401
Kinghunter. giant, 401

Kinglets, .50

T

King-penguin, 50
Kirunibo, 302
Kite, .\rabian, 207

,, bee. 200

„ black, 207

,, black-shouklered, 297

., black-winged, 20"

,, lirahminy, 205

,, common, 206

„ everglade, 208

„ fork-tailed, 20T
„ hoiiev. 200

„ hook-billed, 298
,, Mississippi, 207

,, pariah. 207

,, reil, 200

„ red-backed. 205

„ swallow-tailed, 207

,, white-tailed, 207
Kite-falcon, 300
Kites. 205
Kittiwakes, 81
Kiwi, 48
Knot, 107

Lagonosticte, 543
Lagopus, 207
I.amellirostres, 50, 1-32, 130
l.anielloso-dentali, 130

l.aniiiiiplantares, 481
Liinnnergeyer, 280
Lampornis, 4.55

Lami)raster, 4.54

I.amproc<pccyx, .378

Lanipioridiiis, 532
l.am]>rotcirnis, 108, 532
Laniarius, 512
Laniid.i-, 511
I.anius, 512
Laiuier, 313
Laornis, .30

Laopteryx, 23
Lapwing. 00
Laridu', 77
Lvitka, 485, 48G

Laroidea, 74
I.,arus, 78
Latirostres, 484
li.aughing jackass, 402
Ijanrellardia, 410
Leech-eater, 100
l^eguatia, 129

Leiolrii'hiihe, 421
Lei|)oa, 231
Lepidogrammus, 381
Leptomyza, .5.35

Leptoptlla, 24*;

Leptoptilos, 164
Leptosiimatidje, 392
Leptosomus, 3'.)2

Lerwa, 202
Lesbia, 447
Le.storuis, 30
l.eucopternis, 2iK)

Leucosarcia 245
Leucosticte, 547
Licmctis, ^553

Licornis, 132
Limicola', 65, 95
Limnactus. 285
Limnatornis, 410
Limpkin, 121, 127
Lipaugus, 474
Lipoglos.>ia', 404
Lobrophasis. 210, 218
Lobipedes, 122
Loddigcsia, 447
IiOCust-l)ird, 532
Locuslella. .502

Log-cock, 431
Lomvias, 71

Longipennes, 5G, 65, 75.

Loons, 00
Loiihoai'tus, 285
Lophodytes, 1.53

Lopholainius. 258
Lopliophaps. 244
Lophophornina*. 223
Lnplini>h<'rus. 22-''. 225
Loph<tpsitlarus, 352
Lopli(>rina. 522
Lopliornis, 440
Lophorlyx, 2IX;

Lophotriorchis, 285
Lory, 358, 3(i2

Love-l>irils, ;!02

Loxia. .540

Loxioideu.s, 530
Lugger, 313
Liinda, 73
Luscina, 40()

L'VMamliu, .52

Lypornix, 413
Lyre-birds, 401

Macaws, 365
Machieropterus, 472
Macrochires, 435
•Macrodactvli, 122
Mac iddiptervx, 389
Macronus, 40O
Macronvx, 488
Macropsiilis, ;«0
Macropteres, 50
Macropygia. 249
Jlacrornis, 33, 40
Magaroperdix, 200
Magj>ies, .526

Maguari, 100
Malaconotina', 512
Alalaeorlivnchus, 14S
.Mallanl, 148
Malurina', 409
Manaeus, 472
Mauakiiis, 472
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Mandarin duck 148
Maii-of-H-ar liawk, 184
Alunit-nia, 'l^'i

Ma-qua.ii, 'M'.i

Maialiuii, lt;4

Martin. Kuiopcaii, 509
imipfe, .109

,. !)(.•(, Hi'.i, 471
Martiiifta, .14

Mascarinus, J(iO

Masiiis, 472
Maski'il divers, 73
Meewali, 1(14

Mcgacc|)lial()n,231
Megalainia, 4i;0

Megalaiinidii-. 412, 418
Mcgalcslris, 7.1

Megalci|)li<iiiu.s, 480
Megaloriiis, VM, 40
Mcga|nidcs. 2'.".l

Megapoilida', 229
Jlegapndina', 229
Megapcidius, 2.'J0

Meinrnis, 44
Melanijiitta, W,
Mclanerpcs, 4:fl

Mclanocorypha, 48G
Slelanoperdix, 200
Meleagridif, 222
Meleagrina;, 222
Meleagris, 222
Melierax, .'iOS

Jleliiiliagida), 535
Mellisnga, 400
Mfloili's, 4!)7

Mclopclia, 247
Jlelopiiia. Ita;

Mcl().spiza, 547
MclopsiUacus, 355
Menura, 4(il

SIonuridiL', 4(il

Menuroidea3, 400
Merganetta, 1,13

Mergansers, 1.12

Merlin, .ii:!

Meropiilas .''DS

Menipina;, 397
Merens, .'IlKJ

Mernla. 4U(;

Mesiles, 11.1, 119
Mesilida-, 119
Mosoniyodi, 4,19

Mesoniyodons, 459
Mctallnra, 444
Metopiana, I4(>

lMctoj)idins, 104
Metri<i|)elia, 247
Jlicrastur, :)0.S

Micratliene, 328
Microcielila, 489
MicroglossHS, :Vti

Microperdi-v, 199
Micropodidie, 4.t7

Mieropcidina;, 437, 439
MirrcipcidoideiP, 43.1

Microiisitiaoida!, 357
Wicropus, 439
Middle coverts, 4
Migration. Vi
iMilvagii, .•i(12

Milvnlus. 470
Jlilvus, 2".I0

Miniida'. ,107

Minius. .107

Minivet, 509
Mire-druni, 175
Mitua, 233
Mniotiltidtc, 540
Moa, 43
Mocking-birds, 507

Modest-bird, 257
Molio. l.;i, .1.35

Molotlinis, 545
Molting. 4
Moniotidif , .395, 397
Jloniotus, 398
Monals, 225
Monasa, 413
Moor ben, 131
Sloridinus 287
Motacilla, 488
Motacillidie, 487
Motlier t'arey's cbickeiis, 89
Motnint. V.'.r,

Mountain wbistlor, 494
Mountain witcli, 240
JIuis-vogel, 394
Murres, 71

Museicapa. 492
Musoicapidn?, 492
Muscles. 14

Muscivorii, 409
Muscovy duck, 140
Muscular formula, 14
Musopbagidie, .171

MiLsopliagus, 372
Myadestcs, 494
Mycteria, Ki"
Myristicivora, 258
Myzomela, 535

Nandu, .37

Nanodes, ;i55

Nasica, 478
Nasitcrna, .3.18

Natatores, .16

Nauclcrus, 297
Nectarinia, 537
Kectariniidiu, 536
Ncopbron, 277
Neopus, 285
Ncsocelons, 427
Ncsociclila, 494
Nestor. :i,12

Nettepus. 142
Nigbt-bawk, ;<89

Nigbtingales, 4ilG

,. Ceylon, 491
Night-jar, 389
Ninox, .'(,32

Ni.saetus, 281, 284
Noddies, 83
Noniopelnious, 368
Notbocrax. 233, 234
Notornis, 131

Notlmra. .14

Nucifraga, ,ia!

Nunieniina'. 106
Nunienius, 106
Nuniidina', 213
Nut-cra<!kers, 520
Nutb.atcbes, 515
Nyctale, :»\
Nyctia, 3.35

NyctibiiiuB, 387
Nyctibins. .•iK7

Nycticorax, 178
Nyctiornis, 397

Oceanitina-, 85
Oceanites, .S8

Oceanitiilie, 85, 88
Oceanodroma, 88
Ocbreata'. 404
Ocydnmius. 128
Ocypliaps. lMO
Odontobolcea'. 24. 27
Odontopborinir, 200
Odontopborus, 205
Odontormic, 23

Odontomitbes, 23
CKdicneniida-, 112
Qidicnenuis, 112
Oidcuiia, 140
Oil-bird. ;W5
Oil-gland, 9
Old .sipniw, 148
Oligoniyodi, 459
Olor 143
Onycbotes, 290
Oo, 5.36

Open-bill. IiW
Opbrysia, 199
Oi)istboconii, 196
Opistboconius 1!I6

Orconynjpba, 445
Orcortyx. 200
Oreoperdix, 201
OrcDpluusina', 2.32

Oreopliasis. 232
Oreotrocliilus. 455
Oriole, iJaltiniore, .145

" -Vniericau, 544
Orioles, true, 515
Oriolida', 515
Oriolus, 51.1

Ornilbo|iappi, 21
Ortalis, 23:i

On b onyx, 4<X)

Ortolan", .147

Ortvg<u-nis, 204
Ortyx, 200
Osc'ines, 481
Ostricb, African, 33

„ South American, 37
Osprey, 2!I3

Ossifraga, 88, 90
Ostinojis, 545
Otidida', ;K!, 113
Otidipbaps, 242
Otis, 11.3

Otocoris, 480
Otogyps, 277
Otus, 343
Ouzel, ring, 496

water. 496
Oven-birds. 480
Owl, Acadian, 344

,. barn, 340
„ barred, :)45

,, brown, .145

,, burrowing, 324
„ eagle, :i.(7

., tianinnilatcd, 342
,, gnonte, .'wiO

„ great grey, ,345

,, hairy-footed, 332
,, hawk, XM
,, burned, .3.17

M laughing, 3;«
„ little, 327
,, long-oared, 343
,. nmtlled, .'(42

.. iiigniy, .329

,. pi>\verful. 3;i.3

,, Hicbardson's, 344
,, saw-whet. 344
,, screech, :i42, .340

,, .sco]is, 341, ;i42

,, short-eared, 343
,, snowy. .331

,, sparrow, .330

„ spotted. .328

., tawny. .345

,, 'reiignialm's, 344
,, white-faced, 333
„ Whitney's, 328

Owl-parrots, 1150

Owls, 321
Ox-puckers, 533
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Ox.vrliyiicliiil;i-. IG'J

Uxyi'liyiiclius. 4li!)

Oyster-catcliors, "J8

Pacliyrliampluis, i"i
I'liliceiulyptL'S, (i:i

Piila-ocyj^mis. 14^
l';iIiuoloiloiitiil;i>, 154
Palieoloilus. i:.4

raliuoriiis, .'JliU

PaUL'oniitliiilii', 359
I'ulaptiTyx, 44
I'aliUiiLHla', 134
I'alalc, 10
J'ahulicola', 122
Painprodac'lyloiis, 370, 3t>4

l*aiulioii, "iita

l*anfiioniiia', 293
Pannplites, 454 «

Paiitcrpo, 443
Paiiychloia, 442
I'aiiyptila, 439
PaiaiiisiBa, 519
Paradise liirds. 519
I'aratlisa'icla', 5lli

ParadisaMiia'. .")1(;

Pai-akeel, black-liillcd, 367

,, Cai'olina, Xb
,, grass, ;a5, ;i5G

„ gray-breasted, 3GG

,, ground, 3of>

,, liaiiKiiig, 3(i0

„ monk, 361!

„ red-tailed, 3C(J

., riisella, 357
Parotia, 521

Parra, 104

Parrot, bat, .!59

,, gray, 3«3

,, green, 3<j7

„ ground, ;i51

„ iako, 304

,, kaka, :id3

„ Jladagascar, 300
„ owl, :ho

,, I'hilip Isl.and, 3.52

„ racket-tailed, :i02

,, ring, ;i01

,, vaza, 303
Parrots, .'V49

I'arson-bird. 535
Partridge, 52

bamboo, 203
,, crested, 200

„ gray, 204
liill, 201

,, plumed, 20ii

,, red-legged , 201
swamp, 204
Tibetan. 2U0

Parlridge-dove, 210
Partridges 1!W, 200, 205
Parus, 515
Pass4T. 540
Pa.ssiris, 4.58

PassiTiformcs, .370

1'as.scroidea', 400, 481
Pastor, 532
Patagona, 453
I'auxis, 2:1:1

Pavo. 229
I'avoncella, 108
Peacock, 22H
I'eaciick-plieasant, 228
Peafowl. 229
Pedia-cetos, 209
IVewil. 9!i

PcIan:omnrplia?. 157
IVIargonappus. 103
Pelvcouidic, 185

Pelecaniforntcs, G5
Pelecanoidida;, 90, 185
Pelecanoidcs, 91
Pelecanus, 18li

Pelicans. 184, 188
I'enelope, 233
I'enelojiina, 233
Penelopiiue, 233
Penguin, Apterous, 49

,, northern, 72
Penguins, .50

Penthoceryx, 374
Perdicina-," 198

Perdieula, 199
I'erdix, 2U0
Perdiz, ,52

Peregrine, 309
Pericrocotus. 509
Pcrisoreus, .521

Peristera, 21C, 247
Peristeripodes, 229
Pernis, 299
Pctasphora, 454
Petrels, 88, 91
Petrochelidon, .507, 509
Petronia, 540
Petrophassa, 240
Peuca;a, 547
Pezophaps, 239
Peznporus, :.I52

IMia'Uorliina, 258
IMia-tboii. ISl

PliiL-tlionlciidc;e, 181

Pha'thornis. I-'pO

IMialacrocoracidas 190
Plialacrocorax, 191

Phalaropes 107
I'lialaropodime, 107

I'liaps, 2J1
Pliarauli's chicken, 278
Pharoniacrus, 4.'44

Phasianida;, 213
Ph.a.>iianina', 210
Ph.asianus. 210. 220
Phasidus, 215
Plieasant, argus, 227

blood, 216
„ crow, 381

„ cared, 220
Knglish, 222
lireback, 210
golden. 219

,, impeyan, 225
,, kaleege, 210

kalij,21G
kok'la.ss. 223

„ I.ady Amherst, 219
,, L'liuysii's, 225
,, IjTC-tailed, 401

,, peacock, 228
pucra,<i, 223

,, Hceve's, 220
Sclater's, 225

,, silver. 210, 217

,, snow. 202
Wallich's, 221

,, white-wiuged, 222
Pheasants, 204, 213
Phibalura, 474
Phihute. 142

PhileiiUla. 405
Philepittida'. 4(Vi

Pliilita'rus. 512
Phhegienas. 21.'!

Phlogophilus, 441
Phodilus, 324. :'.I0

PhiK'nicoparra, 1.54

Pha'nicoplrrida*, 1.54

Pha'nicopleroidea-, 153
Phiuuicopterus, 154

PhoDoIajma, 454
Photodilus, 324, .346

Phyllop.scustes, 504
Phytoloma. 475
Phylotomida', 475
Piava, 375
Pica, 520
Picapare, 08
Picarias 308
Picicorvus, 520
Picida', 412,423
Picitormes, :J70, 413
Picina', 420
Picoideas 412
Picoides, 429
Piculets, 425
Picunniina', 425
Picumnus, 425
Picus, 428
I'igeon, blue-headed, 243

,, bronze-wing, 245
,, brush, 245

,, Cape, 90

,, crested, 245

,, crowned, 241

,, green, 2.55

,, ground. 212

,, Nicobar, 244

,, passenger, 251

,, phea.sant-tailcd, 2.50

,, stock, 2.5.3

tooth-billed, 240
,, white-crowned, 254

wild, 251
Pigeons, 237
Piunii)edes, 50
Pintail, 148
Pionidie, 307
Pipilo, 233
I'ipits. 487
Piranga, 541

Piririgui, 384
Pipra, 472
Piprida", 472
Pityliua>, 547
Plant-cutters, 475
Plantain-eaters, .371

Platalea, 101

Platycercid;e, ;154

Platycercus, 350
Pl.atvrhynchus, 471
Plant us". 72
Plectrophenax, .546

Plectropteridaj, 140
I'lectroptcrus, 14
Plegadis, 100

Plictolophidas 333
I'lictolo|dius, ;i53

Plissolophus, 3.54

I'loceida-, 542
Plotus, 193
Plover, crab, 97

„ crook-billcd, 101

,, golden. iHi

,, s|mr-wingod, 100

,, stone, 112

„ wry-billed, 101
Plovers, !«
Pluviales, 05
Pluvialiforme.s, 05
Pluvianellus, 99
Pluvianus, IlKI

Pna>opyga, .5(>0

Podargidie. :'>87

Podargus, 387
Podica, 118

Podiceps. 07
Podilynibu.s, ('>8

Podocyj)ida', tlO

PogouorbyucUus, 420
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Polioactus, 284
rolioptiln, nOT
Polioptiliiia?, 507
Polyborina', ;!00

Polyboroiiles, '.".IS

I'olyborus, .'SOI

Polyjilcction. 227
Polytimis, 44:f

Poroccpliiiliis, ;j(!7

Pori)liyrio, l.il

l^rzaiia, 128
Poiile ri)uj;e. 129
I'owtler-duttiis, 4
Pra-ciiccs, ;i

Pniirii'-<>liickens, 209
I'rairie-liciis, 20!)

Pratiiicola, 4118

Pratincoles, 95
Primaries, 'S

I'rioii, !I0

Prioiiituiius, 3fi2

Priotcliis, 4:1,')

Procellaria, 88
I'robollariida', 88
I'rooellariiiia-, 89
I'rocellaroidea, 84
Profane, .'idD

Prustlifiiiiadera, 535
Protoiiotaria, 540
Psalidoprwiio, 509
Pseiidotantalus, 1G3
Psittacclla, .JoS

Psittaci,;!49

I'sittai-idic, 'MVi

J'sitlacula, 'Ml
Psittacus, ;ttU

Psnpliia, 123
P.so|>liid;r, 122
I'taniii^'aii, 2I)7

Ptcniiistes, 204
Ptcrotles, 2;i5

Pterocletcs. 235
I'terocnemia, .38

I'terocon's, 480
I'tcrocli<ia!, 235
I'ltTdulKssus, 417
l'tr'r(i]ia|ipi, 23
l'toroi)a-des, 3
Pterophanes, 453
Ptcroptocliida;, 476
Ptcryla., 3
i'lilc'.jiarliiis. 201
Plilo|.iiTi, :,i\

I'tiloiiurliyiiclius, 566
I'tilorlii.s, 522
Ptilopus, 25(>

I'ucras, 223
Puerasia, 22.3

Puir-birds, 413
Purtiiis, 73
I'ukeko, 131

Pyciiasiiidcan, 404
Pyciioiiotiiiii', 190
Pyc'iioiiotus, 490
PyKarrirliiis, 479
PyKOpiiilcs, no, ()5

Pyfioscelis, 59
I'yKOStyle, 12

Pyroceplialus, 471
Pyroderus, 474
Pyrrliocorax, 528
Pyrrliulauda, 480
I'yrrlmra, ;iO(i

Quails. 198-20C
Qucsal. V.H
Quisoalus, 532
Quits, 540

Rails, 127

Uallida'. 127
Ilallus. 128
lianiplia.stida!, 412, 414
Itaiiipliastos. 414
Ka|iIalores. 2(K)

iiaplores. 200
Hasores, 197
Hatile, .32

Haven. .520

liazor-liill, 72
liectriies, 4

licciivirostra. 107
Hecurviro.sirina', 107
Rejtiilina.. .'iiM

UeRuhis, Mi
Heinwardta'na. 249
Ki-tieulato tarsus, 9
IMianipliDcri'his, 541
i;iianiplioniicron, 445
Hliea, .38

Ulieoidea?, .37

Hlieinardiiis, 227
Hliinrml.ax, 408
Itliipidnra, 4!i2

Klhidonessa, 140, 148
Hlinddstlietlia', 79
lihynclKea, 110
Kbyncliopinje, 83
miyncli(p|is, 83
Kliyncliotus, .52

lUiynoelietida', 117
Kliynoclictos, 117
liidgwayia, 4!>4

ItiHeman, 4(i5

King ouzel, 490
Hissa, 81

Hoad-runner, 381
Hoa-roa, 49
liobin, American, 496

Englisli, 490
Koo, 47
Koik-li(ij)per, 03
liollei-s. .389

lUiIllLltis, 2(10

Kostrhanius, 298
Kostratula, 110
Rotge, 09
Honlnml. 20O
Kuliv-lliniat, 4.")0

iiw. 47
Kupicola, 473
KulT, 108
Kulibreuta, 142

Sacfa, 200
S.asje-eock. 209
Salpinclcs, 505
Sanderling, 107
Sand-grouse. 235
Sandpipers, 107
Sappho, 440
Sap-suckers, 4.32

Sarcorhnniphus, 208
Sarkedornis, 140
.S.asia. 420
Saurognatlious, 10, 42.3

Saururie,21
l^axicola, 498
Scardafella. 247
Scliislis. 44

1

Scliizognaihous, 10
Seliizorliinal, 11

Scliizopelnions, 369
Scissor-tail. 470
Sclilegi'Iia,.-.22

.SiliTopliTa. 2(13

.Scdiipacida-, 105

.Scidopacina'. 110
Scoloiiacoidea', 94
Scopidie, 170

Scops, .341

Scopus, 970
Scoters, 148
Scolopelia, ;i.37

Screamers, l.'t2

Scrult-tiirds. 402
Scutellate tarsus, 9
Kcylalopus, 476
Scytlirops. .378

Sea-dove, 69
Se.a-liawk, 77
Sea-licn, 75
Sea-swallow, 188
Secondaries, 3
Secretary, 20,3

Seleucides, ,522

Sel.aspliorus. 449
Seniionlera, .522

.Seniiplunies. 4

.Senciilus, 510

.Serienia. 121
Serrati, i;i«

Serratirostres, ,'>97

Serrisius, 2.58

Serrirostrcs, 56
Shags. I!il

Shanie-liird, 2.")7

Sliar|>-lails, 209
Shearwater, 8.3, 90
Sheath-bills, 92
Sheldrake. 140
Shoe-bill, 171
Shovelers, 148
Shrike, aiit, 477

„ cuckoo, 509
,, crow, 511
,, drongo, 509
„ swallow, 511
,. true, 511

Slalia, 494
Sifters, l:«!

Silvia, ,502

Silviina?, ,501

Siuiorhynelius, "2

Sisura, 493
Silia, 515
Sitlaco, ;i05

Sittina', 514
.Skua, 75
Skimmers, 83
.Skull, 10

Snake-hiril, 195, 4;{3
Suipi's. no
.Siiii\v-ci.<ks, 202
Snnw-tlake, ,540

Solan goo.se, 188
Solit,iire, 239, 494
Solitary, 239
Som.iteria, 1.50

Soroplex. 428
Soufriere bird, 494
Spatula, 148
Si)arrow, hedge, 4!I2

Knglish, 510
Sparrow-hawks, .304, :\m
S|iectarleil guillemot, 72
SpeolyOi. .324

.Spheiiiscidie. .50

Spheniscus. .59

Spheno|>roctus, 4.50

Sphenorbynchus, 167
Sjihyraiiiciis, 4.32

.Spilornis, 2.S(i

Siiindalis. 541
Sjiinus. 517
Sliizaetus. 2,S5

Spizella, ,547

Spiza.stur, 285
Spizia|>teryx. .309

Spoou-bills, 158, 161
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Sporadinus, 442
StakR-driver, 177

Stanilard-wing, rW
Starlings, 529
Starnajnas, 243
Stcatornis, SSS
Stoatornitliidae, 385
Steatornitlioidesp, 371

Ste;ianop<)des, oli, 171)

Strfjaimra, 118

StegnolaMua, 2:'>.'i

Stelgidopteryx, 509
Stellula, 449
Stcnostii-a, 507
Sterna, 81, 83
StercorariidsB, 75
Stercorarins, 7<>

Sternoolyta, 454
Stcrnnla, 83
Stlielenides, 143
Stictajnas, 253

Stint, Teniniincks, 108

Stipitnrus, 199

Stono cliat. 498
Storks, 1G2-109
Strepcra, 511
Streptopclia, 249
Strigida", 2(i3, 321
Strigina?, 3-24

Stringopida-, 350
Stringops. 350
Struthio, 33
Struthiolitlius, 55
Strutliioidea, 3:5

StruthioiicB, 32
Strutliionidse, 33
Stnrnida-, 529
Sturuus, 531
Sula, 188
Siilida;, 188
Sun-birds, 536
Siui-bittorns, 115
Sun-greVies, 'iS

Surf-bird, 99
Surf-ducks, 148

Surnia, 3:>4

Surniculus, 380
Suthora, 514
Sutboriii^, 511
Sutoria, 499
Sun-gem, 450
Swallow, bauk, 509

„ barn, 509

„ chimney, 439

„ rough winged, ."lOO

„ sea, 188

„ white-bellied, 509

,, wood, 511
Swallow-shrikes, 511
Swallows, 507

Swans, 143
Swiftlets, 437

Swifts, 437
Sjiiallaxinsp, 480
Synallaxis, 47'J

Synoicus, 19!l

Synpclmous, 369
Syornis, 44
Syrinx, 373
SyrmaticHS, 220
Svrnium, 345
Syrrhaptes, 235

Tachoniis, 440
Tachyercs, 149
Tadorna, Uii
Tailor-bird, 409
Tallegallina>. 231
Tallegallus, 231
Tanagers, 541

Tanagra, 541
Tanagrida;, 441
Tantalus, 1(14

Tanygnatbus, 302
Tanysiptera, 402
Taoniscus, 54
Tarapunga, 79
Tarsus, 4(>4

Tattler, 107
Taxaspidean, 464

Teaser, "(i

Tenuuitriigon, ioii

Tonuirostros, 484, 534
Terpsiphone, 492

Terns, 77, 81

Tertiaries, 3

Tetragonops, 420

Tetrao, 2011

Tctraonida^ 198

Tetraonina', 207
Tctraopbasis, 225
Tptraptervx. 125

TiKilMssrns, 83

Tliauinoi>hilinie, 477
Thaumalea, 210, 219
Thick-kiices, 112
TliinocoridiB, 93
Thinocoris, 93
Thom-bird, 480
Tbrasaetns, 287

Thrush, ant, 4iifi, 477
babbling, 490
fruit, 41)0

,, ground, 467

,, song, 494

,, wood, 494
Thrushes, 493

Tiga, 427
Tichodroma, 539
Timaliida>, 490
Tilmatura, 449
Timolia, 443
Tinauiiiia', 54
Tinanii>tina^, 54
'rinuniims, 54
Tinnunculus, 306, 315
Tit, ground, 506

,, wren, 50»>

Tits, hill, 491

,, true, 515
Tityra, 474
Tockus, 404
Tooo, 417
Todida?, ,395, 399
Todies, 399
Todirostrum, 471

Todus, 399
Toothed birds, 23
Topaza, 452
Toporok, 74
Totanus, 108
Toucans, 414
Tracheophoiia?, 459
Trachyphonus, 420
Tragopans, 224
Tree-ducks, 145, 146
Treron, 255
Treronida?, 254
TrichoglossidsE, 358
Trichoglossus, 358
Tringina>. 107
Trochilida;, 441
Trochilos, 100
Trorhilns, 449
Tri.gludvtes, 4"t!

Troglodytida;, 505
Trogonida), 43:',

Trogoiioidex', 433
Trogons, 433
Tropic-birds, 181

Troupial, .545

Trumpeter, 123, 143
Tubinares. 65, 84
Tiuaciena. 249
Turacou, 372
TuracHS, 372
Turdidic, 493
Tardus, 494
Turkey-buzzard, 267
Turkeys, 222
Turkey, brush, 232
Turnstones, 98
Turtle-dove, 248
Turtur, 248
Tympanistria, 246
Tyraunida>, 4G8
Tyranuoidea;, 460, 463
Tyrannus, 409, 471

Tyrant birds, 408

Umber-bird, 170
Umbrella bird, 474
Umbrette, 170
Under coverts, 4
Upper coverts, 4
Upupa, 410, 411
Upupida', 411
Upupoideie, 408
Uranomitra, 443
Uria, 71
Urinator, 09
Urinatoridip, 69
I'rochroa, 454
Urocissa, 526
Urogalba, 414
Urubitinga, 290

Vaginati, 92
Vanellus, 99
Vaza, 303
Ven-eauxia, 425
Vida, 543
Vidua, 543
Vidua loca, 127
Virago, 145
Vireouida', 513
Vireonina?, 513
Vivia, 420
Vultur, 274
^ulturp, bearded, 280

,, black, 200
California, 268

,, crested black, 274

„ eagle, 279

,, eared, 274

,, Egyiit'i»n. 277

,, fulvous, 274

,, griffon, 275

„ king, 268

,, Nubian, 277

,, Pondicherry, 277

„ Ruppell's, 276

white, 278

Vultures, American, 266

Old World, 273
true, 274

Vulturinaj, 273

Waders, 92
Warbler, fanlail. 499

,, grass. 499

„ gr.asshopper. .502

„ prothouotary, .540

Warblers. American, 540
Wax-bills, .543

Wax-wing, Bohemian, 511
Weaver-birds, 542

Weka. 129
Western grobo, 67
Wheatears, 198
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Whinchat, 108

Whip-poor-will, 389
Wliisk(y-,ja<k,524
\\'o(Kl-<'ocli, Uiii

\\'oo<l-lions, rj8
Wood-liewfis, 178

Wood-iliiscs, 102
\ViK.ilppckers, 423, 426
Wren, ant 177

,, canou, 505
„ emu, 499

Wren, tyrant, 408
Wrens, 502
Wren-lit, 50(!

Wry-neck, 433

Xantliomclus, 516
Xantlioura, 520
Xeina. Kl
Xenicida'. 4(i5

Xenirus, 4li5

Xcnops, 479

Xipliolipna, 474
Yaffle. 42.S

Yakaniik. 123
Vnanibu. .'i4

Yungipicus, 428

Zenaida. 247
Zenaiilnra. 2.'>0

Zonolrirliia. .^47

ZyKodacIylous, ."itiS
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